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OVERSIGHT ON CETA REAUTHORIZATION

MONDAY, NOVEMBEy 2, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Brattleboro, Vt.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:15 a.m., in the
Holiday Inn, Route 5, North Putney Road, Brattleboro, Vt., Hon.
Augustus F. Hawkins (chairman of the Subcommittee on Employ-
ment Opportunities) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Hawkins, Weiss, Jeffords, and
DeNardis.

Staff present. Susan Grayson, staff director, Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities, Carole Schanzer, deputy staff director,
Clark Rechtin, associate counsel, Committee on Education and
Labor, and Beth Buehlmann, minority legislative associate.

Mr. HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
of the House Committee on Education and Labor is called to order.

As the chairman of the subcommittee my role is a very simple
one today, and a very pleasant one. This is a continuation of the
hearings on employment and training program ideas. I want to
emphasize the word ideas since the subcommittee is starting at
zero in determining the direction that the manpower programs and
policy of the Federal Government should take, and for that pur-
pose, this is the first of a series of regional hearings.

My simple role is to turn the gavel over to Congressman Jim
Jeffords of Vermont today, and in doing so let me express the
appreciation of the Chair and of the full committee for the contri-
bution that Mr. Jeffords has made in this particular field. I think
that it is safe to say that without his untiring efforts and dedica-
tion, we would never have had a youth employment bill which, in a
sense, constitutes a base upon w hich we can build. The Chair is
particularly pleased that we hd4e been inv ited to Vermont today to
commence these regional hearings.

With that, let me kindly turn the gavel over to you, Mr. Jefforch
and express to you the appreciation for the courtesies that you and
your staff have shown to us during our brief stay in tkie State of
Vermont.

Mr. JEFFORDS [pres.dingl. Thank you ery muLh, Mr. Chairman I
want to certainly v,ekonie you to the State, along w ith Congress-
man Weiss from New York City, who has also been a very active
member of thib subcommittee. Conressman DeNardis should be
here shortly. He is driving from New Haven, Conn., and I have a
feeling that with the Ness Engldnd fog along the river that the

(II
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chances are he will be somewhat late. I expect he probably will not
be here until around 10 o'clock.

I want to first of all say that I do not think we have ever had, at
least when Mr. DeNardis arrives, as large a contingent of Members
of Congress at a field hearing as we are going to have here today.

Congressman Hawkins has been the leader in Congress for a
number of years on employment and training programs, and many
of the successful ones which were embodied in the CETA program
are those of Mr. Hawkins, during the period of time which he has
been chairman of the subcommittee. I want to publicly express my
appreciation not only for the work that he has done in this area
but for the tremendous cooperation I have had as his ranking
Republican in being able to work together and come up with con-
structive ideas.

The Congress faces an extremely important challenge over the
next yearthat of reauthorizing CETA. We must learn from our
past errors, expand our successes, and go beyond what has already
been accomplished as we define the goal of a Federal training
program. Over the years many varying goals and priorities for the
CETA program have been established as different needs surfaced
In this process though, the general direction and purpose of CETA

has been blurred.
There are many issues that have to be discussed as Federal

training legislation is examined. What are the roles of the various
levels of governmentFederal, State, and local, with respect to the
provision of employment training and. specific skills training?
Should there be a block grant to the States for training purposes,
or does this create an additional level of administration which will

draw upon limited funding resources? What is the role of the
private sector? Should the legislation provide for a separate youth
training title? How can coordination of services, resources, and
administration be achieved among programs such as the employ-
ment services, vocational education, WIN, and other adult and
youth training programs? What is the function of training pro-
grams in the overall economic development of an area, and is this
a Federal concern?

These represent only a few of the questions that members of this
committee must resolve. I believe that if the Congress does not
accept the challenge of defining the Federal Government's role and
of establishing an overall goal for Federal training programs, the
opportunity to develop a comprehensive approach will be lost for at
least the remainder of this decade.

I expect that the testimony we will hear "today will focus on
many of the issues that-we are trying to address. I look forward to
what each of you has to say and to a productive exchange of ideas.

I want to thank all of the witnesses for joining us here today. We
have a large number of witnesses, nearly 30 witnesses. After the
opening statement, we will hear testimony from seven panels. We
will listen to each of the indivjduals on the panel and then open
the discussion to questions. The hope is that we will be able to
move along as expeditiously as possible. Some of the members have
other commitments and will have to leave at some time this after-
noon, so I want to have as many of the witnesses complete their
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testimony by mid-afternoon if possible. I am certainly yilling,
though, tO stay here into the evening if necessary.

With that, Ted, did you have anything you would like to say')
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Jim. Simply to add my word of

appreciation to you for asking that these hearings be convened.
and to underscore their importance. Very often we get the impres
sion that a lot of people think that the only areas that have
employmeat and training problems are the large urban areas, and
that only the minority sector of our population has that problem.
By holding these hearings, I think we are demonstrating that in
fact it is a broad national problem affecting all sectors of our
society. Thank you.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Our first witness is Mr. Nat Semple, vice president

and director of governmental affairs, Committee for Economic De-
velopment, Washington, D.CNat has also been with the subcom-
mittee and has made his own tremendous contribution to this
particular area.

Nat, go ahead.

STATEMENT CIF NATHANIEL M. SEMPLE, VICE PRESIDENT AND

DIRECTOR OF GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS, COMMITTEE FOR
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. WASHINGTON. D.C.

Mr. SEMPLE. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee. My name is Nat Semple. And for the court
reporter's information, hat is spelled with an "e" and not an
People usually spell it with an "i," and I hope that that does not
change today.

I am delighted to be here in Vermont. When I woke up this
morning I adn-iit I could not see much of it. I could not tell w hether
that was Vermont or me. I am assured, however, that it, was
Vermont, and I will see some of it before I leave this afternoon

I have been told I have 10 minutes, and I could spend all 10

minutes saying how v,,onderful an experience I had working with
the members of this committee during my stay on the Hill. I could
say that despite the many times I tried to think of sneaky ways to
undermine the chairman's proposals, that he was still courteous
and kind to me, the many times that Congressman Jeffords had to
suffer my strange wit while searching out the problems of youth
unemployment across the country, and the fact that Congressnian
Weiss even allowed me to come to New York despite what that
might do to the t.ity's financial problem. I could go on for the whole
testimony praising the work of the committee, and I suspect, how-
ever, I will not have time tu do that, although it certainly would be
easy.

Let me say quickly that I am speaking for myself.
Now CED is a business policy forum that involves 200 trustees,

and Frank Lindsay has already testified on CED's views, which I
have attached, and would ask that it be included in the record.

[The prepared statement of Franklin Lindsay follows:I
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, Mr Chairman. my name is Franklin A landsay, I am Chau man of the Excutive
Committee of BA Corporatani. aria have, also served as Chan man of the Corpora
tom for Public Private 1. era ures Today I r!present the Committee for Economic
Development, whose Research and Policy Committee 1 chair eED is a private,
nonprofit, resean h and }fdio at ion organization which enjoys the active participation
and support of 20tt trustees, most of who ate top corporate or university officers We
work to devise solutions to what we believe are the Must serious problems facing the
nanon and the economy

Over the past several year, (ED has become increasingly concerned over the
gradual liquidation of the capital stuck of the country, the le..eling uff ii productiv

tontinued high leAels of unemployment. sustained inflation. and the increasing
inability of a significant number.; of Aniet Kan businesses to compete internationally
It is within this emitext that GED has recently approached several policy areas
CFI.) has recommended new ways to stimulate technological progress, t niourage
capital formation, n efor iii govel nnient regulation, and most recently provide fur a
sound retirement system We are now undertaking similar studies MI (nergy
poluy, productivity, Industrial strategy, and urban revitalization

A common theme that rubs throughout our investigations Is the- need to renew
continually our national resources nut only our capital plant and equipment our
knowledge base through research and development, our energy resources, and most
importantly, our human resources We behese this must take a balanced approach,
for %catboat the necessary human resources, any gain we might accomplish in the
area of developvig new technology, or building new industrial capacity, would be
negated In other words, a skilled, willing and ready labor force Is a prcrequisite to
the success of our other policy recommendations, and this comern is a major focus
in our current work on productis ay and in developing an industrial strategy

CED has taken a lung and ac,ive interest in all aspects of employment, training,
and labor market polity The very first paper CED commissioned in 1916 entitled,
Jobs and Markets, was an effort to assist in the transition from a war to a
petnetune economy In 1970, CED released a statement entitled. Training and Jobs
for the Urban Poor, anti in 1978 we called fur a major change in the direction of
Federal employnient and training policy in our statement, Jobs for the Ilard to
Employ. New Directions tor a Public, PriYate Partnership, which helped lay the
groundwork for the emerging system of private industry councils

atn pleased, therefore, to havre the opportunity to testify before this Committee
today in the issue of lentil(' offlphl!rment and tr:uning policy in this country While
we have not formally commented on the subject since 1978, when %we released Jobs
tor the Ilard-to-Employ. I believe many of my thoughts have either been expressed
in this or other policy statements, or are shared by nry colleagues I might add that
I am particularly ploised lec,he sitting here with my good h rend froni TRW who is
representing the Business Roundtable,

Mt Chan-Inan, in general, I believe there will continue to be an important
F ederal role In entplo mein and trannng policy. There ail! always remain In society
individuals, such as drop-out unemployed youth, who have not been reached by
either industry or our traditional system of education, and who represe nt a tremen
doers loss in productive human capital The mission for Federal policy I believe is
not only to serve such indis aluals but tu direct their education and training
toward growth occupationsnot declining ones

We are all familiar with the historical trends in the conventional breakdown uf
occupations among agric ohm e, manufacturing and serv ice employ ment I lowes er, if
tt t, separate service employ merit Into the conventional serYP,e components and those
/1/ dn. intorniation occupations. a significant pattern deveh os Conventional service
jobs dec lined continuously since 1900 to today where aey represent less tlian
10 per( ent of total employ mem On the other hand, information related employ
ment soch amputer programmers, teachers and accountants. has steadily in
mised from leas than 15 pereent in 1910 to an astounding 15 percent of total

employment Today it is at least equal to all manufacturing employment and is still
growing while the manufacturing share has peaked and is declining Information
employment may be more than 50 percent of all U S employment in but a few
years The point uf citing these statistics is to call attention to the need to develop
Federal polity (hat is flexible enough to adapt to the dynamics of the labor market

1
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In your t wren. di b r'ations legarding thr tuture design ut employment and
training pulity, I believe it ii,. to simplity end reduLe thr mei lap in existing
institutions as muLh possible. that yuu indude thust %Ninth haw twen stiLLesstul
and eliminate those that du nut measure up, and that yuu spell uut dear lines uf
authority and purpose for each part of your policy

But in 3,6)Lif unideratiun uf the rule fur private If1%.,1%enwnt I have sunie definite
Lumerns Amerwan busomss represents a tremendous opportunity. not only btsause
it is the sourLe uf rriost uf the natant s Lurrenf Aid-future employment, but beLause
It represents the greatest training resourLe we have available. The faLt i, while
CETA may ha% e spent mure than $40 billion on employment and training, industry
petal; at least this niuLh eaLh mid every year Amer Wan Telephone .uid Telegraph

spends $700 million on in-house training ,done But if Federal poky is tu take
advantage vf this vast rtsource there needs tu be a better understanding uf the
nature uf this training and how best tu emourage busmess tu open this resourte tu
the less employable.

Traditionally there have bern generally two ways uf going abuut involving busi-
ness The first has been tu invoke business through speLific LuntraLts and subsidies.
suLh as on-the-job training The other is indireLt, through tax imentives, suLh as thr
Tergetted JobsTax Credit

Buth of these two approdows have been part of a heritage ut business involve-
mt nt in developing programs fur the hard-to-employ The Natiumd All iit uf
Business has been une uf the mure L'ffectiw aLturs involved, as haw sonw of tbe
new PICs Yet suLli involvement has, fur the must part been ad hut, and while sume
of these are suLLussful efforts, overall quality has been uneven I believe Hie prime
reason fur this unevenness has been the laLk of set uf guiding prmuples un what
it takes to invoIvt busaiess aLtively The Congress now has a unique opportunity to
infuse suLh guidehries into the future employment .ind training polio whiLti you
may wish tu develop We ali reLognIze th,at CETA is in trouble and under fire And I
think we all recognize that some changes need to be made.

In other words. in thrs area at CED We find that Amer wan business both huge
and smallis very willing tu du its part lo bring jobs and training tu the hard-to-
employ Several years ago we pubhshed a volume uf Lase studies outlining what
over 80 Lumpames and private seLtur organizations are doing in this area TIwse
Lases are representative uf the enormous potential fur private involvement i&i ttain-
ing and jobs

Here are what I believe tu be key prmciples that must be fulfilled if we .ire w
ensure business involvement

There must be absolutely t Lear understanding by all partws tumern ed ."1 n
ment. business, labor and Lumniunity groups-- that tiny effuLtive effort tu address
the .problem uf private struLtural unemploynwnt will ti faLt be led by the luLal
business Lummunity I strongly urge that business b given real reoponsibility for
Larrying out meaningful taisLs that the.). will nut be constrained by exLessively
detailed government reviews and apprmals Unless business pu;ple are town a real
job to do. they will simply nut be interested n devoting time and effurt

CED has proposed speofk ways in whiLh these presuiptions Lan bt; translated
into action,

Luta: intermediak organizations with business leadership, in make a unique
Luntribution tu getting at various p1fk problems assuLlated with hiring the bard-
tu-empluy This i lwhs job pia...merits, red tape i.nrieLted with Federally support-
ed on Hie-job training, preemploynwrit training and job readiness aLtivitws, Lourisel
ling and other back-up services for the harthtmemploy

There must be sufficient flexibility m the governnwnt program tu allie.v wrde
variety of orgaluzational arrangements from t It) to ity, , adapted tu the speual
needs uf each locality One oncluswn that Llearly tu ged truni uur study un the
Jobs fur the Hard tu-Employ and uur urrent wurk un publw-private partnerships in
revitalizang our nation's Litres is that there .s nu single solutwn whiLh rs appropri-
ate for every city or area in the country

Business i,an only be effeerve J it is freed from highly detalWd, before-the-faLt.
approvals by the Department of Labor

A major and sustained personal involvement the top business luidershipbuth
nationally and ka11 IS 4.ritkal tu suwessful business inwhement CED tudies
Llearly .6how that the suLtessful uf i',tt. u ,perutou tend tu be in
those Laws where tl tup business exeLutives are strongly ..unittutted tu these
programs.

There should be a mayor emphasis on involving simdl business firms. as %vell as
large ones It is ln small busifleSSes many of whia are in the growing parts uf the
service sector where training and job opportunities tor the hard-to-employ are
often particularly premising
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Any policy must allow for the fundamental fact that the bottom line for business'
is, net return, especially over the long run. Jobs programs should be designed as
much as possible, to benefit business as well as the hard-to-employ .

-There is t need for continuing effort to spread the story of successful' eases of
private sector involvement in programs to further training and jobs for thehard-to-
employ. Business executives need to know that many programs in0 hrea itlready
do work successfully, ....;

A very intensive and continuous process of education will be necessary to-make
these concepts fully understood and accepted. This requires support from Congress,
the Administration, the Department of Labor and other officials. ,

I believe that there are some very necessary institutional requirements and I
would urge the Committee to judge the currentkPIC operation by these standards as
well. It is now time to develop a realistic chaffe-rsfor private intermediary groups
that clearly spells out the degree of delegated responsibility to be given to these
groups to develop programs and to make major operating decisions The manger in
which they will account for public funds they expend should also be spelled mit
This charter should not be limited to broad principles. It must include specific
operating relationships without resulting in more red tape For example, preseht
Labor Department regulations and procedures should be simplified and approvals
speeded up. Relations between Washington, its regional offices, and( the prime
sponsors should similarly be examined for clarity and effectiveness.

Such intermediary organizations must be made operational ratheikhan !nerdy
advisory: This means that busi- mss should be allowed to organize nonprofit organi:-
zations that can make direct contracts for OJT, etc., while some of this has oecyrred
under the Private Sector Initiative Program; it should be further en-douraged

Such an institution cannot be mandated but must grow out of local private
initiatives Government in turn must provide incentives for such initiatives

Business must work through private intermediary organizations that have inde-
pendent staff and clear control over the funds paid to such staff, or at least to the
staff director Ideally, in my view, this would mean that the budget for staffsplaries
should be fully financed either by the business fiims themselves or from lather
private sources, such as foundations.

With respect to PSIP, I urge the Commdee to judge whether their local arrange-
ments, which I believe have tremendous, potential, ail7iverating along the lines I

'' have outlined aboveand to do whatever is necessary to enable Pies to be orga-
nized by local leadership and to work as independent entities, both operatively and
prog(maticallywith primary business involvement.

Whatever direction the Committee chooses to taker I urge you not to expect too
much in the short-term from business on improving employment of the hard-to-
employ. There is a great risk of seeing business as the salvation of the current move-
to reduce spending on social programs and as a means to take up all the "slack"
without fully appreciating how difficult and complicated a task it is While I believe
that business can and will take on a much greater role, unrealistic expectations
would undermine the success of future public-private partnership

Inoconclusion, the best prescription to reducing unemPloyment and sustaining
economic growth is a, continuing growth in capital for investment in new plant hnd
equipment, 12) rapidly increasing technology, and 13) continuing renewal Qf the skills
and education of the current and future labor force. In my view, this must take a
balanced approach, rind to date too little attention has been paid to the human
element In this respect the Committee hAs a real opportunity to. provide new
leadership. .

,

Mr. SEMPLE. What I would like to do is to give you briefly 10
years of frustration. Fortunately I think i can do it in 10 minutes
It is a sense of what I think needs tO be done if CETA is to become
a truly meaningful part of revised economic strategy and effort to
improve the Nation s productivity and economic growth. I used to
work in room 1040 Longworth, and it was a windowless office.
Occasionally the lights 6uld go out, usually when the Xerox ma-
chine would go on. were Respublicans, and there were those of
us who had a conspir cy point of view and thought that Tip O'Neill
had a button that he used to push and leave us in the dark.

We 4elt very isolated then, and I always thought this was true
for CETA. I thought it was isolated from the micro- and macro-
economic mainstream of the country, and it had never been accept-

.
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...e.d as an integral part of policy designed to improve the Nation's
_ economic growth, and at the same time structured to improve

those who had not entered the economic mainstream. I think this
hearing today presents an insurmountable opportunity to make the
policy truly relevant. '

I feel that you have a number of jobs before you. The first and
most difficult task is to leave the past. :there are so many who
have a stake in the current system that are going to be under a lot
of pressure, of course, to maintain it pretty much as it is . This will
be a tough job, and I certainly understand. I am lucky enough not
to be in that position now.

If you can do that and even though you may have to engage in
what I discern to be a short-term salvage operation, your second
difficulty is deciding exactly what the future problem may be, and
while the demographics are there I suspect that there is some
disagreement as to what it means.

Now, I have included in my testimony some specifics on this
matter, but they are extremely difficult to understand and go
through. You are.looking at long-term impact,' 5, 10 years from
now, and a thorough understanding of the kind of things we can
see in terms of labor market changes that I feel must be studied
carefully beftire you really design a policy.

Now, as I said, the demographics seem fairly clear. There is some
feeling that there is going to be an oversupply of educated workers.
I do not agree with that. But what I see happening is a mismatch
between skilled labor and the undereducated, in an economy that
is going to demand both new skills and a recoupment of those who
have failed to gain the kind of productive education and knowledge
that will be useful.

If my trustees, and I must admit that I have ,had some meetings
with them recently, are any measure, they are ext:remely con-
cerned over the inability of the Nation's labor market to achieve a
skilled labor market that really can fiil their entry-level void. They
are finding today, and it is very distressing, that whereas 10 years
ago they could go uut 4nd out of 10 candidates find someone who
could fill a job, they now have to go to 100. And this has tremen-
dous implitations in terms of education and our ability to pi.oduce
the skilled work force that is so critically needed for a changing
economic base.

I think there are four areas where the policy will have an
impact. One is the dislocated worker area. I will give you- some
details there. I am nut talking about trade adjustment assistanceI-
am talking about a real dislocated worker program. There is going
to be dislocated worker problems as industry changes.

There is a second area and that is what I call the higher technol-
ogy, higher productivity areas. This is an area where this commit-
tee does not have jurisdiction. This is a problem primarily of
higher education, but one where I think this committee should
make a statement.

The thied area is what I feel is the lower entry level area, and
this is oother education peoblem but one, once again, someone has
to point, out the critical link between education and labor market
skill training and the work force. This' happened in the youth bill

1 4
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more so than any othei legislation that I ever experienced. and I
think this is the approach that you should consider again

While one could say it is a little politically out of tune, I am
saying look at it long term. As you all know, environments can
change. and I think if you initiate what I feel to be the proper
thinking now, when the environment changes you will be in the
di iver's seat to make major economic change through employment
training policy.

The fourth and linaral ea is what I call the labor market failure,
the nu-fault failure. -ingle welfare parents, and I think that this is
pm imarily the responsibility of government, but I have some very
strong feelings about the tact that up until now we have continued

isolate even this approach from the economic mainstream.
One of the things that I find particulariy distressing is that

people who come out of CETA many tiines find themselves labeled,
and as a result have difficulty in finding jobs. I think that if you
Urn somehow place ifidividuals or CETA clients or whatever system
you call it op equal footing, you are going to have a dramatically
improved chance that they will find jobs. I know that just from my

ivate C6L 11:,siolls with employers that anyone who comes with a
Government subsidy is suspect to a certain extent. They feel there
Is something wrung and as a result they have to almost be con-
vinced twice that this person is worth bringing on. I think any
policy has to find some way either through job search or some
other capacity that neutralizes what I call the GoVernment effect.

Now, in terms of institutions, how does this look? What I am
going to say is not going to be very popular in this room, and I
hope there is some way to get out of here. I think that the CETA
system has to change, and I think you have to call it something
else. That is purely a personal feeling, that once you get labeled it
is hard to change.

I also think that the responsibility has to be shifted away from
local elected officials, although I hasten to add this, and let me
clarify myself. I think there has to be public accountability, and I
think local elected officials have to be involved. My point is you
have to spread the obligation. Up until now CETA has been 100
percent federally financed. The obligation has been at the Federal
level. So as a result it is easy come, easy go. The obligation, and I
am talking about the ultimate obligation, has to be shifted to other
actors in the community, cmd as a result what I would urge is that
if you du revise your institution that all actors in the community
have a sense of obligation.

Now, what we did in the youth bill, and we were not altogether
successful, because we ran into the same political problems which I
am sure you are going to run into, was attempt to have all the hey
institutions in the community cough up something in hard money
I would urge that private industry also contribute hard dollars to
any revised system so that each group had a stake in what was
wming out. We also had a device where, let us say the school
system and at that time the local prime sponsor and the business
community each contlibuted a dollar, and there was a match from
the Federal level which doubled their impact as well as contribut-
ing a substantial amount of money for local employment training
efforts. What happens in that process is that I think more individ-
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uals in the comniunity take an active participation in following
where that dollar goes. It is a very tricky kind of det ice:It is not
too dissimilar from the matching grants they do in the endow-
ments, which has a tremendous effect in local let erage in terms of

. community participation. It is difficult from this perspective be-
cause you hate So many different institutions you have to work
through. But I feel with limited dollars it is certainly something

,you can look at.
Now, how does this look in legislation? AS I say, my testimony is

approximately 300 pages and intuit es 6 committees and 12 subcom-
mittees, and you might all have a conniption fit, but I think you
hate tu establish w hat you do in a broad context, otherwise it will
get lost again through the cracks. It will become isolated.

If you just take the opportunity to do what you woUld want in
the best uf all %of ids, vxhether you run across the Ways and Means
Committee turf ur chaipnan's turf on tocational education, you say
what you really think ought tu be a comprehensive approaeh. Now
what you are doing in that process is fitting the specific approach
and eten yeur short-term salvage operation into a part of an
uterall framework that will then gibe it the added meaning ad-
dressing it tu the needs of the economy and to the Nation's future
productitity needs. Because, until I have talked to a CEO and
relate this policy tu the company's productitity problem and to
their desires to remain eompetitite, I will get a blank look. But as
soon as I make that link the eyes light up and suddenly there is an
awareness that I have never seen before.

We hate had three meetings un industrial strategy and produc-
tit ity where the issue ha. ome up spontaneously among the trust-
ees They recognize a tery real problem and although they have nu
way of putting their finger on it, they have never taken a survey
and they sense that the future tu the Americans' industrial com-
petitit eness and the ability uf the society to provide fur the welfare
of its citizens is its human capital. In my view, if you can talk
about a retision uf the employment and training policies in this
life, your lung-term chances uf hating a sustainable employment
and training policy are much greater and I think would fall much
less prey tu the IA hims uf budget changes than what we are seeing
now.

Underscoring all of these concepts I believe are the following.
The policy should shift the obligation more broadly. It should be
structured to be really geared toward the institutions that are
going to be int olted, and each element should be related in tet ms
of restoring American competitiveness. Obtiously this is a big job,
and of course I would be naturally happy to help in any way that I
can, but I think you should try it. Even though you may get
attacked here and run intu some flak there, the fact that you have
done it I think represents a major departure from the past.

Perhaps your first problem will be to forestall imminent disaster.
I hate nut been pi ity to the latest conversation, but I would urge
that if you du intolve the pi ivate sector I think that is the salva-
tion in the short term. Flank Lindsay's testimony contains some
ideas in this respect, and I du agree with him on his conclusions.

In short, I think that the time has come to--I was at a meeting
the other day of CETA experts and I always thought I was a CETA
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expert and we sat around think,Ing whether you should have this
kind of council or that kind of council, and I felt I was on the deck
of the Titanic as a member of the crew trying to figure out how
best to improve the ship's watertight capability while it was sink-
ing beneath the 'Waves. I personally believe that what we need to
do is reconstruct the ship. Perhaps-you need a lifeboat, but if you'
can do this I see an end to the days when one stays in a windowless
dark room in the. Longworth House Office Building wondering
where everyone is.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Nathaniel Semple follows:]-

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL, M. SEMPLE, VICE PRESIDENT AND SECRETARY,

RESEARCH AND POLICY COMMITTEE, COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DOELOPMENT

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Committee My 4
name is Nathaniel Semple I am delighted to be here to share with you rny

observations as a former staff member of the House Committee on Education and
Labor and currently as Vice President and Secretary of the Research and Polley'
Committee of the Committee for Economic Development. CED is a business policy
forum involvmg 200 of the nation's leaders in industry and education As you may
know, Franklin Lindsay, former Chairman of Itek Corporation and Chairman of our
Research and Policy Committee, testified earlier before Senator'Quayle on CED's
and his views on the subject of the future o a comprehensive employment and
training act and related policies.*For your information I have brought a few copies
of the statement for the members of the Committee who have not seen it and ask
that it be including along with this statement in the record.

This Committee has a golden opportanityperhaps as Pogo once stated, "an
insurmountable opportunity"at last to make employment and training policy
relevant to the modern American economic mainstream. You have an opportunity
to take CETA out of its Isolation and to relate its policy objectives to a variety of
growing, important social and economic concerns.

In my view, to make this happen, the Committee needs to strive to incorporate
any revisions of CETA Into an overall industrial strategy that has as its goal the
improvement of American productivity and the enhancement of a better qualified
and skilled labor market. This will not be an easy job and involves four major
hurdles.

The First and perhaps most difficult task is to leave the past. This will be a
painful exercise Every interest group that sees any hope of salvaging its existence
will be banging on your door. And if my experience tells me correctly they will
never believe you when you say that the end is near Instead they will fight hard to
grab what little is left. Should you let this happen you will recreate a measure that

is a poor compromise based on premises thal have not succeeded This would be the

worst kind of ,rear-view tunnel vision. If you are forced into this position then look

at it as a salvage operation, but don't let it prevent you from looking long-term
The second difficulty you will encounter is that once you decide to take on a new

perspective you must discern what problem it is you are trying to solve Unfortu-
nately, although there is general agreement on the demographics, there is very
little agreement on what they mean for society. Most economists agree that the
1980s and 1990s will see a move from a labor surplus to a labor shortageand that
the youth unemployment problem will virtually disappear According to one set-of
projections, labor force growth may decline from the current 2.2 percent per annum
to as little as nine-tenths of 1 percent per annum Even assuming a moderate
economic growth, unemployment could fall to 4.5 percent or below by 1990 These
changes will have a profound effect on society, but various observers disagree on
what this.effect might be Some believe, as does Peter Drucker, Clarke Professor of
Social Science at the Claremont Graduate School, that what we face is not a skill
shortage but an over supply of over educated workers and that what we need 'will be
policies to insure a comparable number of "knowledge jobs" Drucker contends that
there will be almost no available supply of labor for semi-skilled industrial jobs

On the other hand, there are those who say that the jobs will be there is large
numbers, but that there will not be enough "skilled" members of the labor force to
fill them. A great many feel that our current education system is failing to produce
quality workers at any level
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The ultimate effect ut the demographics could have a significant impact on macro
policies. for if orw assumes a labor surplus, as does Mr Drucker, that would have
minimum impact on wages If there IS a critical skill shortage, however, then it
could have a significant inflationary effect.

In my view the problem is actually a combination of both schools of thought plus
a slight twist. We will see a drying up of the available supply of industrial labor,
particularly among younger workers. and in the older, heavy industries Industry
will continue to be forced to move to robotics. I do not agree with Mr Drucker's
notion that we have an over educated- population. Perhaps "over educated" in the
sense that we will have a guod number of college graduates iand with the cost of
higher education being what it is, this may also changeisbut we will not have been
directing our education at any level to produce the quality of graduates needed to
rejuvenate and streamline the American economic machine.

If our trustees are any measure, there appears to be a growing disenchantment by
the nation s industry leaders over the quality of the entry level employee that they
now are forced to hire. In the past they were able to find the quality they needed
among d few applicants, nuw they must search amcng hundreds to achieve the same
result. I believe an upgrading of our educational efforts is the first area of a four
pronged approach where l,umprehenbire employment and training policy can make
a clear impact. I befieve it IS critical to improve the nation's productivity, both
within firms through upgrading and professional career education and outside firms
by providing fur a better prepared entrant into the labor market at all levels, but
particularly among the higher technology jobs.

However one comes uut n the debate over the demographics, we will be faced
with une problem we cannot avoid--dislocated workers' mostly middle-aged and
In need of entry level jobs where they can learn new skills.

Addressing the dislocated worker troblem IS the second pohcy area that employ
ment and training Itluslation can undertake I am not advocating a rehash of the
Trade Adjustment Assistance Act, which in my view was a consummate failure, I

ialvocating a relocation polio that contair4 strong incentives to the private
sector to participate both in the job information exchange and m agreeing to pay for
and relocate dislocated workers into their firms. This kind of approach is totally
lacking from Trade Adjustment Assistance, which has becume nothing more than
glorified unemployment insurance.

The third area where there is a clear policy opportunity is what I call ''job
readiness fur the lower level entry positions. Except for the highly technical areas
stivir alb engineering, medicine and architecture, must skill training is done on the
job This is particularly true in the information and related service industries which
have been growing dramatically in the past several years Let's look at the statis
tics, if we separate service employment into the conventional service components
and those in the informatian occupations, a significant pattern has developed

on ventional service jobs have declined continuously since 1900 to today where they
represent less than In percent of total employment. On the other hand, information
related employment isuch aS computer programmers, teaciiers and accountants) has
steadily increased from than 15 percent An 1940 to an astounding 45 percent of
total employment Tuday IS at least equal to all manufacturing employment and

stal growing while the manufacturing share has peaked and is declining Infor
rnation employment may be mure than ...)0 percent of all 1.3 S employment in but a
few yars

In many A n7tdriLes. however, these new jobs are being filled by individuals who
a re in need ut remedial and even basic education A recent survey by the Confer
..ence Board reveals that .1; percent of firms are now having to engage in remedial
training for their entry level employees In my view this represents a considerable
waste of private sector resources and has a very negative effect un productivity It is
reflective of a failing education system What is needed is a tie up between the
nation .-.ichools and business and labor market. While this is not specifically and
area whre this Committee has jurisdiction it certainly is an area where this
t..umtnittee can express its opinion and must if it is to fit its part into a logical
whole, and I believe, needs to be expressed in legislation,

The fourth and final area where employent and training policy can have an
anpact is the labor market failure Many of these are no-fault failures single
welfare parents, absent spouse. the severely handicapped and those with limited
English speaking abilities. just to name a few groups. In many ways this has to be
primarily a function of government, but I believe it must be done in a way that does
not isolate the rec ipients of services from the mainstream. Too often in the past,
tETA clients who have successfully completed a remedial program have entered jub
search aS a CETA client, which is a clear announcement to the perspective employ
ei that this person has problems In more than one conversation I've had with
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employers, the% actin!? that tlw fact that an inditidual graduates from a
( ETA program is a strike against him Employers look for inditiduals "who can do
the job They are suspicious of indit iduals who come to a job with a government
subsidy In mt % wev, the critical point of departure is the first job interview As

sonic. of the jOb search experiments hate shown, 'washing" the CETA client of the
goternment substdy places that client on an equal footing with any other capable
entrant into the labor market The result in obtaining jobs is better

In sum, any approach to those who ale failing in the labor market requires Ili a
comprehensive., sert ice oriented approach involt ing a heat y dose of counseling. (2' a
release into the labor market only when ready. e:li substantial job search assistance,
and -i the emhng of labeling Not% a may appear that these are pretty much what
CETA was already set up to do In some ways this was true, but because CETA also
tried to accomplish everything else, these particular policies never had the kind of
institutional arrangements needed to make them work We do not need new pieces
of the puzzle, we just need to fit them into place

What, then, would this look like institutionally? Not altogether different from
what we see now It may appear after my discussion that what we have done is
melely to restate what already is in the CETA legislation In sonw ways this is true.
but we hate never succeeded institutionally in carrying out the goals of the pro-
gram In my time, what ee e need Is to use existing institutions with some changes.
which I will describe below. but in a dramatically net% fashion and with dramatic
incentites to bring these institutions into close cooperative arrangements A review
of lie4 Session s youth legislation in the House is the kind of approach I am
discussing. although personally I would go further For example, while the 22
percent set aside had been somewhat successful in bringing CETA and the educa
tion establishments together. these are a minimum and have not done nearly
enough

Rather than go into great detail on the institutional arrangements let me briefly
summarize my thoughts on this matter First. I do not believe CETA prime sponsor
system should be continued in its curreA status As so many of us know, the name,
t ETA. alone will undermine any effort to restore the credibility the program needs
to function effectwely at the local level. Accordingly. in addition to changing the
name. I would transfer the responsibility for operation away from local elected
officials, although I believe they must have a critical working relationship with any
new institutional arrangement There are numerous ideas floating around on just
how this would look Some advocate a labor market arrangement with a heavy
involvement from business I feel business should participate at the policy making
level If you call on business to et into an operational mode. then I think we are
considering a completely different kind of operation. I am not one who believes
business aself should operate the program. I do not agree with the notion that just
because you are in business you are more capable of dealing with the kinds of
clients we are talking about than one who has made a profession of it Perhaps this
es my bias, but what I do think would be best Is to have business establish policy for
the professionals we have in field now. Business should have an expanded role in
saying what is to happen and where. And I strongly believe that all actors in any
revised institutional arrangement must have an obligation to see it through There
are mane ways to achieve this obligation, one of which is to require that everyone
involved contribute financially In this respect. I think business should be called on
to contribute financially. Federal policy should be to create overwhelming incentives
for all local institutions that will be participating in an employment and training
program to comma themselves eqhally to a successful result This will have the
combined effect of nut only shifting the burden of proof away from. the Federal
government to local institutions but also spreading the grassroots support of an
employment and training effort throughout the community This is what is current
Iv lacking there ate numerous other areas where institutional rearrangements can
be made, particularly in the employment service, vocational educalion institutions,
schools, and in higher education But since it would take too much of your time for
me. to spell our precisely what I see needs to be dune in this area. I would be happy
to discuss my thoughts on this with you and your staff. should you desire, at a later
date

I his brings us to the next question. which IS. what would this look like legislative
ly ' I could say it vsould be approximateiy ;MO pages, involve ri different Committees,
12. different Subcommittee.. and a lut of ruffled feelings. Nevertheless, if you are
willing to establish a broad-based employment and training policy it is. in my view,
absolutely necessary to take a comprehensive look at the goals This will require
legislation that reaches far beyond your Committee's jurisdiction. because' I am

ilking about a caanbination of tax policy. changes in the UI laws, changes in ESEA
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training and economic development in local areas

Let me give you une example. the dislotated worker I have already mentioned
tht need to involve private industry directly in the protess of relotating such
workers What I mean spetifitaIly is that industry should commit itself to paying
fur the move of a perspettive employee This would require a tax tredit to create a
rcal intentite fur the employer to take un the risk The eniployer will have to
butuale nwkvki in an info rnation exthange to help pinpoint possible job plaee-
ments fur the dislocated unemployed In addition I would add speak training
benefits akin to thc GI bill fa-opted perhaps through a modified unemployment
insurante tax It would almost seem reasonable to have a Separate tax base for
retraining and relocation paid fur by lams as an insurante polity fur their employ-
ees, just as they now pay into,unemployment insurance.

The point I am stressing here is that unlike trade adjustment assistante, whit!)
was a 100 pertent hand-me-down Fedeial program, this IS a tontributory effort vrith
the direct partitipation of industry and feel would be cl math more voble approath

Underlining all these approaches are three important concepts
Any polity should Sh ft _th.ci obligation away from the government to the institu-

tions and tlients that tire baig served. This is CETA's major weakness, for as a lOti
pertent federally funded program there has been no obligation on the part of any
actor in the sisteni other than the Federal Government to contnbute m any
meaningful fashion It is this importante of contribution and commitment that
lends itself to an improved program delivery.

Intento.es should be structured in a way that Is truly geared to the institutional
self interest of thost. int (Jived. be it edutation, business or comunity-based organiza-
tions

Eath elemt ra should bt related and talked about in terms of restoring Amen...1's
tompetitiveness and produttivity while addressing the needs uf those who have nut
succeeded in the labor market

Obviously this Is a big job, one I feel must be undertaken if we are ever to enable
CETA or its replatement to betume patt of the mainstream of the national effort to
improve produttivity and to restore Arnerita's tompetitiveness The only way to du
this is tu show explititly wheie the Committee's work will fit into the whole, and to
infutrn your tompanion tonirnittees of %%here they too hate a responsibility Reflett-
ing on the past. I tan remember those tunes the Ways and Means Committee
widertook jobs tax tredit legislation without any tonsultation with the Education
arid Labor Committee and how often it enacted polities that were in direct tonfhct
with tht aistitutional arrangements we had,established in CETA This IS the kind of
mistake that could be atuided by fitting the policies together in une patkage.

Notwithstanding everything I have zoid, I suspect your first job, unfortunately.
wdl be to forestall imminent disaster fur CETA. Although I haven't been privy to
the latest distussiuns, I understand that the Administration may well tontemplate
tutting CETA back almost to its level of the early 1970.s, and leave just a small
amount fur maintaining a skeleton CETA prime sponsor system I may be netessary
fur this Committee tu take un a n hurt-tenn salvage operation In this respect. I
believe that the best v,ay to convinte the Administration of your commitment is to
expand tht rule of private industry. and I point to Frank Lindsay J testimony tis a
possible way L. go about cluing that But again, I would only look at tais approath as
short-term and as a salvage operation.

Ili tundusiun, I would be happy and willing to assist in any efforts ,vja undertake
to put together the kind of patkage I'm espousing if you have any intqination to du
so I hope that you will du so I retently attended a meeting of CETA experts and
retail thdt ilI inout- ...told talk about was the *eta-Ks of CETA, whether there
should be on... or two tountiht, etc. , and I felt very muth like I was on the
deck of the Titarlit. listening to the trew debate how better to improve the ships
watt rtight ,apability just 16 she as Sulking beneath the waves Perhaps you need a
lifeboat. but what I du think needs to be dune is to retonstrutt the ship. I believe
that a ti edible employment and training polity requires a tomprehensive approath
and it will end the days when one stays in a windowless office in the Longworth
!louse Office Building wondering where everyone is,

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Nat.
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I first of all say it is a real pleasure to have

your views, especially in view of the fact that I know that you have
been on this side of the table so often that you understand the
problems that we face. Consequently, I think the iews expressed
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by you have an added meaning because they come I think out of
that experience.

May I ask several rather specific questions with respect to the
prepared statement.

To what extent is the statement or the recommendations based
on a full forecast-such as you made at the beginning of the labor
force growth that is down to almost below 1 percent? Assuming
that forecast is not accurate, would any of the recorpmendations be
made different? I think some of us may take issue with that
premise.

Mr. SEMPLE. I really do not believe so. What I have outlined is
four major approaches. They are flexible. You can move from one
to another, but the key to addressing a rapid growth in the labor
market falls primarily, I think, in the macroeconomic stimulation
of overall economic policies that lead to economic growth that
provide jobs.

Now, this is whatDrucker talks about. He says that what you
need is a policy that is going to provide knowledge jobs. If that is
true, and I think that is the fundamental premise on which all of
my recommendations are made, is that we need an overall econom-
ic policy that stimulates maximum economic growth That goes far
beyond what the committee can do, but what I think the committee
can do is take those cracks in the economic system, and dislocated
workers is one. For example, if you have rapid economic growth a

. lot of it will be into new, high-technology industries. The auto
industries will be losing workers. Those are dislocated workers If
you have policies geared toward resolving the dislocated, middle
age worker who no longer is on the assembly line, that is a policy
this committee can take. So whatever it is, that is an area where
you can shift from one to the other.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, assuthing that there will be such areas that
there will be still a need for the mechanism in terms of the
dislocated bringing in this group that you mentioned and called,
for want of a better phrase, "no-fault failures." Considering also
that many individuals will be drawn into the labor market who
heretofore have not even participatedwomen, for example, a tre-
mendous number of housewives, as well as many underemployed
individuals who work at less than their skills, and so forth, what
mechanism would you suggest? A great emphasis is placed in the
recommendations on the involvement of the private sector and
other community groups. Now who would coordinate these groups9
Do you envision at the local level a planning board of some kind in
which these groups would be involved? What type of a delii?ery
system, assuming that we wanted to do precisely what you recom-
mended to give the private sector a greater role to play and even to
contribute financially to the program? It is not cleat to me what
structure you would use.

Obviously you are not going to use the current structure?
Mr. SEMPLE. I felt that this testimony could go on for 50 pages

going into details of the sort you are requesting. The private sector
becomes involved in all different areas" either through tax incen-
tives for the dislocated worker. I would definitely have some kind
of incentive to industry to actually pay for the relocation of a
prospective employee. That requires an information system I tend
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to favor a local structure that involves private industry and the
planning business in a planning and information capacity on a
board that' has involvement of education and local elected officials
on a broader area base than it is now. There are a lot of ideas
floating around in this respect.

I would have the accountability for what they do and I would
have them actually have the power b decide what programs need
to be done, dispersed between three major elements. education,
business, and local elected officials much the way it was in the
youth bill When we originally worked on it. It is a concept of trying
tu bring in the grassroots support where the community is account-
able for what they do as well, not just the local elected official. The
local elected official is going to be under a tremendous amount of
pressure. The budget cuts on the services are going to be the most
pressing_item on the local agenda. The tendency to not pay the
kind of attention I think this program deserves will be there.
Whether rightly or wrongly they have a tremendous number of
problems, and I think by involving more actors in the community,
particularly educators and business.

I think there has to be a system to do that, and I think involving
the CETA professionals is a very important element, because I am
nut one who believes that business should actually operate. I do not
think necessarily they have the experience to do it, and the people
in the CETA system now I feel have the experience and should be
some way brought into this, because they have had to work with
this. They have had to work with exactly the groups you are
talking about. I am talking about the obligations, nbt so much the
institution itself. It is like shifting the institution and putting it in
a place where there are more people responsible for CETA to work
well. It is a strategy more than it is a specific change in design of
the institution.

Mr. HAWKINS. Finally, who would create this entity on which the
various groups that you mentioned would be represented? Would it
be Jone by the local elected officials, and if so, are we getting back
into the CETA structure, or would it be done at the Federal level
through direct intervention?

Mr. SEMPLE. I think you could start in legislation. If I went
through all the specifics it would tal.e some doing. Pretty much a
turnbination uf local boards, the vocational education community,
the CETA Board, the private industry council should be consoli-
dated. The choice of membership is a very difficult issue. I think
there has to be a role to play for local elected official's to select a
certain number, that the business community should have a cer-
tain selection number, that education should have a certain selec-
tion number.

Mr. HAWKINS. Maybe I do not make myself clear. Who would
make these decisions?

Mr. SEMPLE. You would. Absolutely.
Mr. HAWKINS. So the Federal Government would set up the local

entity with the membership drawn from the various groups?
Mr. SEMPLE. Absolutely.
Mr. HAWKINS. And what Federal money there is would flow from

the Federal Government to that local entity together with such
other funding that might be derived locally?
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Mr. SEMPLE. Right. And I would make that money an incentive
approach. In other words, I would make that money predicated on
certain things happening. I once again go back to the youth bill as
an example. The 22-percent set-asides I think were a useful device
I think it could be broadened much further because it spreads the
obligation, but I would have the Federal money dependent. I would
have a certain base going. I think there is a chance that the people
at the local level will not buy this option. You just cannot cut them
out. You have to have something going on. I think you ought to
have a base minimum support going on top of which if they pro-
duce what you design in terms of institutional arrangements they
will get an extra amount.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
How realistic do you believe it is to anticipate any cash contribu-

tions from local governments at this time?
Mr. SEMPLE. The way we had it designed was it came out of the

Federal dollars. In other words, out of the basic grant. The way it
worked was this, x number of dollars came to the local level on a
basic grant. Admittedly there is not much in that pot 'right now If
I were to advise you confidentially I would raid some other pot to
do this. I might go so far as to go to the UI taxes and see what you
could do with that system to bring in more money to what I think
is the basic support. The match came out of that, so it did not pose
added obligations to the local elected officials. Out of that pot let us
say,you put $1. The education community would be a hard dollar
to come up with, but let us say they put up a dollar out of ESEA
coming down the other way through which there is a certain
amount of dollars flowing. Then you mid $1 from the business
community, and then you get matched with $1 or $2 from the
national pot, which is $5 for the local training effort which has at
its roots the basic support from the education community and the
employee and training community and business. You really have
not taken money out. You have taken Federal money and matched
it. That was the general design I am talking about. So you are not
really taking money out of an empty pot, you are taking it from
money that is coming on top of what they already have.

Mr. JEFFORDS. What about the business community?
Mr. SEMPLE. I think it is critical. You have to set this obligation

up that they have to participate for this to work. It has to be, in
my view, set up that says to the business community, listen, this is
a problem in your local area. This is your chance; if you blow it, it
is no one's fault but yours. I think the obligation has to be passed
over to the business community. Now do not forget the business
community is largely behind and supports much of the economic
policies that are now in place. There is going to be a share. There
is going to be a tremendous burden on them, but I have never run
into a CEO who does not sense a real obligation in this area. 'flat
is why I mentioned those stories about what I felt was an unbeliev.
able response in terms of concern about education in the labor
market. I think there is a real opportunity. It is expressing it in a
way that they really see as being part of their interest in their
company future that is important.
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Mr. JEFFORDS. You have le% iewed the results uf the CETA fund-
ing cutbacks, I presume. Do you know of what is left if it is skewed
in the right direction as far as the priorities you mentioned?

Mr. SEMPLE. Well, that is a tough question, because one wonders
if there is enough even if you take the total sum to be altogether
sufficient for carrying this out. That is why I talk about going after
other funds and trying to meld other dollars. It may be politically
impossible to do it. It may be impossible to go into vocational
education funds and try to take something out of there, but I think
the difficulty is taking a small pot and figuring this out. I remem-
ber we saw the Jub Corps and we always felt very high about Job
Corps, and the youth employment program in the summer is ex-
tremely important, and now you are coming down to the initial
point. You have a srnall pot, and here we are fighting over the
little dollars that remain when none of them are enough. What I
am arguing for is, in the short run to try to get as much in the
private sector, because it will salvage as much of the pot as you
can have. In a way you are buying into a concept which is general-
ly the one that the administration, I think, favors the most, which
is the private-sector involvement. In the meantime, while you are
salvaging this pot try to establish a new approach.

I know that is not a very specific answer.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First I want to say that I think that you have done some very

serious and it might even be said profound thinking on the abject,
and I think that we are all grateful for that. In a sense I am not
sure that I am in a position after one hearing tu really comment or
critique Intelligently at this stage. I think that it is something that
I really would like tu have the chance to analyze much more
carefully.

One concern or cauticn that I have on the basis of the hearing
that the subcommittee held about 3 months ago in Los Angeles, we
had some ptivate-sectur people and they pointed out exactly the
same problem of labor shortages at the same time that we have
this tremendous level of unemployment in certain sectors, and
what is going to be happening 10, 13, 20 years down the line. But
the sense I gut from listening tu them is that it was going to be
very, very hard to get them to focus on and to deal with the
chronically unemployed, the people who are the nu-fault labor
problems. I am nut sure that you can really demonstrate to them
how it is in their self-interest to really-deal with that sector of the
suuety and the economy. They will do the other stuff and then deal
with the people who least need the help because that is in their
self interest, and I just du not know whether, in fact, you can do all
of this on a single track.

Mr. SEMPLE. I agree with that. In fact that is what I said. I think
basically that particular problem is primarily the responsibility uf
Government. What I indicated is that you need tu take your re-
sources and address the problem there which I believe needs com-
prehensive addressing. Marion Pines in Baltimore said, ''You know,
if wt. unly had day care fin these single mothers with kids we could
;et them into training... I believe that really has to be the focus of

I.
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Government. What happens, though, is that once the person gets
labor-market ready that is where the key problem comes in, in my
opinion. It is the selling of that person into the labor market where
I think there is a role for private inclUitry. It is not in doing it

Mr. WEISS. This is not to undercut your argument but to indicate
how difficult it is. The administration is going exactly the other
way, taking away the very supports that in fact might make it
possible for people to make themselves labor-market ready

Mr. SEMPLE. Well, perhaps I share some disagreement on that,
because from what I have sensed I think that is an area where this
committee and the Government does have a role.

If the time comes where there is an ability to restore that, I
think the ecknmittee should be prepared to do it in a way that is
more successful in terms of how the people get into the labor
market and hired. Industry, I do not think, is in a position to
handle that specific problem. I think they are willing to handle the
client from that if they feel the client can do the jcb, and they are
willing to advise as to educational efforts and to participate I
would not be greatly optimistic about their capability of handling
that specific problem. I agree with you entirely. That is a situation
over which we have no control, 6ut I do not think it should prevent
you from establishing a policrapproach in the bill.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Nat.
The next panel is an economic development panel consisting of

Charles B. Tetro, executive director, Penobscot Consortium, Bangor,
Maine; Christopher Page, director, Economic Development Council
of Northern Vermont, David Deen, Southeast Vermont Community
Action, Frank Gulluni, special assistant to the mayor, Sprineeld,
Mass.; and Lou Dworshak, State of Vermont, Department of Devel-
opment and Community Affairs.

I welcome you to our hea:ing. I hope we will have sufficient time
for questions, and we hope that your statements could be summa-
rized so that they do not take more than 5 minutes, then we can
have equal time for questioning at the end.

STATEMENT OF Cht.ARLES B. TETRO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
PENOBSCOT CONSORTIUM, BANGOR. MAINE

Mr. Tutu). My name is Charles Tetro. I am executive director of
the Penobscot Consortium -and president and CEO, Training &
Development Corp., Bangor, Maine.

Thank you for this opportunity to present testimony today
Given the nature of the timing I shall simply submit my testimony
and summarize it briefly.

I think that it is much grounded in commonsense, but since
policy has not been attuned to the kinds of presuppositions which
are supposed here, I would hope that you might have an opportuni-
ty to review it.

The thesis of my testimony is that economic develoPment ought
to be an integral part of labor market policy.

My central assertion is that in my approach, to economic develop-
ment we generally have failed to recognize the human resource
and human dimensions of the enterprise. We failed in two manners
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to recognize It. We failed tu realize that economic development
when aLLompanicd by human resource development is a potent tool
for achieving eccnomic justice as well as efficiency and growth.

We have also failed to realize that economic development is not
sewer systems, industrial parks, new plants, and expanding busi-
nesses, although each of those can be a critiLal result of economic
development and also a critical conaibutor tu economic develop-
ment. Economic development is a process, and the N i t al ingredient
to the process is the right people. So I go on to speak about the
matter of grounding lablr-market policy and economic deV;lop-
ment initiatives in the community. That is the context where they
ou-ur, NNhereNer their origin and whatever ,their cumulative effect
may be regionally or nationally.

We would need to involve in that process those influential deci-
sionmakers in communities. We need to recognize that powers
disperse. There is no one locus of importance, but the power is
among organized labor, education, and government, and until We
recognize that and ground our policies and programs with that
recognition we are going to be continuing to operate outside the
context uf how things really happen in our communities, and we
need to change our system and policy to address that.

In this testimony I wanted to make a case that between creating
jobs and building people's abilities to be able to take those jobs, we
need to combine those policy initiatives. I use an example later in
my testimony in the instance of Bangor, Maine, something which is
the cumulative result of an approach that has been organized
around this premise which occurred just last week.

Last week, major industry business and finance leaders met in
the boardroom uf the Penobscot Consortium and each dedicated
$3,000 for a cumuhtive amount of $60,000 as the first installment
un what they recot,nized to be a long-term, multiyear commitment
to begin to revitalize the central core of the City of Bangor, which
has deteriorated as so many cities have.

These business leaders, meeting in a CETA boardroom. stipulat-
ed that their commitment needed to be matched by the city of
Bangor, that a public-private partnership needed to be created if
we were to undertake an effectiv,e enterprise in Bangor. The city
council met in that same boardroom the next day and indicated at
their next regular meeting they will in fact make that kind of
commitment and foi m that kind of a partnership.

. I think the significance of that is that out of the context of CETA
grounded in the private sector initiative aspect of CETA, real
Lhange; real growth, real uppurtunities are going to be created for
the City of Bangor and for the unemployed in that city.

Because these indiv iduals have been involved with this human
resource development enterprise and because of the origin of this,
it is Nary clear that we can steer the development of opportunities
fur people throughout that overall economic development process,
and that is critical.

Finally, I express in my testincmy a view which we have come to
hold in Bangor, Maine. and t.l.,at is that while the title VII initia-
tive of CETA has offered and does offer real promise and has, in
fact, begun to ground employment and training policy and pro-
graming properly in our Lomrnunities, it is only a beginning. About
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11/2 or 2 years ago the executive staff cf Penobscot organized a staff
for the variety of contacts, different parts of the country to come to
terms about how we taught to ground our program in Bangor,
Maine, to institutionalize it, giye it permits and make it an effec-
tive program.

Out of that we made two critical decisions..One was to constitute
the private industry council with a membership and a committee
structure which reflected two purposes. to create it with an execu-
tive committee constituted one of the most powerful communities
in the business and industrial community to organize labor and/
education. Furthermore, in order to meet your stipulation for mem-
bership in the council, the rest of that committee structure reflects
all those other interests in the local communityemployment serv-
ipe people and other critical actors in the community that play a
part but that do not really have a policy role which can influence
and advise and guide but not.really make decisions in the commu-

4 nity, and have those people be in those supporting committee struc-
.

tAres.
Our agenda is probably obvious. In the beginning we felt if we

could get these influential people making policy for CETA people
in our area the CETA programs would be better, and also we could
create the body around which we could create a future.

The short end of that story is that this past August the Training
& Development Corp. was founded in Bangor, Maine. It is a labor-
market intermediary that we expect to be used in the future to
deliver labor-market programs in that area. It is constituted in
addition to that exeLutive committee of th.e PIC, including the chief
elected official from each of the counties and consortium. So we
finally have an intermediary structuie which includes business and
finance, labor leaders, education, and governmental officials It is a
corporation. It has permanence, continuity. It will exist over time,
and it doeS involve all those critical factors.

I should say in closing that as we set forward we fully expect out
of the context of what is occurring to be building strong and
permanent employment and training systems in our area incorpo-
rating all those areas.

I should say finally that we have not operated simply a CETA
program in Bangor, Maine, over all these years but also have been
the prime contractor for a Job Corps center in Maine. We have
op.erated the migrant seasonal farmworker program for Maine, and

--...., we have recently created the Human Institute for Resource Plan-
ni g and Management, which is introduced to increase the capacity
ot )rofr!ssional and technical and technological systems to support
th training systems. So I think we speak not only from a base of
lon experience, but a fairly intense experience, and a breadth of
experience 'which is not customary to the normal CETA sponsor
ship

Thank you, sir.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Charles Tetro follows:I
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PREPARED STATIMLNT OP B T;)Tito, ExEc UTIVE DIRECTOR, PENOBSCOT
CONSORTIUM AND PRESIDEN AND CEO, TRANINS & DEVELOPMENT CORP
gm, BANGOR, MAINE

Mr, Chalrmun, members of the committee. my name is Charles Tedro. I am the
executive Director of the Penobscot Consortium which operates a three country
CETA prime sponsorship. a Job Corps center. the migrant and seasonal fat rnworker
program in Maine, and the New England Institute fur Human Resollilt! Planning
and Management. I am pleased tu appear before you today to present testimony
concerning the future of employment and training programs.

At the outset. let me delimit thy subject and make precise my aim I am before
you this morning to speak about economic development as an integral feature of
labor market policy and programming My objective is tu make a c,ase fur including
economic development as an aspect of any future labor market policy and to
illustrate my case with examples uf important and successful economic development
initiatives winch have been undertaken in Bangor. Mame. through the existing
CETA

There are few endeavors which attract such overwhelming support and approba-
tion with such litVe lunimun cuiderstanding Economic Development lb at once a
compelling and efusive concept In order tu appreciate my view that it ought to be
part uf our labor Market policy framework. I wpuld ask that you indulge me fur a
few moments as I give definition to the concept as we see it and have treated it in
our owo communities

Econoauc development is not, as we see it, new and expanded plants, shoppmg
centers, sewer systems, industrial parks and the likecdthough each of these may
be important singular results of and ubsequeiitI untributurs to economic develop-
ment Rather, e.corioniic development is a process aimed at increasing grubs local.
regional and national product leading to higher standards uf l ing fur,indiv)duals
in uur economic system As such, it has social as well as economic. consequences It
also has human as uI1 as material dimensions Whde the material dimensions are
more concrete, as a were, tlw human dimension has often eluded ub in our pursuit
uf economic development arid in our understanding uf what we need to du to achwve
it

It is in the particular context of local cumnmmties that I shall focus my attention
and remarks, fur after all, that Is thl. arena Ns here developnwnts occur wherever
their origin and whatever their umulative effect may_ be regionally and nationally

I du this with the recognition that natnand.labor market pulwy must be stratified
to respond to macro as well as micro concerns. and that econunuc development as

cispect uf that policy must be tamilarly treakd. I would further clarify my
approach by distinguishing between developnwnt which occurs naturally as et:it-
plamed by the law uf comparative advantage and development %vim h is truly
reated by) local initiative This latter Lod of growth is a product of the enterpris-

ing, ctntrepreneural. organued, collective efforts of commumty kaders It cannot
occur without the active involvement and couwration uf the business and finance
community. labor leaders, governnit it officlids. educators and other itiiIL in a
community who influence, if indeed do nut make, tilt! Unpurtatit decisions which
determine the future c,ourbe a community will take It it, this kind of economic
develupment which is properly a concern of local labor market policy

With this umkrstanding, let us then turn to the local context ito the micro
applications uf eciniunin. development) and within that context tu tlw hunian ele-
ments which 'are so frequently overlooked

The human dimension uf thy economic development enterprise is manifest m two
ways On the one hand, if local development initiatives are to have the maximum
effect. they must ontribute to allrea,es in the standards of i ng uf local people
The)) implies that as investments in infrastrue tore ()Lida and new businesses and
industrws are created and expanded. nivestriwnts must also be made in building tlw
stuck uf human capitol Peopk must be upgraded and trained tu be employed
productively in tlw new jobs which ate created Otherwise. the result uf local
development may be) to induce a shortage of qualified workers. inflating labor costs,
and didwing skilled individinds frum other regions of the wuntry at the same time
that structural unenipky merit persists in the area graced with new empkoment
upportunitit's ClOst exanaticitoth would re veal that this is the result far more oftes1
than not,

Economic developnwnt coupkd with human re-source de-velopnwnt is a potent
instrunwnt fur increasing productivity in local economies and by xtension in the
Amerkan economy as a whole Furthermore. it is a nwans to achieve economic
justiceas well as economic ttffieieney and growth
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2 As I have stated, the essence of economic development is process, and the vital
ingredient in process is people: the right people. This second human dimension of

economic development also warrants our attention.
For development to be induced in a community where it would not naturally

occur to the extent or in a manner which is desirable, the process must be solidly

grounded and carefully orchestrated.
Here, Government policy has most often been at odds with reality, for it usually

oscurs upside down and outside Let me explain what this shorthand means to

convey For the most *part, policy has created fairly narrowly bounded federal

programs which designated lead organizations for implementation in local commu-
nities. While a good deal of lip service is paid to local conditions, community

involvement and responsiveness, this only thinly veils a highly prescriptive process
where the critical decisions of what is to be done and how it can be best accom-
plished is predetermined. Often times, the lead agency is only peripherally involved
with the decision making process in the community, and just as frequently, the,

program initiative doesn't quite fit with local needs. Thus whatever the undertak-
ing, it is compromised at its inception and falls short of its promise in the end. In

contrast to this, I would suggest that policy initiatives should specify the results

which are expected, leaving particular approaches to decision makers at the local
level. If for instance, the policy objective is to encourage local economic develop-

ment; then the most effective vehicle may be to establish a federal local initiative
bank In this example, a certain amount of money could be made available to
communities in need at below market rates or as grants. The policy could stipulate
that where developments inoreased the local tax base and produced revenue, a
portion ar all of the loan would be required to be paid back to the bank over a
period of years. Where the project is not of a revenue producing nature, is a failure,

or where the community is in a particularly distressed financial condition, a grant

in aid alternative may be more appropriate and could be undertaken. In the in-
stance of failure, loans could be forgiven. In this exaraple, the critical feature is the
relationship which is developed between the federal program and the local commu-
nity To begin with, the "local initiative bank" is passive. This program requires the
same kind of approach to financing that exists between the individual or firm and a
local financial institution Only after a community has secured the interest and
involvement of the critical actors, and after they have formulated specific plans,
studied the feasibility of their plans, and prepared a solid approach to implementa-
tion, is the federal Initiative bank involved in the process. And as should always be

the case, the bank is able at that time to judge not only whether the community
meets certain standards of need but also whether the community has the ability to
successfully undertake the venture.

It should be evident from what I have said that I am convinced of the need for

policy to establish the incentives and the means for local communities to grapple

with and direct their own futures. Often this will require the involvement of parties

which have not customarily worked in harmony or even perceived a common
interest. Frequently, it will require public/private partnerships And in the domain

with which we are concerned, it will nearly always require collaborative efforts

among the business and finance community, labor, education and government.
I have argued that economic development should be an integral part of our labor

market policy; that it depends upon the proper blend of public and private decision
makers; that it needs to be properly grounded in local communities; and that it can

increase productivity by providing new and better jobs to the unemployed if it

occurs in tandem with human resource development initiatives I have, of course,
only recognized that the architects of title VII of CETA realized in the 1973 private
sector initiative program with the advent of private industry councils and the

important "employment generating services" program The real promise of title VII

of CETA is, of course, yet to be realized. However, if our own local experience is
instructive in this regard, PSIP is an important beginning I should caution that it
is only a beginning; and as with any new enterprise, it has problems as well as
prospects, and it needs time to develop.

I began my testimony by indicating that I intended to make a case for the
inclusion of economic development in any future labor market policy I hope that it

IS your judgment that I have done so. I further promised that I would illustrate ray

ease with the example of our own experience in Bangor, Maine, for it is out of this

experience that I have come to have the views I have conveyed to you today

With the passage of title VII of CETA and the creation of the private industry
council, a critical new element was introduced into the labor market policy making

and programming of the penosbscot consortium influential decision makers from
the sectors of our communities which controlled, in one fashion or another, the
success of our program initiatives. They had always been out there and they had
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always exercised that control For the first time, they were tu be involved fl a way
and at a time when their power could be exercised constructively

The consortium had a history uf positive involvement with private businesses in
the development, sponsorship. and implementation uf traming programs Organized
labor had played a critical rule in the formative stages of the job corps and uther
youth programs, had operated training progrms, and had furnished skdled traded
people tu be used in supervisory capacities ni certain yuuth programs Educational
institutions had responded tu a vaiitty of rUtillests fur specialized ti aining programs,
had participated in joint ventures with the. consortium tu tador new developmental
programs which luuld help tu bridge the gap sep,uating CETA participants from the
regular entry standards Of their institutions, as well as in areas uf research uf
particular coocern tu us Yet, with all of this, there was nut a cohesive, institutional
grounding to uur relationships That came with the creation uf the PIC That came
becaust there was. for the first time, a recognition that authonty is distributed
around the lornrnunay -there is no single locus of power. A lesson manpower
policy makers had only learned after a long, sorry history of looking fur a sther
bullet.)

Once constituted, the PIC was offered and accepted oversight responsibility for
the entire employment and training system uf the penubscutt consortium. its CETA
furmula programs,,its job corps I.enter, its migrant and seasonal farrnworker pro-
gram, and the NeW England Institute This ib important to know bece.use it figures
prominently in the subsequent economic development initiatives which were to
occur.

PIC members arnved with the sarrw skepticism about government prugams as
they I.uuld have been expected to have, without mah understanding t,1..1 apprecia-
tion for the rule CETA played in their communities and within the economic system
uf which they were such an important part Yet with their involvement came an
understanding. support, commitment to goals uf the consortium, and finally, initia-
tives and results

Orie initate, uf particular conseiluence.,,tu the city of Bangor, arose out uf the
PIC's recognition that just as creating new jobs without attending to the business uf
developing skills among the area's unemployed did little tu address the employment
problems uf the disadvantaged, so tOO was the reverse true Upgrading the skills uf
the unemployed in an area uf particularly high unemployment without developing
new employment opportunities was if not a bankrupt pohcy tu it. Out of this
concern came an initiative to revitalize the core area uf Bangor The PIC's objective
was tu induce development where it would not naturally occur to create jobs
Bangor has a long history of trying and failing at'this.

Tu begin with the PIC realized that the particular nature of this endeavor
required the support of the entire community. Furthermore, it recognized that some
critic,d interests had tu be represented directly if the undertaking were tu be
succ'essful, and that while the PIC could be a catrrlyst, and provide ongoing support,
a specialized tritermediary needed tu be created A Bangor center project committee
was formed. arid Subsequen tly incurpulated This intermediary IS chaired by the PIC
chairman and several PIC members have assumed leadership rules in the lurnanttee
structure However. those other rAtl parties have been included and have as
sunwd important rules Will the cure area of Bangor be revitalized' Will jobs be
created as the PIC intends" The jury IS Still uut, as the initiative is less than une
year uld But there are .Sk)frw early indicators. You may judge their signdicance for
yourselveg

Last Thursday everung, .21 uf Bangui s leading industrial, business and finance
leaders met in the buardruum of the Penobscot Consortium and committed over
660.00t) as a first installment on what the recognize to be a multeyear financial
obligation tu rctain the Rouse Company tu plan fur and implement a long term

vt loptiant progiam to revitalux Bangor They did su stipuKfjpg that their contri
bution be matched by the city of Bangor that a public, private partnership was
required if the project were tu succeed On Fnday. the city council met in that same
boardroom and gave ever, indication that when the issue comes before them at
their next meetmg, the partnership will be furmed. Could all uf this hake happened
without CETA's pricate industry council" Perhaps. Hact it before? No.

This is perhaps the must dramatic local experience we can share with you which
illustrates the kind uf results which CETA programs can and have achieved. But it
is certrunly nut the only une The PIC has moved CETA into boardrooms where
corporate development plans are formulated and and where a future fur uur unem-
ployed can be created The PIC has moved CETA closer tu apprenticeship opportuni
ties where rewarding caleers can be found The PIC has placed CETA and its
objectives un the taLles of educational institutions and uilled for lhange
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the lit has legitimated the goals. initiatves and results of the Penobscot Consor-
tium's CETA program.

Is the private industry council the answer to the Nation's local labor market
problems?

With all of its achievements, vve have determined in Bangor. Maine, that it is not
It is, however, a very important first step.

In closing, I would like to share with you the approach we will be taking to
ground labor market policy and programs in our area.

Nearly 2 years ago the county commissioners who comprise the executive board of
the Penboscot Consortium authorized staff to undertake a study of alternative
arrangements for institutionalizing employment and training programs Labor
market policies and institutional arrangements of a variety of counties were exam-
ined and related to our own socio-political environment. Early results of this analy
sis led to a very careful selection of membership for the private industry council as
%yell as to the particular committee structure proposed for and subsequently adopted
by the PIC, of particular consequence, was the composition of the PIC executive
committee.

The membership of the executive committee was drawn from the highest levels of
the business, finance, education and labor communities. All of these individuals
-mercised-eolisiderablo-ulfliienee over policy in their respective fields, were critical
factors in both humi.n resource and economic develop-II-Mtareas;-and- -could be
expected to provide effective guidance to the CETA system. The agenda we had, is, I
am sure, obvious. If this influential group which represented the critical sectors
involved with the labor market could be brought together et one table to chart the
policy course for .CETA, the likelihood of program success would be considerably
enhanced. Furthermore, if they could be engaged in the process of creating an
appropriate labor market intermediary, the results of that process would be far
more likely to be on the mark.

Last August, Training & Development Corporation (TDC) was formed in Bangor,
Maine, withqhe Intent of having it become the labor market intermediary for the
P;&nooscot Consortium. The majority of the 'board of directors of this non-profit
corporation consists of the executive committee of the PIC, but in addition, the chief
elected official of each county in the consortium is also included on the board The
result is an intermediary governed by policy makers in the business and finance,
organized labor, and government and education communities.

The composition of the board of directors and the institutional continuity and
permanence associated with Incorporation are, we believe, the critical factors which
will make this second step the vital sequel to the private industry council as
originally formulated. The PIC will continue to perform its mandated role, and
more importantly, will continue to provide the breadth and range oradvice and
guidance which it has in the past.

In 1982 we have the opportunity to emerge from a long history of ad hoc re-
sponses to what have been perceived, at each juncture, to be crises short run in
nature andausceptable.taa wick fix Labor market policy advanced for the 1980's
must respond to persistent produCtivity problems, Tc; tathnologidar change arid in-
dustry shifts, and to welfare issues if t is to effectively respond to social and
economic problems facing the Natwn. The policy framework must create the condi-
tions for responsive and durable labor market programs and .give focus to invest-
ments made in improvmg labor quality and business climates. Furthermore, it must
do so recognizmg severe budget constraints and significant regional variation

Few among us would argue that operating without an employment policy fccr the
last several decades has been effective. If there ever were a time when this deficien-
cy truly could have been afforded, that time has passed Our nation faces difficult
and essential adjustments arising out of an increasingly integrated world market no
longer monopolized by the United States and compounded by changes in the naturc .
and composition of both our national economy and labor supply Sophisticated
forecasting and common sense indicate that problems in this area will become more
acute over the next decade as labor shortages force American business to dip ever
more deeply into the labor pool at the same time that it faces even more effective
competition in world markets.

For a long time public investments in job creation and job training have been
perceived, and in fact utilized, principally as social investments Slack markets
provided the impetus and fairly abundant resources provided the means to support
his approach. Investments in economic and human resource development must be
recognized for what they are in today's context. vital ingredients in an effort to
restore America s competitive position, vital components of any serious program to
increase America's productivity.

0 /
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As yuu continue your important delibuations user the shape and cuntent of uur
national labor rnatket polio., I hope that yuu will (lutist, as we base, tu build upun
the strengths of the CETA system. I hope cis well, that you will adnew darity uf
purpose, permaneme and a sIearly defined bottom line fur these essential programs

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today.

-Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Page.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTOPHER PAGE, DIRECTOR, ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL OF NORTHERN VERMONT, INC., ST.
ALBANS, VT.

Mr. PAGE. Thank you.
I am Chris Page. I am with the Economic Development Council

of Northern Vermont. The Economic Development Council is a
Department uf Cummercedesignated economic development dis-
trict and represents 100 district,' in the northern tier of Vermont.
My testimony today is presented on behalf of the area's regional
development planning commissions and the regional development
corporations.

If employment and training programs are to achieve measurable
effectiveness they must be broadly goal oriented and must allow
extensive flexibility for adaptation by State and substate areas. In
general, the productive and general employment program is one
which can assess the potential capabilities of its client population
and match them with private sector :growth opportunities. It is our
council's belief and that of the affiliated regional planning commis-
sions that we represent that national policy toward employment
and training programs should attempt to provide States and sub-
state entities with the necessary tools, financial and educational, to
develop and improve public and private partnershi that will
result in increased employment, productivity, and i

e
ependence.

As an example, a coalition of nonprofit communit development
organizations and private-sector firms in northeastern Vermont
has effectively set goals and objectives for its employment and
training needs The members of this group and their effectiveness
lies in their ability to accurately reflect both the historical employ-_
ment problems of the region and the potential for future economic
development activity and ultimate job creation.

The interest of the current administration in streamlining Feder-
al aid programs and returning management responsibilities to
States and localities is tailor made for employment and training
functions. A survey conducted by the Council for Northeast Eco-
ncmic Action indicates a strong desire in the region's business
sector to see the establishment of an umbrella leadership organiza-
tion which could undertake public,'private cooperative initiatives
in employment and training activities. The implementation of this
proposal conceiv ably could result in the development of subregional
counterparts capable of designing and managing employment,
training, and economic development programs suited to their local-
ized needs.

Employment and training programs must be wed to organiza-
tions with broad economic development goals. Without an extended
family of housing, community service, education, and business de-
velopment programs, training will continue to be the economic
development "stepchild." As Federal resources diminish and, par-
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ticularly, as rural areas begin to feel the impact of reductions, it
becomes critical that employment and training efforts not be lost
amid issues of "turr thinly disguised as mandate or responsibility

In northern Vermont, the EDCNV developed a mechanism for
linking its ongoing ,program of economic development, which con-
sisted primarily of technical assistance to municipalities and re-
gional planning and development organizations, with employinent
and training services via the private sector. For example, the coun-
cil operates a below-market-rate loan fund for business and indus-
try. As part of thern criteria in considering a loan package, we seek
commitments from the applicant vis-a-vis job availability to the
unemployed or underemployed, wage scales, employment of the
handicapped, and access to inhouse or public training programs
Those applicants scoring high in these areas are likely to receive
priority consideration; while all applications must be considered
first on their financial merit, the board of directors of the fund
believes that it is in the best interest of the 'regional economy to
seek out those businesses which are willing to make a long-term
commitment to the labor force in return for hard work and high
profitability. Firms which do not meet the criteria established are
provided technical assistance in developing their own training pro-
grams or are directed to existing training opportunities; pay scales

are monitored to insure that the average does not fall below 135
percent of minimum wage.

While the council has been activ&lh a variety of facets of em-
ployment and training programs, we do not believe that these
efforts would be enhanced by the targeting of assistance. Rather,
we submit that the redirection of employment and training pro-
grams to more fully represent State and local 'economic develop-
ment interests will serve to generate jobs among those most in

need. Targeting inadvertently serves to cut off from the main-
stream a portion of the population; in rural areas, perhaps more
often than in urban, targeting of specific groups leads to an inhibit-
ing type of protection from community life, restraining growth and
stifling work-life opportunities.

In conclusion, we believe that CETA is meant to be an active
labor-market policy designed to correct long-term problems of
chronic tmemployment and low skill levels. In northern Vermont,
CETA has experienced some successes in spite of and not because
of existing Federal policies. Active labor markets require a compre-
hensive economic development approach to maintain their health
and viability. If employment and training programs are to play a
useful role in this process, and we believe they can and should, new
emphasis must be placed upon the State and local abilities to
customize technical and vocational training to reflect community
needs. Passive training programs, insulated from capital invest-
ment, community priorities, or private-sector thrusts cannot pro-
vide the long-term economic benefits so desperately needed by a
large portion of the American population.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
[The.prepared statement of Christopher Page follows]
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PREPARED STATEMENT UP CHRISTUPHER PALA, DIRECTUR, ECONOMIL DEA EWPMENT
COUNCIL, OF NORTHERN VERMONT, INC.

THE POTENTIALS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING LEGISLATIONS

The Economic Development Council of Northern Vermont, Inc. tEDENV) it a
Department of Commerce designated economic development district serving Caledo-
ma, Essex, Franklin, Grand Isle, lamoille and Orleans Counties. The EDCNV is an
affiliate of the area's regional planning cod-missions and regional development
corporations providing technical assistance and financmg for a broad range of
economic development programs. During the past eight years, the Council has
played a significant role in job creation and trainiag opportunities throughout
northern Vermont, and it is this experience that we wish to highlight today for
these joint meetings.

The programs and policies of the Council are based upon a fundamental goal of
increasing employment opportunities for the citizens of northern Vermont without
unduly affecting the unique social and cultural fibre of the region. As an extension
of this concept, EDCNV believes that economic development and employment,'
training organizations share a responsibility to ensure that all citizens have access
to the fundame,,il educational tools which will provide their) with full; satisfying
and Creative work lives. The population served by employment and training pro-
grams is both the ultimate beneEciary and the greatest resource for the creation of
employment in this country. In northern Vermont, the Council has worked with a
variety of public and private organizations to harness the inherent dynamics of an
unemployed 3 et trainable work force to significantly reduce dependency on soual
programs and open new doors to greater productivity.

If employment and training programs are to achieve measurable effectiveness.
they must be broadly gool-oriented and must allow extensive flexibthty for adoption
by state or sub-state entities to address localized needs. In general, the productive
and successful employment and training program is one which can assess the
potentMl 4;apabilities of its client population and match them with private sector
growth opportunities. This is particularly true in rural areas such as northern New
England where opportunities for private sector job creation are at best hmded,
unless the existing employment and training efforts are able to tap the pulse of the
private sector, a locality is likely to experience a destabthzing growth pattern, i.e.,
one in which new jobs tire filled with highly experienced members of outside labw
forces while the resident population remains unemployed, untrained. This type of
growth is unacceptable and has a tendency to weaken and demorahze rather than
assimilate. readily into a community. Thus, it is the Council's belief that national
policy toward employment and training programs should attempt to provide states
and sub-state entities with the necessary tools -financial and educationalto devel
up and improve public, pnvate partnerships that will result in increased employ
ment, productivity and independence.

Specifically, the -EpcNy has concluded that regionahzed public, private endeavors
tend to produce the greatest benefits in terms of permanent job creation. As an
example, s cualition of non profit community development organizations and private
sector firms in Vermontis Northeast Kmgdom has effectively set goal and objectives
for its employment and training needs, together these groups have begun a regional
roundtable designed te explore the effectiveness of training programs and tu imple
ment customized approach to meeting the needs to both the private sector job-
creator and the unemployed population. The members of this group represent a
cross section of regional interests including CETA sponsors, public employment
agencies, industrialists, quasi-public development %:orporations and retailers. The
effectiveness of such groups lies in their abihty to accurately reflect both the
historical employment problems o; die rfgiun and the putential for future economic
development actty and ultimate job creation. The interest of the current adminis
tration in streamlining Federal aid programs and returning management respunsi

tu states and localities is toiler made for employment and training functions.
A survey conducted by the Council for Northeast Economic Action indicates a
strung desire in the region's business sector to see the establishment of an "umbrel
la- leadership organization which could undertake public, private %:ouperative multi
tives .1n employment and tranung actties. The implementation of this proposal
conceivably could result in the developmeiit uf sub-regional counterparth capable of
designing and managing employment, training and economic development prgrams
suited to their localized needs.

Any attempt to restructure the existing CETA legislation to provide closer hnk
ages with economic development activities must, however, evolve from a clearly
established working relationship with the private sector. Since the private and

87-814 0 - 82 - 3
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public sectors fawn share confiat lind adversarml, albeit natural, relationship, it
is unperative that government and busmess establish a creating employment Com-
moment on the part of the employment and training sponsor to seek private sector
direction in developing and operating programs is essential to the success of job
creation. just as critical is the dedication of the private to both the economic and
social benefits at training the unskilled or under-skilled labor force If we are to
avoid the pitfalls of training in public sector ilargely local non-profitl organizations,
ernployment and training policy must reflect the diversity and transferability of
private sector experience

Once again, low and regional mvolvement in policy development and actual
programs implenwntation will automatically result in employment and training
effort.s which are suited to area values The Labor Department directive has been, to
date, restricted in its view of employment training and the role of the labor force in
regional and local economies. A small slice of the economic pie will reveal varying
degrees of manufacturing, commercial, and service industry activities are prosper-
ing in their diversity Employment and training programs can and should be struc-
tered with a careful eye toward the local economy, building on local resources and
always aiming for continued diversification.

Employment and training programs must be wed to organization with broad
economic development gouts. Without an extended family of housing, community
service, education and business development programs, training will continue to be
the economic developnwnt step-child. As Federal resources diminish and, particu-
tarty, as rural areas begin to feel the impact of reductions, it becomes critical that
employment and training efforts nut be lost amid issues of "turf' thinly disguised as
mandate or responsibility; Recently, the Economic Development Council participat
ed in a national demonstration program sponsored by the Economic Development
Admmistration iEDA) and designed to establish permanent linkages between em-
ployment and training providers and the economk development community Despite
the significant disparity among the three participantsSan Antonio, Texas. Detroit,
Michigan; Northern Vermontall found that immediate concerns were raised over
the desire of economic development professionals to become "involved" in training
In Vermont, due partly to its sae and the Council's ongoing personal contact with
training providers, this distrust was laid to rest early in the demonstration Our
experience, however, is indicative of the lack of understanding and communication
that can result when two efforts so similar in long-term objectives fail to ensure
their programs interaction. The integration of industrial, commercial development
with employment and training programs and with the social services ultimately can
provide the client with a level of service previously unparalleled

In northern Vermont, the EDCNV developed a mechanism for linking its ongoing
program of economic development, which consisted primarily of technical assistance
to municipalities and regional planmng and development organizations, with em-
ployment and training services via the private sector. For example, the Council
operates a below-market rate loan fund for business and industry As part of the
criteria in considenng a loan package, we seek commitments from the applicant vis-
a-vis job availability to the unemployed or underemployed, wage sciiles, employment
of the handicapped and access to in-house or public training programs Those
applicants scoring high in these areas are likely to receive priority consideration;
while all applications must be considered first on their financial merit, the Board of
Directors of the fund believes that It is in the best interest of the regional economy
to seek out those businesses which are willing to make a long term commitment to
the labor force in return for hard work and high profitability Firms whkh do not
meet the criteria established are provided technical assistance in developing their
own training programs or are directed to existing training opportunities, pay scales
are monitored to ensure that the average does not fall below 135 percent of mini-
mum wage- The Council's affiliation with a number of northern Vermont social
service agencies has led to a cooperative effort to place a greater number of
un4illed nub% iduals in a variety of state ar.c1 federally sponsored training pro-
grams

While the Council has been active in a Nanety of facets of employment and
training programs. we du not believe that these efforts would be enhanced by the
targeting of assistance Rather, we submit that the redirection of employment and
training programs to more fully represent state and local economic development
inftresL will serse to generate jobs among those most in need While this is a broad
statement with which many will take exception, we firmly believe that involvement
by community based development groups and by the private sector will create
programs which reflect directly the needs of the labor force and the capabilities of
the constituent communities. State and Federal governments must act as a catalyst
in the development and the impkmientation of employ ment and training programs
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By doing so. they will allow the community to explore its potential and to generate
an employment scheme that will provide the jobs necessary to allow all sectors of
the local economy to grow. Targeting inadvertently serves to cut off from the
mainstream a portion of the population. in rural areas, perhaps more often then in
urban, targeting of specific groups leads tu an inhibiting type uf protection from
community life, restraining growth and stifling work-life opportunities

The process uf stabilizing a national economy, especially one as diverse as fie
li S.. relies heuvily upon the ability of regions tu maintain strong industrial, com
mercial and financial bases. The effective delivery of employment and training
services, if it is tu have a desirable. long term impact, should also fqcus on the
regional marketplace fur leadership Policy fut a regional economy, as for a regional
training program. is best designed by the interaction of the entire spectrum of
economic development factors. The continuation ofcurrent CETA policies and pro-
grams will provide p short term solution tu problems uf unemployment, we do not
believe that this is the goal or, indeed the intent, of such legislation Rather, we
believe that CETA IS meant to be an active labor market policy designed to correct
lung term problems of chronic unemployment and low skill levels In northern
ermont, CETA has expel ienced some successes in spite of and not, because of
existing Federal policies, Active labor markets require a comprehensive economic
development approach to maintain their health and viability If employment and
training programs are to play a useful role in this process (and we believe they can
and should). new emphasis must be placed upon the state and local abilities to
customize technical and vocational training tu reflect community needs Increased
private sector participation, the integration uf training and economic development
and establishment uf linkages tu the financial community are essential elements of
an active employment policy. Passive training programs insulated from capital
investment, community priorities or private sector thrusts cannot provide the long
term economic benefits su desperately needed by a large portion of the American
population, We believe that the nation's employment and training programs to
possess the potential fur becoming a cornerstone uf economic recovery, they repre
sent resources as yet nut fully explured..avd we believe that policy refinement and
local direction will reveal the true value of employment and training programs for
the eighties

Mr. aFFORDS. Mr. Gulluni.

STATEMENT OF FRANK GULLUNI. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE
MAYOR, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Mr. GUMMI. Thank you.
Chairman Hawkins, Congressman Jeffords. My name is Frank

Gulluni, and I am assistant ibr private industry development to the
mayor of the city of Springfield, and participate actively in the
process of economic development for all of Hampden Cdunty I
founded the Hampden District Regional Skills Center in 1970,
became the executive director of the Hampden Consortium, 21,000
population, in 1978, and 1980 was transferred to the mayor's office
to utilize those skills and abilities in the process of bringing new
industry to the community.

We must build credibility in the CETA system in order to assure
employment opportunities for the chronically unemployed. There-
fore, a comprehensne manpower delivery system, developed and
guided at the national level, is as necessary for the future growth
and competitiveness of this country as is a comprehensive system
of national defense. Employment and training policies and pro-
grams at the Federal levet are the key elements in determining the
future direction that major aspects of our economic future will
take. In addition to providing career employment for jobseekers,
national employment and training policy initiatives can also play a
key role in such areas as enhancing manpower resources, fostering
economiL, development, reducing welfare dependency and chronic
unemployment, and generating additional tax revenues.

rtt
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Federal participation in employment and training programs is
mandatory if we are to meet the long-term need for skilled and
trained workers in our technologically advancing society The pri-
vate sector is unable to make the substantial investment in money,
time, and personnel necessary to satisfy these extensive training
needs in the absence of Federal support.

We believe that the best method for meeting these training needs
is through an approach such as the sequential training and em-
ployment progression system (STEPS). This training and employ-
ment system is sequential in nature, with movement through the
system based on the progressive attainment of those competencies
and skills necessary 1br career employment. The foundation of the
system is the development of marketable advanced skills coupled
with..positive work habits, which will lead to the goal of career
employment for jobseekers.

The STEPS program would consist of four major components or
phases, including an indepth vocational and academic assessment,
development of positive work habits, advanced skills training (to
include appropriate remedial education and language training\
and job development and placement. The underpinning philosophy
of the program is that learning to work is as important as develop-
ing a marketable skill. Competency-based advanced skills training
programs, in such areas as computer technician, tool-and-die
maker, drafting, data processing, and other high-demand technical
areas, would provide the basis for job placement in high-paying,
career-oriented occupations.

We are not proposing a conceptual frathework but a system of
training which has proven successful for Hampden Counly, Mass
Over the past decade, 5,000 graduates of the Hampden County
skills training program have been placed in jobs using this type of
manpower training system. It can lie used by any type of training
institution, from dedicated skills centers to more generalized tech-
nical colleges and vocational training schools. It has worked for
Hampden County for a variety of population groups and segments.
and can work equally well in other geographical areas of the
country.

Going away from the prepared text, I would like to point out
that in the last year two inajor corporations, Wang Laboratories
and Prime Computer, made decisions to expand their facilities in
western Massachusetts, and the chairman of the board of Prime
Computer in Springfield, Mass. stated that his primary reason for
coming to western Massachu&tts from the Boston area was due to
the sophistication of the Hampden, Mass. skill center We prepared
a test case providing them with some 20 people over a period of 6
months. Those people proved to be so successful that Prime Com-
puter has decided to build a major plant in West Springfield, which
is adjacent to the city of Springfield. We have been involved in the
retraining of teachers and those who have been impacted by for-
eign competition, those involved in the Trade Adjustment Act pro-
gram, and have been very successful in training those people at
low levels of costs. The skill center at Hainpden is an integral
component, has equal representation. We sit on the board We are
the biggest businessmen and elected officials in Hampden Count:i
The skill center plays a role in the process of economic develop-
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ment and we go throughout New England and the Northeast meet-
ing with major corporations trying to tempt them to come to our
area.

At the same time we recognize the needs of the chronically
unemployed. We have beel working with those people since 1963 in
the MDTA program. It is my belief that if we begin to provide
credibility through skills training, the chronically unemployed will
also be imPacted due to the fact that employers will be looking for
the types of people you are training not only at advanced levels but
also at the entry level.

We do train handicapped people. We have a major program for
the deaf We have programs for high school students who are dead-
ended in academic programs which lead nowhere. So it is this kind
of philosophy that we are trying to unfold, given the fact that we
have already done it successfully,

Thank you very much.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
[Material submitted by Frank Gulluni follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANK a DULLUNI, SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR PRIVATE
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT TO THE MAYOR, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING POLICIES OPTIONS FOR FUTURE
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BASED ADVANCED SKILLS TRAINING PROMIS. IN SUCH AREAS AS COMPUTER

TECHVICIAN, WM AND DIE MAKER, DRAFTING. DATA PROCESSING. AND OTHER

HIGH DEMAND TECKNICAL AREAS, WOULD PROVIDE THE BASIS SDR JOB Pt-JCL-MEM

IN KELL-PAYING. CAREER-ORIENTED OCCUPATIONS.

Na. nor namVOW. A (1 )I Ii'iuN. 11;PMIViXth ItfI A :;t:rai )1' liuuNar

HIH P.?.S PROVEN FOCCESSATL PDR FIAAStFZ: awry. MASSACHUSETTS- OVER .9E

FAST DEME, 5,000 tRALIJNTES OF THEI-C,1110i CrkiNrY SKIILIS TRAINING PRC-

atPe4 HAVL BEEN PLACED IN JOBS USING ThIS 1`P1 ./T kV,NirlaN TRAININr SYSTEM.

rr CAN BE USED BY ANY TYPE OF TRAINING INSTEBAION, 1-RWM DIDICATO) SKILLS

(ENBERS TO KW-G1M1:4,MM TErlinCAL L)I,LIGES AND VCCATIONAL TRAINING

:orms. IT IPS l'ORKED FOR RY4PDrN alwry FOR A VARIETY Of 1.4.44..nArIoN

.7z0UPS AND SEC-MIMS AND CAN WDRK WALLY *IL IN Min G,FIDMAPHICAL

'RIAR OP 111F c.VONfRY.

II. EMPUDYIAII/T AND TRAINING TOLICIES:

' OPTIONS FOR FUDIRE DIRECTIONS

46,
..k oamprehensive manpower system. developeo and guided at the national

level, is as necessary for the future growth and competitiveness of

this.country. as well as is a dinprehensive syste1 to help insure

national defense. ;High unorployment, lagging productivity and the

reducing capacity to Cu:pate successfully on an international basis

with other technologically advanced countries mist be addres.4directly

and remodied, if this country is to maintain its leadership role in the

world.

Employment and training policies and program at the federal luvel ate

the key elements in determining the future direction that major aspects

of cur economic future will take. We recognize that the primary and

overriding objecte.saf a manpower delivery system should be career

employment for jobseekers, particularly the disadvantaged, through

matching and/or adapting jobseekers' skills and jobs in tl most cost-

effective manner possible. However, employment and training initiatives

can also play a key role in a variety of areas of critical concern to

the economic and social health of this country a's shown in the following

chart. Developed and admunistered in the appropriate ways, these

initiatives can play a kcy role in:

III. 'AMY Empummalr AND 1PAJNING PRCM4S?

J. Faun:rid:: develorment on an area and naticnal scale, through plans

and prcsrams that serve the mutual needs of jobscekers and employers.

40
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2. Faoviding a "second chance",to chronically untavloved jobseekers to
develop er---\able skills and access long-tem career cmplorent.

3. Irproving the productivity hise of the United States by fostering
rolicies and programs that provtde skills training and retraining
to reet the needs of bv.,iness and industry.

4. Developing the manpower rece,A.irry.s of the United States in a corpre-
hensive and systertatic manner, through the realizttion that ronpower
resources are critical to the long-tenn future of-this countxy.

5. R.Jucirel sot fare tiara-Mcza of a significant segnent of the ropulation
that otherwise would be unable to 'develop self-sufficiency through

individual effort.

6. Ccnrratirri iporra.c<1 corrprate arxtipdivirhvilt.lx_reyemrs through
incrcased krplorent dixt pintucl ivit y.

7. Helping basiness and indie)try-rrithis cuuntry to
in the ,.or,)ci krunanic ngi;ketnlact. with foraagn corporations that otten
are neaviiy sunsiaizt oy tneir respective govcrrnents.

T 111 1371 now Al WININti

IC DEVELOWNT 7. mEET FatEm ar4PErmcd//
2. ItEDUCE Ecarmic 6. CEMIRNIE TAX

UNEMPLOW4/1. AM SCCLNL CaCFRNS REVIMES/ I

3. PUwThPtctW1ivrr
BASE:

c. 'Nloprr tn-ipArtr

4. WiANCT. MA:1,M7l
RFSCURCtintsilwin

IV, ROLI: OF E FEDERAL ...TO:21T

'The da,,i,e of participation on a nat IONA scale by the fcderal 9overroont
in crploymont and training ,initiatives is a matter of choice. If the
CitCi.,10r1 is to do l stile ar nothing at the national levol, we will see
developed an ea.er-gredinij pcol of alimited. unskilled 1>outh and adule
roquiring geverrinent subsid1 payi:ent,t to Survive. while at the ,:aine Urn:

nerWr of skilled and te,tviically ori,nted jobs will main unfilled

for want of qualified workers. This grim future is certainly predict ible.
fc,: we ;ee thoi e. trend., developing at the currant tile despite a ph _bora

of raijor rirent pirx;rars designed to doter just such developr ats.



The belief in sore quarters that the private sector will assure the carploy-
rent and training slack if the federal govermeni significantly reduces or
minimizes its efforts in this area is highly unlikely. Cur experiences
irclicete.that the private sector is not in a positicn to mike the sub-
stantial investaent in reneY tire or perscnnel in order to undertake the
very cceplex and ,krerding training and a:ploy:rent endeavors that would be
created by the federal vacuum. Where an individual mild ooze be hired ard
trained in a stutter of a few days or weeks at rost, it now takes months and
years to met the skilled moguinanents of"rany of our very canpetitive
industries. The sorld market is roving towed increased jOb sophisticatien,
ineltrling eutanatien of large nuthers of unskilled ard sag. -skilled labor
functions that were once available to large sevrents of cur populaticn.
Now is the tire (or a major new initiecive in our training and crployrent
policies: et:ploy:rent and training policy mist =et the challenges of the
19SO's by providing advanced skills training.

V._ sem)L . 1101!qtn Nip Way10174271%par1171-SSICW SYSTEM (STIPA_

We believe: that a canprehensive manpower delivery system is absolutely
essential to 1.1e future of this ceintry. Isb believe that the best rettiod
for aco-eplishing this goal is threugh a ranpoabr draining systen that we
can best describe as the senyvitskal Trainiro and Dnnloyrent prszaressjpa
Systen (SITYSI. This training system consists of four ra)or cenpzetents or
phases, arid is illustrated in Chart 2. This training and erployrent system
is sequential in nature, with enovelrent thnough the system based on the
KngressiVe attlirrent of those certlx.tcncies and skills necessary for
career cryloyrint. It can be &livered through a variety of institutional
formats, includ ik3 Vot at nona I trair rJ selloOls, skills canters, tsaicril
oil leg's and othir til1s t ta inirg in..titutissvt. The fourdat len of the
sniffs is the denelcprent of muketable advanced skills coupled with
positive work habits, which will lead to the gsal of career erployrent
for job seekers.

STEPS ro

_

Job /bit vat tn.'. and

I. Vocut iorel ard
AcaNnne

C..arce.r
rirployment

_

i IV. Job TX w.lorrvnt
.1t,c1 Plarxrent

I III. Itarketab e Advanced
Skills Training

sr:Z/11711AL lvAinpr, VD 7144COILIII. ierlItysslcp_SySTLI4
_
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pFerza.to 0-t2R.FctiLNI'S

A. .; 1 I, 'ICI '4- I - " tr t r'sts, of the 'ogitottial rraining
"vtar,-r. c-7;,p51 a of ..an t^.depth vocat-loral

tra .t tt ettt «it ,t ste '`I 1. r. irivxJxit toata 1 it ies.

. and interests, 4'; wol I o. e .1 ibl ishi mei elat i tying cartter oecopit iortal

r41s,

a a-es:runt wculd cor.sist of %,csitional ta.rvey instri.ments, irdividualized

t t otral trod tk adtta 0 tts-, at lend mcfrirtant facet of

is that it tz, -et in a structured acad.-vac/vocational ..nvirortnent and

refleetive of what could Ite ant icipited by ol wits whota Mcatioml' direc-

tion indicated a reed for basic otadial odueat in. lorquage devolcprent,

t-is well an ocrupaticnal stills. it would include thl,e tests no-ded to define, and

nt tf.y ao-arately th, <torrent a(ad,,,uc levels of the indivithial in relation to

tt, < 1 %pat ictrtal t le-111111P) te...9ttet Ivo t levy) 0,r1 ad.-rad.

8. Jcb 'Sot .yat 11/.zitive. tkiil Itadts - irettpal [art of 'ITITS is the

eloilvot of it, tt tv< habits and valLe. and the 1Y411iruod natter Lt.g ind

Nola trance of rot ivat or to ehal ii otrt t sit par t lesant to a< hit ve oct itpca a onal

waif. tatevessfully. This procet;s tett flair, t hot ttitxtut the [erica of t Lne that the

rorticip..ant as enrolled in S'et,PS, and twttuld he coordinated an a high supwrt

f fort 17,/ progratt corwrrs and or/Tat or: at evety

This devaoirent of st.ork at tittx3es and habits is a kby el<terit of the

prcgram. Marip.ier 0a:rots's ar.0 orators at the local lovel are only too

familiar with the often repeated cunrents of erployers. "Send tno notivated

'..orkers who ocrne to work every <4.ay and on Cite, who shcm up on "ktoday as

'dell as paylay, and Llo are willing to rot in a full cliy itsork for a full

lay's pay."

SWPS is d, aqortel to foster and cl.nrcdop these pa.itivx i..-3rk vahle3 and

viatnts which Live t radii iorally led to tit t, ,ful lorq tern ceptoy tent.

7ci; ttotild be aeoarpli hod through a phslo-ttc,phy inherent tO the proga arn

that learrind is w:..trk is as ex it iral a loarnono a tar4f,table ttit ill. Voca-

tional "VOL^ training tootild he tailoo,d to strolato the work place, and a

>le n sten be ad, t itatecl for I %, al lowarce jay, t. there'll iratiat Irig

tart s' heir 1,trq-tortn rear, dal it in, to lave ircure t axes ard

o-t<1 ',out i'y nt it,ent Notbheld. Itcetrlaot dould he established

t tervo -; t ror troa'_,Jv it il 4,-,101 fOr trtcrae-

* t to of It', c.t st rol .c Is ", ant ptIt tv , ,ty -.3 v.)

411 I ,

C. rartstatde "tiv't '1,111 r III 314) RIO Is iflt kiln in adeaped skills

trainintt; ts the pivotal act ivity of the "HP' ctevel livattal approach. SIT.PS
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offers each individial lir-cd skill:, training prourcrrin with clearly
prer:iguisitea, for prcgr,,sion in each occupational clu,ter. The

ult irate goal for each individakal is to deselop asix+etable skills in an
advaint,d tr lining arra. This wculd muld L raachod only after a per for-
4-ince evaluation was coil-Acted to ik-rt fy the a, Tilsit ion of skills in a
part milar oecupetioral arrka.

Skills training akuld ionsi'd of a iariety of ept ions laced upon lator
iurket raikkis in the v-arious giraglarguial atlas of the country. For okcirple,
in the Nerr Frigland area alch training areas aa, Machine operations. Caraputer
Tcelroclan, Tom Die Applant ica slop, rwa irivanced
Clerical Trainirg ,uld le al propi late lo id Non I dor market reeds.

Alvanced skills training alia rfkat ay. ...Amid I plovulead fo, indi

iduals wIci dronstr.jte tl-e raturity, int crc,at and apt it axle to 1, nef it
turn an int. rraveicadoraically datoraillig.lourr la en trainarg prograarn
11 511-.1'S purprara crcouragos participation prim-1111y in technical arid
advanced training to provide each person with riounkrn opportunities in
high drand, woll-payirg occupations. It should be noted that this
syst.ri w Ii provelo exit corpetrrac ifs frain nt ry level to arced levels
thureby area-updating both the irdivilual need ard the re:yds of iriustry.

Rarecliak education, including basic acad_roic skills develNrerat, training
related acad,ruc Ngraaing, preparation for high school aqueoili lacy exass
and Ehglish-as-a-Secorxl larguage training would be closely linked with all
phases of the individual's program activities, from sront to job

volopunt thid place:rent. Prcgra-cs would be tailored to tto arab:list
a.ad capaeity of the: participant, by gradually introeucing aca-i-ruc rem-
Jaat 1011 to tho levrl of inia 11' ive rarediation oedrad to 0 va-lop the
,-aeatric profica rNrt,ri for al, arced 1)11- treariar)g.

,,prke)ielorria-t brad ol e-r - 1r; iculd
orccut rate ca- iso )1.-selirr nt .rt,t p I s nt t iv it a. for ,cr

aploter. Part ic ipants weuld be gradually xaravolvil in Ater a ingly
Ow) i aied corld ws-l' in taco ion ttaiititr,ut 11,( Inas

point , the --aair ,auidd txr c...n pre:a-2(ra ite ; ',try to
cnti'oan and raintain a job with (anti- liitent141.

skald be !rid in ir rc-acie' writing, aippeararce.
IV ion ',V IV In, iri iieri) ilia rvi or plat vinahrp

C-flrC the If ,hte,dUai it; jet+ I. rly. Job intsrviit,a would t. aadbl a led

trniagh a v,rriety of availAble ars, to include "job clubs" type
zoo-ars., while apptipr i Ito. The ion of a rairlut able ki

a ',pled with tte U.; of g pt,pr late taxa', habit'), and an a Nr,

job plaarknt .4AM r .ttiao a high rale for pr/filara
,10,t,,i, atvr e kill-, ri fleet the
I ahor ramIct needs of tho Frig's: advanced lills

4
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V . 1"111' AtMINCID SY II -S 111A.INHrq

we are proposing this Wei orientation for employment and trsaning policies

because of our extereave sucociisful txplAlclICV in npsating training pro-

grams here in Hampden Dainty, Massachusetts. Over the past ten years, we

have come to realize that advanced technologiCany oriented-delivery

systems are required to meet the needs of our Industries. We are not

proposing a conceptual framework but a proven system of training, for we

have trained and placed yore than 5,000 Skills Center participants. It

has worked for Hampden County for a variety of population groups and seg-

ments and can work equally well in other geographical areas of the country.

It can be used by any type of trainip3 institution, from dedicated skills

centers to more generalized technical colleges and vocational training

schools.

The following chart illustrates the effectiveness of this approach with

a variety of key employers in the New England area who have hired graduates

from this training approach. The chart does not include the many small and

,s-Nous-sized businesses and industries that have also benefited from hiring

graduates from our skills training programs. The list covers the entire

gamut of occupational clusters, including graduates _if advanced training

programs in such areas as Electronics service and COmputer Technician,

'Drafting, Data Processing Technician, and Tool and Die Apprentice

Machtnists.

---------

mAkn NEW mraAm) IMPIPYIlts

CAREER atrwirozr MN:114MS: 1970 - 1981

Corroration Skills Irainim Graduates Hired

American Basch Ccmpany, Division 55

of United Technologies

Digital Equipivnt corparation 200

naystate Mcchcal Center 80

Hamilton Struidord CorperAt ion, 25

Division of United Technologies

Mas,achusett%, Mutual Life In.uiance Colavy 30

Milton Thatiley co,piny
275

Pratt & Whitney, Division of Hinted Technokijies 70

Uring Itortorai 25
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Wethrn too Won of the rekxabon to Leete Street the Sporn:sell Woe
Company busirwss began expand:0g rnd 40 a result the S00% C inter
Vdus kmabte to continue tts lease arrangement for 1975 At that
:tincture and given the fact that the South End of Spongheti seemed
to be an appropriate location lia the training population the purwit
once again war on lo locate adequate quarters for the ell:outing
poputamon of ebgbfic residents throughout Hamoden County

ft shou/d also be noted that 01 dos Woo the (ETA migrant sww. Jed
MDTA The Stu.% Center became CETA entity tn Janualy 1')75 304
ahT0st concurrently moved into (xthries at the South End !ourfate.1 tt
322 and 340 Main Street Durimg the following lie years Introduced
onto the cumculum VAle such programs as NitidffTg, Sheet Meta(
Kaoline eXcupabons Electronics Test Technioan Coixnputer
Techoictan GraphIcs Drafting Technology Tool and The Respiratory
Therapro. Auto Mechanics and Auto Body Laterally the whole
concepe of the program had . hanged percepobiy to become an even
greater force In the economic dewlopment pctute throughout the
industrial commurary PT the Monet( Valley

Wtth CITA s nunoe trunatrws changing during 1977 1978 from totblic
vemAce employment to skits training program, aird due to inadequate
and unsafe condosoos in the Main Street quavers a becarne ithyous
that the Slolls Center needed much more space than war presently
avtotalde rn tn4t1 rs Spnngheld and Ilidooke training sites Agam the
sem h 4t5 undo ',se to locate buthlongs monsistent with the groulng
needs of ernptirytts in the VC* During the first part of IV' the Stolls

cote on ficityoke was transferred to the former Holyoke Community
CoMege site Sanleant street Not moty did the Skths Center move
trio Ttoo h owAe onnotern binitrog. hot perhaps even more
amp Aloft, entrflirSt'd 4.3 spare avattabutty ort excess of 20 00) square
(*.v. to Springfield a stoat to, mon acts found at 140 Wilbraham
AVen,IX Or f Amer Thanivind Naninal Company pooydes
itiatoronat :to 105 OW 'quart, let t of Job oroie than ditor.kr,
the swain, koot sge of the 1,41,14m.p at 522 ahl Mti MA, a t

Ersentally effective the month of Octobea 1979 jho LArrrefen
(*trot Regional Stets erter wIT houseA on Sprrigh0 1 tor

nohow in combined spine I ON"' than 1".,t 190) square ket Tram
apotdity omIt :RANO the tolh ( enter to contosor oath

11,..opden C, oon, Manpower C,AISOrtnirn P
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Skills Center: A Federal Job
By Warren Brown

ilwatems Am mat wries
SPRINGFIELD, Hats. Frank Gut.

bird likes to Ow the letters.
He pulls out one 'from the rapkuy

growing Digital Equipment Cob
computer firm praising the teclukal
competent" and ter. attitude of his
trainees, black and white alike. He f
fen another from Smith & Wesson, a
maker of moderate.to high priced fire .
arms, thudring him for "ref errtng
qualified candidates for lobs " tie
Points to one from Dow Jones & Co
Ins that says the people the eompany
hired from Guilin:Xs Hampden Dis.
Ind Regional Skills Center "are some
of the best qualified and certainly the
most motirated amployes we now
have on our staff "

Gulluni 37, a redheaded Italian
with *slight paunch, bounds from his
seat

'We're doing a kb herr' he says
with evangelical real cite base
commitment to training here That a
it. Training Ls the answer not this
Public 'entre employment 11--t

Cullum blushes He Is not easily
given to vtIgarity, but sometimes, es-
Peciaby when he talks shout the skills
center, he gets a bale excited,

%hat Guliuni and his staff have
done is. Indeed. phenomenal They
hare taken a much maligned, much in
vestigated. scandal scarred federal
lobs program and made It work
through their nails center Their
placement rate of SD so 15 percent Is
regarded by Labor Department offi
Mali se one of the highest in the na
lion

The program is CETA shorthand
for the 1373 Comprehensive Employ
ment and Trairurg Act originally dr
signed to help the hardeore urcrn
',toyed

But Gullunt administrator of the
$30 million Hampden County CETA
program in western Missachusetts,
end his supporters believe the "feds'
goofed when they put the Program
into operation.

The federal government put too
much emphaals on immediate employ
trent. especially employment in entry,
level and onskilled public service Jobs
that only lasted a year to 18 months,
Gulluni said

The public service Sobs Program,
one large chunk of CET's was bunts,.
tihie Deem= of its emergency orien-
tation, to abuses such as Patron fraud
and the Wring of political friends.
Csituni ronceded that re has similar
problems in the public service section
of las (TTA operation

But he sold be tuft too cencerned
about the fraud, beeause it la minimal
in comparison to CETA's overall $10
billion operation He said his main
worry la that niany people who corn.
Plete their public service employment
terms hare no marketable skills in the
Private seetor, and es entually wind up
on welfare or in another federal anta
poverty program.

-The problem Is that the govern-
ment seeMS tO have forgotten about
the 17 in CEI'A." Gaunt Said

The -r LS very intpOrtant to the 76
people who Make up the skills center
staff Every weekday at I a m they
troop Into two old mdustrIal buildings
on this city's Main Street .0 begin un
doing the lega.ry of poverty, poor edu
cation and international turmoil

Bendel blacks, whites and Spanish
surnamed students, the center, which

sald she had tried to get lobs before
her center experience. "but nobody
would hire me because there wasn t
much I could do."

Now, working the night shift at Di
gaol and making Pretty good pay "
aboAt 60,300 annually, the skid she be
heves she has a future.

'My two !ride respect me a lot more
now,. she said. 'They keep telling roe,
Mom1112, you gettin en up there. ain t
you" "

The center will alto retrain former
workers like Frank Hill, 56, white,
who fell ill and has been living on So.
slat Security disability payments for
the past few years

.'"Most folks don t want to train
older people in industrY, said the ro-
tund. bespeCtacled 11111 "You can t
blame them because it does take
time But 1 got some extra training

'We're doing a job here! We have a
commitment to training here. That'sit.
Training is the answer, not this public

service employment . . :

operates on a budget of $123 million
-.alto includes a sprinkling of Viet
nemesis. Russian Jews. Koreans and at
least one Lebanese

The center's staff ronsists of former
Public school educators like Gulluni
arid of former Industrial foremen and
skilled crafts workers, former bust
nenmen and Secretaries. They will
train about 1.200 People this Year
aboUt LCDO of whom. based on past
Performancewill find Permanent
unsubaldned, usually good.paying
lobs

You can t get very much better
than that.' one department official
said "If we hod that kind of a record
In all of our Programs we wouldn t
base to worry so much 7

After a Vito-ZS-week session the
Hampden County Center staff will
'Produce' People like Mary Johnson
31 black. a former welfare mother,
who recently got a promotion in her
job as a machinist at a Digital Equip.
Inert plant here

Johmosi finished her skill center
training early last year and has been
working at Digital ever since She

6 0

and brushed up on Some machine
skills here I start work on Monday "

Hill was a forme, machine shop
foreman Dnt he said he bad
forgotten nearly eeer>thing- since

he had been out of work and had lost
confidence. especially in face of the
onslaught of 14M Indust: ial thnol
obi But the skills center helped him
overcome all of that he said.

Gulluni and Day id Craise, the cen
ler s top ILIDerYisor, will tell you that
their 8063 percent placement rate AS
no miracle

Springfield the largest city in
Hampden County, has a 57 percent
unemployment rate rompared to a no
Donal unemployment rate of I Per
cent In the Iast five yeast, the ("aunty
itself has attracted more than $400
million worth of new industrial and
commercial ventures, creating about
10 000 new production lobs

But businessmen and plant mann
crs here say that most of the people
who go to 'he center woulj hare been
out of the running for those job, had
it not been for C,ulluulut, Cruise and
comps py
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*Ion pot
Training Program That Works

"Tie bitted thing abeet the skills
tooter ts that the del wItk men
than the Mite: Wel Michael eixim
let, Pemonoel onager foe Kiltan
hisCey Cs. which prodnets ekes
Verde games.

Key tab* fmepie wise Witt bee
RedMale serthem iersleleme. foe one
reason mi another sod they hey then
I. exesle9 good work belted.", Too
take the mesh ethenset training
eta" pat It with lathed* Noel*
net and Thu have as intent el*
page; he salt

elsiekk seed that sheet 113 of the
1.30:0 eel* empleyed by hie company
wee take* fres the ether", ~row
its awl &steal PrOgrems.

-Wen extremely steeled with
me of thst Peek: be sold "$aw
of Merit of owe deal wet eut
let met of theta ore weeteent
They have pod mete hakes They
eolith the thick *a tire. dress tie
testy end see bites motivated
workert he set

eleolok said he doubts his company
wined have klred nee of the ciente:
gradients Rad they Wen "walk:as off
the street'

The skills ether's credibility Is doe
largely to the way it ls tuo.

The centers sopentsort have a rep.
Wallow foe theroasey reseorseas
their market I. find eat tho loag tens
Irolarle ant slalls needs 1 regfeel
balance ote Inclutrial Dna&

They then desias seethe programs
msemintIng. elestreaks usemble.
and wipers telimelao are rum
ersto meat the sleds it te
glottal owlet.

Trews es "aseroecd' bemire the
begin the pregram to densest later
gots sad remedial INNS, Nth SS
mathematics. reediet and Eagle%
skills. to help 6,10110am Intl:ream If
remedial lostructles lo regaled. It is
given la tandem with the etspolisnal
intent Teo reams "Tow sIt lean
us reed tad write more Wetly if yea
eve sn objective.' says

Attltelthal devalis'oest take Pam
la "world et west closes' where
trothees are usage tho Importance e
prieseress. job demesner. employe.
erapNye rolatioashle and. In an eth
Welly reset area like liatedeo
Cowie, New to let &loos" la no Ia.
termite shop Of OffIte

The trairee, are Peed tenet
-seam/ the." thole with heslthere
fur beetle packages, satelse prort
Os"s, sad stile &Pe IriroarNI me.
betty
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"To do otherwise weed he a wet*
of the traloteo time sad the seem
ware Wet: Hid CMS.. It wool*
sift be a wee" eif bosualt1 .
nuts why we deal keep certain pre
Immo like ref:Iterate repair. for
which there Is so MUM sod so owed.
thiforticastely. a le et C/TA cetera
deal see Ude

Cathie Milne the meths el his
:Meat 7soCram csh hi d.igkated
AM thee are Owe la tho federal
gerroment who lekete ets right

Presidest Carter mil ether *dales
them elides be wet oetlied a
progsam deified to flak Private
Mother SIM closely to te Itheatos
and belas el tho hankoco seem
Played.

The othelatotratios's CZTA

the 4 mail. /meetly. they Ice
et* .aentseres C. to leek at their
licstrom. to evalsee the treeing ear
rimless. te talk I. the trainees sod I.
make suggestees foe Improverent.
As reek a ember et lee trainees
ere theta by mimeses weets
Pee their theoleg has ended.

-They do 5 better feb of Piecing
their people !mu* they're muck
MoTh at/remise. moth more net
pleyereelatee melee" sed Mark
Omen. slew preklest of the Valfey
sulk & Tres Co, Wel the covotts
men finsetal insthotetia.

Cameo sold the "prituary sows"
it hia fien's employes le aewspaptr
alverthIng. Sat be said the best hos
beer ThelinelY utter the skills tester
since Ifni sad has Maid that the eta

'They take people who might hare
had some serious problems, for one

reason or another, and they help them
to develop good work attitudes.'

pee, funs hese Comer tottes
$400 Relies $114 halloo I. fed-
eral Yee mosey tis the credos of
"Presto industry mimes" The
"Piths" as they a* calleC by them I.
the manpower Soothe" are *uphold
to Neter greeter owl:tootle* smog
liesate thdoste. orgaohed Ube and
sleatimeal educatera directors la tbe
training aad ploctroest et the bard to.
irkpley

Cruise andhis staff tenstaatly mu"
tel the puree ot their inlets and

ter srsdustesmest of them em
owed In dirket potititme--emrk as
well er better. sod stay op the jab
IlInget. than ether winters.

At a Digital east I. West Seliat
field. penned manager esker
NWT Ia singing abodes praises lot
he said he is ne baffled by the eit"
ors IIINNN

it I; ease to understand." he said.
nu skills center is efficient st train
Ing people for jobs because it has to
le Their funding depends en It "

Shia story also appaarsd in Mess pay.rs

Mok.
*mug Timm lolintrftar
go Bening (Suzette

MNIN it" 54.4
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THE HDR SKILLS CENTER
Addressing the manpower needs

of business and industry
Graduates Employed (1971-1979) . 4,930

Within the past three years alone, trained graduates have

filled private sector jobs at varied skill levels in the following

"high demand" occupations:
Machine Trades 520

Electronics 821

Clerical 604

Dunng this three-year period an additional 600 graduates

secured unsubsidized employment in skilled occupations

including welding, sheet metal- Plant and building
maintenance, food service, graphics, auto body, auto

mechanics and health occupations.

I

This publication is produced
with the cooperation of the

following:

John C. Otto Company Printing

Rainbows, Inc. Color Separations
Paramount Commercial

Studios Photography
William ("Bill") Ralph Photographer .

Hi Neigher Layout-Design-Art

GENERAL STAFF SUPPORT
For the Hampden County

Manpower Consortium Michael Lieb,
Bill Martin

For the Hampden District Regional
Skills Center ' Wally Beach'

Al Cremonini
Bob McCarthy

Frank D. Gulluni Area Manpower Ad-
ministrator and . .. the staff and trainees
of the Skills Center and all others who
generously contributed their time and ef-
fort to make this project a reality.
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Mr. JEFFORDS, Mr. Deen. Tok

STATEMENT OF DA 1 ID DEEN. EXECUTIN E DIRECTOR. SOUTH-
EASTERN 1, ERMONT COMMUNITY ACTION. BELLOWS FAL.LS.
VT.

Mr. DEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; for the opportunity to
speak to you today. I am president of the Vermont Community
Action Association. I am glad to have this opportunity to speak
with you because jobs are a vital concern of the poor, jobs are a
vital concern of community action. Our mandate is to end poverty,
not prolong poverty. Even a strong person needs a ladder to climb
out Liu deep hole in the ground. The strongest and highest ladders
for us to use are jobs.

A sense of the history, which I have experienced with the CETA
program, will help you to understand the comments I will make
about CETA and the still unmet potential of the program.

Southeastern Vermont Community Action is the organization for
which I work, and we have a deep commitment to the CETA
concept. Southeastern Vermont Community Action is a community
action agency. The corporation's goals are set by the board of
directors. That board is composed of people who come from our
Vermont communities. A majority of the board are representatives
of the poor. In the last 4 years the board has established that
employ ment opportunities, jobs for the poor shall be the primary
goal of Southeastern Vermont Community Action. Two weeks ago
the board reconsidered their goals. Jobs are still the tup priority,
by a far larger margin than ever before. 5 to 1 over the second
priority, health.

From my perspective. CETA has always had the potential to
meet the highest of all priorities of the poor and tu provide the
opportunity for meaningful employment. That potential has been
unrealized throughout CETA's history. The Southeastern Vermont
Community Action Board, while voting-5 to 1 for employ ment, did
not consider using CETA resources to address their concern.

As one of the first New Federalism block grants, it is well worth
noting that CETA has been misused. There have been all the well-
publicized fraud situations, but the misuse I address is inissed
opportunity tu train and employ our people in meaningful jobs.
CETA has not met that potential. .

Why did CETA underachieve?
A major factor in this is due tu little coordination between De-

partments uf Education, economic development agencies,..labui
market needs, soual-dev eloprnent programk, community develop-
ment block grunts, arid CETA. There has been a great deal of
direct and indirect political patronage within CETA. Tow n govern
ments. county governments, an ther political subdivisions have
all gotten "their political fair s ' of CETA dollars. They have

De
used CETA to subsidize ordinary town operations. Consequently,
the pour have raked a fair amount of leaves and filled lots of
potholes fur the last I years. The pour, the unemployed, and under
employed have been channeled into these dead-end jobs fur reasons
far beyund their own control. Then people wrongly castigate the
poor because after their supposed CETA training the pour find
themselves unemployed or underemployed once again

Get.
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As a bottom-line statement about CETA, I feel that public service
employment, title VI of the act, should never have become a part
of CETA. This program led to most of the misuse of CETA's poten-
tial, and contributed most directly to the fraud abuses, of CETA
Including title VI in CETA confused the public about the purpose
and value of CETA. It tooltmost of the resources of State and local
planning councils just to spend the title VI money. Title VI quickly
overloaded the monitoring and planning staff capability of the
prime and balance of State sponsors. Consequently, there was time
for only minimal coordination between CETA and the other agen-
cies mentioned above. The concept of title VI transitional employ-
ment was necessary, but should have been handled through other
Federal programs such as the Department of Commerce, Economic
Development Administration. CETA should have remained the
training, teaching, people-building program intended by the Con-
gress. Multifaceted trainig and support should have been the
cornerstone of CETA.

Unfortunately, the title VI experience has soured the communi-
ty's concept of CETA. So, where do we go from here to build the
type of program we 'community activists hoped Congress had in
mind when the CETA Act was made law?

My definition of successful means that the CETA opportunity
offered to the poor offers real training and real skills for real jobs
With that definition I would like to identify two successful CETA
training programs that I know of. The program that we operate at
CEVCA involves the industrial work experience program, which is
an arm of Job Corps. We take unemployed youth up to 21 years of
age, place them in the Job Corps center for 3 months to get their
remedial education work completed. We place them in a technical
school, the Rutland Vocational School, for 6 months, where they
get their technical upgrading, then place them on the job for an
additional 6 months of on-the-job training. The program meets an
identified need for plant operators at the technical level,

For example, there were a lot of wastewater treatment plants
built. There has been a crying need for manpower to staff those
plants, particularly at the technical level, and through thif pro-
gram we are able to meet those needs We also work with private
treatment facihties, and they both contribute half of the wages for .

the trainees while they are in that '6-month on-the-job training
cycle and guarantee employment at the end of training
. Average cost for a trainee at this point is $10,200. and a trained,
employatk<ung person is a great return on that level of invest-
ment

In California, CETA funds were used to establish rural farm
cooperatives CETA funds were used to train migrant farmworkers
in agricultural and business science. The farntworkers then pur-
chased, borrowed, or rented land and grew their own crops for sale
The project cost averages $16,000 per trained farmer The average
income of the farmworkers from $5,000 per year to over $17,000 per
year after their training. A good return on investment.

There are more detailed descriptions of these positive examples
of ('ETA in the written testimony, which I have submitted to the
committee staff. The project descriptions, as well as excerpts from
the Senate Agriculture Committee's position paper on rural eco-
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nomic development developed by the Subcommittee on Rural De-
velopment, are all part of the package.

The papers describing the training progiams stress the impor-
tance of mobilizing local organizations to provide trainees with
education support and either the tools to create new business a
guaranteed job which already exists. How this mobilization and!or
targeting to existing jobs was accomplished is also explained in the
attached papers. -

This mobilization and targeting is not' possible in my opinion by
any group which is dot community-based. A community-level orga-
nization knows what works in its community. It knows about jobs,
people, attiWes, and is always looking for resources to package to
respond to needs. As you read the project descriptions, keep in
mind all of the questions relating to contracting out services. A
private nonprofit organization has the only legal status flexible
enough to put all of the necessary re§ources together in a meaning
ful package and target the package to the need.

Has CETA worked in my opinion? Yes, CETA has worked where
it has stayed on track with the founding concepts of the program
As conceived by community action in the sixties, job training with
the necessary support to trainees to overcome their barriers to
employment is a very good program for the people, the Govern
ment, and the taxpayer. When CETA has adhered to the basics of
employment training, it has worked well.

I hope I have not overextended my .welcome by talking this long,
but I have wanted the opportunity to address these concerns to the
people in charge of CETA for many years, and I needed to say
what I have said.

Mr. JEFFQRDS. Thank you.
(Interim report submitted by David Deen follows:)

INTERIM REpoRT oN SOUTHEASTERN VERMONT COMMUNITy ACTION'S Joa CORPS
NEIN ENoi.AND WATER, WASTEWATER INDUSTRY WORK EXPERIENCE PROC.RAM

BXCKGROUND

As part of the 1977.s White House Initiative on Rural Development there was
annourmed the intention of providing employment and training opportunities for
ei.onumwally disadvanwged individuals as operators of water and wastewater facili
ties The demand fur trained operators has, in recent years, out stripped the supply,
due primarily tu the massie fatility construction programs brought about by the

wan Water and Safe Drinking Water Acts This has uthsed the situation, especial
IN in rural areas, of having untrained people attempting to operate multimillion
dollar equipment. often with disastrous results, In order to meet an interagency
agreement was drawn up between the Department of Labor and the Environmental
Protection Agency to supply the necessary funds to train 1,500 individuals in
thirteen pilot programs around the country

Southeastern Vermont Community Action (SEVCA) was selected to develop the
pilot project in New England because of its experience in rural water and
wastewater issues, as well as its bialground in the field of employment and train
mg This contraiA between Region I Job Corps in Boston. Mass. and Southeastern
ermunt Community Action in Bellows Falls, Vt. was implemented on July 1. 1980

An initial program was operated in fisval year 1980 utilizing workers 55 years and
older, subsidized br New England Green Thumb, a regional rural senior employ
ment program Although severely hampered by the lack of training funds available,
under this program. .SEVCA was able to place and train :0 older workers by
coordinating the program with training provided by the State of Vermont Five of
the ten partmipants were subsequently hired on at the faulities upon completion jf
their period of subsidized employment, while one was forced to leave for health
reasons

k,HI
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During the closeout of the Older Wo ket Program, the 1)0 L Office of National
Programs requested that the Joh C rps National office contact SEVCA as to the
possibility of institutionalizing 'lie program in New England A program vvas de
signea and contract negotiated under Job Corps Industry Work Experience. Program
with the Director of Job Corps Region I

PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The Nw England V*ater Wastewatei Industry Work Experience. Program is oper
cited essenteallv as a Job Corps center without walls Corps members, after having
an initial orientation stay at the Northland., Center, attended six months of class
room training at the Vermont Agency of Environmental Conservation training site
at the Rutland Vermont Vocational Training Center During the orientation and
classroom period corps members are interviewed at sites having a need to hire
operators and are interested in participating in the program When a facility has
chosen a corps member. a worksde agreement is developed between the corps
member, the facility and SEVCA defining the terms of placement i e rate of pay
commitment to hire, etc

While at the Rutland Center. Corps members receie highly technical training in
all aspects of potable water and wastewater plant operation Instruction includes
such areas as advanced mathematics, biological testing. laboratory techniques and
equipment maintenance in a classroom and laboratory .setting. Trainees gain hands
on experience in both water and wastewater at facilities in the greater Rutland
area Upon successfuli, completing the six month course, corps members tested by
personnel from the Ag. ncy of Environmental Conservation to qualify for a Class 11
operators license

After leaving the saw tI. corps members move to the communities where their
worksates are ioyated or six month or\ the job training period During this time
corps members are paid as, ording to Job ('orps IWEP guidelines and the facilicy is
partially reimbursed for t, lining expenses This period of time allows the corps
members to become skilled ri the operation and maintenance of the equipmert iii
the facility in which he she ill be employed Upon successful completion at this
phase, the corps members becomes an unsubsidued employee uf the facility

CURRENT PROQRAM STATUS

New England W,ater, Wastewater Industry Work Experience Prograni has a goal
of twenty Job Corpsmembers to be recruited into the program. provided classroom
and field education for six months and immediately upon graduation placed on
worksites The trainees have all been hired by site managers before they entered
school A. per contract this takes place III two )ckerups and at this writing finds seven
Job t orpsmembers of the first group working at their worksites and thirteen in
school Eight of the thirteen have been hired by worksites to start January
1ntervlews at worksites are currently being conducted to place the remaining Five
All thirteen are expected to be hired before the January fl giaduation date

rh, first group of seven entered school on January, 6. 11041. graduated July 19s1
and started work at their sites on July 7, It0,1 All seven corps members have taken
and passed the Vermont exams for a Grade 11 operators license Site managers
have tommitted themselces to me personally that they will at the end of the six
months on the job training. place the Job Corpsmembers o., the municipal or
private payroll at wages from fl :Ai to :rl In per hour. plus full benefits At this
point, the worker trainee will no longer be connected with Job Corps

During the on the job training perm', living quarters. banking facilities, tar
ft pairs, health needs. wages, GED., site interviews. tours of Northlands and food
stipends have been provided hv SEVCA

rhe coordination efforts nece-sary for the operateun of program of this scope are
su stantial SEVCA is cuirently engaged in working agreements or written con
tracts...4.1th Boston Region 1, Northlands Job Corps in Vergennes. Rutland. Vocation

Se hoot. the Nordic Motel, memicipalities of Dover. Manchester, Brighton, Fair
haven. Readsboio, White River. Cavendish. Middlebury, Brandon. Burlington and
private &company Stratton Ski are.. all in Vermont, also Manchester. Farmington
and the. University of New Hampshire in New Ilampshire We have also worked
closer. with per.onnel from the Encironmental Protection Agencies and Depart
ment elf Ilimith it. k ermont and New Hampshire to insure that the states interests
and needs re met SEV( A s New England Water Wastewater Industry Work Ewe
riente Program recruiter has coordinated his achy ities closely with other Job Ci.rps

reener- such as AF1.-C10. JACS, W1CS, CYA arid SEVCA Outreach staff
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Additional non Job liaps pi oro ant resources have been generated from a number
of sources, including

I $14,4011 grant from the National Demonstration Water Project to du prelimi-
nary planning, complete erniont needs assessment and support initial start up
costA

A second NDWP grant of $7s,f'aiti ah spent in support of SEVCA's Job Corps
New England Water Wastewater Industry Work Experience Program

3 A part time position supplied by New England Green Thumb Inc., a senior
ernployntent program, to provide transportation support tu Lorpsmembers whde at
the Rutland School

4 Personnel from the State of Vermont and the New England Rural Technical
Serv;ice Center. Urnvhendon, Mass provided twilling sessions while corpsmernbers
were still in residence at Northlands

Art interim evaluation was held with representatives from the State of Vermont,
the town of Dover, The NatIonal Demonstration Water Project and the SEVCA
Board of Directors, an independent consultant and the Director of a Amilar pry
gram in Kentucky This group met with program staff, the course teacher and
school principal, individual corpsniernbers and worksde managers as welt as review
mg pertinent program reports kind records This group then submitted a series of
revommendatIons tu improve program effectiveness All recommendations made by
this group have been implemented

FUTURE POTENTIAL

As we have reached a pant in the program cycle when the recruitment for the
third wave ol vorpsmembers hl/Uld take place, if the program is to continue, It is
tant- to evalua0- the potential for contract extension. In recognizing this, SEVCA
contratted the services of MI independent consultant. using NDWP funds. to pre
pare an assessment uf need fur operators in the State of New Hampshire and an
update of SEVCA s original ,tssessment for the State of Vermont This report
projects a need for r aturs for newly created positions and due to attrition in the
State of New Hampshire and the State of Vermont In terms of New Enghmd
Water Wastewater Industry Work Experience Program's projettiu of twenty corps
nwmber graduates a year this hibor murket more than adenude to absorb them
all

The program is currently well t.stablished in both the State of Vermont and New
Ifampshire and is a recognized source of trained manpower SEVCA is urrently
negotwaing contracts with both stateb to pros ide upgrade training fur Its currently
employed operators This invrea..ed cooperation will faialitate the placement of
future co7psmembers

Problems typically associated with the state of any new progr jn. irid in part ItAl
lar one tu regional stow, have been effectively dealt with at this time SEVCA
staff has deverv:.ed all necessary daitacts and resources and they are in place The
program has a highly visibk proide among facilities and officials in both states

The Lust t flecticeness le cost per corpsmember sear of the program at this tune
is within the parameters of our Lontrad It should be noted that due to start up and
phase don periods of the initial two year contract 13 months with staff and no
corfisrnernbers. and then one year with only 10 corpsmembers enrolled at any given
t HTIV,, cost per corpsnwinber year is relaticely high Operated on an ongoing basis
with .:31 i apsmembers, In in school and 10 at work sites. at any given time. costs
per corpsmember Nt,ar will be significantly reduced

Fur these reasons. SEVCA belie%es that the New England Water Wastewater
Industry Work Experience Program has excellent potential to continue to be a cost
effective program. providing excellent job opportunities to ts.ononncally disadvan
tage,1 vouch bile pro% ulaig rural New England communities with much needed
rairwd per sonnel

Mr. JEFPoltbs Lou. would you introduce yourself and y oui assist-
antLV

STATEMENT OF
PARTMENT OF
MONTPELIER.
GASSETTs, T.

Mr. DWORSHAK.
offke is Marilyn

1,01 D'S4 ORSHAR. STATE OF' \ ERMONT, DE-
DE \ EIA)PMENT AND COMMUNITY AFFAIRS.

\ T.. ACCOMPANIED BY MARIL1 N SEELYE.

Mr. Jeffords, with me t-A the request of your
Seelye, a graduate of one of our training pro-
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grams. I am Lou Dworshak for the Vermont Department of Devel-
opment and Comma.iity Affairs.

It is recognized that during these CETA reauthorization over-
sight hearings that you are attempting to develop necessary back-
ground information for spe Tic legislative suggestions on employ-
ment and training.

And to that end, I am directing my testimony based upon the
policies and experiences of the Vermont training program, the
employ ment and training program of the Vermont Department of
Economic Development. It is a brief examination of what works
and what does not work.

My testimony is structured in relation to questions of emplo)
ment and training within the context of economic development as
provided by the office of Vermont Congressman James Jeffords,
where:

Economic development is the process and sequence by an
agencyorganized, planned, and coordinatedto intervene in the
natural economic process to stimulate economic growth; to improve
the quality of life, and to expand productive capability. It involves
the resources of land, labor, and capital; infrastructure; and indi-
vidual and organizational capacity to effectively plan and manage
economic growth.

Quegjon. Is economic development an appropriate part of a
training system?

Economic development is not only an appropriate part of a train-
ing system, but the lead element.

Agencies conducting the process of economic development
muster, coordinate, and focus the resources of economic develop-
ment. They form the formal, organized, political system for the
decisionmaking of economic developmentthe system generating
the employment opportunities in the private sector.

Agencies conducting economic development are State, regional,
and local. They are the administrative hierarchy suited to initiate
and coordinate industrial training efforts, linking the resources of
the department of educationvocational-technical traininglabor
and in ,stryapprentice trainingVermont Job Servicerecruit-
ing, ion, nd we of available Federal training fundsand the
State ieges

Economic development is the principal actor in the employment
and training pri,cess, it Is indeed an appropriate part of a training
system.

This leads to he legislative suggestion that Federal funds flow
through the agencies uf economic development, with flexibility and
few constraints. Federal funding support for employment and
training should be vested with the decisionmaking and politics of
economic development, rather than in organizations that are estab-
lished apart from that process.

Question. Can economic development be mandated as a part of
the training system?

The word "mandated" infers the heavy hand of the Federal
Government dictating the manner in whit:- affairs of employment
and training will be carried out at the State level. Rather, it should
be more properly viewed that the Federal funding of employment
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and training ,is a desired resource available to the agencies of
economic development.

In Vermont, the agencies of economic development have repeat-
edly proved to be the legitimate focal point to coordinate, and in
must instances, tu initiate employment and training for industry

With its own-funding resources fforn the Vermont State Legisla-
ture. the department of economic development has demonstrated
that a 'best candidate" method of employment and training, by
treating upward mobility, benefits all groups within the structure
of the.employed and unemployed labor force. Best candidatew as
selected by industry through the Vermont Job Service, and which
typically include a portion of unemployed and CETA-eligible, are
trained or retrained fur the higher level jobs in new or expanding,
existing industries. The CETA label mentioned earlier by Mr.
Semple is avoided. The voided, mostly lower skill jobs, are then
filled by those employed, but having lower level skills, or unem-
ployed.

This is in contrast to the usual mode of operation of Federal
funding which tends to encourage employment and training
through tax incentives andlor on-the-job payments rather than
capability

This, then, leads to the legislative suggestion that economic de-
velopment nut be considered to be "mandated," but the principal
actor in the employment and training process and that Federal
employment Sand tThining fundsbe available as a resource for State
agencies of economic development, available with flexibility, and
available with few constraints.

Question. How can economic development help displated persons,
or help in highly depressed areas?

Agencies of economic development are in the best of all positions
to work the entire economic development chain of events to amal-
gamate and shift tip resources for job creation and preservation in
the private sector. Displaced persons and those in Vermont's de-
pressed areas have been assisted by the Vermont training pro-
gram's best candidate method.

This is not to be considered an advertisement fur the agencies of
economic development, nor a statement that they can "do it all";
ra0er, that the coordinated procedures of the Vermont training

..prograrn have benefited all segments of the labor force
What kind of CETA, economic development joint approaches

have been successful?
Actually, the statement should read. What kind of economic

development CETA joint approaches have been successful to reflect
the initiatives and organization of successful industrial training in
Vermont"

Leading the list of successful approaches have been the Vermont
machine skills training, now being coriducted in the six Vermont
communities of Springfield, St. Johnsbury, Newport, Bennington,
Burlington, and St. Albans, and the bombardier training program
in Barre, all programs of the Vermont training program using the
best candidate method

All programs are extensively coordinated with other providers of
training, and all typically have classes that are 50-percent unem-
ployed But what ih unusual kthout the unemployed portion is that
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members have been selected by the personnel directors of sponsor-
ing industries as the best ai.ailable in the labor force, in other
words, there is prior sanction

The attached advertisement of the Vermont machine skills train-
ing illustrates the direct involvement of the Vermont Job Service
Upon completion of training, CETA funds are used for the eligible
persons. The difference is that CETA funds az e used to support the
best of candidatescandidates desired by the industriesrather
than using CETA funds up front to lure industries to hire certain
targeted groups or persons

This leads to the legislative suggestion that there are ways of
using CETA funds to support the unemployed in mixes uf capable
persons, creating upward movement in all segments of the labor
force.

In summary, the department of economic development is deliber-
ately pursuing employment and training philosophical and policy
directions that:

Redirect the goals uf some employment and training programs
1.-om a primarily social to a-primarily economic perspective.

Reduce the tendency of training providers to uffer disparate,
.uncoordinated programs,

Encourage the renToval of Federal barriers that hinder integra-
tion vf training adiities with State industrial development strate-
gies.

Expand the private sector's rule in the design and determination
.tvf employment and traming programs, as in Vermont machine

skills training and bombardier.
Create those programs that reflect to a greater degree the em-

ployment and training specifically desired by industry.
And to the extent,that the State of Vermont, through economic

development, is dire( ting its effort, successful patterns are suggest-
ed for the CETA reauthorization in terms of AP-propriate objec-
tives of employment and Uraining, methods for carrying out those
objectives, the integration of target groups, appropriate relation-
ships for FederaLsupport of state training agencies, appropriate'
private sector roles, and thorough coordination.

Indeed, Vermont is an example that Federal employment and
training, integrated with and supporting the State s effort, can
work successfully

And nrnv I introduce once again Marilyn Seelye of the Fellows
phonet 'Corp

STATEMENT OF MARILYN SEELYE, GASSE'll'S. NT.

Ms SEELN My name is Marilyn Seelye and I live in Gassetts,
Vt

I came to VermUnt in February of 1977 with a liberal arts college
degree I sought full-time employment with several major compa-
nies in the area and found that I was unsuccessful in getting a
permanent job For the better part of 3 (years I was only able to
set ore ,,easonal employment and several part-time jobs.

By the fall of 11)st) I was desperate to secure something meaning
f ul and worthwhile I had heard of the machine skills training
program from the newspapers, so I approached the Vermont Job-
Service office for more information
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It becanw dem to me that the skills training course would
provide the career opportunity I needed to become permanently
employed I recognized that if I could learn about the machine skill
industry and graduate successfully from the course, I would prove
my abilities and worth.

After 3 months of math, blueprint reading, shop theory, and
machine skills training, I applied for a job and was accepted at one
uf the companies. Since my employment in Februaly of 1981 I have
been able tu pursue furthei training in the computet science field.

I am grateful to the State uf Vermont and to ale machine skills
indiistry fur recognizing the need for skills-education and for pro-
viding the opportunity to pursue a meaningful career.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Marilyn. That was excel-
lent

First, before I begin the questioning I would like to introduce
Congressman Larry DeNardis frum New Haven, Conn., who made
his way throdglt the fog to gc.4 here. Larry is a freshman Congress-
111,111 ho has brought to us a depth of understanding of education-
al issues. especially higher education. Larry, it is good to have you
with us.

Mr DENARms Jim, It is good to be here. The work of this
committee undei your leadership with Chairman Hawkins is
among the most important work un the agenda or Congress.. I can
think ol no other Members, in the Congress, Mr. Hawkins, and Mr.
deffords and of course the other,meraers uf the committee inelud-
irig Mr Weiss, who have made contributions in this area, so it is a
pleasure fur me to be here. I must say that I always enjoy' coming
tu Vermont even though today it was through the fug of northein
Connecticut and Massachusetts and southern Vermont. It is a
pleashre tu be with Jim Jeffurds in his home State In the 1 year
that I have been in CongressI am a new Member of CungressI
hat p obably leaf ned more from yuur Congressman than any
othet, and I expect to continue to learn at this hearing and in the
months to come Thank you.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you vety much fur those very kind wor,Eis.
Now, we will go on to the questioning. Again. ii we can keep"the

questions of each member to about 5 minutes Nve can stay on
schedule

First I want to thank-you all for k e0, excellent iestimonv It has
been vely helpful even without tlw questions. and I am sure *thc
questions will add to tt

Mt Chairman
Mr. FIA,WKiNs Mr Chairman. I have a habit that when witnesses

piesent their testimony I do m uk a grade on the cover to indicate
whetlwr I should wi Kick and read the testimony

Fortunately I have marked good on all of tlwm. so I have a lot of
reading to do on the W ay back to Washington tonight

Let me try to ask two ol three questions, however, becuuse all of
tlwm ha'Ve been '§o excellent

As I say I have mai ked many of them up until I am a little
confused as to which ow. I should ask first

Mr Gullum, you mentioned the program CEP
Would you claiity sonw extent at least in mv, mind how this

was organized. andel which se( tion of CETA. and ite'w it is funded'
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Mr Guu.tmir The program at the skill center which really is the
predecessor was funded baLk in 1970 through the MDTA program
At that time most MDTA programs were part of the vocational
system. We made a decision in 1970, Mr. Chairman, to separate
from the vocational system and develop our own institution, a skill
center, one of only 40 or 30 in the Nation at that time. We started
a very small cadre of 8 teachers and 80 students and developed our
own curriculum, our own assessment system, our own job develop-
ment and placement system, our own process of job orientation, so
that at some point along the way back in 1973 and 1976 as we got
into CETA and we became more and more involved with the pri-
vate sector, we recognized that there was a sequential process, a
process starting with a thorough assessment, something that indus-
try really cannot handle, especially with the chronically unem-
ployed, quite candidly.

I have made this statement publicly and have been hammered by
the private sector for making this assessment, but I believe they
are unable to assess people to the degree that we can, given the
fact that we haye the availability of so much expertise and the
facilities internally to assess people thoroughly so that we know
their academic skills, their learning abilities, attitudes and apti-
tudes. We know the kind of skills development they can progress
in. As a result of that kind of information- we can begin the CEP
program which involves, if necessary, remediation, English as a
second language, high school equivalency, skills training required,
all services, day care if necessary, and, of course, the process of
skills training. To a point at which every 2 weeks those people are
assessed thoroughly by instructor and counselor and the student
himself, so that they understand how they are going through the
system.

We include orientation. We believe that an employer really is
looking for primarily a person who wants to work and has the
ability to work 8 hours a day. The skills are secondary from my
perspective, and we have to build upon attitude. The tangible
means of skills training to the trainee is much more important
Once that success syndrome begins in skills training the attitudinal
development almost comes concomitant with that.

Mr HAWKINS. How is the program curi,;egy funded?
Mr Guid.uNi. It is 100 perkent CETA, the exception of some

State moneys through the Bay State Skills Corp. and local morifys
through a couple of grants by industries.

Mr HAWKINs. Will the program be affected by the cutback?
Mr. GULLUNI, Absolutely, and we are feeling the pinch In the

last 3 years we aver ged 1,200 to 1,300 trainees a year. This year
ire will be, training feker than 700 people.

Mr. HAWKINS. You mentioned `that over 3.0.00 graduates have
been placed?

Mr. OLTILLINI. Singe 1970, that is correct.
Mr. HAwKiNs. In the absence of CETA, will these individuals be

trained" If so, by whom"
Mr GULLUNI. They will not be trained.
Mr HAWKINS' Mr Page, in connection with your testimony you

mentioned that training and economic development are interwoven
and Th kY go hand in hand, and that it is necessary to make a
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lung-term commitment. Could you indicate by whom should the
'commitment be made, and what will happen to the program if the
current elimination of training programs under CETA continue?

Mr. PAGE. Mr. Chairman, we believe that a long-term commit-
ment must be a partnership between the State and Federal Gov-
ernment and private sector in order to be effective. The most
effective training tools that we have found in northern Vermont
have been those which have been developed by such partnerships.

The revolving loan fund that I referred to in my testimony is a
prime example of that, assisting private industry when they are
trying to raise capital at a critical point in their business when
their needs are twofold, one to raise capital, two to improve their
productivity in ;order to pay back those loans in the long term.
That the solution to those problems have come from a partnership
with programs such as Lou Dworshak's State training program and
on-the-job training. Such partnerships come from local initiative,
primarily, with assistance from State and Federal Governments.
Those local initiatives, as Mr. Dean pointed out, tend to revolve
around localized or regionalized nonprofit corporations that do
have the flexibility to combine local elected officials, industry lead-
ers, members of the education sector, and I think that is an impor-
tant factor.

Over and above that with declining CETA dollars, with disap-
pearing CETA dollars I suspect that States and localities will not
be able to make up the balance of funding needed for training
programs, that they will diminish significantly.

Mr. HAWKINS. That was the next question, actually. Who will
pic,kup that slack now? We have heard the necessity of integrating
the private sectur into the process, and I think there is general
agreement certainly, on this subcommittee that that should be
dune. Do you anticipate that to be realistic and if so, in what way
can we insure that that private sector involvement takes place?

Mr. Pm,E. I think the insurance comes by involving the private
sector initially in policy decisions about employment and training
programs. I think that through the inclusion of private"sector in
that initial policy development at a regional level, State level, and
ultimately at a Federal level, new methods can be devised. There
are stone Nery keen ideas within the business community thied
to be tapped and that can augment a public program. . nd tin

N. northern Vermont we have had tremendous success in duing hat
on d regional level, again by iVolvipg..c.the private sector and
eqrporat ions that are active LT job-develVment.

-Mr flAvviciNs 1,)o you thiyilt ehat will include the chronically
unemploSted group as.well as. others'?

Mr. PAGE. I think as long as the effort is a coordinated effort
among allthe in job creation in a given region, yes, that can
be done

Mr HAWKINS. Mr rhairribm, I know there 4.re many other
questions, but my time is limited. I yield.

Mr JEFFURDS. Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman. That ialways one of
the frustrating parts of field,hearings, especially wh'el we have so
many w itnc:ses, ond vidn1 to make sure everyone time to
Nirticipate, we never hav6..enough time for questions \
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I want to followup what the chairman said in his last line of
questioning. That is both philosopHically and from a legislative
structure perspective, how do we fit the economic development into
a prggram which is supposed to be basically designed to try and
make unemployable people employable. I am getting at the upward
mobility theory that Lou Dworshak is talking about which can give
you some concern, because,you never get to the structurally unem-
ployed. Your primary goal is developing a better economy for the
locality. Doing that may or may not end up in training those that
are the less fortunate. You end up creaming off the available and
bringing in additional people from outside, which may enhance the
community but not do anything for the structurally unemployed I
wonder if I could get some reaction as to how we try to handle that
problem to make sure that we get a balance in a program.

Mr. DWORSHAK. I might pickup on that. On the average I men-
tioned we would have 50 percent unemployed in our program from
Vermont Mat-hine Skills, and Labardia [phonetic] was another
case. We have had meetings with the Vermont Job Service both
with the State leel and as we conduct programs throughout the
State and as we bring people into that training program, and they
are hired as Marilyn See lye was hired, they create voids in the
system at lower-level skilled jobs and working with the Job Service,
then they are aware of those positions and they tend to bring in
the chronic unemployment.

Mr. JEFFORDS. That sounds good in theory. How do we know that
occurs? Is there any statistical evidence that this occurs, or is what
we are talking about just good in theory?

Mr. DWORSHAK. Well, we would have to go to Stu Verchereau
[phonetic] for an answer to that, but that has been the basic
direction of the meetings that we have had in relation to the
promotions that we are creating.

Mr. JEFFORDS. But that can be a very nice way of insuring that
you have available CETA funds, and if the theory works, fine If it
does not work, we may be doing a great thing for economic dtwelop-
ment, but not much for the structurally unemployed.

David, do you have any comment?
Mr. DEEN. Well, I have been involved with a couple of efforts

where we have been able to take people in. One of the problems
that we have experienced with CETA in its initial years was bricks-
and-mortar money. was hol:v we termed it. We put a lot of jobs out
there for yeople who fit that description, structurally unemployed,
and 'lever gave sufficient tools or raw materials flexibility within
the CETA system. The example that I am relating to is our stove
works We were able to take people with just terrible employment
records, but by being able to, prov ide good supervision to deal with
the attitude that this gentleman down here was talking about,
hard work and loyalty, keeping, your nose clean, those kinds of
attaude problems, and somebody who just would sock it to them
when those problems (..ame up, proNide that leadership wikhin the
training situation, provide some flexibility so that the ent4re ven-
ture, as was the stove works, can be an economic development
project.

The project that I talked about in California is an economic
deelopment projet.A. We were not able to get the bricks-and-mortar
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money to make that happen from CETA but fortunately the New
England Commission had an mterest in some economic develop-
ment projects at 'the time, gave us rent money and raw materials
money, and we kept 14 people working fur 5 years, and during that
5-year time ., ,umber of structurally unskilled people with very
little educational attainment moving through at the lower levels
learning welding and maLhinc skills, Potentially, and I have not
kept records, but potentially they would have moved on, to the
program that this gentleman has been describing, but from nu
where, high sLhoul dropouts, police reLords. We had an ongoing
relationship with the probation and parole people here in Brattle-
boro to make placements at our stove works, and then we ran afoul
of CETA regs and got called down.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Yes, sir.
Mr. GULLUNI I think 75 percent or more of those people that we

enumerated, those 5,000 over the last 10 years, were the structural-
ly unemployed or trained in the skill center. There is nu doubt that
those people can be trained given the fact that there is a process
that dues not necessarily include at a high level of incidence the
private seLtor at the beginning of the program, OJT, the NAB jobs
kind of components in many cases have nut worked fur the struc-
turally unemployed because they were lacking the Lapability to
provide the assessment and of Luurse the kind of supportive serv-
ILes, the blueprint reading, mathematics, counseling, all the other
things that are required fur these people to make that transition.

Again I go back to the attitudinal question. They have a lack of
self-Lonfidence To develop that self-worth une must begin to estab-
lish a pattern of training and support services to enable these
people to recognize those skills and abilities and make that transi-
tion effectively to the private sector. I think again the comprehen-
siveness of the program is tantamount to the kind of success you
are going to have with the structurally unemployed You cannot
throw them out there'and expect them to make it They will nut.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Weiss
Mr. WEISS. I guess that last point really underscored what I was

going to ask Tin, kind of thing dues not happen by acLident. You
do not get the chronically and structurally unemployed corning at
you unless you make the effort to bring them into the program

Mr. Gm.L.LN1. That is correct .

Mr. WEISS Now, Mr. Page, in your testimony you indicated an
admonition against targeting. Tell me what you mean by targeting,
and is that nut in conflict with testuramy, in fact, to bring in those
who otherwise would not be broughcinto the program?

Mr PAGE Targeting in terms of my definition could be defined
as the allocation of speLific amounts of money to serve a specifit
population within an. area. I believe, and the people v.hum I repre-
ent believe, tharti use of regional and localized organizational

efforts that cumrnun ie ts are better able to target those resources,
that they know better their needs and Lan make more effective use
of fiAe. nital and educational tools than can targeting dune 1,Y, the
Feder, Government.

Mr. MSS Are you saying that there ought to be no standards at
all as to whom the money ought to be spent on9
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Mr. PAGE. I am not thinking about standards.
Mr. WEISS. Eligibility?
Mr. PAGE. Yes. I am not saying that there should not be eligibil-

ity requirements, but that eligibility needs to be based not solely on
the specific origin uf the individuals involved in the program or
upon race or other types of very specific diiectives, that instead the
Federal Government needs to determine in coordination with State
agencies, programs, thosedocalities in greatest need of economic
development assistance including job training and allow specific
regions tu present to you a complete definition of their needs. how
that money can best be spent to service their population

Mr. WEISS. Supposing it turns out that you have a community
which on the basis of unemployment levels meets the criteria of
the Federal Government, right?

MY. PAGE. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. It is double the national average in unemployment,

and you then tell that community 'You are entitled to x hundred
thuusand dollars in training and employment programs, and their
decision is that in fact they are going to create a steel mill. That
may be fine from their point of view of what their community
needs, but again, getting back to the discussion that Mr. Jeffords
and Mr. Hawkins had, that it is not necessarily going to deal with
the people whu are in must desperate need at that time. How do
you deal with that?

Mr. PAGE. That is a very difficult experience. In my experience I
have found that organizations which clearly represent the needs of
an area Include the private sector, people delivering services to the
poor, people delivering services to the unemployed and underem-
ployed. The combination of those elements tends to give you a
much more realistic reflection of that community's needs than the
type that you are presenting. We have had tremendous success in
dealing with community-based organizations because they do repre-
sent a broad spectrum and they do present a more realistic ap-
proach tu economic development and job training. But it is a com-
pact rural area. I note in my testimony that there is a difference
between urban and rural areas in job training.

r. WEISS. That may be'true, but I think that you have areas of
rural employment erises whkh are just as severe as anything that
you have in the urban areas, and perhaps even more difficult,
because you do not often have the wealth of resources, organiza-
tional,resourLes, that may be potentially available in an urban
setting'

Mr PAGE In some eases that is the very reason for the accuracy
and the ability of those programs to achieve the goals that the
community sets up,

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr Chairman.
Larry, do you have any questions?
Mr. DENARDIS Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will yield my time.
Mr JEFFORDS. We are going to take a 2-minute break. I say 2

minutes because breaks usually stretch out.
I Brief recess
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Mr. JEFFORDS. Our next panel is Mr. George Kariotis, secretary
of economic affairs, State of Massachusetts, accompanied by Mr
Eugene J. Doody, Mr. John Mitchell, vice president of Mitchell
Machines. Two witnesses were not able to appear, Mr Charles
O'Leary and Mr. Robert August. Their testimony will be, made a
part of the record.

[The executive summary and prepared aatement of George Kar-
iotis

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TESTIMONY OF GEORGE S KARIOTIS

come before the Committee as a private sector entrepreneur on brief loan to the
public sector as Secretary of Economic Affairs for the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts
In my 4 years of public service, I've come to appreciate the difficulty of govern-

ment s mandate to Implement a coherent employment and training policy for the
Nation I strongly support the continuation of Federal support in the manpower
area, support which enables states to implement vital employment and training
services for the benefit of both the general public and the private sector

The decade of the 19808 promises to be one of turmoil and rapid technological
change Without concerted skill traming efforts as e\xemplified by the CETA Titles
11B and VII. the economically disadvantaged will be left out of the growth and
development in the 1980s, and once left out, they may very well end up on one or
more forms of public assistance.

I believe we should build upon the manpower investments of the previous decade
reaffirm support fur our skill centers and the evolving linkages between our man-
power programs and the private sector. The Federal Government must continue at
least a threshold level of support for these programs geared to the economically
disadvantaged or the enormous investments already made will have been wasted
and the current manpower problems will escalate into the social and economic cr,,
of the 1980s

States can and should do more, In Massachusetts, we have initiated the Bay State
Skills Corporation to develop jointly funded, public-private training programs tc
meet the needs of our growth industries. But states cannot solve their manpower
needs in isolation the Federal Government must continue its lead role as a catalyst
for effective programs at the local level

PREPARED STATEMENT of* GEORGE S KARIOTIS, SECRETARY OF ECONOMIC AFFAIRS,
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

My name is George Kariotts and I am Secretary of Economic Affairs in the
lommonwealth of Massachusetts Although I appear here today as a public official,
I am by background, by training, and in the final analysis,. by preference, a busi-
nessman Lip until the election of Governor King in 1978, I had been in private
business all my hfeas an engineer, a marketeer,,and an entrepreneur I founded
my own high technology company 20 years agoAlpha Industries, Inc , listed on the
American Stock Exchange, and at the end of 1982, I will return to that world,
happily

When trovernor King asked me to join his administration as a Cabinet Secretary,
I agreed to serve for several reasons. A primary one was that I felt then and still
do nowthat government needs more of a businessman's perspective I felt that
Massachusetts state government had been run for too long by people whose only
experience had been government, people who had lost touch with the world they
v,ere there to smve I wanted to bridge the gap between business and government,
and I thought that a different approach could begin to change the nature and
direction of some of what government is charged with doing

Three years Into my service, I've developed an appreciation for the complexity
and difficulty of the work government had undertaken In the manpower area you

have an encirmously complicated interplay of federal, state and local priorities with
tar more expectations and far more constraints placed upon government than most
people realize Contrary to public perception, there are some top notch people in
government who work very hard for precious little rewardeither financial or
psychological

Any governmentand my brief experience now is based solely on state govern
mentIs subject in very short order to dramatic and traumatic changes in manage-
ment mandates, resources and directions These changes take their toll on the
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polities and progianis liii gte'. ciii Mt lit einist administer and on the admanistrators
themselves

Speaking of traumatic tart unIstarik es, %ke art he-re today to talk about the. future
of CETA, the need for a national employment and training policy and the equally
compelling need to reduce federal expenditures We. certainly have our hands full

rmiel 01 %IFNI ANTI TRAINING iwn.ic

ani seriousle, coneerned about the, health and citality of this country's labor
torte I ani not terribly optimistic about the short term prospects Nationally and
internationally we are in a sti uggle lor talented manpower today We hace thou
sand, ot skilled workers whose skill:, are rapidly becoming obsolete We have too
many young people with no marketable skills and an apalling lack Cif the most basic
'kills The absence or an adequate skilled labor force is hampering our competitive
posture- and out economic growth Companies are competing with each other for
skoled labor- ha-rally stealing each other's people away and whole industries are
moving from one part of the country co another -according to the availability of
skilled people

I blies.. our econchinc growth is threatened by a technologreally Illiterate popula
lion, and an educational system which is collapsing ander the pressures of declining
eenroliment, shrinking public resources and a growing public perception that plain
ment is unable o unilaterally solve a host of deeply rooted problems.

I make these remarks betause I think we need to keep the bigger picture in mind
as we. talk about CETA Let's face at. CETA has failed in some respects, but a would
be foolish and wasteful to simply abandon it We need to keep those parts of CETA
that work and look at CETA as an economic decelopment programa jobs pro-
gramarul not a social program

I was not a big fan of CETA when I came to government CETA has a poor
reputation in roam, irdes and ,onie of it is dearly deserved I supported President
Reagan when he eut out public serviee employment, because it was not really an
employ merit odic v at all, it Vrt/s a poorly run social policy But CETA has a roleit
fill, the :lewd or preparing the reenwoiwally disadvantaged for toda'i, labor market ,
And I believe ( ETA can continue to work effectively and efficiently if we use it the
right war

First, let s reeognize that this country must have flexible, up-to-date skills train
mg programs Manic of our best ones exist under CETA We should keep the
training program, that prepare people for unsubsidized jobs in the private sector
toles BB an N, II, though I wish we lould talk about programs without the alphabet
,oup In addition, we must build upon the enormous investments we have already
made in thing, like. Sk.tf ( enters These skill centers are te mile resources, we. have
a dozen or ..ea iii MaX,1c husetts that are <already hooked up with the pricate sector
and we need to make sure- that ade4 ate resources are available to keep theft.'
insestment, running

Netond, I belwve [wed to emphasize continued incolvement of the pricate
sector Ail the ( ETA training programt,tht, private sector should participate in all
aspects. Including ur riculuni design, program operation, loaning of instructors.
equipment and hwilities and direct placement activity. And I say this not beeause
balsam-a:alien are MIS w 1St r than geivernment people let me assure you they often
are not, -cattail' busint,,IIICIA are as narrow minded and as arrogant as the worst
buream r it No, bei Nbould be incolced for the simple reason that they
hay( the Jobs I see a ccentinuing need for public sector expenditures in the employ
ment and training area, a continuing need for some form of the CETA program.
bVlause. dollars spent on traming reduce the dollars needed for long term subsist
ence ,upport At thee 'arm tinkle the private sector must work alongside government
to make. sure thee training is geared to real jobs in the working world

E.Leil a, the- teder,d gocernflie.lit eint mut-, to plas, an neeessary role in the. training
area, the slates can and mast do more' on their own I'd like to share with the
( emanate(' a description ot the ( "(unman vs ealth s major training initiatite. the Bac
State Skills Corpor awn

The. Bac State Skill, ( orperation arose- out of the realization that many of our
fastest growing businesses I, MAW not obtain the numbers of skilled people needed to
,ustam their growth, at the saint time we had an excellent group of institutions
including laical,- and public unice [saws. ( ommunitv Colleges. Skill Centers and
the like -which were ,eehing gualance from the. private 4ector in the m.1(4.01111 of
high growth tete- U pat lon . lea train tor Bay State Skill, Corporation was created to

'1` bridge that gap and therebc expand the state s skills training eapacity The Corpo
rat Oin requires the pricate se, tor concern tee pair up with an (educational institution
and pay at least halt the- cost the state, threaugh the ( eirporation pays the other
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halt For example, we have a group of small machine shops investing money and
equipment in a local community college to train machinists, we have a very large
(AD-CAM companythat's computer aided design computer assisted manufactur
mgworking with a private university tu train CAD-CAM technicians and bring
the latest manufacturing technology to small, private firms which could not other
wise afford it. We have a private college working with a large computer manufac-
turer to retrain laid off public school teachers fur new high tech careers The Bay
I.vtate concept is working, and business is responding because it is in its own self
interest to respond

In the short run, we want to use the Corporation money to train people for
immediate job openings, in the lung tun we want business and training institutions
to develop close working relationshipsan-going relationshipsto train the people
we need for our workforce

Manpower training, productivity, the need to eilucate our people more effectively
tor jobs in the Ws() s-t hest, are my favorite subjects, and I could go on indefinitely
Let me close by saying that I believe we need to think of CETA. of manpower
planning, of job service, of job clubs, of all those programs and titles and efforts as
job oriented Fur too lung we have seen these programs primarily as social service
efforts, and I believe we have administered them as such It's time to put that
mentality aside -

Thank you

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Kariotis.

STATEY ENT OF GEORGE S. KARIOTIS, SECRETARY OF' ECO-
NOMIC AFFAIRS. COMMONW,EALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS, AC-
COMPAMED In EUGENE J. DOODY, DIRECTOR, MASSACHU-
SETTS DIVISION OF' EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Mr. KARIOTIS. Good morning. Mother Nature cooperated and
provided a little hole over Keene, N.H., and we were able to set
down. Otherwise, we would still be circling.

Mr. JEFFORD5. Let me explain what we intend to do. We intend,
with the exception uf about a 15-minute break to work right on
through the lunch period. As soon as this panel is over we will
move right into She next one and I believe, probably take our 15-
mimute break and then continue.

Please proceed.
Mr. KARIOTIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is George Kanotis and I am the secretary of economic

affairs in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Although I appear
here today as a public official. I am by background, by training,
and in the final analysis, by preference, a businessman

Up until the election of Governor King in 1978, I had been in
private business all my life, as an engineer, a marketeer, and an
entrepreneur. I founded my own high technology company 20 years
ago, Alpha Industries, Inc., listed on the American Stock Exchange,
and at the end of 1982, I will return to that world, happily

When Governor King asked me to join his administration as a
cabilm.t secrAry. I agreed to servAT for several reasons. A primary
one was that I felt then, and still do now, that government needs
more of a businessman's perspective.

I felt that Massachusetts State governnwnt had been run for Ioo
long by people whose urilv experience had been government, people
who had lost touch with the world they were there to serve.

I wanted to bridge the gap betw.een business and government.
and I thought that a different approach could begin to change the
nature and direction of some of what go\ei nment is charged with
doing

so
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Three years into ni serviLe, I have developed an appreciation for
the complexity and difficulty of the work government has under-
taken. In the manpower area specifically you have an enormously
complicated interplay uf Federal, State, and local priorities with
far more expectations and far more constraints placed upon gov-
ernment than most people realize.

Contrary to public perception, there are some topnotch people in
government who work very hard fur precious little reward, either
financial or psychological.

Any government, and my brief experience now is based solely on
State government, is subject in very short order to dramatic and
traumatic changes in management mandates, resources, and direc-
tions and we are seeing that right now.

These chanc,es take their toll on the policies and programs that
government must administer and un the administrators them-
selves.

Speaking of traumatic circumstances, we are here today to talk
about the future of CETA, the need for a national employment and
training policy and the equally compelliag need to reduce Federal
expenditures. We certainly have our hands full.

I am seriously concerned about the health and vitality of this
Lountry's labor force. I am not terribly optimistic about the short-
term prospects. Nationally and internationally we are in a struggle
for talented manpower today.

We have thousands of skilled workers whose skills are rapidly
beLoming obsolete. We have too many young people with nu mar-
ketable skills and an appalling lack of the most basic skills.

The absence of an adequate skilled labor force is hampering our
Lumpetitive posture and our economic growth. Companies.are com-
peting with each other for skilled laborliterally stealing each
other s people away and whole industries are moving from one
part of the country to another, according to the availability of
skilled people.

I believe our eLonomic growth is threatened by a technologically
illiterate population, and an eduLational system which is collapsing
under the pressures of deLlining enrollment, shrinking public re-
sources and a growing public perception that government is.unable
to unilaterally solve a host of deeply rooted problems.

I make these remarks becuase I think we need to keep the bigger
picture in mind as we talk about CETA. Let's face it. We all know
that CETA has failed in some respects, but it would be foolish and
wasteful' to simply abandon it. We need to keep those parts of
CETA that work arid look at CETA as an economic development
program--a jobs programand not a social program.

Frankly, I was not a big fan of CETA when I came to govern-
ment, like most businessmen. CETA has a poor reputation in many
Lirdes and some of it is clearly deserved. I supported President
Reagan when he cut out public serv ice employment, because it was
nut really an employ ment policy at all, it was a poorly run social
policy.

But CETA does have a rule. it fills the need of preparing the
eLonomiLally disadvantaged fur today's labor market. And I believe
CETA can Lontinue to work effectively and efficiently if we use it
Ihe right way.
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First, let's recognize that this country must have flexible, up-to-
date skills training programs. Many of our best ones exist under
CETA. We should keep the training programs that prepare people
for unsubsidized jobs in the private sectortitles II-B and VII
though I wish we could talk about programs without the alphabet
soup that goes with it.

In addition, we must build upon the enormous investments we
have already made in things like skill centers. These skill centers
are terrific resources, we have a dozen or so in Massachusetts that
are already hooked up with the private sector and we need to
make sure that adequate resources are available to keep these
investments going.

Second, I believe we need to emphasize continued involvement of
the private sector in the CETA training programsthe private
sector should participate in all aspects, including curriculum
design, program up4ration, loaning of instructors, equipment and
facilities, and direct placement activity.

And I say this not because businessmen are any wiser thar
government peoplelet me assure you they often are not, some
businessmen are as narrowminded and as arrogant as the worst
bureaucrat. Nu, businessmen should be involved for the simple
reason that they have the jobs.

I see a continuing need for public sector expenditures in the
employment and training area, a continuing need for some form of
the CETA program, because dollars spent on training reduce the
dollars needed for long-term subsistence support.

At the same time, the private sector must work alongside govern-
ment to make sure the training is geared to real jobs in the
working world.

Even as the Federal Government continues to play a necessary
rule in the training area, the States can and must do more on their
own. I would like to share with the committee a description of the
Commonwealth's major training initiative, the so-called Bay State
Skills Corp.

The Bay State Skills Corp. arose out of the realization that many
uf our fastest gruw ing businesses could not obtain the numbers of
skilled people needed to sustain their growth, at the same time, we
had an excellent group of institutionsincluding private and
public univenaties, community colleges, skill centers, and the
like- which were seeking guidance from the private sector in the
selection of high growth occupations to train for.

Bay State Skills Corp. was created to bridge that gap and there-
by expand the State's skills training capacity. The corporation
requires the private sector concern to pair up with an educational
institution and pay at least half the cost, the State, through the
corporation, pays the other half.

Fur example, we have a group of small machine shops investing
money and equipment in a local community college to train ma-
chinists, we have a very large CAD-CAM company--that stands for
vmputer aided design. computer assisted manufacturingleading

to robotics, working with a private university to train CAD-CAM
technicians and bring the latest manufacturing technology to
small, private firms which could not otherwise afford it.

a
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We has e a pi ic,,ite college working v.ith a large computer manu-
facturei to retrain laid off publicc, school teachers for new high tech
careers. The Bay State concept is working, and business is respond-
ing because it is in its own self-interest to do so.

In the short run, v,e want to use the corporation money to train
people for immediate job openings, in the long run, we want busi-
ness and training institutions to develop close working relation-
shipsongoing relationshipsto train the people we need for our
work force.

Manpower training, productivity, the need to educate our people
more effectively for jobs in the eig'ntiesthese are my favorite
subjects, and I could go on indefinitely.

But let me close by saying that I believe we need to think of
CETA, of manpower planning, of job service, of job clubs, of all
those programs and titles and efforts as job oriented.

For too long we have seen these program., primarily as social
senice efforts, and I believe we have administered them as such. It
is time to put that mentality aside.

Thank you
Mr Ji.,1.-FoRns Thank you very much I think Mr. Doody is with

you
Mr. VARIOTis Yes, sir, Mr. Doody is with me. This is Mr Doody

who is the director of our division of employment security in Mas-
sachusetts

Mr JEFFoRns Please proceed. Mr. Doody.
[The prepared statement of Eugene Doody follows j

PRI PARF STATI Et44,NI, Dcsuoi. DIRECTOR OF EMPLON MENT SEC URITY.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

INTRODUCTION

Mr 4, hairman and members of the subcommittee, want to thank you for the
opport DWI) to be here today to present testimony concerning initiatives fur employ
rnent and training legislation

My name is Eugene Doody and I am presently Director of the Massachusetts
Division of Employment Security I am un a lease of absence from prisatc industry
where I have held executise and management positions in the personnel and human
relations field in manufacturing. service and high technology industries I am also
on 'cave as a Senior Lecturer in quntan Relations and Personnel Management for
Northeastern Universits in Roston I joined State Gosernment in Jaluary. 19SO and
look forward to returning to private industry when my, tour in government is
tomplete

I he purpose ' ms testimony is to present swws from both the private set tin- and
ttw public settiir on OW yeed for a nat ii ma training and employment polit and a
toordinated system to implement this policy

A,;st SIMONS AN n 4 ONDITIONs

Let met militate at the outset ins belief that there must be a governmental role
in the design implementation. administration and control of a nationally toordinat
ed Training arid Employment System

Let nie state further my beliet ,hat design of this System must meet economic
deselopment needs and fulfill social responsibility needs at both the Federal and

livit level, lot government I will il,o ,Issume that the outcomes to such a Sy sten) is
lobs t realm!) with employers and jobs placement for indisafuals A further condition
for successful piogiam design must be the reoignition that in the 1980s we are
dealing with a signihuintly diminishing labor supply at both national and state
levet, and therefore must make better utilization of human resourtes asadable ti
As Exhibit I highlights the significant national trend

flaying established bash assumptions, let me further define the model by identity
ing those most in need of skills deselopment and the job placement efforts to be
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generated by naiwriall% c imordinated Training and Employment System I believe
three of the key groups that the I-ysteni must deal with effectively are the youth,
the women reentering the labor force and the orker s dh displaced technical

SKILLS DEFINED

thtr stwakers today will present a range of proposals discussing skills develop-
ment programs Fur purposes of outlining a Training and Employment System. I
believe it necessary ty redefine the critical word skills- in terms of the talents
oecessary lyr successfully accomplishing job placement. One of the most difficult
challenges for any inci ,. wiu,d is Job Finding I would submit that successful Job
Finding requires three key skdls I) Technical skills, ,.11 Job-rcadiness skills, and t3,
Job-s-eeking skills .

.The Individual job stwker must nut only /lace a product to market but must also
know how and where to market that product The unemployed individual without
these three key skil6 soon discovers Job Finding is an extended. complicated
extensive and frustrating human experience

The three key skills necessary to successful job placement tan be defined as
let hnu.al skdls --The mental and physical abilities necessar for a given job
Job-readiness skills An ability to work well with groups of peopk. w knowledge

mem and willingness to accept direction and supervision, a clear understanding
that each job must have outcymes that art considered productivt by the organiza
t ion

Job-seeking Skdls -Capac ity to initiate a job twarch t it ,cielahng effectively
with the recruiting. screening. testing and placement techniques required by the
hiring organization, abihty to complete an employment application or develop
resume, an wareness AA the interviewing protess and Its expected outcomes

We haw Itharned than an individual mav haw technical skills but without job
readiness skills and jolesei king skills, that individual fritst unlikely to be aci.ept
ed tor emplov mem

TARGET (atoll's

Lal king the skills destrilwd above impacts on,every individual ho La juleseeking
whether that individual be professional. technical, adnomstratRe, Jernal or blut
collar Of more specific concern are groups wahm our society who hear a heavier
burden and require sr)v dl ssistance to attain cilleSS to the marketplace and to
.,,fitant an opportundv for entry into that marketplace I would suggeq that among
the largest groups requiring such special serv lees are ID Youth first mawking entry
into the marketplace. W4iimen who have been out of the markidplace and have a
need to reenter. and .e l'iwniplovthd workers whose technical have been
dephIONI

For the youth. proeranis must be designed and implemented to mtain these young
people within the roducational structure at least until a high school diploma is
achievt.d From both a sot al ind an e«monlic vwwpoint. wt, must also eliminate
time Icisa betwawn high ht)01 graduation and Vntramt into a first liallturit ix/sail/In
for those not going on to further (Aucation

Women .rbsent loan he labor market who tire now reentering inav well find that
Ih1,1 h.( finr,41 ti dining are likelv to have become obsolete Possible obsolop
etH 4' Ot .1.1k li tel mi a 'kill, no less threatening than the tact that their job

meadows,' ,ind job.set king skill are obsolete The worker having technical skills who
has lost Vmplo,meto because those tet /MIL ail Skdk are nu% obsolete la hdi,t` been
geographicath displaced is a third Lateguo requiring speual assistance I would like
to oullow programw. within (11 Knov ledge which haw beet dew loped and itunbe
intuited to alleviate ii,t, pli ernent tti ultic-, for individuals in these target i,roups

tvosaFN AND EMPIPYWNT

Women haw begi) Msplac ed from the labor market for a large variety of reasons
Maw had withdeftwn from the marketplace to become honwniakers Others havt
hail personal circumstances develop which require that the,. become welfare dt

mit Still others had temporarik withdraNtki from the 1211bOr ma m ket homemakers
and then encituntemd dtiii t i ditfl& u t ie %hp.h require them to become the sok,
wage earner for a family

Special tirr,gr.arre, have been develved un Massochusetts to ce..sist mothers who
have bet welfare-depe ,dent industrial motivational concepts deed
uped b 1L(rtgtr. MmIslow and Ile berg and incorporating these with Managena it
bv ObjeetRe concepts arth ulated t Professor Ordwne. the Aissachwwtts Division
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of Employment Security has created a statewide network of twenty-seven organize-
tion.st ...as geared to providing welfare mothers with job-seeking and job-placement
skills In its short period of existence, the program has accomplished dramatic
results Sixty percent of those who enroll In this program have found a fulltime
private sector job in less than five weeks. Fully eighty percent of those who enroll
and complete the five-week period will have found fulltime private sector jobs The
essence of the program is the development of a high level of self-motivation, strong
peer support, and an independent self-directed effort. Success of the program has
truly been extraordinary Placements have been accomplished in urban, suburban
and rural areas. Placements have been accomplished without consideration for
economic conditions within the State.

Results of this program to date are.

-, ENTERED EMPLOYMENTS

1979
*a.

OrsAteee from
1919 base yeai

1980
562 562

1981
1,803 2365

1962 cisciected)
2 615 5.040

WO -Mt MVP' 4 5elaitd fltrato

With the support from both federal and state levels, concepts of this program can
readily be applied to othei groups or individuals who are job seeking such as
unemployed youth and displaced workers

YOUTH AND EMPLOYMENT

The issue of youth employmeht must be addressed while the young person is still
in high school Job program objectives shruld be directed toward fa retaining young
people in high school until a diploma has been received and (b) placement in a full
time job for those not having the opportunity or the resources available fo'r continu
ing fulltime education beyond high school.

The Massachusetts DE.S Youth Bridge Program deals with these issues by provid
mg job-seeking and jcb-leaeMess skills to both high school counselors and high
school students Most school systems take pride in the accomplishment that over
sixty percent of graduates go on to postAigh school education Educational objec-
tives should be that one hundred percent go on to education beyond high school
The fact is that forty percent do not immediately go on to training beyond high
school. Our present education and training systems are not taking advantage of this
very valuable human resource

There is no data which proves that youth are less Interested, less able, or less
productive than adults in the work environment. The need exists to design a
transition program that is a 'youth bridge from the school place to the work place
which provides youth with the array of skil,s necessary to accomplish this difficu''
transition One feature of the Ialassachitsetta Youth Bridge Program places fuiltime
job Counselors directly in the high 8C1.jOl on a year-round basis Job Counselors are
provided the necessary placement tools by the Massachusetts Division of Emplax
ment Security and the Massachusetts Occupational Information System Job Cdun
selors have an understanding of the immediate and the long-range needs of employ
ers in that specific community labor market area The Massachusetts DES comput
r 4) a sed data system identifies open positions. both full and part time, salaries paid

for these positions and with a description of both the job and the company 'This
information is mamtamed currently with changes made on a daily basis The
Massachusetts Occupational Information System is also a computer based facility
Jocated directly in the high school This self-service system provides vocational job
guidance data on a current basis to all students in the high school

The Massachusetts DES Bridge Program has also included a youth training
program for high school Guidance Counselors whose primary mission is to guide
students to higher education This program provided a six week hands-on training
in the local DES Jcb Matching Center The high school Guidance Counselor becomes
more valuable in assisting students in attaining both vocational as well as academic
objectives

This innovative Youth Bridge Program has accomplished dramatic results since
its establishment PlacemPrit resuits to date are. IN
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CaNlem

1919 1.200

1919 N5e yen

1200.

1990 2 010 3 210

1991
4.500 7 110

1902 ,worpcted? 3 800 11 SIO

*Ye Tv4 14'4 'Wen n (41,10 ill

In 19s1 the Massachusetts Youth Bridge Program-operated in 31 high schools
throughout the State With redirected policy and financial resources, this Program
should be expanded to serve each of the 351 communities in Massachusetts

DISPIACED WORKERS AND EMPLOYMENT

The third major group requiring specialgovernmental attention are those individ
oats with a work history but who are unenaloyed because of obsoleted technical
skills or geographic dislocation of jobs The assachusetts Division of Employment
becurity has developed and recently Implemented a special New Era program for
individuals who have been in the workforce but have lost jobs because skills have
become obsolete or because of a severe economic reduction in that tlabor market
area The Program provides -intensive une-on-une counseling to obtain alternate skill
!resumes for jaws available in that labor market area, to ascertain that individual's
willingness to relocate to utilize technical skills, or to determine availability of
education and training programs within the labor market area

Sell-directed job search described above can readily be expanded to provide job.
seeking and job-placement skills to this labor group The concept of providing local
community access to a conveniently located self servite Job Bank or to a self service
Occupation Information System which utilize existing community resources /£3 hn

't other program deserving full attention
..One other program applicable to this group and which can readily be applied to

unemployed youth group and the unemployed women group is the use of tax
incentives for employ ment ,and training purposes The US Congress authorized the
estataishment of employment tax credits in the Revenue Act of 1978 and recently
voteerto extend this program through 1982.

In As earlier stage, the tax credit program was not eadily accepted by private
sector employers who feared the inevitability of governmental red tape, a myriad of
iegulations and a swarm of compliance officers

ertifieation ki the Massachusetts DES are detailee. in Exhibit IV and tie sum
merited below,

TJTC CONTRIBUTIONS

;'1 589 589

e; 1 187 4 116

IA )6/7 10 448

It ha'-i taken three years fur employers to uriderstand that this program will
generate job-ready applicants w bile ompensating employers through tax credits for
their special effort, al recruiting and\placing-indivtdUals in groups in the Workforce
Presently this program provides a federal income tax credit up to $3,000 in the first
year Enhancement of t is program to make it not only an employment program
but also a technical training program will Opand its appeal to both employers and
participants Objectives of an enhanced tax credit program should be to encourage
the movement of these individuals up the career ladder within the company Re
suits should be measured based dpun the promotion of the targeted individual The
targeted individual thus is not onfy moving up the career ladder but is also creating
an entrance position vocamy fur another member uf a targeted group Financial
analysis will readily establish that this program can be tax cost effective

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COORDINATION

A fraincoe and Employment System has been designed whase economic and
%mini objetttvek require both a federal and a state presenc .. in policy design The
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sv,tem defined vvih t.s tie') tie. t.Ii tik program and policy imply 1

mentation at the state level
This dual appioat h to niamweniefit is net essarv sulfite our et onome development

needs and our solial respcinsibilaies tan be defined best at both thu federal and
state Program- dest tubed are designed to be flosable and to be appropriate to
needs Priograni, tan be miplementud b-r the appropriate population at the appro
prune time to meet the needs ot in appropriate geographit lotation within eat h
state This t aleteria approath to program management will maximite results and
minonite 0,,t, in time and didlars 1:e ding the expens of an administrative
overhead and duplication servaes F anon most effettively eat h statc should
have a ore staffing organaation program design and implenwrication so
that the needs of a given tomrdonity..tan be served by th, aildtt.iun of specialists
trained to implement a spetifit program aild)diretted to serving a spetilit popula
t

ihe thrust ot sot h Tr uning and Employment System must be to provide jobs fur
participants and to Ittt IA, tor employer, It is entitply reasonable to assume that
eight% per eta ot th populatki. haw sum!: element o6tet tint,. al skills, job readiness

,ir fwenty pereent ,(4' the population does not hate an% of
these skids A tommlin delivery system to fill emphiyer job needs tan impatt oti the
Ind one hundred pert ent of the population, both the eighty pert ent having some
sk,11, and th.. tv..nty pereent needing some skills

MATRIX ( 0%FIGURATION

Etato,qt" "t 'r Li" pi". rtiriit :"'",litem hare been defined to meet both
national and ,t,ite e,trfifirlill and six ua I objectives Three of the target groups most
in need tor 4 tn pita MHO t:14d training assistant a hae bean highlighted and three
program, have been .b- r died t h i Ii deal with impart mg ( !Audi and necessary job
seeking kilfs arid Joh plakaiwitit -.kills without a hik h no individual tan find a plate
in the labor market

The prim tpal advantage of the t oniplinents desk irbed is that they tan be plated in
matrax,connguration I he three program, destribing individualized job seart h, the

tommu ii itv-based self-servile ltmin,eling and platement program, and the utduatIon
ot tax incentive, to a« elerate employer partaipation us applicable not only to eacth

of the three targel group, destribed but a ISt) to other target groups what; may lw
added

to the suck ot a federal and state Training and Em plot me nt St -.tam is that
it most tx, xible ffid iitiphi able to At taiget groups
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EXIABIT ñ DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

MASSACHUSETTS DES JOB CLUB PROGRAM

leers fruit year

_

lour entered erngbyment for lob dot.
parboponts---

Conweatere from
kourkted tose year

Job &Ms
operating

1919 (base yeao
1980 . 1. 562 562 1

1981 1,803 2,365

1982 f,twojected)''
22,675 5,040 332

title liassoltdelD DES Ifftflabb Dub Prom netts total Littered Ernproprents ce radian reorients m 1912 mil exceed 13000

,Partmebieas lea=husetts DES Job Clab Program proyacted at 4,385. M ad be Oxed n pale sada adbs
'Job Chabs xt ananaY n the wet aty They art trated Bogen 14a, lord tat Sormglidd (3), *ranter 131 Caotindge (21 &pato

INV t2) M4 (D, aro tb. Mndan t2) , Sakrn (2). tee* kited (11.-torthannto 11). Quay 111 and Taunton 111

EXHIBIT HiDIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, COMMONWEALTH Of MASSACHUSETTS

MASSACHUSETTS DES YOUTH BRIDGE PROGRAM

Total erects ot tegh sched youth In-sdencil pti

federg twat yea
-f-------- matbtungtueCordatrre brim

Annusized we yee, selicots coded

1979 (6a34 rut) $200 1,200 9

1980
2,010 3,210 12

1981
4.500 7.710 31

1982 (projected), 23,800 11,510 225--
sr* nattachnetta DES At edge program 'midi tt1 ptacernents Ice a1 youth m 1982 at 28.855

:Federal fecal year 1982 egan teemed gme to 20 percent (WW1 erob match fuolint

EXHIBIT IV.DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

TARGETED JOBS TAX CREDIT PROGRAM

iedd$ Ida ye31
allssact,usetta DES MC crtdications

Arglu.tted Cdmoatne

1919 (base yezr)
589 589

1960
, 4,187 4,786

1981
5,672 10,448

1982 (V8fecled)
an a ( 9

. Pat and emarecten for focm year 158( incomplete pending frAflion cf fiscal yen 1982 budget :A woo of Federal godelilies

STATEMENT OF EUGENE J. DOODY, DIRECTOR, MASSACHU-
SETTS DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, COMMON-
WEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Mr. DOODY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I want to

thank you for the opportunity to be here today to present testimo-
ny concerning initiatives for employment and training legislation

My name is Eugene Doody, and I am presently director of the
Massachusetts Division of Empldyment Security I am on leave of
absence from private industry where I have held executive and
management positions in the personnel and human relations field
in manufacturing, service and high technology industries

I am also on leave as a senior lecturer in human relations and
personnel management f9r Northeastern Universit:' in Boston I
Joined the State government in January 1980, and look forward to
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returning to private industry when my tour in government is
complete.

The purpose of my testimony Is to present views from both the
private sector and the public sector on the need for a national
training and employment policy and a coordinated system to imple-
ment this policy

In the interest of your time schedule I have reduced my testimo-
ny and I would just excerpt from it. I would call your attention to
the four exhibits in the back because we ti ill be referring to those.

,Let me indicate at the outset my belief that there must be a
governmental role in the design, implementation, administration,
and control of a natior ally coordinated training and, employment
system.

Let me state further my belief that design of this system must
meet economic development needs and fulfill social responsibility
needs at both the Federal and State levels of government.

I will also assume that the outcomes to such a system is jobs
creation with employers and j lacement for individuals.

A further condition for sucgclieful program design must be the
recognition that in the 1980's we are dealing with a significantly
diminishing labor supply' at both national and State levels and
therefore must make better utilization of human resources availa-
ble tu us. My exhibit I in back highlights the significant national
trend through 1990.

Having established basic assumptions, let me further define the
model by identifying those most in need of skills development and
the job placement efforts to be generated by a nationally coordinat-
ed training and employment system.

I believe three of the key groups that the system must deal with
effectively are the youth, the women reentering the labor force and
the workers with displaced technical skills.

Other speakers today will present a range of proposals discussing
skills development programs. For purposes of outlining a tiaining
and employment system, I believe it necessary to redefine the
critical word "skills in terms of the talents necessary for success-
fully accomplist ing job placement.

One of the must difficult challenges for any individual is job
finding. I would submit that successful jub finding requires three
key skills

1 Technical sic,_ ills 2. Job-readiness skills, 3. Job-seeking skills.
The individual-1a seeker must not only have a product,tii

market but must r...lso know how and where to market that product.
The unemployed individual without these three key skills soon

discovers job finding is an extended, complicated, expensive, and
frustrating human experience.

Lacking the skills described above impacts un every individual
who is job seeking whether that individual be professional, techni
cal, administrative, clerical, or blue collar.

Of more specinc concern are groups within our society who bear.
a heavier burden and requiie special assistance to attain access to
the marketplace and to obtain an upportunitY for entry into that
marketplace.

I would suggest that the three largest gry.ips requiring such
special services are

_s
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1 Youth first seeking entry into the marketplace.
2. Women who have been out of the marketplace and have a

need to reenter.
3. Unemployed workers whose technical skills have been dis-

placed
I would like to outline programs within my knowledge which

have been developed and implemented to alleviate job placement
difficulties fpr individuals in these target groups

First, women and employment. Women have been displaced from
the- labor market for a variety of reasons. Many had withdrawn
from the marketplace tU become homemakers. Others have had
personal circumstances develop which require that they become
welfare-d,ependent

Still others had temporarily withdrawn from the labor market as
homemakers and then encountered domestic difficulties which re-
quire them to become the sole wage earner for a family.

This is a phenomena which has accelerated in the seventies and,
unfortunately, looks like it is going to accelerate in the eighties.

Special pi4'ograms have been developed in Massachusetts to assist
mothers who have become welfare-dependent. Utilizing industrial
motivational concepts developed by McGregor, Maslow and Herz-
berg and incorporating these with management by objective con-
cepts articulated by Professor Ordione, the Massachusetts Division
of Employment Security has created a statewide network of 27
organizational units sinct: 1979 geared to providing welfare moth-
ers with job-seeking and job-placement skills.

In its short penud of existence, the program has accomplished
dramatic results. Sixty percent of those who enroll in this program
have found a full-time private sector job in less than 5 weeks Fully
rsO percent of those who enroll and complete the 5-week period will
have found full-time private sector jobs.

The essence of the program is the development of a high level of
self-motivation, strong peer support, avd an independent self-direct-
ed e.flort. Success of the program has truly been extraordinary.

Ptacements have been accomplished in urban, suburban, and
rural areas. Placements have been accomplished without considera-
tnon for economic conditions within the State

We have gone in our State from a zero participaMon in this
program in 1979 to final participation of 562 in I9SO, 2,365 in I9s1
and projected 5,0 to in 1982

With the support from both Fedeial and State levels, concepts of
this program can readily be applied to other gioups or indiv iduals
who are job seeking such as unemployed youth and displaced work-
ers

Youth and einployment'
The issue of youth employment must be addressed while the

young person is still in high school. Job program objectives should
be directed tov,ard ia) retaining young people in high school until a
diploma has been imei.ed and, (131 placement in a full-time jvb foi
those not having the opportunity or the resources available for
continuing full-time education beyond high school.

The Massachusetts DESD Youth Bridge program deals with
these issues by providing job-seeking and job-readiness skill, to
both high school coUnselors and high school students
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Most sLhool systems take pride in the accomplishrrwnt that oser
fla perLent of graduates gee eni to'poschigh sLhoul eduLation. Educa-
tional objectives should be that PM percent go on to education
beyond high school

The faLt is that 10 percent do not immediately go on to training
beyond high school Our present education and training systems
are nut taking adsiintage of this sery valuable human resource.

There :s nu data whiLh proses that youth are less interested, less
able, or less productive than adults in ,the work ensironment. The
need exists to design a transition program that is a "youth bridge"
from the school place to th workplace which prosides youth with
the Jrray of skills necessary to accomplish this difficult transition.

One feature of the Massachusetts Youth Bridge program places
fun time job counselors directly in the high school on a year-round
basis Job Luunselors are prosided the neLessary placement tools by
the MassaLhusetts Disisiun of Employment Security and the Mas-
saLhusetts Occupation.d Information System. Job counselors have
an understcnding uf ut- aiimediate and the long-range needs of
emplosers in that specific community labor market area.

The MassaLhusetts DES Lomputer based data system identifies
open posaams. both full and part time, salaries paid for these
positions and with a description of both the job and the company

This i nfurnhlt iIn is maintairwd Lurrently with changes Made on
a daily basis The MaS:uil husetts OcLupational Infinmation Ssstem
is also computer based and located directly in the high schciol This
self sersice system pros ides vocatiomd job guidanLe data on a L ur-
rent basis to all students in the high school.

In 1981 the MassaLhusetts Youth Bridge program operated in :11
high ,chools throughout tlw State. Wah redirected polay and fi-
nanc.ial resourLes, this program shoukl be expanded to serse eaLli
of the 351 communties in Massachusetts

We anticipate placement of user 11,900 new students in 1982.
The third major group requiring speLial gosernnwntal attention

irre those. mdis:duak wIth a work history but who are unemployed
1;:cause of obsoleted techme,d skills or geographi c. dislocation of
jobs

The Massachusetts Disislon of Employment SeLurity has desel-
,qied reLentls implemented a speLnn new era program for
indisuluols who hase been in the work force but hose lost jobs
because skilk hose beLome obsolete or beLiuse of a sesere eLonorn
lc reduction in that labor market area

The program prosides intenmse one-on-one I oun,ehng to obtain
dternatc skill matches fur jobs asallabk in that labor market area,

to ascertain that indisidual's willingness to relocate to utilize tech:
ruk,d ur ti) (letermine asalability of eduLatarn kind training
programs within the labor market area

I would hke to pass oser this and mvve on to a new group
The I'S Congress authorized the establishment of employment

tax L recta:, in the. Resenue Ai( of 1978 and recently %cited to extend
this program,through 1982

In its earlier stage, the tax credit program \skis not readily ac--
Lepted b prisate seLtor ernplo,vers who feared the inesitabdity of
gosernmental red tapet. a msnad of regulations and i swarm of
comphance officers
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It has taken %Pm-. for employers to understand that this pro-
Ltram will generate job-ready applicants while compensating em-
ployers through tax credits for then special efforts in re\cruiting
and placing individuals in groups in the work force.

Presently this program pros ides a Federal income tax crl-i-cuip
to :03.0 I00 in the first year Enhancement of this program to make
not only an employment program but also a technical-trarrin
program will expand its appeal to both employers and participants

Objectives of an enhanced tax credit program should be to create
the movement of these individuals up the career ladder within the
company Results should be measured based upon the promotion of
the targeted individual

We are talking about people coming into the program through'
UR' and also a following on through so that many individuals do
not stagnate at a certain position.

The targeted individual thus is not only moving up the career
ladder but is also creating an entrance position vacancy for an-
other member of a targeted group. Financial analysis will readily
establish that this program can be tax cost effective.

In summary, let me say that elements of a training and employ-
ment system have been defined to meet both economic and social
objectives

Three of the target groups most in need for employment and
training assistance lave been highlighted and three programs have
been described which ea with imparting critical and necessary
job-seeking skills and job-placement skills without which no indi-
vidual can find a place in the labor market.

The principal advantage of the components described is that they
can be placed in a matrix configuration. The three programs de-
scribing individualized job search, the community-based self-service
counseling and placement program, and the utilization of tax in-
centives to accelerate employer participation is applicable not only
to each of the three target groups described but also to other target
groups which may be added.

Key to the success of a Federal and State training and employ-
ment system is that it must be flexible and applicable to all target
xroups

I thank you very much for this opportunity
Mr JEFFonns Thank ou very much for your testimony
Mi Mitchell
iThe prepare;1 statenwnt of John Mitchell follows

PRI' I R1 ii "+1 U I Mt SI ot ,14)1IN M MITC11111 1.01i Mt NATION AI 10011M, &
MM 01515%. AS:0( IATION

Mt I hml Man Ind \14Inber, of the Committees, in% name it: John Mitchell I am
President of Mitl hell Aniline Co in Springfield . and I am President of

the M.ester n Massachusetts Chapter of the National Tooling and Machining Assi.ci-
alum Our :anon eprest tits 1 min tompan employ ing appcoxirnatel,% ..:"0,0110

A.( kers I appreciate tour imitation to tesiii% before these tommittees on Empioy
mem Onpo.rtuomes and EMI 401, ment and ProductiYit.v tontine In% remarks
to the 4114 cr111 ng appropriate objecties o! emplo,,ment and training

methods tor .arr.ing out thesi. obtecti% eh. and t he role of the pri%ate se, tor
tit Ihu design and implementation ot employment training poll( v

should put forth et tort,. to deYelope instead of maintaining people Our pa.t
dire, tem ot putting emphasis on providing opportunities for the Hard to Train-
rather than deteloping those vtith the higkest potential has led to high unemplo%

mew .Ind productiYitY signititant portion of CET,1 resources should be



dite,t,t t4mard 'Icons ualoing lo ebund America's dwindling skilled w rkturce
quati tram a proposal submitted In the Naiional Research Council. a operating
agency of the National Acadtatn of Sciences The ability to mobillie rdr a protract
ed conflict %Nal depend on a healthy and moderimied. domestic production base
shortages of skilled workers in such critical trades as tool and die making and
pret ision machining. would seriously hamper the mobilization Indeed, such short
ages a,read ,. threaten to impede current efforts to revitalize the industrial economy
There is a strung: until-ming demand tur skilled metal workers of all types. yet
their members cuntinue to dwindle An aging work flake is nut being adequately
replenished by young apprentices and tialia:es The problem appears to be national
in scope and consequence It deserves national attention and coherent actual by
government, industry, and institutions u, education and training Statistically, it
has been difficult tu accurately determine the full scup: of the skilled trades
suortage The National Tooling and Machining Assuciatiun surveved 3,05S member
,canpanies These companies were personally contacted and provided complete data
The highlights of the Aurvey are as follows

A fayorabk. ration uf one apprentice to three journeymen exists Nearl 11
percent of the journeymen Currently employed are expected to retire during the
nxt years Although more than ./0 percent ut the responding companies reported
busuietss conditions doccn , the existing skilled journeyman workforce could be
expanded right now by fl percent If business conditions were ideal present employ
merit of journesmen could be expanded by -Pi percent, 58 percent more apprentices
would ht hired during the next I.: months &qualified applicants were available

A iwed .4 op to j1,77.: journeymen is indicdted even under current recessionary
,onditions. csben survey data froin .),058 companies is extended to the entire indus
try whit fi 17, estimated at II,000 companies. a total aggregate demand of 71,120
Journevmen would be suggested providing they were available

isn report of the Defense Industrial Base Panel of the House Committee on
Armed 84,rxictas, ( bait-man Mel Price concluded that, 'In the event of a war, the

s defense industry would find it almost impossible to expand its weapons produc
tion suddenly and dr imatically iv the numbers 11 el VsSa ry to sustain a prolonged

iiiflict In the sana report. the Defense Science Board Task Force concluded that
major ontributor to the increasing lead time and cost currently affecting the

defense sub-communitY Is a continuog shortage of,,-,skilled labor among small busi-
nss .ubiuntracti.rs It is clear that the shortages of machinists and other skilled
lalsorers are contributing factors which adversely affect the ability of the sub-tier

to respend rapidlc to significant increases in defense production demands
II iris t Mug, this report may be understating the problem An industry base

siirsev tett by NINA i ri 1:isO showed a shortagia of 60,000 skilled workers
right now with a demand expecied to climb to SAL000 additional workers by EIS:,
I mess this ritical skilled labor shortage is addressed, we will find that major

qsais si,stems will hake costly and time-consuming delays as they must wait in
tut a for the specialgred. highly-skilled services of one of our subcontractors In a
pei Vlunono, they will be competing against private industry, which will be
building new assembly lines as a result uf the ineentives fur busincss investmint
provided in the Preqdent's tax package

I hi present skills shortage is IlLing proof that existing programs designed to
iur.ige training hace failed to do the job Programs funded through the Depart
t ,Ot I abor. sok 11 as ( has, gradually become social uplift 111 orientation

I hi <ire designed to train tin ally disadvantaged far jobs that may or may
..51st latI4 r than designed to identity and train those qualified for the high

pa+, i ig but equalls ihmiandingivadable skilled jobs The former may have soca,-
al salue. but tilt latter makes economic sense A skilled worker in the tooling

mil machining industry. the high technology electronics industry, and others need
rt. it wathemat Ai kills and logical aptitudes, plivsii al de tent), patience, deter-

eon. toili pri.ser,,ur4ri, e, and imagination Thev perhat the most highly skilled
work rs mm, America toga',

ho industr, has run a ( ETA funded pre-employment prog am for IS years It
has to ig been considered one of ihe best joint efforts between industry and govern
inent II it nad been odequatelv funded and continued operating under the original
Maw, set. Ih'seli,pment and framing Act. it could have June a tremendous a,nount

alles ate the shortage that iiov, exists Ilowever. even if we were funded at higher
rales to der the ( ETA criteria. the effectiveness and acceptance of this program
vc aid ccItinue to deteriorate until the government recogniws that basic aptitude.
rather th socioeconomic biakground, is the single most important determinant of
potential uccess fur highls killed jobs Business must he pernutted to recruit
1)1460. t' i h proper qualifik StiOn:, rather than be forced to recruit persons who are
in ',hulls 1,P, ant rainable tor Mehl% skilled professions
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iiiii ( 'Ong! 011,idei ,omplimentart attentie, to stimulate on-
, training once the ir,onee enter, the workplate tost of on-the-job tram-

, t'ir highly skilled tabor in t,ipital mtensite industries is massive In our indus-
trY t he at erage ment alone is $10,111)0 to A60,1100 per winker The
IPProlni4eship training protess. int oly es a significant temporary loss of productRity
becaus(' lournevmen must take many productise hours off their own machines to
help train the apprentkes I ompanles 17) small bu,iness industries such as the
tooling and machining industry often k formal training programs and have relied
on the European approach ti apprentoeship development over hundreds of years

For MI -t hi. job training to continue in todaY highly ompetitive and inflationary
busine,.., environment, something must he done to onset these tremendous training
costs in those Industries v,ith existing sho:tages of skilled labor Legislation that
would provide significant tax credits to stimulate the training of skilled labor in
industries with existing shortages of skilled labor would provide the most effective
utilization of availabh. resourtes m that the federal government would be assured
that there were existing high paying jobs aYadablt for those people eligible for the

, tax credit
It is important that the private sector phiy a significant role in the design and

implementation of employment tranung policy A more balanced approach is needed
to satisfy social goals and industries needs for skilled help The barriers to enthusi
Nt It and helpful support from the pricate sector are the age old ones of "tune and
money However National organizations, labor unions and trade associations, are
parte ularly eli suited to designing and conducting programs They command the
tonfidente of sMali business They must provide the quality programs required by
!Heinle,* and they must satisfy the job market The Department of Labor's Office of
National Programs whith administers programs to meet special labor situations and
problems should be more adequately funded, whereas its funding has been dramati
calk itt Natninal programs also offer substantial administrative economies

ongress in the Manpower Detelopment and Training Act of 1962 said that its
purpose was to, aientill, manpower shortages and fund programs which would
train qualified people .1`, quickly is reasonablV possible in order that the Nation

mat, meet the staffing requirements of the struggle for freedom I recommend that
ETA focus a significant portion of its efforts on training qualified people for skilled

iscupations America s industrial and defense needs are still at stake
I appreciate the opportunity of appearing here today Thank you

STATEMENT OF JOHN M. MITCHELL VICE PRESIDENT, Macif.
ELL MACHINE CO.. SPRINGFIELD. MASS.. AND PRESIDENT.
%%ESTERS MASSACHUSErl'S CHAPTER OF TIIE NATIONAL
TOOLING & MM'IIINING ASSOCIATION

Mr MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the committee.

My name is John Mitchell. I am vice president of Mitchell Ma-
chart Co. in Springfield. Mass., and I am president of the Western
MassachumIts chapter of the National Tooling & Machining Asso-

ciation Our association represents 1,000 companies employing ap-

proximately 250,tHiu workers. A
I appreciate your invi,tution to testify before this subcommittee
I shall confine my relikarls to the questions concerning appropri-

ate onfecto,es of employmera and training policy, methods for car
rving out these objectives, and the role of the private sector in the
design and implenwntat ion of emplo),ment training policy

We should put forth efforts to develop instead of maintaining
people Our past direction of putting emphasis on providing oppor-
tunities ;or tin hard to train- rather than developing the with
tho highest potential has to high unemployment and low pro-
ductivit

41 significant portion of C'ETA resources should be directed
toward skills training to rebuild America's dwindling skilled work
force
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I quote from a proposal submitted by the National Research
Council. an operating agency of the National Academy of Science's..

The Aliit ,. io mobilize for a protracted conflict will depend on a healthc and
modernat d. domestic production base Shortages of skilled workers in such critical
trades as tool and die making and precision machining. would seriously hamper On
mobiliiat ion

Indeed. such shortages already threati n to impede urrent effuits to recitaliie the
industrial ecomany There is a strong continuing demand for skilled metal workers
of all types. yet their membeis continue to dwindle An aging work force is not
being adequately replenished bc young apprentices and trainees

The problem appears t41 bc national in scope and consequence It deserces nation
al attention and coherent aLtiute bc gcat rnment. industry, and institutions of educa
tion and training

Statistically, it has been difficult to accurately determine the full
scope uf the skilled trades shortage The National Tooling & Ma-
chining Association surveyed 3,058 member companies. These com-
panies were personally contacted and provided complete data. The
highlights of the sarvey:thre as follows:

A faorable ratio uf one apprentice-t.i.14ree journeymen exists.
Nearly 11 percent uf the journeymen currently employed are

expected to retire during the next 5 years.
Although more than 50 percent uf the responding companies

reported business conditions "down-, the existing skilled journey-
man work force could he expanded right now by 21 percent.

If busioess conditions were ideal, present employment uf journey-
men could be e.xpanded by -19 percent.

Fifty-eight more apprentices would be hired during the next 12
months if qualified applicants were available.

A need of up to 31,772 journeymen is indicated even under
current recessionary conditions, when suney data from 3,058 com-
panies is exten led tu the entire industry, which is estimated at
11,000 companies, a total aggregate demand of 7-1,120 journeymen
would be suggested providing they were available

In a 19s0 report uf the defense industrial base panel of the House
Committee un Armed Serices, Chairman Mel Price concluded
that, "In the w on of a war. the U.S. defense industry would find it
almost impussihk to expand its weapon- produition suddenly and
dramatically in the numbers necessao, to sustain a prolonged con-
flict

In the ,ame report, the defernse science board task fOrce conelud
ed that a major contributor tu the increasing lead time and cost
currently affecting the defense subcommunity is a continuing
shortage of skilled labor amon small business subcontractors.

P i teat ilia, the shortages of mac siests and other skilled laborers are contrib-
utmg tors cc fin Ii iii cerselc affek t the ability tk -.oboe,- base Iii revond
rapid1,. to signifik I ntreases in efensi pr(Kludion demand,

If a,. thing this report may be understating the problem An
industry - oy conducted by NTMA in 1980 shov.ed a shortago of

i Oil ski:iv(' wiukers rigi iow with a demand expected to climb
to 250.0(H) additional workers by 19$5.

Unless this critical skilled labor shortage is addressed, we will
find that major weapons systems will face costly and time-consum-
ing delays as they must wait in turn for the specialized, highly
skillod services of one of our subcontractors

9 6
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In a peacetime economy, they will be competing against private
industry, which will be building new assembly lines as a result of

the incentives for business investment provided in the President's

tax package.
The present skills shortage is living proof that existing programs

designed to encourage training have failed to do the job.
Programs funded through the Department of Labor, such as

CETA, have gradually become social uplift in orientation They are

designed to train the economically disadvantaged for jobs that may

or may not exist, rather than designed to identify and train those
qualified for the high-paying, but equally demanding, available

skilled jobs. The former may have sociological value, but the latter
makes economic sense.

A skilled worker in the tooling and machining industry, the high

technology electroniCs industry, and others need certain mathemat-

ical skills and logical aptitudes, physical dexterity, patience, deter-

mination, perseverance, and imagination. They are perhaps the

most highly skilled workers in America today.
Our industry has run a CETA-funded preemployment program

for 18 years. It has long been considered one of the best joint
efforts between industry and Government. If it had been adequate-

ly funded and continued operating under the original Manpower

Development and Training Act, it could have done a tremendous

amount to alleviate the shortage that now exists.
However, even if we were funded at higher rates under the

CETA criteria, the effectiveness and acceptance of this program
would continue to deteriorate until the Government recognizes that

basic aptitude, rather than socioeconomic background, is the single

most important determinant of potential success for highly skilled

jobs.
Business must be permitted to recruit people with proper qualifi-

cations rather than be iorced to recruit persons.who are in many
cases untrainable for highly skilled professions.

In addition, Congress should consider complimentary incentives

to stimulate on-the-job training once the ,trainee enters the work-

place.
The cost of on-the-job training for highly skilled labor in capital

intensive industries is massive. In our industry, the average equip-

ment investment alone is $40,000 to $60,000 per worker. The ap-
prenticeship training process involves a significant temporary loss

of productivity because journeymen must take many _productive

hours off their own machines to help train the apprentices.
Companies in small business industries such as the tooling and

machining industry often lack formal training programs and have
relied on the European approach to apprenticeship development

over hundreds of years.
For on-the-job training to continue in today's highly competitive

and inflationary business environment, something must be done to

offset these tremendous training costs in those industries with
existing shortages of skilled labor.

Legislation that would provide significant tax credits to stimu-
late the training of skilled labor in industries with existing short-
ages of skilled labor would provide the most effective utilization of
available resources in that the Federal Government would be as-
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sured that there were existing high-paying jobs available for those
people eligible for the tax credit.

It is important that the private sector play a significant role in
the design and implementation of employment training policy A
mure balanced approach is needed io satisfy sociargoals and indus-
tries needs for skilled help.

The ban iers to enthusiastic and helpful support from the private
sector are the age-old ones of time and money. However, national
organizations, labor unions, and trade associations are particularly
well suited to designing and conducting programs.

They command the confidence of small business:They must pro-
vide the quality programs required by business and they must
satisfy the job market.

The Department of Labor's Office of National Programs which
administers programs to meet special labor situations and prob-
lems should be more adequately funded, whereas, its funding has
been drPmatically cut.

Natio..al programs also offer substantial administrative econo-
mies.

Congress, in the Manpower Development and Training Act of
1962, said that its purpose was to identify manpower shortages and
fund programs which would train qualified people as quickly as is
reasonably possible in order that the Nation may meet the staffing
requirements of the struggle for freedom.

I recommend that CETA focus a significant portion of its efforts
on training qualified people for skilled occupations. America's in-
dustrial and defense needs are still at stake.

I appreciate the opportunity of appearing here today. Thank you
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman?
Mr. HAWKINS. Again we have, I think, a very excellent panel.
Mr. Mitchell, on page 5 of your statement you said:
Business must be permitted tu recruit people with proper qualifications rather

than be forced to recruit persons who arc, in many cases, untrainable for highly
skilled professions.

Would you clarify what that statement means? Does it mean
that they should pick and choose those that should be trained or
does that statement include the chronically unemployed as well?

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, it means that business should be given the
opportunity to choose people who have the aptitude to perform
highly skilled jobs that have a chance of obtaining success after
their training rather than being forced to train people whose back-
grounds make it almost impossible or impossible for them to attain
the levels of the highly skilled trades.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, it is not clear to me who would train the
individuals who would be construed to be chronically unemployed
Let's say an individual applies for a training position under this
criteria but who has been unemployed off and on most of one's
adult life.

He is poorly motivated perhaps with a very low education. Would
you say that that individual then is not the responsibility of the
business and should not be hired?

I am not suggesting that as my opinion. I am simply wondering
what is to be done with those who may at least be perceived to be
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untit tok trai ling or, let's say, the most difficult cases, the more
expensi% pn,es to train.

Do you dunk that there is some responsibility for that grout) and
whose responsibility that group would be?

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, sir; I think there is defipite responsibility for
that group. However, the substance of my testimony is that I feel
as though there should be a greater emphasis. I think that the
present setup has emphasis for that groupwand I think there should
be a shift in the emphasis of the program to a certain extent to
cover the obvious problems of shortaps of highly skilled labor
people and these people to whom you refer, the attempts have been
made to put them into the highy skilled areas with very limited or
nonexistent success.

If a person does not have the aptitude or ability to be trained for
the job, to spend your moneys training such a person, history
shows that it is throwing money away.

Mr. HAWKINS. Well, you seem to profess a favoritism to the
earlier mr,TA program as opposed to the CETA program; am I
correct?

Mr. MITCHELL. That is correct.
Mr. HAWKINS. So you would return, as it were, to that earlier

delivery system rather than build upon CETA. Obviously, we are
not moving in either direction at the present time.

Would you favor a decentralization, then, of the system or do you
believe that the decision under CETA to invest more of the plan-
ning and control of the program in local areas through the local
public official was a logical one?

Mr. MITCHELL. That has its pros and cons. I think the basis of my
testimony shows that I would be in favor of returning more to
national orientation.

Mr. FIAvvioNs. With a very strong involvement of the private
sector?

Mr. MITCHELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Doody, in your testimony you indicated the

prevalence of scho ounselors which I thought was a very excel-

lent suggest n.
In the program to which you referred are these school counselors

paid by the schools or were they paid by the employment system?
Mr. DOODY. In the 31 school systems where we have job counsel-

ors, they are individuals who have been trained by employment
security and are stationed right in the school system:

There is anqther program explained in that document where we
wok high school guidance counselors, people who are responsible
primarily for getting youngsters into college, took them out of the
school system for a 6-week period, brought them into the local
employment security's office and gave them hands-on experience
full-time with each of them objective of placing 100 students in a 6-
month period.

If we work both sides of the street, putting people into the
schools we can do a better job of moving young people from the
schools into a private sector job.

We also need to deal with the high school personnel themselves
and make them much more aware of what is going on in the
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community and bringing people to their school system is working
and working very, very well.

I think that it is important that as we go into the 1980's and we
see that they were running out of people, the labor supply, that
you have got to do this.

We also, by the way, have this major program in major cities
There are four high schools in Boston where we have people out-
stationed directly whose objective is to get young people jobs in
industry.

Mr. HAWKINS. In view of the, cutbacks even in the Employment
Service program, the freeze of employees and the cutbacks which
will be very substantial, do you believe that this idea can be
expanded? Because, in effect, it is a subsidy to the school system
and it is not, I assume, under the model that you have suggested, it
is not credited to the school budget but rathei to the Employment
Service budget which I think is an excellent way of handling it

However, is it realistic to expect others to accept this idea inas-
much as it does not, in any way, help financially the Employment
Service itself?

Mr. DOODY. We see as our objective, 5lling employers' job needs
We target in on special needs that need special assistance. My own
feehng is that youth need special assistance. If we don't build that
work force up we are going to be hurting and hurting badly

We would like to encourage the local school system and the
guidance department to take on a more vocationally oriented pro-
gram. If we look downstream 10 years from now what I would like
to have happen is that we would provide the tools and they would
provide the people.

Our job matching system is computer based. The Massachusetts
Occupational Information System is also computer based Both of
those can become self-service. If we can out-station the equipment
in the schools and have the high school guidance people run them,
then I think we will have a flow that will accomplish our objective

In my exhibit 3, I projected in 1982, unfortunately, a recognition
that the Federal funding has been cut for Employment Service by
20 percent. Unfortunately, in 1979 we placed 1,200 youngsters; in
1980, 2,000 youngsters, in 1981, 4,500 youngsters, which tells me
the system is working, but in 1982, we project 3,800, and that is a
direct result of cutbacks in Federal funding.

So I would like to see the local schools to take over the responsi-
bility if we give them the training and equipment to do it.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Kariotis, in your statement you spoke about
the Bay State Skills Corp. Would you explain a little more com
pletely how this is financed? I assume from the statement that it is
a State entity, that it is financed by the State.

Mr KARIcrris. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. What other funding is made available to the cor-

poration?
Mr. KARIOTIS. Well, right now the corporation is funded with an

initial grant from the State of $3 million to be matched with at
least $3 million from industry, giving us a pool of $6 million to
work with.

We are currently in a position where we have an RFP out
soliciting proposals for consideration awards sometime late this fall
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and early in the wintertinie This is a followup to an initial experi-
mental program we did about a year ago wherein the Governor
gave us half a million dollars in State funds and we, on sort of a
quick-and-dirty basis, I might say, we put the money to work

I was happy to see that the industry match concept worked. That
is where we proved it for that $500,000 of State money we were
able to achieve over $800,000 of industry match. That shot down, as
far as I am concerned, once and for all the cynics who constantly
claim that industry likes to bitch and moan but when it comes
time to put its hand in its pocket they are not there.

They proved to US that they were there and, of course, the fabric
of this whole Bay State Skills Corp. is woven around the idea that
industry and Government now as a partnership, will fund skills
training.

But more than the money aspect of the thing which is important
and, of course, nothing can work without money. We have found
that industry being pulled into this process, helping to design the
curriculum, helping the loan instruct.,:r.-, helping to, frankly, hire
the graduates, is now irmolved in a way that they were never
involved before and we find that they have been kind of waiting on
the sidelines waiting to be asked. So we have asked them.

I think that, believe it or not, I don't know how long Massachu-
setts has been in business but this three-corner triangular dialog
between Government and industry and acaderria is going on for
the first time in our history.

They have their sleeves rolled up and they are working together
to solve a problem which is mutually beneficial if we solve it

So. frankly, the whole thing makes economic sense. We are not
looking at it from a social standpoint or anything else i have gone
around Robin's barn to tell you the answer to that but the money
right now is State money coupled with industry money.

We would be grateful to accept money from other sources, how-
ever, that money cannot be spent, not a nickel of it, unless it is
coupled with industry funds.

Mr. HAWKINS. That certainly is a commendable idea and I cer-
tianty hope that you don't retire at the end of next year

Mr. KARIOTIS. Sir, 4 years of my lifetime is enough. It is time for
somebody else, but I appreciate that comment.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. I have three questions, too, for Mr. Doody.
First, where does basic skills come into your listing for areas of

training?
Mr. DOODY. I see in my proposal that the development of techni-

cal skills training---
Mr. JEFFORDS. You include basic skills with technical skills.
Mr. Doom. I broaden it out so that the first skill is technical

skills which is to give the individual the ability to perform a
particular function.

I think that if we take a program such as TJTC and expand that
to include the targeted groups that are there and not only to hire
people into a given organization by the employer but also to en-
courage the employer to put that individual to training programs
through a tax credit incentive, then it is in the employee's best
interest to do it anyway.
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What we are interested in doing is making sure that the targeted
groups also get a piece of the pie. So a TJTC program is enhanced
to include employment and training so that it would approach all
three targeted groups.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Second, Mr. Mitchell indicated that he thought the
present training programs are skewed too much toward social
uplift and not enough toward improving national productivity

Do you agree with that?
Mr. DOODY. I think the programs we have had in the past have

been; yes, sir. Again, I am from the private sector so I never
believed that so-called targeted groups could be productive

I am skeptical of Government programs. There is really nothing
worse than the idealism of a convert.

I have seen Government programs work. i think what has to
happen is that it has to be directed toward the people who have the
jobs, the employer's job needs. I think we have a responsibility to
see that that happens.

We also have a social responsibility. My argument would be that
there should be a common delivery system of people to the work
force that if we are, let's say in job service, responsible for filling
employers' jobs with qualified individuals we can do that pretty
consistently. Well, that is about 80 percent of the population. It is
that 20 percent that I think we are still worried about.

I think employers need special incentives. I think our local office,
if we provide them with good quality individuals, will take them
with some individuals who are not so qualified.

I don't believe that anymore. I think the young people and
welfare people and the individual who has not been working for a
while and lost his skill is still well qualified. I think the objective
ought to be to bring them into the work force through a tax
incentive program and to put them on the career ladder.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Mitchell and Mr. Kariotis, presuming that we
are to have a program which is oriented primarily toward increas-
ing productivity and training for specific skills, it was suggested
earlier that one thing we might look at is utilizing funds from the
unemployment insurance system for that purpose.

What would your reaction to that proposal be?
Mr. MITCHELL. Go right ahead. I will follow up.
Mr. KAincrris. I think that since we are not here to make love

and romance and so forth, I must inject a note of controversy and
say to you at the outset that I, personally, am very cynical about
things like the targeted jobs and Senate credit program.

I don't think those programs have created a single job in the
United States. Those jobs m-e there and, frankly, I think any
manufacturer like myself would stoop and pick up the goodies if
they are on the table to be taken but I really am cynical about the
incentive that they provide, to be honest about it.

I would say that money put to work in establishing skill centers
or programs would be a lot more fruitful to the society. Mr. Doody
and I don't agree on that point, obviously.

Now your question, Congressman?
Mr. JEFFORDS. Well, suppose you increased the tax to business to

support programs which are related to training and to increase
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national produLtivity thereby putting the cost %here the benefits
are.

Do you have a suggestion?
Mr. KARIOTIS. Yes, sir, I have a strong reaction to that general

approach. It is a typical bureaucratic Government approach to
things, it seems to me.

If you want to accomplish some kind of social engineering or
economic engineering program created by the bureaucrats, you
inevitably reach out for somebody to tap for the money.

It is almost a punitive measure, it seems to me:
Frankly, I like the approach of wooing them with a little milk

and honey, getting them involved because they want to get in-
volved and convincing them that it is in their best economic inter-
est to get involved.

Mr. JEFFORDS. How do they get involved economically?
Mr. KARIOTIS. Look at the Bay State Skills Corp. They are put-

ting good, hard money into skills programsprograms which turn
out graduates that they can use down the road. There is nothing
wrong with that.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Doesn't that cast all of the economic burden on
those that are charitably minded and allow those that take adv an
tage of that program to get it free of charge?

Mr. KARWTIS. Perfection is not a way of life in this world. You
will not get uniformity in the application of this program. Sure,
you are going to get the ones that are socially minded that will
lead the way. That is the way the world is made. I see nothing
wrong with it. But I invite you to come and see what we have
aLcomplished in Massachusetts with those companies that have
gone the first round with us un the Bay State Skills work and now
we are about to go through a second round.

By the way, I must tell you if you look deeply enough you will
find that some of that promise of support will turn out to be a little
soft when the chips are un the table. That is the way the world is.

There are bums in every walk of life, including businessmen.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Mitchell, do you have a comment?
Mr. MactIELL. I guess mine would be along the negative side

also I certainb would like to see a tax increase in certain areas to
prox ide a pool that could be then redirected out toward an educa-
tional setup but I do like much of the approach that Mr. Kariotis
has explained and I am in favor of some kind uf tax incentive
program or tax credit incentive program fur the employer for con-
tinued training in an in-house facility because I feel that the kind
of training that one receives on the outside, academic or vocational
and academic, facility is only the beginning.

You are weeding out people and then you are putting people
back into the work climate and then a great deal of effort is
required from the employer's point uf view tu develop that indiv id-
ual to a skilled individual.

Mr. jEFFORDS. Thank you.
Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell, how would you determine whu ate the people who

inherently don't have the aptitude to du the highly skilled kind of
work that is done in your industry?
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Mr. MITCHELL. Through a series of tests which probaby don't
exist at the moment. We would test the individual's skills and
abilities to perform certain functions.

Mr. WEISS. How did you get in the field?
Mr. MITCHELL. I was very fortunate to have been born the son of

a father who was born the son of another father who was in the
field.

Mr. WEISS. That does not demonstrate aptitudes?
Mr. MITCHELL. That is a tremendous amount of luck, isn't it9
I wish I could be more Horatio Alger in orientation I am sorry
Mr. WEISS. Don't apologize. What I really want to do is to ask

you to think about other people who may not have had the good
fortune of having a father and a grandfather who were in that
industry and who may not have had the exposure to that particu-
lar industry but given half a shot may, in fact, be able to do that
work.

Mr. MITCHELL. They may, and I would agree I am not trying to
regulate any particular group other than to determine first off,
what has to be done. First off, I am not part of the group of skilled
workers that you are talking about.

I happen to be just the regular businessman. I don't possess the
craft skills.

Mr. WEISS. Where do you get your tool and diemakers now?
Mr. MITCHELL. We train them.
Mr. WEISS. And you do it, I suppose, on the first people who are

motivated to work in your place of business and businesses like
yours and then you make the investment in them and you hope
that it works out, right?

Mr. MITCHELL. Right. But you have the option of deciding specifi-
cally who that person would be based upon his abilities as you see
them or perceive them or judge them.

Mr. WEISS. But you just said to me that you can't really do that
because the tests that would be required as of now doesn't exist

Mr. MITCHELL. Well, the test that one can perform during an
interview, someone who is experienced in interviewing people,
someone who knows the kind of person and aptitude that you want
can weed out, to a certain degree, a large percentage of people

Mr. WEISS. Stop right there. What does that mean? You mean
somebody who is just out of school or just 18 or 19 and dropped out
of school, has not had a job? Does that make that person incapable
of doing the kind of work that you are talking about?

Mr. MITCHELL. No, not necessarily.
Mr. WEISS. Are you talking about a woman who has been out of

the work force for 20 years and wants to come back? Would that
person be incapable of learning the skills that you are talking
about?

Mr. Mrix HELL, No, to all your future questions along those lines
Mr. WEISS, We will see, the problem that I have and I am looking

at it now from your side of it. You have given me all the statistics
as to what the current needs of your industry are.

Sixty thousand people, you say you need right now You say that
in 3 years you are going to need 250,000 people and you are going
to be short
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The fact is that the projec ons a or labor shortages down the
line and for you and your in ustry an our organization We had
somebody from your organ tion who testified in Los Angeles
when we had the hearings 3 months ago hat took almost the same
line, gave us some ofthe exact same quo "es.

You guys are going to be looking for the special people who don't
exist. You are going to be in a lot of trouble. It seems to me that
for the survival of your industry you ought to be looking to get
your hands on some of these people that everybody is going to be
competing for rather than looking for that special group of people
who have this aptitude that you don't have the test tO determine at
this point.

I think you really ought to look at it because there is a shortage
out there.

Mr. KARIOTIS. I agree with that, by the way. I think that we will
have no choice in the future but to reach out for those segments of
our population that have really been neglected. Not just the wel-
fare people but the elderly, the handicapped, the women in our
high technology world, you find lots of them in the production area
but you find practically none in research and engineering and
management.

Five percent is our latest survey. In other countries they ave
got 40 to 50 percent.

We have to wake up to the fact that we are wasting uman
resources that are sitting there, most of whom would reall want to
get trained and get a decent job in all those categories.

Mr. WEISS. In your testimony, Mr. Kariotis, you talkd about the
welfare dependent women who are now looking for rk and going
into the work force and I wonder what your reaction is to the
programs which are going to make it much more difficult by taxing
those women who are currently receiving public assistance if they
want to start going into the work force. I am talking about the
national program.

Mr. KARIOTIS. Obviously, I think some of those are going to be
self-defeating in that they are going to make it more difficult and
less appealing to get a job in the private sector so we are going to
end up supporting them longer and that doesn't make a lot of
sense.

I think we have to come to some kind of transitional program
whereby we might even reward them in their present income
stream to come and get this training and get a private sector job
knowing that that is going to be cut off at some period of time
instead of throwing obstacles in their way.

I have not thought it through and I am very conservative in that
direction but I can see the problem that we are really working
against our own interest to put people to work permanently in the
private sector. I am not sure that is going to do it.

Mr. WEISS. One final comment, if you will, Mr. Kariotis, You
obviously have served your communities and American society well
by your service in government.

The question, I guess, is what kind of program can we design to
get more and more of you fellows to become more familiar with the
need for this partnership so that we don't have businessmen from
the outside thinking that only business is concerned or knows
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which end is up arid then find that after a couple of years you
come to the conclusions that you have expressed here today. Be-
cause it is terribly destructive of our'society.

Your testimony is a marvelous testimony as to how we ought to
have some kind of program to give us the benefit of your input
before too much more damage is done to you.

Mr. KARIOTIS. I thought a lot about that point It is a fascinating
subject and I thin!. the obstacle lies in the fact that there is such a
tremendous degree of misunderstanding on both -sides, the percep-
tion that businessmen have about government and how it works.

I had all the answers 3 years ago and now I know what I don't
know. On the other side most people in government have not been
involved in the private sector, the free enterprise system which is
ery basic and they are going off on some other tangent. These two

don't talk.
Perhaps some kind, of internship where companies would sponsor

their good people in a fashion where their career paths are not
greatly disturbed for a year or two.

Mr. WEISS Maybe even their bad people.
Mr. KARIOTIS. You had better watch out. There are some pretty

bad ones I would not want to wish on you. But you are right, this
dialog is too thin and we must develop it together. I intend to work
at it even when I go back to the private sector.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. DeNardis.
Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you, M. ghairman.
I thought that the testimony that each one of you presented was

excellent and will be very helpful and useful.
Mr. Doody, since you have undertaken to try to sketch out a

framework for national policy, let me dizect my first question at
you.

The problem I am about to outline runs through all sectors of
our population but is most dramatically felt or at least identified at
the level of young people and that has to do with what we now call
learning disabled youth, youth who, because of a slight neurologi-
cal impairment do not have education, reading, and math skills.

They have the aptitude but not the skills. Because of a lack of
progress through their schooling this may have led to a low estima-
tion of self which is manifested in certain emotional problems and
on top of thai: they may lack a physical dexterity.

Now I am going to ask this of others along the way. You are in
the employment security business and you have talked about co-
ordinating programs and perhaps somebody in the I.ocational reha-
bilitation fie;d would be a better one to ask this question, and I
shall try to find someone with that competency.

Are you cognizant of this? I am sure you are but to what degree
does it play a role in manpower planning in your State?

Mr. DOODY I can identify with the question.
Mr. DENARDIS. Incidentally, I should add that we are talking

about a not insignificant number of people. By the latest national
educational statistics probably 15 percent of our school-aged popu-
lation is so identified.

Mr. DOODY. I think you put your finger right on it when you
talked about the comern for placement in the job market but also
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being concerned about their low estimate of self. I also have had
the opportunity to sit on the buard of directors for cerebral palsy in
Massachusetts, too, and I think the kind of work that is going on
there,. taking these young people and moving them from the time
they are babies to the time they are 16 in terms of generating
within them their own sense of self, their own sense of independ-
ence and competence, I think i,t is very basic. It is the same
problem all of us have. This group has it much more.

I think that part uf our responsibility as a State or governmental
agency is to provide the proper kind of matchups.
. The assumption must be going in, whether it is the group you
are. talking about ur welfare mothers or young people themselves,
the assumption must be that they all would like to be independent,
to work, to be self-sufficient.

Our responsibility is to design programs which match up their
basic abilities or lack of abilities with jobs. Clearly the kind of
people you are talking about may or may not qualify for a tool and
diemaker ur test technician but there are jobs that individuals can
perform.

I think we need a more comprehensive approach to that I think
within our State we havc a number of agencies that deal with the
handicapped and the disabled and so on but it is not a coherent
system.

We don't all come together someplace and worry about that. We
don't all come together and be concerned about people at the time
before they come into the labor market or are seeking entering the
labor market. I think we have to work back.

The system has to be one where there is communication. Unless
you had, like me, to get into the rocks and shoals as to who should
run the system, should it be the local community or the Federal or
State Government? But I fhink there needs to be more coherence
to the system.

I happerito be partial to a State-run system because you can
provide more systematic cunt! ol. I think our responsibility being in
the jobs business is to identify individuals early on and to do the
best we can to design tests that we addressed earlier and begin the
matchup process much earliel than waiting until the youngster, for
instance, comes through the CPC system and becomes re and say
what are we going to do with these folks?

I think vocational education is a lifetime responsibility starting
way back in elementary school.

Mr. DENAnins, flow much do you have to do with vocational
rehabilitation?

Mr, DOODY. Not a great deal. The State has a State vocational
rehabilitation prograni that works pretty much in the kind of work
we are invohed. It is quite effective and quite good. I thini we may
be able to du in wnjunLtion with the administration to b, able to
see a better way of melding and perhaps reinforcing the work the
smaller groups are doing.

Mr. DENARDIS. Let me ask just one more question picking up on
a concern that Congressman Jeffords voiced just a little while ago
about the unemployment compensation (LTC) system that received a
negative reaction from at least two of you.
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Let me ask you, Mr. Doody, I want to give you a specific sugges-
tion. Perhaps nut what the Congressman had in mind but a way of
utilizing UC.

We are all now trying to figure out how we can maximize the
use of resources that are so scarce.

We pay out a weekly benefit to people when they are unem-
ployed if they are qualified. Many of them earnestly try to find
work and can't. Could employers in the private sector help to this
extent if the UC people in a particular area circulated a list of
unemployed in that area with just a brief notation of their basic
skills to perspective employers who were interested in taking a
chance and employing someone?

I have not thought this through carefully but just to say for
purposes of illustration, there would be a wage subsidy involved
that the employer would pay 75 percent. Well, let's say UC would
pay the employer 75 percent of what the weekly benefit would
have been. In return, the employer would add his 75 percent so
that the worker would be getting 1V2 times what he or she might
be getting on the weekly benefit for a period of time and I don't
know how long, 6 months, 9 months, a year.

This system might work for individuals, giving the individual a
chance to try perhaps in a slightly new area of job endeavor and
giving the employer a chance to test and maybe 1 in 5 or maybe 1
in 10 would work out during the test period.

I know there are probably pitfalls in that but would you com-
ment? I am sure one of the hazards is that employers would take
advantage of it and pick up some cheap labor for a bridge period of
6 months.or a year, however iong the program went.

Is that kind of thing feasible? Can we make UC work in some
way better than it now works?

Mr. DOODY. I think one of the observations that I have made
since I have been in this business for the last year and a half or so
is that the entire unemployment insurance job managing system
has been essentially kind of a silent service. They do lots of good
things but ni) one really knows about it. That goes back, I guess,
for 40 years of history that you do what you have to do and not
worry about publicizing it.

Let me comment on a couple of things that you raised, First of
all, as far as the, money that is supplied by the employer and
whether or not that should be used differently, I think that money,
in my judgment, is being well spent. It really accomplishes three
objectives.

One is to be sure that the individuals who have been laid off get
paid unemployment insurance in a consistent and thinly fashion
with a minimum loss. I,think that the UI system, the unemploy-
ment system throughout the country has done that and dene it
very well.

There are nu problems in terms of money not being identified,
where it is and w here it is going. I think we vary by States in how
well we put the claimant tO the test in terms of actively seeking
work and I think that kind of thing needs to be tied down.

Second, the system also prOvides for this job matching to employ-
ment service.
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In our State, we fill employers' jobs at a rate of 250 a day. That
is like starting up a new plant every single day in our State
Employment service does that and does that out of the same funds

I think that it is a very, very valuable service to employers.
The third tiling that employers' dollars are being spent for is

labor market forecasts. Many are very heavily dependent on the
kind of data that is pulled together by the system. So you have
three different systems. I think that that money, at least the
employers' money, is being well spent on that since, as you know,
the employer fully funds that program.

Second, as far as what is a better way to get the summaries of
the rest, you go out into the market so the employer .knows specifi-
cally whqt is available.

Specifically you asked ;bout doing summary statements when
you may do 15 or 20 coded individuals with a brief description of
their abilities and training. - .

If you can give me about 6 months I can have an answerfor you
I have that system working. It is not unlike the way the private
agencies work. They circulate the data but the kind of people we
are talking about I think you can do it in summary fashion.-

I think that is one way to begin to reach out to let the employer
know that there are other people available that they have not
placed job orders for. .

The third question about providing a wage subsidy for people
Who are unemployed, I would not be partial to that unless the
employer took on added responsibilities and this is where I get
hack to the situation that you are not just hiring a person

You have a responsibility to have that person grow. If you say
this is a person who has been out oi work for 20 yearsbecause in
our State a rubber plant has closed down. We do take that person
on and put him into a training program for 6 months while that
subsidy works that I would be partial to.

I think you would waift to have it on both sides. If we are going
to provide additional funding then we shoind get resources back I
would do that not just to hire but to train; yes, sir.

Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you.
Mr. jEFFORDS. Thank .you very much. We really appreciate your

excellent testimony.
Before we call the next panel I would like to point out that we

are moving further and further behind and that is because we have
so many good questions to ask.

I would like to just urge the next panel to summarize your
statements and theNvill be put in the record in full and be
reviewed so that we caiimaximize your time and ours by allowing
time for questioning. .

Thank you very much.
The next panel is the Consolidated Programs Panel. Mr. Stuart

Verchereau, department of employment and training in Vermont;
Mr. 'John Dorrer, director of the New England Institute; Mr Neil
Hurley, division of employment security, and Mr -Gilberto Belaval,
assistant director, office of pglicy and management.

Go ahead, Mr. Vercherea&
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STATEMENT OF STUART VERCIIERW, DIRECTOR, VERMONT
JOB SERVICE, VERMONT DEPAR MENT OF EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING MONTPELIER, VT
Mr. VERCHEREAU. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I actually have two

roles today. I would like to enter for the record the testimony of
Commissioner Sandra Dragon, director of the department of em-
ployment and training in Vermont, and I will read her summary
and then I will do my own.

I am sorry that Commissioner Dragon could not be here. She
really wanted to but she had to be in the District of Columbia
today. She would first like to talk about the historical framework.

HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK OE VERMONT-1977-81

From 1971-r41 CETA in Vermont moved from a melange of semi-connected pro-
grams to a fully integrated system connecting not only among its own activities but
also to allied systems including Education and Economic Development

Management has moved from a loosely drawn collection of reactive efforts to a
tight, controlled system which promotes a rational decision-making process

During 109-81, the primary systems for Employment and Training moved
toward consolidation resulting in the Department of Employment and Training,
comprised of Vermont Comprehensive Employment and Training Office, Vermont
Job Service and Unemployment Insurance, and in the formation of the Governor's
Special Cabinet for Employment and Training, all basecl on the thrust of developing
a labor force trained to meet the needs of an expanding

New consolidation initiatives are cut rently in process connecting Economic Devel
opment, Employment and Training Education, and labor market information even
more closely. Additionally, a one-stop service delivery system i also in process, the
youth component of which is already in place.

Future Considerations and Recommendations:
Objective of Employment and Training Policy To develop an economically capa-

ble. participating citizenry possessing all the skills necessary to fulfill the needs of
the local market.

This to be done through employment and training programs designed to meet the
unique needs of local and regional areas.

Methods for implementing pohcy. Encourage coope-ation of programs linked with
the local economy Move decision-making to the lowezt appropriate level Connect
income transfer payments to Employment and Training programs Provide subsi-
dized work in the public sector only insofar as it can be used for short-term
transitioning.

Target gro.ips. In light of the above, all' training should be as individualized as
possible while focusing un the disadvantagedspecifically youth, workers displaced
by the economy, and recipients of public assistance (tie this latter group ia with
income transfer payments to employers who train).

Localized design Categoncal programs do not work Programs should be designed,
developed, Implemented. evaluated and modified at the Statp level while ensuring
tight fiscal, operational and reporting controls are followed

Role of the private sector. The public/ private partnership must be developed at
the local level PICs and prime sponsor should be encouraged voluntarily to yoke
themselves together to achieve mutually beneficial goals

Thus, the private sector, in Vermont at least, should play an increasingly inmor-
tant role in informatwn development, program design and cost sharing

Coordination of diverse" programs. It is mandatory to connect all programs
directly, or tangentially related to trainmg and employment at all levels including
Federal idevelopment of laws and regulations which stunulate such coordinationi,
State and local or operational

CETASuccess or F-ailure?
Nationwide, in that no long-term data are yet available. this question is not

answerable Other questions, such as what are the parameters of success or failure.
must also be answered

In Vermont, if viewed in terms of service lover 30,000 since ur; I). outcomes over
12,o0U placed on unsubsidized jobs) or by almost any other empirical measurement,
the program is successful. but much more must be done
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We have come far in the past 4 years. we have karned much Working in close
coordination with our counterparts in other related areas, we shall continue to put
that knowledge to the best possible use un behalf of the people of our State and its
economy.

That is the end of Commissioner Sandra Dragon's statement
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you. I am pleased to accept her full testi-

mony which I know is excellent also.
[The prepared statement of Sandra Dragon follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SANDRA D DRAGON, COMMISSIONER, DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT AND TRMNING, STATE OF VERMONT

Ilonorable Augustus Hawkins, Chairman of the Sub Committee on Employment
Opportunities, I am Sandra a Dragon. Commissioner of the Vermont Department
of Employment and Training. I am honored to have this opportunity to testify today
at this joint oversight hearmg vn reauthorization of the Comprehensive Employ
ment and Training Act. My testimony Is organized into three major components (1)
Historical FrameworkVermont, 1977-81, (2i Current Perspective, (31 Future Direc
tion

ill Historical FrameworkVermont. 1977-81 In 1977, as today. there was no
overall statement of federal manpower policy, no cohesive federal mandate drawing
all components together, The Vermont CETA program, although administered by a
single state agency, was fragmented, a piecemeal hodgepodge trying to solidify itself
in the federal regulatory sieve It operated, at that time, through more than 150
individual contracts. Although housed in the Agency of Human Services, its connec-
tions with the activities of that system were superficial, as were its relationships
with the educational processes. In respect to economic development, with the excep-
tion of joint membership on the State Employment and Training Council very few
connections were made. One system among many systems Changing federal man
dates forced the planning process into a reactive mode Management by crisis was
the order of the day

In 1977. a new state administration, under the leadership of Governor Richard A
Snelling, took over and along with It a significant new thrust Programs and
systems, both state and federal. operating within the state, would become more
effective, in terms of both costs and outcomes, more linked. less duplicative
generally more productive When I took over as Director of Vermont Comprehensive
Employment and Training Office in 1977, I reduced the number of contracts from
150 to 15 and began to develop a management structure which would provide not
only for optimum utilization of human and financial resources but also would allow
for long-range, short-range and contingency planning Thus, when increasingly
severe federal and regional demands were made on the program. we were able to
respond appropriately and in a timely manner with httle or no disruption in the
training a our participants

Governor Snelling's emphasis un the development of the State's economy had a
profound influence on our planning process We were one of the few Prime Sponsors
selected to develop a Skills Training Improvement Program (STIP! model to test the
Impact of significant private sector involvement in the planning process Thi, sur
cessful model was the forerunner of our current Private Sector Initiative Program
and its advisory board provided the nucleus for the Private Industry Council Our
"public/private partnership" was under way

During the 4-year period 1977-81. a penod of enormous shifts in economic and
political direction, the controllable prog.ams especially such programs designed to
serve individuals rather than jurisdictions or corporate entities sustained an inordi-
nate amount of serutiny followed by wild shifts in funding CETA has suffered out
of all proportion to as faults As Roger Vaughn puts it in his monograph, "Employ-
ment and TrainingWhat's Wrong With the Present System and What Can be
Done About It
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There are three reasons why CETA has been so harshly judged
We evaluate employment and training programs by different criteria than other

economic development programs
The Target of CETAthe economically disadvantagedcannot lobby as effective-

ly tor their programs as can private busini.sses and cities that benefit from tax
incentive and development grant programs

We have expected a complex program, one that has suffered from year to year
funding uncertainty, to operate at toll efficiency within a few months of being
funded

Vermont s response, as I mentioned earlier, has been I to develop and improve
management systems, and, t2i to work toward a consolidation of effort among the
suppliers of employment and training services and deYelop and implement systems
which would tie training to the true needs of the current and projected economy

in short, to develop human capital We were ready for supply-side economics
Current Perspei tu es In January 19A1, a special Cabinet for Employment and

Training was formed, consisting of the Secretary of the Agency of Development and
Community Affairs, the Commissioner of the Department of Employment and
Training, the Commissioner orthe Department of Social Welfare, the Commissioner
ot Labor and Industry, the Diiectur of State Planning, and the`Commissioner of the
Department of Education. connecting all parts of the employment and training
system, training, employment, income transfer and economic development, together
at the poiwymaking level Simultaneously, Act 4: CA; was passed folding the Ver-
mont Comprehensive Employment and Training Office, Vermont Jub Service and
Unemployment Insurance together under a newly created Department of' Employ-
ment and Training

Additionally, middle management and operations level people were working more
cohesively than ever before A good thing had been made better, in fact, the

ermont System was being viewed as a model by many other Primes in the Nation
From its inception late in 1973, through the 1978 rtcwrites to its current tenuous

position, although never being driven by solid policy, the Comprehensive Employ
ment and Training Act has enabled Vermont not only to provide training and
employment to over 30.000 of its disadvantaged citizens, but it has been a real factor
in the burgeoning of the Vermont economy

Currently. the Special Cabinet fur Employment and Training is developing a 1-
year plan for employment and training which will not only meld employment and
training and economic policies, but will also provide for a comprehensive program
portfolio and service delivery system, connect income transfers and training pro-
grams, provide fur a consolidated cooperative youth program linking employment
and training, economic deYelopment and secondary education programs providing
ior much earlier private sector intervention Management systems and programs
have been streamlined, made even more timely and responsie through the develop-
ment of performance based evaluation techniques

Although a rural state, we have made best use of what is essentially an urban
oriented law Unfortunately, return on investment from cl program which offers
training and employment as alternatives to public assistance, poverty or crime, is

difficult to measure, but the gains are there
In spite of the cuts the Department of Employnwnt and Training overall has

sustained over the past two year period, we have continued to make real progress
Growing linkages among all providers, Solid ties with the economy, Cost effective
delivery system. Consolidation, Special Cabinet for Employment and Training, Man-
agement and Evaluation systems which assure optimum performance and allow for
rapid modification. Because uf the consolidation and improved communications, we
now know what industry is moving in, or expanding within, the State thus
Vermont Job Service can now recruit, .irern, assess, and train in more specific
areas in ordei to develop dn appropriately trained labor force to meet specific needs

In other words, we have made the best possible use of our financial and human
resources

4.9 Future Duettions We plan to continue to press forward in our efforts to
coordinate all programs into a system which is comprehensive, accessible, cost
effective and responsive to both sides of the labor market.

We need better labor market information, particularly demand side data
The private sector shall play an increasingly important role in development of

information. design of programs and in sharing costs of service delivery
f he gap between academic and vocational education policies and programs should

he eliminated All education should be geared toward the creation of independent,
participating citizens, thus most education is a patt of vocational education This is
prey entat ive programming
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We need longer term funding cyclesour recommendation is for a three year
cyclethe same as that utilized by Education, and they should be congruent with
each other.

If block grants foster tightei coordinated programming, they or? workable; how-
ever, they should be designed in such a way as to avoid exacerbating "turfmanship"
issues. Additionally, they should provide for the different character of need in rural
versus urban environments.

In any rewrite of the legislation, strong considerations must be given to enable
the States to develop, design, implement, evaluate, and modify their own system for
the delivery of employment and training services Each State has needs unique unto
itself and, to be fully effective, the programs must be designed around those specific

requirements.
'One Stop Shopping"our consolidation effort to date (there will be additional

actions) has enabled the Department of Employment and Training to take signifi
cant steps in this direction. We now have such a system in place for youthStuart
Verchereau shall elaborate on this during his testimony.

Service to disadvantagedthe need remains to serve those most in need, tbose
who experience great difficulty in penetrating the labor market Specifically, we
intend to target special efforts toward youth, displaced workei-s and public assist
ance recipientsa consolidated program tied closely to the private sector economy
We intend to be full participants in the development of an appropriately trained
labor force in a sound economy.

Fmallyto carry these initiatives forward, we need sensitive legislation which
recognizes the .nterrelatedness of all employment and training programs and appro-
priate levels of Federal support and we need it now. Consider the questionsif not
CETA tor Wagner-Peyser, or Vocational Education), what9 If not now when/

Mr. JEFFORDS. GO ahead.
Mr. VERCHEREAU. I would like to summarize what we in the

Vermont Job Service have done for the operation of consolidated
employment and trainirig. I will read my summary.

The Vermont Job Service operates consolidated employment and
training offices throughout the State.

These offices offer Wagner-Peyser funded services as well as
operating Work Incentive (WIN) and Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA) programs.

As a special effort for youth we have established Youth Job
Banks in all offices, we are currently establishing a computerized
career guidance system that will be available in all job service
offices as well as several schools.

Consolidation has proved beneficial in several ways:
One, job service offices are now one-stop shopping centers for

employment and training programg.
Two, administrative overhead has been reduced.
Three, data collection has been centralized.
Four, coordination with other agencies has been enhanced
Consolidation allows staff flexibility which is partially responsi-

ble for our successful operation.
A primary measure of our success is that over 33 percent of all

covered employers listed job openings with the Vermont Job Serv-
ice in fiscal year 1981.

Projections indicate an increasing need for training and retrain-
ing. Consolidated employment and training offices can provide co-
ordination, eliminate duplication, and improve accountability

Thank you very much, Chairman Hawkins, for this opportunity
to testify on how a consolidated employment and training sytem
can work.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
YJPFtSRDS. Thank you very much.
The prepared statement of Stuart Verchereau follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF STI:ART VERI, HERF.AU, DIRECTOR, VERMONT JOB SERVICE,
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Honorable Augustus Hawkins, Chairman, the Subcommittee on Employment Op-
portunities, I am Stuart Verchereau, Director of the Vermont Job Service, a division
of the Vermont Department of Employment and Training

Today I would like to enumerate some uf the benefits we have experienced
through a consolidated employment and training delivery system Our experiences
have been very positive and while the unique qualities of Vermont may have
contributed to uur success, we feel uur methods can be used beneficially by other
states

By design and by laa the Vermont Department of Employment and Training is a
service organization The Job Service matches individuals seeking employment with
employers seeking qualified applicants This an important function, but it is not our
sole function, We have tried tu bring together under one administrative hierarchy
as many employment and training related programs as possible

Let me briefly review the programs the Vermont Job Service currently operates
First, we operate the basic labor exchange function established by the Wagner

Peyser Act Wagner-Peyser services include registration, referral and placement
activity, aptitude testing, counseling, soliciting job openings, and disseminating in
formation to employers on special programs such as the Trade Readjustment Act
iTRA) and Targeted Jobs Tax Credits iTJTC; In fiscal year 1981 the Vermont Job
rvervice ran a successful program and topped the other states in Region I by placing
207 individuals per staff year worked, at a cost uf $196.79 per Individual Placed

Second, frum its inception we have run an ,integrated Work Incentive (WIN)
Program in each of our local Job Service offices. Integration has been partially
responsible fur our ability tu quickly adjust to changes within the WIN program and
maintain it as a successful employment program. According to the fiscal year 1982
WIN resource allocation formula, Vermont ranked third in the Nation in achieve-
ment oi potential, i e , wages generated and welfare grant reductions as a result of
employment.

Third, we have been the subcontractor fur private sector Comprehensive Employ
ment and Training Act iCETA) On-The-Job Training producing an 80 percent post
tive termination rate in fiscal year 1981

ith the recent reorganization uf employment and training programs within
ermont in fiscal year 1982 the Job Service will operate CETA funded OJT, Work
Experience. Vocational Exploration, Intake and Assessment programs We will also
operate all of the CETA Summer Youth employment programs We feel the transi
tion of programs can be accomplished smoothly and with increased program effi
ciency The Job Service is already familiar with all CETA clients Before reorganiza
tam we did the applicant intake for ,d1 CETA subcontractors Our familiarity with
both the applicants and employers previously involved with CETA was a significant
factor in our successful CETA PSE Phasedown effort Sixty seven percent of the
individuals affected by the CETA PSE Phaseduwn were assisted into work oi train
ing by the Vermont Job Service

Recently in an effort aimed at the prevention of unemployment w.c. expanded our
services to youth One effort has been the establishment of Youth Job Banks in all
ot our local offices The Youth Job Banks are operated by volunteer high school
students who register their felfuw students, secure openings from employers, and
make referrals Through the Summer Counselor program we hire school teachers
and guidance counselors tu work with the Youth during summer vacations Togeth
er these programs teach students and school personnel more about what jobs are
actually available, skills required, and the services they can receive through our
offices

With the assistance of the Vermont Occupational Information Coordinating Com
matey OW( we are currently implementing a computerized career guidance
system that will he available in uur offkes fur all Yuuth Several high schools will
tie-in directly to our computer so that they can access the system without leaving
the school setting This system covers everything from career exploration and
planning tu identity mg the jobs currently available in each occupational field in the
State of Vermont

Our offices are also responsible fur the recruitment of young people for the Job
(orps with most uf our recruits now going to the Northlands Center in Vergennes,
'vermont In fiscal vear 1981 we enrolled 217 individuals in Job Curps and placed
165 graduates

The consolidation ut the previuuslj mentioned Employment and Training pro-
grams into one office at the local level has proved beneficial in several ways

1 I -1:14
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We are now a one.stop shopping center for employment and training programs
We can offer every applicant and employer those services and programs that best fit
their needs. We hate eliminated confusion Nu applicant need worry if fsthe fits a
particular category in order to receive service. We serve CETA applicants, WIN
applicants, Job Corps appheantstas well as those not applying for any categorical
program Employers are offered a full range proeams and service providers are not
competing with each other for the same employer

2. Adrmmstrative overhead has been reduced. The local office manager can ad

minister and coordinate all programs within the office thus eliminating the need for
separate program managers. The reduced administrative costs makes more funding
available for service activities. The single manager also ensures inter-program
coordination.

a One automated reporting system is used to collect and report data Centralized
data collection and output makes it easier tu compare and analyze program activity
and make appropriate adjustments. Because all programs are working from the
same data base it is easier to project needs and expected activity levels

1. Coordination with other state agencies has been enhanced For example, work
mg with the Department of Economic Development we are able to tie into the staff
and training needs of incoming and expanding industries Through coordination
with ocational Education we have been able to set up programs to address those
needs Currently we are involved in four maclunist training programs that have
produced 138 entry level machinists in the past year Having to deal with a single
provider tor employment and training services also makes it easier for prospective
employers to get a handle on the available labor supply and coordinate hiring and
training

Many of the benefits from a cons'olidated employment and training organization
can be measured m dollars saved or more wisely spent Other benefits are harder to
measure but no less reai Applicant apprehension and frustration has been elimina-
ted because the individual is not shuffled from agency to agency Employers now
deal with only one agency fur then- staffing needs thus eliminating much confusion
from their operations In fact. over :13 percent of all covered employers in Vermont
listed opemngA with the Job f3ervice in fiscal year 1981.

We in Vermont have tried hard tu project a very positive image of the Job
Service We encourage ail people to come to our offices and use Ju r services We
want to be known as the place tu go for all employment and training needs
regardless of the individuars age, work barriers, or previous work experiences

Ihe success we have had with consolidated programs is due to a strong aggressive
labor exchange program It is through our provision of the basic services that we
uncover many of the training and service needs of our applicants and employers
We need to maintain our basic labor exchange system (E.S Grants) at the fiscal
year 081 stalling level as fundamental to the delivery of a fully integrated service

We are in the midst of a technological revolution with whole new industries
springing op almost overnight. Individuals must acquire new skills to meet chang-
mg needs Unfortunately it is difficult to ram people in anticipation of future
industries, however, we should recognize that there may be a need to retain individ-
uals 2 or a times during their work life tu keep pace with technological develop-
ments Much of the retraining must be done by private employers, especially those
in em`a-ging industries Simultaneously, there will be a role for the Employment
and naming agency as both a coordinator and a provider of training

I think the Vermont experience is a good argument for the consolidation of
employment and training programs One organizational structure responsible for all
related programs makes fur better cuordinotion of services, less duplication, and
increased program accountability. We have proved that with an aggressive' and
flexible stall srke van be productive- while providing a comprehensive service to both

applicants and employers

Mr. JEFFORDS. John?

STATEMENT OF- 01IN DORRER, DIRECTOR, NEW ENGLAND IN.
STITUTE FOR HUMAN RESOLRCE PLANNING AND MANAGE.

MENT, BANGOR, MAINE

Mr. DORRER. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. My name is JOhn

Dorrer. I 1m the director of the New England Institute for Humid
Resoume Planning and Management, a division of Penobscot Con-
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sortium Training and Employment Administration in Bangor,
Maine.

I am pleased tc appear today to present testimony about the
future of the employment and training programs.

My testimony today is not a wishful model or the dream of a
planner, but it is based upon the philosophies, developments and
programing of the organization I represent.

My statement is based upon some philosophies and developments
of the program that I represent. I think the nature of the remedial
program that CETA would provide would be needed to be compre-
hensive if the program was to be successful.

I think on the whole we have not delivered on that promise. I
think the /egislative redirection from a program for the unemploy-
ment was counterproductive to that goal and I think, secondly,
something that we own in the system is the inexperience among
the CETA staff resulted in an inordinate amount Of relearning and
progressive concepts that came out of 10,or 15 years of experience
previously in running employment prograins.

In spite of these failures and shortcomings, the evidence suggest-
ed and the research results show us that CETA has been a cost
effective program from the standpoint of society.

It is out of this recognition of success or failure that we have to
look at the future. I think our purpose should not be to conduct an
autopsy but to look at the, future of these programs.

I, too, have looked at the analysis of the merging skill shortages
and some of the demographic shifts that are coming down the road
and also come to the conclusion that the economically disadvan-
taged, the structurally unemployed which were once the concern of
social policy, are now rapidly becoming of value to economic utility

I think they have to be recognized that way in future legislation.
I would like to address my remarks to three essential elements

that should govern the relations about the future employment
system. We have to look at the nature and the scope of employabil-
ity problems, the process we used to remediate them and the
performance measurement techniques that we used to judge their
effectiveness.

I think in the past we have been all too consumed talking about
who wiil deliver, whd will. grab a chunk of the action and we have
not bothered to examine the fundamentals of how we run these
programs and how we effectively serve the economically disadvan-
taged and I sincerely hope we don't repeat that mistake this time

I think as we look at the population out there, the economically
disadvantaged and the structurally unemployed, we can categorize
their deficiencies, lai.1 of educational opportunities and credentials
are common.

Formal and certified skills are almost always absent. The, natute
of .their work experience has been sporadic and conditioned by the
values of the low, wage labor market which I think is a very
important point.

The attitudes are cultural conditions and reinforced by their
experiences. They lack information about the labor market and
how to effectively compete in it.

Most frequently the population that is served in our programs
suffers from a combination of these kinds of disfunctions but all too
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often as we serve them we serve them with a band-aid, quick-fix
kind of approaches. So, in effect, the young person that comes into
our system for a quick-fix, 3-month work experience at minimum
wage and leaves without any oTher kind of benefit is, in effect, a
poor investment.

It is a failure that we own. And if we are talking about a future
employment training policy I think we have to ferret out the quick-
fix, band-aid kind of approach that has been somewhat cl-aracteris-
tic of our hopes for miracles in the employment aril training
system.

Now, the remediation process that we use as we understand
problems to be complex, I think so, too, we have to think about a
remediation process that is more complex and gets away from
these categorical quick-fix solutions.

I think the patchwork of employment legislation, titles, catego-
ries and organizations has been highly disfunctional.

The objective of employability development, if we are serious
about doing anything about this, I think it is that we have to be
serious about the kind of organizations and the kind of programs
that we develop.

It has also been costly in terms of supporting infractures to carry
out responsibilities. We suffer from contractors, subcontractors and
umpteen different organizations and what becomes the issue is
coordination and all of these nice bureaucratic terms.

What suffers is the quality of service and the meaningfulness of
the service that we provide.

I think there is no question that the categorical initiatives, deliv-
ery approach, service mixes and reporting acquirements have com-
plicated and confused local delivery and have subtracted from the
bottom line performance.

I hope that the deliberations do not compromise this fundamen-
tal mission of employability development.

We can't once again look in the bureaucracy, be that private or
public bureaucracy, I think consideration of an effective process
should be paramount in these deliberations and I think consolida-
tion is a means to achieve it.

We have had the fortune of running a consolidated youth em-
ployment program in our organization and I think that has been
an enlightening and fairly rewarding experience to be able to
understand what consolidation can do.

Consolidation of youth programs is qn example which I Nink"
should be considered further. I think we'have to take advantage of
the kinds of technologies that we developed over time and not go
back to reinvent the wheel.

We have come a long way in employment training programs If
there is something of substance there we should build on that

CYAP offers design for service delivery system which has an
individualized focus providing a continuum of services on a needed
basis rather than on categorical exigencies. It is centered around
competency-based jirograming and it fosters a quantity and quality
of remediation that is measurable and of value in marketing par-
ticipants to employers.

I think the, key there is competency-based programing Because,,
as I pointed out before, all too often people move throughl our

1 1
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system. We put in a heavy investment and they leave with little
result in terms of fundamental skills acquisition or the real mar-
ketable skills.

I think through competency-based programing where we estab-
lish some standards we t.an do through a systematic process some
remediation of the kinds of problems that everybody is concerned
about.

Oar job, after all, is to take the disadvantaged and to make them
attractive to the market and we have to do that in some kind of
systematic long term way.

Design features, as I see it in the system should include the
following. Eligibility, duration of unemployment and income levels
have proven to be effective indkators and these should be specified
and included in national legislation.

Targeting program services should not be blanketly specified
Because the system operates or should operate on remediation

principles, I think we should include provisions to allow individuals
who are not eligible to participate in sponsored activities for a
service fee.

think this is another way of perhaps raising revenue and
support in the basic function. Many of the things that we perform
could be of benefit to the community at large.

I think another kind of observation, as long as we put poor
people into poor people's programs they will forever be labeled as
coming out of something less perfect, something inferior and will
have a marketing problem for employers.

Consequently, I think we should open it up somewhat and serve
poor people well but at the same time not handichp them by
serving them in exclusive poor people, programs because I think it
works to their disadvantage.

Intake, how we bring people into the system. I think a central-
ized intake is essential if those in need are to make sense of the
opportunitis and options available to them.

I think the confusing and complicated eligiblity criterion coupled
with a maze of locations have caused many eligible clients to turn
away in sheer frustration.

At a time when resources are shrinking we still have a duplica-
tion of efforts which we really can't afford and we have to get
serious about streamlining a system that performs well,

In terms of programing in the context of this new legislation or
this new system we have to move away from the notion of fill the
slot which I think has been all too prevalent in the sake of getting
numbers on and not getting quality.

Investments in clients need to be based in competent assessment
of their remediation needs. They have to occur in the context of an
understanding of the labor market and *more importantly of the
workplace itself.

There are other individuals here who have given testimony that
pointed out that we have not examined the workplace closely
enough and I think we should.

Our prescriptions or remediations that we provide must be made
in such a way as when a client moves through the system that
there are demonstrable competencies that can be shown. There is
actual evidence of skill development that is measurable so that we
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then have a produLt that wines uut of this system and not some-
body W ho is simply served a sentence for a period of time

I think such o*bjectives are easily said but competency based
programing, a tested model that we have seen operationally, pro-
vides us with a real means.

Finally, I would like to conclude on the discussion of' perform-
ance and effectiveness. I think we have to move away from bureau-
cratic indicators uf performance and effectiveness, thine such as a
tiO-percent placement rate upon dose examination really can't tell
us a lot.

Such indicators are all ways open to broad interpretation and
contention. It does nut tell us, really, what have people gotten out
of these programs. Instead, I think we have to look at effectiveness
measures. We have tu be able to say if 200 individuals have come
through uur system without a high school education or lacking
basic skills when they come uut uf uur system we have to be able to
demonstrate that some progress has been made toward obtaining
skills.

So I would recommend that we shift our focus toward effective-
ness measures as uoused to broadly constituted bureaucratic per-
formance measures that really don't tell us a lot.

And I think as we move into an arena of measuring effectiveness
then uur programs can only improve because then we are gettiqg
to the real focus and with that I would like to conclude my testimo-
ny.

Mr. JPSFORDS. Thank you very much.
Neil?

STATEMENT OF NEIL J. !UTLEY, SPECIAL ADVISER.
MASSACIII SETTS DIVISION OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Mr. Huin.E.Y. rhank-you,
I would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to

appear here .today. My name is Neil Hurley and I am presently
serving as speual adviser to the Massachusetts Division of Employ-
ment Security

In the past I have served as the director of the CETA grant in
Lowell, Mass. and also the director of the welfare reform program

I was asked here today to discuss that welfare reform program
specifically as it relates tu training services for welfare recipients.

Thiee specific Issue:, that I would like to talk about today are
one, the importarke of a structured comprehensive delivery system;
two. the'fact that employment services can be effectively targeted
to welfare recipients. specifkally single female heads of households
and, three, the effectiveness uf intensive group job search as a job
placement activ ity that we utilize in the Lowell welfare reform
project

On the first issue on the structured delivery systemwe have
heard different speaktrs today talk about a variety of programs
being offered in the employment and training field. I carried this
proposal all the way with me from Foster, Mass. so I would be

disappointed if I did not show it to you.
This chart has made the rounds of New England and the coun-

try.
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This is just an overlay of the type of delivery system that we
operated in Lowell, Mass. The feature is it was very structured and
very comprehensive. When we started the program in Lowell,
Mass. we essentially had three agencies involved in providing em-
ployment services to the welfare population.

They were the Division of Employment Security who was the
sponsor for the WIN program, the Welfare Department obviously,
and the CETA program.

What we did in terms of setting up the program was we looked
at those three agencies, who was doing what and who was doing
what best. We essentially came up with a delivery system that
emphasized the expertise of those three agencies in one comprehen-.
sive delivery system.

What this delivery system provides is a structured approach at
each step of the process both for the client and for the staff and I
should stress that.

Where it takes a client from the point of intake, through assess-
ment, into a mandatory 5-sseek job search for all participants and
then on to subsidized activity if they are not successful in obtaining
employment, as a program manager, I have stressed the impor-
tance of this approach because it allowed better management con-
trol.

You knew what was happening to the clients as they came
through the system and also streamlined the activity for the client
as opposed to bounding from one agency to another to another.

The client came in and was presented with a schedule of activi-
ties over the next 5 to 8 weeks and it did eliminate a lot of
confusion on that part.

In terms of any kind of a future delivery particularly for welfare
recipients, I thought this was a good approach and I thought it
would apply to the structurally unemployed through the employ-
ment system. 4

The second point that I pointed to make was that we were
successful in the local program in targeting employment services
both private sector jobs and subsidized training to the welfare
population which is comprised almost 100 percent.

In Massachusetts it Is 96 percent female heads of households that
make up the AFDC population.

The reasons that we were successful I think in Lowell are two-
fold. One is ,that we recognize up front that the primary employ-
ment barrier to the AFDC mothers was child care and that any
program that tried to serv ice that population without addressing
the child care program was going to be a failure.

In order to expect women to come in and actively participate in
the job market who have children at home, obviously you have to
address that child care need.

We took somewhat of a unique approach in Lowell whereby we
trained AFDC mothers as child care providers. We used the PSE
projects in the good, old days of public service employment We
used PSE projects to train approximately 50 mothers who were
able to care for 200 children. That is a concept that could be used
under CETA title II-B training programs or under WIN programs
It is something to be considered.

1 Z 0
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The other issue in terms of dealing with the AFDC population
was the lack of confidence and self-esteem. We found that the
woman coining into the program had a low confidence level, gener-
ally tended to underestimate themselves, as program planners
were just as guilty in terms of underestimating the AFDC popula-
tion.

We calculated in our estimates for budgeting that only 25 per-
cent of the clients coming through and participating that 5-week
private sector job search, that only 25 percent of them would
obtain private sector emplmoyment.

In effect, what resulted was that 60 percent of the population
found private sector jobs. With the proper positive approach to the
AFDC populati4, with the proper support, they are just as capable
as anybody else in terms of obtaining employment.

The third and final point is that we found the use of a structured
intensive job search as a very useful and very effectisTe employment
placement tool in our program. Over 60 percent of the clients that
came into our program who j'ust went through a 5-week job search
activity found employment in the private sector.

There are no miracles to a group job search. We use something
called a job club technique. It is intensive. It does involve a lot of
contact with the private sector and it is also self-directed The
private sector panel is talking about the necessity to deal with the
economics of the situation and not with the social nature of em-
ployment training.

Our clients went out as individuals. They were not identified as
having come from a WIN program, having come from a welfare
program, having come from a CETA program. I personally believe,
unfortunately, that that places a stigma on the client when they
are going out, that the employers' immediate response is what is
the matter with Neil Hurley if somebody from the Employment
Service or somebody from the WIN program is calling for Neil
Harley.

The self-directed nature of the program had the client calling the
employees themselves and selling themselv es and that also helped
to build their confidence level because it proved to them that they
were capable of calling ao: employer, of going out and getting an
interview and getting a job

The approach is also cost effective. What it does is that the group
job search concentrates on placing the clients into the private
sector. The delivery system was that everyone would go through a
5-week job search activity. We would let the private sector and the
job market determine whether the clients were marketable

We did not get into a situation where people, after a half hour or
an hour assessment interview, vvere determining whether the
client was marketable.

The 5-week job search did that. It was not only a placement tool
but f or the people who were nut successful in the 5 weeksrit was an
assessment vehicle. Our staff that worked with the client for 5
weeks knew that client and that client's strengths and weaknesses
as well as anybody would ever know that client and we found that
to be very helpful.
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The group job search also maximized limited training resources.
By having everyone participate in the group job search those cli-
ents who were capable of getting private sector jobs got them.

Those clients who were not capable were recessed and put into
another activity, whether it was a title II-B institutional training
activity or a work experience activity so you did not get into a
situation of this mentality of filling slots.

For example, the WIN program nationally had a one-third quota
for placement into OJT and I think that what happened a lot of
times is that people were being placed into OJT slots who really
were capable of getting private sector jobs without the subsidy but
because that quota existed when that client walked in the door and
they had that one-third quota to fill they were placed into the OJT
slot.

I will just conclude my testimony again by thanking the commit-
tee for the opportunity to appear here today. I think the Lowell
experience shows that you can coordinate the activities of local
agencies in an effective delivery system and that welfare recipients
are just as marketable and just as capable of finding employment
as anybody else.

Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you, Neil.
Before I proceed I would like to point out that these hearings

were rescheduled from October 15 and 16 due to the fact that the
farm bill, even though I knew the farm bill had to be passed by
October 1, I planned to have the hearings in Mid-October.

The farm bill passed last week and we had to postpone the
hearings and we have had to push everything into 1 day from 2
days.

Also, Mr. Hawkins and V1r. Weiss, who have other commitments
today, are going to have to leave within the hour.

So, it is my intention immediately after this panel to call up the
next panel so that Mr. Weiss and Mr. Hawkins will have the
benefit of as much as possible of the testimony of that group before
they have to leave. Mr. DeNardis and I will be here the remaining
part of the day. I just want to warn everybody.

[Material submitted by Neil J. Hurley follows:]

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

.ecutive Summary ot Testimony presented before the CETA Reauthorization
Hearings in Brattleboro. Vermont on November 2, 1981 by Neil J Hurley

OVERVIEW

Tile Welfare Reform Dtinonstration Program m Lowell, Massachusetts was suc
ce,.siul in placing lot percent of its participants who were welfare recipients into
unsubsidized private sector employment. The program was successful because it
Developed a structured dehvery system which invohed three key agencies in a
comprehensive aporoach. the Employment Service's Work Incentive Program. the
Department of Public Welfare, and CETA. 2 Dealt with the employment barriers
thut face single female heads of households, and. i3) Uttlized an ntensive group job
search technique called Job Clubs whmh placed over 60 percent of its participants
into private sector jobs

RFISVANT E.MFLOTMENT TRAINING ISSUES

i Importorac u stro, ti,red tomprehemstte debt ery system The Lowell program
had a very striatufed dehver sy-aern hih orisistei of Intaly:, Asz,essment, Job

1122
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Search ard Placement into :Ilibsidued Work Trail king actisdies All of these activr
tws took place within a 5 to ,, week time period The majority of the time was spent
in a :i week private settor job search which %%as mandatory for all participants
Participants who did not find employment were placed into subsidried work and
training slots This type of structured delivery system allows for id, Better manage-
ment control, because there is more accountability to mow a chent through the
,", stem on a timely basis, and each step of the process can be effts.tively monitmed
for results. and. I bi Services are provided in a stleamlined manner to the partici-
pants, because they know from the point of entry what services will be provided
fiver what time period and it eliminates any uncertainties on then- part

2 Emplownent services con effectively be turgelted to Plunk hemls of house
holds 72 percent ol the AFDC recipients that the Lowell hogram placed into
private sector jobs were single female heads of households Two specific employment
baeriers (il this population that were addressed Were

i) Child «ire Child care was pros ided by training AFDC mothers as child care
providers who took (are of the chart a of the mother, participating in the pro-
gram The, trammg was done Y la a ("ETA PSE project and similar efforts could be
initiated using (ETA and WIN Work experience and institutional training funds,
and ,

.le 1,ar h ol coup mo e aml set/ esteem The welfare system created such a feeling
ot dependency that AFIX motherb felt incapable of getting jobs The program dealt
with this by being very positise with all the ch ints, stressing their strengths and
,t,set,, and by peer ,uppost and gradual confidence building Any program that
hopes to be su«essful with female heads of households must deal with the child
(.11e and lack of confidence, dependency problems

: Stroiteired iotensue gioup job search a. "11 lip Iron! activity -This mtensive
gioup pet) e'iir component in the Lowell Program prosed that welfare' recipient,
,cre c apable of being placed in private sector jobs at a percentage rate of GO percent
mod over with only the job search assistance. The prog rain %vas No Mlecessftd in

1 "IA ell that the Massachuestts DI% imon of Employment ,Security has implemOnteil

this ',I")) (111b ii", tinged(' a, a map), part of its WIN, program Job eluhs are oper-
itnal in naerier-of the lager metiopolitan WIN teams in the state

1 iou=7"Tim=ideration should be i..p' en to using this structured. intensise group rob
-4- irr h tee hnique for AFDC recipients, youth, and other employment and training
part re !pants because iar it is co).4 eftectue, and 1b) it maximmis limited training
ri soon es Ps placing those mdisiduals who can get jobs direirtly into the pi Rate
si4 tor and tt, tramaig: those who cannot

Pr r vier n ,1t tar- Mt VI 01. !URI is, Sii 1AI Ain 1,4 R. MAt.,A1 iii sins
Div ism of. EMPLONNWN'r Sun ritrIty

RON 1 TION

Mt Chan man and members of the ( ommatee I first %sant to thank you fri I he

eppor t tHDR to appeat here today to present Iny testi/mins
11011Y in Neil Hulks and I am presently serSing t -pee ial advi-ot to the

i-aon of Employment Security In the past. I have also -el y(41 &I
he I )oe ter of the Employment Opportunities Pilot Program in Lowell, Mas,a( ha-

,ot Ind a, the \dminestrator for the Lowell CETA Pi sponsor
rbi pulpits.. of this testimony will be to explain the results of a ("ETA funded

Veeirtare Reform Denionsitation Prograni and to relate the suceess of that Inogram
-eyrie the larger 1,slIt';" that these heating, are Olt elided to .mdfu ess

l'Ittg at 551 Dim IPTION

I be progal tit Sas the Emplosment Opportunities Pilot Program .EOPP.1 and was
f. ated ili Lowell Massachusetts EOPP was a national demonstration program that
was designed to test a delivery system for sersicing %%chat(' recipients Lowell wa,,

tateen CET. l'rtme Sponsors in the Cowan selected to test the program
'I he purpose of I he program was to plan and implement a program that would offer
inplotpeot and training' opportunities to welfare recipients as an alternatise to

welt ite f osh assistance The Lowell ("ETA Prime Sponsor wa, de,ignated as the
mem. and vv,is t.tts 141 1 he responsibility tor implementing the prow am

However in the planning stages of the program we looked at what kenc,es were
."(41 m providing employment seI e's to welfare recipients Those agencies

v.( t he. Departioent of Public Nkeltare. the Ihs mon of Employment See urit% and

El
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The Welfare Depal talent s rule was tu provide the supportive services necessary
tu remove any employment barriers preventing welfare reciptents from seeking and
accepting work The Division of Employment Security in its role as the state
Jponsur for the Work Incentive Program (WIN) was in the business of finding
employment fur ,velfare recipients, as well as providing sunie institutional and un
the jub training However, their performance was primarily based upon entered
employments into the private sector

CETA oerv iced a significant percentage of welfare recipients vict its Public Service
Employment (PSE, Program and Title II B training activities CETA's areas uf
expertise were PSE job creation and skil6 training All three of these agencies were
involved to some degree in helping welfare recipients find employment What the
EOPP program did was to provide a vehicle for coordinating all of their activities
into a comprehensive approach. The end result was the design of a delivery system
which invohed all three of these agencies performing those tasks fur which they
were best suited.

The program consisted of the following two components (1) A Job Search cumpu
nent whiLh consisted of an intensive, daily, five week private sector job search, and
(.;) A Work. Training component which offered subsidized training to participants
who were unsuccessful in finding private employment.

The basic phdosophy of the program was simple but pragmatic, every welfare
recipient will attempt to get a job in the private sector, and failing that will be
provided with subsidized training, employment, or work experience.

GROUP JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUE: JOB CLUBS

A unique feature of the EOPP program was the use of a group job search
technique called Job Clubs as the major element of the Jub Search Component. The
Job Club is an intensive group job search approach which consists of une staff
person working with a group of 10 lu 1 welfare recipients Some of the positive
features of the Job Club are.

Intensive actiuty Wdfare recipients participate 8 hours a day, 5 days a week fur
a 5 week period. Each recipient makes In phone calls a day to employers and
develops I to 2 job interviews per day

Group support All the partiupants share their problems and reinforce each
other in the job search effort.

Selftlirected job search. Participants are taught how tu develop their own jub
leads and obtain their own jubs. Participants develop their own jub search skills and
are not dependent upon the system for finding them employ ment.

Positive opproaLli The Jub Club IS operated as a positive program which ernpha-
SILL'S the strengths and talents of all the participants and serves ttb a confidence
builder for the welfare recipient

The EOPP Program has shown that the Jub Club group job search approach is dLl
effective method of finding employment fur welfare recipients because the entcred
employment. rates have averaged 60 percent ur better. Indications are evident that
this jub search approach could also be effective with other target groups JUI.11
unemployed youth. and Unemployment lnsurnce Claimants

STATEWIDE EXPANSION

Governor King and the Director of the Division of Employmnt Security, Eugene
J Doody. were su inipressed with the results of the Lowell Program that DES has
expanded the job club concept to ten other WIN offices in Massachusetts which
represent almost all of the larger metropohtan areas Ir. the state Thuse WIN offices
are Boston. Springfield, Worcester, Brockton, Fall River, Cambridge, Malden, North
amptun, Salem and Holyoke. Job Clubs will tlIsl) be expanded to four other WIN
locations during this fiscal year and tley are Lynn, Nevv Bedford, Quincy and
Taunton In fiscal year 191 over D(fl) welfare recipients found private sector
employment through the statewide Job Club Program

OVERALL RESULTS OF THR LOWELL PROGRAM

ia) percent ol the welfare recipients whu have participated in and completed the
program have found private sector unsubsichzed jubs. 950 indiv uals found full time
employ meld who were previously unemployed and receivi g welfate iklyments

..: The program bw.xessfully implemented a ddivery systefii that coordinated the
acttws 1 threv ,igencies, the Employment Service, the elfare Department mid
CETA. in providing employment services to AFDC recipten s
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3 The program had a major Impact on eliminating fraud and abuse in the
Welfare system, because It screened out inelgibles who were working full time and
illegally collecting welfare payments.

4 The program enforced the wink requirement for AFDC by reducing or eliminat-
ing welfare benefits to over 150 individuals who refused to participate

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ISSUE5

I Importance of a structured, comprehensive delivery system
The Lowell Program demonstrated the importance of having a structured, well

organized delivery system A system in which both the participants and the staff
knew what then- respective responsibilities were durim, each step of the process was
a major reason for the success of the program

Once the delivery system was established, the Employment Service, Welfare
Department and CETA program were chosen to operate those elements of the
system in which they had the most. expertise.

A structured delivery system offers the following advantages to employment and
training programs:

(Ili Management controlthe existence of a structured system, with specific time
frames for each activity, allows for greater management control over each phase of
the process from the point of intake all the way through to termination to a job or
training Accountability also becomes more defined because the staff assigned to the
various components have specific work tasks which can be monitored For example,
the job search staff handle a specific number of participants and have specific
placement goals. They can receive due credit when successful and assistance, if and
when, their performance falters.

bJ Streamlined serinces to clients.in a structured delivery system the partici-
pants know from the beginning what services will be provided over what time
period. Participants understand what their responsibilities are and many of the
uncertainties often facing them are eliminated. This process makes the client more
comfortable and provides for a more effective delivery of services,

2 Employment services can be effectively provided to target groups, particularly the
welfare population who are primarily single female heads of households

In the Lowell prog. am 72 percent of the welfare recipients who were placed in
jobs were single female heads of households.

The AFDC caseload in Massachusetts as of September of this year was comprised
of 96 percent single female headed households which is typical of AFDC caseloads
throughout the country Any targeting of employment services to welfare recipients
has to understand the employment barriers facing welfare mothers The Lowell
experience identified and successfully dealt with two major barriers:

ito Child care if AFDC mothers want to or are required to participate in the
labor force on a full time basis, the child care issue has to be faced In Lowell, we
found that the availability of after school child care was essential because we were
dealing primarily with women whose children were Af sc.hool age, 6 years and older
These mothers are required under the WIN Reguhitions to participate in employ-
ment related activities

To deal with these problems we trained 50 AFDC' mothers as providers who were
able to care for 200 children of the clients who participated in our program These
women were trained via CETA PSE projects and similar approaches could be used
via CETA or WIN work experience programs,

Any successful attempt at finding employment for female single heads of house-
hold must address the child care issue.

Lack of confidence and selfesteem many of the AFIX' mothers that we dealt
with lacked confidence and doubted their ability to obtain employment Unfortu-
nately, the welfare system tends to reinforce this belief by promoting dependency
vm AFDC grants, food stamps, medicaid, and other services, none of which are
geared towards independence and self-sufficiency In Lowell, we were guilty as
program planners of the same underestimation of the welfare recipients, because in
planning the program we estimated that only 25 percent of the participants would
find private sector eniployment as a result of the job search Actually over 60
percent of the clients found jobs in the private sector

The program combatted the confidence factor by being positive and supportive
with the women, and by stressing that everyone has talents and skills which are
marketable in the private sector

3 A structured, up front, group job search is an effective job placement tool and
should be seriously considered li)r all employment and training programs The group
job search component in the Lowell Program proved that welfare recipients alp
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capable ut finding empluyment the private sector, directly dS a result of the job
search The advantages of this approach are that:

ai Placement is made directh into the private sector.--whik.h lb where skills and
training are most effectively conducted.

b Ma.ximizes limited resources. This job search process places those indduals
capable of ubtriing private secturjubs and targets the limited training resources tu
those peuple whu were unsuccessful in their job search, and arc. most in need of
skills training

ick It is cost effectice.The average cost per placement ia the Lowell job search
program was apprutornately $500 per client. This is particularly cust effective when
yuu cunsider that the alternative fur the welfare recipient is income rnaintainancc
which is non-productive for both the client and society.

The technique uf finding a job is nut taught at any level uf American society on a
universal basis. 1 he educational system at the secondary and pust secundary level
generally ignores the issue and indduals are left tu their own haphazed methods
uf finding empluyment. Sumething as simple as a structured gruup jub search fur
high school seniors and employment and training applicants cuuld serve tu place
many more individuals directly into the labor force.

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAININU ACT

INTRODUCTION

The Cunnecticut Office of Puho and Management, Empluyment and Training
Dsion presents this paper as a viable course fur the future. The current atmus
phere uf budget reductain in combinatiun with upcuming legislative action un ky
prugrams makes this an important time for Connecticut to express what Impur
tant, what methods and structures du work in the current training system, and
what can be gained from proposed changes.

This paper focuses on the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act 'CETA),
and other programs insofar as they are related to CETA.

OBJECTIVE

In its original authorizatrun, CETA was designed to cunsvhdate a bevy uf categuri
cal activities, furmmg a cumprehensive and flexible training system for persuns
previuusly unsuccessful in the labor market To this end a ncw system uf local units
was established, the Prime Sponsors.

Though closely related tu the lung standing systems uf Vucatrunal Educatiun and
the Employment Service, CETA was at unce distinct because it specifically targeted
a disadvantaged population group.

The basic intent of CETA was first debilitated when natiuna1 riorities changed,
and government became an active "employer of the last resort,. CETA was com-
manded to expand Public Service Empluyalent, enrolling large nurribcrs uf people,
spending huge sums uf muney, ail m a very short time period The system responded
well, but has lung since suffered the administrative consequences of conducting a
forced march.

When exeessive youth unemployment afose as a national issue, CETA was cum
manded to respond A new title was estabhshed with a Vtarkety uf dnitinct yuuth
programs, moving the training system backward toward its former categorical struc
ture Likewise, as additional problems and constituencies %Sere recognized un the
oatronal Ieel, CETA was directed to make special, almost categorical efforts tu
help As a result, the system is now at a point where there are a hust uf confusing
and sometimes conflicting federaly initiated objectives.

RECOMMENDATION

The employment training b3rstem shuuld be given a clear and sirnpk mandate. Tu
prepare the unemployed for employment in the private sector.

PROGRAM CONTENT

Once a dear objective is identified, questions uf content can be considered When
the results and expenditures uf Public Service Empluyment are discounted, CETA's
performance outlook improves greatly In Connecticut during fiscal year 1980, the
average cost per placement in Title IIfl the prunary training program), was ap
proximately .N.300 00 per person This is an expensive but reasonable figure given
the position of the client upon entry tu training, and given that stipends must
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currently be paid tor all hour, of attetidance, in training It can be reduced consider-
ably by simplification of regulatory and administrative requirements

Though cost is a major factor, the aforementioned, position of the client must be
considered Experience has taught that very many long term unemployed people
need help with the four 'R's reading, w riting, arthmetic and resume The first
three are obvious to all, but the word resume requires definition "Resume" here
means a basic fannhanty with the working world, a sense uf responsibility to and
for one's job, basic skills in searching for and holding a job, and the necessity of
establishing a work record. Following acquisition of these basic proficiencies clients
can be directed to training which is closely geared to the riVells of the labor mm-ket

The past few years have seen the testing and development of many techniques,
models and applications of training activities A great body of first hand knowledge
and experience ts available in the field concerning the best ways to teach job search
techniques, arrange on-the-job training, or conduct training in the classroom which
relates to the work station. This is especially evident in the area of programs for
youth, or for women who have been uut of the labor market for many years These
situations may vall for particular attention to activities stressing basic preparation
and orientation tu the working world. Caution must be taken to insure that simplifi
cation of the ::ystern is not achieved at the expense of reduced effectiveness in
training the unemployed As the economy expands and demand for skilled labor
outstrips supply, the training system must have the tools and the flexibility to train
population groups previously under-represented in the labor market Without this
ah1ity 4Tonomic growth will be limited by a fixed supply of skilled labor

RECOMMENDATION

Following a thorough evaluation of the long term unemployed persons skills and
experience. the program should have two primary components, which the trainees
may enter exclusively, sequentially ur inpart, as appropriate to their postion 1

Basic preparation, language proficiency, mathmatic proficiency, familiarity with
competitive iabor market, and acquisition of job search and job holding skills

Working kiIk. Sktil training in the classroom ur shop, and skill training on the
job

STRUCTURE

1.s stated in the recommendation for content, the program should be concentrated
in two basic components On the legislative level the need for separate categorical
titles is eliminated and a single consolidated title embracing the two components
can be established. With this accomplished a single issuance of regulatory and
rporting guideltnes can be issued, greatly simplifying administration

On the organaational level the existing Pnme Sponsor system represents a major
investment in tame. effort and expertise which should not be ignored As the current
CETA legislation reaches the i.nd uf as lifespan a will be the responsibility of each
state to use CETA's legacy of knowledge and lessons, hard learned, in the most
beneficial manner While retaining the best parts of the current system, key
changes will be beneficial

t °ordination between CETA activities and others has often been hindered by
gmgraphical constraints CETA boundaries are now iet by central city minimum
population. requirements and political onside rations rather then by labor market
considerations In some areas *if Connecticut this has resulted in illogical divisions
ot labor markets which conflict with business and government practices Vocational
qthool systems, c:ommunity colleges, community agencies and employment service
offices ail more defind their service areas in dose relation to labor mar
kets and centers of busink,s Most importantly. businesses typically recruit from
their surrounding area and should nut be burdened with consideration of unweildly
training program bordeN

The current administrative structuie is closely tied to local government and local
elected officials Prime sponsor agencies themsehes are often part of city govern-
ment and amst adhere to the dictates uf local regulations as well as contend with
state and especially kderal rule making This compounded system causes decision
making and program Milmtion tu beconw a lengthly process It also introduces
hictors ID the decision making process which may be extraneous to the program
object ves

The state role in the current system Is paradoxical The state government often
acts as a Prime Sponsor for areas nut included m the city sponsored consortiums It
ako sponsors the State Employment and Training Council (SETO. which advises
the Governor The SET( has a high lesel of responsibility to coordinate employment
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and training activities, but only advisory uthurity over the autonomous deliverers
uf training. The Governor receives al Small grant of funds to work with the SETC, to
conduet model programs, and to provide ineentives fur euurdineition A l.altegurit,a1
set aside fur contraets with the voeational education system is also ineluded.

Though this arrangement might, at first glance. appear to fulfill a desire fur
decentralized prugrammine, it masks a eentralized point of authority, the federal
overnment In faet, authority is eentrally held by the federal government through
issuariee of detailed regulations, interpretatiun of regulations, and extensive Si
arm: of field memorandums with further lutes and interpretations. While manage-
ment responsibility is measured out in several portions to the state and local
guveinments, the matehing management authority 18 withheld. The state is held
responsible fur coordinating eigeneies vvhieh are not aecountable no it. The dgent.ies
administering the local activity are aecuuntable to two disparate bodies, lueal gov-
ernment and the federal government. This eunfusing strueture ,where uthurity,
auenintability and management responsibility foI1u different paths dues nut eon-
tribute to solid program managenient.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ll In the design of the revised training system, do not separate authority from
responsibility and aecountability. These factors must follow the same path if we are
to have successful management, 1Federal-to State-to local) Clear rules must be
defined as follows:

Primary Federal Rule responsible for estabhshing broad goals, objeetives nd
limits, allocation of resources to states through an equitable formula, support of
broad based researeh, labor market information, serve ab an information exeharige
for "best practices".

Primary State Role responsible for estabhshing specdie goals arid objeetives,
allotation of resources to loud areas, providing central rest/met fur administrative
functions, management of wordination funetiuns with state agenus related tu train-
ing, edutation, ineume maintenanee nd etAmural, development establishing oper-
ational regulations.

Primary Local Roleresponsible fur planning ad operation of training, design of
aetivities best suited to lot.al eunditions, outreach and reeruitment of clients, liaison
with local business and industry, local area coordination.

The current Prime Sponsor system framework should.be retair4 to fulfill the
prunary local rule. However, the following modifieations must be nrvi.44',.0 merge
Prime Sponsor agenues and PIC's iwhere PIC's are incorporated) to form independ
ent ineorporated agencies distinet from the limits of any particular lueal govern-
ment. tb take initiative at the state level to allign service territories in auardanee
with lognal factors sueh as labor market boundanes, business and industrial een
ters, client population groupmgs, relevance to state sponsored training and eduea
tion institutions, and other regional considerations.

Oh Delegate management responsibility to macch the level of authority and ac
countability commersurate with eaeh rule. If a local manager is aceountable fur
specific program results, he. she must have the authority and flexibility to operate
the program without overburdening state regulation The same analogy holds true
fur the state federal relationship, where states must have the abihty to Jet reason-
abk operational regulations in ereeurdanee with broad federal guidelines When
management responsibility is set, it must be equally matehed by management
authority.

ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING

&nee the 197h reauthorization of CETA, with its attention to preventing fraud
arid abuse, administration of a CETA program has become extremely eomplex and
therefore costly Complieated through over regulation, "'management by memoran-
dum". amd funding uncertainties the planning phase has become a reaetionary
exercise`rather than a positive guiding one.

tA, Relationship to the Federal Government.The basic relationships between
federal, state, and local government require revision. The eurrent federal rule in
regulation has reached level of detml which removes most of the local euntrol
CETA Vie cis intended to h e Day to day re hitamships unfortunately must purlieu ily
fueus un policing of comp .x regulations and eertifleation of excess administrative
components, rather than quality and impact of the training

IB. Fund administration.In the past few years funding levels fur CETA have
changed dramatically. This is quite natural as national priorities shift and is an
ai..e.eptable ancertainitv fur adyninistraturs..Unfortunately, the uneerteuntres have
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multiplied several fold by the time they reach the operational level Each year plans

are developed on the basis of an estimated allocation, which can change substantial-

ly by the time the "real allocation" arrives. Administrators are catitious in attempt-

ing any comprehensive long term planning despite the fact that the officially
scheduled planning process Liegins far in advance. The funding problem dictates

that final decisions are often and necessarily held until the last minute, and

inadvertently contributes to under-utilization of funds.
(C) Management information.Federal

reporting requirements on client tracking,
characteristics, eligibility by title, etc., all cross-indexed, have resulted in_ large
expenditures on automated reporting systems, as well as many staff years in effort.

Despite all this effort many agencies have only been able to keep up with federal

requirements, and have not progressed to the stage of having truely valuable and

understandable management information. The enforced collection of data does not

insure availability of useable information.
On the supply side there are currently a number of sources of labor market

information concerning demographics, occupational demand, current and projected

labor supply by occupation, etc. Or* of the major blocks hindering significant

analysis is the inconsistency of terms-used by the various generators of information.

Educators report the number of graduates in certain areas, but the definition of

skills may not match the demand side definition of occupation used by the Labor
Department. Factors such as this one again increase the difficulty of good long

range planning.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Long range planning mist be instituted, followed by implementation, review, and

replanning Here are three areas where change will be beneficial:
tAl Relationship to the Federal Government.The federal role should focus on

development of broad objectives and broad operational parameters Promulgation of
operational regulations is best handled at the state level, where state by state
differences in resources and design can be accounted for, The federal role in. request-

ed assistance concerning regulatory issues, and in such areas as exchange of infor-

mation on "best practices", should remain strong.
di) Fund administration.Realizing that there will always be a nteasure of vola-

tility in funding for employment training programs, the concept of "forward fund-

ing" should nevertheless be considered. This process allows for appropription and

obligation in one year with expenditures in the following year, and affords a

measure of predictability necessary to good management and planning A two year
allowable carryover would also be advantageous.

iCi Management information.On the reporting side a perspective on what infor-
mation is clearly valuable for program management must be drawn Data require-

ments beyond this, counting this or that just so we can report the numbers must be

eliminated. A realistic and appropriate reporting system can be far less costly than

the current effort.
On the planning information side, there are two important points to be made The

National and State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees, while cur-
rently delivering career information to students and clients, must continue to be

supported in the work of organizing available data into a useable format Secondly,

the federal government must act to have its agencies accept a common language for

activities relating to training and educating for employment At minimum, this

should apply to the Departments of Labor and Education.

CLIENTS

The question of who should be trained must be approached from a logical and-Cost

attentive basis. A purely economic approach would argue against targeting, letting

the marketplace make its own selections.
However, there are good reasons for some broad targeting. First of all, public

resources will always be limited and must be directed to those who need them most,

and can benefit most from training Secondly, though there are substantial systems
in place to train the majority of citizens for employment, an unacceptable number

of people are unsuccessful in the labor market. The lorig standing institutions of

,
education, vocational education, and higher education prepare the majority of citi-

zens for employment. Despite recent criticism that students are often ill prepared
for the working world, there is great strength in these systems and they will

respond The Labor Department's Employment Service represents a long establislwd

system of simple labor market exchange which helps job seekers and employers find

a match. Unfortunately, not all citizens succeed in these competitive systems, and
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find themselves uprepared fur job competition in even the best of economic times
Lung periods of unemykoment, aceurnpanied by inddual eeunomic distress, are
the result.

-Many unfortunate labels have been placed on persons in this circumstance, in
eluding strueturally unemployed, disadvantaged, permanent underclass, etc. The
federal governMent has dictated a level of income at which a person may be
certified as eteinumieally disadvantaged, presuming that this eumumic eimumstance
occured as a result.of lung employment. The important point to glean from all of
these laberls and definitions is that from both humape and economic viewpoints,
there are tremenduusi:usts to having these citizens out of the economic mainstream
Targeting of this group, by whatever definition used, is the best possible ase of the
employment training system.

The decision to target client groups raises consideration of two issues which
restrict the current system:

1. Coardinatton.When training and service agencies attempt to collaborate to
serve common clients, diffenng eligibihty standards force costly "double certifica
lion and reporting'', and present a serious deterrent. This lb especially evident when
.trying tu mateh welfare reelpients with jcib traijung. Double reportmg aceumpanies
agencies competing to els... jub placements, rather than Looperating to place indi
viduals in employment.

2. Special circumstances. In areas where severe unemployment results from a
major plant dosing, natural disaster, sudden technological obsoleseenee and ths-
placement, etc. CETA can be of little assistance until the effected workers have
been unemployed lung enough to become disadvantaged. Many workers can move to
other jobs, but fur those without transferable skills the training need should be
addressed quiekly and nut following months of unemployment and income mainte
nance payments,

RECOMMENDATIONS

I. In the main, employment training programs should enroll the long term
unemployed. The definition of long term unemployed shuld include ti durational test
inumber of weeks) &tad an income test The basic system of setting an income
standards.ouideline un the national level should be used, but allow states to adjust
the standard by 20 percent to afford better opportunities fur coordinatwn and to
more accurately accomodate local conditions.

2. Allow the Governor to retain a portion of funds available to the State to be
used for special circumstances. Eligibility would be based on local labor market
conditions, involuntary displacement from employment, oi laek of transferable skills
rather than income.

THE PUBLIC ROLE

Under eurrent CETA legislation, there are numerous opportunities for public
partieipation. Annual Plans are subject tu review and comment by any interested
citizens and each Prime Sponsor is required to provide support to its own public
advisory groups, the number of whieh has grown with eaeh special effort The Prime
Sponsor Planning Council was the original advisory group, membership typically
refleets program operators, community agencies, elected officials, chents, and a
small number of employers. With the advent of Title IV, the Pnme Sponsor had tu
establish a Youth Council, speeifieally fotusing on youth programs Membership is
samldr tu the Plannmg Councii, with particular attention given to ageneles and
persons interested in youth. Title VII brought on the Private Industry Council (PIO,
composed predominately of employers, and dethcated to makmg Title VII programs
iand other CETA programs, more responsive to the private sector labor market

The Prime Sponsor also is generally represented on the Governor's statewide
advisury group, the State Employment and Training Council ISETC). The member
ship of the SE'TC includes four base. groups, keel government, business and labor.
elient population. and service deliverers. Each of the aforementioned groups have
expanded to inelude subeunimittees and working groups devoted to various issues
iind i.oncerns. With the exeeption of the PIC's there is a similarity of purpose. Ertel
shares 11 common respunsiblity, mainly to insure that plans and activities are
coordinated, tu oversee programs, and to make to make such recornmendatio.us as
they see fit. The value which this curent public rule adds to the training system
varies widely according to lueation, but in many areas the rule is felt tu be burden
some to both the public and the administrithon, The eonsulidation of activities
proposed in this document allows us to also constAidate and focus the public. rule

P7-914 - H2 )
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Let us begin with a definition, of the "public" Though public funds must be
accounted for to all taxpayers, the employment training system has a first line
responsibility to the consumers of its services, employers, organized labor, and the
client community. We believe that this public is concerned with the product What
typea.of people need training, how are they best trained, and most important of all,
are they competitive and productive in the labor maiket following training' The
factors which Influence these concerns revdlve around program design, curriculum
development, employer and union input on training matters, and the selection of
training areas which truly.address labor market needs.

Issues such ad duplication of effort, review of contracts, and coordination between
service deliverers are important, but are primarily the responsibility of manage-
ment and not a public advisory group.

RECOMMENDATION

With a clearly focused and consolidated program, we can identify an appropriate
and useful public role. The public role should be clearly stated so as to focus on
matters of program design, development, responsiveness to the labor market, value
of training to the trainee, and marketing of the trainees.

On the local level the public role should be consolidated in a single group with
representatives of the three primary "customers," employers, unions and client
community. Leadership of the group should be vested in one of the three constituen-
cies, perhaps with a revolving assignment of chairpersons for clearly defined and
limited time periods.

On the State level there is a need for communication between the regional areas,
and between statewide interests representing the customers This group, under the
direction of the Governor, should be composed of three elected representatives from
each local group,' and a limited number of appointed "customer" representatives
who can provide a truly statewide perspective.

A FINAL RECOMMENDATION

Phis paper has presented a general description of how the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Act might be restructured. There are a variety qf alternate
opinions and options available, and participation in the debate is a healthy exercise
for all concerned. The very fact that there is such a diversity of opinions, strategies,
and concerns supports the need to move true authority and management responsi-
bility to a position where statewide as well as local perspective can be considered
The notion of a block grant to Governors,.earmarked for employment training, with
pass-through to logically structured regional sponsors, addresses this need A grant
with firm direction and objectives, but minimal rules and red tape will be most
productive. With the changes outlined in this document, employment training pro-
grams can be improved and will provide excellent results.

STATEMENT OF GILBERTO BELAVAL, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF POLICY AND MANAGEMENT, HARTFORD, CONN.

Mr. BELAVAL. My name is Gilberto Belaval. I am Assistant Direc-
tor of the Office of Policy and Management, Hartford, Conn

OPM is the executive planning arm of the Government We also
administer the CETA's special grants to the Government.

Basically I am going to restrict my remarks to those elements of
the CETA legislation that I think should be considered in reauthor-
ization.

A little bat..kground which I guess everybody is familiar with
Since 1975, CETA has provided large amounts of funding for job
training and public service employment for the economically disad-
vantaged. The funds flow partially through State governments and
partially in direct line from the,Feds to the locals.

The programs in recent years have been weakened through over-
regulation, bad press, and the identification of a social program
with too many objectives.

' One representative from each constituent group



Again, just to discuss some of those key elements, they would be
the objectives of the legislative program content, structure, admin-
istration, and planning, targeting uf the clients to be served and
the public role.

Through overregulation and mass service employment buildups
the addition of categorical programs and special attention legisla-
tion slated for client groups, CETA has lost sight of its original
intent: .

Our recommendation is that it should be given a clear and
simple mandate to prepare the unemploy,ed for employment in the
private sector.

Program cuntent. current legislation has eight titles, each with
its own program and legislation caushig confusion on a mass scale

Experience has taught us that the unemployed, that is the disad-
vantaged, need help with the four R's, reading, writing, arithmetic,
and resume writing, the whole aspect of holding on to jobs, applica-
tion writing, resume writing, et cetera.

The program should be simplified to reflect this experience.
Recommendation. focus on two components only, language, math,

acquisition, job seeking and searching skills, and workmen skills.
That is skilled training in the classroom or on the job.

Structure. The current administrative structure is complicated
and unwieldly. Consortiums of some large cities and surrounding
towns receive funding directly from the Federal Government or
CETA sponsors. _

The State role is paradoxical, that is, the State government acts
as a prime sponsor in some cases for areas not covered by consor
tiums.

The State also sponsors a State employment and training council
which advises the Government. The current legislation gives the
SETC and the Governor a high level of responsibility to coordinate
training activities but only advisory authority over the autonomous
deliverers of training.

The Governor also receives a small grant of 'funds administered
by OPM to work with the SETC.

Model programs provide incentives for coordination.
The recommendation. This paper recommends that authority and

responsiblity and accountability must follow the same path if we
are tu have a successful program that is successfully managed It
must flow from the Feds to the States to the locals in direct
proportion of responsibility and authority.

The primary Federal rule responsible for establishing broad goals
and objectives and limits, allocation uf resources to States through
an equitable formula.

Support of broad base research, labor market information, sere
as an information exchange for the best practices available in the
field.

The primary State rule responsible fur establishing specific goals
and objeLtives, providing essential resources for administrative
functions, management uf coordination funds with State agencies
related to employment and training, education, income mainte-
nance, economic development, and nut establishing uperatiunal reg
ulations.
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The primary role of the local's responsible for planning and
operational training design of activities best suited to local condi-
tions and outreach and recruitment of clients and liaison with local
industry.

We further recommend that the current prime sponsor frame-
work with some geographical modifications be retained as a local
training provider.

The final point on structure emphasizes the need to delegate
management authority to match the level of responsibility and
accountability commensurate with- the role.

Administration and planning. We believe that regulation, Feder-
al management by memorandum and uncertainty of funding, plan
A for CETA training, has become a reactionary function rather
than a positive guideline.

Recommendations, relationship to Federal Government Federal
roles should be concentrated on the development of broad objec-
tives leaving the State to promulgate operational regulations as
best suited to its particular objectives.*

Fund administration: The concept of forward funding from the
Federal level should be considered to afford the measure of predic-
tability necessary for good management and planning.

Management information. Reporting should be limited to infor-
mation that is clearly valuable to program management The Fed-

eral Government should act to have its agencies accept a common
language for job training activities.

Targeting for clients. The current programs directed to persons
unemployed and economically disadvantaged setting income stand-
ards at the Federal level.

The standards vary from each title complicating administration
once again.

The standards also differ from income maintenance programs
forcing double eligibility procedures and other complications when
coordinating activity is attempted.

The current legislation also does not allow any significant activi-
ties for special circumstances where clients do not yet qualify as
being disadvantaged; that is, plant closing, natural disasters, sub-
economic development activities.

Recommendations: hi the main, the program is to enroll the
long-term unemployed. An income standard guideline on a national
level should be used but allow the States to adjust the standard by

20 percent to afford better opportunities for coordination and to
more accurately accommodate local con.ditions.

Allow the Governor to retain a portion of funds to the State to be
used for special circumstances. Eligibility should be based on local
labor market conditions, involuntary displacement from unemploy-
ment or lack of transferrable skills rather than inconve

The public role: The current legislation mandates It bevy of over-
lapping advisory groups. Each prime sponsor at a minimum must
support a planning council, a youth councilt or a private industry
council. OPM, our agency, must support the State employment and
training council and its three attendant subgroups.

The groups are often at least partially composed of contractors or
people potentially receiving grants who are competing for funds

We also include government, business, and labor representatives
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The value of which this current public role contributes to the
training system varies according to the location, but it is felt to be
burdensome to both the public and to the administration

Recommendation. the.public role should be clearly stated so as to
focus on matters of program design, development, responsiveness to
the labor market, value of training to the trainee and the market-
ing of trainees.

On the local level the public roles shouldi be consolidated into a
single group of representatives of the employer unions and private
sector groups.

Leadership of the groups should be vested in one of the three
constituencies, perhaps with the revolving assignment of Chairman
Shipps,for the limited period of time. .

On the State level there should be a need for communication
between the regional areas and between the statewide entries it is
representing, the customers, unions, employers, and the clients

This group under Director Shipp of the Governor should be com-
posed of the three elected representa-ives from each group and the
limited number of appointed customers or the employers, unions
and the private sector-

There can be a limited number of representatives to provide a
truly statewide perspective.

I tried to make our recommendations as simply as possible in
terms of the total concepts that we would like to see put forward in
the reauthorization of CETA.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you for your very excellent testimony.
Mr. Hawkins?
Mr. HAWKINS. I want to agree that it is very excellent testimony

and I will yield at this time.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. W EISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I guess I really

have only one question.
I wonder, Mr. Verchereau, could you give us just a little bit more

fleshing out of how the coordination of all the components takes
place and whether you had very much difficulty in achieving that
coordination? ,

Mr. VERCHEREAU. We in the Vermont Job Service operate the
basic labor exchange. We operate the WIN program, and currently
we are operating all of CETA except for some that is in education
in the schools and we operate all the other programs that are going
around. But what we basically have out there is each local office
manager is responsible for these programs and there are staff
assigned not necessarily specifically for any one program in each
local office. Everyone comes through the same door whether they
are a WIN applicant, unemployed, IJI, or whatever they are, and
they are offered all the same services whether it be basic labor
exchangeor whatever it is.

If they hailpen to be economically disadvantaged then they are
afforded whatever there might be for CETA eligible If they are
WIN eligible, then they go into the WIN program.

But it is the meshing of all these programs where you go into the
overhead, the administrative costs. ,

Also from the point that yuu have a real, strong program which
goes out and does a real good job of soliciting the job openings in
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the field, you are now able to afford just plain jobs to all these
groups that come through. Not only the groups of people who don't
have to go from place to place, but the employers are able to call
one spot and find out.

If you have someone and an employer calls looking for someone
with specific skills and you have someone who is close, then you
can move that individual in.

The problem that used to be was that if you did not have the
OJT there or the WIN program or whatever, then that employer
would never get to the right place to find out. He had to know who
was peddling what in town. But it does work very well.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Larry?
Mr. DENARDIS. No questions at this time.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you. You have all been very excellent with

very specific recommendations. We will want to be bock in touch
with you and I am sure you will give us your cooperation in that
regard.

Mr. Richard Collins, the executive director of the Vermont Advi-
sory Council, could not be here.

Mr. KENNEDY. I will present his testimony.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Mr. Lloyd Kelley, acting commissioner of educa-

tion, State of Vermont, Mr. Lou Salebra, director of the Rutland
Vocational Education Center, Mr. James Caradonio, director of the
curriculum and staff development of the Humphrey Occupational
Resource Center of the Boston Public Schools; and Mr Harold
Shively of Bunker Hill Community College in Boston, Massachu-
setts.

Thank you all for coming.
As I pointed out earlier, Mr. Hawkins will have to leave at

approximately 1:30.

STATEMENT OF KE% IN KENNEDY, DIRECTOR. CHAMPLAIN
VALLEY WORK AND TRAINING PROGRAMS AND CHAIRMAN.
VERMONT STATE ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION
Mr. KENNEDY. Committee members, I would like to say that the

cover sheet on my testimony is in error and it should read rather
than testimony regarding vocational edtication reauthorization, the
Kevin Kennedy Advisory Council on Vocational Education's testi-
mohy regarding CETA reauthorization.

However, the testimony itself is proper.
I serve as director of Champlain Valley work and training pro-

grams, Vermont's largest CETA contractor, from 1973 to October 1,
1981. I now also serve as chairman of the Vermont State advisory
council fur vocational education. As such I am convinced that it is
vital to coordinate vocational education and CETA in the upcoming
reauthorization of the legislation.

The days of public service employment are over. CETA must
revert to its original intent. It must eliminate systematically the
employment barriers of the structurally unemployed CETA must
help these people move from being dependent to being independ
ent, from being a drain on the economic structure to being contrib-
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uting members of a work force which is involved in the reindustria-
lization and economic revitalization of America.

CETA must address the problems of that segment of Ihe popula-
tion which, regardless of economic conditions, can enter the job
market only with utmost difficulty.

For the most part, CETA's role historically has been remedial.
More funds directed toward preventive measures would, in the long
run, prove more cost effect;ve. Studies conducted by the advisory
council for vocational education arid reported several times in its
annual reports confirm this thesis.

Negative patterns, despair and dependency, would be eliminated
before They begin. Cost benefits of CETA programs would increase
significantly if problems were attacked before they become fixed
behavior patterns or experiences.

In 11 years in the employment and traininr; business I have
isolated the circumstances prevalent among the structurally unem
ployed. The people we are talking about:

Do not know what they want to do, or what they can do;
Du not know what the employment opportunities are outside

their extremely limited experience;
Do not understand the value and rewards of productive employ-

ment;
Do not recognize the work ethic or good work habits;
Do not know where or how to look for a job;
Do not know how to sell themselves to an employer even if they

should find a job;
Do not have marketable job skills nor an acceptal-le level of basic

educational skills.
Vocational education can lead the effort to eliminate these prob

lems before they are established irsevocably. This can be done
effealvely with in-school youth and)particularly with vocational
students who are not bound for coiled:

CETA-sponsored programs should ble established at the vocation
al schools. In my dual role as chairman of the advisory council for
vocational education and as director of Vermont's largest CETA
program, I find that the most effective programs would include
these elements:

Prevocational emphasis on skills assessment, aptitude testing,
voLational evaluations, and interest assessments, including interest
inventories and values clarification exercises.

Occupational Information services using an individualized, multi-
media approach geared to real labor market conditions.

Orientation to the work ethic.. Responsibilities and rewards of
work, motivation, and productiv ity would be emphasized.

Jobseeking skills such as finding the hidden job market, fir-ling
a job, writing a résumé, interviewing.

Basic educational and job skills, including accreditation for those
skills.

We can learn from the successful Job Corps program. Job Corps
includes many of the components I have outlined. However, it
again is an attempt to remediate rather than prevent. It is housed
in a costly residential setting and many young people might better
have received tho:-,e iniportant services in their home communities.
There is great need tor Job Corps and it should continue.
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ocational ducation, on the other hand, can take a preventive
approach, leaving the Job Corps to concentrate on those hard-core
situations for which a residential remedial program is needed.

I have emphasized youth populations as a priority target. Howev-
er, once the programs I have outlined have been established
through vocational education, the important resources of vocation-
al educationfacilities, equipment, and expertisecan be used to
extend the potential of vocational schools to provide skills to the
structurally unemployed of all ages.

Because most funding is local and therefore limited, however,
CETA legislation should earmark these extra services for funds
targeted directly to vocational education, thereby providing incen-
tives and basic economic support.

CETA legislation also should provide research and demonstration
tands for action and results-oriented private companies and con-
tractors. These would be in addition to Title VII programs. CETA
should not be limited to activities traditionally operated by State
and local governments.

Success-oriented and cost-effective competition in the operation
ot CETA programs should be encouraged. Coordinated but not in-
terlocking activities with Employment Services and other estab-
lished systems also should be encouraged.

Not the least of these would be occupational training programs
planned and implemented cooperatively with vocational education

A key element in America's economic recovery is an aggressive,
well-trained, competent, productive labor force. CETA can, CETA
must, play a major role toward achieving this objective.

Mr. KENNEDY Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much
The next witness is Lloyd Kelley. Lloyd, it is a pleasure to have

you here.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD KELLEY, ACTING COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION. STATE OF VERMONT, MONTPELIER, VT.

Mr KEIT 1.1'. Good afternoon, gentlemen. I apologize for the fact
that my staff did not provide multiple copies. My written state-
ment is brief, and my executive summary mercifully is brief.

I am pleased to have the opportunity to meet with you today and
present testimony in support of reauthorization of the Comprehen-
sive Employment and Training Act. In the State of Vermont CETA
programs have had enormous positive impact on the economy, on
the attitudes and self-esteem of the people employed who otherwise
would not have been able to work, and on the educational system
itself

Since the authorization of CLTA programs, the Department ef
Education has been cooperating with the Vermont Comprehensive
Employment and Training Office in the operation of in-sclviol
youth and summer youth programs, and has also run classrjom
training, both individualized and group size.

Through the years, there have been close to 15,000 enrollments
in Department of Education-operated CETA programs, represent-
ing 1000 job opportunities which would not have existed without
t:ETA The primary intent of Department of Education CETA pro-
grams is to help participants remain in or return to school by
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allowing them to earn money which can help them to do so, but,
especially in the last 3 years, several secondary program goals have
become increasingly important. They include:

One, providing participants with assistance in making the transi-
tion from school to work by stressing various aspects of labor
market orientation such as job interviewing bkills, resume prepara-
tion, et cetera;

Two, allowing vocational exploration activities for younger en
rullees to assist them in developing.an awareness of various career
options;

Three, arranging for academic credit tu be granted for competen-
cies gained through work.

Four, involving the community in tioreloping meaningful, Into
est-related job placements for partiCipants.

Thus, the thrust of Department of Education-operated CETA
programs has become multifaceted over the years, but it is our
belief that in the future, still more effort rnuit be made to inte-
grate manpower and education programs. We must make maxi-
mum use of the money available by determining which services
each system provides hest, and then by developing a strategy which
will facilitate coordinated delivery. To give you an example of how
we are approaching such coordinated delivery in Vermont, I would
like to mention the prevocational training programs for 14- and 15-
year-olds which are part of our Summer youth employment pro-
gram.

Departing from my prepared comments, I would like to interject,
manpower training programs funded through CETA fur targeted
operations have provided models subseq_ntly adopted through
other models. I have visited the Hampden Skills Center about
which yuu heard earlier vd I was impressed by what I saw. We
In.ve been developing stra gies for implementation of many of tht
concepts undergirding th9 skills center-approach for use in a rural
environment with widelY dispersed populations. We feel it can be
done.

It is important to identify who does what best, certainly for
collaboration and coordination of delivery. In Vermont the Gover-
nor's manpower training cabinet, provides a vehicle for accomplish
ing these objectives and serves to facilitate cost-effective program
operations.

As reauthorization and manpower programs is considered, it is
important to remember that the individuals who participate in
training programs are motivated to work, to learn, to be contribut
ing and productive members of society. The Federal Government
gains from an employed and self-respecting citizenry, and I orgt
that employment And training programs be continued as a means
of helping those in need to achieve such status.

Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Lloyd.
[The prepared statement of Lloyd Kelley follows:]

PREPARF,D STATEMENT LIE LLOYD A KELLEY. ..11t , COMMISSioNER u Eut t ATIoN.
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

I am pleased to have the opportunity to rneel with you today and prese
ny i support 01 reauthorization uf the ComprehenIA, Employmunt & leo& eng
In the State of Vermont. CETA ore/grams have had e normous po%itve eniDA on the
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economy, on the attitudes and self esteem of the people employed who otherwise
would not have been able to work, and on the educational system, itself While it is
this panel s charge to address the issue of vocational education, I would be remiss in
my role as Commissioner of Edueation, if I did not also point out some of' the many
other successes which CETA has enjoyed In the educational community of the state

Since the authorization of CETA programs, the Department of Education has
been cooperating with the Vermont Comprehensive Employment & Training Office
in the operation of in-school youth and summer youth programs, and has also run
classroom training, both individualized and group size.

Through the years, there .bave been close to fifteen thousand enrollments in
Department of Education operated CETA programs, representing 15,000 job opportu-
nities v hich would not have existed without CETA The primary intent of Depart-
ment of Education CETA programs is to help participants remain in or return to
school by allowing them to earr. money which can help them to do so; but, especial-
ly in the last three years, several secondary program goals have become increasing
ly important. They include-

ill Providing participants with assistance in making the transition from school to
work by stressing various aspects of labor market orientation such as job interview-
ing skills, resume preparation, etc.;

12, Allowing vocational exploration activities for younger enrollees to assist them
in developing an awareness of various career options;

Arranging for academic credit to be granted for competencies gained through
work tOver 78 percent of the schools participating in our in-school program grant
credit to participants. Since the summer program is of short duration, fewer schools
grant credit, but the number is increasing).

(4) Involving the community in developing meaningful, interest related job place-
ments for participants

Thus, the thrust of Department of Education operated CETA programs has
become multifaceted over the years, but it is our belief that in the future, still more
effort must he made to integrate manpower and education programs We must
make maximum use of the money available by determining which services each
system provides best, and then by developing a strategy which will facilitate coordi-
nated delivery To give you an example of how we are approaching such coordinated
delivery in Vermont, I would like to mention the Prevocational Training Programs
tor 14 and 15 year olds which are part of our Summer Youth Employment Program

For the last three summers, various of the State's Vocational Centers have
allowed their facilities to be used for vocational exploration by fourteen and fifteen
year old CETA participants Vocational instructors provide direct hands-on training
to enrollees, who are cycled through three to six vocational subject areas in a six
week period The Centers serve as worksites for participants, who punch a timeclock
upon arrival and departure, who are provided with a comprehensive unit on the
World of Work, and who produce products and, or complete projects in various fields
including culinary arts, graphics, carpentry, child care, etc A special characteristic
of this program is its emphasis on alerting young people to available careers in a
non-sex stereotyped way Boys learn how to cook, girls learn how to weld Partici-
pants are administered questionnaires at the program's completion, and are asked if
their attitudes about and Interest in different careers have changed as a result of
the program s content Many respond that they are rethinking career plans as a
result In (he last three years over 500 young people have participated in this
program which has been operated in Rutland (3 years), Newport GI yearsi, Spring-
field ).) years), Middlebury (I year), Essex Junction (2 years), Burlington '1 yeart and
Barre ( I year)

Thus, by utilizing existing vocational education facilities during the summer
months when they are generally underused, by stressing that placements made in
these programs are real work, by providing special help to target groups (the
handicapped, limited English speaking youth, etc ), by eliminating sex stereotyping
in program offerings, by exposing participants to concentrated units in labor market
orientation, and by allowing young people to explore career fields which they might
otherwise not have considered, many things are accomplished at one time One
participant s answer to-the evaluation question "Have the things you've learned in
the, program made you feel more confident"- was "I found out that I can do lots of
things I never thought I could" It appears to us that a program which can elicit
such a response is a successful one

This brings me to the point of one of the questions which has been raised for
consideration during these public hearings, sptcifically ' Have Employment & Train-
ing Programs worked" In Vermont, the answer to that question is a resounding
Yes Employment & Training Programs have worked brecause they have kept

young people in school, because they have helped people earn money to feed their
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families, bmause they have prevented, fur many, the feelings of sclf degradation
which accompany despair, because they have provided skills training and basic
education skills which have helped make people more employable, because they
really do promote the American ethic of a day's-pay for a day's work

Because of CETA, the wurk component of cooperating Upward Bound Programs
has been significantly more effective, motivated young offenders have been allowed
to work off their crimes through diversion programs, thus preventing them frum
carrying cruninal records for the rest uf their lives, putential dropouts have been
helped to remain in school and graduate, severely handicapped people have been
provided with an opportuntity to prove that they can succeed

The real question, however, seems to be whether Employment & Training Pro
grams have worked as well as they might, and if not, how can their delivery be
improved? Clearly, with fewer dollars to spend, we must acknowledge the need for
increased cooperation on all frunts to make those dollars work as hard as possible
To that end, in Vermont, the Governor has established a Manpower Training
cabinet which comprises the Secretary of the Agency of Development and Commu
nity Affairs, as Chairperson, the Commissioner of Employment and Training, the
Commissioner uf Labor and Industry, the Commissioner of Education, the Dirtor
of the State Planning Office, and the Commissioner of Social Welfare In recognition
uf the desirability of streamhnmg and coordinating employment, training and echia
tiunal services, the Governor has charged this Cabinet with fulfilling the obligations
uf the State's Occupational Information Coordinating Committee, as well as with
carrying out various other responsibilities, including:

di Ensuring that current labor training and labor exchange services provide
adequate incentive for appropriate economic expansion within the State,

Ensuring that employment and training programs are providing a product
which is appropriate to the needs of Vermont employers;

i.f) Studying the existing advisory council structures and recommending a systcm
to coordinate and consolidate the advisory councils as to the best use uf resources in
keeping with requirements of legislation of the affected orograms,

(4.) Ensuring that current employment training services result in a coordinated
approach to training at the lowest passible cost; and

t:o Developing a five-year plan in which the employment and training goals of the
member departments are conducted with emphasis on the allocatiun and expendi
ture of funds in a coordinated and cost effective manner)

To facilitate the accomplishment of these goals, the Cabinet is identifying existing
interdepartmental linkages, and attempting to devise a mechanism for making
them more effective. Individuals responsible for administering the WIN program,
fur example, are asking the Education_ Department about the feasibility of using the
schoois to provide day care servicesMor to and after the regular schoel day, since
finding care for the yuung school age children of WIN recipients during those
particular hours is very diffkult In turn, the Education Department is asking the
Agency uf Development kind Comm unay Affairs to help identify trends in industrial
growth so that training classes can be established which are proactive as well as
reactive. Job Servioe offices around the State are becoming utilized by Department
-of Education CETA Youth Program counselors who bring their counselees in to talk
to Job Service staff about available resources and services

This kind of cooperative activity must continue and grow, so that overlap and
dtiplication are eliminated, and efficiency kind economy are maximized While it
would oe possible tu gu on at great length about ways in which Employment &
Training programs can interface with Vocational Education, I will comment upon
unly one more area of concern before concluding, and that is the need for federal
attention to be brought more explicitly to vocational training for adults

Although adults pay most of the taxes in this country, the adult population
receives very little consideration when educational programming takes place While
a is true that numerous adults enrull in evening courses in local schools and pursue
short term activities, mostly of ar. avocational nature, only a small percentage of
the adult population is served in a serious way by our Vocational Centers and by
the educational tiystem, in general Why should this be true" Why should an adult
nut be able to enrull in vouitiunal training or retraining that is geographically
convenient, scheduled fur huurs when he or she can attend, is of reasonable cost,
and is responsive to the labor market demand in the home region^ Why must it be
assumed that a person who has been doing a particular job for the last twenty years
should be happy to do it for the next twenty? Why not look at projected employ

Executive Order No '):3. January 13, 19g1
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ment needs in a region and think about training or retraining adults to meet those

needs rather than to look only at the very young to meet them9
Why not, indeed! Let us think seriously and carefully about the demands of a

rapidly changing technology, and about the role which Education must play in
facing up to those demands in a realistic way. Let us encourage the establishment of
Employment & Training Programs that are responsive to local needs and which
take Education on as a full working partner Let us ensure that these programs
meet the needs of the younger student who must explore career options, of the
secondary and postsecondary student who is engaged in developing job skills, and of
the adult who must or wishes to change careers and seeks retraining or skills
upgrading Let us structure an Employment & Training system that incorporates
the best of what we have learned from yesterday and today and isn't afraid to break

new ground tomorrow.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I would like to announce that after this pahel is
completed we will take a half-hour break.

Lou, it is good to have someone from my hometown here. Of
course Lloyd is here too.

Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS SALEBRA, DIRECTOR, RUTLAND
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CENTER, RUTLAND, VT.

Mr. SALEBRA. My name is Louis Salebra. I am the director of
vocational education for Rutland County in the State of Vermont
My comments will relate to a specific point that if Congress be-
lieves that employment productivity and training is a national
priority, then I believe that Congress then should direct the re-
structuring and redesigning of' the delivery system from Federal to
State to local levels. If it is really a priority at the national level,
what measures can we take to make it a priority at the local level
where the action is. I am very concerned about that. I am very
concerned that facilities aailable for all the training are generally
governed by a local school board, which really could not have any
meaning at all klbout employment and training and employment
producicivity. So what can we do to redesign the structure9

In the Rutland area about 4.5 percent of' our total budget is spent
for this. You are not going to buy much influence for that amount
of money. State dollars, coupled with that, come up to almost 25
percent. You are still not buying much cooperation However, I
think if you examine the reason you will find that we are probably
one of the most cooperating agencies with all of the employment
training agencies in the area. It is only because people make these
things work and not mandates and all kinds of other items.

I sincerely believe that if the organization of funding was in ihe
block grant, so to say, and use that influence with States to orga-
nize a board whose priority is employment and training and, in
turn, set up regional boards, again a priority of employment and
training, we may be able to carry out the mandates of the Federal
legislation.

I am not sure changing from agency to agency, Government level
to Government level, that many of the things get lost in the
transitions, and I think it is about time we think in terms of a
national priority into a national delivery system.

And that is the bulk of my statement. Thank you, sir
Mr. JEFFonos. Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement of Louis Salebra follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT os. Louts J. SALERRA, DIRECTOR, RUTLAND AREA
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CENTER, RUTLAND, VT.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Louis Salebra, Director of
Vocational Education for Rutland County in the State ofVermont On behalf of the
Rutland community. I thank the Subcommittees for the opportunity to express
concerns on the reauthorization of the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act.

For more than forty years, the Rutland City Public School District through its
Vocational Education Division has been the center for skill training activities in
Rutland County. Rural in makeup, the County population of57,000 boasts a diverse

labor force of 26,400 persons.
Secondary business and industrial education programs in 1941 were joined by war

production training progams in 1942. Since that time, the Rutland City School
District has supported several varieties of training programs for business and indus-
try. School facilities have been readily available without charge for occupational
training programs since 1940. A good relationship between the various training
agencies and the Rutland Public School System has been fostered and perpetuated

Evidence to support the Importance of the Vocational Center to Rutland County is
its utilization. From 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., some 600 secondary students (250 from
Rutland City and 350 from outside Ptutland City) attend the Center An additional
bU handicapped students attend specialized programs. A Waste Water Treatment
Plan Operator Training program jointly operated by Environmental Protection
Agency, Job Corps and the Rutland Center adds 26 more youth to our day *gram

Industrial training programs for specialized inservice or upgrading of employees
takes place during the 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. period. From 7 p.m to 10 p m regular adult
vocational and avocational training programs occur Postsecondary As.sociate Degree
Programs are also available in Vocational areas as well as certificated programs few
specific skills. Total enrollment in all programs approaches 3,000 yearly

Public health statistics reveal further importance of the Vocational Center to the
region by the lack of mobility in the population. Rutland County has had a mobility
rate of 15 percent for the last ten years.

With all the activity previously noted, we continue to have a large segment of the
population unserved due to several reasons. Reasons include (1) Youth who have
completed a secondary program without skills for the job market (2) Dropouts who
fail to return to complete or participate in a vocational training program even
though Vermont Law provides for access and educational costs (3) Youth and adults
who having completed a secondary program have a desire to enter a particular
trade but find rules and regulations to keep them out of existing training programs
t4/ The dependency on a variety of government programs that provide a minimum
of training and subsistence allowances. (3) Confusion or ignorance to identify availa-
ble training.

In 1963, a united effort of federal, state and local governments to construct, equip,
staff and operate a network of vocational and job training facilities throughout the
United States began, Aligned with this effort, major programs were designed and
funded to train or retrain specific population groups for employment Major pro-
grams consisted of Vocational Education, Manpower Development Training Act
IMIYTAi and later the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA )

Vocational Education and CETA have the same overriding objective- To provide
enrollees skills, knowledge and attitude training to enter and maintain employment
Examine the delivery system, population served, philosophies, governance and find
major differences Vast amounts of time and dollars have been consumed seeking
methods of coordinating CETA and Vocational Education Successful linkages be-
tween education and training agencies are results of actions by people, not by
existing rules and regulations.

Serious consideration toward redesigning the structure of governance and funding
has to take place. Consider first what is now in place Governance of the majority of
the training facilities is a local or district school board Primary responsibility of
individuals on the school boards is education. Secondary responsibilities include
youth social activities, athletics, busing, lunches, etc. How many school boards
accept the responsibility for activities related to employment and training"' How
high of a priority does the school board place on employment and training° These
boards are the final say in the determination of use of the facility for training for
cooperating agencies.

We must also consider the number of training agencies At the Rutland Center,
we have as many as fourteen agencies seeking use of the facility in a single year for
training. Each agency deals with a specific population and separate sources of funds
School boards get confused with facility use requests or program operation requests
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Add the number of independent training programs operating in the community,
the participant begins tu get confused According tu the individual's target group
identification, he may be shuttled through several agencies before training is made
available. In many cases duplication of Jen, Wes results. My observations indicate
duplication of effurt is in direct proportion tu the number of agencies in the
community.

If employment opportunities is a priority of national concern, then a delivery
system of services must be designed tu carry the priorities to the local level A
system uf both governance and funding be designed tu guarantee priorities are met
at the local level

Linkage uf various state and federal agencies need to take place before the
approach to the local service provider This will save in terms of time, duplication
arid confusion. Emphasis un the identification uf a single physical place in a commu
nay fur job training opportunities is imperative. A governance board mandated with
its sole responsibiltly uf Votational Education, Job Traming Programs and the
facility. Provide funding to maintain and operate on day night year around sched
ule. This method uf operation is in plaee n several regions of the country and
should be investigated

Advantages of such an operation is the scope uf programs offered In school and
uut of school population will be equally served Turf problems will be minimized
Rules and regulations can be simplified

Articulation uf identifkation, assessment, training, 0 J T and Employment will
be enhanced Start up time fur speual training programs could be greatly r duced
Response to industrud needs will be turiely. Industrial developers could rely on new
industry training programs Major deusion making would take place at the local
level where the action is.

Car(ful consideration of empiuyment and training structure un the state govern
ment level along with vocational education. A single state hoard for employment,
training and vocational education should receive funding dollars and regulate pro-
grams Economic development training and all joh training should be responsible to
a single state board The design uf the state structure could then insure a rtliable
route to pass National priorities to the local level

STATEMENT OF JAMES CARADONIO, DIRECTOR. CURRICULUM
ANL) STAFF DEN ELOPMENT. HUMPHREY OCCUPATIONAL RE-
SOURCE CENTER, BOSTON PUBEIC SCHOOLS, ROXBURY,
MASS.

Mr. CARADONIO. My name is James Caradonio and presently I
have the pleasure of working at a center named after Hubert H.
Humphrey, and it is our pleasure to bring about many of the
things that he fought for with Congressman Hawkins. I come to
you as a veteran of the youth entitlement project in the city of
Boston and currently in charge of a competency-based vocationa-
lized educational facility in an urban neighborhood in which we
servit.e predominantly minority students in the city of Boston

In an effort to be brief and to try to answer all the questions you
sent me in the mail I am going to be so bold as to just give you a
list of do's and don'ts. I usually do a better job than this. I cut
everything by 15 pement the first time and 12 percent the second
time, so there would have been more.

The do's are:
Do set clear goals and guidelines for a national employ ment and

training policy.
Do target programs and funds to serve specific populations.

youth, handicapped, limited English-speaking.
Do match proven procedures and products developed by CETA,

LEA's, and private sector companies.
Do use Federal and State funds to leverage private sector funds
Do support America's need to increase productivity and to re-

train workers.
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Do invest in the development of our youth, especially those in
rural and urban poverty rdeas.

Do disseminate the good works that exist throughout the country
in CETA-LEA collaboration and private/public sector initiatives

Do require CETA programs to be competency-based with defined
bench,marks. This will parallel vocational education curriculum
development. I think unbeknownst to people we are both working
on the same educational system now.

Do engage in creative funding with incentives set aside for those
GETA-LEA programs which achieve high results through collabo-
ration. Four years ago I would not be sitting here before you
because the city of Boston in terms of the school department and in
terms of CETA and manpower at that time were pretty analogous
to Ali Baba and his Forty Thieves, and now we are like John
Balushi and his friends in Animal House..We are all in bed togeth
er having a helluva time. That was because it was bucks and we
had to do it together or we would get nothing.

Gentlemen, we are very hungry. I do not come here to tell you
the war stories. Dr. Shively will probably mention Proposition 21/2
in Massachusetts. If you want us to stand on our heads we will
stand on our heads to service our heads. It is a bad tithe and it is a
good time. If there is money out there we are willing to do it.

Do support professional development networks between practi-
tioners of employment and training programs. Not only has Henry
Ford figured out a way to reinvent wheels, but we sure have but
the youth practitioners out of Brandeis. It is amazing what I am
trying to do and what other people.are trying to do. We really save
a lot of time and effort when we can exchange resources and
information, be it between Boston dnd New York. A lot of my
students are rural because they come up from the South, so a lot of
the things that go on in the South are very applicable to what I do,
but I need a network to access that information.

Do implement programs which involve both private and public
sectors.

Do know that CETA and vocational education are working to-
gether.

I had more fun with the don'ts than with the do's, but here we
go.

Don't think that the private sector can solve all our problems. If
they had the answers, they would have marketed and so:d them
long ago.

Don t require the same benchmarks for youth and for adults.
Don't assume that the truly needy will be served without target-

ing. You can only get back results when you ask for them.
Don't think that little or nothing has been done in the past 5

years.
Don't make training programs an either/or enterprise: either the

private sector or the public sector. There is plenty of work for all.
Please don't try to increase worker iaroductivity by decreasing

resources for training and retraining. s
Don't pit young people against their parents for employment and

training slots.
Don't continue to look for what works. Cite successful models

and require their implemEntation according to local designs
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Don't think you are going tc change us without some rewards
and incentives.

Don't generate benchmark data, use all the competence-based
materials already done by vocational ed., the military, and/or the
Job Corps.

Don't expect staff to learn b:k osmosis. Act like big,business and
invest in staff training by sharing expertise and programs.

In conclusion, I thank you for the opportunity to be here to try
to put the "T" back in CETA.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
[Material submitted by of James Caradonio follows:]

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

no's

Du set clear goals and guidelines for a national employment and tra:ning policy
Do target programs and funds tu serve specifk populations youth, handicapped,

limited English,speaking.
1:;io match proven procedures and products developed by CETA, LEA's and private

secter companies.
Do use Federal and State funds to leverage private sector funds.
Do support America's need to increase producfivity and to retrain workers.
Do invest in the development of our youth, especially those in rural and urban

poverty areas.
Do disseminate the good works that exist throughout the country in CETA LEA

collaboration and private/public sector initiatives.
Do require CETA programs to be Competency based with defined "Benchmarks

This will parallel vocational education curriculum development
Do engage in creative funding with incentives set aside for those CETA LEA

programs which achieve high results through collaboration.
Do support professional development networks between pracLituner A ernpluy

ment and training programs.
Do implement programs which involve both private and public sectors
Do know that CETA and vocational education are working together

DON'TS

Don't think that the private sector can solve all our problems If they had the
answers, they would have marketed and sold them long ago.

Don't require the same "benchmarks" for youth and for adults.
Don't assume that the truly needy" will be served without targeting You can

only get back results when you ask for them.
Don't think that little or nothing has been done in the past five years
Don t make training programs an either, or enterprise either the private sector or

the public sector There is plenty of work for all
Don t try tu increase worker productivity by decreasing resources for training and

retraining.
Don t pit young people against their parents for employment and training sluts
Don t continue to look kir what works Cite successful models arid require their

implementation,according to local designs
Don t think you are going to 4,hange us without some rewards and incentives
Don t generate benchmark data, use all the ,.canpetency based materials alrcady

done by vocational ed., the military, andior the Job Corps.
Don t expect staff to learn by osmosis Act like big.business and invest in staff

training by sharing expertise and programs.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMEs CARADONIO, DIRECTOR, CURRICULUM AND STAFF
DEVELOPMENT, HUMPHREY Ol( UPATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER, BOSTON PUBLIC
SCHOOLS, ROXBURY, MASS

I OBJECTIVE

To provide clear and direct answers to the questions posed by members of Con
gress regarding the employment and training programs conducted by CETA and
Vocational Education.

This testimony will answer those questions posed by Congressman Jeffords and by
Congressman Quayle. My viewpoint is that of a local administrator of a large
vocational training facility located in an urban neighborhood.

II. QUESTIONS FROM dONGRESSMAN JEFFORDS

1. Has Vocational Education been most effective in its current form?
Vocational Education procedures are proposed by the States and approved by the

Federal government. Therefore, program effectiveness is judged on local needs
What works in Boston might not be necessary in Vermont, Iowa or East Los
Angeles. One of the effective characteristiim of vocational education is its planning
around local Issues and initiatives. If a local administrator has problems with
vocational education, there is a responsive Advisory Council which can respond to
and act upon requests and recommendations.

I am pleased with how the State of Massachusetts has allocated its vocatknal
funds. Our funds are targeted to serve those students and citizens who have more
complex needs. special needs and, or hmited English-speaking students Reimburse-
ment formulas are weighted in favor of these groups, vocational programs approved
by the State gain higher reimbursements than general education programs Pro-
grams which serve special needs students receive the highest\reimbursements (per
pupw. Therefore, there is a built-in Incentive to service those students mho require
more resources and staff.

Without Federal vocational funds, the Boston Public Schools would not have
established bilmgual vucatiunal training programs These bilingual programs were
established eight years ago. At this time, all bilingual personnel (in our Center
alone we have 16 approved bilingual vocational instructors) are paid for out of
general funds, Vocational education grants no longer support our bilingual services
If yuu want tu mainstream the students, then you must mainstream the staff We
have done this.

Without Federal funds, the Boston Public Schools would not have been able to
provide vocational programs tu special needs students students with learning dis
abihties, severe emotional problems, genetic retardation With Federal funds, these
students who had been kept at home ur lucked up in institutions are now productive
employees in the workforce. We enriched these vocational programs with CETA-
YETP slots. As students learned in a specific vocational area, they also earned
money as they worked in related jobs. For mans of these special needs students,
that first check signaled the dawn of a new day.--in the eyes of their parents and
brothers and sisters.

Without Federal funds, uur new,Center would not have had the direct input from
business and industry Voi.atiOrial funds provided the salary for a membei of the
chamber of Commerce staff tu organize a network of over 240 business, industry,
labor, and community members who sit on our State-mandated craft committees

Without Federal funds, sume of the most innovative programs we run would still
be sweet dreams in the R&D file. With Federal funds, we provide academically
disadvantaged students with remedial math Adis. We assess the learning styles of
students in order to personalize instruction

2 Do Federal dollars make a difference as they are currently used"
Yes. As stated above, the Federal dollars are the direct cause through which

vocational education has expanded its delivery of service% We "keep on keeping on"
through the funds provided by the Federal government.

The reduction in Federal funds will decrease our ability to keep up with employ
ment trends m business and industry. Reduction in Federal funds will take away
that competitive edge gait business maintains through research and development,
staff trairang. and program evaluation We will naturally spend our dollars on
direct services and will not be able tu professionally administer our programs

Poter will be robbed in order to pay Paul.
We need to use funds to better leverage other funds -private foundations, private

sector companies We need tu match funds Yet, this becomes very stkky in dealing
with the local, State. and Federal bureaucracy At times, the economic procedures
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are more tostly than the funds we try to leverage At the local level, municipal and
state officials have to entertain alternative methods of accounting for and activating
funds

3 How can the Employment and Training system best use/interface with the
vocational education system'

Everyone says facilities, they are right I have visited lots of vocational schools
beautiful. And the Skill Centers in abandoned buildings, basements, and hang-

ing on from year to year
At the basis of the CETA-V4ational Education continuum is the debate over

Coational training or vocationalleducation. CETA favors the training short term
skill building with the theoretical happening but not stressed Folks are given
fishes Vocational education focuses on teaching how to fish CETA can utilize 'more
of the validated educational methods and materials developed in Vocational Educa-
tion CETA programs are hard pressed to provide staff with training Some how
staff, like students, are expected to learn by osmosis. There is little money for a
professional approach Often instructors are not approved/certified by any educa-
tional authority. This also greatly Influences the quality of instruction

It is most interesting how CETA is adopting the competency-based approach to
learning CETA refers to the competency-based system as "benchmarking Call It
what you may, vocational education, the military, and private industry have utilized
this approach for decades CETA does no. have to invent CETA has the luxury of
adopting and adapting competency-based measures and procedures

CETA is better than vocational education in the area of assessment We need to
do more of this At the present time we are negotiating with our Prime Sponsor to
replicate within our vocational"nter, the assessment services offered to adults and
out-of-school youth We have the necessary equipment They have the experience

'and the know-how. We need the CETA expertise.
CETA operates through community-based organizations This uutreach is required

in servicing the hard-to-employ CBO's offer effective counseling and support which
are essential for a successful transition into the world of work

Vocational education needs to utilize more of the OJT and the TJTC programs
These programs are most resourceful in making sure that vocational students
demonstrate competencies on the job

4 Could the Vocational Education funding be used in a new integrated Employ-
ment and Training System'

I cringe to contemplate a new" system I also think it would be more balanced to
investigate the corollary of this statement Could the Employment and Training
system funding be used in a new integrated Vocational Education system'

The problems inherent here are not those of CETA or Vocational Education We
are now in the enjoyable human endeavor of bureaucracy How do we get a handle
on bureaucracies' How do we bring about change'

Creating a 'new. 'intergrated" arid better mouse trap is a distinct temptation I

do not see the money to do this Furthermore, the folks who need the skillsboth
employee and employercannot afford the time for this new entity to gear up and

become effective
Indicate what works Hold those programs up as models Support the programs

that work Provide incentives to model programs Support staff training and the
interchange of methods and materials across cities, states, and regions

III QUESTION8 FROM ,IENATOR QUAYLE

1 What are the best methods tor carrying out the objectives of employment and
training policy"

This is a local answer From the Federal level, one can indicate models ail,
resources at the local level, we match resources with need What is still missing is
the feedback and re-evaluation And I don't mean year-long evaluation studies
There are solid criteria which can meausre a program's effectiveness

The private sector has been given a iole they have not asked for Private sector
companies are unable to fill the gap left by the disappearance of CETA funding The
highest priority must be given to providing programs which train adults for skills
needed in society These skills are needed in both the private sector and the public
sector It is not an either or Public enterprises need computer programmers as

much as I'll' does
CETA funds and vocational funds cannot be the sole support of a program

Through other financial and non-financial agreements. we need to piece programs
together As there is no one way to deliver 'vocational training, so there is no one
big bang' reality for program development and implementation
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Good management targets ita markets and sues uut after these markets Good
management of the employment and training *stem must do the same thing If !,uu
want to increase employment amongst the must unemployed, then you must go
after that market with those resources required to produce desired results

2 Should particular groups in the labor force be the concern of employment
policy?

Yes. If not, why have an employment policy at all?
Yes. Targeted groups shuuld be identified. Different people have differeing needs

secondly, how can you measure the effectiveness uf yuur employment polio unless
you posit benchmarks fur the *stem which execates this policy There should be
a mix between groups with the must difficult problems and those with whom
sucdessful outcomes are more likely." People learn from each other

Yes. Efforts should be concentrated un areas with significant employment prub
terns. No longer can we afford affluent suburbs being puzzled over what to do with
CETA funds bestowed upon the locality through formulas.

Yes. Particular groups have particular problems although must individuals sh
a commonality of interests. What has been learned over the past five years is that
yuuth empluyment prugrams cannot be measured by the same standards that are
used for adult training programs. When wurlung with adolescents, it is just poor
common sense to fault a student as a "nun positive termination" when that student
was forced out of the program by family circumstances uut of his, her control Youth
ernployment programs are developmental in nature. They help young people make
the passages required alung the road to adulthood and more final career decisions

Yuuth are sufficiently different that distinct programs must be designed for thcm
4. What should be the relationship uf employment and training policies to income

maintenance policies?
The emphasis must be un promoting economic independenee. The income transfer

mechanism is self-defeating.
4. What are the appropriate relatmnships between Federal, State iind lucal gov

ernments in the funding, design, and administration of employment and training
programs?

I can only ask that whatever is dune at any uf these levels there la provided some
humanly possible timeliness in which to implement directives. There is an incredi
ble impatience in employment and training programs It almost seems at times that
the CETA system would rather train robots than real people.
. One of the largest areas fur inefficiency in CETA and ocational Collaborations is
that the folks in charge seem tu always change the rules and regulations Just when
a system or program is in place, we are once again off to the races with another
brainstorm.

No matter how the aystems are put together, they must be conaistent and dura
ble.

Zi What is the appropriate rule uf the private sector in the design and implemen
tation of employment and training policy?

First of an, has any une asked thia of the private sector companies? Has anyone
bothered to categorize the answers received?

I thmk that the private sedor is being called upon to fill the vacuum created by
the loss of programs and funds in the public sector. There are assumptions that jobs
in the public sectur are inherently inferior to thoso in the private e,ettor Skills and
knuwlege are skills and knowledge nu matter where they are executed A computer
prugrammer fur the Office uf Management and Budget /S gin cwnputer program
mer Because a job is An the private sector, this is nut tu guarantee that this is nut a
"dead end" job.

The private sector responds best when they are involved ai the entire planMng of
the employment and training system. The programs must meet 0 needs of the
enterprise which Is responsible to its Skil-kilt/WM to make a prufa If the employ
ment and training package furthers the charter of the private sector company. then
the company will participate in the project.

The bureaucratic pendului . swing is nut the answer. Once again we are into the
eithelaur syndrume"either" the public sector "or" the private sector The em

pluyment and training problem la too big for either to handle. Eliminating the
public sector does nut increase the private sectur involvement. It appears to be quite
pour planning to eliminate one aervice based upon une "invisible hand" which will
ihopefully!!!) pitch in and offer resources.

Just as the private sector uperatea un the basis of incentives, so the public sector
requires such incentives. Befure the Youth Entitlement projects and the 22 percent
set-aside ender YETP, Prime Sponsor's kind LEA's rarely spoke, let alone conaborat
ed ith the incentives uf additional revenues. radical changes happened Boston is
a prime example of the power uf incentives Yet in public funding, there are no
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"bonuses" for a job well done. There are few ways to enrich those who achieve goals

and objectives.
Perhaps the middle road is required. The public sector is not elminated as much

as it adopts and adapts those private sector practices which produce results

Mr. JEFFORDS. Dr. Shively.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD SHIVELY, PRESIDENT, BUNKER HILL
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. SHIVELY. Thank you very much. am the president of
Bunker Hill Community College, and I am pleaSed to be here, Mr
Chairman and members of the committee. The trustees wanted me
to convey to you the fact that they do not think we have a national
training policy, that we htAre a proliferation of programs that are
somewhat similar, that they are administered by various agencies
including educational agencies. They are costing the taxpayer an
enormous amount of money, and we are replicating to a great
extent many of these programs. You have to understand that we
come from a communit37 college system where our people are of all
conceivable economic and ethnic backgrounds, and age ranges in
my institution from 17 to 73.

The community college system has 5 million students in credit
programs and an additional 5 million students in short-term train-
ing programs, and 60 percent of all students nationally are in
occupationally oriented programs.

I think that is pertinent to these hearings, and the fact that we
do have some 30,000 occupational titles that we train for,

Most of our students are disadvantaged, and I think in a sense in
my institution we have run CETA programs in cooperation with
CETA, and I do not see any difference in the kinds of students we
have.

We would recommend that there be developed a process for State
identification of institutions or organizations capable of doing
training. We think that it is about time we did that before we set
up or continued parallel, because to utilize the kinds of institutions
that are already in place would be less costly than developing new
ones. We feel the Federal Government should assume some respon-
sibility for the determination of the delivery of services, who
should do the training.

We think the CETA side for postsecondary education should
certainly be increased double to at least 30 percent, and most of
that CETA side should go to student services and not management

In summarizing my paper I just want to stress several points We
feel a more formalized process must be established to assure coop-
eration between manpower planners and training sources Clarifi-
cation of who will do what can reduce costs and make training
programs more responsive and pernbps eliminate some of the re-
dundancy.

Serious consideration should be give.n to our present resources
before we design new ones in new agencies, and most community
colleges are now training individuals who are now CETA-eligible

I know that you were concerned about the chronic unemployed,
and I can talk to you about two programs. One, the city of Chicago
community college system has an excellent program that deals
with this. Last year we had 800 of those individuals fulltime at our
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institution. They were sLreened by the welfare department and we
are working with them this year. In about 21/2 years we got them
into the employment market and in jobs that pay well enough so
that they are off welfare. 1 just point this out because there are
various ways of working together to handle this problem.

We think that gi eater equity must be achieved in student final-
cial a programs to insure the disadvantaged working student an
oppo unity to go. That is one of the probles. They get penalized
in t is

in
whole process.

Generally the State soIe-agency concept is not working as well as
it should be, and we think that needs to be looked at, and we would
favor legislation to encourage the development of cooperation be-
tween business, industry, and these kind of agencies.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Harold Shively follows]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. HAROLD E. SHIVELY, PRESIDENT, BUNKER HILL
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr Chairman, members of the Subcommittee an Employment Opportunities, I
am grateful that you have asked me to meet with you so that we might share
concepts which I hope can lead to the formulation of an effective national policy for
training and empkiyrnent I commend the House and Senate for initiating these
regional hearings, for without them our concerns and aspirations for a more produc
tive and economically stable nation would not inatermhze. I am also grateful that
the Association of Community College Trustees was instrumental in bringing us
together

The most important impression I want to leave with you today is that We do not
have a national policy for trainmg and employment for our citizenry There is a
proliferation of similar programs, each with almost identical goals, administered by
a variety of agencies, and costing the taxpayers enormous sums with questionable
quantitative results I do not feel that we can continue this endless process of
replicating services and designing new programs each time we confirm that our
manpower needs are not being met.

Because I represent a segment of public higher education which provides encour
agement to individuals with every conceivable ethnic, age, education, handicap,
training, and employment background, I view CETA ink its predecessors as exam-
ples of expensive and redundant programming Further, at a time when account
ability is so vital, CETA programs.

I Are not required to be regionally accredited unless a local college cxtends this
courtesy and from our experiences, few COTA agencies request credentialing of
their courses;

2 Are not directly under the supervision of state, regional, or in0 onal education-
al agencies Apparently. they formulate their own rules witl- the advice or
consent ut established csiucational, training agencies State governments have not
permitted other independent education, training iigencies to function in this manner
since the early I900's

Can we continue to pay fur layer upon layer uf new redundant training programs,
and allow construction and costly maintenance uf training centers, when existing
accredited educational institutions are now available and quahfied to perform the
same tasks for Identical populations"

l,,et me acquaint you with our Community College system. The two-year colleges
are now the largest segment of pest-secondary education in the United States, and
the early enrollment data for the present academic year also shows that we contin
ue to be the fastest growing segment uf college opportunity It appears certain that
the totai number of citizens taking credit. ourses and degrees in two-year colleges
this year will exceed fbe million, and the total number of people served by all two-
year college courses now Its roughy twice that number. This means that one out of
every two caiwns engaged in college work is attending a two-year college

Most pertinent to these heaiings is the fact that approximately 60 percent of the
tudents now pursuing degrees in the community and technical colleges are in

occupational programs Some .30,000 different occupational course titles are now
offered in the nation s tominunity colleges The typical student served by our
colleges is a working adult. who had probably established a home and family, and is
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about O plus yvars of age Tlw age range at my College. tor ample, is 17 to 73
ars
Most ot our students and students in many community collegt come from the

world of work and are disadvantaged What they are now looking for are career
opportunities Their youth, years of searching and experimentation, are largely
behind them. and they are extering a lA,mmunity college to establish their mobility
in the real world

Increasing numbers of the courses students are now takmg are "employer specif
it By that, I mean that employers whose t hanging production requirements call
tor new skills and,or new personnel are workmg with our colleges to develop
courses to meet these needs

t ETA. igenues for example. have nut used our colleges to the broad advantage
they might have been used in many states A critical element missing in many
k ETA programs has been basw education tu strengthen the skills ofthe participants
so that they wilt be better qualified fur mitial and continuous employment Many of
those at.sisted by CETA will not be competitive in their jobs udless they have these
basis skills Adult education tailored to provide these skdls is very much what
community colleges are all about

To further contuse the issues. we are seklum informed when new training pro-
grams are designed or introduced Manpower needs are not coordinated. for we are
unaware of how CETA agenue, tll functwn or what their program emphasis will
he When t_ ETA agencies have enrolled their clients in our career programs as full
time students. we have found this relationship to be productive CFNA students
attununoilati. tn our academic environment and maintain grade averages equal
to our regular students But this phase of CETA activity has nevef been extensively
explored. tor our relationship continues only until CETA agencies replicate our
career programs lur use m their own training center One questions the economy of
this replication

Betause wit do not wily understand the intent and direction of many Federally
funded manpower programs. anti hvi.ause we are so infrequently consulted before
programs are designed and or implemented, contracting with these agencies can be
a most contusing and difficult process The allowable overhead costs are so low that

generaIlY hs rriune in allocating staff to the projects When problems do occur.
there are numerous regulation:, which make Us responsible even when the contract-
ing agency ts at fault

The ',It uat Ion under the Vocational Education Act is equally untenable The 15
percent set-aside tor post-secondary programs is now completely out of touch wit'.
reality In Massatnusetts only about percent of the 15 percent set aside is awarded

tommunity colleges fur direct student services We would recommend that the
present sole state agenty approach be abolished in favor of the following (al there
be dyeloped a process for state identifkaiton of institutions capable of offering a
variety IA training programs. ito the Federal Government be responsible for deter
mining the delivery system o..t the set-aside fur post-secondary educatwn be in
creased to pertent. and ich a majority of the set-aside funds be utilized for direct
student servrces

The trend in yxational enrollments has moved dramaticrilly toward the postsec
ondarv stage It is a continuing shift which needs the support and encouragement of
federal programs Thi re are many reasons for the shift, but two are perhaps
dominant Our Studk.nt, are taking more years to test their career options, and
emerging tet hnologies whit h now constitute a large portion of the job markt.'
requro more and more <whanced training and career renewal These needs are often
best served by the convenience and fkxibility a community college can provide

In rny Judgment. et en tine student aid programs are not realistic The "half cost"
limitation on Pell Grants is a serious impediment to our disadvantaged community
tiulege students %le, are pursuing occupational programs The vast majority of our
,tutiebts are commuting students. who are being severely penalized by the arbitrary

iing %huh the Departnwnt of Education has placed on the "costs of
attendant e tor commuting students. in the computation of Pell Grants Despite a
tripling ut tuel and other commuting costs. this remains unchanged We are confl
dent that it You allow the community IAlege students carrying at least half-time
toad, to obtain equitablt Pell Grarits, you will find that increasing numbers of them
`A /11 hi «snit self sustaining. long-term career workers

What seryjtes (An 9ur Lottununity tolleges provide in the development Of a more
ettective nattorml employment and training policy" The answet lws in the rapidly
evpanmpit use that priyate industry and community agencies are making of commu
mty olieges to cope with changing technology and to serve "employer specific"
rweds This is grapha eriderwe that we are a comprehensive delivery system which

ns,td% in plate and prepared to unction at a much more productlYe level
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Vo hl We do nut ,ii1234( lhat we have programs to nerl,e el, en, need, our effectice-
nes, in serc mg tommunio, and emplover needs at a lower pet tapita Lost than
manc other sexments ol education clearly indicate. tht Untribution wu tould make
to insure that kdoral programs be more effective In surr , / ouli stress
several points

1 A more formalized protess must be e.tahlished to ,e,sure cooperation between
ma II puss e r planners arni training stain Clarifieation of who will do what can
reduce costs, make training programs more responsice, and reduce redundancy

2 :serious Lotisideration must be given to our present resourees before we desigu
new agent les Mtn...t community colleges are- now training indi. iduals who are CET.A
eligible I question the need fur the- tormation of iiew traaung agencies when inali;
eduLatainal distritts throughout the country haw surplus buildings and quahfled
teathers 4.1VtilLibit With the extensive experiente tommunity tolleges hace had 1[1
training rainuraws and the disadvantaged, we Lould put these teacher:, and facilities
to excellent Us( at a fraction of the Lusts assotaated with ow piesent manpower
training systems

a Greater equity must be achieved in student financial aid programs to ensure
that disadvantaod workirig studeiiis who hace jobs off campus and cc ho tommute to
school are fairly treated IA Pell Grants .ind all other ma programs

I The sok state agenty Luntept does nut work Community Lolleges are nut
provided with enough of the set-aside to delicer needed student seri, es Intentives
should fl U tII to encourage industry and conimunity colleges to plan and develop
joint programs that meet manpower needs and foster community development

a Legislation should be encouriged to decelop c.00peration between eduLation,
business, industry. and rub market opportunities Such legislation could use th
model the local boards which govern community colkges Our tolkges are uriique irA
that their hoanls are .omposed of members who are commumi_ statesmen, who art
broadk representative of baffles:, industry, and the taxpaying public

ime i hort Ihe gap between economic development and the availability of a
well trained Libor force is increasing That labor force must be knowledgeable of the
reality that their working years may require many changes in ,areer option, as the
economy develops

The Department of Libor and Education might be well advised. with encourage
ment from your Committees, to form a Joint National Task Forte to make, a
tomprehensive analysis of hal colleges and industry are doing on a local basis to
increase employment and employabihty More tontrete rueumnwndations
then be made to ongress to shape an equitabk and effettive national polky
would encourage you to plan and itnplement this Task Foreu now. fur we are at a
Lranal stage in the Vl ononiK development of this country. and attion is required

Mr JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I,realize your time is short.
Mr. HAvvioNs Not only short, but I think it has arrived Mr.

Weiss and I both have to go, for whiLh we apologize. I think this,
along with all of the others, has been an excellent panel.

Mr Chairman, I would like to commend you on what I think has
been perhaps one of the most productive and rewarding hearings
that we have ever had in this subcommittee. I think the witnesses
have been excellent. They have given us a tremendous number of
challenges and new ideas, and I think overall you are to be com-
mended and all of those who testified in the region are to be
tommended We certainly regret that we must leave, but I know
you will carry On

Mr JEFFORDS. Yes, before you leave, Mr. Chairman, I feel I owe
you something I have used some misrepresentation to get the
panel here I told them there would be lots of leaves on the trees
and the sun would be ,,hining, ,ind they would see the fall foliage if
they came to Vermont Okiously we poStpuned the foliage, and all
they have seen so far is the fog I hope it is a little clearer out
there now

First, MN Ilawkins was going to torn`e with you, so I Vi o u Id like
to present this for you to take back to the MiSSUS Please express
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my deep apologies that we had to postpone the original hearings
Also, to sweeten you up a little bit and for the fact that you did not
get to see much of Vermont, I would like you to take a little bit of
Vermont back with you, this maple syrup.

Mr. HAWKINS. Fine. This is for Mrs. Hawkins and this is for MT
Hawkins.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Ted, I would like to present you with a little bit of
Vermont to take back with you as well. Mr. Hawkins is from Los
Angeles. He expected to see Vermont in its splendor.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you very much. This is very lovely.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you. It has been an excellent hearing
Mr. JEFFORDS. I want to thank you for some super testimony and

for isolating the issues as well. It gets down to the point where we
are right now. As has been pointed out by a number of you on the
panel, wnat I am trying to do and what I know the committee is
trying to do is not just look at CETA in isolation. If we are cut
down the amount of money we have, we are going to have, to take
a look at every program that we have, take an inventory of our
assets, both capital and personnel, analyze what programs have
been successful and those that have not, learn what we can; priori-
tize where we have to put our resources, and then determine just
what to introduce as legislation. As far as structures go we have to
wash everything off and see what we should do and take a look at
those resources that we have.

I think those are the points that all of you have been making I
am very interested in Llie kind of comments you made on how to
try And restructure CETA and how to maximize the use of our
re ,urces. Again, with that kind of a start, not asking you to
r( ,finphasize what you have done, but to try to give us what we
should do or how we should really fold in vocational education I

would appreciate some more comments in that area
Yes. sir.
Mr KELLEY. Jim, as you know, the money coming to us from a

Federal level Is almost exclusively categorical. The money coming
to us through the State legislature for adults is categorical I do not
have a great pr.oblem with that, because I think that the people
responsible for the various categorical programs Iiave been selected
because they probably are best in tune with the needs of the
particular population that they are trying to serve. In a rural State
such as ours, and I suspect in other States as well, the problem as I
see it is that the highly categorical programs do not have an
extensive sound ongoing program of vocational education to which
they can attach their various programs and activities

Again, as you get into rural States, a particular target popula-
tion may not.have enough clients who have a siinilarity of need to
warrant mounting a program for that specific subgroup

On the other hand, it would make much greater sense to make it
possible for them to buy into training on a sort of service-type
formula or basis, either .hours of instruction, seat time, a piece of a
class or what have you. Perhaps CETA-type individuals can be
served that way, without vocational rehabilitation or apprentice-
ship training types of people, and when you look at their needs
collectively you can then operate a cost-effective delivery system
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So, at least fur Vermont, the Department of Education is looking
at the possibility uf dividing a State into five major regions, adopt-
ing many of the notions that are basic to the skills center delivery
system, assessment, individualized employment plan, open entry,
open exit, competency-based instruction, and we think we can do it
looking at larger regions in the State and by bringing together the
needs of all the various constituencies within the region.

Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Kevin.
Mr. KENNEDY. I would like L underscore that. In dealing with

CETA programs in the past especially in a classroom training kind
of emphasis or the title H-D training emphasis, it is hard in a
rural area to get a group of people together that are in need of the
same skills, and that makes it very difficult to have a cost-effective
program that can be packaged. And there was a lot of emphasis
toward not involving other people. If it is a CETA funded project
then only CETA-eligible people could be involved with it. And even
when you could demonstrate that it could be much more cost-
effec,tive, maybe vocational education if that were involved, maybe
private individuals who might be unemployed but interested in this
training but not eligible for CETA could buy into it, tying all that
together it would make a very cost-effective kind of program.
Whether one particular program is sponsored by a vocational
school or by a community college or by a CETA organization it
really did not matter. It was a matter of identifying labor-market
needs, padcaging a program that met those needs, establishing it in
an appropriate location, provide that kind of training, and when
that need was met then go on to something else. But it could be a
pooled effort without people that are involved in handicapped pro-
grams saying only handicapped people can be involved with this, or
only CETA people, or only vocational students under grade 12
could be invohed. I think that kind of emphasis has to be given

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
James.
Mr. CARADONIO. I think the first thing is in terms of planning

The funding cycles are out of whack. If a municipality or a school
board would like to do some more work with CETA or whatever
you t-annut plan bet-ause the money comes in a fiscal year starting
in October and you are running on a thing that goes from Septem
ber to June or September to May. There are some real problems. I
am facing it right now. I do not have the CETA side yet for YETP
for all the reasons that you know, 60 something should be done to
put the funding cycles into cohesion on the educational side, ,

Another thing up front is that there should be some eype of
ceding, I think, in terms of diminishing resources. There should be
some type of financing on amount of money that you can spend on
equipment. You can only spend 20 percent of CETA money on
administration, and then you can go to your regional office to get
that waived ur whatever. But this might, in a sense, when someone
wants to start a program might force them to start hunting around

.,ee where people can rent our facilities or use, our facilities
in:cead of going out and buying some very, very expensive equip-
ment, especially in terms of some of the stuff that Secretary Kario-
tis mentioned. It is amazing. vIy testimony was printed on a Digi
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tal word processor that costs $65,000 a year. Thank gOodness it was
donated by Digital.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I am glad you added that.
Mr. CARADONIO. I cannot see adding a word processing program

for $65,000. That knocks your funds right out.
I think you have to massage municipalities. You mentioned a

good point with school boards. They have to be taken to dinner or
wined and dined and say, "Hey, we expect you to take part in
this." We are always beating up the private sector. Maybe we have
to get the local school boards to say maybe we cannot afford adult
education facilities but maybe they can use our facilities and the
good guys and gals will vote for us. But in terms of municipal
structures of governance and outdated viewpoints in northeastern
cities in terms of accountants and whatever they make is very hard
for cash flow. The spirit indeed is willing, but the ledgers are weak,
so to speak.

I think another part of it as was mentioned many times before is
the whole overall picture, and I am an advocate of a competency-
based system which, again, can meet the needs of anyone, even a
gentleman who is a machinist who has doubts about that It is

proven. It is documented, and I am very happy to see that CETA is
going toward a competency-based system, but why does CETA not
call It competency-based and why does not vocational education
call it competency-based, because once again we have CETA people
talking about benchmarks and vocational people talking about
competencies, and we are starting off confused again We are talk-
ing apples and oranges. Let us name it at least the same thing and
make a commitment to this type of thing, and then we will serve a
common vocabulary. The way it is set up now it is built in that we
are talking apples and oranges again. We have a real tool there to
train everybody.

Mr. SHIVELY. I think we have to keep in mind that as technology
changes, and it changes so rapidly that we are all going to be doing
several kinds of jobs in our lifetime, maybe we are being too
specific in specific kinds of courses. I think one of the problems we
run into is even though we can do a specific training without these
individuals having basic skills which again is a very limiting kind
of thing

Another example in a manning area, I know that in our institu-
tion we prepared an equipment list for a neighboring CETA organi-
zation to set up their own training program, and it came to about
$4112 million which pretty much duplicated what we have. Now
they are running out of money, and the equipment is there and the
programs are not. I just hope that whatever kind of legislation you
come up with that is going to mandate some kind of cooperation,
and I reiterate what Jim says. I would like to see more of that
money go toward supporting the students.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Lou.
Mr. SALEBRA. CETA and vocational education dnd many of the

other agencies, the WIN program are all designed to put people to
work, entry-level.type skills. We operate a good share of those We
have not used 1 cent of any other agency money for upgrading Vie
have had 100-percent participation in local industry, when we want
to upgrade people we would run a program. The school system
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donates the mkind use of the facility, and the industry pays the
instruction and the materials. This has been going on for 40 years.
This did nut start last year. That is a thing that we have built in
our community, and it should continue. The entry level is where
the emphasis should be placed. What I have concerns with is the
competition and the duplication within training the people for
entry-level skills, and it is a tremendous amount of money. If the
projections hold tr ue where tocational education may take another
$200 million cut, CETA sure had their woes and all the other
agenues, it is almost indicative that we have to combine forces and
to eliminate cis much duplication and the confusion to the partici-
pant of where do I go. This is even more so. They walk into my
office and ask a particular question, where do I go to get this, and I
need a directory to find out what label I am supposed to put on it
before I send them. This is getting to be very confusing, where it
would be more reasonable for the community to have a central
intake system for all programs. They could all operate out of the
Scl me thing. I am not advocating getting rid of all the particular
target groups. What I am saying is let us put them in one place, so
to speak, and have the training available in one place, and then
the job search available from one place, and not everybody step-
ping uter each other looking for clients and participants because
that is what is really happening

Mr. JEFFORDS. Was Vermont really moving toward that in the
consolidation that we have?

James, I wonder if you could tell me whether you wi,..1d like to
see that in a State like Massachusetts, where you have the urban
city, Boston, versus the rest of Massachusetts type of situation?
That is probably oterdramatizing it, but hovt would you accomplish
that if you vtanted to accomplish it, looking at it from the Federal
level?

Mr. CAR/thorn() I think the same reason, because of the shrink-
ing resources it IS mut ing. Of course it is very political. I think
what we are trying to du at our center, in terms of a centralized
place, IS to, No. 1, set up our own assessment based on the CETA
mold. We are going to the prime sponsor and saying you have an
excellent assessment center. we %ant you to use our center, so that
if you refer someone to us uf the same format and same informa-
tion, d we have someone who comes in out of school, youth and
adult, we will have the same system. So we are really trying to
mesh a good system in the city dS regards the %hole problem of
intake and assessment.

It is tery confusing to me as ell, that I really think overall that
the buck has to stop someplace. The legislation has to say that this
organuation or this community-based group ur this board, or what-
ever the entity is, will in essence make the decisions on where the
funds will go, and that will be based on the data that is available
on the needs fin training. et cetera. Again it is nut happening right
now It is even nuire so now with the funds. It is a scramble.
Agencies are trying to stay alive, schools and everyone else. What
the structure is I do not know I think there has to be one, and
then it has to be supported. I think legislation says, vtell, there is a
structure. go ahead It neter builds in a mechanism fur support
Big business does that No rnatter what they start, they always
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support, it. They always have money built in for budgeting and
1

training for whatever their coordinating agency is If you say in a
CETA program you want to spend money on training the staff,
that comes out of here or comes out of here. That is administrative
money. You were not over your budget. You cannot do that I think
it has to be given credence to the fact that people need training to
implement this new coordinating function, whatever it is, but that
there definitely has to be one with representation from vocational
education and representation from CETA and the community col-
leges at the local training institutions. Right now there are no
boards that way. They are very advisory. They meet once a year
They do not mean anything. They are paper tigers.

Mr. JEFFORDS. How would you mandate the Creation Should we
do it at the Federal level? Should you allow State to do it, or would
that be a bad thing in a situation where you have a large city
versus a State as far as approval of that kind of mechanism?

Mr. CARADONIO. I think the way Masspchusetts works right now,
especially in vocational education, and I know the criticism is that
voc ed never serviced inner rity people, but our formulas are
weighted, to answer your question. I would be comfortable with the
State doinA. something. I know other people would not in urban
areas because our formulas are weighted. We get, as you men-
tioned, special-needs students before learning-disabled. We get four
times per zapita for serviung a learning-disabled student in Massa- 4
chusetts. We get L2 for disadvantaged, 1.4 for bilingual, 2 per
capita for vocational rehab student. So it says you are going to get
reimbursement back, so there is an incentive. With a mind-set like
that coming with a State I would feel comfortable with working
with that State, which 70 percent of the 4942 funds in the State
went to Boston because we had the highest number of disadvan-
taged, handicapped, limited-English-speaking ability in the State
So yes, I would say that, because it is a good deal for us. I do not
know what it is in other States, but I do not see those safeguards
built into other areas in other States. I would be comfortable with
that. We get our fair share in terms of our need from the State.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Larry?
Mr. DENARDIS. Just one question of Dr. Shively. Does your school

participate in the Bay State Skills Corp,?
Mr SHIVELY. We did last year. We did not submit a proposal this

year. Because of funding, our administrative staff was down and
they just created all kinds of problems on campus with unusual
kinds of requests for information from both us and the company,
and it Just does not seem like it was worth our time and effort this
year

I think the concept is good and I think maybe after they have
been through it 2 or :3 years and we let, the institutions and the
companies work it out they probably will come along. But to
answer your question, we did last year and we are not this year

Mr DENAttnis If I read your testimony properly, item No. 5
sounds like that.

Mr SHIVELY Well, we have programs with about a dozen compa-
nies where we both provide the training for entering employees
and the upgrading within the company. We have three companies
We have full-time faculty right in their plants and their territory
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doing that upgrading, which in turn opens up the other end of the
entry level, which we do some of that training, so does Jim, and so
does everybody else in Boston.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. And thank you again. It is
a tremendous help to us, and I do appreciate it. We will now recess
until 2:30.

[Wher Don, at 2 p.m., Ow subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 2:30 pan., the same day.]

[AFTERNOON SESSION]

Mr. JEFFORDS. The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
will come to order. The first witness is Ray Brown.

STATEMENT OF RAI BROWN, DIRECTOR, NORTHLANDS JOB
CORPS, VERGENNES, VT.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Jeffords.
This testimony is prepared for the Subcommittee on Employment

Opportunities. Mr. Jeffords and Mr. DeNardis, thank you very
much for this opportunity to speak. I am Ray Brown, the center
director of the Northlands Job Corps Center.

The Job Cor0 is a national program to help jobless or low-
income youth, ages 16 to 21, become responsible, productive citi-
zens. The Job Corps was made possible by the Economic Opportuni
ty Act of 1964, and is now administered through the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Employment and Training Administration.

The Job Corps is a cornerstone of our Nation's employment and
training effort, providing economically disadvantaged youth with
intensive services aimed at significantly improving their employ
ment and earning powers. It is a program that works. With 17
years of operations, the Job Corps has become increasingly effec-
tive, and there is convincing evidence of its favorable impact on
youth.

The Job Corps offers a wide range of services, combining basic
education and vocational training with other activities such as
counseling [group and individual] and recreation. Job Corps centers
are residential, providing comfortable living quarters, nutritional
meals, and health services. Some centers provide a nonresidential
component.

Many Job Corps enrollees have not seen a doctor or dentist
recently and some neverthus, comprehensive medical services is
a critical need. Most youth who enter Job Corps are high school
dropouts. Many jobs require a high school diploma or its equiva-
lent. Job Corps extends that opportunity by providing the informa-
tion, materials, and general knowledge through its instructional
staff to complete the GED test.

The Northlands Job Corps Center is one of 12 centers operated
for the U.S. Department of Labor by the Singer Co. Northlands
began operations in December 1978 and received its first input of
enrollees June 5, 1979. The center population consists of youth
primarily from Vermont, Maine, and New Hampshire, with a con
tracted capacity of 280 (160 male, 120 female).

Approximately 45 percent of Northland's present population is
from a single-parent home, and many are on public assistance,
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The center offers the following vocational skills, auto body, auto
mechanics, small engines repair, machine trades, welding, facili-
ties, maintenance construction, culinary arts, business skills, cos-
metology, and health occupations.

During fiscal year 1981, 118 youth received their GED.
The placement rate for Northlands is 92 percent of the fiscal

year just endedSeptember 30, 1981.
The Northlands center is located in Vergennes, Vt., on approxi-

mately 50 acres. The site consists of nine dormitories (five male,
four female), cafeteria, gym, swimming pool, educational and voca-.
tional buildings, assembly hall, and center maintenance and supply
buildings.

The new enrollees go through an approximate 3-week orientation
period consisting of meeting with key staff, testing, and vocational
evaluation. Upon entering the mainstream, the average class day
consists of three periods in academic training and three periods in
vocational training. Leisure-time activities include use of the gym,
arts and crafts, off-center activities such as bowling and rollerskat-
mg. Seasonal activities include softball, soccer, cross-country skiing,
and ice skating.

Since our population consists of New England youth,' many go
home on weekends

The National Council on Employment Policya private, nonprof-
it organizationrecently completed a study on CETA programs

Several quotes from that report are:
A dollar spent on Job corps returned about $1:19 to society
The Job Corps is a honed and refined system
It is a model uf wmprehensive treatment. providing a complete spectrum of

opportunity ranging from special learning aid for the disabled, all the way to college
options for corpsmeinbers

Their complete report is submitted with the testimony for your
review.

A quote from Mr. Ray Donovan, Secretary of Labor, appeared in
the Manpower and Vocational Education Weekly, October 1, 1981

Speaking before a group at the National Job Corps Competition'
Expo, Mr. Donovan said, ''The simple truth is that Job Corps works
and it works well. Job Corps works because it draws on the exper-
tise of marr parts of our society, such as labor, business, and
government.

A report prepared by Mathematics Research, Inc quotes, and
this is part of the document, the following:

Projecting the benefits into the future, the evaluation estimates that the long
term dollar benefits to society from the Jub Corps program are greater than the
piogram's c)sts, o that the program Is economically efficient

Our benchmark estimate is that the value of benefits in the
fiscal year 1977 exceeded costs by almost $2,300 per corpsmember.
Furthermore, the program is found to be economically efficient
under a wide range of alternative assumptions and estimates Be-
cause over 44,000 youths enrolled in Job Corps in fiscal year 1977,
our benchmark estimate of the net social benefit for the entire
program is approximat*ly $90 million for that year.

In response tu "why do we have employment, and training poli-
cies I reference employment projections in 1985. Information on
current and future employment and training requirements is es-
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sential fur planning and devuloping educational training programs
to meet future needs Total employment is expected to increase by
about 19 percent between 1976 and 198:; The largest growth rates
are expected in clerical and services occupations. With expected
increases in employment, training our youth to fill these needs is
critical. Job Corps provides that training

Job ('orps through the years has provided thousands of youth
with an opportunity they may nut have otherwise had. With over
100 centers and approximately 14,000 youth enrolled nationally.
the continuation of this worthwhile program should be a prime
concern of all Americans.

Respectfully submitted. Raymond T. Brown, Job Corps.
Mr HAWKINS. Thank you very much, Ray.
( Material submitted by Ray Brown follows]
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The National Council on Employment Policya private, non profit organization
recently completed a study on CETA Programs

Several quotes from that report are:
"A dollar spent on Job Corps returned about $1 :39 to society
"The Job Corps is a honed and refined system
"It is a model of comprehensive treatment, providing a complete spectrum of

opportunity ranging from special learning aid for the disabled, all the way to college
options for corpsmembers,"

Their complete report is submitted for your review.
A quote from Mr, Ray Donovan, Secretary of Labor, appeared in the Manpower

and Vocational Education Weekly October 1, 1981.
Speaking before a group at the National Job Corps Competition/Expo, Mr Dono-

van said "The simple truth is that Job Corps works and it works well Job Corps
works because it draws on the expertise of many parts of our society, such as labor,

business ard government."
A report prepared by Mathematics Research, Inc quotes the following.
"Projecting the benefits Into the future, the evaluation estimates that the long-

term dollar benefits to society from the Job Corps Program are greater than the
Programs' costs, so that the Program is 'economically efficient"

Our benchmark estimate is that the vLiue of benefits in the fiscal year 1977
exceeded costs by almost $2,300 per corpsmember. Furthermore, the program is
found to be economically efficient under a wide range of alternative assumptions
and estimates Because over 40,000 youths enrolled in Job Corps in fiscal year 1977,
our benchmark estimate of the net social benefit for the entire program is approxi-
mately $90 million for that year,:

In response to "why do we have Employment and Training policies"
I reference Employment Projections to 1985.2 Information on current and future

employment and training requirements is essential for planning and developing
educational training programs to meet future needs. Total employment is expected
to increase by about 19 percent between 1976 and 1985. The largest growth rates are
expected in clerical and services occdpations With expected increases in employ-
menttraining our youth to fill these needs is critical Job Corps provides that
training

Job Corps through the years has provided thousands of youth with an opportunity
they may not have otherwise had With over 100 Centers and approximately 14,000
youths enrolled nationally, the contmuation of this worthwhile program should be a
prime concern of all Americans

CETA's RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS, A POLICY STATEMF,NT BY THE

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON EMPLOYMENT POLICY, SEPTEMBER 1981

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act iCETAI faces expiration Sep-
tember 30, 1982 In anticipation of the required reconsideration, It is timely to begin
a review of the CETA experience since 1974, as well as the relevant experience of
employment and training programs that preceded CETA The,critical issues are
what have been CETA's results') 12t what have been its problems" and (31 what are
the implications for continuation and modification')

CETA is both a package of alternative employment and training services and a
system for the delivery of those services Both must be examined in pursuit of
answers to the thiee queries

THE RESULTS

The ultimate goal of (ETA s emplosment and training services is to Improve the
employment and earnings ot economically disadvantaged clientele gable I For

tno.it of those service,, results can he measured by the earnings and employment
gams of participants compared to those of similar nonprogram participants Some
services have other objectives or results not directly and measurably related to
employment and earnings For those, other measures of results must be derived

Evaluative data are limited but consistent in their findings From the sources
described in the methodological appendix. the evidence ITable II indicates that
almost all of the major CETA components were a good investment for society

Et, duation ot t hv F oromac imp ict of the Job ( oris, Program tittcond who% up report

Aprtt
Vorment Department ot Em ii twrit urttv Ite-war,11 And Stati-ant. Si, isa, V rmont

Empittv in* nt Proltctions to po,
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Every dollar invested in on.the-job IOJTI training returned $2 23 in social bene-

fits.
A dollar spent on Job Corps returned about $1 39 to society
Every dollar spent on classroom training returned $1 14 to society
Participants in public service employment in 1976 earned roughly $290 more then

the comparison group individuals in 1977 and 1978.
Enrollees in work experience unadorned by other training activities had, on the

average, no higher or lower post-participation gains than their comparison groups
Cost-benefit analysis and other statistical evaluation methods are, of course, not

an exact science. But the direction of these findings is consistent with a wide range
of assumptions. The present value of returns to the taxpayers tended to be less than
costs primarily because stipends and wages constituted a neutral transfer payment
to society but were a budgetary cost to the taxpayer This fact may help explain
why taxpayers appear restive about what appears to be a productive social invest-
ment

The National Council on Employment Policy is a private nonprofit organization of
academicians and policy experts with a special interest and expertise in the area of
employment and training. This policy statement represents the combined judgment
of the Council members. Despite divergence of opinion on details, the members
agreed to a unanimous statement.

Garth L. Mangum, Chairman, University of Utah, Sar A. Levitan, Chairman,
Executive Committee, The George Washington University, Bernard E Anderson,
The Rockefeller Foundation, Michael E Borus, The Ohio State University; Vernon
M Briggs. Cornell University, Rupert N. Evans, University of Illinois, Leonard J
Hausman, Brandeis University, Charles C Killingsworth, MichiganState Universi-
ty; S M Miller, Boston University; Richard P. Nathan, Princeton University;
Marion W Pines, Baltimore Metropolitan Manpower Consortium, Michael J Piore,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, R. Thayne Robson, University of Utah;
Howard Rosen, American University, Robert Taggart, Youth Knowledge Develop-
ment Project; Michael L Wachter. University of Pennsylvania, and Richard S
Belous, Executive Director
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The CETA components tor which earning nicr, ases are not directly measurable
and benefit cost ratios are riot tabulable fit ato three categories t11 nonoccupa-
tional training. ,2t youth school retentior and work transition programs. and 131

pilot projects not large enough to be generalizable But even for these. Indicators of
success or failure can be drived

The Summer Youth Employment Program reduced arrest rates from 3 2 percent

ta 1 percent and failure to return to school from 9 4 to 11 I percent
fhe Youth Incentive Entitlement Program. which provided guaranteed employ-

numt in return l'ar a pledge to return to. or stay in. school. raised retention rates
from 711 percent to sO percent md increased the rate of return to school by dropouts
from 22 percent to .ffi percent

The Supported Work program improved the employment and earnings evperience
or AFIX` recipients and vv.-offenders but not youth and addicts

Participation in 12 week adult basic education programs in specific Instances
raised reading and math skills one to 1 years. and attainment of general education
development it,CED certificates improved placement chances by $ percent and earn-
ings by 13 percent

English as a second lamivage was effective at opening the labor market to
refugees and other immigrants at low ast

Job search training programs at t lists ranging from 5:200 to :51 000 per participant
improved job finding success by 2-, to :o0 percent

rile Career Intern program huh r used high school completion rates by -41
per-teat and empb,ciliont probabilitus by one third may be representative of a her-

iso sc [viol prognans furuhql lr CETA

siltEN(. if, AND V.I.,AhNit-M-:,

CETA probiums must be dividen between thiise that wlate to its service Compie

news and those that ornerge horn thi delivery system

serif, e Om/commis
l'he major focus at ( El A sstem has been on the build up. management. and

precipitous duanantling of a major public service employment grogram As a result .
in most cases, there has been little attention given to innovation rn training models
Even though the results roman, positive. one would have hoped for significant
improvements under local stewardship Vet some of the old problems remain, and
new ones hae emerged

1 t ETA has not generated new training institutions Instead, It has utilized skill
venters established in the Pnitis and some nminstream vocational and proprietary
s, Mods Whdo the latter may offer quality training. they often lack the experience.
rapport, and supportive servi«, to deal with a disadvantaged population The CETA
ligible population must be st reened for them Specialized skr11 centers were created
ander the Manpower Development and Training Adnunistratron in the 1960,, to
servo that population and mans evist Their staffs are dedicated. hut their
tat ildies and equipment often have been allowed to deteriorate There Is Increased

ot community based 4irgantr4tions as training ori(anilations They tend to do
acii in remedial eau( atom and English s a second language. but. with some
ootabb. aptions L k the speriein e and fat ihnes for quality otiupational train-
mg

2 Just as in the period before I ETA, thr.re an. tar more eligible mdividuals than
there are funds to sere them The federal pressure it to keep pur participant costs
low and to insure Immediate placement These objectives are accomplished by
stressing short term training averaging loss than halt a year for high turnover

upatrons far %%huh de.solvantaged person can ne prepared at the entry level in
a short time Bo( longer training pays off although not net essarth in Immediate
pla,emerd ate,. Long rem billow up data demonstrate a positive relationship

tr, Pang, duration and future earnings For instance chose trained for
bet %Pen It and 211 ,Aeeks earned an average ut :5269 more per year than comparison
groups in the two soars following participation. those with 20 to 10 weeks of
tramIng earned .:2 I more and those few trained beyond 10 weeks gained i-'1,4s7
ver year

Some people seem t ion riill in (-ETA programs in order to receive the training
an. In, fiscal luso .to percent of the funds expended for CETA's Title IIBC

tr mining programs %ere used tor allowan«ts Even 11 and 11 year olds receive the
0111111Nuto sAagt, tor the hours id partaipatum As a result, some participants receive
higher tak, home pav during training than belore and aft?r placement While low

hegniage this in program income, there is concern for the distorted incentive
artuo, Anil tor ipplicants ss ho e not admitted to training because funds are
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inadequate Training programs should place less emphasis on income support and
more on actual training. The evidence inthcates that few people would be unable to
enter these programs if a reasonable shift in funds was made in the direction of a
higher percentage going to actual training and less to allowances

4 On-the-job training remains the highest payoff component, yet less than 10
percent of CETA participants are enrolled in It Employers are reluctant to partici-
pate for a subsidy of 50 percent of wages for an average of -I 1 months of training If
they can be persuaded to participate, they tend to insist on very restrictive screen-
ing.

5 Job Corps is a honed and refined system which has learned and profited from
past criticism. It is centrally funded by an experienced staff but decentrally operat-
ed by private and public contractors. It has a common curnculum and staff develop-
ment program and a feedback system that allows each center to learn from the
experience of all others It also has had the funding to invest in computer assisted
and computer-managed instruction and other training innovations It deals with the
most disadvantaged of youth, but its residential setting makes it possible to confront
their personal as well as occupational needs. Mobility, which exposes youth to other
labor markets, also in important, The Job Corps' most serious weaknesses are its
inability to retain more than one-third of the enrollees and the lack of placement
assistance.

b Work experience, in most settings, provides income and involvement in rudi-
mentary work activities but seems to do nothing to Increase employability Howev-
er, a few pnme sponsors have imaginatively linked work experience with classroom
and onthe-job training and impressive results.oklso work experience for in-school
youth ts a proven approach to increas., school Mention and reduce crime, even if
there are no positive employment and income results.

7 Public service employment, as practiced prior to the 1978 CETA amendments,
seems to have served in part as on-the-job training in the public sector PSE
participants who went on to regular jobs in public agencies accounted for most of
the estimated earnings gains. However, the 1978 amendments focused PSE on a
more disadvantaged population and fostered a work crew approach which is more
like work experience than like OJT No information is currently available to deter-
mine whether or not earlier income gams have persisted along with the ither
benefits produced by this targeted approach.

8 Remedial basic education and English as a second language 'ESL) are essential
to those who lack them, but they meet the full needs of only those who are
otherwise employable. Therefore, except in areas with a large number of immi-
grants with substantial previous work experience, remedial education and ESL are
more appropnatdy perceived as supportive cumponents to occupational skill train-
ing

9. Job search training, on the other hand, appears to be useful in the short run to
job seekers at every lev,..1 of the labor market. What is lacking is knowledge of
whether these investments pay off over the long run How much of these job
seeking skills are retained by CETA chents over the course of time'

10 There are a variety of alternative schools and school-to-work transition srvwes
which appear promising but need fartliir refinement and experience before whole-

sale adoption
11 For all CETA components, the more highly disadvantaged, in general make

the greatest gains These gains tend to be achieved, not from higher wages than
those of comparison groups, but from increased labor force participation and more
stable employment These programs probably provide a new access route into the
labor market, but little training is provided for more than entry level jobs Given
the economic and demographic realities of the 1960s and 1970s, there may have
been t;ome justification tor this But in the 1980s, access beyond the entry level will
be increasingly required to help both CETA clients and employers who will face a
different set of demographic and economic forces

TIM DELIVERY SYSTEM

Experience seems to support the general decentralised and decategonzed ap-
proach that underlies the CETA delivery system However, a number of weaknesses
deserve a t tent ion

1 Few of the federal staff at the national and regional level have had experience
at the front line of a prime sponsor operation The two sets of staff do not have the
common experince and language to allow them to communicate and understand
each other s problems Since the federal staff are not generally capable of providing
technical assistance to improve the output of CETA services, they tend to emphasise
enforcement of procedures to the exclusion of substantive concerns There should be

1 C 4
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groan r ex' flange ,1 per serinel ,t , y a nom, levels to build that body of common
experwme and rapport

2 A major positive development of CETA training is the increased use of main-
stream training tacilities This reduces the segregation of CETAIdigible chents by
tmt ncolating them in spJiciallv designed insttt tams

t ETA promotes. in theory labor marke planning Yet the existing incentives
me inadequate to entourage units of government to combine in meaningful labor
market wide consortia The balante of states also hose no labor market meaning
Planning is to be forvard looking and onitinuous Yet the data provided for plan-
ning purposes. especially knowledge of future funding levels, is always late and
sometimes long after the fact Prime sponsors are hindered by constant changes in
regulations, program structures and funding levels Tne planning concept will not
he meaningful until there is multi-year funding and stability in federal policies

The inputs of all relevant interests in the community target groups, employ-
er, labor organizations and service deliverersare essential to decentralized deci-
sionmaking However ( ongress has now mandated three sets of advisory councils
her earh prime sponsor. all with overlapping and unclear functions One should be
encanth

Efforts have been mode to increase private sector remedial employment and
tnuning programs However, the results have been Yet y mixed, and CETA pnvate
industry councils hose not demonstrated a better track record compared to prime
sponsors in the marketing of OJT Yet private sector efforts should be continued
and encouraged

b I he people in the middle in the CETA system have come to be the regional
office staff At prei-ent they have few meaningful functions and little authority As
,ue h the% are often ot no fault of their ov,n, impediments in the communications
prIX Tbey should hose a meaningful role and authority to carry it out or be

removixi from Ow scene
I' There has been .1 ontinuous but unsuccessful search for designing performance

measurements The immediate placement and positive termination rate standards
ice misleading and counterproductive They favor short duration training and work

experience bekause they produoe lowaaist immediate payoffs, although longer term
tollow-up data prove that long duration training and on-the-job training have much
higher rat os of benefits (ner costs

Reporting systems require data whith are of little value to the federal agency and
provide no useful feedback to the states and localities Yet Job Corps demonstrates
the potential for using modern data processing equipment for a uniform system in
w hie h both mdividual participant data and management information can be entered
t+, he re -ailed at all levels for meaningful analysis It merits examination to deter
mine the feasibility eel replication on a broader scale

s No useful system of tee linital assistance and staff development ha, emerged At
'los Point the expert:so e in the skills of the most alert of the prime sponsor staff
etound the c ountry Initial experinwnts are underway V ith prime-to-prime techni-

asmstatice, and thi- -nould be encouraged To hove a substantial impact, such
technical assist-le 'Id staff development aid must be made available in the local

'immunities

Psi nth pAN01.1.

ides ago th, natio( made a commitment to upgiade ,ind give a ,e(eiend

ihnv e to t host- member, of ds work force who %Sure expeneneing labor merket
hardsf tp In man% cases labor market paihologies resulted because the nation ,
mum- y first home institutions were failing certain types of individuals A
se, ond (home system was required to deal with remedial employment arid train

!lag problem,
in re, mei years medm (overage of CF;TA has centered on fraud and abuse- Any

ondertakreg involving hdhons of dollars and milhons of individuals in likely to be
marred by graft and curruption Strong efforts inust be made to rout out any
, ore-option, but t ETA has 11(4 exixtrienced a uniquely higher level compared to
other multibillion dollar undertakings In the meantime, it is clear that, despite
hrtlit.IT:ons and ,Idininistative problems, most of CETA's spry WV tom ponents have
lwt n moderate+, sia«bs,1,0 with benefits well in excess of costs A number of

pt available to me rease thid payoff
I Emphasis should turn from employment to training witb CETA's range of

se r. It f' ,itternaties with opportunities in both classroom and on the-job training
Inn need tor lob reat ion program, should, however. not be heglected In some labor

kers the existeme of substantial surplus labor may nwan that Job reation is
ft-n ,,st re ilt-t is of public funds and of the participant', time

1 Of.;
J
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2 Given the diversity of the ('ETA-eligible population, a two-tiered classroom
training system appears desirable Remedial and entry level timing for all would
be available, while a second level of career training should be provid#d for those
who are able to profit from more advanced training The remedial/entry training
could occur in a specialized institution such as a skill center that provides all the,.
necessary supportive services The career training should occur in the mainstream
institutions in those communities in which they enjoy a positive image in the minds
of employers, the student body and the public Training should also involve the
workplace whenever possible

3 The training allowance system should be adjusted to provide a subsistence
component (based on family income and need) and an incentive component (to
encourage pefformance, completion and placement) But income support should be
used sparingly to maximize resources allocated for actual training

4 OJT rules should be liberalized to improve access to the private sector A shorof
try-out period tperhaps 3 months) before hiring, with a minimum transition'

requirement, and with subsequent on-the-job training subsidies where demonstrably
needed, probably would increase the effectiveness and marketability of OJT Howev-,
er, as indicated by the initial efforts of even the private industry councils, OJT can
be expected to provide slots for only a fraction of individuals in the CETA pool,
particularly when jobs in the private sector are expanding slowly

5 The job Corps has become successful and effective for the one-third of the
participants who complete the program It is a model of comprehensive treatment,
providing a complete spectrum of opportunities ranging from special learning aid
for the disabled all the way to college options for corpsmembers Computer-assisted
and computer-managed instruction is individualized and self-paced with achieve-
ment recorded and rewarded However, it is mainly residential and "the 24-hour-a-
day" treatment effect cannot be overlooked The approach of competitive contract-
ing with the private sector might be extended to more parts of the CETA system
Also, the utilization of programmed learning devices and curriculum materials,
which have proved to be successful, should be expanded beyond the Job Corps

6 A variant of PSE should be introduced which would permit a try-out for
unsubsidized Jobs in the public and nonprofit sectors, parallel to OJT in the private
sector There should be the same possibilities for OJT subsidization after the try-out
but also with the same transitional requirements

7 Work experience should be coupled with remedial education and occupational
training as part of a sequence of services for youth and particularly disadvantaged
adult subgroups.

Job search assistance appears to be an effective mechanism, at least in the
short run, for helping individuals who are already seeking work -rather than as a
tool to motivate persons to find employment If it were utilized as a final component
of other program activities, It would probably increase placement rates Current
budgetary obstacles to its provision through the public employment service also
should be eliminated

9 Remedial basic education and English as a second language are low cost,
productive programs and essential for those who lack them

lo Emphasis should be placed on sequential meshing of different services so that
an individual can be helped on several fronts Basic education, for example, could be

interfaced with occupational skill training which would lead to OJT or job search
instruction While this will raise costs, it is a worthwhile investment

11 A more extensive interchange of federal, state, and local personnel should
become a regular part of the CETA program to create a common experience base for
communication and understanding Training expertise should be incorporated Into
both prime sponsor and federal staff

12 An effective national system of technical assistance arid curriculum and staff
development should be introduced, drawing on prime sponsor strenghts, as well as
on private and public education sources National workshops are helpful but such
assistance must be brought to the local level on a periodic basis as well

1:s Congress should provide multi-year funding to CETA prime sponsors and
restrain itself from too frequent innovations in the system

THE FUTURE

lii many ways, demographu and eionomic developments are recreating the issues
out ol which MDTA emerged in P162 When the federal government initially funded
employment and training programs, a war on poverty was not yet declared and the
disadvantaged had not been discovered. Technological displacement and Appala-
chian plant clesings at first were the major motivators for the legislation that was
directed toward retraining All of today's robots and computers were on the

.
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ii -ethane..., Of ipated higher capital inrestments rates
to,= cc rhcca ,e fling arid the procen results of CETA in the training field, it is time
,tre ilgt he theffigh not ne enlarge the eerily acallable second chance"

(ammo.. Ote. haw in America In a period when we must be concerned about
enflati,a1 boosting Anwrican l ,dacticity. and stria federal budget eon-

,tr Important to 1,alite that ink-----ttnt.; in human capital still makes good
,oriter,10 f

SI 1 1. %Olk '.11-11fielllq e N"IftE1MION,,

I h, cc 01 dolo, i e eo the e.oe tai benefit io-,fs analses contained in thVi
,t.ete nie yi the c,t tO O't tie Include' all program operating

xpeuie, \c*pt t,on,n C plu, lore gone- eat nenge, of the- participants lienwfits in-
1,Ide ihe estuhati ii salue ct m.eiil Ve irk perfornied during enrollment, post-pro-

i2t lin ear nuig., trow highe t and or Ira realsed hours of paid emplen.
nee ci idieffitt-trarte lonn redm.ed partic ipation in income ni,einte-

cii e progrx Old ,O'1011, other social benefits m the ot Joh Corps
belie lit, in. illyt^ from reduce d crinie, and drug and health problemsi

there' 101 he'lle ht., are th,colititett at 1 rate Of 1.-) percent per veal" to t'stilleate a
pre-, lit icl' -it thi, stn,ain it gains at tfie time the priogiam epunditure,, vore
made I he dit.t omit in( lode, e re-al tato oi intere,t and ad Inflation factor .11,o, the
tee oe-let 4 tali( a I I pele out dilllIiiII deee line en Ow nee'a,ute gains he-
tv.eeel the program p ert ii maws and omparison

taxpaol-, let e opal ,on,ider, all budgeted etene, iriu luding trainee
eilowane. ,te- rh. entire earnings gains and foregone eat nings are not
ii !tided ci tm- tat!, be, au, taxes on earningsgains benefits tu the

t hi, i iki, iim-0141, the produe e el in the programs
d 1,1,4 woo, eslimated from reduced crime and t lansh pa,,

f;aw,e, tit adminestraeice ,o-ts between social programs
anou, euroteti,o, <ere made re gairling the acerage future worklife tot plograni

I, eli !pant-. F or the fob caps the ci erage i. a:-.-anned to be IJ t ear. tstnle for
lassr,one training the acei,ege i e,senned tee be ears But goer] the 11 percent

annual he low in d meaured genre, arid the ii percent discount rate,
iii ete, ,.re ie4 istic .iltered d v.iirkbfe a.sunit low, are somewhat different

F.,st *mate .4 J 4, 1 oi onnae ,ere ba.ed fin cc t wo-year iollm% -up of a sample of
I 4, parti, Aelit t drptulty fed comparison grviip draiAn frbm
omit, !pew 'are ,es of hemmed Job Corp. it rutting and further mate hed regre,,ion

For ETI.,ompotient- the continuous longitudinal manpower surcec
I I a,ita t,00,0,41,1 v,rec ce ars a ,ample of participants who terminated in

eTc- thee oirithO HoO cecile V%.I, ill:Awn from the Current Population Surcec, with
., lie el dot e ebt.11ice d 110111 ',IA 1.11 '11 I tint mei "pi, rhe (1,,MS eat lung, and .111

tia par I the ri nial, iced to Ow r ompateson group data 11.1"
ne.t up ci 1 twat,

I it,. pr, I,,r tia. comical I,ccic groups .inel for measuring post
eat.a.gs ere rigorous and go ne-ralk .ote,er...t etc 11,.i tee etaggerate

III e t, ecanaele ill estimates in, lode an a..tuned annual decline, in the
,f,tr. re 1,.t 11111 pUct. icf emip,et e lc ii titccimgfn t meals-

tj



ahtd .h.!thr0,1hik j I 1 I \ 1n1,4.0'1, 1T1111111 ii pp:ng and Pablo

tOt' 111)01/ 1110 2rett 1r0 0. hA1'/'h 1h, tit More t ears 411

tallow up wilt he requaed betaro kno,A, tilt paTtit htThtit 1111M,

110 0.0 turrhiq apart ,ont erg- ,ir remain parallel iit er time w t h roniparison group,
I her.. at 1. ether technical I,,ues Inherent in the e\-postaar to multiple regre,,ion

mut. h ar part par 7 tt rulnpartt,lior!, .nd the use at i t i,tI Ser untt data to

,ounpiri-"n "arniag, 'Asa ..itudinal data take mant tears to
i a,oih a. ,tnakie rea-on.tht, to ..4quebe that the 4!ap between the

time ponad at ered and releo-e d ito '4 the tato will ,hartened hut the gap due
7,, the ert n,it,Ire of tango iiihnol data vial hi main signifii.rt Most at the appal,

, hanges ',ince the Pt 7t. El \ ,ohort, studied .ould hate heon e\pe, ted to hate
..tidened the ple.t-enreilment gap betuoberi the treatment and compaz i,on group, l'or
moan, 0 women a, a pr,ipirt ion ot itt enrollee, has risen and tt ianen had higher

t't ij UFO" than men in th, ears ,tudied Niso, as noted in the tt'AI I1mger training

foratiati bring, higher gam, and training durations have lengthened On the other
hand it I., noted ,n the ti xt that gain, mat hate fallen

Yet hat ing made all of these ;pm ditications regarding the data sourae the estima-
frit> di,Umpt,on,, the reation tit iompanson groups, and the time lag the National

oun,ti n Ereplot mew behetes that the results .1re important and should

tio ignored Dt,pitik those problems the, rnethodolo* and data hate real advan

pretlau, attempt- irol tentatit e conclusions and lesson, can be drawn

tram this. both if ititor ta.tton th. gonerat findings for the iii ums component:,
-artod bt the,e programs rem.nn robust under a wide range (lf

.1,,tinpt
Further dat a ted analtsi, of the, met hockloo aro pro% ided Charle, Matter

et al fhe Impa.ts of Joh t erps Porn, matron ,Washington, D(' USGP()
)411tr,, V/f0P Palo t Etaloation of the Eeononti, Irapar t ot the

dab Corps Prat!, illow (Ili Report ,Washington, D(' USGPO April
Robert mgg trt F.,berill Guide 1n Assessnwnt of Training Programs

for Per,on, of 1 igniter/ Emplot,thiliti, anpahlished, Net linpa.t Report

gvntritier , trap e t op l'170 Earning, id New F1-.1 .0 Year 1477 EI A Enrollee-, in
4,100,41 Pr ,gr in) V tit die, ,11ashingtoti 1)1 1 SI)( )1 June 145I1 Westat. Inc ,

Supplement Number 1 vi Net Impao Report Number I t at 107, Eat mug,

an .101,4 Fe-ral El 1 Enrollee, in Se)tti ted Program At tititie., (unpuh-

Joshed februatt "t The Board it Dir« tot ,, Manpower Demonstration Rf/Seart h

cerpat Opal "surnn,,,o. Ind I indings of the National Supported Work Demonstra

tian Mo-, Rallaiga r PUbn,forn; Mid Rt, hard P Nathon
Pubh, ors niplat In, rut m F?eld rtalu ition ,11'ashourtan. 1)1

Institatian t,i
111%en tilt real .t 1.r,idern- 1 -4,01-to Lite ,4 in% ane program

holit tit,t rt.(' 0,11. 01, t \penmen( Natteter ftitt

1/1/ tt, h ott,'r rt-4trint p.trtu;:qt 17th i to la I it

ml i11111111, 0 h ii h,hh ,r). rut initi tintilt1 tr1 n,r- lull, .1,

nil , '. 1 h ii
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Table Ill
The Change in Earnings for the Year After Program Participation

.CLOSS11334 TRAINING

Asoenfelter

Slack Pales 531$ to $470
lotto Palos 139 to 322
(lack females 441 to 552
Witte footles 364 to 572

Servs

Males .

brut *ad Prescott

305

Males 516

frales 30

Cooley. McGolro and
Prescott

Males 71 to 234
hyalite 16$ to 291

Needle and Sara*

fotrarl

25'

Minority females I44

Walt* females 701

(left,

Slack Kates (-742) to (-355)

waits Mlles (444) ta (-375)
(lack Females 511

white.femeles 634

Rita 409

Pete; Gaudio, 444

Prescott and Cooley

Palos 452

Small

Males 432

Cal. StronsOorfer

Milts males
white FIO4111

on-tra...me TRAImING

Cooley. SkGmlra and
Prescott

malts

Fowles

tetras

Nimorlty Mals
IMIte meles
minority koalas
Malts resales

(-13) to It

70 to 224

1.944
1.181

926

OM-THE-JOS TRAINING

Kiefer

(lack Malts
Witte Moles ( - 61)

114tk females 396

Wilts females 426

Prescott amd Cooley

gales

Sowell

Moles 376
faults 154

.001 CORPS

Kiefer .

Block Men
Witt Males
Slack females

Wits females

Millar

Milos

fewsles mahout
Chldroi .

females ofilt

ChIldroa

Yank 1.14X-EIPUIENCE
PIOGRAMS

aorta. Smarten, mad Posea

females

Elefer

554

Slack Males 101

wait, Males (-1.290

Slack foul.. , ( -40

Atte Females (-414

Somers and Stromsdorfer

Mitt RillS
sialta Moles
Slack femiles
white females

ADULT 4.951C (00CATICN

&ratite.

Males

Ramekin

Mates
FSMAllo

MOAT MORK ExPERIENCE

Ritnoos

minority Paulo%
Yalta females

1.20
795

1.011

147

2.364

ill
12

347

629

SCVACI. 'Rawl 'arms. sssss Shp !Matt e trelftlimi Program,' I. 211 Ginipera.

ad c-aaledm_gtitaiff_l_orel Itiow ter . lesic loots. 191101. pp 34.26.

CItat oaS. PP.

1°9
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Academic Electives Strengthen
and Complement Vocational

Classes
idattion to 114 bast, at a kn., program at

,rto tu di Mat ,trmmed '0 1. Ip i,rpsnwrtiters pass
school oquisalenw eta!nu toe I, laos halo

addad supplentrnt the sin ational &raining
thsc J tic t's.locs

As. I I) I Nt .11Sn 1 his ilass t teat, d
aso)t torp)rut tutu f's in nfit my Adis metled 114 Pike
of tot n rnt exams and sinJfkinat Opoading I wt.,.
is Mated on expositorv its hroc al pa rola,. and

f arise
/It I El'KIN I latALHAltr This lOWNI. nJ, desiffOrti

hr ip corpsmenibrrs a dh it, luntlan% ntals it

Mut pr.nt ft ading orpsnic mbsfs nrolled itt mai lom
shOp (as 11111, matntrn mix Ind const rut non Jnd

al, tt,tr tged to enroll
ADS As. I I) A15 I(I orgssim nutters oimpirlii.

"Ao tit 1) rum sosis tuIis .T hi hare their hihh
St dipt,0114 tall tabs this ,lass to brush up on thcir

J:` Pta geowntr ngonornetts and calculus
11ION A11111 J his ourst assists

m Intv ts %oh thc math TN, Usl- in their
oh 4,1,4,0 0

5 01 511(1% 51 RI 51)151, ( ,,rpolcirtvir s arc

lii di A Oh tahiiLiu5 idutg and .,rtipreto nwm
Its d so, law s
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BRAC Provides Opportunity
For Advanced Training

( irisnar nthcrs driving advanced :raining in the
boom. decrial fold san apphr 1, the 8 K 1 (
program in Minneapolis Mom 8 K A ( Bn.lhcr
hood iP Kali," anti Airltns t k rksl othrs J crimpletr
training program to help them gradual, get good
p sing lobs %nil falifOads anti oths1 1,411s1'Offation

entp,oien throughout the I tuird 'Oasts

!ha II K A ( program onolar to hub t orps in that
it <mph.% intensise intlimlualued instruction ifi
praitsal sub!, ct arras sus h I nglish and boon,s
math and in spcoalued anas sti is IJI)To,o1 ,pnal
airlift terminology kespons h and living

When c .41.'11010,er, enroll in It K A ( this do 41,
with ihi %nib roanding that following fht ii !LIMON an
Ntioncsoil Its %ill ha Askrd to retinal, and %ill 901
net. wards be nuirking nun1 to tor jobs

I ht lour sorpsmembers Iron, Northlands %hi, has,
as stpied the challenge are Barbara Hull of AL arstutro

who startsd JI B K A ( last suntmer Kahn
Nesinesef of I Ma NY %hit scent in March Don Imes
of NonSal MI. who enf011ed in April and A/UO.10
Redd, r ol North Hartland scho Aent in June

NORTHLANDS JOE/ CORPS CENTER

1004 II/30000och Om*
VergennE4 VfrnOnt 05.49I

($02) 577 2922

Job Corps WorksSo Do Its Graduates

1
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10....1.....Ir
EllifIEKTM
1 MN Emil

Vergennes, Vermont

1MINIMMMI .1!117111111Tbs
Job Corps Works-7So Do Its Graduates
The Job Corps is a national program funded by the A corpsmember learns to master the words and Nutes

federal government to help Jobless or ...a income youth which are relesant to ha particular yob skill. Cooks learn
ages 16-21, become responsible. productive citizens The to read recipes and double or halve the ingredtents Nurv
Job Corps was made possible by the Economic Oppor g assistants learn to interpret the degrees on a ther
[unity Act of 1964 and is now admintstered through the mometer and to measure and record intakes and out
Linted States Department of Labor. Employment and takes of body Mids.
Training Administration

Residenttal training ts a unique feature w hich distin Training for Needed Jobs
guishes the Job Corps from other federal training pro Vocational training and work experience prepate
grams Job Corps is based on two ideas (I) That mann corpsmembers to do needed robs They are trained in
ondetpriviltged young people need a change of emoron automotive repair, food services, health occupatrons, and
ment away from family or community problems. or other skIlls currently in demand As a result, the outicok
bothto make the most of their training. and (2) That for youth leasing Job Corps Centers is bright Since
these youth need not only skills training, but also a full Northlands opened in 1971. over 90 percent of tha coin
program of education health. personal and social devel

pl c available for placement were emploved. entered
opment the armed forces, or went onto further educational

Education Plus Vocational Training Programs

Job Corps trolling can last as long as two years. Recruitmentdepending on the course of study Dunne that time
corpsmembers benefit from an innovative plogram corn lob ¼ corps enrollees are recruited by the state employ
timing remedial education. voLaitonal training. work merit services in itermont, New Hampshire and Maine,
esperrence and social redirection Professional educators Women in Community Service and other organizations
and instructors mash the corpymtmners vocational And After meeting eligibility critena. a new enrollee is assigned
academic skills that will netp them be tit tante to bustness ti ihe Center closest to his home which fits his individual
in their itwal yommunaies While stressing the oak. 01 needs In thts way. corpsmembers are enrolled in a Center
sound basic education Joh Corps instrus tory relate with programs responsive to labor demands within their
acatienitc studies to vocational training own geographtcal area

ELIGIBILIT Y REQUIREMENTS
I3e lb through 21 rears nod at the time of enrollment
fir A resident 01 the t ruled Mates
A school dropout or high wh001 graduate in need ot
irmatiginal training in order to gel or keep a deeent Job
(same from an economically disadvantaged family
Express an interest in y ming Job Corps and coin
pleting training
Have physical health and invital ability 10 benefit trom
the program
Not hair a htsloni ,ef tt i ,rfentrtat or inn unial
behavior vhat ,e,poratatf Their own safet, or ?hal
A others

1 hal aw,
1 I
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Job Corps is the Total Environment

Residential Services
r t'ens a three area r tntat,on Allen they

dr-s at the ( order ()dm, ha; .dne ;do, meld than.
tp , rpsmcmners, in I datt ind heson ado,sted

I Pt rps r000ne
lc, ts, rthian Is Ii h & rps Lew, I' las nirn dornoviries

1 r n en and tour 1..4 'he a oiren I irpswernbers
id vappi ed a ah pUtt. s Ind, and iouels revdent
adt lod yupervises the ,1,.1 tin V Tv, ..1-psnlenthers
in aixi ,hoscri as studstro rsti,jtn alsnOrl. Lad, ithntent
oso has a aolinselor aith %horn he shs rots ts regularly
luring his her lob P rps.arts

arttoors meals arc sets, in the ante' 5 sateteita at
51 10 he ,orpstrembers A ',antis it hx,r1 is ...Id
ar .14 meals 10 insure .1 Aell halansed diet and to

iPPea, to the ,orpsn ernhs r s diserst tastes
I he Nrorthlands Joh t rps I enter has it, ninth al

ii.o.itung d ampYrnernbers tesedve a somplete
-ram urn') their artnal at the t enter 1Isr a press ribed
^gib ot toot the copsroarher is eliAttO, for dental

a is and a sision ,fieck
t rarispi nation home is provided at goserninent es

luicf arpsownitscr a mpletes sin months in Job
y Prod that .apsinembers eligible tor a aesk

t ps, are tesponstftte for their ow ti thinsportatiotr
. lranspuirtatisun fOr shopping tr,ps and res-eattonal

sschtS 3 ormadedby the C enter

ewe

Work clothes or uniforms are requircu to %ma. 505.2
hooal sfasses it e heatth oscupatiOns arid Auto ritChani.:1/
hot .therwese ,orronembers wear their i.ssn ..lothes
.11,nnrin,0,1S receive tIothing allotment, alter they

',a, 64-en h a dps at !east 40 days 1 a rpsmi mher
s, fist, Inn n Is her peryt nal laundry

Leisure Time Activities
t au Al.,s a a H.,

,. rat hng turn,: il.
5,,S. 11,1, r 110; no, art", .1,01 Iar,

ppr ntthsts1aII st.orir,
, jr, oil, I onter has 1,1P,,

,,5, , 5%

,

. er . e ' I or 1 0 A

11

,er,
Ind

!pat, tr
n t)1,

I

, h. ,0;,r

Sorer re.reatiOri tops are planned aaal from the Center
and corpsmembers will he chaperoned and traosported
Iss the enter Inps away from the Center could include
now ling, summer plows and museum visits

hn am and %rafts room will be available where corps
members Lan take up hobbies they will o -ainue to enjoy
long atter they graduate In addition to dealing and
painting an astivitics nn,fuufe Maaranie aeasitrg rug
hooking aotking aith atJs -Winging heads and ssulpt
rig aith Tfaper mache

Allowances and Monetary Benefits
forpsniembers reLmse a Ming allowance shed, yam,

monthly Ininalls, corpsmemhers receoe 540 month
lnureascs in the bace pay up to $100 month are act arded
based upon performandc and length of the corps
member s stay in Northlands. the Lorpsmember does not
pav kr room and by ard i,rslassronm supplies and this
money I, his hers to spend tot insidc mat, and transpor-
tation home on weekends. Job Corps will pay transports
don costs f Or the corpsmembers to go home once every slx
months.

monthly readrustment alloarhe ot 575 month for
the first six months Is set aside for rorpsmembers. which
will be paid to them when they kart, provided they have
been In Job Corps at kast six months. xseptt .11, t thr
six month rot, are gr oiled to sorp,m, tither, compli.liPit
(heir pn,grarn a than si months or to rig psnicrib, is
Wro, lease lOh t turps due to medisal reauins t,, loin the
military or tor a reavg; al eptahl, h I ftc adroinjstratinn

i he readjustment allo.anst insieases to SI110 in, nth
10r the nest thres month, and all, r nine months and a
.1a, 'Pis readlustn, allo. an, is St,k1 nionth retro
w 'On the first month

crt sorpmeinher sta.) in I it, orps ths ott
Ats he she .111 hat, an d 52 -On tii ht lp

o 11 thr It instil Ina1 prrioit 1,1n it aurnfl ..h I. oil,
00 a hi n tic d, natives his ha first Ntshedc

r;'snr others an also yet asid, part al thcir
f, 0101.111 01...arne iindt an allotment atm
o. o tui a ii pendent r told ..r.pouse 's mounts

1,114 If ft, StO cO. and the itosernnsent will
match the amount, enabling the sfilld and or spouse to
melte up 10 5100 month
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Vocational Training

rpsmer;/"ers 'fay, 40 It ''440 re ,4 t ,114.540g 444,311 ,4,5

1410 1414, hf,"1411 0 " I 944fned111,4, T, aork n srtial, enkint, aut,m,hrles and tett, Ks 1he,

-1410 os4, tngte, arid qahst autoet,,I,e cornp,nents NT .C.if And 'image
,d4110,, n prdh10714,,xp0r1. 4i "in, 44 In tN pr, 4;1- aro torp,n14n,hef, ,an yr

41 154,, 4,111 30,11455 a3t., fresh ifll Nelp,'

'51, hi, I 44.1e,

114.0/4
4, ,41.454, ns

e ,K rr 11/4 ,n n a, ,p, 11, It td repair h

491 Ir 41.11 no., and 1,444.14 aut, r44104,,e,

, I zi f 1, 44,41044,4, 30411 rt,em ti pails

ff IN I f fq, Ls! II ar.1 tepasr 44,111, I' 454.14014 14,051444,

It desared the, an learn to tabri, It,

1. and T"'ef ,,gted 04., 41 f 41,45 314,1 p Ncalin4.:5504 014

I T. Vs 1,1,, n 4,,,,lor, ,Jfrenler rn .0 14 0 Ins 4,a154f "

+ , I A rk n ti,, flit 1141n4,4 I h- ' n a ITc<

4 04 II,' k .7,1 41,4 Pi, 0,41( Wont NI .41,11,,,n te itnIng

41' And III 4414 , Ohl f 4,y, tin,. In

t 441 4 ,0444, r, ept,4,11 ,kk ke.

k,,p140, ;...erator

, a'Tk 111111,1 45, Mink ot in Large last, 1445 I hes 'earn I , 444

r 4, , s11 ,,1 'r irn the technikors "d dn

d 41 sr. IN, Tads% 441,7 A0der t, ut Ida

, fk 31 r ,k, r II ,te !IAA pt ,esatny, Indust!, 1 hes k ir
4/.4kt 41 ,,; 44 nd salsa prep, 4,1 T, Furth, fr11"ft
d 14 4415 and ,,p,, rano, 144 1, .1 tnt sers 1,4

(4 I k 44 Nak, ft,111. hort r 1/4 And les coA
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Mr JEFF-011ns The next witness is John Fitzsimmons

sTATEMENT OF JOHN FITZSIMMONS, DIRE(7012, (UMBERLAND
COUNTY ('ETA, PORTLAND, MAINE

Mr hm.,immoNs. Let me introduce myself I am John Fitzsim-
mons. the CETA director, also the chairperson of the Governor's
Youth Council in Maine I think I will highlight some of the thingsV
I have written.

I would like to thank you for me being here today If it was not
tor 6 years of working in direct services with you, I would not have
decided to get into administration to get away from working with
you, but there are se v er al things I want to address today

First, I would like to talk about some of the trends in the present
program, and second, some of my recommendations that I think
would improve a future prograth.

Cumberland County CETA has had a very high placement rate
Sixty-five percent of our participants aie in unsubsidized employ-
ment In fact, this year we had an employment rate of 70 percent
We have flexibility in_ the CETA staff themselves

Let me quickly address accountability. The rules and regulations
covering CETA are extensive. We have to account for how the
funds will be used and the types of activities that we may run This
is checked by our regional office. Within each prime sponsor you
haYe your own independent monitoring unit to make sure that you
arc in eomphance with the regulations. I think that is imposed Qn
top of the stru -.tare. but I think there is a moral commitment on a
loyal level Our county commisqioners are the prime sponsors They
are responsible and very concerned about what we do within the
program They review the plans that we submit, the program per-
lot mance I think the most important thing as a CETA director is
that I know they ar(f accountable to die public

Mr AIEFFORDs How are they accountable to the public"
Mr FITMIMMONs Well, first of all the public puts them in their

positions so that an.ything we are doing within the program. if the
public -Vs not satisfied they will call up tho county commissioners
a'al talk about what is going on So that I always have direct
ar(,-, to the conimiioners, arid the publa tu the ,ommissioners
ako

Mr .h.FFORDS ney are elected then by the public"
Mr FiTZSIMMoNs Yes, they are
i think beside', the commissioners who really do care about the

fn ugram, the present ,,ystert of utilizing councils 1S a very elle( twe
way rh- odvisory courted, the private industry council, and also
the youth council are involved with reviewing the programs. de-
signing and evaluatulg The s. are people who are concerned about
the forth ipants that we are serving, and also are the watchdogs
hr the tioyerniraAnt to make sure that we are reaching the people
that we are quppo,wd to reach

It takes a lot ot time and energy to keep all these folks informed
of what is going on, but it has worked well within our communit,v,
and what makes Mt' yery proud is that I can look you in the eye or

hieuineis in tlir eNe and know that we aie doing what

1
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we should ht tug, sou %wig the ekonunncall% disadvantaged and
placing them in jobs

Let me quickly highlight -,ome things that I think the CETA
system currcntl i very flexible When %Oct are working with a
parti: ipant. I am a former vouth counselind if you are working
with a youth who lacks wort:, histoiy. who does not have references,
possibly has an alcohol or drug problem, where do you begin? Well,
there are reall three components within the CETA system that I
think are really very beneficial for a youth like that Work experi-
ence. classroom training, and on-the-job training What I would do
is place that south in a work-experience site working in a nonprof-
it agenLy WI-nle that youth was learning skills at that site. I could
deal with the precocakional skills. the work attitudes. how to deal
with :oworker- and supervisors. and possibly sonie remedi il educa-
t not if necessa

Once the youth proved that he or she was willing to meet their
responstbdities. then we consider classroom training, %motional
thuning After completion of that, it vce would try to approach a

.yate sector employer about placing that youth with that compa-
ny, if the% were reluctant because of the youth's age or lack of
eNperien.« then we timid offer an on-the-job training contrict, it

percent the «ist of training that person
That three-tiered step is very effective in reaching the lowest-

le% Y out h Man% at the youth went directly into vocational
I lasses, others into on-the-job training, becau.se they were a little
hit higher-level

see, those are the three-tier approach fUr reaching youth
themselyes, but also with tionienaous flexibility in leaching the
priyate set tor Olmously. I know the goid is to place youth or
adults in the private-sector. jobs

Let uric ON, t' Lau a «mph. uf examples A major shipbuilding
k ii potation w ohm 4/lir omit , Rath Iron Worhs, was r xpanding
The% had people working within their cornpanY who were ern-
ploYed with them nil at least I. months, hut were in dead-end jobs

the CETA regulations A(' were able to offer them upgrading
opportunitie, When these people were upgraded, the tompany

the openings w it h CETA-eligible part it ipants Al.«, when
the (oinpanY teieRill additional tint k N I }H.% needed toe weld-
« us than w tyadable in the Iti« al labor market, and we were
able to set up r ',ming at that company The ompan% s own staff

re- incolyed in the instrut tion They weie able to teach our
pat t u wants in the method, anti procedures theY wanted, and when
,dl w a-, said and done the t unip.my had trained many pat ticipant.k,
Ind our,partic !pants were earning at least an hour That was

math ! company uf upgrading people who were
in low leyel lobs and at the same time training ('ETA participants

Fin a small company, you haYe a photo 'serYice repair company
lot ,tted i tle Pontland area They decided to expand and really
were unable to do it on their own, but their company looked like it
was tn a growth period and theY approached CETA We were able
to wit togethr a training program at that company Ten of our
parte Tants ate being named there today And v.hvn they gradu
ate the% will bi At least an hour

1 9
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pUsing pmate wctin (omparries as training grounds I found
highlv effective tirst of all, the companies are making commit-
ments to hire the people up front, and also it sis an excellent
vehicle tor training in the rural areas. Cumberland County has the
largest citv, but also has many rural towns, and people are unable

trasel to the big city tor the classroom training So by using
pmate -a-ctor companies we are able 'cer the training in their
Ie ,de

(me other thing I would highlight is onomic development that
we are able to utilize. We had a major company that wanted to
move into Cumberland County. We approached their company offi-

. tak and set up another vestibule of training to prepare people as
machine tool operators When the company opened months later,
1 ) ot our participants were placed in that company, and 2 of our
former participants are supervisors there now.

The third thing that I think is the key factor for us being
successful is the CETA staff

%. f tta,P %ear, of working together, employment and counsel-
mg employment toonseling and training people in jobs It is a real
,ktti It 1, a soLation, and I think we are just starting to realize
that vow A; the college level they are starting to offer courses in
that .tre.1 It 1, a great sense .pf loss that I see the program being
.,11 it pi ssib(i, dismanthld, because we are losing some excel-
lent people out there who make a difference.

I hope that if ou are considering a new bill that the time delay
\of; N. short If there is a great time delay between the old pro-

gram and the new program, we may lose more of the greatest
naotir v,e hae, and that is the staff
I et me qui, I:11, highlight some of my recommendations
f list of all 2-vear funding The system now of going year to year

pieseols maw, ()milers First, a lot of energy and time is spent in
o n nt plan,:, keeping up on a year-to-year basis

I tie hM it is sery difficult as a prime sponsor to plan
- I %,e.11 Intl) OW next, so that when June is rolling .

oo tod A piatinint4 courses that might run into October
.1 feeling very risky or iffy about doing

other problem The ,,chools that we contract with, the
,11 5(.1%, hesitant about making commanwnts

f I the% ;Hi' not sure if our funding will be asaila-
S «+rap,,, St) t hat .,onwtlines they are reluctant to

.heo ihsri 0 h1r, and I think more importantly they fail to
<dotal ins,--tment or equipment because they are

,ior Ia. t of '(nJiifl)it ment
thvik the I EIA ..,lem lacks incentives I would really encour-

ige tnat prune z-portz,tn:, that achieve their pk cement goals have
-will. kind of (t bonus for doing so I believe in the private sector's
rhf,t at patting dollars out there to make people perform better,
ihd the i,ther side of that, I do not think we have incentives to
I "At h t he most in need I would like to see a financial bonus built
In lor prime sponsors that serve handicapped, minorities, displaced
homemaker-, swith. and offenders What I would recommend is
that prime sponsors who serve r percent above the targeted groups
arid Hien northal population would re(,eive a financial bonus for

C.),%
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doing so I think that 1, one way of putting a carrot out there to
make sure that tlw truly needy ,tre being served

Another thing would be kir a ,,eparate youth program As a
prime sponsor director. I see the two different prow dill:4 the adult
training program and the youth employment training program Isom
.youth, as Yastly different in the needs for each group If you mew,
the two programs together. I would speculate the adults will win
out and that the youth will not be getting serices that they are
now receiving By having it as a separate program also you are
specialists I think that being a youth counselor is a much different
position than being a counselor with adults There are special
needsind people can relate to Nolltil %%hen not eyeryone can do
that

I would also like to encourage that you put benchmar king into
youth programs This concept of benchmarks are already being
used in consolidated youth employment programs. and not only do
they measure youth progress in the program through job ',face
ment, but there are four key areas Basic employability
educational skills, work maturity skills, and occupational skills

Job placement is a goal, but there are many other very positie
things that happen for youth within a training program. and hope-
fully that is an investment in that youth's future

Another area that I would like to recommend a change would be
in participant eligibility. For the general participant population.
maintain the present definition of economtcally disadyantaged
which includes a family income at or below 70 percent of the BLS
The following target groups would be eligible if their familY income
were at or below Inn percent of the BLS. Handicappe.d, single
parents, youth. veterans, rmnorities, displaced homemakers, and
offenders This would give us a lot more latitude in reaching the
folks that hopefully you feel are the most in need.

The out-of-school youth would haYe the same eligibility, ages
to 21 If you were considering to include an in-school program. I
beheye that if youth are receiving wages or allowances that they
should meet the same guidelines as the out-of-school. %kat\ et ing the
ierigth of unemployment, of course

All other sen ices such as the transitional semSii,C'. oesi hool
iounseling, should be open to all youth within that tsk hot)l system
between the ages of 11 and 21

t.tuess I would like to say, coming from the State that 1, the
second poorest ir the Nation and ha:, the dubious di.stink (ion of
haY mg the highest Inernplo.Nment rate in New England. %Ae need a
national emplo,,ntent and training sv,,tem I want to commend you
tor «along out in the held and talking to the practitioni and I
appreciate the opportotntl, to shale somt of lily ideas %Aid. iii

Mr JEFF ORDS Thank ou 'tory ninch
;The prepared ,,taternent of John Fitr:,nnototr, fol!o,,

Vuti %too) -,1 Iftw., I it, 11,1M,, it Nt4 I tI P Itit t Nittrt

I " ."'" 1 i 1 %if" Kr I " Ntkt tt ii If Itttit 4.
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ii,rorri or. tnu of thi Ili& cjinm « I uJ14r oi r,,
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whIch lisatitd in southern Mame told I ani also the thurperson of the governor's
youth eouncil of Maine

There are two Important areas that I will deal with this afternoon First. I will
address the strengths in the present employment and training system and second I
will prettent some ot iny recommendations tu unproye the future employnwnt and
training system As I prepared for this meeting. I realized that my ideas are not
totally my own and that a byline must be shared with my county commissioners,
governor s youth ount members, Cumterland County CETA's advisory. youth and
private industry council members. youth counselors and equally importantly, youth
themselves

I have not come here to bury CETA I beheye that It:, (vncept and goals are sound
and achwvable In out coUnt s. for the last 3 %ears we have placed 65 percent of our
partici ants in unsubsalized employmenttnd in fact In this last year, fiscal year
lost, 4 achwted an entered employment rate of TO percent There are three key
factory hat have made us successful These are accountability, flexibdity, and

CETA ttU

NIAttn !IV

As you know. the Federal regulations goterning CETA are extensive and do
proyide for stmt. ,atountatnlity of how the funds may be used and the types of
aitlYntes that a prune ,,ponsor m1 unduLt These rules and regulations are en
toned by eat h regional offite <Ind by the indepc ndent monitor-mg units established

ed( h prime sponsor On .t local leyel the programs are under tlw direct responsi-
bdity of elected otto mls, in our ease. tount% tommissioners, who are responsible to

ttw electorate umberland uunty s commissioners are inYolved with reviewing the
plan, monitoring prognun pt. rformance, recrulting and selecting advlsory, and pia
van. industry (flunk!! nwnibers, and promoting the program to the general puhlic
and private set tor Pniploers Emially importantly, the toninusswners are accessible
to the puhln regarding ant 4 OM ern, that they may hay( about the operation of the
progrnm

Oby toasty aM nesponsible for the day to day tTerations of the program but Ow
conimissiorwrs haye made t perfectly dear that they take their prime sponsor
responsthrlities sriously .ind want to hatt; a program that seryes the unemployed,
economically disadvantage effectitel% Additional local leyel atcountabditY tomes
Yra our adylsory priyate Industry touncd and youth countal members who
are inyolved wttl, doqgning, re% iew ing and maluatmg our training programs
During the &num subcommittee meetings, council members re% le% in detail the
budget, targetmg cif participants we will be ,wry mg. and program performance

It takes ttme dnd energ% to keep all these parties informed, but when it wbrks
41.11 aNNO has in Cumberland County, it pros ides for grassroot support for the
program and ensures that the ummiployi.d etonomitally disad%antaged arv rtaVIS

tho trust itorkstble sory he,

riN

4' that ; h, re-ent ttpxle. trainun, s fln the wb Gaming vestibule
traininv Ira!! :nv %SW k expi nen, e upgradon; and ret, uniu nem-

4,,sw,ifing eft., ttsf programs nit indiyidual participants s well ts 111( (inn:

the noeds emploters Goner illy there are three steps ayailable in training pro
gram, A- a tomer youth twins:dor, when I was working with a youth who lacked

or.!( his'airy vas :tron a! skills rekreme, and unaNbe had an akohol or drug
problom I would pLik e that youth in the work experwme component as a first step
IA hilt this youth w i working at a nop profit agemy, I was able to help him her
(had with pre %,Yr ationa1 h work attitudes how to deal with cri-workers
and mrwryr,,I,T, and iletehip renwdial edutation possila'aies We would inyest in
the second step totational skill training. only after the youth had proyen that she

Ktihng and able to meet a ba,,t level of tmnpetente in pre-vocational :Adis
Atter vot..0 Iona! skid training we would apprannh pmate settor employers for Job

phnement If t h u tam to hire the youth because of his her agi and or
k ot ptai n al work history V. Of4Aijid offer the employer an on-the job training

itwitratt which would reunburse per eat of training cost for hiring that youth
While this thnw tier appro.', h tv t h ith I t fe( tisk. in meeting the needs of an
indrYolual at the lowt st employabilit% k4e1, mimy youth I worked with were able to
go straight runs tocanonal 4.1,44.se, and ,i,rne needed will, an on the ph truning

ract to broak into t h. nirrIo%nnent field ,tnd gam marketable expf.rWille

1 (..!,
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Stmt. inception 01 the Youth Employment Demonstratwn Pnejetts Act, t \TOPA/
in 117, Cumberland County ('ETA has placed over 1,700 youth from our insthool
.md out-of-school youth programs into unsubsidized employment

From the perspective of local employers. CETA has been extremely flexible in
meeting their labor needs When a major ship building tompany in our county
wanted to expand. VETA was there to assist in two ways First by upgrading
workers within the- tompany who had been employed at least six months in dead
end jobs These workers were upAraded to 41-ling and shipfitter tlassifkations via
CEA subsidized tiaining whith reimbursed pertent of the company s training
cost The tompany batkfilled those upeningg'kreated by upgrading by employing
CETA partitipants in the vatated posisions The set und option offered to the compa-
ny was vestibule, training When th e. company started reteiving new shipbuilding
s.ontratts it needed inure trained welders than were avadable in the local labor
Inrce

CETA was abk- to tstablish tlassroom training site on the tompany's grounds
and CETA paid for the time of the tompany's staff to tram the participants and also
paid the partpants' wages while they were in training The result was that the
..ouipany had trained welders instrutted in their methods and procedures and CETA
had partitipants plated ifi positions that paid over $rs per huur This is an example
of what we have dune fur a large company, but we have also worked with small
businesses When a luta1 photo-servite repair company decided tu expand, they
Approathed Cumberland (ounty CETA about setting up a vestibule training site at

tompany Today. we have a tuntratt with the tompany and ten of our partici-
pants are t liruL1d in their third month of training When our paititipants have
s onipleutd Ut r training. they will be hired by the company and be earning over $5
per hour

Cumbe dand County ('ETA has ,dsu been involved n etunumn. development with
our Iotal th tnig r f torrarwrtt regarding a new company meving into our county
Tht result of distussion, With umpany offitials was that six months prior to the
tompany opening a new plant in our county. Cumberland County CETA set-up a

program designed by that tonipany to train niathine tool operators, Wherr
tht tompany opened its new plant. I; of our partitipants were plated and today two
of our former partitipants art ,upervisors in that plant Obviously, there is a great
deal of fkxbWt built into the present cETA regulations tu meet Ow needs of both
the Atructurall), unemployed and the private sector

CETA STAFF

Oiu of the reasons our prime sponsor has been suctessful is its staff Nut only are
v tompetent in tht ir jobs, but they take great pride in their vocation, and care
Ait the partaipants we serve As I watth the CETA program being dismantled

p t by pie«., it , with great sense of loss that I see top notch professionals
g the field In my own pram. sponsor. I just had to lay off some staff who had

thiee. tour and even five years of experiente n CETA 1 want to taution you that if
you are planning to introdutts a new training bill fur fistal yttar 19stsd, pkase do not
dt lay If there I., any tant . gap between the old and new program we will lose the
most valuable resourte the field of employment nd training has- its staff

101 OMMENDATIONS

As I my t toned in the beginning of nly presentation, I du see a need to make some
changes in the present ,tystern I realize that nationally CETA s nut held in high
regard, but I feel most of those negative pert eptions are based on the Publit Serv e
Eniploymt nt sPSEs programs that CETA tundutted Although PSE jobs resulted in

.terv 11, .1 IA) tht pool. tlw bandit apped. the elderly. and local governments.
the majority of the publit toriseh-rs PSE-type programs to be tarn tly make work
and does not want t. lit n r unikd I believe that CETA programs should be
,truttured to as to emphasize what they do best vixational training While the
present regulations and teincepts governing the train4 programs are basitally
-"and, nit rt are ...tams program structures that I belwye would make the employ-
nwnt and training -o,sttaft) ta$,tii more effective

t'NDIvr,

Program 11101r1VV, ,hould b allotatea on a ,.: year funding (vele Tlw present
te I11 sa vear t sruar funding requires a nemendous annamt of tinw and money
rit wraing plans ,ind betonws a barrwr to efkctire long range planning

rnihi ,ptin.sor, are for,ed to take risks yclwn thev plan for training progriuns if
v ire to plan for programs extendine into the next fitt.i.al year As a result.

1



1st)

%is ational Ai. hook are, ottco hesitant to make commitments to their instructors and

are relit( tant to imest capital m !WA IGlinIng equipment I. CH A sponsored

program, because they are not «infident that ("ETA %%ill be able to fulfill (omnut
ments beyond the end 01 ach fiscal year

Presently the , stem lack, iiicentie, for prinle sponsors to unprot e thou produc-

titity sidditionall% there is no sena the most in need' 1 recommend

that (name sponsors vs ho achwYe their moment pials should receive additional

funding I also recoinnwnd incentives- for programs that serve the handicapped,
minorities. displaced. homemakers, youth, and offendeis This incentive could be in
the form of a financia) bonus for prime sponsors who serve x percent of those
targetcd groups above the normal incidence in the general eligible population

',EPARAI 01, ill PROGRAMS

A ser irate youth program should be inamtained This program should offer the
types of sort ice that ttest train youth and it should be measured bt performance

standards that reflect the clientele the program enrolls My recommendation is that
adopt the bonchmarking concept which is presently being utilved under CETA's

imsolidated voqth employment program I( 'YEE't Umber OYEP in addrt MO to doco-

nix rdtrig ot iolilplacement there are four benchmarks that are used to measure a
mtli A pro ss ru the program They iire I Baste employ abilit skills II Ed uca-

k,il ill Work maturity skills, and IV Occupational skills

PARTIl IP1tir 1111(.1[111.1TV

For fh" d part U :pant yowlt awn manuam the present defimt ion (A ono-

11011a, di% fdf,ddanitaged .k.% hid) 011 ludes a lannk income at or beloy% 7it per«.nt

IllS tht. tollowing target groups %could be elmtble if their family imorr)e %sere at or

Wink ltth percent BES I fandicappod, youth minorities, offenders. single patents,

eteraris hmnemakeis
Out-of school youth :same gualchnes- It; to 21 Yeat s of age
In school youth It the youth receiYed %sages or allowance then she must meet the

satin. guidelmes as the out-ofschool youth. %%it h the length of unemployment (1-1(1.-

non v. an,vd
\II other sort n Os coyered under the present regulations for transitional semces

should be atailable to alt uc,chool youth between the ages of 11 and 21 year, of age

(tn hroha I I of the set ond poorest State in the countr, and the State %%it h the

dubious distinction ot having the highest unemployment rate in New England, I
iou Ii ontinue to support a national employment and training system Take

the experience and knot% ledge t% e have gained under ("ETA and inco) porate it info a
einplottnenj and trammg program I commend you tor reaching out in the

held and talk nag to pr.otitioners and I appreciate /1,11,ing this opporturia% to pre

sent my ideas
Monk you

Mr JEFF( >lips Mr Ander-ion

ST1TEMENT OF TIMOTII1 1NDERSON. NE11 ENGLAND REGION,
Al. 110E PRESIDEVL NATION11. ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS.
BOSTON. MASS.

Mr ANDElistnsi Good afternoon I am Innothy Anderson. the
regional vice president lot the National Alliance of Business. which
means that I am basicall, the top staff person for NAB in this
region

A little bit bN wa:c of backgroui4around a year ago. I was with
the mos around the Boston area' I did that for about 1 years. From
the position of being nor director. not only did I come up with
about !Hi animal analogies to lit into any testimony or anything,
hut also a few reactions to the employment and training system or
(ETA We had CETA workers in the zoo doing all sorts of ground-
cleaning projects and things like that, and everybody on the staff
had all sorts of extremel hostile and negative opinions Aout this



So when I went ihto this position with National Alliance of Busi-
ness and I was going to be imolved with the CETA system, I got all
kinds of sage advice from all the zoo people.

Haying imme into the employment and training system very
retently, under a year ago, I had lots of initial reactions. I thought
that there had been enormous amounts of past waste and that the
money that had been spent had nut been spent as inYestments for
the future. It was motley that was thrown at the problem. There
was almost nu political organization out there, any constituency for
an employment and training system. If ,lou think about it from a
zoo point of Yiew, if you are trying to put a zoo in the middk. of the
worst section of the city and you are trying to get people, both
white and black, to actually come to that facility, you know some-
thing about trying to build a ,onstituency board. If you are trying
to raise priYate dollars, there is a constituency that is necessary
There is a Lonstituenty necetsary fur eYery nonprofit cultural ;nsti
tution or performing arts company or zoo. What does this have to
do with this system I think an awful lot. I will go into that a little
hit

I Saw that the title VII system overall when you looked at the
PIC chairs and the PIC staff and some of the projects they were
working on. it was tlearl.y only now turning tu any kind of maturi-
ty It had come a long way, and it still had a long way to go It was
very unsophisticated

I think that the reason fin- my perspettie un this is that the PIC
system in New England is far ahead of any other region in the
tountry Of Lourse, that is a biased view looking at it from New
England, but most things I read about that carry that out.

One of the fattors that might contribute to that success is that 17
out of the 26 PIC boards, business boards set up, are still headed by
the same individual They have been the same since the whole
system started in 197S

I think the only other thing I would add as an initial reaction is
that. the PIC's were nut responding adequately to changes If you
looked at the area of youth and you said why are you not collabo-
rating with the loud system, what relationship do you haYe with
the lot al board of regents for colleges, people had blank stares.
They did not see any connettion possible there at all So I brought
the typical zuo director sense into this analogy. One has to do a
needs assessment, deYelop a plan and Lonsider mergers of Yin Mos
nonprofits that exist to respond to the needs of the eighties You
have to start diYersify mg your funding base, and that leads into all
sorts of problems

If we are talking about iesponding to what President Reagan Is
talking about in int rt asing voluntarism and increasing the priYate
dollar, going into an employment and training system or anything
el,e in the tountry. we have an en,rmous challenge I have raised
million, of private dollars, and I dare say there are very few people
in the employment and training system who can say that

To say that you are going to take the staff people who know so
mut.h about the ye:1y important issues of employment training and
turn them into a bunt h of fundraisers, you are going to haYe some
real problem, Making that sudden leap into this Yoluntaris-1 is
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going to take a bit of time wha.h, of course, leads into a little bit of
an animal thought.

Most people who are lay people going into zoos and going into
looking at animals think that adaptation for animals means that
you can take this animal that survives well in a desert environ-
ment and take them out of this desert environment and put them
Into a tropical forest, and that they will do great. There is more
water and more food to eat and things like that, all of the solutions
are built right in. But the animal does not adapt. That individual
animal cannot adapt to that new situation. The animal will end up
dying. What that has to do with the employment and training
system is that adaptation through evolution takes an enormously
long time, and if we are going to go and change the employment
training system from being totally dependent on the public dollar,
as it has been, and try to make a transition from dependence on
the public dollar to depending more on private dollars. Some of the
same individuals are not going to survive in the old system Some
of the good things that are going on are not going to do very well,
and a gradual change from one to the other would be very advis-
able.

Another great advice that I felt right at the very beginning is
that theme has to be a movement built and not a monument That
makes a lot ut sense to zoo people again because zoo people are
always going off and trying to build a great physical facility and
spending millions of dollars on new buildings, where what they
should be doing Is talking about conservation of endangered species
and changing the whole population of the, country to be more
responsive to those needs.

If you take a whole bunch of money and you throw it at this
problem and you do not make that investment in the future at the
tame that brings in the business people to get them interested in
actually spending money, that they have on their training pro-
grams that include disadvantaged peoplewe have not done it The
fact that if you cut all the money right now in employment and
training, the vast majority of it would he just gone and the problem
of unemployed disadvantaged people would be far less, It means
that the mass amounts of moneys have not been spent properly in
the past

So much for all the zoo advice on that type of thing
President Reagan came and spoke at the National Alliance of

Business national Lonfer Ince a couple of weeks ago and Mr Porter
from the White House 'Arne and spoke at the PIC annual inevting
in the city of Roston, and they both said one story that was the
same. 80 I imagine that you have heard it. It sounds like it is part
of the dog-and-pony show that the White House is going around the
country using to cornince people that voluntarism is very impor
tant. It is the story that President Reagan talks about there is a
great storm going on and the ocean is crashing against this sand
bank, and on top of this cliff are built these houses, and the sand
bank is being washed away and all these volunteers are lined up
along the oceanfront piling up sandbags to keep the sea from
eroding the bank so that the houses collapse.

The story goes on to say that some individual asked some indi
victual working on this why, and the answer is "I am now involved



in this because, I n a need, and nobody has ever asked me
before or said this is a need before,- which is a great testimony for
voluntarism,

If you are trying to build a new zoo you depend heavily upon
volunteers If you are duing any lyad of nonprofit organization,
building a museum in ifl urbar area, you have a tremendous
reliance on people giving their time and money. There are two
questions that I think of when this IS given as an answer that alI I
have to du is ask How did all these people along the seashore learn
of the need, find out that the houses were going to wash away?
Where did the shovels come from to fill the sandbags? Where did
the sandbags cpme away? Whu was coordinating to make sure that
the sandbags aLtually went %here they belongcd- SO, the cliff did not
get washed awo ' If you get down to some brit:kb-and-mortar type
things, they had to eat, somebody had to take care of the sand-
wiches, and someone had to ehank them if you are ever going to
use them again as a volunteer network.

If you look at the employment and training system that way you
have a lot of problems. If you take the CETA system, if you just
say that we are going to depend on the volunteers, who is going to
provide the shovels and sandbags? In the past there have been
abuses, and at turws you could almost imagine the CETA system
using Government truLks to bring in sand from somewhere else to
this beach to have people to put in these specially designed OSHA-
approved bags and special shovels that could nut give you sphnters
and all that. But the point is you have got to give them tools to
work with. You have got to lead therr, guide them, market them,
the whole thing.

Seven real quick points. W. went around and asked some busi-
ness people in two different meetings, one in Hartford and one in
Boston in September. We invited them to come in and talk about
what should the employment and training system in this country
become I am representing my understanding of what they said,
nut a formal NAB position or anything like that, but what they
were bc1Y ing is that there has to be a continuing Federal role in the
employment and training field, and it has to be geared toward the
disadvantaged. You would nut have upanimous opinion on that,
but that was the ast majority of it. You have to haw one merged

teni instead of the Lhaos of seeral different systems on employ-
liwnt system and in unumployment insurance and CETA and voca-
tional eduLation and all this The people were pomting out sdying
that that would clean up some of the problems saying if you
pushed it all together and had ingentives tied into some of the
other related systems, the schools, for example.

You have to have strong business involvement. They were talk-
ing about quahtatie and quantitative evaluation. Labor market
areas seem to make a lot more sense to them than politicul
11()IIS Two Lities itext to each other make more sense to have une
program working together efficiently than two separate governing
st ruct u res.

Thu, whole gradual shift nut only is true in the zoo business but
eidentl, was true from a lot of these business people also point of
view, the gradual shiftings from what it has been on the public to a
public-private mix is going to be needed

ill



Finally. the Federal experuliture should have some kind of a
trigger mechanism that you would only be putting money into the
problem if the unemployment was over a certain percentage

As you heard before in New England in certain areas there are
going to be labor shortages that we will not be able to provide for

The handout that I want to leave with you goes a little bit
specifically into what our goals and objectives are for National
Alliance of Business. If you notice, the major emphasis of this is
how do you adapt to the changes that are going to be happening
and how do you get ready for them. We talked in terms of about 15
specific real quick steps. You have to continue to build a capability
A lot of them are very strong. At least half of them are extremely
worse in this region, and it gets worse in other regions. I am
talking about the private industry councils related to CETA.

You have to increase the business involvement. Right now, we
have about 500 business people actively involved in New England
in the employment and training system, Perhaps a little bit more
than that That is nothing if we are talking about really being able
to influence this employment and training system. Five hundred
people cannot do much about it. There is an awful lot of work that
has to be done there. Every city has to-tlp out every prime
sponsor, every PI('

I think everyone has to monitor the block grants on their State
basis and respond to that The collaboration has to start happening
with all these differcuit groups We e telling people they have to
start marketing thehselves better not only to the public but to
Congress as well We have to start this process of diversifying
funding sources so it will not be only public money but private
money as well This gives rise to the question that the:e is a
controversy of incorporation. Should they be incorporated or not" It
becomes a political issue to a lot of people, but definitely you
cannot raise private dollars if you are not incorporated. Right now
one-third of the PIrs in this region are incorporated.

This whole brokerage role is the challenge and the hope for the
title VII system has to happen a lot more The PIC's should get
involved with other CETA titles. They have to know more about
their labor market than they do currently, they have to experi-
ment more with individual businesses to try to get them to take
the lead inside their businesses for disadvantaged, and they have to
begin to Invest the money they have for fiscal year 1982 in pro.
grams that make sense for the future in linkages with business
We have some PIC's in New England doing that We are trying to
get the other PI(''s to learn from them how that works and go in

t hat direct ion
I am going to agree with what the previous speaker said in that

there are an awful lot of excellent staff people in that system right
now, and there ar- also a lot of excellent volunteers in the system
right now. and a quick jump to a block grant system or a quick
jump to any kind of cnange in the system is going to be very
difficult to keep those people in with chaos If we can take some of
these same staff people and some %olunteers and gradually orient
them. so much the better

Thank you
IMaterial submitted by Timothy Anderson follows 1
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Increase the part al al/calk/al 14 .7\44 w England businesses au aaaaplo alt lit and ttaming
programs tor the disadcantaged

Work with the Department of Labor an building the capacity of tin New England
private industrv councils throukh the procision of training. technical cast,Istanle.
information. and system «,ordinat Ion

Develop and implement strategics designed to assist the, business columeers and
professionals invoked in employment and training for the disadcantaged to influ-
ence and to adapt to changes in this system

Increase the collaboration among the- existaig public. private. and non profit
employ me nt. tr'aining. educational. and economic dec;lopme lit entities in each of
the New England States

Increase the participat Wia of New England businesses in employ am nt and tiaining
programs for the disadvantaged

Contact at least 1.00n New England businesses and sucbeed an interesting at least
Iffo new businesses in participating

Develop and implement a marketing strategy in half of the Pit s a it h assistance
from fiarvard Creative Marketing Strategie's Prograrn

Develop .1 broad data base uf interested corporations a at h contacts contributed by
the' PICs. NAB Metros, and NAB National

Explore the potenteal of the iitcurance industry to fund a lino, NAB sponsored
. eal Mtn irative proposal trona se-1,e ral Pies ond Metros for a projec t designed to reduce
out h. unemplocment In several cities
Hold a regional ceirporate, strategy planning session invoking PICs and NAB s

( 'orporate Liaison:
ollaborat. Ale re appr.ipriate with ot least 21 z.aate or local business organize,-

t ions
Seek and di-se nianite models of -IA t .steal projects for disadcantaged Indic iduals

taking pjace an busiiess utilizing mammal public resources
Markt t Targeted ci..bs Tax Credits to basinecsses through local PIt's and through

lerta rd'd NMI& Ace olliaos and their professional organizations
Work with the De part ric-nt of Libor in building the capacity of the New England

private industrc c.airic,ls through the procision of training. technical assistance..
information, and system ox rdination

Hold quarterly meetings tor the PIC Chairs and for the Directors on relecant
issues and conduct an annual Yankee Swap information exchange

Provide requested technk a I assistance and training as described on aur Incele
tory of Available Services- to three fourths of PIC.2. three t mil's each

Make site visits to the PIC. twice and attend Board meetings of three fourths of
t hm

Proc ale board reorientation programs to at least half of the PICs
Exp.md one fourth of the PI(''s ,ipan of mterest to other aspects of ('ETA
Assist one fourth of the: PlCs in consolidating with their local ( ETA planning and

youth councils
Disseminate approprnite information from the Departinent of Labor. NAB Train

Materiak and PIC ',lac tone's for the PIC., and double the N341011411 alsaae cci
t' NAB Information Clearinghouse.. and develop and distribute useful labor
market information

Provide technical .a''.a'ct,era..e an planning, management, and evaluation syAl'Ill to
Otle fourth of the PR's with a primary focus on contingency planning and out reac h

that total amount of limited PIC funding will be utilized for quality projects
training disathantaged for positions necessary to businesses

De cola+ and maple merit strategies designed to eaSsi,t t he' het-itie ,Z5 caluaafe e I, and
professionals itooled tat and training Mr the disathatitaged tea influ
erne and to adapt to e hanges the. system

1ssist the PIC's and rem, long NAB Metros in incorpirating and building a base
at pricate firm a this %all be piloted bv Imo Ming a lull range a't fund
raising counsel te MOD,

Deco lop ind maiden,e r t state rategic , through state wide di whip-
mein meetings

owluct a third business poliv, *Arninar on the redesign of the emplaoria and
training system

Facilitate and assist the CFI A svste Ili ala beiter adaertising the ongoing
and qualtt programs to both Congress and the Public

velop a model qualitatrce ecaluatice in-trona nt to improce the pet tarillafal e eat
tale PIC s
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Respond to all requests of and formally meet quarterly with the regional manage-
ment of the Department of Labor.

Collaborate with the New England Council of CETA Prime Sponsors
Monitor the implementation of this year's federal block grants in each state and

attempt to extrapolate how these may impact the future of this system
Increase the collaboration ainong the existing public, private, and non-profit

employment, trammg, educational, and economic development entities in each of
the New England states.

Conduct a regional economic development workshop to explore with developers
and investors new potentials despite diminishing public_ resources

Condudt a regional youth programs workshop toThxplore response to business
complaints of schools not producing individuals, ready for jobs.

Develop business internships for Department of Labor Federal Representatives
Effect more cooperative and broader PIC/Prime Sporitielationships
Develop and implement a strategy for youth progra and linkages witit each

state.
Develop and implement a strategy for economic development programs and link-

ages with each state.
Analyze models of local systems of business influence on public decision making

to determine if this has bearing on successful local employment and training
system.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much, Tim. Let me first ask, in
your own specific areas, what impact have the present cuts had on
your operations?

Ray, why do you not start?
Mr. BRowN. We have been told to slow down our input gradually

to come 'to 90 percent of our contracted capacity. We have been
further told that that ,is a temporary measure, and that once the
budget is finalized for fiscal year 1982, then we will go back to our
contractor experience of 280..We have no further word on that.

Mr, JEFFORDS. How will you do that? As I remember the Job
Corps funding, I do not know exactly what it is going to be yet, but
it is somewhere around level funded. s

Mr. BROWN. Well, the way we ,have done that is we normally
take a group of corps members, every week. We are told that
instead of taking maybe 15 to allow for the backfill to just take 7
or 10 and gradually work back toward 252, which would be at 10

....percent. And again being told that that is a temporary thing, that
once the budget is finalized we will then increase our input and go
back to our 280 capacity, and that was as ofFA'-iday talking with
the regional office.

Mr. JEFFORDS. John?
Mr. FITZSIMMONS. Our program in the fiscal year 192(1 was $5

million, and this year it will be $2.2 million. In youth programs
last year we had $460,000, this year it will be $200,000. This brings
us down to people. Last year we served 4,000; we will serve 2,000
this year. Again, as I said during my presentatioh, we do have the
highest unemployment rate in New England, and we are turning
people away that we could be or should be serving right now.

Mr...BROWN. I would' liketo add one thing, Mr. Jeffords. As you
know, when we opened, our contract was'250, and it was increased
last year to 280, and even the figure that they are suggesting not!,
would not put us below our original contract when we -opened,
There is 4 waiting list, particularly males, to get into the Job Corps\
in the New England area.

Mr. JEPFORDS.. Tim?
Mr. ANDERSON: I Would have to look at it from two diffeient

points of view. NAB itself has been cut rather substantially -Mt a
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national level. It has not r lly affected the regional operation
much liecause the direction thM NAB has been trying to go in has
been this regional idea. It has forced the closing of a lot of the
inetropolitan offices, which was not necessarily bad because it
forces the PIC's to pick up those pieces. , i .

It also has been an incentive to start this fundraising for NAB,
to go out and raise sortie private dollars.

On the PIC system, the budgets have not been cut that substan-
tially. The real issue is the rest of the system and trying to get the
PICs to understand how the rest of the system decreasing should
get them to expand their role. We are right now actively helPing
now in four of the cities in New England. We are setting up a
straigfr-out fundraising drive using private dollars we hme raised
to use at a local,level to raise additional private dollars, ahd we are
just starting that. We do not know what the potential is. How
much money can you get from local corporations for this type Of
thing? Some of the ideas are innovative ones where you have the
business just putting a bit more money in their training programs
and opening them up a little more. Others are out-and-out operat-
ing money, and others are special projects.

In 6 months we will know a lot more. We are just starting now.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Earlier we had discussion about business involve-

ment and a feeling by at least one of the witnesses that business
would not be interested in anything which was not designed toward
increasing productivity within the business community rather than
uplifting people iri the social area. Do you agree with.that?

Mr. ANDERSON. The opinion was that they would not be? .

Mr, JEFFORDS. RI t.
Mr. ANDERSON. Bu ness is so different and diversified you c./n

get some large group f hundreds of businesses interested in any
direction you end up going, so you cannot make a clear blanket
statement. I cannot either. I do know that in talking with I guess
by now probably a couple of hundred representatives of individual
corporations in New England that they are very interested in doing
something to help out. Now, if there can be a tie-in to the produc-
tivity, if there can be a tie-in to Where the labor shortages will be,
especially iehigh tech or something, they are more interested, but
they see a very real problem.

While we may disagree on various aspects of this, but throwing
down this gauntlet to business, some of the businesses have picked
up and said yes, we are interested in going in this direction. Nbw
that again cannot happen too quickly. They give on yearly cycles
and 'commit so much money a year. What we are trying to get
them to do is to reserve some money for.next year. It is a tough
issue because they have got 500 new requests they have never had
before coming across their desks, and they are not increasing the
size of the pie yet. The incentives.are actually diminishing from a
corporate point of view for increasing charitable giving. The way
the taxes are shifted for corporations it behoeves them less to give
money. .

Mr. JEFFORDS. That is the next point I was going to maise. If we
decrease the amount of corporate taxesrather substantially if not
phase it out, is it wise to rely on a contirisuing,basis on the business
community to contribute in that sense? . ,.

87-914 0 - 92 - 13
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Mr. ANDERSON. If I had my druthers it would be' aihallenge to
put the two togethex and have some kind of incentivebuilt in, with
more private involvement you c Id get, the more public money
you could get. I think the point i right now that the systein can no
longer survive ()Illy publicly ft1ided, but the point also has to be
that the system cannot surv e or thrive- or do very much only
privately. It is going to have &be a partnership.

Mr. JEF RDS. John?
Mr. FITZSIMMONS. As I was preparing for today I was thinking

about the shipbuilding corporation that we were working with
saying from the CETA system, from the Government, that was
quite a bonus for them. At first I thought it was a little bad that
maybe there was too much incentive for them to do business with
us. Then I realized if they were no going tcy be working with?
economically disadvantaged they wo d not have set up their own
training within our community. ey would have advertised in
Groton, Conn., or in Rhode Island and brought in welders. So I
think it is aAridge for the economically disadvantaged to get into
the labor for& I think corporate'leaders are like you, and I They
are concerned, but in tough times the circle gets very sMall and,
they care about their own business and then...own people, and-they
are not about to open those doors on a major level that,y/:%, are
talking about, nor would we. At CETA we are, very coalwed.
about our clientele and what we are doing with,thelm.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Laity? . '
Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you. I would jtigl ask O'en- question of Mr

Anderson.
.. 4, .

In outlining your thoughts about the futiire of Federal policy, not
th e of the,National Alliance of Business, Att talked abOut the
co solidation of programs or af, least the bettee:interface of pro-
gr ms. Would you care to elaborate on that jnst a bit?

Mr. AND4risoiv. I was presenting it as a position of die businesses
that came to our policy seminars in Hartford and Boston. What
they were talking about I think was three elements that stood out
in my mind. You take the voc ed system and,employment servibe
and CETA.and you say, well, they have different portions of what
should ba one problernand by being put together under one man--
agement there would Fe a cost efficiency in that, and there would
be a force from on high, cogperation, coordination, collaboration,
which does in fact happen in certain States and in certain local
areas, but it does not happen all over. So what they ,were.sqing
was put those kind of thing& together. es

The other element of that was if you can have some kind of
incentive built in for increased collaboration if it was on an eco-
nomic development side with developers or investors, or on a youth
education side with the actual school system up through, high
school and then community college, some of the PIC's in *this
region have begun to explore with the school systenis can they be
involved in setting the graduation curriculum requirements, If you
are saying from this coinmunity college that you are getting a
degree in X that says that the business that knows X describes
what is necessary for X, how well you have to read, how much You '
have to know about blueprints, hoW much you have to know about
math prior to your being able to really graduate from that, there is
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some interest in that. There is some movement in that direction.
That is why I was saying they think it needs some incentive.

Mr. DENARDIS. In that,context, was there any discussion about
any other Federal programs being tied in? For example, we have
the urban development action grant program, the UDAG program,
whicls,particularly important to us in the North especially, the
purpose of which is to interface public and private dollars to in-
crease economic development in our SMSA's. In some instances it
might be very appropriate to tie in the job training component
with a UDAG grant. Did that come up in the course of the c6nver-
sation?

Mr. ANDERSON. Yes, usually from a kind 16T negative point of
view, that several large projects that use LIDAG Money did 'not
have that linkage with the CETA system. CETA staff people or the
PIC board did not know' about that publicly funded project and

there was not an arrangement for some of the work force being
provided through CETA. That is as far as they actually went in
that conversation.

Mr. DENARDIS. I want you to know that one of your PIC's in New
England, the one in New Haven, my area, is interested in pursuing
that .with respect to a UDAG proposal which is now pending before
HUD, a project Isnown ag the Owen Science Park. We think that
we hairera winner and we hope HUD sees it that way, but there is
a unique tie-in between the retraining of workers for the Owen
Science Park and what meager money the PIC has available for it.

Mr. ANDERSON. We are trying to put together for December 15
along with the New England Council of CETA prime sponsors a
workshop for 1 day to bring together individual business people,
investors, developers with the public sector people of the employ-
ment training systerm and the economic development State and
local basis to start talking to each other and trying to figure out,
given the new directions that the Federal Government may be
going in spending what can local resPonses be either legislatively
or just out of conscience or out of increased collaboration and
cooperation. So,1 think we would defrnitely like to include that in
what we are doing.

Mr. DENARDIS. We will look into it.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much' again for your excelleht

testimony. I appreciate the time end effort that you put into it.
I would like to point out that. I just received word today that

Brattleboro got a UDAG grant of $250,000.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Our prime sponsor panel is made tip of Joseph

Duggan', Robert Mcgloud, Vermont Employment and Training
4 Office, for the-State of Vermont, Lee Arnold, director of the Gover-

nor's special grants office, Providence, RI., Peter Spaulding, chair-
man of the Merrimac County Commissioners; arid Mr. Francis
,Cole, executive director, Hartford CETA Administration, Ilartford,
Conn,

understand Mr. Duggan has a time problem. Go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH DUGGAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MASSACHUSETTS BALANCE OF STATE CETA PRIME SPONSOR
Mr. DUGGAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am

Joseph R, Duggan. I am executive director of the Massachusetts
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(balance_of State prime sponsur, which is one of the largest, prime
sponsors in New England, and one of the largest iikthe country. I
happen to be a founder of and the first, president of the New
England ASsociation of CETA prime sponsors, but f ,do not repre-
sent that party's position today, nor do.I have the official position
of the Commonwealth, although my ,testimony is not'., in conflict
with my boss, that of Secretary Kariotis, who spoke this morning.

My perspective is that of an 4ndividual who has managed em-
ployment and training programs for 16 years, beginning with the
deelopment and *rating management of the concentrated em-
ployment program in the city of Boron under community action
from 1968 to 1970. I joinecrthe mayor of Boston in May of 1972 to
get the city of Boston ready for what was considered to be manpow-
er revenue sharing, and I sper months getting that delivery
system which started under CEP ready fot what was to be a new
legislative umbrella. Following the enactment of CETA I served as
a director in Boston of thci single city prime sponsor there for over
3 years.

Today I. am and have been the balance of State sponsor for 2
years, and my challenge in coming in there .. was to convert a
delivery system that had operated under PSE into that of a viable
job training network delivery system. And it was that tenure I feel
that I have built my recommendations for the forthcoming changes
that reauthorizing legislation would require, and I would like to
share these with you today beginning with No. 1, of paramount
impoitefitris that there continue to be a commitment of the
Federal Government in serving and training effectively the eco-
nomically disadvantaged of this Nation.

It was not long ago that I used to. use the words "structurally
unemployed." I do not use that any more, because it has-become a
connotation that ik too loosely utilized, and we have lost the stress
on what these employment and training programs are suppesed to
doARd that is supposed to be to serve those most in need and to
take individuals that happen to be a liability in our economic and
social structure and get them so that they can be competitive for
the jobs that exist.

And I think to some extent we have lost that commitment. It
began, with all due respect to previous legislation. It was not until
the concentrated employment program that started in 1967 when
we began to get a delivery system to train the economically disad-
vantaged in this country. The limitation was that when the pro-
gram was put into existence, the original legislation was designed
to help.the chronically unemployed in this Nation. We,lost sight of
that mission through a number of circumstances beyond a lot of
people's control. The downplay in our economy caused the intro-
duction of cyclical programs, and it was not until the demonstra-
tion program called the skills training improvement program
which started a few years ago where the force was put back into
job training and the linkage with the prjvate sector that the legis-
lation called for in the first place.

Now, we have heard, and you will continue to hear, about the
responsibility of this Nation to serve the dropout youth and to
serve AFDC and other public assistance groups in this Nation, and
I want to Underscore the need for us continuing to see that as our
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primary missiun. In addition, one population group tharwe do not
hear enough talked about, and that is the offenders in this Nation
If you look at the economically disadvantaged or the -population
groups fhat need services more than any, as when you talk abdut
an offender, you are talking about somebody who iS young, who
comes from a physically or psychologically broken holm, who
comes from a family with no educational orientation, who has
limited or no work experience, is usually a minority, and somebo4
that is either a recipient of AFDC or a causal factor -for a family
receiving AFDC. Unless we focus on that population group, togeth-
er with the. others previously cited, in a concentrated way, we are
going to continue to just skim the surface of what is needed in
terms of a Federal employment and training system.

Another mistake that I think we are making here is in the lack
of clarity of mission for CETA, we are attacking problems that do
not really apply. We are nof supposed to attack the global prob-
lems of employment aria the economy in this Nation, not to take
away from the fact that there is a need for national manpower
policies, that there is a need to attack the problems relating to the
labor shortages and the employment in general in this Nation The
purpose of CETA reauthorization is to continue hirward, I thought,
with what we started to do beginning with CEP, which was sup-
posed to be consummated in CETA, and hopefully it will continue,
and that is the way to continue to get Federal money to serve those
population groups who need it most, and without that Federal
money those populations would not be served.

The States and localities either do not have the motivation or,the
resources to attack that population group's problems, and I hope
we never forget that. .

When we get into the area of consolidation, it is my opinion that
it would be a mistake ifwe were to venture forth to attempt to
consolidate what are separate disparate missions of the vocational
education system in this country which primarily has the mission
of educational development of youth, which is a program or a
network of programs decentralized through the school system,
whether they be local school systems or regional community col-
leges or schools of hipOier education. Educational development is
their primary mission, and they have not been, in general, as a
primary focus involved in employability training for the economi-
cally disadvantaged.

Second, when it comes to the employment service, whbse man-
date has been and continues to be labor exchange and unemploy-
ment compensation, I think again it is a mistake to think that one
can melte the missions of those three entities. The least of what it
will do is cause the dilution of whatever efforts are there now to
serve the economically disadvantaged, because serving the eco-
nomically disadvantaged has always been done by what I would
refer to as maverick approaches in this Nation. CETA is not an
established institution. The employment seryice has been the voca-
tional educational system, has been and continues to be. Those are
two strong independent turfs with primary missions. CETA has
really fiever had that stabilized support. It happens to_be the only
meansithrough which we have in this Federal Government the way
to reach out to serve the econOmically disadvantaged. So I think it
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would` be a sad mistake for us to consider the possibility at this
time of trying to merge those three separate missions.

Certainly there is a need for interdependence, Certainly there is
the need for dealing with ways in which the three can work togeth-
er in certain areas. In the area of upgrading and retraining, to be
specific, that is not a mandate that I do not think' CETA should
have had. CETA's mandate is to find the economically disadvan-
taged and to help them to be compkitive for the jobs that open as
a result of upgrading and retraining programs for the entry-level
positions that result.

Upgrading and retraining relates to experience(workers The
experienced worker has not been and should not be the mandate of
the Federal employment training system I think we should be
talking about.

When it coines to the dislocated worker and the shutdowns of
plants or industrial that is not a CETA problem. It is a problem
far more global and requiring far more expertise and resource
development than the CETA reauthorizing legislation could ever
deal with.

Now, about the present CETA legislation. In my estimation any
reauthorizing legislation must change the present structure under
which we now operate. The prime sponsor system in this country is
not adequate for the challenge ahead, and that is a rather contro-
versial statement coming from me, a 11Fime sponsor director.,

- Where I am advocating a change, and the reasons I am advocating
a change are severalfold:

One, we have approximately 500 administrative entities in the
United States today through which employment and training pro-
grams are delivered.

When you take the 450-some-odd prime sponsors and all the 50
States involved as well as those prime sponsor balance of State's
prime sponsors that have subgrantee jurisdictions each of which
require independent administrative authority in their own fiscal
and management superstructures, we are talking about a tremen-
dous drain of limited resources for administrative and management
purposes.

Now, I am a firm believer in decentralization. As somebody
'could say, that is the price you pay for decentralization! and I
would say that that is not apropos any more, and the reason why it
is not apropos is because when public service employment was
eliminated in our delivery system, a good portion of the prime
sponsors and subgrantees that operate in the United States today
lost the viable infrastructure that they had for operating.

Now, when we go back, the legacy that CETA has for the future
is a job training infrastructure. And if one does not have a job
training infrastructure to operate, one does not have the means to
which you can justify a management, administrative superstruc-
ture above it. -

And when we look at the situation we have in the United States
today, those. large urban areas that have contentrated employment
programs, in place prior to CETA being enacted, those delivery
systems were absorbed under CETA, and it, is generally those large
urban areas that either had an employment arid training delivery
system in place before CETA came into existence or those that had
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the good fortune under the CEP program to build that infrastruc-
ture. Those are the only ones that have an infrastructure today.

Too many of the subgrantees and prime sponsors in this Nation,
because of the preorientation and commitment to public service
employment, never built a comprehensive employment and train-
ing structure. And as a result, we have over 500 administrative
entities that are not needed here. And the cost of maintaining that
system alone does not make it worthwhile to continue. It does not
relate to the system that we need in the future.

Second, we made the mistakes we always have in the past and I
hope we don't do in the future of being panacean by throwing all
the responsibilities and accountability for a very sophisticated em-
ployment training delivery system and putting it in the hands of
chief elected officials alone and having them sink or swim.

Romancing them in the earlier years when public service em-
ployment was in vogue, but then with the reauthorization in 1978
and the amendments almost dumping completely wittiout any
shared accountability on the part of anyone else for maintaining
this kind of very complex human development system and I think
it is about time we learn froni-that.

In my experience with chief elected officials, and I think the
State of Massachusetts is like a microcosm of the Nation in that we
have subgrantees that are urban, rural and suburban, most chief
elected officials don't even feel that they should have the resporthi-
bility of managing an employment and training delivery system
that is job training-oriented and one that has to have as its mission
serving the significant segment of the economically disadvantaged.

There are lots of justifiable reasons for chief elected officials
feeling that way.

But I think most of the chief elected officials want an employ-
ment and training delivery system to serve their area and they
want to be involved in it.

They want to be part of the accountability and share in the
responsibility for managing it.

I. think one of the changes that we have to make in the new
legislation is to have governing boards consisting of the partner-
ship principle of public officials, the private sector, industrial orga-
nizations, organized labor and community-based interest groups
whose client group represents the groups that they have to serve in
any delivery systemthese boards serve as a dynamic team for
managing in a governing, not'an advisory way, an. employment and
training delivery system.in this Nation.

Now, the system that I would propose that this Nation consider
as, the means to the end of having a changed employment and
training delivery system that is job-trained-oriented, that nurtures
the delivery system in placethat is one point I do want to men-
tion.

Changing a legisldtive and administrative umb.rella does not
mean you have to change the infrastructure that is thel.e7-1. thinkSt
is essentially important that we continue to nurture that training
system that is out there. .

The vehicles of delivery that are in 'place, no matter what prime
sponsors we're talking about, whether they happen to be skill
centers that are billed and operated under CETA, whether they
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happen to be regional vocational technical schools or community
colleges or community-based organization entities like Opportuni-
ties Industrialization Centers on.

The network is out there and we have to nurture it and superim-
pose a new legislative administrative umbrella that will nurture
that system so that it will continue to do what it has done fairly
well under very great constraints.

What I would propose for this Nation to consider is the establish-
ment of regional employment an'd training authorities.

The Federal legislation would mandate that each State in the
Nation create regional employment and training authorities that
have a governing board of the partnership partitipants that I men-
tioned.

The regional authorities would be accountable and responsible
for The receipt and disbursement of funds. They would hire their
own staff and they would make use of the infrastructure that is
there. The Federal Government would give the money to the
States.

Now, I realize that it is a controversial point, but the Federal
Government would give the money to the States and would have a

,check and balance that would insure decentralization throughout
the State.

And there are two very effective checks and balances. No.
through an allocation formula. The money would go to a given
State and the State would be mandated to create regional employ-
ment and training authorities and would be mandated to disburse
funds according to that allocation formula.

And a Governor of any State must appoint the regional employ-
ment and training authority governing board according to Federal
law.

There could be no whimsical decisionmaking on the part of a
Governor as to who should and should not be on that governing
board and the State would have the responsibility of oversight of
those regional employment and training authorities within that
State.

And the Federal Government's role would be limited to that of
the allocation formula, the composition of the board, and the over-
sight required of the States so there would be 50 grants from the
Federal Government to the States and the States in turn would
have to create those regional employment and training authorities
and I can give you a Massachusetts example of what I think it
would result in.

As it is now--
Mr. JEFFORDS. Excuse me. Would you give us the example, but

make it somewhat brief.
Mr. DUGGAN. Thirty seconds.
Mr. JEFFORDS. All right.
Mr. DUGGAN. In Massachusetts noW, we have 12 subgrantees and

11 prime sponsors, plus the State oversight. So you have approxi-
mately 25 admininstrative mechanisms with a regional employ-

ment and training authority apProach, you would have 6 to 8 at
the most that could govern the employment and training delivery
system that would be centralized and focused in to serve the eco-
nomically disadvantaged.

2 01
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ow, you are going to hear various testimony as you have heard
in ther parts of the country, different peispectives and I think
what is important here js that all of us recognize that we're deal-
ing with' a very difficult process when you are talking about a
complex system for human resource development.

Any system we create is going to be important. I think what is
important here is_that we learn from the past that this is art
evolutionary process and we should learn from the experiences of
the past and grow on that and go forward with a very solid com-:
mitment to serve the economically disadvantaged and chronically
unemployed of this Nation.

Thank you\ very much.
[The prepared statement of Joseph Dug6n follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH R. DUGGAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTdR,
MASSACHUSETTS BALANCE OF STATE CETA PUME SPONSOR

INTRODUCTION .
Honorable Chairman and members of the subcommittees, I am Joseph R Duggan,

executive director of the Massachusetts balance of State CETA prime sponsor which
is the largestin New England and one of the largest in the country I am grateful
for the opportunity to present my professional and personal views as part of your
efforts to review and Make recommendations concerning the future of the employ-
ment and training system in the United States.

At the outset let me state that although I was a founder and the first president of
the New England council of CETA prime sponsors, I am not appearing here today
representing that organization. Nor am I here to present the official position of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Rather, the perspective of my testimony is that of
a professional who has directly participated in the evolution of our employment and
training system over the lost sixteen years.

During that time I helped develop the concentrated employment program for the
city of Boston and served as director of that program at the community action
agency which administered it (ABCD, Inc.) for 21/2 years In May, 1972 I was hired
by the mayor of Bostun to help that city get ready for manpower revenue sharing
During that 18 month period prior to the enactment of CETA I was involved in the
challenge of absorbing an existing delivery system under the auspices of a new
Ifgislative umbrella. Upon the enactment of CETA I became that single city prime
4gnsor's director and served in that capacity until July, 1977, For the past 21/2
years I have had the challenge of converting the Massachusetts balance of State
prime sponsor subgrantee system from onp of a public service employment/work
experience mode of operation into that of a viable training delivery system
Throughout tliat_ system of employment and training evolution, I have experienCed
at the local level all the ramifications that change has brought to the system, and I
have formed some opinion* about the need for reauthonzing legislation and what
changes it should effect. I would like to share these with you today.

Of paramount importance to the reauthcirization process is the continuance of a
commitment to a federally funded and decentralized delivery system to serve the
economically disadvantaged of this Nation. -

Four ipsues are important here First, the need to continue to serve the economi-
cally disadvantaged exists. Poverty has not gone away. Recent evidence shows that,
in the absence of income maintenance and manpower programs, little inroad would
have been mad,,e in improving the economic position of those at the bottom of the
income scale:

Second, the CETA system has been successful in its mission. Over nine million
pedple have been diverted from welfare, UI, and other income maintenance pro-
grams as a re§ult of CETA training programs that have placed them into jobs and
other job-training opportuflities.

.Third, without e eral funding and a Federal presence in employment and train-
ing fur the econothially disadvantaged, history reveals that the need will not be
met. States and locaIltes simply do nut have scIfficient resources and motivation to
provide this needed acti

dectisioncrnaking authority and the delivery: of services Must remain at
the local level to ensure that employment and training activities best reflect the,
needs of the local labor market.

L)
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Reauthorization legislation must not be regressive, but instead recognize the
evolutionary nature of employment and training over the past 16 ye rs

Reauthorization must embody the eiperiences and strength o the CETA ERA
and translate them into an employment and Waining system thatprovides training
for those individuals who face severe barriers to employment, nd enable them to
accesis entry-level jObs in locally expanding occupations.

Employment and training legislation has consistently evolv d and developed over
the past 15 years. A major development occurred with the i ception of the C'ompre-

. hensive Employment Program (CEP) in 1967 which was th first attempt to create a
comprehensive ,delivery system and infrastrutture for mployment and training
programs targeted to the economically disadvantaged The major limitation of the
CEP program, however, was that it only reached 50 tc, 0 selected large urban and
rural areas throughout the Nation. iWhen the Comprehensive Emplo ment and Traijiing Act (CETA) was passed, a
legislative urnhrella for a nationa ly funded, depéntralized delivery system that
reached every corner of every State in the Nation was created CETA was designed
as a comprehensive program to meet the empl ment and training needs of disad-
vantaged citizens. With the downturn in theAconomy that occured.siimultaneously
with the passage of CETA, however, Congr ' gave CETA the additional (and all-
consuming) responsibility of managing csiu r-cyclical public employment programs
which were designed not for the econo ically disadvantaged, but for temporarily
unemployed individuals, displaced by the sagging economy. The focus of CETA .

, thereafter remained counter-cyclical, and a comprehensive program to serve this, .

economically disadvantaged was never able to form. - .
This legislation should not address the global programs of unemployment or laboW

shortages in this country. It should, instead, clearly address the issues of 'employ-
-ment and training for those. population subgroups who, without this assistance,
would continue to be an economic and social liability to this Nation_

No longer can we afford to be diverted from our original mission, CETA is not a -

counter-cyclical Trogram, nor is it an economic development activity While CETA
training programs could serve as a resource that would feed inW economic develop-
ment projects, its plimary mission is not job oreation, but rather to prepare its
participants to become competitive members of the labor market.

Skrnilarly, it Is not the purpose of CETA to deal with the problems of the dislocat-
ed worker. In the area of upgrading and retraining, the role of CETA is merely to
provide trained worker's to replace those being upgraded from entry-level positions

Because anti has a separate mission and client population, it is not appropriate to
consider the consolidation of Wagner-Peyser, vocational education, and CETA legis-'
lotions into onelsystem with a single purpose.

CETA alone serves the economically disadvantaged and trains them to become/....
self-sufficient members of the labor force. While the State employment service and"
vocational education systems (and others) have been important as supportive struc-
tures in serving the economically disadvantaged, their missions have never been
onented towards serving thiS population group. The employment service is a labor
exchange rittchanism and does not have the mandate or funds to engage in human
resource development. Similarly, vocational education stresses the educationa/ de-
velopment of the individual and is thereby not designed to serve those who have

.- dropped out of the mainstream educational system While both these systems are
able to divert a portion of their funds to provide CETA-like services; it is not their
primary mission to do so. Furthermore, efforts in these directions merely serve to
dilute the core purpose of these programs. A far more rational approach is to
coordinatenthe efforts of separate TsrogrArns to achieve.overlapping goals

The existing CETA legislative and administrative umbrella is not adequate to
foster an efficient and effective decentralized employability development delivery .
structure targeted to the economically disadvantaged. . 4

. With the exception of those urban and rural prime sponsors who inherited the
experience and resources of the soncentrated emplOyment programs, most of the
remaining prime sponsors were molded under a public service employment mode of
operation and have 00 job training aifrastructure. This is especially true of balance
of -State prime sponsors whose subgrantees have consisted primarily of suburban
committees and medium sized cities that had not prior experience to CETA in
training and placing the economically disadvantaged into brivate sector jobs The
advent of the 0111 training improvement program demonstration did result in the
development of job training infrastructures in some additional prime sponsors and
subgrantees, however, the net effecf was not all embracmg. .

The deeniphasis and eventual limination of public service employment as it
CETA activity has resulted in a gr ing concern of chief elected officials responsible
for prime sponsor and subgrante *urisdictions that they should not be invested
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with the authority and accountabthty of a job training system and one that is
targeted to primarily serve a significant segment of the population It is my conten-
tion that all would want to have an employment training delivery system to,serve
their areas and one in which they would have involvement but nut sole accountabil
ity.

Any new legislation must provide for the creation of a decentralized.governing
body that shares accountability and responsibility for ths receipt and expenditure of
Federal funds grantedfor this purpose.

Reauthorization legislation mast modify the existing prime sponsor mechanism
fur management -oversight of localized delivery systems by mandating the creation
of regionally decentralized governing b6cItes with the, membership of each sharing
accountability and responsibility fur the receipt and cxpenditure of Federal funds
allocated for tins purpose These governing bodies should be created in lie spirit of
partnership, and whose composition should include chief elected officials of major
cities, counties within the region uf governance, representatives of large corpora-
tions and small business, uipresentatives of business organizations and relevant
Government bodies, representatives of Organized labor, and representatives of con-
stituency groups whose population represent significant segments to be served by
the system.

Reauthorization must encourage tha continuation and nurturing of the existing
delivery vehicles in each State that have demonstrated successful experience in the
employability training of the economically disadvantaged.

As the CETA umbrella incorporated the effective delivery N ehicl es created under
*the concentrated employment program, the new legislation must recognize the-

' existence of an even larger job training infrastructure located within each State and
around which the new governance structures must be created. However, the legisla-
tion must not be prescriptive in the selection of localized service. Delivers, and allow

,the regional governing bodies withizeach State to network those successful vehicles
of delivery operations within-their fulisdictions.

Reauthorizing legislatiop should provide for a larger proportionate share of limit
ed Federal funds Ireaching the service delivery level The present prime sponsor

4 subgrantee management structure requires the utilization of large percentages of
CETA allocations for nonprogram purposes. These' funds, together with those re-.
guired by the U.S. Department of Labor for oversight of the CETA system represent
an enormous drain on the funds allocated by the Congress for the operation of an
employment training system.

The needed redistribution of Federal funds to the operation level can only occur
with a redesign of the oversight, management structure mandated by the existing
CETA legislation.

As a means to achieve this end, the national employment and training system
should be onyn which the.rederal Government, through the U S Department of
Labor, awards funds to all the States to establish regional employment and training
authorities as the mechanism through which employment and training services for
the economically disadvantdged are provided. _

_I propose establishing through Federal legislation and enabling legislation in each
State, a network of regional employment and training authorities (RETA's), or labor
market commissions, witb governing, not solely advisory powers in' every State
These quasi-public eptitiestwould insure the continuation of the commitment of the,

-_-.Vederal Government's investment in serving the economically disadvantaged by
creating çhe most efficient and effective structure to deliver employment and train-
ing services tu that population. RETA's would, reduce the number of administrative
entities, thereby maximizing resources. Further, RETA's would link the manage-
ment structure with the existing service delivery infrastructure, ensuring an effec-
tive networking of programs directly serving clients Also, regional employment and
training authorities are a logical outgrowth of the positive CETA experience, merg
ing government; private sector and community based organizations yvith a dynamic,
management team, demanding closer cooperating and collaboration with state agen
cies necessary for the success of our mission.

The proposed model will permit the evolution of a decentralized system, Fecogniz-
ing that labor market areas within a State differ in the composition of their labor
force, in the character of local institutions, and in the degree and nature of unem
ployment Local and regiodal decisionmaking allows program managers to operate
employment and training programs khich best correspond to the, needs of clients

nd employers within their respective jurisdictiens. .

-The proposed etructure of a network of RETA's would revolve around the estab-
lishment uf FedeW..legislation clearly stating the roles of government at the State
and Federal levels. The Federal Government would, following enactment of legisla-
tion, develop guidelines tu the §tates governing the composition and appointment of
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RETA s, develop an allocation formula and dispense Fedeial funds to the States,
and maintain an oversight capability to monitor the States compliance with Feder-
al law.

Following enabling legislation in eachState, the Governors would appoint the
members of each regional authority, direcled by the Federal law and U S DePart-
ment of Labor guidelines governing composition and appointment of RETA's The
Governor, or his designee, would maintain a modest State office to allocate the
Federal funds by formula to the regional entities. An advisory body similar to the
present state employment and training council would act as a linkage mechanism
for the various RETA's. In addition, a portion of the State's Federal funding would
be retained by this State office to fund certain Statewide programs involving all the
R'ETA's.

The regional authorities would be established within regional labor market areas,
allowing major cities with a population of more than one half ri'illlion, to constitute
a regional employment and training authority Gmerning authority and account-
ability would be vested in the RETA, and the RETA would be(the vehicle to manage
the direct services for that region. The service delivery system would consist of
those vendors of service who have demonstrated experience and success in manag-
ing employment and training programs far the economically disadvantaged These
vendors may vary from region to region. . . . CETA skills centers, vocational
education schools, community based organizations The major advantage of this
proposal ts that It builds upon the vast experience of the past 15 years, and
eliminates the need to build a new service delivery system.

To illustrate how this approach would reduce administrative overhead and maxi-
)
mize scarce program funds, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts would move from
its current 10 prime sponsors and 12 balance of State subgrantees to a maximum of
six to eight regional employment and training authorities This change would
increase substantially the proportion of total funds available for program dollars,
with the net effect of Increased services to the economically disadvantaged

CbNCLUSION ""

As these hearings progress, the Members of Congress will hear many.different
and varied recommendations aboul the future cowse of the emplorent and train-
ing system in this Nation. We recognize that human resource evelopment is a
complex undertaking and Mat any system designedis imperfect Becatise we are not
dealing with an exact science, it is through experimentation and experience that we
continue to grow. Therefore, we must not abandon the long established and proven
seEvice delivery mechanism. One common thread which must be heardthroughout
this reauthorization process is the advocacy for c9ntinued efforts in the einployment
and training of economically disadvantaged citizens.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS COLE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
HARTFORD CETA ADMINISTRATION

Mr. COLE. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, my name is Frank
Cole, Vm director of the Hartford Consortium, Employment and
Training*Administration.

I'd like to address nine areas of interest within th6 CETA reauth-
orization. The major thrust of what I have to say is with structure
and management, rather than specifically program content.

First, a few prefatory remarks.
CETA reauthorization should focus on simplicity and pragmatics

First is simplicity. Simplicity in goal, structure, program, and proc-
ess. This simplicity should permit the many actors a deal- and
cogent understanding so essential to its pchieving its objective

Second, the reauthorization should also focus on pragmatics,
what can be done. What can be delivered. What can achieve re-
sults. Pragmatics must also be viewed both from the political envi-
ronment in which the system must operate.

Only through a straightforward and practical system can we
perform and produce.
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If I may, I'd like to highlight some of these items that I have
here. The first issue deals with the objective of CETA and the skill
development program.

First of all, what is a skill development program? To me, it is a
prefatory phase in the labor exchange process,and, as such, it is an
economic program that increases the quantity and quality of the
labor foice.

Second, and coincidentally, it is a social program that develops
and promotes self-sufficiency..But an objective, by definition, is
that at which something is aimed or directed. Therefore, lhe objec-
tive of the program is to increase the employment and productivity
of the economically disadvantaged and unemployed.

The second issue, overall structure. The organization through
which to increase employment and productivity must be structured
in a mannpr that permits clear singular responsibilities and focus

Thus, it, must be functionally decentralized. Each level and!or
unit must be accquntable for a distinct,and limited function within
the process.

It may be important to state what each group doesn't do This
organizational structure must not allow the fragmentation and
redundancy. that currently prevails in the labor intervention proc-
ess.

The Federal level mustfecus on policy 'and goals.,The State, or
other intermediary level, should focus on compliance and coordina-
tion. And finally, the prime sponsor on the planning operations
and performance.

The third issue is funding allocation. Funding should be formu-
lated at the Federal level and allocated directly to prime sponsors.
The Fedefal Government should only set broad ,policy and goals

Any special interest ,or target should not be hationally imposed
into local allocated funds. Otherwise, it is national program run
locally, not a local program run locally.

'Policymaking should, however, not be confused with the adminis-
-tration. Empirical evidence has amply demonstrated the pitfalls
when policy and administration are confused.

An intermediary, or State level, may be necessary for gdminis-
trative and compliance,purposes, but that entity should not alter or

440.
redirect the local funds.

Its purpose is to insure compliance with the policy and regula-
tory guitlelines as set forth on the national level.

The local 0,Ennet sponsor is directly accountable for increasing
_employment ahd" productivity. Authority should be comMensurate

. with accountability. The prime sponsor should have the latitude to
manage the goals, process, and the delivery agents within the local
environment.

The fourth, issue, local structure. The concept df singular focus
should be continued into the local deliveiy structure. Again, each
function should have a clear understanding of what is expected
outputfrom them.

Each functional entity, however, should not be multiptirposed It
is advantageous to have groups do what theY do best.

Attached to this particular repo,rt is several areas of responsi-
bility so I won't get into it.
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Fifth issue, local council. There should be two separate, but
complementary councils. First is the policy groupthat local geo-
political authority. Second is the advisory group that reviews and
evaluates plans and performance.

The policy group must consist of the responsible public parties in
the local geopolitical area. This is first and foremost a public
program.

The guarantee of equity, therefore, is essentitl. The group may
add to or delegate some authority, but -never the reponsibility The
advisory group should consist of membership from, areas that are
knowledgeable of, and have experience in, both the labor exchange
process, as well as the particular particiPant problms and opportu-
nities that must be addressed before entering that process.

The private sector must play a prominent role in the advisory
group. It is important to understand that the 90-plus percent of the
current labor exchange process is run by the private sector not
government.

The sixth i8sue is private sector involvement. Why? Because they
cutifently operate by far the largest direct and customized skill
training program in the country. They spend about $40 billion per
year for their specific needs.

Their positive enrollments and employment rate infinitely
exceed CETA's. This success also suggests that they have some
experience in how to design and deliver programs, as well as re-
cruit, select, and match people to jobs. -

It is, therefore, critical to get their commitment to Fedeal job
effort. Commitment will logically follow the participation.

The, private sector should also be involved in policy formation,
local labor assessment and the design of how participants will be
prepared for jobs.

More importantly, they identify with, and have, a proprietary
interest in the solution. A partnership must be explicitry sPelled
out wher,e there are mutual benefits to the parties of any partner-
ship.

Seventh issue, program design. There should be one single train-
ing program. One title only. Within this program should be the
capability to identify all attendant target groupsa participant
characteristics report.

These target groups should be directed reia ,t&_I to their respective
incidences within the local eligible populdtion: Youth would then
be served, as they are now, under training,

The private sector, or title VII, would also be a part of the total
training pool. Reports should not be isolated by delivery agents, or
category of activity.

The current title separation veils the real performance by group-
ings. Attachment B documents the fact that, youth are served
under six current titles, under current design, 43 percent of the
title II BC participants in Hartford are ydtith, and that over 30
percent of those served in all titles meet the youth eligibility.

However, you may want to distinguish between in-school apd
out-of-school youths. This can be doneon a separate characteristics
report.

Obviously, the youth programs are 100-percent youth, which gave
us a lotal of 63-percent youth. I'm just using it as an example of
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how it should. be used without getting into administrative head-
aches.

A single program would eliminate the several overlapping eligi-
bility criterias and simplify performance,. measurement. Further-
more, reporting,requirements must be cut dramatically.

The eligibility criteria must include unemployed along with the
economic disadvantaged. Both lack the appropriate skills necessary
for employment. The disadvantaged lacked because of a variety of
barriers, and the unemployed now lack because of diminished skill
value due to industry competition, technology, relocation or a host
of other reasons.,

Both. are ,not employed or productive. Both need the support,
assistance, and training to become employed and productive

Equally important is the development of a permanent labor
market attachment. This is the means to the end [a job]. The
attachment is still there in the cAse of the unemployed, but not in
the economically.disadvantaged.

Once both are again employed, it is paramount that the partici-
pants be shown, identify with and enter into a process through
which any future unattachment can revert into attachment.

This is why it is so cfitical for the State einployment service
agencies to be the entry, linkage, an4 attachment point into the
labor exch nge process.

I'm sugg sting, for example',4hat t y all'e not in the entry,
el igi bility, aessment process, -but, in Rfët, are grants managers
wherein everybody does the things that they do well.

This entry point can then be instilled into participants long after
there is, or they are eligible for a skills development program.

And the last issue is performance standards. A simple question,
were we effective? Did we do the right things? Did we achieve
results? Did we employ participants?

These are the important questions.. Simply stated, our perform-
ance results are measured by employment-placement-jobs All
other results are incomplete [still in program] or not employment.

All other considerations really address the issue of efficiencyor...,
do the things right. Whether the job was a direct or indirect
placement is irrelevant..Did he get a job?

It is more a measure of efficiency [how] than effectiveness [what].
The fact that the job was in the private or public sector is a matter
of the local marketplace and its interacting economy, but again of
efficiency. The cost of getting the job is a degreed measure success,
getting the job is a measure of success. Cost is a measure of
efficiency.

Whether he got the job is the really crucial issue.
[The prepared statement of Francis Cole follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANCIS J CoLE, DIRECTOR, HARTFORD CONSORTIUM,
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ADMINISTRATION, HARFORD, CONN

PREFACE t,t
CETA reauthorization should focus on simplicity, and pragmatics First is simplic

ity. Simplicity in goal, structure, program and process This simplicity should
permit the many actors a clear and cogent understanding so essential to its achiev-
ing its objective
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It,Second, the rea honzation should also focus 6n pragmatics. What ciaibe done.
What can be delivered. What can achieve results. Pragmatics must also be viewed
both from the political environment in which the system must operate.

Only through a straightforward and practical system can we perform and pro-
duce.

202

OBJECTIVE OF CE7A

First, what is an employment and training program?- It is a preparatory phase
and integral component of the labor exchange process within the economy of the
country. It fosters and assists in an attachment to the labor market. As such, it is
an economic program, an economic program increases the available quantity and
quality of the labor force. Second and coincidentally, it is a social program that
develops and promotes self-sufficiency, and, thus improves the individual and collec
tive quality of life. But an"nb-jective, or goal isAhat at which something is aimed or
directed. Therefore, the objective of the program...is to increase Ake employment land
productivity) of the economically disadvantaged,and unemployed.

e.
OVERALL STRUCTURE:1

The Organization through': Which to increase employment and productivity mustlt
structured in a manner that permits clear singular responsibilities antl focus Thus,
it must be functionally decentralized. Each level and'or unit must be accountable,:
for a distinst-tann limited) function within the process. It may be important to state
what each group doesn't do:This organizational structure must not allow the
fragmentation and reduncancy that currently prevails in iphe labor intervention
process. The federal level must focus on policy and goat,. The' state, or other
intermediary level, should focus on compliance and coordination And finally, the
prime sponsor on the planning operations and performance.

A prospective delineation of responsibilities may include the following Federal
level policy) establish laws regulations, formula allocation, policy recommendation,
policy interpretation, set compliance and performance standards, national projects,
impact analysis/assessment, ann goal/performance. achievement.

State level (compliance) inter-agency linkages, intake-eligibility, assessment-refej-
cal, nun-sponsor areas, administrative compliance, and regulatory compliance.

Prime sponsor operations) labqr marltet needs, set local policy and goals, proiram
design; grants management; and performanctieporting.

-

FUNDING ALLOCATION ,
Funding should be formulated at the Federal level and allocated directly to prime

sponsors. The Federal Goxernment should only Set broad pohcy and goals. Any
speual interest or target should nut be nationally imposed into local allocated funds
Otherwise it nastllial program run locally not a local program run locally. Polley
making should, ho ver, not be confused with the administralion Empencal evi
dence bas amply demonstrated the pitfalls when policy and administration are
confused. An intermediary, or State level, may be necessary for administrative and
compliance purposes. But that entity should not alter or redirect the local funds Its
Aurpose is to en ure compliance with the policy and regulatory guidelines as set
forth on the natio I level.

The local prime pnsr , directly accotmeable for increasing emploAnent and
productivity. Authority should be ,commensurate with accountability The prime
sponsor should have thç latitude to manage the goals, process and e delivery
Agents within the local enyironment. Correspondingly, those not accountable should
not have the power to intercede, or Interrupt local activities and prerogatives.

LOCAL STRUCTURE

The concept of singular focus shoukl b9 continued into the local delivery struc-
ture Again, each function should have a clear .understanding of what is expetted
(output) from them. Each functional, entity, however, should not be multipurposed
It is advantageous to have groups do what they do best. Attachment "A" identified
suggested areas of functional responsibilities. -

It ia elementary that the public sector be itaponsible for the equity issues, and
that the private sector be responsible for the local employment needs Both parties
are not, only carrying out their customary roles in society, but in fact are again
doing what they each do *t. The legal and customary roles are the natural base
for a public/private partners-hip.
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LOCAL COUNCIL

There should be two separate but complementary councils. First, is the policy
group that local geopohtical authority. Second is the advisory group that reviews
and and evaluates plans and performance. The policy group must consist of the
responsible public parties in the local geopolitical area. This is first and foremost a
public program. The guarantee of equity, therefore, is essential. The group may add
to or delegate some authonty, but never the responsibility. The advisory group
should consist of membership from areas that are knowledgeable of, and have
expenence in, Ifipth the labor exchange process, as well as the particular participant
problems and dpportunities that must be addressed before entering that process
The pnvate sector must play a prominent role in the advisory group It is important
to understand that the 9) plus percent of the current labor exchange process is run
by tlie pnvate sector knot government,. That part of the process works Therefore, at
least half of this membership should be from the private sector The other half of
this group should include those who reflect the agencies within those functions
necessary to achieve intake, training, marketing and finally, employment This
advisory group should continually monitor the changing local employment needs, its
participant tapabilities and ensure that the process is continually adjusted so that
matches between industry needs and participants wants are met.

PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT

Why? Because they currently operate by far the largest direct and customized
skill training program in the country. They spend $40 billion per year for their
specific nee6. Their positive enrollments and employment rate infinitely exceed
CETA's. This success also suggests that they have some experience in how to design
and dehver programs, as well as recruit, select and match people to jobs It is
therefore critical to get their commitment to Federal job effort. Commitment will
logically follow the participation and detailed involvement by the private sector

The private sector should also be involved in policy formation, 1661 labor assess-
ment and the design bf how participants will be prepared for jobs

Importantly, they identify with, and have a, proprietary interest in the solution.
They should be givon the authority, commensurate with their participation. A
partnership must be explicity spelled out where there are mutual benefits to the
parties of any partnership.

PROGRAM DESIGN

There should be unengle training program. One title only Within this program
should be the capabihtynk, identify all attendant target groups (a participant char-
actenstics report). These target groups should be directly related to their respective
incidences within the local eligible population Youth would then be served, as they
are now, under training. The pnvate sector would also be a part of the total
training pool. Reports should not be isolated by delivery agents, or category of
activity.

Correspondingly, achievement for all targeted groups must be evaluated in one
place wr report,. However, the levels or steps (and their associated goals) to employ-
ment should be identified so that progress can be weighted.

4
A The current title separation veils the real performance by groupings. Attachment

"B- documents the fact that, youth are served under 6 current titles, under current
design, 43 percent of the title IIBC participants are youth, and that over 30 percent
of those served in all titles m t the youth eligibility However, you may want to
distinguish between m-school -of-school youths. This can be done on a
separate characteristics repo4. .A singl program would eliminate the several over-
lapping ehgibility critenas a d simplif performance measurement. Furthermore,
.reporting requirements must cut drarhatically.

ELIGIBILITY

The ehgibility cnteria must include unemployed along with the economic disad
vantaged. Both lack the appropriate skills necessary for employment The dtsadvan
taged lacked because of a vanety.of,barriers, and the unemployed now lack because
of diminished skill value due to industry competition, techndlogy, relocation or a
host of other reasons. Both are not employed or productive. Both need the support,
assiStance aryl training to become enoyed and productive.

Equally imVoztant is the developthent of a permanent labor market attachment.
This is the Means to, the end (a job). The attachment is still there in the case of the
unemployed, but nut in the economically disadvantaged Once both are again em
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ployed it is paramount that the participants be shown, identify with and enter into
a process through which any future unattachment can revert into attachment This
is why it is so critical for the State employment service agencies to be the entry,
linkage, and attachment point into the labor exchange process This entry point can
then be instilled into partpants long after there is, or they are eligible for a skills
development program.

PERFORANCE STA NDA RDS

Were we effective? Did we do the right things? Did we achieve results' Did we
employ participants? These are the important questions Simply stated Our per-
forrhance results are measured by empluymentplacementsjobs All other results
are incomplete (still in program) or, not employment.

All other considerations really address the issue of efficiencyor do the things
right. Whether the job was a direct or indirect _placement is irrelevant It is more a
measure of efficiency (how) than effectiveness (what). The fact that the job was in
the private ur public sector is a matter of the local market place and its interacting
economy, but again of efficiency. The cost of gettin&the job is a.degreed measure
success, getting the job is a measure of success. Cost is a measure of efficiency

The unly vaible measures are. entered program, currently enrolled, terminations,
and employment -

Any rational human would have a problem in measuring a prime sponsor's
performance based un the_ current Department of Labor quarterly reports in attach-
ment 'C''. There are 27 pages with. 10 separate programs, 3 separate levels, and
1,682 actual numbers. Performance can be a carrot or a baseball bat. When such
profusion of numbers exist, it give license to any group to interpret the statistics to
any ends, and not necessarily the programs.

What the public sector needs is a basic understanding of the goils and applica-
tions of performance measurement. Thereafter it should prescribe a judicious and
sensible structure to attain these goals. To measure everything, as in the qnarterly
reports, is to measure no (one) thing.

ATTACHMENT A

Public officialsPolicyPurpose, performance, guidelines, clients served, and
fiscal/audits.

Private, publicPlanLabor market goals, evaluation, impact, and effectiveneAi
Prune,sponsor AdministrativeGoal, performance, management, delivery proc-
, operations monitoring, and performance reporting.

State Employment ServiceEntryOutreach, recruit, eligibility, assessment, and
refertal.

Private, publicTrainingEmployers, unions, education, and community based
organizations.

Private sectorMarketingImage building, local needs definition, training
design, ttix credits, and job development.

StateCompliance,linkageRegulatory compliance, economic development, voca-
tional education, enterprise zones, higher education, Department of Labor, and task
forces

ATTACHMENT B

YOUTH SERVED BY TITLE FOR FISCAL YEAR 1981

Ede
rotat

served

Ate tray 20-21
.

NO PefUrN

Youth

ser"d

Percent

Ma/
-

Youth 14-15

Pacent

Seved bs-y1-5--)----

No Pecent

II-BC 1,905 824 43 235 12 39 19 226 12

217 90 32 53 19 37 13

VI . 141 24 17 12 8.5 12 8 5

VII 325 269 83 1 153 47 '115 53

Total 2.648 1.207 46 236 20 581 48 390 ' 32

YETP .1.020 1,016 100 314 37 629 62 13 1

YCCIP 82 82 100 81 99 1 1

Grand total 3.750 2.305 61 610 26 1,291 56 404 18
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Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you, Mr. Cole. %....
.

Mr. DeNardis has to leave and I wanted him to have the benefit
of your testimony. I have some maple sirup as a momento for you,
also. As we have heard, the testimony has been superlative. I
really appreciate your being here to help 4.ts with the hearings and
also to become knowledgeable on this area.'

Mr. DENARDIS. Well, I want to say that upon reflection of the
last 5 hours or so, we have heard spokesmen from five States from
a variety of diVerent positions in both the public sector and the

' private sector in the employment ana training field.
And I think as I am recalling testimony, and I apologize for the

three of you whom I won't hear, but I have your testimony and I
will read it.

But surprisingly, there is a common thread which is running
through a lot of this testimony in terms of the problems in the field
and suggestions for improving and strengthening the Federal role
in employment and training and it's been very helpful to me
personally and I must say, Jim, that it's been the best public ,
hearing on this subject that I have participated in.

In Washin-gton, we get representatives to speak. Here we have
gotten practitioners and it's been very, very useful testimony. ...

I thank you all very much.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Just so I won't feel lonesome, i will ask the staff to"

come forward. They do most of the work, I guess, so I will ask them
to come forward.

Beth Buehlmann of my staff and Susan Grayson, representing
the majority staff.

Mr. Spaulding, why don't you proceed.

STATEMENT OF PETER SPAULDING, CHAIRMAN, MERRIMACK
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS, CONCORD, N.H.

,

'Mr. SPAULDING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that Mr.
DeNardis had to leave.

' My naine is Peter Spaulding.X. serving my sixth term as an
elected. public official in Merrim County.

The Comprehensive Employmentv and Training Act (CETA) 'has
acted as a safety net for local gover ents in New Hampshire and
more specifically' Merrimack Count I Local governments in New

ip
Hampshire are responsible for providing public assistance to those
who are poor and unable tic? support themselves.

A viable employment and training capability is necessary at the
local level if we are to continue fulfilling our statutory and-moral
responsibilities with decreasing Federal an4 State assistance.

It is commonsense as well as sound econic policy to invest in
training programs to develop job opportunities rather than entitle-
ment payments which tend to create dependency.

CETA has already sustained approximately a 60-percent put from
its level of 2 years ago. With the elimination of publid service
employment in bdth title IID and title VI, further reductions would
cut deeper into basic training programs such as on-the-job training,
work experience and classroom training for the unskilled and dis-
advantaged. s

Further cuts would prqbably necessitate a drastic change in the
delivery system of programs. In New Hampshire, programs are
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delivered at the county level, deeper cuts'would all but mandate
that programs be centralized at the statehouse.

Consolidation of delivery systems has already occurred in several
counties in New Hampshire.

CETA training programs in New Hampshire have been success-
fhl and cost-effective.

In Merrimack County, JIB placement into employment rate is 77
percent with an overall positive rate of 88 percent. This, when
coupled with expenditures, represents a cost per placement of
$2,476. It is also important to point out that most of this $2,476
represents dollars that were paid out to the participant during
training.

Approximately 30 percent of those enrolled in the program are
school dropouts and 30 per t, were receiving public welfare or
unemployment benefits. .7,3A '

To remove people from he welfare rbils, train thein and place
them in employment where they are earning their own way,
paying taxes, and contributing to their community represents a
cost-effective investment.

CET4 has been working much more closely with private indus-
try in recent years to develop training progr,ams that mbet the
individual's needs as well as the company's. -

This iS evidenced by the f'..ct that in Merrimack County for fiscai
ear 1982, it is planned that 40 percent of program moneys be

devoted to the on-thejob traiiiing program in the private sector.*
CETA, through its current delivery system, has been able to

addressiocal needs and shape services to fit those needs. An exam-
, ple of this is the fact that, in Concord, a program to 'train

waste water treatment, plant operators was develeped in order to
meet the skill needs created by the opening of a new waste water
treatment facility.

On a, statewide basis, special training /irograms have been devel-
-oped to train oil burner repair technicians, electronic technithans,
hazardous waste material handlers, and weatherizari., techni-
cians.

I would strongly endorse the concept of a public sector/private
sector partnership aimed at addressing employment arid training
needs at the local level.

I do feel that Government must play a major role in this partner-
hip if it is to function effectively.

AlthOn&New Hampshire's capital, Concord, is located within
MerrimackTounty, the county is primarily rural in nature.

Small business plays a major role in the economy pf the region.
These employers are not equipped to devote a great amount of

time or money to address the -needs of the unemployed, unskilled
or poor.

In Merrimack County, we have found that the on-the-job training
program as it, is currently structured has been well received by
small business'.

This is evidenced by the 77 percent entered employment rate
achieved this past fiscal year in our county...

CETA at its inception was an attempt at a unification and de-
categorization of numerous manpower programs. 7 ,
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In spite of the growing com.plexity of CETA, it has been effective
in addressing the needs of the economically disadvantaged in Mer-
rimack County.

The concept of one ti ith streamlined regulations which pro-
vide for-local control flexibility would be accepted by virtually
all local governments.

We are not capable at the loCal level of providing the necessary -
funds to properly address the problems of providing1ob train,ing to
the disadvantaged in order that they may be better able to become"
productive members of society. .

It is a matter that mandates national attention and merits a
funding commitment at a level sufficient to achieue realistic goals
in the employment and training area. 6

Thank you. ,

[The prepared statement of Peter Spaulding follows:J .,

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER J. SPAULDING, COMMISSIONER, MERRIMACK
COUNTY, Comottri, N.H. ,

Thr Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) lias acted as a "safety
net" for local governments in New Hampshire and more specifically Merrimack
County. Local governments in New Hamsphire are responsible for providing public
assistance to those who are "poor and unable to support themselves " (N H RSA
165:1, 166:1) .

A viable employment and training capability is necessary at the Jocal level if we
are to continue fulfilling our statutory responsibilities with deciedsing federal and
state assistance. It is common sebse as well as sound economic policy to invest in
training programs to develop job opportunities rather than entitlement payments
which tend to create dependency.

CETI% has already sustained approximately a 60 lae rcent cut from its level of t'wo
years ago. With the elimination of Public Service mplyment in both Title IID and
Title VI, further cuts would cut deeper into basic t aining programs such as 04-the-
Job Training, Work Expe.rience and Classroom Training for, the unskilled and

- . rdisaclvantaged.
Fttrther cuts would probably necessitate a drastic change in the delivery system

of programs In New Hampshire, programs are delivered at the cout{ty level, deeper
cuts would all but mandate that programs be centrajized at the state house Consoli-
dation of delivery systems has already onturred to some extent with Coos, Carroll.
and Grafton counties being- combined and Belknap and Merrimack counties being
combined this year.

CETA training programs in New Hampshire have been successful and cost effec-
tive.

-

A. In Merrimack county, IIB Placement into employment rate is 77 percent with
an overall positive rate of 88 percent. This, when coupled with expenditures, rePre-
sents a cost per placement of $2,476, It is also important to point out that most,,,of
this $2,476 represents dollars that were paid out to the participant during training

B. Approximately a percent of those enrolled in the program are schoOl dropouts
and 30 percent were receiving public welfare or unemployment benefits

To remove people from the welfare roles, train them and place them 14 mploy-
ment where they are earning their own way, paying taxes, and contributing o their
community represents a cost effective investment. .

C, CETA has been working much more closely with private industry 'in recent
years to develop training prpgrams that meet the individual's needs as well as the
company's. This is evidenced by the fact that in Merrimack county for fiscal year
1962, it is plannel that 40 percent of program moneys be devoted to the Ont-the-Job .,

Training program in the private sector.
D. CETA, through its current delivery system, has been able to .address local

needs and shape services to fit those needs. An example of this is the fact that, in
Concord, New Hampshire, a program to train wastewater treatment plant operators
was developed in order to meet. the skill needs created by the opening of a new
wastewater treatment facility. On a statewide basis, special training programs have
been developed to train oil burner repair technicians, electronic technicians, hazard- '
ous waste material handlers and weatherization technicians
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I would strongly endorse the cunLept uf a public sector, private sector partnership
aimed at addressing employment and training needs at the local level. I do feel that
government must play a major role in this partnership if it is to function effectively.

Although New Hampshire's Capitol, Concord', is located within Merrimack
County, the country is primarily rural in. nature Small business plays a major role
in the economy of the region.'These employers are not equipped to deiote a great
amuukt uf time ur money tu address the needs of the unemployed, unskilled or poor.
In Merrimack Counjy we have found that the On-the4ob Training program as it is
currently structured has been well received by small business This is evidenced by
the 77 percent entered employment rate achieved this past flsLal year in Merrimack
County.

CETA at its inception was an attempt at a unification and de-categonzation of
numerous manpower programs. In spite of the growing complexity of CETA, It has
been effective in addressing the needs of the economically disadvantagrd In Merri-
mack County The concept of one Title with streamlined regulations which provide
fur local control and flexibility would be accepted by virtually all local governments.
We are not capable at the local level of providing the necessary, funds to properly.
address the problems of providing job training to the. disadvantaged in order that
they may be better able to become productive members of society. It is a matter
that mandates national attention and meri i funding commitment at a level,
sufficient to achieve realistic goals in the emplo ent and training area.

MERRIMACK COUNTY CETA COST PER PLACEMENT IN UNSUBSIDIZED EMPLOYMENTOCT. 1, 1980-

AUG. 31, 1981

tinerirogram

Placed in
unsubsrclized Expendrture to Cost per

rnt to Avg 31. 1981 placementri981
11-8--(Classmom training, work experience) (On tbe-rob training) 122 $302069 S2476
II-D (Classronm training, work experience) (0 1T I. public service employment) 51 149,920 2,940
VI (Public servo employment) 11 75,562 6,869
VlI---(Oi T . classroom training) 22 84,801 3,855

Note youth Programs tt ..hould be noted that i>lacernent In onsubsdzed employment IS not necessarily the primary goal of the youth programs
iouth who are partrcmatmg m CETA programs may be enrolleO in school and m such cases the goal is to enable the youth to completehis

educatan Acco(cingly. Cost Per Ptactment Stat.shcs arr not representative

MERRIMACK COUNTY CETA SUMMARY OF ACTIVIVOCT. 1, 1980 to Aug. 31, 1981

filtiOrOgram

-, a
Placed in ' Other positive Nate of

101a1 Terrill-
empbyment transferS positive

WAY' nated , term in
(Per

No Percent No Percent
cent)

11-B 205 159 122 77 17 11 88
II-0 11, 91 51 56 19 21 77

IV YETP (Youth) 46 21 11 52 5 24 76
IV YCCIP (Youth) 26 18 9 50 6 33 83
IV SYEP (Youth) 243 233 6 1 204 87 90
VI PS E 19 15 11 73 1 7 80
VII 33 26 22 85 4 15 100

,Mr. JEFFORDS, Thank you very much. I am going to let Vermont
, have the last word here.

Lee, why don't 3rou go ahead.

STATEMENT OF LEE 'ARNOLD, DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S
SPECIAL GRANTS OFFICE, STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Mr. AttNotn. Mr. Chairman,' members of the staff and distin-
guished friends, I am glad to be in Vermont today. I arn glad to see
the sun come through for us at last.

o

. A.

1,
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Before I begin, let me say that I spent years in school and 3
years in the Army being first at everything. Making all the first
early mistakes and what not, so it is a pleasure for me tO be near
the end for a change.

Before I turn to my prepared statement, Mr. Chairman, I'd like
to pick up on a point that Joe Duggan from Massachusetts brought
up. He made the point that he believes we should learn from our
experiences. I believe that as well.

In Rhode Island, we structured our employment and training
system based on pur expersience. In 1973, this country was disen-
gaging some of its military establishment, as unique as that may
seem today, because of the fact that the war in Vietnam was
coming to a hoppful end.,

Rhode Island suffered disproportionately to the rest of the
Nation in terms of that realignment of military bases: Our crews of
the Atlantic Fleet sailed out of Narragansett Bay in Rhode Island,
left us with an employment rate that had been 6 percent prior to
its pullouCarid it rose to 16 percent.

We had a saying at the time the Chinese symbol for crisis is
danger and opportunity. We saw that as an Opportunity to see that
all the manpower planning tliat had been going on for years could
Make any difference in a real' crisis situation.

We found that it could and it was the basis for our model of
CETA as a tool for economic development.

In my prepared testimony, Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin
by reading the statement that reflects the views of the folks in our
*State, as well es of our Governor. I would then like to focus my
remarks on the eight points raised by the initial notice of hearings
through the Congressional Record.

... Finally, I'd like to conclude my remarks with some rhetorical
questions.

In Rhode Island, we believe that our economic develOpment strat-
egy must be to produce jobs and to train people to do them well.
Because. of.that belief, when our State legislature authorized cre-
ation pf the Rhode Island Department of Economic Development in
1974, it included our balance of State CETA prime sponsor as a
division of that department.

Our symbol is the independent man. Our motto is hope. 6, our
view, a person will have neither independence nor hope unless
adequate opportunities for participation in our economic system
exist.,

To this end, we have used our CETA program as an instrument
of economic development, we have fashioned a partnership with
business and labor, we have devoted Federal training funds to help
those most in need; and we have used State funds as a supplethent
to help people in need of training, but who were not CETA eligible.

We believe that our approach has made good economic and
human sense, and that CETA in Rhode Island. has been a net
benefit to our taxpayers and consumers.

A well-trained"work force can help our businesses be mo're pro-
iluctive and more competitive in the world. An employment and
training policy that offers hope for preparation for people with
limited options, supplemented by State and local efforts to help

)21 6
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- affirm that people need not become destitute before being eligible
for help, makes good sense. r

Ppesident Reagan has been quoted as saying that, "the greatest
social program * * * iS a job." In many respects, we believe that is,true.

Our CETA system has been an important element in enabling
people to get and to keep a job. ,

We urge the Congress to favorably consider the reauthorization
of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, and in so
doing, affirm a commitment of hope for independence for people
who want to participate in the economic life of this country.

Mr. Chairman, this portion of my remarks will address the major
issues listed in the original notice of hearings.

Point No. 1, "What are the appropriate objectives of employment
and training policy?"

A well-structured employment and training policy will accom-
plish a number of objectives and help people overcome a number pf
problems. In our view, however, an employment and training
policy ought to recognize that people and jobs are two sides of the
same coin, and that the Brimary mission should be to train people
for jobs in order to promote personal self-sufficiency and communi-
ty economic well-being.

Question No. 2 was, "What are the best methods for carrying out
the objectives of employment and training policy?"

We favor a job-centered negotiable incentive program, that allows
employers to participate fully in course design, and begins with the
premise that public-private cost sharing, tax incentives, and wage
subsidies are good for business and good for peopk. Local areas
should also begiven the flexibility of coupling entry-level training
with upgrading and skill improvement training of existing work
forces as an added incentive to business, this strategy could help to
reduce the ranks of the working poor as well as accommodate
changing.demographic patters.

Question No. 3 was, "Should particular groups in the labor force
be the concern of employment policy?" . -..-

Qur preference is for a policy that is both incriisive and straight-
forward, we, therefore, recommend that eligibility be open to those
people likho are unemployed or economically disadvantaged.

In addition, local areas should have the option of training people
in an "upgrading" category if such an effort will produce opportu-
nities for the unemployed or economically disadvantaged.

While most of the population groups currently served by CETA4,
would fall under the rubric of unemployed or economically disad-
vantaged, local areas could be given the capacity to serve those in
need who may be neither unemployed or economically disadvan-
taged bY allowing for certification of a barrier to employment, for
example, a physical handicap.

Question No. A was, "What should be the relationship of employ-
ment and training policies to income-maintenance policies?"
- Our State is preparing to embark on a welfare reform demon-
stration program. General public assistance and unemployment
insurance, as forms of income maintenance, should not be confused
with employment and training policies, they can, however, be sup-
portive of those policies if they include tax credits and sufficiently
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liberal income disregard measures that work as incentives, rather
than as disincentives; to imrticipation in eniployment and training
programs.

Participation'of welfare recipients in an existing or. future CETA
system should not be mandatory.

Question 5-was, "Ikkat are the appropriate relationships between
the Federal, State 4nd local governments in the funding, design,
and administration of employment and training programs?"

We believe that "Education * * * (is) the preparation neected for
effective participation in economic life." That is a quote frorn,the
book by William Torpey, entitled "Federal Personpower Involve-
ment.' ,

We.beliee that training is preparatiori for a specific job and that
it is what we want.tb be about.

Fbderal policies, incentives, research %-rid sfandai-ds; and State
and local funds, should support education.

Federal fonds should support State and local training, allow for
supplemental funds from State and local sources, and require re;
porting to the Federal Government as well as local public review
-and annual perThrmance and fiscal audits.

In a nation as large and diverse as the United States, we believe
that the design and administration of employment and training
programs can best be done at the State and local level.

Question 6 was, "What is the appropriate role of the private
sector in the design and implemettation of employment and train-
ing policy?"

The private sect& can further its own interests by participating
with public agencies in designing and implementing specific train-
ing programs. Innovation and creativity swill be needed to produce
a system that can accomodate a high volume, high quality pro-
gram, in addition, public agencies should be given the flexibility to

cifegotiate joint funding of specialized equipment and instructional

(

needs.
Question 7 Was, "Can the diverse sets of programs which consti-

,

tute the employment and training system be coordinated?"
The numerous "components" of, the employment and trafning

"system". in many cases have diStinct missions and constituencies.
Coordination is not only possible, but even desirable, if existing

impediments and anomalies can be identified and dealt with, for
example, plactement credit, loss of benefits due to program partici-
pation, specidlly when you are dealing wit,h the elderly, loss of
medical benefits. '

Federal language encouraging reciprocal interagency cooperation
can be helpful. "forced" relationships, with or without monetary
set-asides, may not be helpful. We urge consideration of policies

. that would give Governors title flexibility in structuring arrange-
ments that will. strengthen Triteragency cooperltion and coordina-
tion so that the diverse components now in place chn function as a
more coherent system.

The final question posed was, "Have employment and training
programs worked?"

Rhode Island will provide the committee with data, reports, and
articles which we belieeoint io a resounding ansNof "yes" to
this quest' n.

,P
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Mr/ Timothy M. Barnicle, writing in the winter 1981 issue of the
New England Journal of Employment and Trainiag, what we be-
lieite captured the essence of what we believe to be the contribution
of a still young system:

He says this:
In summary. CETA has, without a doubt, been and will continue to be a Worth-.

while public investment:
In terms of dollars returhed versus dollars invested at the national, State, and

local level; but
More so in terms of: the personal development that has been possible for the

individuals who have participated in the program and for whom CETA truly made a
tremendous difference in changing. their lives for the better.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I think it ,is appropriate for us to
consider the following general concerns: First, the costs to society,
not only should we think about can we afford to do it, but can we
afford not to do it.

If I read the papers correctly, 1 believe the.President has pro-
posed in his budget that we spend something less than half of what
Saudi Arabia has just spent for some planes.

In terms of theAost to business, can business recruit and train
without public ,h61p, apparently not or.they may have been doing
that already.

Will smaller companies, suffer disproportionately? This is a con-
cern of ours because data indicates the most new Job creation has
been with smaller companies.

In terms of the impact on the most truly needy, we are con-
cerned &lout changes and relaxation of affirmative action, equal
employment opportunities policies, and compliance.

The kss of potential programs that would 'give people the chance
to ente...3,11e private sector.

We are concerned about what appears to be the failure of public
schools in a number of respects.

We see the developments like CETA youth programs which 'you
have so well responded to and supported:The Jobs foi. Delaware
Graduates programs of Gov. P. duPont, the career counseling serv-

ices around the Nation came about because of specific failures in
pdblic schoels to a degree.

We know that because of financial pressures on localities that
education's ability to prep-are youth for the world of work will be
exacerbated: ,

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we are concerned about the cost to the
local economy, present and future, in terms of direct, immediate
job losses and in terms of potential business losses.

Mr. JEFFortos. Thank you very, much and before you go ahead, I'd
like to- acknowledge the presence here of our former Senator,
George p. Aiken and his wife, Lola. He was a prime mover in sp
matill social areas and (lid so mifch to help the people, not only of
this State, buCthe country. Senator, could you just raise your hand
(Applause.]

Now, Bob, go right ahead.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT McCLOUD, BUSINESS MANAGER,
STATE OP VERMONT COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND
TRAINING OFFICE
Mr. MoCLoun. Vermont's last word may be the briefest. My

name is Robert McCloud. I'm a business manager for the State of
Veimont Comprehensive Employment and Training Office, now a
division of the Vermont Department of Employment and Training

I am here today to introduce the testimony of Dale*Lane, the
director of that office.

I have a prepared summary here but after the first couple of
hours, I began lining out issues. It seems I only have one left.

ThiS is one issue that, as a practitioner, I don't feel has yet quite
been emphasized to my satisfaction. That issue is that any new
legislation for employment and training programs contain provi-
sions for forward funding.

Allow me to just briefly describe to you the present system as we
have experienced it in Vermont.

Our planning process begins in January and February for the
next following fiscal year. In order to meet an October 1 deadline,
we must estimate and allocate our anticipated resources well
before the Department of Labor releases its estimates on May 15

Individual programmatic standards of performance must' also be
developed prior to May 15 in order that a request for proposal can
be developed and isSued early enough to allow interested organiza-
tions sufficient time to respond.

The entire summer is one of intense activity as our planning
allocations are revised to the Department of Labor estiniates, pro-
posals are received, and the review and resubmittal process, and
the contract negotiation process are all carried out.

All tbesa,procedures must be completed together with a perform-
ance dat.r?e40ew system whidh will adjust the final contracted

.1S:

dollar amount igust.r all programs and activities selected for refunding
--by the end bf

This must 'be accomplished in order that all contracts may be
revieved by'the State administration the attorney general's office,
signed and- 'executed by September 30 ,in ,order that we can issue
paychecks the following week for the participants that we have
carried over.

Each year, after this entire process has been coinpleted, we then
have to wait for Congress to pass a budget in order to learn what
our actual funding levels will be. At the point when this occurs, the
real planning process begins.

During the months of November through January, well into the
fiscal year, and when planning for the next fiscal year should be
commencing, we are forced to replan and manage the current fiscal
year in a crisis environment.

Hiring freezes are implemented while phasedown plans are de-
veloped. Contracts must be modified to reduce program levels and
consequently administration and services staff budgets. In addition,
grants under every CETA title must be modified and balanced with
the contract reductions occurring at the same time.

As if this crisis alone were not enough, it appears to have become
the custom of the Department of Labor to wait until all these
revisions have just been completed before releasing millions of
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dollars in discretionary funds that have been sitting in the Depart-
ment of Labor's unallocated accounts since the appropriation was
passed and distributed.

So, for the months of Fehruary through April, while we are in
the midst of meeting critical 'deadlines for the next fiscal year's
planning process, we are forced to undergo the same crisis again,
only this time in reverse.

Immediate enrollment plans are implemented while phase-up
schedules are developed. Contracts are modified to increase pro-
gram levels while administration and services staff vacancies re-
sulting from the earlier reductions are now refilled. And, once
again, our CETA grants must be modified.

If this scenario seems too bizarre to be real, let me reassure you
it is not an exaggeration. Short of modifying the entire nOtional
budgetary process, there is one change that could be accomplished
that would alleviate this situation significantly.

In order to help make planning and plan management viable
and meaningful activities, I would recommend that whatever new
employment and training legislation emerges in the next year, that
it be created at a minimum on a 2-year funding schedule.

I believe that a 2-year cycle is necessary to remove the crisis
situations which are built into the annual process and to allow
planning to become a proactive, not a reactive activity.

Thank you. [Applause.]
Mr. JEFFORDS. I would point out that the bill we put out last 'year

had forward funding in it. The problem with that is that forward
funding requires the pull-forward of some fundink. Unfortunately,
at this time, when everything is being cut baclt, although I would
say that I would certainly (recommend and agree with what you
said, the possibility of that at this point does not seem very likely I
wish we could try and go do something like that.

We had rather divergent opinions- expressed from some of the
members here and I am sure I won't get any unanimity but I'd
like, in response to what Mr. McCloud said, a brisf statement from
each State.as to what they situation find themselves in? What kind
of .a status ihey find themselves in with respect to the cuts and
what information they had received to further cuts that are not
presently.in the anticipated cut category.

In other words, are you receiving word to make cuts in excess of
those which appear to be in any of the appropriations bills?

Lee? _,......i
Mr. ARNOLD. Mr. Chairman, to give you a-focus of what it looks

like, Rhode Island is 1,200 square miles and we have three CETA
entities. We have a city prime sponsor, city province, a balance of
State prime upon sponsor in our State department of economic
development and finally, the special grant to the Governor which I
direct.

,
The three entities combined in fiscal yean 1981 started with

approxithately $30 million. This year, we are looking at approxi-
mately, as a combined total, $10 million.

What that does for service level is fairly obvious. The nunibers in
terms of numbers of people planned to serve drops from roughly
12,000 to roughly 4,500. It is a dramatic drop.

0 r) 1
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What concerns us, and again, I alluded to some of that in our \\
remarks, is that CETA is merely the tip of the iceburg. It is one (
part but certainly not the ,only, or even the biggest part of what
the State is losing.

Rhode Island is not a rich State. We don't have the State .re,:
sources to make up what we are losing.

In total, we are estimating something on ihe order of $117 mil-
lion beyond loss of which about $20 million is loss. from CETA
funds that we had from last year.

So, we are facing enormous problems in terms of service to
people who will really look to Government for help and have very
few other options.

So, it is having a dramatic impact. It is also severely i ac ing
our capacity 'to help disadvantaged youth.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Peter2,
s ' Mr. SPAULDING. I guess the good news would be that we expect in

our agency to be able to serve the same number of participants in
the coming year that we did last year.

The bad news is they added another county to us. So, we had
about 1,000 participants in the previous year .just in Merrimac
County and in the coming year, we will have about the same, but it
will be in both Belknap 'and Mertimac Counties.

Nr.S JEFFORDS. With the same of funds, is that what you
are aying?

Mr. SPAULDING. The same amount of funds with basically a 50-
percent increase in the service area.
.Also, the administrative costs and staffing have been cut dra-

matically. We have had a number of layoffs in our own agency for
the pasejear and when we took over October 1, the operation in an
adjoining county have the staff operating at slightly less than half
what it was previously,.

So, there are certainly some very substantial cuts coming there
and there certainly is a ripplaeffect that you have from cuts in the
other areas whether it is in programs like fuel assistance er entitle-
ment programs, whatever they are when you are talking about
programs dealing with people.

You can't single out any particular program and measure the
impact of the cuts because they really are all-inclusive.

Mr. -,T0Folins. Francis. -
Mr. COLE. Cuts detract from 'really learning a good system. You

always have to keep one eye on the money. For example, I am a
convert, if you will, I was on loan for business, a computer director,
and all of a sudden, I came over on loan to do sOme audits.

I started 2 years ago at $24 million. The second year, it started at
$17 million and became $11 million. What started out this year at
a little over $9 million is now $51/2 million.

What that has done, we keep a running game in the office. We
start a pool every once in a while. For example, last year,, October
1, anticipating that Mr. Reagan would be elected, I bet that we
would get 75 percent of PSE funds.

Now, it takes a lot of energy of a lot of people to come up with
that kind of thing. Come to find out, we have 60'percent. So, I did
not have a lot of cuts.
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I did in the start, certain things. As d consequence, we did not
have any big layoffs in PSE. We ran the whole program out. We
are doing the same thing this year.

What I have to do is, I have never programed 100 percent of my
money in any 1 year. If the turnback to the Feds, if you will, let's
say gou keep 25 percent, I'll shoot for 20 percent.

I am only ping to spend 80 percent of that money. But what it
has done is detracted from my ability to run out and link economic
dev.elopment and voc. ed. and build skills anil a lot of other things
that perhaps I should be doing as well as a lot of other staffs
should be doing as well.

It's taken up a lot of time just to manage that. But because of it
being a unique situation with a deficit of $11/2 millioh, money is the
key issue of the prime sponsor at the moment.

So, it has detracted from really delivering what we are in busi-
ness to deliver, namely job&

Mr. DUGGAN. In Massachusetts, we have the same problems you
will find in any other State. But I think it is important to keep one
thing in mind as we discuss money.

The amount of money we are dealing with now is probably
proportionately not much less than what We started with in the
CETA business.

. We are supposed to be involved in the job training bUsiness for
the economically disadvantaged.

I think one of the reasons why our problem is compounded is
because we have a management structure that was designed based
on larger amounts of money with a different mission.

And we are below the threshold now and, as a result, there is a
viability question. In the Massachusetts balances of State prime
sponsor, we have had to reconfigure some of our subgran tees and
congolidate them and even with the consolidatipn that we have
done in merging certain subgrantees, we still have a question of
viability with some of our smaller subgrantees that are ,yliat I
would consider to'be suburban-oriented: -

When you have a structure that requires the expenditures by
law for all of these administrative mechanisffis and you do not
have a job training infrastructure which serve the individuals,
there is a need for change.

And either we have to find means to increase the amount of
money that comes in which previously, when you stop to look at it,
we never really got too much monerin jobs.

The largest amounts of money was in public service employment.
And they were basically countercyclical. There was even a blur
that took place with title II-D which was designed by law to serve
the structurally unemployed for them to get their fair share of the
public service jobs, even that became a blur and we had a counter-
cyclical program and as a result, we have a situation now where
our whole structure is below the threshold level.

Unless we change that structure, it is going to require an enor-
mous infusion of funds coming in.

Mr. JEFFORDS That countercyclical always tufned out to be cycli-t)cal by the time we got around to appropriating funds.
Susan, do you have a question?
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MS. GRAYSON. Yes. I would like to get the panel's reaction toltwo
policy areas that are under consideration. One, is the change in the
population size of an eligible local entity, whatever you 'want to
call it, whether it is a regional authority or a local elected official
or whatever, raise it from the current 100,000 population to some
other level, for example, say, 250,000 or 300,000. What would be the
impact of that? Would that be something that you think would
provide for a more efficient system?

The second pointt is whether you had considered any changes in
the current allowance provision in CETA, whether some kind of
flexibility ins.ither the amount or eligibility for allowances might
provide for a more efficient use of funds while still allowing us to
serve those in.the most need.

Mr. ARNoLb. You have two questions you are trying to deal with.
First, is the size that one would have to opt for to be a prime
sponsor. The other would be which kind of discretion would be
allowed for the allowance of payments. I am riot really convinced
that numbers of people is the most appropriate base on which to
decide that an area should or should not be a prime sponsor. I
think local labor market areas may have few people. For example,
western Massachusetts is in that sort of position, but they definite-
ly do not look like the city of Boston. They are definitely a sparse
ponulation, but yet perhaps they can respond better and know
better their own needs in that area than would pierit them losing
an identity as a prime sponsor, if you will.

It is our preference, in Rhode Island, that this be handled on the
basis of discretion with review authority both by the Congress and
the Secretary oflabor to see if the decisions are based on logic.

We have, in the State of Rhode Island, three labor market areas.
One is Providence. That includes some 19 cities. The city of NeW::
port is included in a standard metropolitan statistical are,Ahat
includes some parts of Massachusetts. And the southern part of our
State is included in the Groton, New London parts of Connecticut.
So we think that there are occasions where notiwly size biit-
geographical, political units do not even make much selise. But it is
our preference in Rhode Island because 0,ve have discussed this,
that this be left to the discretion of the Governor. I think in many
cases the price of the prime, sponsor will itself lead people to obey
the law of the situation, which is to say at some certain level you
cannot administer a program. With respect to flexibility for allow-
ance payments, We think that anyone who participates in a pro-
gram probably has the, need for that kind of income. The only
request we vpuld m4ke is.that if there are areas that do not allow
people who are collecting unemployment insurance to continue to
receive that payment while they are in training, that consideration
be made for that.

Mr. MCCLOUD. I would agree with Mr. Arnold's remarks r gar-d-
ing population as to whether that should be the end-all for c sid-
ering the eligibility for prime sponsorships. I think we have Jome
to realize labor market situations that may make some-kind of
arrangement more desirable. Of course, in Vermon t. fris negligible.

Your quegion about allowances, there is one pafticular pet peeve
I have had for some time with regard to allowances in the summer
youth program for kids that are somehow tied to the title II-B
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alloviance regulations, and do not have the language in it that is
contained in title IV, which requires you to get into a situation of
trying to get kids summer jobs with his buddy making $3.35 an
hour, and he is Only getting $30 a week, and it is not really his
problem, it is his folks'. It seems to me just some kind of error
somewhere along the way that if it was established in the time
before regulations that it would carry over.

Mr. SPAULIHNG. I would certAinly agree with the previous speak-
ers on the population figures. Being from northern New England it
is hard to think in terms of population in qUarter of a million
groups, but I do not really think that a population size should
determine what the most appropriate ,admiWstrative unit is. I
think that decision' might be left up to a Goveior or someone else,
to make that determination how the program could most effective-
ly serve the people, rather than-setting certain arbitrary standards
that may be effective in certain areas of the country and in certain
urban areas, but are not so applicable in other areas.

So I would certainly hope that that was not changed, but that
there was some flexibility built into it.

On the allowances, I think I would rather leave that question to
the other members here, because by not being a CETA administra-
tor, that is something that I really cannot answer with a lot of
aCcuracy.

Mr. ODLE. The question on size, it is hard to say an arbitrary
number of 250,000. The question is, what does the area need? Wha4
does the specific area need, and how large a cfrcumference do you
need to get jobs? The city of Hartford has 50 percent of the recipi-
ents, and not a helluva lot of jobs, but yet in the 20 towns around

, they 'have a lot of manufacturers, so you have a problem in one
place and the solution someplace else.

The second thing with, regard to size is the question that I am
trying to get across is the decentralization. Let ES do their thing,
CETA become a grants manager, do the buy-ins, and try to get
more stretch for the money, which again does not come down to
siie, but capability.

I think that where there is a 100,000 population they are going
to be hard-pressed.

Another issue for example is that you become so thick you try to
do everything you can to do anything. That is a reality. So those
who try to do everything are going to have a problem.

Another issue is 495 grime sponsors reporting to one Federal
entity. That is a little lafger span of control than most people can
deal with.

The State of Connecticut on the average pays a welfare person
$4.80 an hour. If you add up the welfare payment, the rental
subsidy, the heat, the coat, the food stamps, it is $4.80. I want to
give them $3.35, . I want to let them continue to get the $4.85 and
provide the classrooms, because in the regulations it allows you to
do that. But also we will try to do less allowances. Here again the
major thrust is how many people can we get through the program
to get a job.

Mr. DUGGAN. I would propose that any city of 500,000 or more be
automatically designated as a regional employment authority or
commission or ,whatever the term would be called. I would say I
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agree with the difficulties associated _with trying to find population
figures, but I would say the range of 300,000 to 400,000. And I
think our problem is defining what labor market area is. I think
we need a new definition for labor market area as it relates to the

41iPe°stehethkeynwoetenethedroiut
fho hAi awg ne ert t eoru f u l autri o aoi un gnhgt

authorities are to be. In some cases it may be a city e 200,000 in
the surrounding area. In some cases you may have 3 small cities of
80,000 to 100,000 in the general radius, and it is around those 3
cities that you have your magnet center of population through
which you have your regional training authority. So it will vary.
But- are u in s -that we ave o force upon our-
selves. I think we are talking about a catchment area or target
area in terms of population in the range of a minimum of $300,000,
generally. There would be exceptions to that, just as I would auto-
matically state that any city of 500,000 or more should automati-
cally be designated in that category.

Ms. GRAYSON. I guess our concern, especially with reduced fund-
ing, is whether you can have an administratively viable program
with that small a population.

Mr. DUGGAN. I think that that is a problem right now.
Mr. COLE. With bigger than 100,000. .
Ms. GRAYSON. Thank you.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Beth.

'BUEHLMANN. We have heard about the problems of different
funding cycles and different terminology. Given that people say
that now that funding is limited, that we are going to coordinate,
that we are going to try to deal with other entities so that we, can
get together and perhaps be more effective and moieThroductive.
What other kinds of incentives or reductions of disinceittives are
there besides money that you see as possibilities for greater coordi-
nation, greater linkages?

I know, Mr. Duggan, you might differ on that question only
because you feel that we should be dealing strictly with the struc-
turally unemployed, the disadvantaged, but if yfru do see any types
of other reductions in disincentives other than monetary incentives
that can be used, what are they? k.

I am not going to say "are there any" because that is a yes or no
question and you can all say no. I want to know what they are. .

Bob?
Mr. MCCLOUD. Adequate time, I think, is something that it,

plagued me in the past years. It is not easy to .get organizations
that'operate under separate organizations to have their own set of
mandates, even though we share a lot of things in common, to sit
dawn and work together and put together the nuts and bolts to get
a program.off the ground.

I can get a grant down to the Department of Labor in 48 hours,
but don:t expect that program to start a week later. Part of this,
again, goes back to my point on the funding cycles. It can be
something that is done in 3 to )6 months, but too many times I have
been caught in a" situation where, it has been hastily put together
and it has to be all rethought and dealing with organizations, all of
which are willing to make cash or in-kind commitments. But to
iron" out the nuts and 'bolts untibyou get the clients in the door and
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actually participating in the program, you have to have gome sub-
stantial lead time.

Ms. BUEHLMANN. Peter?
Mr. SPAULDING. I would think that one of the areas that might

assist usI think we all recognize there is goingto be less tunding
available in the futureis more flexibility in defining where the
program- money is going to be spent and what the needs are.

For example, instead of allocating money strictly for certain
categories, such as for youth or other types of programs, there
might be minimunis of 10 percent or whatever, but that that
partiCular agency lie allowed to, within certain limitations, decide
whether priority in that particular area should be on youth pro:-
grams, whether iV,should be on retraining, classroom -skills or
whatever. They ;hould have some degree a flexibility rather than
trying to structure the same program Across the board that will be
administered the same in St. Louis, Missouri as it is in Boston,
Mass. orConcord, N.H. or Brattleboro.

I think a little more flexibility in that area would alOw us to be
able to cope with some of the impending cuts.

Mr. ARNOLD. Again, drawing from experience, in February of
1974 we opened in the city of Newport a thing called the Newport
Unicenter. We did this in response to the uhique probleins created
in Newport on the island because of the fact that the Nav4 had
left.

The Unicenter was an experiment to group together under one
roof in one building a number of social services, food stamps, the
predecessor to CETA, which is essentially vocational education,
MBCA, that sort of thing.

We also had vocational rehabilitation, and we had the banks to
arrange for mortgage repayment schedules and what-not. We found
in that experiment that agencies would cooperate fop a while at the
direction of the Governor because of, a crisis situation. I

That was not sustainable over the long-term because of the fact
that each of the agencies in that building was responding to a
separate set of rules, of regulations, of Federal mandates that they
must have the following types of administrative safeguards; units
and What-not.

The precedent has fairly extensive reorganization authority with
respect to how agencies should look or what they should do with
some discretion granted by the Congress for that.

Governors typically do not have that same kind of discretion
over agencies that are in their state that are totally or mostly
funded by Federal funds. So we find that anomalies arise because
of differences in regulations, probably what is called for.

It would be a tremendous undertaking, I recOgnize that, but I
think the only thing that is going to help at this point in order to'
let the Governors manage with the reduced kinds of funds that
they now have is for someone in Congress to take a look at all of
those items that interrelate, certainly within th'e employment and
training spectrum, at least, and say which Of "these items doesn't
make sense or which of these items are mandating duplication?
Which of these can we do without? Which of these can provide to
the Governor some flexibility so that the function can be per-
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fvmed so that administrative oversight is there, but it does mit
have to be done by everyone at the same time.

MS. BUEHLMANN. Mr. Duggan or Mr. Cole?
Mr. Col.& There are two kinds of disincentives. One is a disincen-

tive to the client. Disincentives to clients are really across the
board. Let's face it, there are some economically disadvantaged
particularly if you look at the AFDC. Some people just can't work.

The second issue on disincentives to clients, Connecticut has a
workfare plan. It has not shown much result, to be honest It may
be premature at this point. It is less than 1 year old. Disincentives
for farmers as primes. I would be less inclind to talk about disin-
centives than I would to talk to incentives by those who did better
the next time, in other words, stress the, positive, not the negative

Mr. DUGGAN. I don't have any comment.
MS. BUEHLMANN. Thank you.

JEFFORDS. Thank you very much. Again, it is a super job, and
we really aPpreciate it. We are sorry it is so late in the aftern,pon.
With each of the panels, we could spend all day with you and come
away with a productive day.

Mr. JEFFORDS. The last panel for today is the CBO's, the 'commu-
nity-based organizations panel.

First, Ms. Susan Curnan, director of the Smokey House project' in
Danby, Vt., Mr. Heriberto Flores, New England Farm Workers in'
Springfield, Mass., and Laura McNulty and Stephanie Powers, sup-
ported work demonstrations, Transitional Employment Enter-
prises, Inc., Amherst, N.H.

Laura, where are you from?
MS. MCNULTY. Connecticut, in the Hartford area, United Labor

Agency, 'Connecticut AFL-CIO.
-Mr. JEFFORDS, We are pleased to have you with us.
Susan, why don't you go first?
Ms. CURNAN. Mr. Chairman, you set such a good example that I

feel I should offer the floor to my colleagues first so that Vermont
does have the last word.

Mr. JEFFORDS. I will let you do that. I would not dare say other-
wise.

STATEMENT OF LAURA McNULTY, UNITED LABOR AGENCY,
AFL-CIO, REPRESENTING JOHN J. DRISCOLL, PRESIDENT,
CONNECTICUT AFL-CIO
MS. MCNULTY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here as a representative, of John J. Driscoll, president of the

Connecticut AFL-CIO and mY employing agency, United Labor
Services Center, Inc.

We would like to thank you for this opportunity to share our
views on public employment and training efforts.

k

More than 600 local unions and 69 internatiorial unions are
affiliated with the Connecticut AFL-CIO. As a federation of these
unions, the Connecticut AFL-CIO has been inyolved in the job
training field for a long time.

For example, the Connecticut AFL-CIO was instrumental in the
development of the apprentice scholarship program in the State of
Connecticut. This program provides financial assistance to women
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and minorities in order to-encourage their entrance into nontradi-
tional jobs in apprenticeship trades.

The AFL-CIO has also been involved in the CETA programs,
especially through its employment and training committee. The
AFL-CIO has demonstrated a firm commitment to the development
of employment and training programs which make sense to the
people and the economy of the State of Connecticut.

The following represents my views on -the present issue of the
reauthorization of the CETA programs. It also represents the views
of the United La,bor Community Services Center, Inc., which runs a
technical assistance program designed to strengthen the linkages
between labor organizations and CETA programs in the State.

The United Labor Community Services Center, Inc. is a not-for-
profit community-based organization dedicated to improving the
quality of life for citizens of the State of Covinecticut through direct
service to individuals in need and through the encoqragement of
cooperation and linkage of the many social service providers in the
State.

The key to a healthy economy is the full utilization and appro-
priate allpcation of natural resources. This country's most valuable
natural resource is its people, especially in the northeast region.

Should the prioritSr of this country be the development of a
healthy economy, the major objective towards that goal must be an
effective and useful national employment and training policy.

This objective has been recognize;I by the people and the Con-
gress of the United States over the past 20 years. The restructuring
of the public employment and training system into the new CETA
structure in 1973, and the passage of the Humphrey-Hawkins Full
Eikloyment and Balanced Growth Act represent a recent demon-
stration of these priorities.

The Reagan ad4nistration has a new strategy to meet the same
goal. Supply-side economics is said to be the new key to a healthy
economy. Without questioning the validity of this strategy, we
must all reflect back to the reason that the country found it
necessary to implement the public employment and training pro-
grams in the sixties and seventies.

Was our private economy insuring full employment? Did the
private sector recognize a responsibility to maintain our most valu-
able resources? Can we afford to fully return the responsibility of
training and maintaining our work force to what the new adminis-
tration calls the natural forces of our economic systeth?

To further complicate our economic health, a well-recognized
change in technology is taking plaCe which marks the marriage of
computers and autoniation, particularly the use of robots.

An article in the September 3 issue of Business Week states that
45 million jobs in the American economy will be affected due to
this shift. This change in technology, while it may create new job
o portunities, is making many of the skills of American workers
obsolete.

If the private ,sector does not take an active role in retraining
these workers for opportunities, and no other system exists to
retrain these workers, what is left for these people? People who
have spent their lives contributing to the economy and the well-
being of their communities.

239
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Under consideration here is the need for and the regtructure of a'
national employment and training policy. The previous peeds
which originally warranted the public..employment and training
programs of the sixties still exist, the need to give those persons

. with distinct disadvantages in the labor market an extra hand, the
economically disadvantaged, handicapped, underemployed and
structurally unemployed, the need to assist those persons who are
cyclically unemployed due to downturns in the economy.

'low we are faced with a new crisismajor changes in job con-
tent due to changes in technology which will require cOnsiderable
job retraining. Not only is this at issue, but the questionci)f whether
this change will necessitate retraining for higher or lower skills,
depending upon the degree of use of robotics and computers by
American industry, further complicates the reshuffling of the
American work force.

These varying and complicated issues require special attention.
We must not forsake those persons who need assistance entering
the labor force for the first time, nor can we overlook the need to

/. maintain our current work force to, prevent total obsolescence of
those persons who have worked and contributed to our economy.

In analyzing the current question of the reauthorization of the
Compreh nsive Employment and Training Act, e contend that a
compreh nsive national employment and trainlig programgiving
top prio 'ty to full employmentmust be under aken.

The Federal Qgvernment must retain overall Federal control of
policy and direction, while sharing administration of programs
with State and local governments. It must assure a comprehensive
approach with consolidation and coordination of all employinent
and training activities under a central administration in the U.S.
Labor Department, and must retain such significant categorical
programs as the Job Corps and labor union sponsored programs,
including the AFL-CIO's Human Resources Development Institute,
Ap,prenticeship Outreach and on-the-job training.

In addition, the program should have enough flexibility to allow
the emphasis to be shifted from one type of program to another, as
the situation warrants, to give special aid to depressed areas, to
provide specialized training and job assistance to groups with spe-
cial employment and training needs, and to provide for a revival of
large-scale public service employment programs.

Despite negative media coverage of the CETA program in the
early stages, recent studies have proven that even the controversial
public service employment programs were successful in not only
providing persons with useful job skills and experiences, but also in
providing local communities with valuable public services.

Moreover, the fact that it took a few years before the CETA
programs began to really tackle the employment and training prob-
lems at hand should not be very surprising to anyone who has
tried to start a new business.

The Small Business Administration notes that it takes 3 years
before a new business breaks even and about 5 years before a
business begins to make a profit. An analogy made between the
CETA administration and a small business may not be immediate-
ly apparent. However, certain connections still may be made.

J
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Without even bringing into the picture the political consider-
ations and in-fighting caused, by the initial power shift from com-
munity action program to local municipalities controlling the em-
ployment and training dollar, let's see what happened to- CETA
over the last 8 years.

Initially, in 1973, CETA was a social, not an economic program.
Its purpose was to help those who were the most in need, those
with the most significant barriers to employment.

Suddenly, the President who originally ,signed the bill inta law
resigns and leaves the administration to his Vice President. This is
the period where we were faced with a national and State recession
caused by the OPEC oil embargo and enormous price hikes, which
brought on double-digit unemployinent rates. The CETA program
then changed emphasis. Rather than a social gragrain, CETA be
comes an economic tool.

Huge amounts of money were pumped into the system in o der
to lower unemployment and results were, as is characteristic of the
program, .expected. yesterday. The Department of Labor literall
held clubs over thJicads of the Chief elected officialalo hire, e,
hire, faster. Littjé real concern was voiced over the quality of the
placement or se ection of participants, until later.

Reauthorization in 1978 called for major program reforms. Re-
shafting af programs and titles and stricter regulations added to
the erratic hist of the program. Then cutbacks in the program,
more cutbacks, a new administration, more cutbacks, and finally
complete eradication of a major portion of the program.

Returning to the original analogy, though it is difficult to draw
parallels between social profit and xhonetary profit, CETA could
have been expected to break even in '1977 and to profit in 1979. If
any business could have sustained the continual external pressures
and shifts of purpose, it would be considered a miracle. The fact
that current reports indicate positive results through the CETA
program represents a miracle in itself.

9 The basic structure of the CETA,programs, with national policy
and legislation, regional administration and local, prime sponsor
control represents a system which has demonstrated effectiveness,
against incredible odds.

Restructuring this system substantially at this time, including
the removal of the control of the program from local officials to the
hands of State officials, may be the final blow to a program which
has survived more than itS share of adversity.

Mandatory to this reauthorization is the reinstatement and full
continuation of programs for the youth, the economically disadvan-
taged, the structurally and cyclically unemployed, the underem-
ployed and those others with substantial barriers to employment.

Additionally, the revival of large-scale, job-creating programs is
re%llred when the regular job-creating channels in the ecanomy do
not create enough jobs for the labor force. Also required is the full
continuation of research and development progiams and national
programs for special groups, administered through the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor.

In terms of the preferred program operator of employment and
training programs, it is our contention that community-based orga-
nizations, who have been operating public employment and train-

,
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ing programs for 20 years, with some providing similar services for
close to 100 years, should continue to' play a major role in the
delivery system.

Thp Small Business Administrati dies two criteria to
insure a successful business: One, th background and experience
of key personnel; and two, the location of the bushiess in relation
to those who will, buy the goods or service as the two keys to
success in any busikess. Again, the analogy may continue.

The key to suzcess in moving people from one situation to an-
other is to present them with an environment which will encour-
age, not intimidate, their participation. This movement must be
the ultimate aim of public employment and training programs. Not
only must the environment encourage utilization, but the program
must be geared. to provide overall assistance to the individual.

Community-based organizations possess both of the criteria noted
for success by the Small Business Administration. They have been
in this business for years, they deal with the targeted groups every
day, and their locations are easily accessible to the groups they
serve.

One fault of the-p4ent system could be the quick entrance and
exit of participants in the CETA program after participants are
trained in specific job skills. With emphasis on loyest cost per
participant, prime sponsors and promm operatorroften attempt
to enroll as many participants as passible in the shortest time
possible.

With, accompanying job development, obtaining a job may be
possible, but the retention of jobs may not.be. These activities may,
at face value, appear cost-effective, but in terms of real progress in
breaking barriers to employment-in a cost-effective manner, this-
approach is costly in that no real progress may be made and in
effect participants may suffer negative impacts due to what ap-
pears to be their failure to cope in the labor market.

Many participants suffer barriers to employment more serious
than a lack of job skills. Careful attention must be given to the
development of proper attitudes in program participants.

The emphasis should not be merely the development of solneone
N..vho can operate a machine or a typewriter. This calls for in-depth
world of work orientation, which includes a variety of perspectives
and components, for example, getting to work on time, dressing
properly, interviewing techniques, awareness of skills transferabi-
lity, and awareness of personal strengths.

No jnstitution available to the C.11Th system other than commu-
nity-based prganizations -can accomplish this feat. In conjunction
with specific skills training programs, "world of.work orientations
must parallel the progress of participants, in the form of group, on-
the-job or individualized counseling and otlier program support
systems.

Labor organizations are; in factt commun*-based ordanizations.
Labor organizations have been in the employment, education and
training business longer than most-other community-based organi-
zations. They possess firsthand knowledge of the skills, attitudes
and experiences required for specific jobs. They are, in'effect, ideal
CE.TA program operators.

Z32
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Where labor organizations do not run programs directly, their
input must be solicited in the planning, development and imple-

.mentation of all programs. This input can be invaluable in the
development of programs which truly prepare people for the world
of Work.

This form of input is presently required under c_wrent legisla-
tion. Not only must this dialog between: CETA and fabOr organiza-
tions continue, but it must be encouraged in ender to insure valua-
ble experiences for participants.

We urge the continuation and' fulfillment of requirements in
employment and training legislation that labor organizations in-
volved have ample opportunity to participate in the planning, de-
velopment and implementation uf employment and training pi-o-
grams at the State, local, and national levels.

In summary, the Connecticut AFL-CIO and the United Labor
Community Services Center, Inc. urge the continuation of public
employment and training programs. We encourage the mainte-
nance of existing,delivery systems and the true maintenance of the
original goals of CETAassisting those with substantial barriers to
employment.

We discourage and urge you to consider seriousg, present posi-
tions to create a program which merely provides private industry
with a commoditypersons who possesi.specific job skills. We rec-
ognize the need and hope that you also recognize the need to
prepare individuals for a life of work, which invariably means a
need for a continued ability to reassess one's career goals and skills
and one's ability to change fields as is necessary.

The country must be ready to shift the skills of its labor force to
meet the challenge of technological changes. Therefore, we must
provide individuals with these _capabilities or we run the risk of
seeing many of our workers displaced, with substantial barriers to
employment, including some of the CETA participants we are cur-
rently training.We must not waste this valuable natural resource.

Thank you.
Mr. JEXFORDS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of John Driscoll followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN J. DRISCOLL, PRESIDENT, CONNECTICUT AFL-CIO

Thank you Mr. Chairman, Mr. Denardis, Mr. Weiss and Mr Jeffords for this
opportunity to share my views on public employment and training efforts

wo More than 600 lutal unions and 69 International unions are affiliated with the
- Connecticut AFL-CIO. As a federation of these unions, the Connecticut AFL-CIO

has been involved in the job training field for a long time For example, the
Connecticut AFL-CIO was inStrumental in the development of the Apprentice
Scholarship Program in the State of Connecticut. This program provides financial
assistance to women and minorities in order to encourage their entrance into
nontraditional jobs in apprenticeable trades. The AFL-CIO has also been involved
in the CETA programs, especially through its Employment 4nd Trainig Committee
The AFL-CIO has demonstrated a firm commitment to the development of employ
ment and trammg programs which make sense to the people and the economy of
the State of Connecticut.

The following represents my views un the present issue of the reauthorization of
the CETA programs. It also represents the views of the United Labor Community
Services Center, Inc., which runs a technical assistance program designed to
strengthen the linkages between labor organizations.and CETA programs in the
State.

The United Labor Community Services Center, Inf is a not-for-profit Community
Based Wanizatimi dedicated to improving the q ality of life for citizens of the
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State of Connecticut through direct service to individuals in need and through the
encouragement of cooperation and linkage of the many Soual Service providecs in
the State.

The key to a healthy economy is the full utilizajaen and appropriate allocation of
natural resources. This country's most valuettre natural resource is its people,
gpecially in the Northeast ,region. Should the priority of this country be the
development uf a healthy economy. the major objective toward that goal must be an

*ffective and useful n4tional employment and training policy
This objective hai.been recognized by the people and the Congress of the United

States over the past twenty years The restructuring of the Public Employment and
Training System into the new CETA structure in 1973, and the passage of the
Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment and,Balanced Growth Act represent a recent
demonstration of these( priorities.

The Reagan administration has a new strategy to meet the same goal 'Supply
side economics'' is said to be the new key to a healthy economy Without question-
ing the validity of this strategy we must all reflect back to the reasori, that the
country found it necessary to implement public emphoment and training programs
in the sixties and seventies

Was our private economy ensuring full employ mcnt^ Did the private sector recog
nize a responsibility to maintain our must valuable resources" Can we afford to fully
return the responsibility of training and maintaining our, workforce to what the
new administration calls the "natural forces of our economic system"?

To further complicate our economic health, a well recognized change in technol-
ogy IS taking place which marks the marriage of computers and automation, par-
ticularly the use.of robots. An article in the September 3rd Issue of Business Week
states that 45 million jobs in the American economy will be affected due to this
shift This cre in technology, while it may create new job opportunities, is
making man f the J killb of American workers obsolete If the private sector does
not take an active role in retraining these workers for job opportunities, and no
other system exists to retrain these workers, what is left for these people^ People
who have spent their lives contributing to the economy and the well being of their
communities

Under consideration here is the need for and the restructure of a National
ernploymenj and training policy. The previous needs which originally warranted the
public employment and training programs of the sixties still exist. The need to give
those persons with distinct disadvantages in the labor market an extra hand, the
economically disadvantaged, handicapped, underemployed, ahd structurally unem
ployed. The need to assist those persons who are cyclically unemployed due to
downturns in the economy.

Now we are faced with a new crips, major changes in job content due to changes
in technology which will require Eonsiderable job retraining Not only is this at
issue, but the question of whether this change will necessitate retraining for higher
or lower skills depending upon the degree of use of robotics and computers by
American Industry further complicates the reshuffling of the American workforce

These varying and complicated issues require special attention We must not
forsake those persons who need assistance entering the labor force for the first time,
nor can we overloAa the need to maintain our current workforce to prevent total
obsolescence-Of those persons who have worked and contributed to our economy

In analyzing the current question of the reauthorization of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act. we contend that a comprehensive National Employ-
ment and Training programgiving, tup priority to full employmentmust be un-
dertaken The federal government must retain overall federal control of policy and
direction, while sharing administration of programs with state and local govern
merits It must assure a comprehensive approach with consolidatipn and coordina-
tion of all employment and training activities under a central administration in the
U.S. Labor Department, and must retain such significant categorical programs as
the Job Corps and labor union-sponsored programs including the AFL-CIO's Human _1
Resouri.es Development Institute, Apprenticeship Outreach and on-the-job training
In addition, the program should have enough flexibility to allow the emphasis to be
shifted from une type of program to another, as thecsituation warrants, to_gi%e__
special aid to depressed areas, to provide specialized training and job assistance to
groups with special employment and training needs, and to provide for a revival of
large-scale public service employment programs,

Despite negative media Coverage of the CETA program in the, early stages, recent
studies have proven that even the controversial Public Service Employment pro-
grams were successful in not only providing persons with useful job skills and
experiences, but also in providing jocal communities with valuable public services,
Voreover, the fact that it took a few years before the CETA programs began to
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really tackle the Employment and Training problems at hand should not be very
surpnsing to anyone who has tried to start a new business

The Small Business Administration notes that it takes S'years before a new
business breaks even, and about .; years before a business begins to make a profit
An analcigy made between the CETA administration and a small busmess may not
be immediately apparent. However, certain connections still may be made.

Without even bringing into the picture the political considerations and infighting
caused by the initial power shift from Community Action Program to local munici
palities controlling the Employment and Training dollars, let s see what happened
to CETA over the last eight years. Initially, in 1973, CETA was a social, not an
economic program Its purpose was to help those who were the most-in-need, those
with the most significant barriers to employment.

Suddenly, the President who originally signed the Bill into law resigns and leaves
the administration to his Vice President. This IS the period where we were faced
with a national and a state recession caused by the OPEC oil embargo and enor-
mous price hikes which brought on double digit unemployment rates The CETA
program then changed emphasis Rather than a social program, CETA became an
economic tool

Huge amounts of money were pumped into the system in order to lower unem
ployment and results were, as is characteristic of the program, expected yesterday
The Department of Labor literally held clubs over the heads of the chief elected
officials to hire-hire-hire-faster! Little real concern was voiced over the quality of
the placement or selection of participants, until later.

Reauthorization in 1978 called fur major program reforms. Reshufhing of pro-
grams and Titles, and stricter regulations added to the erratic history of the pro-
gram. Then cutbacks in the program, more cutbacks, a new Administration, more
cutbacks and finally complete eradication of a major portion of the program

Returning to the original analogy, though it is difficult to draw parallels between
social profit,and monetary profit, CETA could have been expected to break even in
1977 and to profit' in 199. If any business could have sustained the continual
external pressures and shifts of purpose it would be considered a miracle The fact
that current reports indicate positive results through the CETA program represents
a miracle in itself.

The basic structure of the CETA programs, with National policy and legislation,
regional administration and local, prime sponsor control represents a system which
has demonstrated effectiveness, against incredible odds Restructuring this system
substantially at this time, including the removal of the control of the program from
local officials to the hands of state officials may be the final blow to a program
which has survived more than its share of adversity.

Mandatory to this reauthorization IS the reinstatement and full cuntinuatwn of
programs fur youth, the economically disadvantaged, the structurally and cyclically
unemployed, the underemployed and those others with substantial barriers to em
ployment. Additionally, the revival of large-scale, job creating_ programs is required
when the regular jub-Lreating channels in the economy do not create enough jobs
for the labor force Also required is the full continuation of Research and Develop-
ment programs and National Programs fur special groups, admimstered through thg
US Department of Labor.

In terms of the preferred- program operator of Employment and-Training Pro-
grams, it is our clintention that Community Based Organizations, who have been
operating public employment and training programs for 20 years with some provid
mg similar services for close to 100 years, should continue to play a, major role in
the delivery system. The Small Business Administration identifies two criteria to
ensure a successful business. The background and experience of ky personnel,
and t2, the hication of the business in relation to those who will buy the good or
service as the two keys to success ia any business Again, the analogy may continue

The key to success in moving people from one situation to another is to present
them with an environment which will encourage, nut intimidate, their participation
This 'movement" must be the ultimate aim of public employment and training
programs Nut only must the environment encourage utdization, the program must
bc geered-to-pros-ide-overall ussistance-to-the-individual Community-Based Organi_
/Awns possess both of the critena noted fur success by the Small Business Adminis-
tration They have been in this business for years, they deal with the targeted
groups ev,ery day and their locations are easily accessible_ to the groups they serve

One, fault uf the present system could be the quick entrance and exit of partici
pants in the CETA program after participants are trained in specific job skills With
emphasis on lowest cost per participant, Prime Sponsors and program operators
often attempt to enroll as many participants as possible in the shortest time
possible With accompanying job development, Ataining a jub may be possible, but

j
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the retention of jobs mai not be. These activities may, at face value, appear cost
effective. But in terms of real progress in breaking barrieis to employmtaiNn a cost
effective manner, this approach is costly in that no real progress may bMa.de and
in effect participants may suffer negative impacts due to what appears to be their
failure to cope in' the labor market.

Many participants suffer-barriers to employment mOre serions than a lack of job
skills. Careful attention must.be given to the development of proper attitudes in
program participants. The emph`asis shoulccndt be merely the development of some-
one who can operate a machine or a typewriter. This calls for in-depth world of
work orientation which includes a variety of perspectives and components For
example, getting to work on time, dressing properly, interviewing techniques,
awareness of skills transferability and awareness of personal strengths No institu-
tion available to the CETA system other than Community Based Organizations can
accomplish this feat. In conjunction vVith specific skills training programs, world 6f
work orientations must parallel the progress of participants, in the form of group,
on-the-job or individualized counseling and other program support systems

Labor organizations are, in fact Community Based Organizations Labor organiza-
tions have been in the employment, education and training business longer than
most other Community Based Organizations They posses firsthand knowledge of
the skills, attitudes and experiences required for specific jobs They are, in effect,
ideal CETA program operators.

Where labor organizations do not run programs directly, their input must be
solicited in the planning, development and implementation of all programs This
Input can be invaluable in the development of programs which truly prepare people
for the world of work. This form of input is presently required under current
legislation. Nqt only must this dialogue between CETA and labor organizations
continue, It must be encouraged in order to ensure valuable experiences for partici-
pants.

gederally financed public service jobs must 15e jobs in addition to existing posi-
tions. State and local governments must not be permitted to layoff or discharge
permanent employees or reduce their budgeted workforce in order to hire employees
with federal funds. Workers hired and/or trained under the CETA program must be
accorded the same general conditions of employinent as regular employees The
Connecticut AFL-CIO urges that provisions be mgde to ensure adequate wages and
working standards in all Employment and Training programs in both the private
and public sectors. In every case, the prevailing wage for the type of work in the
area should be paid, certainly no less than the minimum wage and at the same pay
scale where their is a union contract in effect.

Public Employment and Training programs should not be used to subsidize sub-
standard employers and to undermine the wages and working conditions of other
workers, to aid runawAy_industries, to subsidize jobs where the labor turnover is
high, or to fund jobs which do not call for training before hiring.

The Connecticut AFL-CIO and its affiliates will continue to monitor the adtninis-
tration of Employment and Training programs, and will bring to the attention of
Congress those actions which ignore the will and intent of Congress We urge the
continuation and fulfillment of requirements in EmploYment and Training legisla-
tion that labor organizations involved have ample opportunity to participate in the
planning, development and implementation of Employment and Training programs
at the state, local and national levels.

In summary, the Connecticut AFL-CIO and the United Labor Community Serv-
ices Center, Inc. urge the continuation of public employment and training programs
We encourage the maintenance of existing delivery systems and the true mainte-
nance of the original goals of CETA. Assisting those with substantial barriers to
employment. We discourage and urge you to consider, seriously, present positions to
create a program which merely provides private industry with a commodity Per-
sons who possess specific job skills. We recognize the need arid hope that you also

_ recognize the need to prepare Individuals for a life of work which invariably means
____a_np0d for n rontinuecLability_to reassess one's career_goals and skills and one's

ability to change fields as is necessary.
The country must be ready to shift the skills of it's labor force to meet the

challenge of technological changes. Therefore, we must provide individuals with
these capabilities or we run the risk of seeing many of our workers displaced, with
substantial barrhers to employnlent, including some of the CETA participants we
are currently training. We must not waste this valuable natural reSource

Mr. JEFFORDS. MS. Powers?
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STATEMENT OF STEPHANIE POWERS, SUPPORTED WORK DEM-
ONSTRATIONS, TRANSITIONAL EMPLOYMENT ENTERPRISES,
INC., AMHERST, N.H.

Ms. POWERS. Mr. Jeffords, and ladies, fmally, it is nice to know
that CBO's ieflec,t our populations. I think this is the first panel
that has women on iL I think in Order to lend cliedence to our
remarks, I just have to give you a little brief overyiew of where I
have been.

I, have spent the early dags of my career in the world community
agencies, a VISTA volunteer. I also !functioned as a neighborhood
youth corps counselor. In those days, we wore many hats. We were
terribly dedicated at that time and worked for virtually no pay.

After 21/2 years of working in my community of several smsill
rural towns in central New Hampshire, I.progressed upward to the
State of New Hampshire in tbe county as their first planning
director, and behold here I am,'Still alive 6 years later and after
that experience.

The true meaning of the word "bureaucracy" after 41/2 years hit
me right between the eyes when I chose to go to Washington and
become a member of one of the youth employment intermediary
organizations that was assisting the Labor Department with the in-

- school youth employment and training demonstrations.
This position gave me some perspective that I had never had

before. I traveled around the country and worked in at least the 30
different geograpliic areas with school districts, prime sponsors and
CBO's. I was convinced after that experience that the local level is
1,---Vhre it-is at, and that is where it all makes sense.

So, I returned to New Hampshire and developed a supportive
work transitional employment ,program for mentally retarded
youth and adults, which is also based in the private sector. Ironi-
cally, with my return to-New Hampshire, I returned to the role of
being a subcontractor to CETA prime sponsors once again.

I feel that I have made the complete circle and have viewed the
whole CETA-CBO quekion from a variety of angles.

On one hand, having sat on both sides of that CETA-CBO ques-
tion affords me the opportunity of understanding each as service
deliverers. On the other hand, it does create a dilemma situation
for Me in choosing &Troyer the other as the sole deliverer of
employment and training services in d community.

I know the 'strengths and weaknesses of both. I would not choose
one over the other in the present state that they are in, but .rather
I would advocate that they work in concert.

CBO's simply by their nature are people-oriented organizations.
By definition, they are based in a community which can be an
urban ethnic neighborhood, a .discrete town, one or more rural

s_and sometimes in the case of particularly northern NeW'
England, an entire State is our community within which We open
ate.

CBO's are established to provide services to the community
which has created it. ,They exist becauSe a group of people identify
a gap in service in their community or see a particular population
having specific needs.

2 7
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CBC, sees itself as being a sUc.ceSSful deliverer of service w1t6n
. its community makes a financial coMmitment to support it year

after year. Its accountability is to its community.
A ETA agency, on the other hand, for the most part is a

governmental agency. It springs from legislation due to federally
idenOed needs. The accountability in the CETA agency is to its
local political unit. That changes. It comes and goes with the
election tides. It is successful if it adheres to regulations and legis-
lation. It, by nature, has to be paper-oriented.

If you would like to know my opinion on which of the two serves
people better, I would recommend CBO's. If you want to know
which excels in the paper processing, then CETA's greatest
strength emerges.

However, I rememberand one must rememberthat people
cannot exist without some element of paper processing in a public-
ly supported system. I think we realize that.

What I urge you to do as public policymakers is to please balance
the people and the paper in the right ainounts, in the design of the
next employment training system. Please develop something that
makes sense locally to those of us who are trying to operate those
programs, one that allows true flexibility based on local need and
that emphasizes people.

Paperwork in the right amounts that also makes some sense will
be accepted without much complaint. If CETA emerges fiorn its
reauthorization with the same adminstrative structure, then a co-
ordinated and possibly mandated working relationship should be
fashioned between the local CETA agency and the CBO's
community.

I qualify this statement, though, by saying thisfashion a role
that makes sense for both entities and make the expectations real-
istic. However, if a new employment and training vehicle emerges,
then I suggest a strong role for both CBO's and the educational
facilities in the community be considered with a more minor role
for the political jurisdiction.

Of course, this is not a Politically popular stind, but I am looking
at it strictlrfrom a qualitative programing point cif view.

Using some of the traditional employment and training terms,
let me ventUre an assessment to you of both types of agencies'
abilities in the delivery of services on the local level.

CBO's are good at outreach and recruitment or clients, counsel-
ing, client followup, short term project activity, youth job place-
ment in the nonprofit sector, crisis management in general goes
along with everything and citizen boards and local fundraising
efforts.

CBO's are mediocre or poor at sophisticated statistics, labor
market analysis, private sector job placement, institutional skill

ang-and-bureaueratie-grant-writin
CETA's, on th*other hand, are good at MIS systems, financial

tracking systems, program monitoring, bureaucratic but not neces-
sarily creating grant writing and complicated grant processes.

, Some prime sponsors are good at client vocational assessment,
private sector OJT placements, public jobs development and plan-
ning and evaluation of their programs.
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Most primes are bad at remembering the purpose and the people
for which CETA was created and, of course, in capital letters, I
must emphasize there are exceptions tp every rule and to every-
thing thati say.

Let me justiexpand on a couple or these areaS.-
CBO's know who and where the eligible population is. They are

the .masters in the outreach process. Good CBO's have credibility
and rapport with their communities. If the Federal employment
and training system chooses to serve the 'most disadvantaged,
CBO's know who those people are and where they live.

A CBO begins to weaken as it moves into the skill training area
for a ,variety of reasons with costs being a major factor. High
quality institutional skill training, which effectively prepares the
disadvantaged for competitive jobs is a costly venture, requires
space, equipment, experienced and sometimes certified personnel
and adequate overhead allowances to administer the program

Most .,CBO's would have to undertake capital construction on
projects to get into this business in an effective way. These folks
cannot generally compete fvith the established skill centers and the
educational facilities which can provide these things in a compre-
hensive approach.

Local CBO's operate out of storefronts and community centers or
store things in a multiservice center. They simply cannot operate
training programs for welders,..auto mechanics or data entry opera-
tors.

These training programs, I believe, must occur on thp industrial
site or in theeducational facility-or-skill center.

CBO's generally do not have credible links with the private'
sector, and I emphasize credible. They Usually are seen as beggers
or do-gooders in their community. They have hit up private busi-
nesses over the years for cash donations, in-kind contributions and
discontinued stock with which to run their increasingly sparse
programs. Social service CBO's do not fare well in their linkages
with private employers if they are also seen as antiestablishment
single-purpose advocacy groups.

Unless that image were to change, I think it would be difficult
for the local welfare rights organization to get to first base with
conservative corporate structures.

I would like just to move quickly to the other side of that
scoreboard now. The CETA system has developed an inordinate
ability to ,make up paperwork which moves through complicated
mazes of tracking systems.

Of course, we all realize these systems haVe developed as a
responsibility to the myriad of Federal regufations that have been
promulgated over the years to increasingly protect the taxpayer's
money. But as one who was assisted in the birthing of an original
information and- monitoring system, I now stand -on the-outside
aghast and appalled at the voracious paper consuming monster
that has been created.'

There is no doubt in my mind, after having participated in the
CETA experience from all angles, that-the paper and the faceless
system have hampered the delivery of effective services 'to the
disadvantaged people of our population.

Orin4.00
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To be very frank, as a local service deliverer, I am now anxious
to ad myself of the unfeeling CETA bureaucracy and its unreason-

-able-ancl-flexible-system-that-predicatesaverything on the princiPle
of being guilty until proven innocent.

CETA, prior to private industry councils, was generally notorious
for poor working relations with the private business sectors. .Again,
concentration on documenting paperwork and threatening Federal
regulations, such as affirmative action and OSHA, worked against
a local CETA job developer at every step.

CETA planners developed aver the years an increased expertise
to match program approachei with labor market needs. However,
their well-thought out plans were rarely implemented in the time
frame planned, political influences, especially in th'e area of staff
hiring offered for good program development.

For Personal experiences, I knbw that prime sponsors helped
CBO's into staying for many years. Tlie ironic thing about that was

- that many of the prime sponsor staff, the newly hired prime spon-
sor staff, were pirated away from local community agencies and
CBO's.

Accountability was demanded by the Federal -Government and
CBO's generally could not make the grade. They were unsophisti-
cated and unprofessional. CETA was becoming a systems snob and
the CBO's just were not there. CETA prime sponsors chose many
cases to operate their own program rather than risk losing control
'for accountability purposes.

The initiation of the youth act opened the door for CBO's and
CETA's to open developments hi a more formal way. CETA's had
to use CBO's to get the youth employment business because the
CETA agency simply could not compete with the CBO to muster up
a youthful constituency.

I think CBO's, now CETA's, is simply a funding conduit with na
commitment to solve community problems and granted there are
rare birds in that field of 400I guess 500 or so cTA Prime
sponsors.

The CETA linkage ,should be defined in a way that allows for
each entity to breathe and to shim its best programing side. I
would advocate for a collgorative approach, which most naturally
would create, and hopefulliP a creative friction benefit to the client
popttlation.

In closing, I just would like to share with you my fantasy if I
were the sole creator of a new employment and training system I
would define CETA as the program management consultant.

I would use CBO's to perform outreach and counseling functions
in collaboration with the educational facility during the training I
would use the PIC and/or the local business organizations to reach
out to the emploYers in the cdtnmunity. To oversee the entire
opérationTT would haVelotal citizen constituent und peer agency
boards to monitor and evaluate the effectiveness, feeding that in-
formation into the management consultant; that is, the CETA unit

Lastly, in my fantasy employment training world 1 would strive
to make the Federal regulations reflective of the needs of the local
community, not the bureaucracy, thus giving the locals greater
chance for success.
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One final word of Advice on tour tough mission ahead. I truly
believe from my experiences that it is the people who make the
programs work. It is not the paper. Give the people -who run the
progranis the money, the time 4nd the authority to d9 what they

).1mow.peeds,to he done in their qui comniunity.,
Thank you.
Mr, JEEFOROS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Flory?

STATEMENT OF HERIBERTO FLORES, NEW ENGLAND FARM
_WORKERS,_SPRINGFIELDJUASS.

Mr. FLORES. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I would like to say thank
you very much for this opportunity for me to be ,here, and on
behalf of the millions a Americans, especially those in New Eng-
land, I wish to stress my appreciation for the opportunity to testify
before you today.

-The text is going to be about 12 pages, and I am going to make a
summary of about 3 pages because we are running late.

My name is Heriberto Flores. I presently serve as the aCting
director of the New England Farm Workers Council. The council is
in the llth year of providing services to migrant and farmworkers
in the six New England States.

In addition' to the scIpe of gervice, we are an agency deeply
rooted-in those communities in which farmworkerS' organizations
exist, large or small.

My personal affiliation with the farm labor community goes back
to m youth, when tobacco, and especially the farm, provided me
with employment and income. Following a tour of duty in Wet-

, nam, I returned to New England in the late sixties to address the
Oaring social and economic problems which beset the agricultural
workers in an increasingly nonagricultural and regional economy.

The culmination of these efforts was the incorporation in 1971 of
the New England Farm Workers' Council. From that year, until
August of this year, when I assumed the positiont of acting execu-
tive director, I had been. a meml4er of the council's board of direc-
tors, serving as chairman for the last 5 years.

I also serve as a member of the board of regents for.the St'ae of
Rhode Island, where I reside, and was appointed by the Governor. I
have been involved for some time with vocational education and
employment and training programs.

The comments which I offer today represent a confluence of two
perspectives on the subject of employment and training, One per-
spective, that of an employment and training service, provider
under the CETA structure established in 1973, might be regarded
as the more general of the two. The other perspective is that of an
organization which administers employment and training and sup-
portive services specifically and exclusively for farmworkers.

In view of these -dual perspectives, the implications of reductions
and/or major policy changes in sznir national employment and
training effort are of utmost significance and concern to the Neiv
England Farm Workers' Council.

In this, the final year of legislative authorization for the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act, one might think it an
appropriate time to review and eyaluate, revise and redesign, and

2 11
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in the final analysis develop new and better legislation with regard
to employment and training.

Considering the relative worsening of socioeconomic circum-
, stances for many segments of our population ift the years since

CETA was initially authorized, it,would seem minimally essential
%-that a 'renewed national effort in employment and training include

greater allocations of resources, better targeting of those resources,
and substantial incentives for private employers to hire those
Americans whose only distinction between you and me is a struc-
tural deprivation of opportunities and skills, such as farmworkers.
The specific question I address in my prepared testimony.

The first question, involves the effectiveness of community-based
organizations in seri/ling the 'CETA-eligible population. My, candid
response, based on necessary interactions with other typreof Orga-
nizations, units of government, and business entities in the provi-
sion of employment and training services I submit that CBO's
provide the optimal means of identifying, representing and provid-
ing employment-related services, particularly to specific, targeted
population segments. ,

The second question posed in regard to community-based organi-
zations as CETA program operators inquires as to the necessity of
a mandate for CBO's as service providers.

If in fah the CBO concept is recognized as optimal for delivering
, services available under CETA, there then is sufficient reason to

mandate the CBO's continued role, whether under CETA or its
successor, but with spe,cific regulations, or they will be wiped out in
1980.

With respect to the issue of coordination among CBO's, I feel I
express a widely held view that employment and training CBO's
live or die on the success in their own organization. My own
organization survives on the ability to enjoy the publit sector;
namely, the g,chool training and prime sponsors, et cetera.

The employment opportunity of the private sector coordination is
fundamental throughout the process. Of all the questions *surround-
ing the role of CBO's in employment and training, perhaps the
most pointed question relating to CBO's flexibility, my response is
to say that there is a need and there is room for flexibility, but
that any flexibility Must occur within the existing framework of
federally mandated, nationally funded and locally administered
programs.

The retention of this framework is critical to any form ot em-
ployment and training strategy. In addition, the final analy§is will
be-determined-hy the development of our most important national ,

resourcesour people.
I believe strongly that CBO's have a valuable role to play in this

development, and I urge you to continue support of CBO's as em-
loyment and training plowiders.
Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I may take 1 second to express this. I

was sitting over here today, and I was taking exception to many of
the statements that were being made by many of the people in the
private sector, and professionals: .

I am not a professional speech giver or a profession I analyst of
all this information. I basically have been a farmworke d some-,
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body who worked from the bottom to make sure that I did pot
want to be a farmworker for the rest of my life.

I did not have a father who had a father who had a company, so
I did not have to be a farmworker. When that statement was made
today, I took exception because the fact is that when we take
Federal funds and we have to serve, all AmericanS, not a few
Americans, there is something wrong with that philosophy.

I think that a few years ago the people who are in leadership
today on the NAB's, they used to be inside the ETA. They left the
G9vernment and they are now running the national structure of
the_NAB's, advocating that the Government does riot have any role
on employnient and training.

see a contradiction there. I sued some of those people a few
years ago. I do not want to mention any names because I don't
want to be slandered, but I sued some of those people because back
in 1974 some of these people felt that I wanted to go into economic
development with the organization.

I feel that the only way to deal with problems in the rural areas
is that, you can, take some of this money and do economic develop-
ment. Some of the people told me point blank that the regulations
specifically stated that you could not use CETA money to work on
economic development and put people to work.

So, therefore, we were forced to do social service employment
training to put people to jobs that sometimes were not going to be
there.

I just wanted to say this, to this honorable committeeand espe-
cially to you, of the leading persons in this country on youth
legislation and employment and trainingto make sure that some
of these comments that are made by very influential people of this
country, not little farmworker organizations that do not have a
heavyweight on the statements they made because some of the
statements have implications of racism, have implications of eco-
nomic oppression, have implicAons of taking some models of
issues that as a 'nationif we can put a 'spaceship in a few days
that is going to cost billions of dollars; if as a nation we want to
spend millions of-dollars in destroying people, that we have to look
at what we are doing.

We cannot go back to the old days and say that some of these
programs did not work because somebody decided one day from the
political point of view to take certain legislation.

There are 435 Members Of Congress. There are 100 Senators and
1 President, 536 political people in this country decided there was a
recession going on, and they decided to pump a lot of money to the
public service employment, and they used that to a certain degree
to their own advantage.

When that backfired, the same 435 Members of Congress, the 100
Senators and the President decided that that issue was, let's
remove-this-away-and-throw-CETA to the wolve,s

I think we have to be logical on thig issue. I have been in this
system since 1973. It has served me alio, and I see what it has 4ne
for farmworkers. If, the issue is to eliminate CETA, as I hear now
in Washington, the problems that we are going to have over here,
not so much in Vermont, not so much in New Hampshire, not so
much in Maine, but in cities like Hartford, Springfield, Holyoke,
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New York, and other places, where there are seasonal farm-
workersXhey are people working tobacco fields in the outskirts of
Hartfofd, but they go to live in the housing of HolYoke, Hartford,
or Springfielaif you eliminate all those sources of trainiug and
there is uo way for the people to get out, I am not going to be in
the street tryitg to help that, happen.

Do not-come and ask- me, since_you, are...a_ member of the Puerto
Rican community, stop it. If it gets out .of hand, I am afraid there
iscnothing I can do about it. I hope you can understand what I am
saying.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is all I have to say.
[The prepared statement of Heriberto Flores followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HERIBF:RTO FLORES, ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND
FORMER CHAIRMAti, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NEW ENGLAND FARM WORKERS'
COUNCIL

Gentlemen, on behalf of the millions of Americans who earn their livings as
farmworkers, especially those who reside in New England, I wish to express my
deepest appreciation for the opportunity to testifiBekize you today

My name is Heriberto Flores, and I presently serve as the Acting Executive
Director of the New England Farm Workers' Council The Council is a nonprofit
organization in its eleventh year of pitividing comprehensive and diverse services to
migrant and seasonal farmworkers in the six New England States In addition to
the organization's regional scope of services, we arean agency deeply-rooted to
those communities in which farmworker populations exist, large or small

My personal affiliation with the farm labor community dates back to my youth,
when tobacco and specialty farms provided me with employMent and income Fol-
lowing a tour of duty in Vietnam, I returned to New England to work on behalf of
farmworkers. With the help of other concerned individuals, efforts were undertaken
in the late 1960's to address the glaring social and economic problems which beset
agricultural workers in an increasingly mm-agricultural regional economy The
culmination of these efforts was the incorporation, in 1971, of the New England
Farm Workers' Council. From that year until August of this year, when I assumed
the position of Acting Executive Director, I had been a member of the Council's
Board of Directors, serving as Chairman for the last 5 years I also serve as a
member of the Board of Regents for the State of Rhode Island, where I reside, and
have been involved, for some time, with vocational education and employment and
training programs.

The comments which I offer today represent a confluence of two perspectives on
the subject of employment and training One perspective, that of an employment-
and training service provider under the CETA structure established in 1973, might
be, regarded as the more general of the two. The other perspective is that of an
organization which administers employment and training and supportive services
specifically and exclusively for farmworkers In vievrof these dual perspectives, the
implications of reductions andlor major policy changes in our national employment
and training effort are of utmost significance and concern to the New England
Farm Workers' Council.

In this, the final year of legislative authoritation for the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act, one might think it an appropriate time to review and
evaluate, revise and redesign, ,and, in the final analysis, develop new and better
legislation with regard to employment and training. C-onsidering the relative wors-
ening of Socio-economic circumstariCes for many segments of -our-populationin-the-
years since CETA was initially authorized, it would seem minimally essential that a
renewed national effort in employment and training include greater allocati ns of
resources, better targeting of those resources, and substantial incentives for p ivate
empinyers to hire those Americans whose only distinction between you and me a
structural deprivation of opportwities and skills.

Unfortunately, as we all knoWand you gentlemen know wellthese rational,
strategic, and profitable considerations are lik.ely to be subverted in the name of a
balanced budget, inflationary military spending, and corporate and high income tax
reductions. What is must disconcerting about this dichotomy of problem and solu-
tion is.the fact that It is proffered in the name of economic recovery I submit, from
a front-line vantage point, that it is extremely difficult to explain to those unem-
ployed, unskilled, and poverty stricken individuals that, in fact, the reductions in
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training slots, remedial edut-ation classes, and minimal support services will yield
economic benefits for them.

The reahty, gentlemen, is that the level of economic growth which our nation will
attain in the remaining two decades %this century will be inexorably linked to the
leveLof development of our most important national resource7,our people In fact,
therfall potential for economic prosperityfor business as well as for individuals
will be realized only if and when our labor force is expanded and provided with
appropriate skills, and nut necessarily when depreciation of machinery and build-

---ings is acceletated.
The fact is, however, that human resource development-lof which employment

and training programs are Integral partsmeasurably lags behind other aspects of
our nation's development. The consequent need is for broadened and more effective
human resource development, the emerging problem is that the tools and resources
to meet this needsuch as on--the-joti training assistance and skill development
programsare being reduced, and in some cases eliminated altogether

It is necessary, I beheve, to preface the discussion of CETA's reauthorization, or
substitution, with.contextual assessment of the realities surrounding the future of
employment and training programs in general. To some, this assessment will smack
more of rhetoric than substantive concern, only time will determine which is
correct. It is relevant, however, for this discussiofi'becaue, while debate over specific
programmatic changes in CETA takes place among current program operators,
other interested"-partiessuch as the National Alliance of Businessam propos-
ing u future for U S. employment and training which would be effectively absent of
a proactive role for current and, in manyases, effective E & T service providers.
Ultimately, gentlemen, your respective committees may grapple with entirely an-
tithetical models for the future of manpower prokrams.

At the beginning of this statement, I Made reference to two "perspectives" from
which my observations on employment training are made. I Would now like to
elaborate on those perspectives in the cpntext of the specific questions put forth by
you.

The first question involves the effectiveness of community based organizations in
serving the CETA-eligible population. My candid response, based on necessary inter-
actions with other types of organizations, units of government, and business entities
in the provision of employmentvand training services, is that CBQs_provide the
optimal means of identifying, representing, and providing employment related serv-
ices, particularly to specific, targeted population segments. Significant to this con-
tention is the fact that frequently the existence of a community-based organization

poisted on serving a particular segment or segments of the population with a
developed expertise in, for example, farmworker employment and training It has
been the experience of my organization that units of state and/or local government
are unavoidably pluralistic m their approach to service delivery, hence the degree of
Lommitment to specific groups suffers in addition to limited expertise in the particu-
lar service area. Perhaps equally indicting is the influence of politics which per-
vades. the decision-making process of governmental units, with its accompanying
patronage implications. Such is the inevitable fate of programs which become ad-
ministered under block,grant formulae. With respect io private or business entities,
there is a pathologic tendency for service programs to be viewed as the "revenue
sources" or "assets.' of the organization rather than "resources" for service pro-
grams and client assistance.

The extent, of course, to which an individual Cf10 is effective (as well as efficient)
in serving segments of the CETA population is determined by a variety of interrial
factors 0.e. management, hnkages, acceptability by the client group, etc.). A signifi-
cant advantage of the CBO concept lies in its adaptability to prescriptions of the
funding source (in CETA's case, the U S. Department of Labor), and in the direct
exchange-of-technical expertise between grantor and grantees.

In the case of the New England Farm Workers' Council, the "uniqueness" .of
being a CBO has unquestionably contributed to our focused expertise in providing
empl ment and training services, as well as the full range of farmworker specific
services

The s jeond question posed in regard to community based-organizations as CETA
prografti operators inquires as tu the necessity of a mandate for CBO's as service
provid rs In considering this question as a CBO, the immediate response is to
recomrñknd in the affirmative, and for substantially the same reasons cited in the
response t.question one.

If, in fact, the CBO concept is recognized as optimal for dehvering services
available und&r CETA there then is sufficient reason to mandate the CBO's contin-
ued role whe her under CETA or its successor. The experience of the last ten
munths has been reveahng in the sense that many, programs and services of vital
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2 significance, demonstratable effectiv ess,, and even 'economic cIntribution have L
been stashed or eliminated t;offset a n-targeted program of federal tax cuts. And
furthek, the policy of balancing'the federal budget by 1984 requires two additional
years of massive cute in social programs, cuts which will threaten even the mini-
mUrn funding levels at which programs will operate in fiscal year 1982.. Accompany-
ing the threat of budget reductions is the certain demise of our national employ-

I nient and titdning effort in the event CETA is trajwformed to a block grant
program Thus, it is a tenuous supgosition4,4 best that Nfective service providers,

-.. among them CBO's, wifl survive without a maniate. We drge your respectwe
committees to weigh this need for such a mandated ttatus heavily.

It is with pleasure that the New England Farm Workers' Council takes up the
third question of your committees, namely how well have CBO's coordinated in the
past In responding, j would InitiallY point out that coordination and linkages have
been fundamental t5 the accomplishment of therCouncil's goals from our beginning.
By design, legislatiire mandate, and, programmatic approach, we provide farm-
workers with access to more productive and stable employment opportunities, and
develop, where possible, opportunities for advancement within agriculture. We do
this by utilizing the educational, training and supportive service resources available
in both 'the public and private sector. Examples of such resources are community
and state colleges' Prime Sponsor training facilities, private traming institutions,
and employer programs. Our direct servics are designed to support rather than
substitute for the employmen evelopment of the farmworker.

, As a farmworker-sptIcific CB the Northeast, the primary challenge to our_
progranimatiieeess lies in the e ective utilization of largely urban-oriented serv-
ice network to meet the needs of a rurally-inclined population. In our two largest
service area Springfield, Massachusetts and Hartford, Connecticutthe inaccessi-
bility and hh st of housing have forced farnitvakers and their families to reside '..---""
in often sub,tjndard inner-city neighborhoods, With the addedoproblems characteris-
tic of urban poverty ( 'Urbanization , as a trend in this region of the country, is
similar in impact to trends in flgveroping cquntries of' Latin America, Africa and
Asia, where increased urbanization is magnifying the dimensions of socio-econorrvc
problems'and increasing the difficulty of achieving their solutiens.) ,

The implications of t1 trend for my organizatipj are today such that providing
'effective and "meanlhgfullassistance to our lents requires_the capacity_tia___ _
provide "comprehensive" services, In a period whef we face diminishing resources,
this is particularly understood to require developm nt of appropriate linkages and
coordination of a broad range of limited yet valuable resources The New England
Farm Workers' Counul believes it has been successful in this area, and can attest,
through its experience, that other CBO's are effective service coordinators as well.

The,fourth quest your inquiry relates to the flexibilitY of CBO's to change. I
will phrase my answer in erms of the specific limits of my organization, though I
believ, there is substantial commonality among other CBO s, and particularly
among farmworker CBO's.

The simple reahty, gentlemen, is that an eparture from a federally niandated,
nationally funded and GB0 administered 9fogram of employment and training for
farmworkers will result- in a worsening of 'chronic and systemic unemployment,
underemployment, dep ency and pov rty among New England's n4igrant and
seasonal farmw rs e position that New England's prospering high technology
and service-orie ed en4loyers will alternatively meet the employment and trawing_
needs of farm kers is not one basedin fact. And further, there are numerous
examples, i* our part of the country alone, of the growing.failure of public and
vochtional education to eff ctively deal with bi-lingual and hi-cultural barriers to
learning. These facfs can il .afford be Ignored.

Beyond the essentialitY fin r ed national status, the future of farmworker
employment and trainin ,C_BO' ite open to and in need of Increased flexibility.
Nowhere is the need ',eater Chan in the relationkhips between the CBO and
prospective employment proyiders within the service area. .

Fok the CBO's part, there is a critical responsibility to prepare clients far training
and employrdent in those sectors of the regional economy which exhibit growth and
opportunity ,EMployers in this cafegory -,-Many ot whom have significant labor k
netls due to.shortageg of skilled qr semi-skilled labiirmust become more closely
invu.tved with directing Vining resources to specific occupationi in demand.' Addi.
tionally, due to eminent publio resource reductions, the private sector must be

'In Ha tford, the expansion of the insurance and financial industries has led to 1,600-position-
a year gro rate in clerical and related ileitis, wInle at the same time the skilled and semi-
skilled !Elba'. ree is shrinking
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Induced to co-invest in training and employee development through targeted tax
incentive programs. Presently-employed approaches are not sufficiently targeted or
sufficiently attractin.

There is'a second major flexibility change in which CBO'smy, own includedare
of vital need. That change is a broadening and diversification of service capability to

'reach new and related client groups. While diversification may inevitably reduce
the number of CBO's hroviding employment and training services, it will, of necessi-
ty, maximize all available resources. In the end, however, no amount of diversifica-
tion, no amount of private sector porticipation, and no short-term amount of eco-
nomic recovery will eliminate the need for public resource allocation This_ is the

limit of flexibility of CBO's.
For you, the members of the House and Senate Subcommittees on Employment,

the approaching need to renew tiiis nation's commitment to employment and train-
ing brings into focus a multiplie0 of issues, philosophies and possible directions.
Inherent in any future policy, we,hope, is a retained commitment to making this
country the "land of opportunity," and for all* Americans, not some. I raise this
issue out of deep concern over sentiment that E & T resources should be redirected
to groups with a likelihood for success, rather than those in need. Such sentiment
expresses anything butofairness and equality, and will only lead to a worsening of
our nation's problems.

In measuring the success and effectiveness of employment and training under the
CE1A model, the results will show that thousands of unskilled Americans are today
placed in productive, unsubsidized employment and contributing to our nation's
economy. The results will also show a huge and disproportionate share of expencii-
tures on "public service employment". In the final evaluation, we indeed hope that
distinctiens will be recognized between the success of training programs in combat-
ing structural unemployment, and the more limited and temporal success of PSE
programs in countering cyclical unemployment. We believe these distinctions to be
important ones.

In concluding this testimony, I would like to recommend emphatically that'your
subcommittees insist on a continued recognition of the distinct needs and problems
of specific labor segments I say this as one v,;ho has, for many years, dealt with one
of the most disadvantaged of all labor segments, the farmworker, To suggest that
the opportunity needs of this group, or of the inner cities' poorest groups, or of
handicapped persons do not require special recognition is to suggest retreat from an
entire history of commitment. I trust you will not let this happen.

Thank-you for this opportunity tind good day.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Before you go on, I would like to announce that
there is a smorgasbord that starts at 6 o'clock here. It is a dutch
treat. Please get that, clear before anybody hands me a check. The
tab is $12. I will be there, and I am sure the others will be.

Go ahead, Ms. Curnan.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN P. CURNAN, DIRECTOR, SMOKEY HOUSE
PROJECT, DANDY, V

Ms. CURNAN. My name is Susan P. urnan. I reside_in Danby,
Vt. 1

Probably you will find my testimony is more implemented
toward kids. I serve as director of Smokey House project, a pro-
gram that combines youth emplOment training with demonstra-

.tion of sound resOutce management in Rutland County, Vt.
Smokey House serves youth in. 17 percent of the secondary

schools in this State and seeks to serN'T more. Over the past 18
months I have also worked closely with three community-based
organizations in New York City in developing effective youth eni-
ployment trainingthe New York Yolith Energy Corpsbased
upon the model developed at Smokey House project.

I currently serve as cochairperson of the region I planning corn-
Mittee of youth practitioners network funded by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor and centered at Brandeis University.
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I will give you hope. I am going to read my text only because I
am given to anecdotes and know that it will be over 10 minutes at
least, and it is the last testimony of the day.

In responding to the questions related to community-bRsed orga-
nizations that I understand the committees are interested in, I
want to point out that programs conducted by CBO's under CETA
have varied widely in scope, services, and effectiveness.

Cutting across this range, however, have been two basic func-
tions. One, income transfer; and two, employment training.

Practitioners ,who hai,e concentrated on providing effective train-
ing for jobs would, in my opinion, agree that the two functions
should not be mixed. If they are, a doubleand essentially imcom-
patiblemessage goes to program operators and participants alike.
Especially in the case of youth, such an approach tends to breed
cynicism, if not downright negative work habits.

By contrast, effective training through real work, supervised by
competent adults, produces the kind of response we received from
inner-city youth last summer. For example,

I like to work It lets you use your'rnind and your hands The crew leader lets you
express yourself If he says something, I do it. Then, I tell him if I didn't like A fle
gibes you ate respect of listening That's what makes this,ijobi differentrespect.
Most programs, there's nu respect and no leadership They pay yuu tu play. I told
them right off. if that's the way for this job, I don't want it.

My testimony today is based, therefore, on the assumption that
service means training aimed at enabling people to become em-
ployed and economically self-reliant.

In accordance with my understanding of the committee's inter-
ests, I have prepared my testimony with the following questions in
mind. One, how well do CBO's serve the CETA population, two, is
it necessary to-PiO%ide a mandate that CBO's be service providers,
three, how well have CBO's coordinated in the past, and four, how
flexible are C130's to change?

I won't answer the last question very thoroughly, but I will say
that I think it is mind boggling that we have developed the exper-
tise to be flexible to change legislation, especially at the local level.

My professional background and my experience as director of a
youth employment training program qualifies me best to concen-
trate my testimony on the first qu.estion, How well do CBO's serve
the CETA population, with particular emphasis on disadvantaged
youth.

The question of cpo capacity to coordinate is subsumed in the
following statement with particular reference ,to schools and em-
ployers. The mandate that CBO's most need, in my judgment, is to
proiiide training that is effective in making the,participant employ-
al5le.

Finally, the flexibility of 00's must be directed to development
of programs that can make a real difference to young people as1
contrasted with what has too often been the outcome of past legis-
lation satisfying the needs of the computers in order to be refund-
ed, without the needed emphasis on insuring einployability.

Assuming that serving does mean training that enables the dis-
achantaged indi.i.idual to reach economic self-reliance through sus-
tained employment, CBO's can serve the CETA population well.
Operators of programs that achieve this outcome recognize, howev-
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er, that training cannot be based only upon quantification, for
exampleand this is beating the old drum that we have heard
earlier todaytraining must be accomplished in x weeks; y partici-
pants must be trained for z dollars each; and -refunding will be
based upon whether the CBO places a certain percentage of partici-
pants.

Under such a quantified formula CB0's are 'forced to cream, to
select participants with the greatest strengths and who can thus be
placed in the shortest time. Under these circumstances, CBO's can
often serve participants well if the participants are already strong
enough to hold the job, once secured.

A separate question that must be stressed is how to serve well
those, who have fallen furthest behind and provide them, especially
youth, with a bridge over the employability gap.

CBO's can succeed in this task only if the CETA quantification
formula is relinquished and replaced by a formula concerned with
development of human resources. Such a formula means focusing
on the training and will include specific program elements re-
quired to enable people to move from being unemployable to the
level of employability as defined by business and industry. We
heard about this earlier under the guise of competency-based learn-
ing.

A program aimed at these ends will do the following: One, accept
the trainee where he or she is on the skills development ladder,
recognizing that some may have a step or two to go before reaching
the first rung, two, regularly monitor and document progress and
establish successively ascending levels of skills_to be mastered; and
three, establish specific employability-related objectives for train-
ees.

Smokey House project and the New York City Youth Energy
Corps are examples of programs that have developed methods to
accomplish these objectives and have demonstrated their effective-
ness.

Current literature and interviews with employers indicate that
there is nothing mysterious about employability-related objectives.
They are plain and reasonable for entry level workers.

Employers want to know the following: Can they read, write,
communicate verbally, and do arithmetic at acceptable levels? Can
they get along with peers and supervisors in a worksite setting?
Can they assume responsibility for regular and punctual attend-
ance? Can they observe worksite rules and regulations, including
safety? Can they function as members of a team and grail) what
that means fOr productivity? Can they solve problems? Hive they
gained a sense of personal achievement sufficient to provide strong
motivation to do a jok; well? Finally, can they provide prospective
employers with a record of satisfactory work experience?

Employers regularly state that if they can gain access to a work
force With the preceding characteristics, the employers will do, and
prefer to do, the necessary training. Thus, public policy must take
into account that employability is the same as trainability from the
employer's viewpoint.

The great majority of American youth are employable and train-
able by the time they finish high schooL A significant segment of
our young people, however,Are not. It is tliis group that CBO's can
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serve well if public policy recognizes the crucial importance of
developing these human, resources by mandating programs that
enable these young people to move from America s street corners
to its factories and businesses.

Schools alone cannot do the job for these youth because they
drop out in frustration with classrooms where failure breeds hope-
lessness. Employers cannot do the job because they require produc-
tivity. These youngsters are not yet workers.

Who can provide the bridge across this employability gap for our
severely disadvantaged youth? CBO's can do this job, but only in
conjunction with the schools at one end and employers at the
other.

Young peoplethe younger the better, including 14- and 15-year-
oldswho begin learning in a worksite setting a half a day quickly
connect the need for a half day of classroom learning with their
own growing ability to work.

We regularly see that youngsterS who have dropped out of school
will return if they can also learn of the worksite at jobs that they,
and adidts, regard as real and necessary. Moreover, work site
learning must not only be real, it must be based on a low ratio of
youth workers to competent adult supervisors, no more than 6 to 1,
industry's own span-of-control standard. It sometimes goes to 7 to
1, but they always cut it off there.

Such work also provides these youth with a direct sense of
achievementoften for the first time in a legitimate settingand,
perhaps most important, puts the young person in a close working
relationship with a skilled, trustworthy adult who expects him or
her to succeed.

The significant segment of youth we are most concerned with too
often are floundering without relationships with adultsfamily
has given up, teachers have given up, leaving only the necessarily
limited wisdom of peers and the illicit rewards of the street econo-
my to rely upon.

These young people usually do not know a regular wage earner,
much less how to work. Schools cannot teach them, employers,
understandably, won't accept them. CBO's can accept them and
through worksite learning can teach them how to work, as well as
why classroom learning matters. The Smokey House and Youth
Energy Corps programs illustrate how such a program can be
carried out.

The low ratip of youth to skilled adults, while necessary, is
expensive, but it should be noted that real and neeaed work per-

Armed by youth results in economic productivity that helps affget
those costs. Moreover, the close working relationship with mature,
competent adults,pliminates the need for layeri of counseling staff
that usually drive up the costs of youth programs.

I need hardly point out that in the final analysis the cost is 4r
less than lost productivity, economic dependence, incarceration, or
the human misery of wasted lives.

I learned the other day that incarceration for a year for a young
person ranges from $18,000 to $22,000 per year, California being
the highest. That is outrageous.

Earlier I stated that CBO's can well serve our most disadvan-
taged youth by accomplishing this necessary job in conjunction
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with schools and employers. The role of the schools is clear. Ulti-
mately the private sector must be relied upon to give a fair chance
to youth who have learned how to work despite extreme disadvan-
tage.

In the meantime, however, CBO's need to work in conjunction
with employers to insure that youth workers develop the skills
employers seek and that records of progress and achievement are
prepared and maintained hi a manner that employers can rely
upon.

We heard so much of this loud and clear from tlie Massachusetts
contingent. What about cost? I often hear the statement, "That
program really works, but we can't afford it." My immediate reac-
tion is to say that we can't afford not to support programs that
work for our youth.

There is a far more carefully reasoned answer that deserves real
attention, and I, want to discuss it. First, however, it is worth
nothing the kind of simplistic arithmetic that has been engendered
as a consequence, in my judgment, of the imprecise objectives of
CETAtraining? incorn transfer? a mix?

This lack of clarity leads to the following kind of calculation
familiar to all of ustake the ccist of available programs,, divide
each by the number of 'participants, and select those that serve the
largest number for the least cost per participant.

This assessment of results relies, of course, on the quantitative
formula. It does not differentiate betweenindeed, it does not con-
siderqualitative results, outcomes for people, development of our
human resources.

We cannot avoid the conclusion that such policy is aimed at
spreading money aroundthat is, income transferand not at en-
abling participants, especially youth, to change their dismal situa-
tion.

Income transfer is a longtime, basic element of public policy. My
concern is that without careful definition it spills over and waters
down trainingtraining of youth to work.

Consider, I ask you, the impact on young people if they perceive
their Government as offering help but providing programs without

, substance, Think about what the youths said last summerif this
is another program that pays you to play, I don't want it. Consider,
too, however, the intensified alienation that many young people

feel when they know their Government is paying them to do little
and achieve nothing.

This problem is summed up for me when I hear people connected
with CETA programs say quality and quantity of work doesn't
matter, that old adage it is good enough for the Government. "The
Government doesn't care. They just pay you, anyway." Such out-
comes do not serve society or our young people well.

The kind of calculations that do deserve careful examination
take into account two outcomes of real significance to young
people: One, learning the skills, habits and itudes that make
them employable; and two, remaining in scilool to develop the
cognitive skills that will be required in more than 90 percent of
jobs in the computer age.

Moreover, if these skills are learned in programs tliat involve
real and needed worksuch as New York City's Youth Energy
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Corps, which conducts basic weatherization in low-income housing,
or programi that carry out necessary work in our State or urban
parksthe work itself represents economic return that should be
calculated as offset to cost. .

Solution of complex problems requires sophisticated calculations.
We can no longer rely on simplistic arithmetic that results in
spending large sums of money with little result. There is a whole
system for this called benchmarking that can be incorporated to
legislation. .

Once more I submit that the task before us is to enable our
youth to become employable by providing them with real work and
supervision that trains and motivates them to do work well. With
legislation aimed at work and effective outcomes for youth, CBO's
can do this job. Indeed, some are already doing it.

You have learned much from these programs and others during
the past 3 years. We know what to do and how to do it. Your very
presence here today encourages us all to believe that you are
determined to stand by our disadvantaged citizens and to see that
America's young people, in particular, have the training they need
to become workers who can take their place in society.

If the kind of program I have outlined here were in effect today,
a significant segment of our youth would have options other than
welfare and the illegal rewards of the street economy and critics of
youth employment programs would become supporters on account

, of savings on welfare costs, safer streets and a more productive
society. ,

Thank you. .

Mr. JEFFoitos. Very well said by all. I think you put the empha-
sis back where we certainly want it, and that is on the human
aspects, human improvement. ,'-

I guess carrying forward with that, I would be concerned about
what would happen to CBO's. I would just ask this question. If we
do design legislation with the block grant type concepts, what do
you think would happen to CBO's if we did not delineate specifical-
ly that CBO's ought to remain in existence?

Ms. POWERS. It depends on whether you gave the block grants to
the CBO's or the CBO's to the block grants. I think that is probably
pretty apparent from a CBO point of view. There are CBO's that
are long and aged and have good political roots. There are a lot of
CBO's that do not.

The block grant process very clearly is going to be a political
process in one form or another. For CBO's to survive, they are
going to have to get into the business of lobbying, spending time on
those kinds of activities that very often take us away from work for
extended periods of time.

Mr., FLORES. From my perspective, we just submitted the propos-
als to the Department of Labor. We have to compete every year for
our, money. We have been competing for 10 years, so to us competi-
tipn is good. We live in a capitalistic society, and it is good to be
competing, so we know one can take anything away from you.

If you do it on a scale froth 1 to 10 and if a Governor and I have
worked for a Governor and a mayorhas $1 million to give Out to
a group of people, he has to look at it from a political point of view,-,
who is going to give me the most vote?

,... p ,..,
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Farmworkers are not going to give the mayor or Governor the
most votes, but in fact they are the ones who need the most
services. Children are not going to give the mayor or the Governor
the most votes, but in fact they may be the ones who need the most
service.

So, the disadvantaged people, whether handicapped or whatever,
Spanish-speaking people who might live in Hartford and Spring-
field, who are Puerto Rican citizens who in Puerto Rico when they
vote,, they vote 93 percent,. but when they come to Springfield and
Holyoke, I can't even get them registered because there is alien-
ation between them and the system.

So the mayor does not have to put the money there unless I can
get the people to vote, but the year I do that, they blow me away.
They would say, "I give you money to do some seritice, not to
register those people." So it can become a very vicious circle.

In the past, as a matter of fact, in Massachusetts we did not have
competition. The advantage was that we were able to do good
programing. If you can do good programing, everybody supports
you.

In Massachusetts, nobody competes against us or Connecticut or
Rhode Island. The Governor supports the entire congressional pro-
gram, but if the money for farmworkers comes directly to the
Governors, that is going td be election year, and I would be afraid
to say that the organization, being alive for 11 years, ana we have
a fiscal system and we have done nothing.

We have been sponsored without the big bucks and without the
big administrative service, and we have dedicated people.

That is one tliing that makes CBO's different from Government
agencies. We have dedicated people. I have been involved in this
organization because I believe in it. I was a farmworker once, and I
believe that through this structure we can do something.

The same thing with the other people.'What I need to hear from
this committee and;what I need to hear from this country,is to let
me kriow if as a unit I can make it. There are hundreds of thou-
sands of Heriberto Flores or Joe Smiths who can be helped through
this kind of program, and they are not going to make it.

My concern is that I need to hear from the committee and from
the Congress and from Our leaders whether it is going to be a
hypothetical policy to say yes, we want to be involved with those
people, and we are not going to put any money there.

If that is the case, I am going to go and open my own private
corporation and make money first and then after I make money
and I am rich or whatever it is, I will come and help some of my
people.

That would be the logic because if I have to depend on the
Government to put some bucks up there, they are not going to
have it, if I have to depend on some other businessmen. Out of
eNery 100 businessmen, maybe one is socially aware tnd concerned
that he is willing to put the money tO support the community. You
have another 99 who don't want to hear it.

That is as clear as I can put it. I think that under the block
grant structure, some organizations can survive better than others
because they have political knowledge somehow.

r)
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As a matter of fact, this yearin New Hampshire I met with
somebody from Senator Humphrey's office, and it was amazing. I
guess my philosophy is considered a liberal philosophy. Somebody
told me Senator Humphrey's philosophy is supposed to be to the
right.

Without disrespect to Senator Humphrey, his philosophy was
conservative I met with some uf his aides and the people told me
he was not going to talk to me. But you have to talk to everybody. I
went and talked to his aide up there. When we finished, we ended
up that we were talking the same language.

His philosophy was that you don't give a man a fish for the day
because then he doesn't know what else. The philosophy was teach
a man how to fish and he can eat 4,000 years.

That is our philosophy at the CBO. We don't want welfare. If the
coUntry was really talking about eliminating welfare, the country
should eliminate all welfare only for those people who need it
because welfare is one of the most destructi.ve things that this
country Was developed to keep some people oppressed.

There is preliminary indication in this country that Puerto Rican
people like to be on welfare. Well, I am Puerto Rican. I don't like
to be 'on welfare, but I like to be making $200,000 a year. In order
to do that, I have to work hard.

JEFFORDS. Or play baseball.
Mr FLORES. Yes, sir. I don't know how to play baseball. I have to

work for the private sector if I want to do that. But at some point,
you have to decide. The question is not making $200,000. The
question is you made it. The country made an investment on me
for whatever reason.

I have a responsibility, as many of the people in CBO's. You find
the,CBO's have the highest retention of employees. You have
people working for 5, 10, 13, 20 years. You might leave the CBO's
and work for the Government and come back to the CBO's.

There is a structure there. I think that we believe in what we
are doing. As a matter of fact, for the record, there are three
people that are great people that work in my organization, that is,
Grace Taylor, Jim Malone and Bill McCarthy. In all this research
over herewe have done great research, and I wanted to mention
the names for the record because it is important.

We believe, We love our people and ourselves and we believe in
what we are doing. That is the kind of spirit we have. I think if
this country ever takes away the policy and destroys the CBO's, I
think to start rebuilding the belief that we have put in the CBO's
,for years I don't think that we can do it again.

Even if we lose it for one or 2 years and setting it up again, with
all due respect to this committee, I think that people like me and
other people will leave, and I think that we will change our philos-
ophy in terms of what is going on, when a new President gets
elected and all the work we have done.

I spent 11 years of my life in my organization. I have a daughter
who is 1 years old. This organization that I have spent my life we
got this organization started with $33. As a matter of fact, we did
not have the $33 together and the Council of Churches lent us $5.
That is the way we started.
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I spent 11 years of my life putting this structure together. We
have helped thousands and thousands of people. We do a compre-
hensive structure because that is the way we believe. When you
deal with disadvantaged people and the people in the industry
don't want to deal, you have to deal with the whole person. It
might be drug problems, alcohol problems, mental problems, all
kinds of problems.

When you take one pers you provide training and you
place that person in a ebñd you don't even have to do a followup
on that person; when you take somebody on a summer da3.ro it was
90 degrees, and they are picking tobacco and it is hot and they are
only 'making $2 in the field.

You can find a job in the foundry paying $ 6 an hour and they,
come back and say this is a great job because it is different, but
they make,more money. So I just wanted to say that if we have to
compete in the block grant, we don't have the political vote.

Mr. JEFFORDS. You understand our position. The Governors are
screaming on the one hand that this federalism is a sham and
what you have to do is give us a blank check to distribute the
money. Then we have people like yourselves screaming on the
other hand, don't give it to them, you will wreck all that has gone
on.

Mrj FLORES. You can give it to them, but make sure you put in
the regulation 25 percent of your moneys have to go to CBO's or
whatever. That is OK. I don't mind, and they can have it.

Ms. NULTY. Before I even address the issue of whether or nof.

f CBO's would survive a block grant, I think first we have to look at
what is happening to CBO's now, considering all the budget cuts.

I know in Connecticut, with the budget cuts, we have many of
them already gone and many floundering about ready to die and a
few still kicking. As a matter of fact, I have seen tears,'or close to
tears, in many CBO directors over the last 6 months. So if it goes
to block grantsI hope it does not go to block grantsI think it
depends a lot on who will have the power over those block grants.

I know in the State of Connecticut, the government is making
significant efforts to work with economic development. So back to
Stephanie's comments about private sector's feelings about commu-
nity-based organizations, I can only speak from the perspective of
my State.

If you give the money to the Governors to distribute, and if the
Governors are playing the economic development game, I think we
can see the demise of CBO's.

One other thing. If there are a few CB014that are around that
have the political power to be able to gra some of the money,
what we are going to see is an incredible duplication of service.

It is a duplication of service that I have seen in many of the
pictures. in particular one picture in the Connecticut area where
they just incredibly duplicate other services available in the com-
munity because they do -not trust the other services available in
the community, which is a terrible waste of the scarce dollars that
are available.

So I think that is what we might see.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Susan, I realize you are not as intimately invOlved

in this.

t.)
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MS. CURNAN. I do have something to say. Anybody here from
Vehnont-

Mr. FLORES. That is what I was talking about.,
Ms. CURNAN. But I think that I am optimistic and naive at the

same time, but I think that that, as Stephanie said, some of the
limiting factors are time and safety. CBO's are not very well pre-
pared to spend either one of those. But it is a matter of marketing,
and I think in working in concert and that is what we can learn
from the marketing.

It is by no coincidence that CBO's are on the last agenda of the
hearing. They are always the last. You can only get a j::rivate
sector guy for half a day. Only the morning, because he has to go
back and make money, and CB0's sit around all day, but then you
don't have your proposals ready to go and all of that.

I am optimistic because of what we have managed to learn, the
good things we have learned from some members of the private
sector, and that is marketing. We have a service that they need, in
fact, if legislation requires us to serve the most disadvantaged.

If we do, we can do it best and they know it. They can't do it,
and they want to get the kids who are already job ready in to get
placed and work with the schools for those kinds. There are those
kids who are falling through the cracks that they need CBO's for.
So, I think it is a marketing issue.

Ms. GRAYSON. Since it is so late, I don't want to ask a question,
but1i would like to ask for some help; that is, particularly in this
issue of designing performance criteria that there seems to be a
strong movement to a performance-based, system.

A number of Members of Congress and I think, and probably
even some of our committee members have expressed the same
concern, that CETA has not been sufficiently performance oriented
in the past, but we do need Some fielp in designing criteria that
reflect this qualitative factor that you mentioned.

It is a very troublesome issue for us as we are trying to draft
legislation how we have a system which can be held accountable
yet also serves those most in need and deals with some of these
other issues.

So, if you could give us some of your recommendationsthe
more specific, the betterit, would be very helpful to us.

Ms. CURNAN. Please call us. Stephanie and I are chairing a
network and we just set up this network on Friday.

Mr. JMORDS. I appreciate the patience of everyone. I -know how
it is to be at the end of the, panel as much as you would like to say
forget the last five panels and we will rush right through. You put
as much work, or more, as anyone else in your testimony.

I appreciate your patience in waiting to be heard, and I would
like to thank everyone for the tremendous job that they have done
of providing us with many, many ideas.

As has been pointed out, this is one of the best field hearings
that I have been on. This is a very critical time, and critical area,
and people are responding in good form especially now that the
reality has set in. We have not seen much response from out in the
field, but now that reality has really set it, it is coming.

That is good. It will be in time, Ippefully, and we will be prepar-
ing specific legislation. We will need your help in that. We will be
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getting back out to you either generally or somehow with the
specific legislation, and we would like your comments at that time.

With that, I will declare the hearings closed.
[Whereupon, at 6:20 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the reccird follows:j

TOWN OF SOUTHBRIDGE,
Southbridge, Mass., November 13, 1981.

Hon. Gus HAWKINS,
Education and Labor Subcommittee On Employment Opportunities,
Washington, D.C. .

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HAWKINS. By way of introduction, my name is Lawrence
Hyman, The Chairman of the Southbridge, Massachusetts Town Council and
member of the Central Masachusetts Regional Private Industry Council

The matenal attached IS a letter of testimony of the CETA reauthorization to be
entered into the congressional records as part of the hearings held at Brattleboro,
Vt., November 2, 1981. I would like to thank both you and Congressman James
Jeffords for the opportunity to submit this testimony.

Sincere/y yours,
LAWRENCE HYMAN,

Chairman, Town Council.

TESTIMONY OF LAWRENCE HYMAN, dHAIRMAN, TOWN COUNCIL

Southbridge, Massachusetts has been one of the lead subgrantees in the Massa-
chusetts Balance of State since the inception of CETA and while testimony has been
grven hy non-chief elected officials stating that there is a "growing concern among
chief eketed officials responsible for subgrantee jurisdiction that they should not be
invested with the authority and accountability of a job training system", I feel that
it is of great importance that I as one of those chief elected officials, state that I am
strongly committed to the continuation of the decentralize7 system that currently
exists with both the authority and accountability that is contained therein

Throughout the years a great deal of professionalism has been gained in the
system as it now exists. It is not the time for "experimentation" While it is obvious
that the system currently in place can continually be improved upon, I believe that
any e4reme changes in the CETA reauthorization could only be regressive in
nature and put us back to square one in employment and training authority_ While
I would support stronger linkages in the coordination of services with other pro-
grams such as the employment service end vocational education, it drys not appear
to me to be appropriate to consolidate these agencies into a single system with a
single purpose. Each agency has i separate mission eV CETA alone has been given
the mission of serving the economically disadvantaged with respect to training these
individuals to becoms economically self-sufficient Agencies such as the emplbyment
service and vocational education should continue in their roles as supporting enti-
ties in servicing this target population. I feel strongly that there should be a
continual strong federal role in the function of training ana in the overall economic
development of any given area. Unskilled labor and unemployment does not merely
affect any one given area but it arfexits the entire nation as a whole Therefore, I
would be opposed to block grants given to the states for training purposes This
would undoubtedly have the effect of creating an additional layer of administration
and may very well enhance the politicizing of the system.

In the Commonwealth lof Massachusetts I would be opposed to a network of
regional employment training authorities, "RETA's" It is my concerned opinion
that large regional authorities would not effectively reduce the administrative enti-
ties within the state if the truly needy of the urban, suburban and rural areas are
to be served equitably. In a suburban and/or rural setting Mass transit very often is
virtually non-existent, thererore creating a situation whereby people within these
areas could not be properly served without satellite offices being created within the
various regional authorities. I would suggest that in light of continual reduction in
CETA funding that consolidation of subgrantees be considered where necessary and
that consohdation be reflected in such a manner as to enable the continuation of
services in rural areas

I would strongly support the continuatihn of programs for youth, I would be
especially concerned with in-school youth programs. The strength of America has
always been invested in our youth. However, surveys have shown that many young
people throughout the years have been forted to discontinue their education in
order to secure either temporary or full time jobs to assist in supporting their

11
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families Six years ago in this area 44 percent of the unemployed population were
high school dropouts Partly due to the continuing in-school youth programs this
has dropped significantly.

I would also suggest that CETA should play a bigger role in the overall economic
development of our nation and the CETA reauthorization allow through local
option, a larger "set aside" of monies to be utilized in re-training and upgading.
Presently I believe 6 percent is the allowable figure. I would submit for your
consideration, that perhaps 15-21) could be utilized in this area. Again, I would like
to thank Congressman Hawkins for the opportunity to present this testimony.

1
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PREPARED STATEMENT BUBMITTEp BY THobtAs A. HANLEY, DIRECTOR, RHODE
ISLAND BALANCE OF STATE PRIME SPONSOR, DIVISION OF JOB DEVELOPMEr AND
TRAINING, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, PROVIDENCE, R.I.

POSITION PAPER-THE STRUCTURE OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

This paper is ubmitted for consideration during hearings on the

reauthorization the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act for tiscal

year 1983 and beyond,
. ...

A Social or an Economic Program?

The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act has been viewed,as a

s o cial program. Given the socie-economic characteristics of its eligible

popu tion, the consensus of policy-make.rs is that only social programming

can resolve the problems factd by the economically disadvantaged. In a'

position paper prepared May 1, 1981 by the Employment and Training Council

for the U. S. Conference of MAyors, it is argued that the view of.,CETA as

c------,

a social program is distorted on several counts. First, the paper states

that a program should be perceived and conceived in terms of its functions

rather than in terms of the recipients of its services - "The relevent

qu tions is what does the program do rather than who does it do it to"..

On a second point, the,paper states that serving CETA target groups

by soc 1 programs is erroneous and assumes that these groups cannot respond

to the stimuli as members of the larger society that governmentis

the only mechanism capable of resolving problems of kese groups - "Even the

so-called CETA private sector programs do nothing more than force private

business into governmental modes of behavior".

Finally, the paper argues that CETA serves the entire community and

should not be narrowly defined in terms of the target groups that are the

direct recipients of CETA services. CETA provides training to develop a

skilled labor force which benefits employers and pumps money into the local

community.

Should CETA be viewed as a social program? The Rhode Island Division

of Job Development and Training representing the Rhode Island Balance of

State Prime Sponsor Ihinks not. When we measure the results of CETA, we

/I4



'do so by measuring the impact of its effect on the economy of the lOcali4,

state, and nation. CETA, theretore being An ec6nomi'Etbol, hat the goal

of providing skill training to meet the labor needs of the community.-

The Basic Design of the CETA System

Har then should CETA be structuiid if it is to have thddhaximum

, -

economic impact? It is of our opinion that a comprehensive employment and

training system be organized into two m;jor systems:

(I) Client Intake and ServiCes DeliverY

(2) Training and Job DeliverY

We can no longer afford to send into direct placement, class:4mm

training, and on-the-job training individuals who are not prepared. Private

industry has endured referrals of unmotivated and otherwiee unprepared

individuals for years. How on earth can anyone and.!!Recially a govern-

mental agency expect employers to continually jeopardize this most important

resource (labor force)? It is imperative that "we" send to tliese employers

well-motivated, prepared individuals. TOe foundation for a healthy relation-

ship between private-industry and government will be built Obt upon dollars

from I disorganized on-the-job training program, but upon careful referrals

of well-motivated and prepared individuals.
. it

So critical is this point, that we would recommend a separate unde

taking of bringing clients to the point where rjerrals to employers can be

made with total confidence. This activity would be complimented by a '

separate training and job delivery effort.

The illustration at the end of this paper graphically describes the

total system: You will note that there are five circles that we will call

levels to employment: .These levels are defined as follows:

Level Number One -- Unsubsidized Employment

Level Number Two -- On-the-Job Training

Level Numbe Three -- Classroom Training

2Go
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_)
Level NUmber Four -- Identification of Client Groups

Level Number Five' - -.Job Readiness. Services

As can be seen, the innermost circle issunsubsidized employment.1

As you look outward, you wdll note that on -the-job -iraintng is the next

level indicating that this activity is closest to unsubsidized employment.

The next level outward is classroom training which ranks just behind on-

*
the-7$k training. Level number four is actually-the entry point into the

CETA program. This level includes the eligible population. You will note

that the leve'llontains four sections which we wdll call groups. These art

identified as follows:

Client'Group Number One -- Clientiriady for Direct Placement '

Client Group Number Two -- Clients ready for On-the-Job Training

Client Gyoup.Number Three -- Clients reaiy for4eassroom Training

Client Group Number'Four -- Clients needing Job-Readiness Services

The final level identifies a variety of job readiness services that

art provided by or initiated by the Prime Sponsor. These include Work
_ _

experience programs, job search assistance, remedial education, counseling,

testing, health cart services, and nther supportive services.

The basid concept of this illustration is that clients entering the

CETA system are assessed for placement intO,one of the four groups contained

in level number four. The goal for clients in gnoups one, two, and three
( _

is to move inwardly toward level number .one. The Prime Sponscputilizes its

Training and Job Deliveri System-to proviiie diriasplacement,- On -the -jOb

training, or classroom training to these clients. Individuals in group four

I. It is conceivable that an additional level of job retention could

could, be added. It would be within the Level Number One circle.
To say that unsubsidized employment is the ultimate goal of CETA

would be a mistake. More cOrrectly, job retention is the

,ultimate

0 I.
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do not enter the Training and Job Delivery System but rather move out-

wardly to level number five where the Pr'ime Sponsor utilizes its Client

intake and Services Delivery System to provide one or, more various supportive

and job readiness services. ,

Once these services are provided, clients may thin re-enter level

number four into either group one, two, or three.

The result of this approach would have the Prime/Sponsor concentrating

and maximdzing its efforts on (I) insuring that clients are ready for place-

ment within the local labor market, and (2) developing job training

opportunities for clients who are well-motivated and prepared.

The Specific Design -- Program Activities

What activities should be allowed in this two-tiered system? Our

contention is that there should be three allowable activities:

(it Job Readiness Services

(2) On-the-Job Training

(,3) Classroom Training 1

These activities would be authorized under two Titles: Title I would

include 3ob Readiness Services while Title I/ wouid include On-the-Job

Traiding and Classroom Training.

Und'er Title I, Prime Sponsors would be able to concentrate and

maximize services to individuals not ready for employment. In-depth assess-

ment, counseling, and screening would allow the Prime Sponsor to organize

their client feed by the,most in need and provide for them a full range of

services. As in example, a prime sponsor may elect to establish a full-service

center to intake clients, perform assessment to determine the most appropriate

service(s), and then provide those services (or refer out to existing agencies)

that will enable them to enter Title II services.

Title Il activities WOuld enable the Prime Sponsor to deal wfth those

%
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clients who are ready to be exposed to private and public employment. These

individuals would either enter.unsubsidized employment directly or indirectly

thrqugh On-the-Job and Classroom Training Programs.

The attempt of the organization presented above is to enable the

Prime Sponsor staff to specialize their efforts in the field of Employment

and Training. ihrough Title I activities, staff would concentrate their

eneegies on the social and economdc needs of the clients 'While staff under

Title II would devote their time to the needs of the community of which

private industry is a major part.

Accounting for the Effort -- How do we Measure Performance?

The Rhode Island Balance of State Prime Sponsor has continually realized

a successful placement rate in classroom training and on-the-job training

programs well over 80 percent. Yet, through the third quarter of fiscal

year 1981, the actual entered employment rate for all of Title II'13/C

activities stood at 45 percent. 011 the one hand, we are telling employe s

that we have a highly successful training program; yet, on the other hand we

produce statistics showing that less than five out of ten individuals enter

employment. This is so, because prime sponsors are asked to report their

total enr011ments and terminations for all of Title II B/C. Consider the

following situation:

Prime Sponsor X receives through its intake system 10,000 indivi-

duals. Of that number, 8,000 are CETA eligible. The Prime Sponsor provides

initial assessment and employability development services to these 8,000

individuals, and a result, has a total enrollment level of 8,000. Now,

given the allocation of that Prime Sponsor, 1,000 classroom training and

500 on-the-job training slots were able to be developed. Also 1,000 work

experience slots art developed of which 500 are for in-school youth. This

Prime Sponsor now is faced with an eligible enrollment level of 8,000

p
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individuals And program slots of 2,500. If"' may develop this senario

furthei', let us assume the following outcomes at the end of the fiscal year!

Of the 1,000 individuals wbo enter clessroo*training,

900 are:entered intolinsubsidized employment. ,

Of the 500 iedividuals who enter dn-the-job training,

450 are,entered info uniubsidized employment.

Of the 500 individuals wbo enter out-of-scgool work

experience, 250 efter unsubsidized employment.

Of the 500 individuals who enter in-school werk experience,

all return to school.

Finally, of the 5,500 individuals who remain and who do

not enter a etraieng program (for lack& slots), the

Prime Sponsor is, able to place into direct unsubsidized

employment 500 individuals.

.

SUMMARY,

Total Served 8,000

Total Terminations 8,000

'Entered EmplOyment 2,100

Return to School 500

Other Terminations 5,400

The performance of this Prime Sponsor is then:

Entered Employment Rate 26%

Positive Termination Rate 33%

Other Termination Rate, 68%

But, if looked at separately, the entered employment rate for class-

room training is 90 percent, for on-the-job training 90 percent, and for

work rerience (out-of-school) 50 percent.

Now, how does this Prime Sponsor improve its performance? Does it
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try to increase its entered employment rate for classroom training or on-

the-job training? -- Impossible! Does it try to increase it for work

experience? -- Again, impossible! Does it reduce,the number of people it

serves?i-- Not feasible, since they are all CATA eligible. In reality, it

must bite the bullet:

Perhaps the Department of Labor can understand this situation, but

how about the general public and private industry? Through our reporting

system, they see a 26 percent entered employment rate from a prime sponsor

who supposedly hat an excellent training systmo.

The Rhode Island Balance of State Prime Sponsor believes that this

situation would be corrected through the implementation of the service design

detailed in this paper, Specifically, the Primi Sponsor would report the

results Of too Titles, In the example above, the prime spohsor would

report under Title I (Job Readiness Services) the 8,000 clients Who are

LETA eligible and who enter the system. Specific reporting would include

the number who receive various services sail at work experience, counseling;

remedial education, etc., and the number who transfer, to Title II (Job

Training and Placement Services). lInder Title II, the prime, sponsor would

report the 1,000 individu'als who enter classrom training and the 900 who

are placed, the 500 h,ho enter on-the-job training and the 450 who are placed,

and the 500 who enter directly into unsubsidized employment.

Through this reportin? system, one can measure the effectiveness of

a prime sponsor in two areasi (1) preparing clients, and (2) training and

placing clients. It will also be learned if a particular prime sponsor is

indeed qualified to perform each or both of these services. The decisioAffor

subgranting one or both of these functions can be made easily.

Thank you for your time and your consideration on these

vitally important issues effecting the economic future of

the people of our nation.

u 3
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THE RNCOE ISLAND BALANCE OF STATE PRIME SPONSOR EXPERIENCE

The Rhode island Balance of State CETA Prime Sponsor is in the fore-.

front in its ability to customize emOloyment and training programs to meet

the.diverse and fluctuating needs ofppeakIksland's industry and job market.

A unique approach that directly links Rhode Island's CETA training programs

to the private sector is the fact that the Prime Sponsor is a division of

the State's Department of Economic Development. Consequently, as the

administration re-emphasizes the necessity of linking with the priv'ete

sector, the Rhode Island Balance of State CETA Prime Sponsor is in a

position to continue the development of training programs according to

the existing concept that is well established and successful. Specifically,
-

it may be noted that during fiscal year 1981, ninety-five percent of the

participants entering our training programs transitioned from eing un-
. _

employed and economically disadvantaged to employed, productiv, , and
0

-working toward ttie-ir:career goals.
I

As it is well known, all CETA participants must be economically

disadvantaged and unemployed to enter CETA training programs. However,

in addition 60 the participant's financial instability at the time of

applicatiOn to CETA, that individual may be experiencing a variety of

situations that are necesSary to overcomein order to eliminate barriers

and be transitioned into unsubsidized employment. Such barriers to employ-

)

ment include but are not limited to lack of work experience, skill ability

and educational level, attitudifnal problems, and/or the.lack of confidenc .

,I

The Rhode Island Balance of State Prime Sponsor has an established mechanism-

in place, through which an individual's interests, aptitude, and employment

barriers are identified through a comprehensive inieke system. There are

nine (9) area centers throughout the State. Applicants are cooperatively

assessed in terms of which CETA activities are most apprOpriate and meet

the interests and aptitudes of the individual. In addition to meeting the

training needs of individuals, a support system is provided through the
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offering of continual vocational counseling, guidance and extensive job

development activities.

The various activities and services that the Rhode Island Balance of

State Prime Sponsor provides are specifically designed in accordance with

the labor market demands and are interrelated with all CETA activities such

as the Work Experience Program, Classroom Training, On-the4ob Training,

Job Search, and the Youth Programs.

lkThe CETA Work Experience Program is designed to give an individual

the opportunity to learn what the world of work is like, how to develop good

work habits (like getting to work on time) and attitudes. Work Experience
-

is also used-is a tool to allow the participant to explore a number of

career fields. These p/acements are short term, not more than 90 working

days, during which the participant rece'ives a 'minimum wage. Very often, a

work experience participant will transition into another CETA tratning program

such as Classroom Training or On-the-Job Training in order to acquire the

skills necessary in obtaining a job.

"che Displaced Homemaker Program, part of work experience, for-women

who are trying to re-enter the labor force after many years, is very

successful. Women, after many years at home, because of divorce, widowhood

or husbands who are disabled, need to provide for themselves and their families..

This type of population has increased significantly during the past years.

The Rhode Island Balance of State is acutely aware of the increasing needs

of women in this position. With the he1R.of the Displaced Homemaker Program,

eight percent of the women who have finished the program have not only found

work, but have also developed a network and support system that makes them

feel, once again, needed and pro!luctive.

A direct mechanism that links CETA training programs with the private

settor is the Votational Classroom Training Program. It trains participants
--

with skills in areas where there is a high demand for trained employees and

) 63
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equips them with the technical skills for these positions. There are on-

going Classroom Training programs that meet the constant needs of Rhode

Island's labor market as well as new job opportunities in a demanding or

increasing field of work.

Of particufar interest is the most recent and successful CABLE

Television Training Program. The six (6) week program, designed in

cooperation with Hinkels and McCoy, a world-wide known engineering firm,

prepares CETA participants for the increasing demand for linepersons,

splicers, and installers. 'This training program which is located in the

Rhode Island Weatherization Centerrmol,only,teaches the trainees classroom

theory regarding the specific job, it also instructs them in pole climbing.

The pole farm, for climbing training, simulates a construction site where

trainees learn to install hardward, strand, and cable. Installation

instruction includes service drops and inside,wiring-in a-modular housing

unit. Graduates of the CABLE Television Program earn a good wage i an

industry that is experiencing phenominal groOth. Thi-avirage wage rate is

$6.50 per hour. The highest wage rate of one.of the graduates was $7.50

per hour. An additional positive result of the program is that it costs

only $2,098.00 per participant to receive training in such a lucrative

field of work.

The Computer Training Program was designed and developed according to

the demands in the Data Processing field. The curriculum content and

methodology of the training program were developed with the input of more

than thirty data processing professionals. Participant programmers are

introduced to basic data processing concepts; math is reviewed and the working

envfronment is surveyed to prepare students for the remainder of the program

which attempts to simulate the pressures and problems of the real data

processing position. The problem solving approach is central to all courses

with emphasis on the development of logical thinking. To simulate realistic

2P9u
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working conditions. pressures and deadlines are established and multiple

assignments are common. A major portion of the program is & laboratorY

experience desf-gmeck-tO improveYproblem so1v4hg capahility.

The team'concept is utilized whenever possthle to accdstom the

students to cooperative efforts and to combining their talents to produce

an end result. Team problem solving utilized the case study method.

The full time program includes an internship component which assigns

each student for ten (10) hours per week for approximately twenty (20) weeks

to a local data processing facilfty. The purpose of this experience is to

acclimate students to the actual situation on the job, so that they will

be prepared to deal- with the pressures and personalities involved in

working in this field. Internship extriences include auxiliary machine

and computer operation activities and progress from simple to more complex

programming experiences to reinforce classroom and laboratory learning.

Ninety percent (90%) of the graduates from the Computer/Business

Application Program have entered employment. Salaries for graduates average

$13,500 per year. The cost for training participants in this field is

$2,730 per participant.

These are examples of only two of the vocational classroom training

programs administered by the Prime Sponsor. Other vocational areas in

which programs are administered include health occupations, electronics

(a field traditionally comprised of men in which the Prime Spohsor has

placed many women graduates in positions paying an average of $7.20 per

hour) and other vocational areas.

Many of the jobs in Rhode Island, due to,the many miles of coastline,

tend to be seasonal and are relwded to the water. In its continuing effort

to train ihe CETA eligible popula.tion in jobs compatible with the Rhode

Island labor market, as well as provide employment opportunities in

lucrative job areas, the Rhode Island Balance of State Prime Sponsor

0
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developed a Fishery Training Program. The seven (7) week program is

affiliated with the University of Rhode Island's School of Oceanography

in terms of the laching of the current theories, skills Of seamanship, as

well at some diesel engine repairs and hydro-technology. An especially

marketable skill that the trainees are taught is the repair of fishing

nets, &skill that many seasonal fishermen and deckhands do not have.

Ninety-three percent (93%) of the graduates of the Commercial FisherY

Classroom Training Program are now working on many of Rhode Island's fishing

boats, at a first year deckhand salary of $17,000 to $20,000 per year. It

cost merely $2,816.00 per participant for training in this field.

Obviously, all the classroom training programs vary in terms of

length depending upon the specific skills to be obtained. A job developer

works with each classroom training trainee to place him or her in a private

sector job, or the trainee may transition into the On-the-Job Training

Program for hands on experience.

The On-the-Job Training Program, a direct linkage with the private

sector, trains the CETA participant at the job site and as an acutal

employee of a company. The company is reimbursed for up to fifty percent

of the trainees wages. Agreements are written with companies that are

well established and new oompanies that have the potential to be stable

according to occupational outlook statistics and and arl7dvisory board_Of

private sector memb6rs. Throughout the last year, this rogram has proven

to be very effective, especially when a CETA participant has prepared for

the OJT prograth by participating in a clssroom training course and then

has continued his/her training as an employee within a company. Eight per-
%

cent (80%) of the CETA OJT participants are now employed in jobs varying

from careers in welding to baking. The average wage r2te is $4.50 per

hour.

Untrp16ment among youth is now a 'national problem, especially for

those youth Who have dropped out of school and who are a minority population.
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Chronic employmentlarriers, attitudes, lack of skilli, and unemployment

among adults do not encourage employers to hire teenagers,: The Rhode Island

Balance of State CETA recognizes this and has developed numerous youth

programs to prepare, train, and provide the work experience necessary for

the youth to obtain employment%

One particular program that has been extremely successful is the

Vocation Exploration Program in the private sector. The Rhode \1Sland Balance

of State, in conjunction Oith the National Alliance of Business, has developed

a program whereby near work-ready adolesEents are placed in the private

sector for an eight (d) week periotto experience and test their skills in

the "real world of work". The participant my have been.involved in a

variety of work experience programs prior to placement in the Vocational

Exploration Program (VEP). As an extension and advanced step further leading

to definite employment, the youth transitions into the OJT.program. This

program, geared toward youth, has resulted in placing seventy percent (70%)

of its trainees in jobs in the private sector. The jobs that are attained

differ as an individua4's career interests differ. However, the wage rate

of the youth does not start at less than $4.50 per hour.

Other youth programs, designed specifically for high school students

And high school dropouts, 16-21, provide work experience for.those youth

who have never worked or have eratic work hittories. In addition, the Rho&

Island Balance of State CETA Summer Youth Program prepares and established

work experiences for approximately 3,000 youth.

No matter what the type of populat'ion, the employment barrier or ihe

participant's interest, the Rhode Island Balance of State CETA's system has

the capability of meeting the employment needs of people and the labor force.

Even if a person has absolutely no idea what their career or occupational

goals may be, there is a medhanism in place to help an individual identify

ancj focus_their interest toward a career field apd then assist, them in

2"10Aw
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searching for the job (Job Search Program) or assisting them

for the,job.

The Job Search Program is a special four (4) week CETA program that

teaches a participant how to acqUire a job.- Through the use of such tools

as video taping, the participant learns positive interviewing skills. The

program teaches the participant bow to look for a job via the DES job bank,

classifieciads, and employment agents. The last two weeks of the program,

the participanIs utilize their recently job search skills while making

appointments, sending out resumes, and interviewing for jobs. A built in

support system of this program ia that'PartidiOanti return to a group setting

with other participants who art also looking for jobs. Information and

experiences are exchanged during this time which helps during the process

of looking Or a job.

Statistically, the Rhode Island Balance of State CETA knows that the

goals And objectives that wehave set forth have been met. In addition, it

is equally beneficial to hear from CETA participants about what their

opinions are of Rhode Island CETA programs. The following comment was..,

from one of he participants that was interviewed:

"CETA is good.for the underprivileged people in the way thAt it

is willing to train them in s ng that they'd never be able

to get training in themselves. And, when .kp comes down to it,

they'll put the first foot forwird,for those who cannot do so."

With a comment like the one above, the Rhode Island Balance of State

really knows what it is in business for.

r) r
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FOLLOW-UP SUMMARY

To evaluate the effectiveness of'the Rhode Island Balance of State's

Program, a study was commissioned whith is currently being conducted by

independent researchers at the College of Business Administration of the

University of Rhode Island. This study includes a survey of CETA partici-
,

pants four, eight, and twelve months after program completion. The partici-

.,

pants were asked to provide information about their economic situation and

assess the value of 'the program to them.'

. The follaking comments are largely based on the findings of this

survey, the current phase of which is going to be completed in January 1982.

The surviyS were conducted by means of telephone interviews. A full report

is available at the Rhode Island Balance of State Prime Sponsor's office.

Many of those enrolling in CETA do so because they were disillusioned

with their previous economic situation. During interviews, approximately

two-thirds of the clie*nts stated that they were either dissatisfied or

\very dissatisfied with their situation l;efore they decided to enter the

program. The poor economic situation of the clients is indicated by the

fact that 90 percent had not worked during the last month before CETA.

Furthermore, 25 percent were receiving some sort of ppblic assistance,

mainly AFDC. Almost all of them were classified as "economically disad-

vantaged".

Program participants stated that they expected CETA to help thlin

improve their skills and get a job, if unemployed, or a better job than

before. Evidence of program success maysbe seen through a series of

objective and subjective criteria. For example, 76 percent of the cllents

interviewed indicated that CETA improved their chances of finding a job.

Approximately 65 percent also maintained that CETA improved their chances

of keeping the job they held. Participants-, for the most part, telt that

CETA training proved very helpful in their job performance.

87414 0 - 82 - IS
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Four months after completing the program, 82 percent of those

contacted were working. Some had already changes two or three jobs, but

a ast majority (71 percent) had held'only One.job. These jobs were with

. ,many different employers and involved a number of economic sectors, mostly

manufacturing and services;

The new jobs brought workers, on the average, higher pay and more

work hours. According to the survey, the final wage earned in the last

job before CETA was about $3.77 an hour; the itarting wage earned in the

first job after CETA was about $4.35 an hour, an increase of 38 cents per

hair or 10 percent. The work week-for the last job before CETA included

'In average of 35.8 hours, for the first jOb after CETA it averaged 38.8

.hours.

The increases in wages and working hours brought forth considerable

improvements in th'e economic situation of program participants. Of those

wrticipants noticing irprovement9:4110boUt 90 percent felt that it was due

to CETA.

-The progracCwis-highly rated by the participants. About 83 percent

rated the program as excelleft. or good. Another indication of the program's

success is the fact that rbximately 93 percent of those interviewed said

that they would recommend part cfpation In a CETA program to others.

,

To furthet illustrate_the I ortanceW the program to participants,

they were asked to make any pertine t statements they wished. These state-,

ments are attached.

"Reagan's-already 61 Welfate payments. How he wants to
cut CETA out too. That' cu ting back on the only thing that gives 0

welfare recipients a ch n e o get the opportunity to find a job. CETA
provides help, ihcentive, an experience to people who don t makerenough
money, yet want to work. It takes people out of welfare_lines and re7
kindles, their self-respect: :ZETA could use better \screenin9 techniques
for recipients, because a lot of people just.go to CETA wit out any
intention of ge ing a job or sometimes for a lot of diffece t job training
and never- like an of the jobareaS. CETA does have more pe ple, though,
who benefit than those who don't. Eliminate CITA and you force people to

-,stay dependent,on welfare, with CETA; thoughyou give them a chance to
work and stay working." -

V. MaTlozzi (Warwick)

6-
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"It would bea4greit mistektto cdf back'On CETA. If-anything, more
money should be given to therprogram. CETA gives training to individuals
who woul4 not otherifise get training. It gives assistance tcP people who
art willing to exte4d themselves. If anything, CETA should have less
limits oh financial status, so it can help people out who aren't happy
with their job. Thk way, everyone who wants to change jobs can get an
opportunity ins.tead of quitting the rotten job and going on unemployment
or welfare."

B. Capparelle (-Johnston)

"I hope the Administration doesn't cut out CETA. CETA helps people:
who don't have a, trade learn one. It helps people who are capable of
learning and workihg get a joh where companies normally won't let them in
the door. If CETA is eliminated, it willbe tough for unskilled to find
jobs and they'll have to depend on other social programs for money.
CETA stimulated jobs and that's good for Reagan Administration, because
it keeps unemployment rateS down."

4
W. Burns (Pawtucket)

, -

,

"'they shouldn't cut CETA. It helps a lot of people, especially those
who are unemployed. The peiple at Electric Boat all needed jobs and they
went to CETA to, get the tra ning. It's a good program, and they shoWld
keep it going."

D. Kelly (Cranston)

"I could not have done it without CETA. I learned a trade and g
a job. I was very pleased with the program. I had the best instructo
that I ever had. I like the jQ at Electric Boat, and I don't want to
quit.'

B. Clist (Harrisvillle)

."CETA,is an excellent program. Gives good tpining and offerip hone

t -

11
tO people who have trouble finding work. CETA,is more useful than a
colTige education. Offers excellent opOortOnIties and is a good asset
t6 any previous job skills and training?" :

R. beSdond (Korth Kingstown)

"I think CETA should be very helpful to younger people, if it's
able to broaden the field they're interested in, by allowing them tO
participate in the CETA program."

K. Garrick (West Warwick)

`278
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"I think its a very good program. It's good for us for trainiqp, .

us minorities and everybody else. I would recommend it to otherpeople
because it was good for me. I'd like to see the program keep going.
That's about it.".

H. Champlain (Peace Dale)

"CETA is good for the underprivileged people in the way that it's
willing to train them in something that they'd never be able to get
training themsblves. And when it comes down to it, they'll put the first
foot forward for these who cannot do so."

A. Neal (Newport)

"The program was very good and helpful. Everyone who I've spoken to
who was in the program got a better job. It gave me pride. I was able to
accomplish something thru CETA. It gave me the incentive to try something
different. It was a very helpful program."

Chubka (Woonsocket)

"I think the personnel was very encouraging. ihe tests they give were
very revealing for people who were not sure where their talents lay.

The assistance in resume writing was very helpful. The intet'action between

people the classes. Knowing you weren't alone. The encouragement I

was given by the counselors, and teachers."

M. Harnish (Lincoln)

"I would like to thank CETA, and specifically the Mirine Education
Association (MEA) who conducted the program I participated in. The MEA

program was very thorough in teaching me the skills I needed to procure
the goo0,paying job I now have. Skills I learned through this ptogram -

enabled me to get a high paying job in the face of stiff competition.
I would personally like to see the program continue and open doors for
others, even though-it means competition-in my field."

L. Puckett (Jamestown)

"CETA program,helps high schoWareibtouts and people who are really
interested in working. CETA'gets you into training programs, you couldn't
get intbion yOur own. The ability to get a good paying johzcomes from .

enrolling in CETA. CETA helps those people who aren't looking for a
"free ride" get out and get a job without having to go to college or even
a trade sehool. CETA'is fair and gives people opportunities they
wouldn't normally get and all they want is for you to want to learn."

6

G. 1,1oniz (Pawtucket)

"It did help me ou and I'd.recommend it to anyone whraskU me about
it. It helpekMbeca e'I got another trade which would,gave en
difficult witho CETA."

()-,
4- ,

E. Carlucci (East Providence)
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR,
Lawrence, Mass., October 29, 1981.

Hon. JAMES JEFFORDS,
House Education and Labor Committee, Subcommittee on Employment Opportuni-

ties, Longworth Building, Washingtoa, D.C.
DEAR Ma, JEFFORDS. I am pleased to have this opportunity to submit testimony to

the House Education and Labor's Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities As
you can see from the testimony, I remain a firm believer in the CETA Skills
Training Programs and am thoroughly convinced that the successful implementa-

tion of these programs, in cooperation with Private Indusny, can add immeasurable
benefits to a community's economic development process Our own experience with
Titles II and VII of CETA has reaffirmed my belief in these programs.

Let me apologize for not being available to testify in person at this time I would,
however, be available to testify in person if you have additional hearings in New
England or Washington, D.C. I hope that your Subcommittee will continue to
support the Skills Training Programs of CETA through the upcoming CETA
Reauthorization process.

Sincerely, '
LAWRENCE P. LEFEBRE, Mayor.

TESTIMONY SUBMITTED BY MAYOR LAWRENCE P. LEFEBRE, CITY OF LAWRENCE,

MASS. ,

Thank you for this opportunity to subniNestimony on the Comprehensive Em-
ployment and Training Aet ICETA). Through this opPortunity I wish to make clear
my position on the value of CETA to the City of Lawrence, Massachusetts and the
need for its continued focus upon skill training programa- as a means to work
cobperatively with Private Sector firms. Our own experience with the CETA Pro-
grams has clearly demonstrated that the envisioned partnerihip between the Public
and Private Sectors under Title VII of CETA can be attained I believe that we have
worked well through the Lower Merrimack Valley Industry Advisory Council, with
the Greater Lawrence and Greater Haverhill Chambera of Commerce, the National
Alliance of Businessmen and individual firms within our service area.,

On April 8, 1981 the Lower Merrimack Valley Private Industry Council held a
press conference, which was hosted by Wang Laboratories, Inc The purpose of this
press conference was to demonstrate the total support within this area for skill
training programs under CETA. Representatives from the offices of Senator Kenne-
dy and Tsongas, Governor King, Secretary Kariotis, Craig Systems, Incorporated, P
T. Brake Lining Company and the Massachusetts State Labor Council fAFL/CIO)
and statements from more than fifteen area-wide firms and the Greatea=rence

Coand Haverhill Chambers of mmerce aupported totally the work of th rence
CETA Administration and the Lower Merrimack Valley Industry Advisory Council
in designing and,implementing skill training programs which meet the employment

, needs ofsarea-wide firms, while also meeting the needs of participants in improving
their quality of life through higher paying positions,As outlined in the press release
developed by the lAaver Merrimack Valley Industif*Advisory Council, "ftlhe Lower
Merrtmack Valley 'hasgattracted a large number of new compiinies ta the area It

, has in fact begun its second industrial revolution. The companies have come to the
valley for a multitude of rgasons. One of the foremost reasons is that the valley has
a labor pool to provide existing businesses and potential industries wittf needed
employees. This largeiabor pool, although unskilled or semi-skilled, has the desire
and capability to upgrade themselves throljgh training and thereby fill industries
needs while at the same time meeting their personal needs."

Recent and anticipated budget cuts in the CETA Program have not reduced the
need to work cooperatively with private firms. Instead, these budget cuts have re-
emphasized the importance of making these skill training programs work for the
private firms, the participants and the community as a whole, I believe completely
in the skill training programs operated by the Lawrence CEDA Administration and
the Lower Merrimack Valley Industry Advisory Council. My own staff, working in
conjunction with the chambers of Commerce, private employers and technical ex-
perts in the high technology and manufacturing areas, have been able to develop-
and complete unique skill training prlograms which address our own local needs I
totally support the continuation of these skill training programs with, perhaps,
mandated involvement with private industry and the establishment of state-wide
comorehensive employment and training systems through the utilization of regional
;miffing centers. In some areas, such as in the Greater Lawrence area, it may make

4,0
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sense to work along the lines of the Labor Market Areas, thus, requiring-coopera-
tive relationships across state lines; May I offer the Lawrence CETA skill training
model to your Committee as une means of ensuring the necessary paAnerslp
arrangement between the Public Ind Private Sectors so that these skill trainifig
programs can be successful.

The City of Lawrence is presently faced with some tough financial and employ-
ment decisions. Even though the City of Lawrence was recently removed from the
Labor Surplus area listing maintained by the Department of Labor for the first time
since the listing was established, our latest unemployment figures have increased
due largely to the impact of Proposition 21,2 and the federal budget cuts _already
enacted. With the projected budget cuts facing us under Proposition 21-"2 and federal
programs, such as CETA, we will be presented with a situation where the only job
opportunities will be in the Private Sector. -

Through the establishment of the Lawrence Strategy, Inc. and the aggressive
marketing programs of the Lawerence Economic Development and Industrial Co
mission, we have begun to work well with representatives from the Private Sec
to resolve some of these financial and employment problems. Yet, in order for firm
to continue locatin in the City of Lawrence and the surrounding area, there needs
to be a strong pu 1 sector effort in the area of skill training programs The
transition in from the more traditional industries, such as shoes and
textiles, to the hnology industries, such as cgruputers and medical instru-
ments, requires ,a bility on the part of the City of Lawrence to move the
available labor force in this direction. Without the active presence of the CETA skill
iraining prugrams and a trained work force, these industries will be faced with a
'no-growth" situation, which will further cut into the availability of jobs for the
unemployed and econwnica y disadvantaged._

Furthermore, we have ttempted to address -the specific problems of digadvan-
taged groups, such as the Hispanic po ulation which represents 25 to 30 per ent of
the entire Lawrence population, thro gh innovative programs with the Geater
Lawrence Chamber of Commerce Hi8Ianic Jobs Incentive Program) as a me ns to
assimilate the Spanish-speaking community_within the Greater Lawrence communi-
ty. Through the active involvement of twelve major firms in the Greater Lawrence
area, the job development prospects for Hispanics will be greatly enhanced No
matter how innovative or responsive our programs are, we still require the financial
support of the federal government in the area of 'skill training programs Without
this support the private, firms must then assume the overall costs of training
without the active inVolvement of the Public Sector.

Once again, let me thank the Honorable James Jeffords and members of the
House Education and Labor's Employment Opportunities' Subcommittee for this
opportunity. AA,outlined in the October 26, 1981 edition of Business Week, state and
local governments will be faced with major ecdnomic problems as a result of the
federal budget cuts. May I urge you to work with us to overcome these problems
and to ensure that Congress and the Reagan Administration maintain their commit-
ment to the development of human capital. The best way to do this, I believe, is
through the Reauthorization of the CE'TA legislation and jthe implementation of
many of the partnership arrangements we have already w rked out with the Pri-
vate Sector in the Greater Lawrence area

NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL OF CEPA PRIME SPONSORS, INC ,
Hartford, Conn.,.0clober 30, 1981.

Hon. AUGUSn/S HAWRIk
Chairman, Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities, -
Rayburn Building, Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN HAwairrs. Enclosed, per the request of the committee, is
statement for the record on behalf of the New England Council of CETA Prime
Sponsors.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement and if there is any way
the council can be of assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely,
MARLENE SELTZER, President.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARLENE SELTZER, PRESIDENT, NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL
or CETA PRIME SPONSORS

The United States economy cannot regain its health and vitality until a dompre-
hensive National employment and training policy is developed and implemented If,

4-/
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az a nation. we are to effectively resolve our social and economic problems, National
labor market policy fur the 080's must respond to issues such as the decline in the
quality of American plants and workers technological change and industrial.'occ,ups-
clonal shifts We face difficult and essential labor demand and supply adjustments
due to increasingly integrated world markets and changes in the nature of our

; national and regional economies. The policy framework must create the conditions
fur responsive and durable labor market programs and focus on necessary invest
ment fur improving labor quality and business production It is esential that these
conditions be created in spite of severe budget constraints

American business, with thc exception of large corporations, has been unable to
invest adequately in education and training programs aimed at increasing produc-
tivity We expect the educational system to produce literate and generally skilled
individuals, yet many of the individuals leaving the educational system are not
adequately prepared for the ever changing demands of the labor market While
America s foreign competition continues to accelerate investment in both capital
and labor, we are reducing uur humah capital investment in publicly funded educa-
tional and skill training programs.

The present reduction in available public monies for skill training and labor
exchange systems comes at a time when the American economy is becoming increas-
ingly dependent upon that pool of potential workers who in the past have been
considered surplus labor The majority of these individuals do not possess the
education, skills and work behaviors for those jobs which will be increasigly in
demand What was in the past perceived and treated only as a social problem has
emerged as a serious economic dilemma.

Investments in human capital development must accompany efforts to encourage
i.upital formation, plant and equipment updating and research and development
effurtz. Tha i nut the time to withdraw financial support from public employment
and training programs. A bold agenda for the 80's must integrate public and private
resources to position the Amencan workforce and its business, industrial and serv-
ice sectors to compete effectively. 3

In New England, a recent impact study highlights CETA accomplishments Since
the 11.73 imactment of CETA, the 26 New England prime sponsors have spent
nearly $.3 billion apd served over one million individuals, thelvast majority of whom
have been economically disadvantaged. CETA resources increasingly have been
targeted un the most economically needy residents, provIding these individuafs with
an array of employment and training services.

Between 1975 and 1980, nearly two-thirds (335,000; made successful transitions to
unsubsidized employment, school, the military, or another educational or training
activity Of theT,e individuals, over half t188,000i were placed into unsubsidized jobs
which generatedmarnings above the minimum wage.

In fiscal year 1980, hourly placement wages for individuals leaving training
oriented prugrams ranged from $3.90 to $4.30. The placement results were achieved
at a cost per individual that ranged from $4,700 to $5,800, including the expenses.,
assvciated with program administration, operations and financial support of the
participant.

New England employment and training programs have increased the productivity
of these individuals and, as a result, contributed to the health of the region s
economy Taxpayeis and employers have benefited from these CETA programs.
Wegare costs haveldetlined as a result of the CETA system serving a large number
of AFDC reupients Sunilarly, unemployment insurance costs have been held down
as many individuals who uthersivise would have been unemployed were placed into
unsubsidized jobs The region's tax revenues also have been favorable affected by
the taxes paid by individuals with the additional income resulting from their
participation in the CETA programs.

The degree to which federally funded employment and training programs contrib-
ute to the well being of the New England economy can be estimated with the use of
d recently available study from the National Continuous Longitudinal Manpower
Survey fins survey estimated that, on the average, participants who left a CETA
program gained an additwnal $1,27,9 in their 1977 yearly earnings Adjusting this
figure fur inflation, individuals terminating from classroom and on-the-job training,
as well as work experience progcams, have generated close to $600 million in added
}ncome to the New England economy This dollar amount, when coupled with
additional Lax revenues, welfare savings, and the savingg ith unemployment insur
arum costs clearly indicates the substantial contribution CETA has made to New
England.

What system should be established to implement the national policy and objec-
tives of employment aryl training programs and who should be served by that
system has been discussed by diverse groups concerned with the majur issues of
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human capital development, labor productivity and economic vitality CETA, as we
know it now, may no longer exist, yet many of the underlying concepts and goala
must remain.

An effective employment and training system must insure the productive match-
ing of potential labor supply with the needs of employers. Ready access by employ-
ers and employees to one another is essential. The concept of a "labor market" must
be maintained when developing a motional training policy and system

Knowledge regarding types of jobs, skills required for these jobs, and present skill
levels of the structurally unemployed requires extensive interaction with employers
and residents of an area. A decentralized structure is necessary to obtain the proper
degree of interaction and to provide a system which can react to changing economic
variables.

The degree of decentralization necessary is a function of many factors including,
but not limited to, the diversification in regional economics within any given state,
the geography and density of the area, and the diversification in the needs of
individuals within given areas. A decentralized structure doesn't dictate that we
maintain the same Prime Sponsor jurisdiction, however it does require that the
structure adopted is flexible enough to effectively respond to changing regional
econoniies. In the New England states, variations in its poptilation and labor market
economics dictate varying degrees of decentralization. For instance, Vermont does
not have any major labor markets or varying regional economies, while Massachu-
setts has many. Thus the training delivery system developed should differ between
these two New England states. -

Several options exist for effectively ,structuring the employment and training
system. These options axe predicated on the assumption that regardless of the
delivery mechanism chosen, funds are targeted to residents of municipalities based
on their relative share of unemployment andlltoverty within a given state The
options are as f011Ows:

Allocate funds by formula to states. states would then determine, based on labor
market conditions and population needs, whether to pass funds through to smaller
jurisdictions or whether they assume responsibility for program operations

411locate funds directly to states, but mandate that states pass the mOnies through
to smaller jurisdictions to operate progipms.
t Allocat4 funds directly to local jurisdictions to operate programs.

Decisionmaking and program delively should be shared by business and labor
Irrespective of the level of.decentralization. If the serious economic and social
problems facing this country are to be alleviated, there must be a strong commit-
ment on the part of business, labor and government to johltly develop and imple-
ment effective employment and training programs.

Two options which would facilitate more private sector involvement are- expand
the role/responsibility of the Private Industry Councils to all Federal empIoymept
and training activities, creating one council having coccurrence_a_pll CETA activi-
ties; and encourage or mandate the creation of a corporited-body with combined
public private managirig boaqls to desigil and impletnent employment and training
programs for their jurisdiction.

In order to avoid unnecdsary duplication, a greater degree of consolidation or
coordination is needed among all employment and training programs such as CETA,,,
Vocational Education, and Employment Service programs Such coordination could
be accomplished by creating one unified system that governs the operation of all
these related programs. The administrative costs would then be-reduced and coordi-
nation would be Inherent in the program's operation. However, this approach would
make it difficult to match the intigrity of the distinct and different objectives of
each of the programs. Another option is to incorporate language in the laws of each
of the respective programs which _would mandate coordination thigugh rdiprocal
board or council members, co-funding of overlapping activities analdilateral agree-
ments. This latter option would allow each program independence in funding and
administration, but also require extensive coordination among the programs Lan-
'page such as this does not presently exist 4each of the laws.

The Federal resources to be ttlied on emplOment anli training prOloamg must be
focused on the problems of those individuals 'who cannot compete successfully in the
labor market because of educational and vocational deficiencies and a changing
economiclindustrial base. Becdule of the current severe constriints on Federal
resources, the law should target specific areas of the population to be served, but
allow localities to determine, hased on local conditions and needs, the specific'
individuals who will btnefit most from such programs. The structurally unemployed
should be targeted for service. -

Within this category, youth, especially minority youth, should be a target group
for employment and training programs, youth must be prepared to enter the future
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labor mafket at their fullest potential or the economic and social problems of this
country 4rill multiply. The major thrust of the Federally funded programs must be
toward t e disadvantaged, untrained and unskilled.

The Federal government cannot ameliorate the economic and social problems
alone, the future demands cannot be met by one sector of society Business, govern-
ment and labor must recognize the common peril. Short run gains by one sector at
the expenae of another will not address basic national productivity problems. Only
through a coordinated effort on the part of business, government and labor can the
serious impending skilled labor shortages be avoided and the future economic and
social well being of the country be improved.

COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND MAIMING AGENCY,
Lawrence, Mass., November 16, 1981.

Hon. AUGUSTUS HAWKINS,
Chairman, House Educatwn and Labor Committee, Subcommittee on Employment

Opportunities, Rayburn House Offwe Building Washington, D.0
Dr.As Ma. HAWKINS. On behalf of representatives from the Maisachusetts Sub-

grantee Directors Association, I am pleased to submit the.enclosed testimony for the
record. As you can see from the varied teatimony, there are as many ways to revise
the employment and training system as there are problems with the present system

I hope that the suggestions we have made will prove useful to you and your staff
in -the almost impossible task of restructuring the employment and training system

Please let me know if I can be of further assistance in your upcoming legislative
activities.

Sincerely,
DAVID K. BREEN,

Acting Director,
Lawrence CETA Administation.

Enclosure.

. TESTIMONY SUBMTrTED SY ACTING DIRECTOR DAVID K. BREEN,.LAWRENCE CETA
PROGRAM

As a recent arrival to the CETA system, I wish to present my personal ews
regarding Reauthorization of the CETA leglislation. My background has been p inci-
pally in the areas of education and economic development at the local level this
time when I have taken control of the Lawrence Sub antee, the largest Su antee
within the Massachusetts Balance of State Prime, ponsor, I find myself and my
staff faced with numerous operational problems. Due to the recent cutbackes in
federal funding for CETA programa, my staff has been reduced significantly from
27.5 employees to tffe remaining 70 pmployees on staff. Further layoffs can be
expected as our allocation for fiscal year 1982 forogiram's is 'reduced even farther
Yet, Mayor Lawrence P. LeFebre and I are faced with increasing numbers of
individuals who remaiii economically disadvantaged, unemployed, and underem-
ployed. Furthermore, the high technology' firms in this area are requring greater
numbers of skilled employees to continue their expansion. So, at a time when the
needs of the Greater Lawrence area are increasing greatly, the resources available
to meet those needs are being redueed significantly.

My primary purpose in the submission of this testimony is not to bemoan the cuts
in funding experienced by the CETA, system, but, rather, to suggest a means to
restructure the erfiployment and training system in this natiori so that it responds
to the growing nee& of industry and the economically disadvantaged. As outlined in
Mayor LeFebre's testimony of November 2, 1981 before the Employment Opportuni-
ties Subcommittee of the House Education and Labor Committee in Brattleboro-,
Vermont, the public and private sectors in the City of Lawrence have forged an
economic developrnent partnership, the Lawrence Strategy, Inc., to address the

.. development and financial needs of this community. It is my intention to work
closely with representatives of the Lawrence Strategy, Inc. to ensure that the
human resource element of the economic development equation is addressed as well

I believe that there are four general issues that have to be considered in the
establishment of a viable skills training system,in the future:

(D'The.sYstem shoulif make economic and political sense.
(2) The systeln should continue to serve the economically disadvantaged
(3) The system should focus upon the sthctuural unemployment problems, not

the cyclical unemployment problems. .
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141 The system should serve alb a broker in the labor force marketplace for private
industry.

Each of these issues is crucial to the successful establishment of an employment
and training system at the local level. The overall objective of this employment and
training system should be to meet the presept and future skill needs of private
industry through a cooperatwe skills training arid' inwate sector on-the-job training
program In order to meet this overall objective, several neW approaches should be
instituted.

'al The local or regional employment and training system should be established
along either SMSA or LMA boundanes Under this arrangement, the executive
board established to set policy and tu monitor training activities fur the employment
and training system should be qomprised uf elected and appointed members. Gener-
ally, the executive boards shall not be larger than fifteen trii members, and one-half
of the members plus one shall be from the Private Sector No representatives of
service deliverer* shall sit on the Executive Board The Governor shall have one
appointment on the board, and the remaining members shall be evenly split be-
tween Oected and appointed members (by chief elected officials of the largest
communities).

'Ell Funding for this program should be altered somewhat from the present CETA
system The Department of Labor shall provide entitlement grants to each state,
while also maintaining an incentive pool based upon program performance and a
competitive researeh and development fund. Each state shall provide local or region-
al employment and training systems with funding based upon a formula developed
by The State Executive Board (guidelines to be developed by the Department of
Labor) The State Executive Board shall be comprised of.no more than fifteen (15)
members with one-half of the members plus one to be from ,the Private Sector
(Private Sector members to be appointed by the Governor tone-half members plus
one, and the State Legislature) The Governor shall appoint the majority of the
remaining members, while the Chief Elected Officials of the largest citiss in the
state shall appoint the remaining members. The principal role of the state shall be
to establish employment and training guidelines, including goals and objectives, for
the state as a whole The state shall also provide direct assistance to the local or
regional employment and training systems in meeting these goals and objectives.

(c) The scope of the employment and training system should be enlarged to
include "non-eligible" CETA participants. At least 75 percent of the federal funding
provided shall be used for the economically disadvantaged. A maximum amount of
10 percent shall be allocated to train "non-eligible" CETA participants. Further-
more, a reimbursement payment system should be established that will will allow
industries or individuals to reimburse the employment and training system for the
training costs of their employees Private Sector OJT programs shall be established
on a two-year basis with the necessary supportive services provided.

(cil Skills training programs must reflect the needs of the industrial community as=
a whole and-the actaal capabilities of the labor,pool that thev serve. Local Industry
must be able to trust the employment and training system providing their work-
force In turn, the economically disadvantaged being served by this employment and
training system must reel confident about their skills and abilities as compared to
other workers in the labor market. In the Northeast the principal attraction to
industry is the value of the labor pool. This valuable resource should be developed
as fully as possible.

(el The administrative staff of the regional employment and training system
should be responsible for identifying the best service deliverers in the area. Control
functions, such as payroll, client intake, etc., should be maintained within the
administrative structure, but the normal training activities should be contracted
out of House Performance based contracts with a sliding payment schedule shall be
established for in House and out-of house contractors. Incentive payments should be
provided tu those contractors exceeding their planned levels of activity. Strict plan-
ning guidelines should also be established.

(fl Funding should be provided on a two-year basis. Programs for youth should be
separated from those for the rest of the client population. The focus ofithe youth I
programs should be to encourage youth to complete high school and.to familiarize
them with the world of work Junior OJT and work experience programs in the
private sector should be initiated as a means to indoctrinate youth with an incen-
tive to perform well InduStry must be encouraged to assurnis a larger role in these

activities
These remarks have been designed to offer some viable alternatives to improve

the present employment and training system. As outlined previously in Mayor
LeFebre's testimony, "there needs to be a strong public sector effort in the area of
skill training programs Yet, without the active involvement of private sector

a
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firms, this public sector effort will have little impact upon the problems facing the
City of Lawrence, its industries, and the unemployed and economically disadvan-
taged Our efforts at the federal, state, and local levels should be combitfed to
recreate an employment and training system which enhances economic develop-' ment and worker productivity instead of hindering these objectives. I look forward
to working with you as we construct our human resource development function.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLORIA J WILLIAMS, MANPOWER ADMINISTRATOR OF ME
CITY OF MEDFORD, MASS.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony un the CETA Reauthorization
from a practitioner perspective Presently, there exists within the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts an unemployed and:or unskilled labor pool vs. critical skilled occupa-
tional shortage (i.e. technicians, engineers and machinists).

The Re-authorization of CETA should have mandated regnlations making the
private sector, federal and state government form a partnership for the delivery of
employment and training services (surplus labor pool vs. Limning) employer short-
ages) The public sector will be responsible for the training facilityties), leveraging
state, local and federal funding and staffing, industry will provide equipment,
curriculum development instructors and State of the Art Technology. The institu-
tional training courses will be developed in conjunction with private industry three
to five year plans (Geographical grouping based on labor market areas) The train-
i

I ng institution is obligated to develop training programs in the area of forecast
employment needs of the industry. The partnership is monitored and modified as
employment trends change.

The institutional facilities should operate on an eighteen-hour day to maximize
opportunities for unskilled ur semi-skilled employed persons to upgrade their exist-
ing skills or gain new skills and still maintain full-time employment. The economi-
cally disadvantaged should have priority for program service. However, new legisla-
tion shouDd allow a mix of varied economic categdries of persons to participate in
the training facility The cost of their participation could be paid by either a G.I.
Bill, Vocational Education, Basic Grants, personal finance and/or CETA.

The regulation should mandate that each training institution should provide, as
needed, a comprehensive service delivery system (Pre-Voke, ESL, Pre-GED, GED or
compensated-based high school diploma.) These feeder activities will provide greater
opportunities for the economically disadvantaged who usually have educational
deficiencies. Below please find a few additional comments:

The governing body should be a mix of elected and appointed individuals from the
geographical target area. -

Performance indicators for entered employment and cost/placement should be
established for all titles.

Liability aust be addressed through the regulations' and error rate Must be
established as in other federal programs (which would alleviate the problem of
liability).

Legislation must be flexible for each sthte to utilize employment arid -training
funds to meet their employment needs .

Legislation for CETA to be utilized as an economic,development tool, not as ar.,
A human service program.

Duplication of services within CETA, Employment Services, Vocational Education
and VVIN must be eliminated and resources combined to maximize the effort of the
Employment and Training System.

Thank you for taking the time to Ittstent to a frustrated Employment and Train-
ing. Practioner If I could be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

TAUNTON, ATTLEBORO, AND PLYMOUTH, CETA SURGRANTEE,
Taunton, Man, November 13, 1981.

Subject Comtments on BOS CETA Director's Statement on
Mr. Guy F. KEttxv, . .

Deputy Dtrector fur Operatwns. Comprehensive Employment & Training.Agemy, City
of Lawrence ,5ubgrantee, Lawrence, Mass.

DEAR MR. KELLEY:
_The "job training infrastructure" proposed to be administered under a Regiona

concept may indeed "maximize resources in very specific geographic locations
only In other locations, I see it creating job training resource vacuums and locking
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the economically disadvantaged barriered clients L of what is now an accessible
employment and training systen, faulted and_beleaguered as if may be Since in this
State, a RETA concept would diminish tk Prime Sponsor and Subgrantee system
from 22 entities down to six and possible eight RETAS, the regions which would
evolve as the new structure for the delivery of services would be focused on existent
comprehensive Job training resources, the first and foremost of which by virtue of
historical record for providing such training, wotild beiCETA Skill Centers For
disadvantaged clients residing in Consortium areas without such Skill Training
resources, the handwriting would appear to be on the wall, if this type of legislation
were indeed, enacted. To suppose that vocational schools and community based
organizations would be viable and capable vendors to such a system is naive
Comprehensive employment and training services are undeliverable through such
vendors. "The vast experience of the past fifteen years" is to be found not in the
expertise of vocational schools and C.B.O's alone, but embodied pritharily in the
current CETA system.

The Governing bodies of such RETAS are proposed to be comprised of a variety
pertient interested groups such as CEO's, small and large private sector businesses,
county representation, municipal governments, members of organized labor and
business organizations, and C.B.O.'s. (A king-size AMPB, although it will not be
confined to purely an advisory role), but conspicuous in its absence is reference to
local educational authority at pe secondary school level representation

The Lurrent CETA system is Continually faced with how to service young adults
exiting frum an educational system, which has failed to provide them with basic
skills \needed to handle and compiehend instructional material elementary to even

. entry ,level occupational training As evidenced py the NAEP report published this
month, young Americans in various learning areas, continue to exhibit over the kast
decade a declining capability in writing and reading comprehension and math skills
All too frequently, we hear that CETA is not the v icle for remediation of the
basic skills deficiencies created by the educational s tem Youth unemployment
continues to spiral meanwhile, and legislators wrestle with, the adequacy of the
CETA Program.

.

Taunton-Attleboro-Plymouth Subgrantee coul4rbe swallowl up in the RETA
System, should it come to pass. Who will be the vendors for employment and
training programs in this geographic area, how fractured will the comprehensive
system we have succeeded in implementing become'? Most importantly, will the
clients in our geographic area have access to a full range of services from a RETA

I doubt that additional program dollars will flow through a regional administra-
tion and I suggest that probably, it will be a costly mechanism to implement
Probably, fewer personnel required, but and equal administrative outlay can be
expected Just by the geographirpresponsibility involved I predict exoTbitant salary
and travel expense.

If the Federal Government decides on a Block Grant rather than categorical
approach to funding, where would such a concept fit? Secondly, I feel that Block,
Grants will cause a tremendous problem in Financial situations such as paying
vendors on time, meeting payroll and paying travel vouchers on schedule, of course,
maybe someone has the answer to all these problems. ...

Very truly yours,
CHARLES T. KALAHER, Administrator,

CUMBERLAND OUNTY, CETA,
Portland; Maine, November 18, 1981.

Hon AUGUSTUS F. HAWKINS,
Chmrman, Committee on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on Employment Op-

portunities, Rayburn-House Office Building, Washington. p.c.
DEAR SENATOR HAWKINS. Our County, Commissioners, Cumberland County,

Maine, have formed a Task Force to Design a National Employment and Training
Program. The Task Furce is headed by a Commissioner and its membership is made
up of representatives from the private sector, vocational schools, secondary schools,
employment security, labor unwns, CETA eligible population, and CETA The goalg,'
of the Task Force are outlined on the enclosed attachment After attending your
hearings in Brattleboro, Vermont, we feel that you are truly soliciting input into
the future employment and training system and we want to offer our assistance If
there are any specific questions or concerns that you would like to have us address
plepse let me know I would also be glad to forward a copy of our final reports
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Again, we appreciate yuu taking the time to talk to the employMent and training
practitioners.

Sincerely,
JOHN FITZS,IMMONS, Director.

PREPARED STATEMENT OP CUMBERLAND COUNTY COMMISSION

Cumberland County Commission is establishing a Task Force for the design of a
National Employment.and 'craining Program The purpose of the Task Force is as
follows:

To act as a conduit for the local input into the design and drafting of National
Employment and Training policy and legislation implementing that policy

To promote cooperation between all agencies presently involved in implementing
Employment and Training policies at the state and local level.

- To Involve the jPrivate Sector and population groups in designing Employment
and Training por ies to meet their needs.

To demonstra the Commission's commitment to assisting unemployed, ecorromi-
cally disadvant_ ed citizens of Cumberland County in receiving employment and
vocational skills training.

The Task Force will be headed by a Commissioner and its membership will be
made up of Private Sector Employers, Vocational Educators, Employment Security
Staff, Secondary SchoorEducators, Union Representatives, Community Based Orga-
niz.ation Representative, Youth Council Representative, Cumberland County CETA
Representative, and groups representing the CETA eligible population. Task Force
members will chair subcommittees on the following areas. Private Sector Involve-
ment, Vocational Education Involvement, Secondary Education Involvement, Par-
ticipant Eligibility, Youth Programs, CETA Involvement, and Job Service Involve-
ment. The CETA Director and a representative of Labor Unions will act as consult-
ants to each of the subcommittees.

,
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TASK FORCE FOR THE DESIGU

of a

UATINALEMPLOYMENT-AWTRAMUGI PROGRAM

Task\Force mombers:

Codissioner Sam Hinds, John Fitzsimmons, Cumberland County CETA Director; Ed Mulkern, Vice President, CasLo
BariLL Trust Co.; Bill Warren, Dean of Instruction at SMVTI; George MacLeod, Assistant Sutecintendent oc
Schools, South Portland School Department; David Bittenbender, Director of Health and Social Services fot the
City of Portland, Gary Whitney, Manager of Employment Security, Portland Office; Joseph Penna, Laber Union
Representative, Deborah Leighton, Youth Council; and Jane Schurz, Operations Manager, Cumballand County CETA.

Chairperson
Commissioner Hinds

CETA Director labor fcpresentative
Penne

r---

John Fitzsrnons Joseph
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nit4ee citicommittee Subcoiini ttee Subcommittee Subcanmittee Subecnmittee Subco-wIttee
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Mt. Peliee, Vt.
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MAINE AFL-CIO,
Brewer, Maine, November 4, 1981.

30=

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE JEFFORDS. I regret that I-was unable to appear before the
House Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities and the Senate Subcommittee
on Employment and Productivity bearings in Brattleboro, Vermont on November 2,
1981. However, the re-scheduling of the hearing presented a conflict in my schedule
that I could not resolve. I do feel very strongly that the Comprehensive ,gmployment
and Training Act should be reauthorized and I am sub-Mating the,attached testimo-
ny for the Committee.

Thank you for your consideration and best wishes during your important delibera-
tions.

Sincerely,
CHARLES J. O'LEARY, President.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARL J. O'LEARY

Mr. Chairman, Members of the House Subcommittee on Employment Opportuni-
ties, Members of the Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity, Staff

My. name is Charles J. O'Leary.,I am President of the Maine AFL-CIO.and
President of the Northeast Council of the AFL-CIO. For the mist 20 years I have
been directly and indirectly involved in the various systems of employment and
training, I began this involvement as a public school teacher and later as Assistant
Director of the Work Experience Program, authorized under Titie`V of the Econom-

Opportunity Act Still later I was Director of an On-the-Joh Training Program
authorized under the Manpower Deveilopment and Training Act.

I have served as a labor representative on the now defunct Coordinating Area
Manpower Planning Systems Committee, as Chairman of the State Manpower Plan-
ning Council and on various Private Industry Councils. In a related area I have
been a member of the Maine State Board of FAlucation, Maine Advisory Council on
Adult FAucation. Vocational Education, and Chairman of the State Advisory Coun-
cil on Adult Education.

The testimony Lgive today is based on this experience and an even more check-
ered personal employment history that had me, at times, employed as a shoeworker,
construction worker and merchant seaman.

First, I believe that it should be the policy of our government to make training
and employment opportunities available to all citizens In this regard, I would urge
you to continue and reauthorize the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
The Act, like its predecessors, is not perfect, but there is increased evidence that it

successful)
rom personal observations, it is the first time that federal legislation has
ught representatives of business, government, labor, and management together
a common agenda.
'ETA personnel and supporters of this legislation are the only advocates for, the
dvantaged, directing their efforts at training employment and productivit3e and

a ty from entitlement and welfare, the only advocates for actuating the human
res urce.

0 the question of what is the appropriate role of the private sector in the design
and mplementations of employment and training policy, let me make a few obser-

s.
, the private sector is not monolithic. It is composed of different and diverse

ties. Labor organizations, multi-national conglomerates and small business pro-
vide rung and jobs However, settings such as Bangor, Maine, Boston, Massachu-
setts an Burlington, Vermont pose different sets of problems for manpower policy
and job development. It makes little sense to provide training subsidies to interna-
tional conglomerates based .in the United States that exploit workers in foreign

, ,trade zones, ie.g. South Korea offers a 60 hour work week and Chile subsidizes the
payment of wages.; Similarly, it makes little sense to subsidize training and firms
that are too Small to do any substantive training.

The, best approach, in my opinion, to utilize the resources of the private sector, is
at the state and local level. After.all, to business, labor leaders, government offices,

. and- manpower planners, the private sector is a real world and not something

CFtA s results and their _irpillications, ptilicy, thtpint of ttIliitionat Council on 'Ern-
Policy, Washirtoh. September 1981.
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referred to in.Fortune as the top 500 It is a company called Diamond International,
Old Town Canoe, James Sewall Company, and Sergeant Construction Corporation
It is a place where people work everyday. It is a job, a paycheck and a valued
community asset. It is a part of their community that has training needs and job
opp'ortunities.

I believe CETA is developing staff skills and community involvement that can
interact with the private sector There is, however, a need to provide more training
for staff as to the realities of the workplace Too frequently CETA personnel have
been recent college graduates with little understanding of collective bargaining,
health end safety issues and other problems encouetered by skilled and unskilled
workers.

And while discussing training, let me strongly suggest that training be of longer
duration and more intense The International Bortherhood of Electrical Workers
training program serves as a good illustration Over a four year period apprentice
electricians in the I.B.E W program received the following Veining.

1 144 classroom hours a year for a total-Of §76 hours for four years
2, 8,000 documented On-the-Job Training hours. (Each apprentice has a workbook

and'OJ.T. is documented and signed by his or her immediate supervisor)
In my opinion, the CETA system has too many advisory councils There are

advisory councils such as the State' Employment and Training Council, the State
Manpower Planning Council, the Private Industry Councils, Advisory Councils to
the Prime Sponsors and Youth Advisory Councils. It would seem that all of these
groups could be combined into a single body to deal with the implementation and
overview of CETA activities.

Despite our best effort there is still far too little coordination 'between CETA, the
public school system, vocational education, the work incentive program and the job--
service. I sense we could make greater impact through a more integrated approach
to job training, career planning and employment related skill acquisition Clearly,
those in our educational institutions have a stake in the future of our collective
ability to prOvide meaningful job opportunities and appropriate training Only by
opening up the avenues of communication and enhancing the opportunities for the
exchange of Ideas, labor market conditions, innovative educational. approaches,
evolving public policy questions and the myriad other toPics central to our mutual
concerns can we begin to provide the broad base so vital to real successand the
perfecti e do strive for

you are accutely aware of the many particulars, sstatistics and data
a ated with this legislation I have intentionally avoided reiterating that which

obvious. Instead, I wanted to share, as I stated earlier, a few random thoughts
based on my own experien.P If there is any way I might assist you or provide more
detailed information I would be happy to do so.

Thank you for,this opportunity I wish you well in the important. task you are
involved with.

CITY OF SPRINGFIELD,
Springfield, Mass., November 10, 1981.

Hon. Auous-rus F. HAWKINS,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, 1).C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN HAWKINS. I wish to convey my appreciation to you and
Congressman Jeffors, Weiss And DeNardis for permitting me to provide testimony at
the recent hearings in Vermont on the future of emp,loymvnf and training fo'r the
chronically unemployed. I am hopeful,the informatiori provided proves beneficial to
determinations to be made as to the structure oftemployment'and training policies
to be developed within the next 6-9 months.

The CETA program in Hampden County has proven to be very successful as it
pertains specifically to skills training efforts on behalf of welfare redpients and

r other severely disadvantaged citizens. During the past ten years within both the
MDTA and CETA Acts, the Skills Centers in Hanfpden County have produced more
than 5,000 viable employees for the private sector We would like you very much to
have the opportunity to work closely with you and your conimittee in the develdp-
ment of :lbw recoméndations for implementation within the Congress

I am providing you with additional copies of the testimony t4 which %alluded
in Vermont and additional material pertinent to the estehlish ent of model skills'
training facilities within the ten regions of our nation A omprehensive skills
training approach appears to be the delivery system that works most eff*Aively
-with' the chronically unemployed These individuals typically require more Oen just
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an occupational thrustthey need to believe in themselves. and such a process
emanates with a totally comprehensive approach which includes a thorough assess-
mei); of both aptitudes and attitudes, femedial edttcation, counseling, employment
orientation, job development and placement The most critical component in suc-
ceeding with long-term carestiplacement of the Chron)cally unemployed is the
establishment Of self-confidence and self-worth.

Having been involved with the economically and socially disadvantaged during
the past fifteen years, I have come to recognize that these individuals in most cases
can adopt to skills training both at the entry and advanced levels given the fact
that the system within whiCh they work provides an environment that is conducive
to personal growth and development. This is the key to a comprehensive skills
training approach. The Skills Centers in Hampden County have developed this
mechanism as a result of many years of dilegence and perseverence

One other factor that must be focused upon is the involvement of the private
sector. From the very onset of our Opening the first Skills Center many years ago;.I
decidedlo open the facility completely to the private sector They have remained an
integral force in the overall operation of the training components.

I feel certain-the systems and procedures evolved over a long period of time here
in Hampden County can be of invaluable assistance to you and your committee as
you proceed toward the evolvement of strategies to impact successfuIly the social
and employment needs of chronically unemployed youth and adults

Once again, thank you and the other members of your committee for extending
an invitation to testify in Brattleboro, Vemont If I can be of service at any time,
please have Susan Grayson or others associated with employment and training
programs contact me at your convenience.

Sincerely,

Enclosures.

FRANK D. GULLUNI,
Special Assistant to the Mayor.

DISCUSSION PAPER
o

Essentially, it is suggested that at least one vocational training center from each
of the ten regions in the United States be selected to represent the DOL effort to
insure finality training programs and long-term employment for the unemploy)d
and the underemployed.

The Centers selected would accept the following responsibilities within their
respective regions:

1. To meet at least cluarterl each year with directors and supervisors of training
programs and operations perso ej within the region who represent prime sponsors
T9 insure ample opportunity fo discussion of issues, the meetings could be divided
into tvoi sections within each r gion to avoid large numbers. These conferences
wqulçl bp generally informational and also represent an opportunity for members to
discss1 plans to develop new training programs and the effectiveness of on-going
pr

o institute teacher training programs to provide the appropriate impetus and
methodology to insure teaching effectiveness. This capability would entail the estab-
10h/tient of a regularly scheduled mechanism designed to impact all new staff
ineMbers on a continuing basis. In addition, there will be evolved a monitoring
/vehicle so that the lead Skills Center can provide follow-up services in an onsite
environment. There will also be available to each staff member a combination policy
and trainingionentation manual. Thin doctiment would include all pertinent infor-

/ "nation germane to training programs and the day-to-day responsibilities of the
/ /instructor. .

/ 3. To estabhsh a central resource capacity to include aompetency-based curricula,
/ Performance objectives, topical outlines, and other relevant documents such as

evaluation and job readiness reports, counseling, and attendance forms, and a
number of other trainee/training related reports.

4. rro enhance and institute orientation and assessment components so that CETA
chents can be given more significant capability to be involved in training programs
that are consistent with needs. A major facet of the assessment function will, be to

/ develop an individualized employability development plan.
5. To insure that all programs establish competency-based curricula so that the

training plan can be effected on an individual b.is to insure training continuity
and credibility.

6, To provide the appropriate equipment, supply, and textbook requirement infor-
mation to develop and implement a training unit. This will also include methods to

4 87-1114.0 82 19
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access equipment through General Services Administration, Tools,frf Schools Pro-
gram, and private industv.

7. To establish procedures to acquire meaningful and complete labor market data
in advance of initiating development of occupational programs TO establish mecha-
nisms to insure the integration of the private sector in the on-going operation of the
training facility. This can be facilitated through' the auspices of the Private Industry
Council and in conjunction with Chambers of Commerce. In concert with the local
and State units of the Division of Employment Security, labor market surveys can
be developed on a quarterly bas i. and as needed contingent upon trends and input
from the Priyate Industry Council and individual employers

6. To detAmine in conjunction with admin' tive personnel of training pro-
grams the variety of training options available Inch include open-entry'open-exit
characteristics..To provide information pertinen to the number of weeks required
to train for specific occupations and the advantages of cluster training To establish
basic prerequisites for participants to enroll in occupational programs To establish
and 081' mechanism that includes coupled training systems Contingent upon the
employment readiness of the participant, one should establish both straight 'pnd
coupled OJT programs. The individual who, based upon assessment, counseling, and
work history, appears to possess the necessary requisites for immediate employment
can be placed directly Into the labor market either to gain new of advanced career
competencies. In addition, there is a population of youth and adults who possess the
necessary attitude and work ethic requisites but do not meet the skills requirements
of industry. The training facility will evolve a training and employment plan to
permit the individual to participate in seqUential components of abbreviated skills
training and on-the-job training. The employer will bear some of the responsibility
to provide related training in the workplace. The training facility for all OJT's will
accept the responsibility for assessment of skills' and attitudes, supportive services,
some occupational training, and educational and career-related corrvonents

9. To determine space requirements and other considerations pertinent to Feder:al,
State, and local vocational education regulations in the development of training
components. .

10 To develop procedures in the establishment of a counseling unit designed to
impact the participant throughout the timeframe in which the client is involved in
training. It will entail the evolvement of recordkeeping procedures to incldde, at-
tendance, indructors' evaluations, supportive'services, counselor 'participant inter-
fac job readiness, job development, and follow-up.

1 . To establish a job orientation and employment informaCon program designed
to i pact the needs of each trainee In essence, an effective`job orientation program
can prove to be very sigMficant in effecting a successfurtransition from training to
full-time, unsubsidized employment..

12. To effect bilingual training programs to meet the needs of the ever burgeoning
population of youth and adults who are non-English and limited English speaking
Within this process will be established a transitional phase from the primary
language to english. The graduating trainee will have received sufficient instruction
in English as a second language to insure equal access to the primary labor market
Primary labor market employmeht is determined by substantial entry-level wage,
and app-ropilate fringe benefit package, and an opportunity for career mobility
within the occupational cluster and usually withiri the structure of the company in
which the graduate is employed. -) '

13 To provide a training vehicle for youth who have or are.prepardd to exit the
school system prior to completion of the twelfth grade Such a program with the
attendant and anullary education& and supportive service system can pro%6 to be
instrumental in effecting a successful and smooth transition to the private sector
labor market. Given the appropriate training and services modules, many youth can
escape the anxieties of unemployment and confusion and instead be impacted posi-
tively and potentially long-term within a comprehensive and concentrated skills
training environment.
. 14. In conjunction with the Private Industry Council and the local employers

lawn, the training unit can establish upgrading and retraining efforts for
.isnsSeremployed and transitioning members of the workforce This is an area that
has been.severely neglected and with rapidly expanding technology, industry recog-
nizes the need to provide their employment force with new and more sophisticated
skills. Such. training endeavors can be conducted both during prime time and
evening hours. In addition to "hands-on" training; the participant will be provided
with the required complementary skills and academic remediation as required
Presently, there are not readily available institutions that potsess the capacity to
provide an environment that a prepared to meet the individual training and related
needs of the underemployed. It is imperative that the private sector and the public

-^.
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sector establish the necessary linkages tu Insure that such ernployees.are retrained
and ,..onsequently retained in full-titne, unsubsidized employment endeavors.

I.3 An integral facet of the institupon of skills training demonstration sites is the
evolement uf a research and evaluation component This mechanism 'will instigate
the flow of information tu insure th4 successful training and educational systems
can be replicated As part of the evaldation unit, significant efforts will be made to
introdr&i.enchmarking both for participants in OJT and skills training env, iron;
ments.

The foregoing represent only a few of the many areas in which impact can be
made within prime sponsor training.delivery systems thoughout the country Too
many training programs are expending prohibitive sums uf federal funds to repli-
cate curriculum and training plans that are already in existence in other areas of
the region Rather than continue to proliferate the number of autclnomous and
independent training components, it would appear much Eure feasible and realistic
to establish within each region a mechanism compatible with that& which has been
outlined briefly.

\Skills Centers tu effect the leadership role vyithin each region can be selected by
the US. Department of Labor in conjunction ;kith its regional offices National and

.regional representaties of the Department of Labor would be responsible to visit
with prime sponsors, training agencies, and s te manpower service councils to
determine which of the small number of cen rs within each region who might
qualify ,should be chosen to effect the many objectives to assist other training
centers to develop more effective training and emAloyment systems.

Some of the basic qualifications to be considered or the role of lead Skills Centers
v are as follows:

I There must be favorable recommendations fo thcoming from the local prime
sponsor, dip state manpower services council, loca school departments, the state
divisor' of occupational education, and the regionáI office of the Department 7
Labor ..

2 The Center must have in operation a number f successful and diverse pro-
grams These should include a minimum of six oqupational clusters, bilingual
training capability, career and employment information compAnents, a significant
prugram of orientation and assessment, basic education to include literacy and high
school equivalehcy training, in-school and out-of-schobl. youth training programs,
vocational counseling mechanism, competency-based curncula, staff policy manual,
an accumulation of furms relevant to attendance, evaivation, assessment, and job
readiness, a major audio-visual resource capability, and a demonstrated effective-
ness with business and industry. !

!

,.3. There must be a fully certified statrof professional ;instructors, counselors, and
administrators. In' addition,' it is essential that a number of staff possess a bilingual

, capability.
4. The Center staff should have experiencen havl'ng parttcipated as major

Contributors at state and regionat confererices of pri e sponsors and training
agency directors and staff _They should also have canduc ed tours and disseminated
training-related information to agencies' thoughout the re ion.

Certainly, there are a multitude of other evaluative devices by which Skills
Centers ur training agencies-can be selected to achieve fhe status of a central or
core system within a region. .

I am convinced that the "typical" or "average" disadvantaged person can be
impacted successfully thruugh involvement in viable a 'cl professionally-operated
training centers. During my twelve years in manpower t ining, I have personally
observed thousands of MDTA and CETA recipients and yo th in and out of school
utilize the institutional training vehicle to effect a.successful, transition from unem-.
pluyment and, ur welfare tu the private sector. I also recognize that so much more
must be ac&mplished in order to establish quality training prograins throughout
the cduntry. . \

I amhopeful the informaiion ,contained herein describes clearly the objective to
establish quality training centers within prime sponsor jurisdictions Realistically,
this cannot be achieved within a short period of time, however, an effort must be
initiated that can result in the provision of quaility training prograins for unem-
ployed and underemployed citizens The institution of a demonstration site ur two la
perhaps the most effective approach both financially and.for replication purposes
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SHAWMUT FIRST BANK 8:4Tatisr Co.,
Springfield. Mass.. March .11. 1981.

Secretary of Labor. US. Department of Labor.
Washington. AC,

DEAR SECRETARY DONOVAN As Chairman of the Private Industry Council for the
past two years I have been actively committed to ensuring that government man-
power training is responsive to the needs of area businesses My commnment is
based on the conviction that improved productivity and economic growth will
depend in large measure on the success of our Nation's manpower development
efforts In this regard I recoemend to you die Hampden District Regional Skills
Center as -an institutiort of proven capability in awning the disadvantnged for

'skilled private sector jobs olor
Over fifty percent of our workforce is employed by companies of less than one

hundred employees These small companies and a significant number of larger firms
in most instances lack the time, resources, and capabilities to properly transition
the chronically unemployed, including disacbiantaged youth, to productive employ-
ment without the initial training and suppat provided by the Skills Center Within
the past ten years the Center has gained considerable expertise in preparing the
structurally unemployed in marketable skills The business community holds the
Center in high regard and provides it with contribufions of machinery, equipment,
and- instructional staff This public, pnvate partnership continues to expand through
the efforts of our PIC and has resuhed in pur PIC's selection by DOL as a 'spotlight
site" to serve as a model for other PIC's nationwide

I strongly endorse the Administration s prosram to reduce federal spending and
eliminate public service jobs. At ihe same time I believe it is essential for governi
ment to recognize and support the continuance of effective training programs like
the Skills Center I trust that you will examine more closely the merits of the
Center, and &insider its potential for replication elsewhere.

welcome the opportunity to discuss this matter ill greater detail
Sincerely.

. HERBERT P ALMGREN.
Chaiimart of the Board.

_ UNITED TECHNOLOGIES AUTOMOTIVE GROUP,
Springfield. Mass. March 18. 1981

Hon. RAYMOND DONOVAN.
Secretary of Labor. U qs Department of Labor,
Washington. D.0

DEAR MR. DONOVAN I am writing you as a Corporate Manager responsible for
apprbromately 1:AlO jobs in this area. Overall, I am very much in agreement with
the new Administration's program for reducing Federal Government and the tax
burden on mdividuals and corporations. There is. however, a very meaningful
program that I would like to calif to your attention

In Springfield, Mass. we have the Hampden Distnct Regional Skills Center, a
very capable skills center for training the under employed This center is largely
dependent on funds provided by the Federal Government We have employed many
of the graduates of this-Skills Center and require this valuable source of trained
people to continue our business.

I urge you to consider the funding of our local Skills Center in making your
budget considerations Thank you for this consideration.

Very truly yours,

Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor. US Department of Labor.
Washington, D.

DEAR MR DONOVAN. Our company has worked 'Closely with the HI mpden District
Regional Skills Center and views it as a most effective vehicle for tr ining underem-
ployed persons in the greater Springfield area. The Center provides a valuable
service to community businesses and to the economically disadvantaged population
by providing occupation& training programs and offering marketable skills to train
ees suitable to the needs of area employers.

WILLIAM F. WALTHOUSE:
Vice President. Manufacturing

FtEXNORD, INC.,
Springfield. Mass March 24. 1981.
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Rexnord is one of many companiee in need of skilled personnel in tfie fields of
machine occupations, tool and die, etc., but due to the high cost of in-house training
and additional supervision that would be needed, we just cannot conduct our own
basil. training. We have used people from the Skills Center with great satisfaction.

In this regard I ask that you please support the continued excellent growth and
performance of the Skills Center in turning out individuals prepared and proud to
take their place in the community-as productive and long term employees, rather
than remain "victims" of unemployment and/or welfare.

I sincerely hope that any proposed budget cuts in manpower training would not
affect the H.D.R. Skills Center.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM H. BRENNAN,

Manager of Product Reliability.

ME MOORE COMPANY, INC.,
Springfield, Mas.;.., March g 1981.

Hon. RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor, U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D. C

DEAR MR. SECRETARY. This a a letter of support ..on behalf of the Hampden
District Regional Skills Center, located in Springfield, Mass.

Easco Hand Tools employs approximately 1300 employees in the Springfield,
Mass. area. Job openings in our skilled categories are increasingly difficult to fill
When such openings develop we frequently contact" the Skilld Center for referrals.
We currently have fain candidates in training in the apprentice toolmaker category
at this facility.

We have found the Skills Center to be a facility of high credibility, providing high
quality training to students who have developed positive work attitudes It is an
,excellent referral source for hiring minorities to meet our affirmative action goals

While we fully support the Administration's drive to reduce government spend-
mg, ,we strongly believe any cuts in manpower training should be on a selective
basispromoting those facilities which have done an exemplary job and reducing
facilities which have not. In this respect, the Hampden District Regional Skills
Center has received local, state and national recognition for its positive impact on
the employment needs of private industry as well as the human needs of large
numbers of youths and adults. We urge that it not be adversely affected by budget
reductione.

Sincerely,
DON PARE,

Manager, Training.

CURTIS UNIvERSAL Joirrr CO., INC.,
.Springfield, Mass., March 24, 1.981.

Hon. RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor, US. Department of Labor,'
Washington, D.C.

DEAR itlIECRETARY DONOVAN. One year ago, we were facedovith a serious problem
Our toolthaker, a man with 42 years experience announced ills retirement

Toolmakers are in critically short supply in the Springfield area and we were
41 beginning to question the success of finding a replacement.

I had heard, of the excellent tool and die training program of the Hampden
District Regional Skills Center. I immediately contacted them and hired two gradu-
ates.

They demonstrate excellent aptitude, are well trained and have made a critical
differenCe in our machine support capability.

Since then we have hired numerous entry level machine operators from the Skills
Center and most have worked out very well.

The Skills Center is a first class training resource an& truly responds to the labor
needs of industry. I strongly urge its continued support.

.Sincerely,
CURTIS E. HARTMANN,

Production Manager.

-2D.1
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MITCHELL MACHINE & TOOL CO , INC ,
Springfield. Mass March 26, 1.981.

Hon. RAYMOND DONOVAN.
Secretary of Labor. U.S. Department of Labor.
Washington. D.C.

DEAR SECRETARY I am writing in support uf the Hampden District Regional Skills
Center. located in Springfield, Massachusetts The programs with which our compa-
ny has had contact are productive, effectiye and responsive to the needs of our
Industry We have hired indo)iduals from three different programs that the center
runs The individuals have been well trained and well prepared to enter Industry

felsupport your efforts to eliminate waste from trait. ing programs in existence I

l that elimination of programs like that offered by the Hampden District Region-
al Skills Center would be a wasting of effective programs that represent excellent
cooperation between business and education to fill the local community's needs

I hope that you will support the efforts and programs of the Hampden District
Regional Skills Center

Very truly yours. JOHN M ,MITCHELL.

Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor. US Department of Labor.
Washington, I) C

DEAR MR, DON,OVAN. The Monarch Life Insurance Co. has worked with the Skills
Center for several years During this period of time, we have hrred a number of
irldividuals trained by this Center These individuals have proved to be good employ-
ees and we feel that they are in the employ of this Company primarily due.to the
skills learned at the Center

We feel the Center is a valuable resource for preparing the unemployed with
marketable skills and positive work attitudes.

Sincesely.
(Mrs ) BARBARA J. SLATER,

EEO Coordinator. Personnel

MONARCH LWE INSURANCE Go ,
Springfield. Mass.. March .11. 1981.

SHAWMUT FIRST BANK & TRUST CO ,
Springfield. Mass March 17, 1981

HOD, RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor. US Department of Labor,
Washington. D.( .

DEAR SIR This letter is written nut 'to protest budget cuts, but rather to empha-
size the support that Shawmut First Bank gives to productive programs s.uch as that
of the Hampden District Regional Skills Center.

The-H D R. Skills Cenier has performed a valuable service to both the employer
community and the economically disadvantaged population by providing occupation-
al training programs 18 to 28 week courses), ond preparing these inchciduals to
offer marketable skdls to area employers Thus, they are coming -into the main-
stream of private industry kind off the welfare roles

We have. since 1970, utilized the RD R. Skills Center in securing qualified em-
ployees in the clerical field You are urged to support this exemplary program of
training at the Hampden District Regional Skills Center in Springfield, MA

Sincerely.
HELEN WHITCOMB

BAYSTATE MEDICAL CENTER,
Springfield, Mass.. March 2,1. 1.981

Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor, U S. Department of babor,
Washington, I),C

DEAR HONORABLE DoNOVAN In V10.4 of the carrent re-evaluation of Manpower
Training Programs by the Administratam and your department, I am wnting this
letter un behalf uf Baystate Medical Center in support of thiT Hampden District
Regional Skills Center uf Spnngfield, MA This particular Slolls Center has pro
.vided fur Baystrite Medical Center exemplary assistance in training students in
areas that we have had great difficulty in securing skilled personnel

We , have been impressed with the thoroughness by which they have ecaluated
and analyzkl the needs and demands uf the positions involved, and by the thocough

-
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ness that they have prepared their students with those essential skills requisite for
successful performance.

In addition to skills, they have also prepared them, with highly positive work
habits and attitudes that have enabled the trainees to not only succeed in their
current positions, but to continue their growth and development in other areas

Another component of their program that has been of particular assistance to us
has been their extremely effective counselling service that provides immediate
follow-up with any problems-that occur during the initial orientation and training
periodS This could involve discussion with trainees and supervisors on work per-
formance, problems with lateness or absence, or counselling for problems occurring
in their personal lives

The success rate of trainees at the Skill Center is unusually high and must be
attributed to the professional manner in which they have approached the problems
involved in assessing the unskilled worker, developing their potential skills, and
matehing them to the realistic needs of the business community

The Skills Center is one of the few programs of this type that we have had
complete success with and would recommend fully

Yours truly,
JOJIN W MCNAIR,

Vice President, Human Resources

FRIENDLY ICE CREAM CORP ,
FRIENDLY RESTAURANTS,

Wilbraham, Mass., March 2.1, 1981.
Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor. US. Department of Labor,
Washington, D.0

DEAR MR SECRETARY We wii,h to bring to your attention the liampdert District
Regional Skills Center in Springfield, Massachusetts, because we know first hand of
the many excellent services It provides industry and residents of our community

Our company has regularly utzed the H.D.R Skills Center as a resource in
hiring persons for both our office and manufacturing facilities in Wilbraham, Mas-
sachusetts, Our experience has been that people hired from this Center are well
trainied and have a very POsitive work ethic These attributes have proven to be
invaluable to us, as well as to the individuals hired

Programs run by the PI.D.R Skills Center focus on training participants in
currently marketable skills. Its programs have enabled many disadvantaged persons
in the greater Springfield area to make the transition from welfare and unemploy-
ment rolls to the status of meaningfully employed citizens In addition, programs
run by the Skills Cente? also provide the underemployed with an opportdruty *to
upgrade their skills as well -

In an ,era when concerns for human rights and productivity are both being
stressed, the programs of the H D.R Skills Center become oven more important
The -public and private sector alike .should offer its fullest support to ensure the
contmuance of the H.D.R Skills Center and similar centers throughout the nation

Thank you for the opportunity of presenting our views to you
Very truly yours,

WILLIAM N. MottENo,
Manager of Employee Relations

JOSEPH fl MARCHESSEAULT,
Director of Personnel.

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Springfield,'Mass.. March 25. 1981.

Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of,Labor, U S Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR SECRETARY As one of many persons in business today who are con-
cerned about the proliferation of government programs, I applaud the direction of
the admimstrahon s recently announced budget cuts I am concerned however that
we may, in the midst of our fervor, "throw out the baby with the bath water" My
concern is thrected toward job training programs.

A common complaint of the electorate has been the perceived ease with which
many of our citimins have been able to get financial support without being gainfully
employed. Those who are truly unable to work deserve our supportthose who are
unwilling to extend themselves do not The 'bulk of persons between those two
pxtremes are not job ready or their skills do not match their communities' needs
Here is where I feel we must put an investment of government funds
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Not all current manpower training programs are strong or responsive to real
needs, but I think our local program is one of the best The Hampden District
Regional Skills Center has been providing occupational training programs and
entry-level trainee skill programs for over ten years. The programs offered do not
concentrate only on minimum level jobs, but are targeted for both skilled (e g
electronics, tool and die, computer technician) and semi-skilled fields (e g clerical,
assembly, food service) where local jobs are available. The Skills Center now even
provides skills upgrading for under-employed persons working in the Greater
Spnngfield area. In all program designs, local business works with the skill center
on defining curriculum and evaluating results.

With demand for more effective government spending and the clamor for increas-
ing our Nation's productivity, it would seem most appropriate to support a training
institution designed to meet both business and society's needs I sincerely ask you
Mr. Secretary, to review the Hampden District Regional Skills Center facilities and
programs and to support its continuance

Sincerely,
SUSAN B MAGEE,

Director of Information Services.

MERCY HOSPITAL,
Springfield, Mass., March 30, 1981

HOn RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor. U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SECRETARY DONOVAN. I am writing to you for the purpose of expressing
Mercy Hospital's support of the Hampden District Skills Center.
' As Employment Manager for the Hospital, I have found the Center an excellent
resource .for clerical, technical and service employees. These trained applicants are
referred With tested skills, excellent work habits, and a desire to do a good job for
Mercy Hospital The high retention rate of Skills Center referrals is an example, I
believe, of the superb quality of personnel at the Center who train and refer job-
ready candidates to us.

The Hampden District Skills Center should not be victimized by.cuts in manpow-
er training.

4 Morin EvAris, Employment Manager.

SMITH & WESSON,
Springfield, Mass., April 1, 1981

HOn. RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretaryof Labor, US Department of Labor; -

Washington, DC.
DEAR Sul: Smith & Wesson is one of the larger employers in the Western Massa-

chusetts area and is deeply concerned that your office be informed as to the
effectiveness of the Hampden District Regional Skills Center

The Skills Center is an exemplary training institution and provides very credible
training and placement opportunities for the unemployed of Hampden County This
company has come to rely upon the Skills Center as a source of skilled labor and
would Indeed feel the Impact if the Center's ability to contribute to the community
were reduced or eliminated

Your consideration of this matter and the continuing support of the 'Hampden
District Regional Skills Center is deeply appreciated.

Very truly yours,
GEORGE C. COLCLOUGH,

Manager, Employee Relations.

MIETON BRADLEY CO.,
Springfield, Mass., March 30, 1981.

Hon RAYMOND DONOVAN,
Secretary of Labor, U.S Department of Labor,
Washington. D.C.

DEAR SECRETARY DONOVAN I am wriang to you as a member of the Board of
Directors of the Private Industry Council requesting your supPort for our Skills
Center in Spririgfield, Mass.

We realize that President Reagan is trying to ca unnecessary spending and we
are behind him 100 percent. He has also, on numerous occasions, suggested that
private industry become Involved with many bf these programs to make them more
efficient, worthwhile, and have payback to the public within a resOnable length of
time
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I can assure You that the Hampden District Regional Skills Center has accom-
plished this goal' and will continue to do so, if we can be considered for further
financing.

Enclosed Ls a fact sheet on the Skills Center which may help you determine
further financing for the Center on your limited budget.

Sincerely,
LAWRENCE B. RYBACKI,

Vice PresidentIndustrial Relations.

WHAT INDUSTRY IS SAYING!

We are grateful to have a ready source of trained applicants available when
needed. The Skills Center is one of the few agencies which we can honestly state is
ever ready and able to render supportive services on a continuous basis.

MARVIN H. JONES,
Employment Section Supervision, American Bosch.

The Skills Center w ks closely with our Department of Education and Training
to provide us with proficient nursing assistants for all of our patient care areas We
are very pleased with the cooperation, we receive from the entire Skills Center staff,

JANET ALLERSHAW,
Personnelinterviewer, Baystate Medical Center.

The job preparation training in the. HDR Skills Center has created a positive
attitude not found in many employees recruited from other technical schools.

WALT BROWN,
Production Manager,

Small Tapes Division, Digital.

The Skills Center graudates that we hire are some of the best qualified and
certainly the most motivated employees we now have on bur staff.

GLENN GRAM,
Regional Personnel Representative,

Dow Jonesthe Wall Street Journal.
It is my opinion that the Skills Center serves an important need. it is evident and

essential that the Skills eenter continue to assist in fulfilling the existing void of
skilled machinists in this area. This program not only benefits Worthington Com-
pressor, but area industries as well. These benefits to the community are obvious
since healthy and profitable industries provide a sound base for the growth and
prosperity of Holyoke.

J. J. LARUSSA,
. . Indusrtrial Relations Manager,

Worthington Compressors.
. - .

There is an on going need for entry level and secondary level employment in the
machine industry. Our relationship with the Skills Center has been extensive and
one of cooperation and collaboration. A number of graduates of plis machine pro-
gram have been placed with us and have proved to be valued employees.

4 I JOHN F. Rico,
. Industrial Relations Manager,,

. .
-IN

Kidder-Stacy Co.a , ..
Mercy Hospital has benefited bY the many good placements from/the Hampden

District Regional Skills Center. I oulci like to take this opporturLi.t'Y to commend
the Center s staff on the excellent training programs offered at the Skills Center
and the cooperation that is gioyen to us in our recruitment effurts. ,

MONA EVANS,
Employment Manager, Mercy Hospital.

The quality of applicants referred by the HDR Skills Center exceed any other
agency with which We deal. Their skills,' work habits, and attitudes that the Skills
Center has helped develop have become an asset of the Milton,pradley Company

MICHAEL D. NIZIOLEK,
Manager-Employment Development and Training,

..-. Milton Bradley Co.

. During 'the past few years, Smith & Wrsson has es;olved a relationship of-some
, magnitude with the Skills Center. Certelinly, this .interface has proven to be of

significant value to out employment needs in the machine occupations area Our
rsonnel office and manufacturing:supervisors are enthusiastic about`the potential

or additional machine shop training at the Skills Center. There is an ongoing need

,
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fur competent machine uperaturshroughout Hampden County and the Skills Cen-
ter's effort insures a positive direction in facilitating the pioCess of acquiring quali
fled personnel for Smith & Wesson.

VICTORM M. TiANDREA,
Communications Supervisor,

SmitIz & Wesson.

I am most enthusiastic to included my support for more machine,operators to
assist in meeting our burgeoning needs I am especially pleased that this training
will enable participants to enter the labor market at a higher-than-entry-level
status. With very few exceptions, the graduates of the Skills Center training pro-
gram have proven to be competent and most enthusiastic employees 'We are most
supportive of this exemplary effort to increase the numbe of machine occupations
graduates to accept employment within the local industrial community

JOSEPH T. MCGRANAGHAN,
Vice President, Manufacturing,

Springfield Wire, Inc.

The majority of our entry-levet applic nts must have some knowledge of blueprint
reading and machinery background. The Skills Center has been able to refer appli-
cants to us who have this type of training and the ones we have hired have worked
out very well Titeflex feels the Skills Center is providing a worthwhile service to
the community.

ANN HOPKINS,
Personnel Supervisor, Tzteflex

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT 0. SNELLING, $R., PRESIDENT AND CHAIRMAN OF
THE BOARD, SNELLING & SNELLING, INC.

Mr. Chairman and subcommittee members, I would like to address myself today
to the following concerns, the rising rate of unemployment and the suffering it
brings both to individual citizens and to the Nation, and the failure of government
employment services to deal with it, even at enormous cost to the taxpayer

However, I do not want to dwell on the negative. I do have a viable alternative to
the continuing prospect of even more government programs applied to the unem-
ployment problem and even more government spending. r

On October 14, 1981, Representative Paul Findley of Illinois filed a bill in the
House of Representatives, a copy of which is enclosed with my written testimony__
submitted to this committee. This bill, H.R. 4738, proposes the adoption of legisla--7
tiori to amend the .Wagner-Peyser Act, which would require the State employment
offices to use a portion of their existing budget to Utilize the private sector of the
employment service profession to locate jobs for the unemployed

I am also submitting for the committee's inspection the article "The Great Man-
power Grab,'' by the late Representative Frank T Bow, published in 1964 in the
Reader's Digest, which is a prophetic examination 9f the expansion of the United
States Employment Service, and corruption of its programs in light of its original
mandateto find jobs for the unemployedunder the Wagner-Peyser Act 'of 1933
Since Representative Bow wrote "The Great Mani)ower Grab" the state employment
offices administered by the USES have grown from 1,900 to 2,800, or nearly 50
percent. The USES annual budget has increased from 200 million dollars to 1 2
billion dollars (including 400 million for CETA placements).

Also attached to my written testimony for submission to the perinanent record of '

this committee is a.report from three city/county areas in California which have
turned tu private sector employment services to place CETI* workers and rehabili-
tated city employees even though United States Employment Service/State Job,
Offices are available to them, because the local government agencies have found the

j
private employment service profession can find Abs fol- people better and faster
Also, pilot programs in California, in Michigan and currently in Pen2sylvania have
used and are using private sector employment servicts with great IguCcess to find
jobs for able-to-work welfare people and others on public assistance

This is not a new ideathe Federal government from time to time over the years
has urged greater use of the private sector, but hasirarely done so Instead, there
have been laws passed to expand government agencies and departments at tremen
dous cost, delivering generally ina quate services that could better be supplied by
the private sector.

The private employment servicesin the United States lace a unique situation in
that the FederaltState employmen yatem has been expanding into managemeqt
and professional level recruitment, opening offices in affluent suburbs- to recruit

) '
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highly skilled employed people. and,advertisinguften with a budget that is beyond
. most private employment servicesto constantly remind the pubhc that, as a

government service. ..:there is never a fee In addition, laws passed by Congress
'during the past decade ur su virtually assures government dominance of the employ
ment field by, fur example, requiring dny company with Federal contracts in excess
of $2,504i to list all jobs with.the USES, d=ob Service offices Even though in many

- eases the chances of that employer finding specifically qualified applicants (such as
computer analysts or engineers) through the USES is practically ml,

The continuing abuses, and.poor performance of the United States Employment
Service have not gone unnoticed Through the years there have been indictments,
criticisms and scandals, with the needy unemployed often to the fore with their .0

complaints. The attached report frum the 'State of California Health and Welfare
. Agency (11i73i testifies to the dissattsfaction of employers The report of the United

States General,Accuunting Office ,(1976.) confirms many complaints, and finds a few
extra. The sum of both these documents say the USES does a poor job of placing
people, and many employers are reluctant to use it.

In contrast to this, the private sector employment services have-over ten thousand
offices throughput the nation, many of them in locations not served by the USES,
with 'fifty thousand highly trained'professional employment onunselors who have
found jobs for millions of job seekers This success is based on the profession's
ability to teach others how to put petiple to work and motivate them to (16 ir
quickly, without excessive cost, and in large numbers. In addition, because of theie
intimatei knowledge uf client, companies, private sector employment services are able
lo createa job opening where none existed. Let me explain this.

In private.sectur, employment service offices, 40 per:cent of placements occur in
phsitions that were not listed with that office at the time the individual applied
One halPof this group are placed in jobs that did not exist with the client company
at the time the contact was made This is due, In the main, to employers' confidence
in the ability uf the private sector,empIoyment serGices to recommend the right .
people to them But it is also InditAtive of an interesting fact about the private

, sector employment services. theY can and do generate jobs
The main reasort is that employers are encouraged to create an opening for a

special' person who is.nosP available, based on the rationale that the particular skill
May not be available in six 'months or a _year whensthey may be looking In Many

,-- cases there are employers whollave concluded they cannot find the right person for
a position and have stopped looking. These things happen far more commonly M the
business world than is generally knpwn, but the prqfessionals. the private sector
employment services, have been aware of them for'years, and know these jobs can

a be.created when they have a good,job candidate The professional employment i
counselor activity canvasses the job market mid client companies through ' action
calls on the telephone to find the right job for their applicant (When they do not
have a positionjor them in-their files/ _

The professional employment service counselor is anxioqs to present the job
ctuididate as one an employer Would want. Private employkent counselors inter-
view every applicant, they k'now how to counsel mad guide the job seeker, and' will
offer expert advice on how to dress for the job tntertaiew, how to act, how to answer
questions, how to win the interviewin other words, how to get the job' No job
applicant is sent to a campanY uhannounced or ,without an appVment, so the =

emphSyer dues not have job candidates who have arriyed at inconv lent times and
who-must,be scheduled to return at a later date.oProfessionaf employment counsel-
ors followlup with eM'ployers and applicants to overcome anY problems, and theyv
work diligently to see both partieo are satisfied.even after the placement

In 10,000 private:employment offices throughout America, with 50, 00 tr'aincid
6=a9d experiencea employment, counseMrs, .more than 2 million job s e ers we

found jobs this past year However, as in must .areas of employment, metimes
placements do nuf work out. Either the employer or the employee may want to,
terminate a position within a fairly short time. The private sector eMployment
service will guatantee the placement for a reasonable period While these guaran-
tees vary from state to state, the Findley bill calls for a 10Nlay guarantee If a ,

position lasts Iess than a hundred days the private etnbloyment sevices will be
required to 'return to the litate 1 percent of the seryioe charge for each-day not
worked, For instance, if eithei- the employer or the employee terminates the elnploy
ment, with or without cause, within 15 days the private employment service would
refund 6.i percent of the service charge If the ,employee had w9rkt=d 50 days the
refund wthild be 50 percent of the service charge. This guarantees-the state a fair
return on anvestMent due tu savingS of unemploYment compensiitidn payments

&Ouse they arb4rivate enterprises, normal business competition keeps private
employment servkes' placement charges competitive Service charges vary from

.,
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state to state, city to city and even area to area; House Bill HR 4738 proposes each
private employment service use, their regular published charges, but not to exceed
the maximums provided in the bill.

The savings in government expenditures which as apiition we are all very much
concerned with now, are dramatic when the unemployed can quickly be put back to
work. In the last six months of the Pennsylvania Employables Program the Stele of
Pennsylvania paid out $300,000 to the private sector employment services and was
able to save over 1.5 million dollars in public assistance funds. On a national basis
and using the same ratio, the projected savings in unemployment benefits alone
would be approximately $2 billion a-year. A recent AFL-CIO report states that for

'every 1 percent reduction in Imemployment the Federal sovernment would save 25
to 30 billion-dollars annually.

It's safe to say the use of the private sector employment sel-vices to reduce the
number of unemployed will not IncreAse spending, will not necessitate any invest-
ment in additional offices or personnel, will save the nation billions of dollars, and
has been proven effective in pilot programs. Last but not least, it will help restore
dignity and a sense of Identity to many unemployed. In the words of an inner city
youth. "Without a job I am nobody, with a job I am somebody."

With over 8 percent of our job force unemployed toslay, the USES/Job Service
must be given a new mandate. With the proposed amendment to tire Wagner-Peyser
Act the number one priority for the USES would again become %ding jobs for the
unemplOYed. Employed persons would no longer be within the purview of the State
Job Services, nor would running personnel offices and interview desks for favored
employers under the GAMOT directive. Money saved on adyertising would be better
utilized in tackling the problems of placing the underskillecl and underemployed of
the inner city

CETA can also benefit from utilizing the services of the USES/Job Service and
the private employment services as inBicated in some programs in California (see
attached). EMTemployment would enhance the further allocation of funds for the
training areas of CETR.

Abraham Lincoln once said. "The government should only,do for the people what
the people cannot do for themselves. ' We must free up America's dynamism and
ability to grow, and create new opportunities for people who need to work and be
part of our productive society

INFORMATION FROM SNELLING & SNELLING OFFICES IN CALIFORNIA

In three separate instances'initially from information forwarded tos by Snelling
& Snelling offices iii,Califorma, we have found that State is utilizin at least to
seme extent, the private employment services there This use of,the p 'vete sector
employment services does nbt seem to be a part of any State or local government
directive, but rather a result of individual agencies and departntpats deciding pri-
vate employment services could serve them better.

CITY OF SACRAMENTO DEPARTMENT OF REHABILITATION

Isabelle Britton of the Sacramento Snelling & Snelling office reported to IHQ that
her office had been placing as many as 5-6 rehabilitation persons from the Sacra-
ment(1city tovernment among them several policemen injured in the line of duty
and now part of the Rehab,program.

Inquiry to Wanda Husman of the City of 'Sacramento Department of Rehabilita-
. don produced the following information:

The City of Sacramento is self-insured. An employee injured on the job must
receive rehabilitation, counseling and training from .the City if the worker cannot
return to his/her former job. Worker on Rehab funds receives two-thirds salar3), but
not to exceed $175 a week

According to the Rehabilitation Department, they try to get Rehab people "back
to work fast" for two reasons:

Rehab candidates tend to lose initiative and impetus if return to work is delayed
with resulting physical and psychological deterioration.

Indefinite or permanent retention of the 'Rehab canditlate on Rehab funds is
costly to the City

Goal of the Department of Rehabilitation is to get Rehab people a job "within a
month" after they are ready for re-employment. The Department of Rehabilitation
refers the job,candidate to private employmeht serv,ices in Sacramento because "the
private agencies have more and better jobs listed.'r

The Department has a 90-day "job search plan." Letters are sent out to private
employment services in the area asking them if they will find employment for
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specifk persons mentioned in the letter, the letter serves as authorization o( pay
ment when the person is placefl in a job.

Comments from Department EDD hassles them too much. Rehab people have
had it, anyway, they need professional courteous handling. They don't want-the run
around that is too often the nature of the system.- "We want them treated as a
person, not as a number."

SAN RAFAEL/MARIN COUNTY OFFICE OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRIUNING

Phillip Grey of the Snelhng & Snelling office, San Rafael has been meeting with
Marin County Office of Employment and Training to help them place last 50 hard-
to-place CETA geople. Many of the CETA people in this last group lacRed motiva-
tion, were confused and discouraged Grey Instructed the group on PEP tPrime,
Enthuse, Prepare) and other techniques County managed to reduce remaining 50
substantially, placing them in jobs,

Grey's Snelling & Snelling staff iother private employment services were also
participating on, a voluntary, no-charge basis, worked with 5 referrals from this
hard-to-plawgroup, were able tu place 2 One is an Asian refugee now working in a
clothing store as a bookkeeper. Her numbers work is excellent but she has trouble
becoming flyient in English. Grey says he may ,try to place her elsewhere soon,
although she gets highpark from employer for bookkeeping skills.

The second CETA referral was placed with local savings and loan association
They have called Grey to say !Arson is highly satisfactory and to express thanks

sTocicro'N, SAN JOAgLIN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES DEPARTMENT

Luis Sanchez, lnfill-mation Officer fdr the StockloMSan Joaquin Employment and
Training Opportunities Departme.nt has to deal with 1,000 CETA4 people laid off
countywide. Re-employment effort was directed at first basically to find employers
to find jobs for job-ready.CETA people.

However some CETA people found county placement services inadequate This
group was sent to_private employment agency of their choice with their vouchers A
list of the comity s private employment service offices was given each job candidate
Most of them were enthcisiastic about private employment service placement

Good comniunity support for this program the State 'Savings and Loan Associ7
ation took,ad in newspaper to hire 100 CETA people-50 in April, '50 in July 1981.
Savings and Loan later took a'd to express their satisfaction with the training their
former CETA employees had received. tThis program later _terminated. see letter

, attached.)

HOW WILL THE OPERATION OF THE USES AND STATE JOB SERVICES BE AFFECTED BY A
25 PERCENT,BUDGET TRAN8FER9

Undoubtedly there will be a,realignment of USES and Job Service duties and
priorities. One outcome could be a reduction, if not eliminatiori, of funds spent on
advertising in newspapers, Yellow Pages, radio and television, direct mail, etc. This

'.aw money 4.ould be applied to retaining qualified personnel. Curtailment of manage-
ment-level recruiting, and interviewing and screening of jOb applicants for the
employer at the employer's place of business, the reduction of paperwork and like
procedures, would ajlow for further savings to be applied to USES operations.

WILL THE HARD-TO-PLACE, (LAST HIRED, FIRST FIRED) BE HELPED9

Test cases in California, Michigan and Pennsylvania have shown good-to-excellent
results. In the latest Pennsylvania Employables Program Report lenclosech the
private sector employment senice participating in this program placed 27 percent
of referrals, an average of 20 percent were phtced in July and August. Private
employment services were paid $100,000, while savings to the State were $250,000,

WILL THERE. BE AN OPPORTUNITY FOR FAVORITISM AMONG PRIVATE SECTOR
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PARTICIPATING IN THE PROGRAM9

Uneifiplayment compensation recipients and others being referred to ,the private
sector of the employment service profession will lie given a list of private employ
ment service offices in their county, or 4ocarvicinity, anclwill choose from these

302
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SHOW) THE PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYMENT SERVICES PARTICIPATING IN THE
PROGRAM GIVE A SPECIAL RATE OR DISCOUNT TO THE GOVERNMENT'

An upper limit on service charges has been described in House Bill H.R 4738 that
Is both reasonable to the.private sector and protectite of the government. Place:
ment uf unemployment compensation recipients and others is essentially not an
easy undertaking, private employment services should nut be expected tu take less
than their usual service charges, especially when findingojobs fur these applicants
will result inconsiderable savings to the Government

k The maximum senice chages are 1 percent per thousand to a maximum of 21
percent For example, an individual placed at $7,000 peir-year would require a
set-We charge of $495 [7 percent of $7,0001. If placed at $9.000 a year It would.be 9
percent of $9,000 or $810 )

In Pennsylvania, private employment services participating in the PEP program
were uffered $75 for each individual they counseled' whether or nut that individual
w,as ever placed in a job. They unanimously rejected this offer, preferring tu be paid
only when the applicant was found employment.

The livelihood of the pnyate employment services depend' un referrals from satis-
fied jobseekers and client companies They are obligated therefore to work in an
ethical and satisfactory manner,

WCAN TIO. PRIV Air SECTOR HANDLE 9 MILLION LNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATIOh
RECIPIENTS"'

If just 25 percent of the pri.vate employment. service offices participate in the
Private Sector Employment Service Program the number of job offices available tu
the nation 5 unemployed will have been doubled The number of placement counsel-
ors will have been tripled, approximately, since in ttie private sector nearly every:.
one Involved is in a placement capacity.

The private sector has the capacity and the expansion potentiai to haridle an ,
added load, nut being subject tu procedural delays, authorizations and paperwork as
found in government agencies.

.Processing of the jub ,Ipplicant in the private sector is more efficient btt.ause the
private employment service offices do nut specialize in counseling sessions, special
grpup studies, evaluations and liaisons, organization of community support agencies
on employer visitations. All, interviewing and consultations are geared for one
thingfinding the applicant a jeb promptly. .

IS THE USER, JOB SERVICF. PLACEMENT ACTIVITY MORF. COST-EFFECTIVE THAN
PLACEMENTS BY THE PRIVATE SECTOR'

The private sector would be pleased tu provide a comparison of our per capita cost
.placement figures, which are demonstrably accurate, with that of the USES, if the
USES figures can clearly and accurately be determined by anyone

Until 1979, USES figures for budgetary requirements were based on "transac-
tions," which included counseling, interviews, numbers of job applicants sent un
interviews with or without resulting job placement, etc. Budgetary allocations are
still based un furmulae fur these years. Placements are nuw counted in three ways
Those lasting 3 days, called temporary, equivalent to private sector temporary help
services Two categories are called permanent those from 3 to 150 days, and those
over 150 days These definitions are based an the Job Service interviewers' assess-
ment of the length of employment.

TOWHAT EXTENT WILL THF. PRIVATE SECTOR REQUIRE MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE,
FORMS, PROCEDURES INSTRUCTION, ET CETERA FROM THE GOVERNMENT'

In pilot programs in California, Michigan and Pennsylvania, paperwork was kept
to a minimum A stmple voucher system, Issued by thnoCal USES office, is suggest-
ed.

Time ts of the essence We face a national emergency with an unemployment rate
. at 8 percent and many state unemployment funds bankrupted House Bill H.R. 1738

needs to be effected swiftly in order to put the unemployed back tp work.
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Department of Public Welfare
Office of Income Maintenance
Bureau of Employment Programs

PE? Report for the ?eriod of August 1 - 31. 1981

This repor,t contains information for the month of August 1981.

as wee,1 as cumulative information for the,1981-82 fiscal year. Plans

are being made to Include a chart reflective of monthly changes in

activities in next month's report.

Page 6. the PEP Client Activity Report, is a combined report

ladicating, among other things, the unduplicated number of clients

registered in each PEP County during the month. A comparison of this

figure with the total placements in a given month will provide a clearer

,indication.of activities and success of the PEP Units.

The (-ETA Special Grant Bounties activities are shown as a

combined effort of these Units in the total PEP Program and should

added in the reports of the other components.

not be

The Employment Program Trainee authorized complement currently

stands at SS.' The limrtid amount of funds available this fiscal year has

forced the reduction of the Aumber pf slov to 44. This month shows 38

of these slots filled. EfiOrts ars continuing to find permanent. full-time

30b's for those trainees whp are nearing the end of the max2mum.of 12 months

enrollment.
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CUMULATIVE' REPORT FOR FISCAL YEARISLACTIVITIES

PEP UNIT ACTIVIMSUNNARY
Period 7-1-81 to 6-31-81

q

CATEGORY .m0

REFERRALS

. .

NUMBER Or PLACEMENTS CAill ASSISTANCE
DISCONTINUED

CASH ASSISTANCE.
REDUCED

Umber 911gAty-, Training , Total
Cliente.

.11 I

Amt. S
o.

Clients..
ont% y ,

Amt.

PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT
AGENCIES VOUCUERS ' 619 , 126 126 112 19,339.60 ' 1 25.64

NDIRECT
10,466 1,316 152 1,468 2,255 361,084.25 93 6,610.94

OEScotruticrs

...........0-

CETA

,

1,758 243 47 290 419 69,778,99

,-

, 25 2,027.62

TOTAL 42,645 1,685 199 1,884 2,786 450,202.64 119 6,664.40

TOTAL
WELFARE 5456,667.24
SAVINGS'

'Current statistics indicate that the average General AssiStance client remains on the rolls for one year.
The above savings arecalculated for one month only, the month during which the activity took place, and
are not cumulative. A projection can be made, therefore, that an annual savings of 55,506,405.88 will
result from the first two months' ictivity.

4

"*Of these figures, cash payments for 632 clients Were discontinued, And cash payments for 5 c ents were
,:educed. as a result of sanctiO6e.

"
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SPECIALPEP - CETA =IT
;cried. 8-1-41 to 1-31-81
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HELP FOR UNEMPLOYED
(Mr. FINDLEY asked and was Oven

permission to address the House fed 1
minute and to revise and extend hls
temarkt)

My FINDLEY, Mr Sneaker. I am
today introducing legislaUon tb amend
the Wagnerreyser Act to require that
State employment offices use a por.
lion of their existing budget to utilize
the private sector of the emPlorMent
service Profession to locate Jobs for
unemployed Individuals And public as.
ststaitte reeitnenta,

This leelslation Ls vital to millions of
Americans seeking lobs Now that the
Government Ls engaged in meeting the
challense of budget cutting to bring us
to a hoped-for sound economic base. It
Is of pressing importance that we rely
once stain on free enterprise and the
Min!" seetor to assume that which it
historically does faster, better, and
more oast effectively than govern-
ment.

It le critically imPortant that we
deal promptly with the current annual
unemployment rate of over a percent.
a rate which forecasters predict Mil
not diminish within ths foreseeable
future.

In proposing this bill, I ask that we
consider all the various costs to the
Nation when 5 percent of the work
force ls without Rita An a Percent
rate of unemployment adds enormous-
ly tO expenditures by Federal. State.
and local governments for unemPlol-
ment compensation, welf are. and
other forms of Public assistance. It re-
duces tax revenues and decreases bust.
nen and industry productivity.

The treater cost to a nation, howev-
er, ls what unemployment breedsdis-
couraged. aimless young people, rising
crime and vandalism, and enormous
social. etonomic. Psychological, and
physiological pressures on the Jobless
and theief amities. Thls suffering, and
the loss cif individual dignity and self -
worth, cannot be measured in alone.
tary terms. It ls, in the ultimate, dev-
astatine to the entire social fabric of
Our COuntry,

unfortunately, the public agencies
charged with finding jot* for the un-
employed have been less than success-
ful. Lien morc unfortunately, the pri-
vate sector of the employment services
profession hes teen virtually shut out
of our Nation s efforts to reduce un-
emploinsenL

The bill I am Introducing today
would change that- It would require
that States which receive money
under the Wainer PeYser Act set aside
a specified portion of their funds for
prisate employment service placement
efforts. A private emPloment service

wohld be paid Its customary charge.
UP to a reasonable amount specified ln
the Dili!! it found a Joti for an individ-
ual referred by a State emoloYment
office. The private agency not
retain full payment of 1 huge
unless the individual stayed o lhe Job

slor at least 100 days. The private
agency would have to return 1 percent
of its compensation for each day,
under 100, that the todividual for
whom lt found *Job failed to stay em-
ployed by the same employer.

Although It would be uls to each
State to decide how to lmolement this
Program, a minimum of paperwork
should be necessary. I would urge that
a simple voucher system be used.
Under such a system a State ensPloy.
ment service would provide each elle-
ble individual wfth a voucher to pre-.
sent to a private employment service.
If and when that Unice found Job
for the individual, the voucher would
be presented for parment to the ap-
propriate State agency.

In order to insure that State and pri-
vate agencies fully cooperate, the bill
requires that: Mat, a set percentage
of the State agencies funds be used for
the Program and second. the State
agencies refer individuals to the pri-
vate service on I Proportiormtely rep-
resentative basis.en other words. the
State 'agency must refer fair sam.
Mins of its clientele not hist those
wham the Public agency cannot Place.

The bill also makes clear that States
are not limited to using Wagner-
Peyser Act funds In making use of pri-
vate employment services. A State
may use arty funds properly available
to It for obtaining lobs for individuals
who receive Government benefits or
assistance to secure the ald of ;divide
employment services.

Mr Speaker, the Wagner-Peyser Act
was written In /931 ln the depths of
the Great Depression, when the wide-
spread unemployment of that era di-
rectly affected onedhlrd of the popu-
lation of the United States. This act
created the U.S. Employment Service
and a Federal-State Partnership to es-
tablish what was In effact an emergen-
cy network of Stater= employment
offices to find .lott for the unem
ployed.

No one could foresee. In the dire
straits of the Depression of 1933. that
the US Employment Service created
by the Wagner-Peyser Act would pro-
long Itself almost 50 years, Involve
itself In activities far exceeding Its
original mandate, and render Its origi-
nal purposeto find Jobs lorlhe un-
en, Pio, edone of Its lesser activities

In the past decade the number of
people actually placed In Jobs by the
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USES has declined drastically ?lace,
ments Mropped drom 141 million In
lege to less than 4 million last year
Of perhaps equal significance IS a Oov
ernrnent IkecountIng Office report on
;ism which observes that the bulk of
these placements were not permanent
positions, and many were of a tempo-
rary nature

In the mld 1570's, while lois service
files were filled with the names of mil-
lions of unemployed. USES turned to
recruiting Job candidates at manageri-
al levels, using radio, televlslon, neds-
papers, and the yellow MM, seeking
to place attorneys at 150000 a yeag,
engineers at $40.000, machintsts at
120.000all PeoPle then currently em-
ployed.

In the last decade the U.S. Employ,-
ment Service oPened offices in afflu-
ent suburbs. close Ur a skilled work
force and managerial level Job candi.
dates. Obviously. such actions fall to
serve the Jobless of the inner MY. The
State of Colorajlo Divison of Employ-
ment came un&r fire in recent years
for falling to help the Joblels and dis-
advantaged. A. former President of the
Colorado Labor Council served iss
consultant in an Investigation of that
State* emPlorment service, and, ac-
cording to the Rocky Mountain ?lbws.
said that the Colorado Employment
Service has been inefficient in helping
minority and first-time applicants In
finding Jot* and training. .

The investigation of the Colorado
Job Service stemmed from a suit filed
in 1913 by the AFL-CIO and several
community organizations, among
them the IMAM The suit charged
that the emplotment service obtained
U11.7 million in Federal money over 5
years to run Program for Peor and
disadvantaged persons but never sell- ir
ously did so. This sult was settled out
of tourt when the Labor Department
Promised to investigate, and several
top Colorado Employment Service of-
ficials resigned.

Failure to Place long term uncm-
ployed In satisfactory numbers has led
to the severe depletion ol sescral
States unemployment trust accounta
-The record lust reviewed is not an

indictment of the U..5 Eniplosment
Service per se. or of ite staffs. witibis
contain many earnestly cemmitted
and effective people. Rather, it is an
example of a Government stency no
longer able to perform tiys task for
which it was originallyf tabllshed.
Times have change& Ern/I cis today
view USES job piacemcntjofflces LS
unemployment offices and too often
refuse to use them.

The failure of USES to find Jobs f or
V. unemployed led. ln 1913. to the In-



volvement of the Private sector ern
Ployment services In California In a
pilot program called the California
Private EInployment Prefect N. The
13tatt qf California contraCted with
private emotoyment services to lind
felaS for able-to-work selfare arum
entsuving in the Process 3300 000
in urn rnpiuvmeint and Ware pay
men!, Approximately 54 peat nt of
the individuals placed by praate ern
Moment services stav ed on the lob titt
days or more This SOCCCSS rave the
State of Catfornia a 3 to I return on
Its investment

Is similar program sas successful in
Michigan Where six Oakland County
Private employment sen ices were In
volved In a federally funded Protect to
find lobs for State aid to dependent
Children clients The Purpose of this
expertmeptal Protect las to reduce
thc selfare tolls through Utilization of
private enterprise Using Private CM
ployment SerViceS to inters lea in
depth motivate and place three
people In gainful emploment Mien
[an demonstrated that the venue
charge paid to the private employ-
meat offices Saved vast sums when
compared with mostly and yearly
State publloassistanee payments.

Unfortunately. the pilot proyeets in
Michigan and California met a predict.
table amount of resilience within State
governments State employees were
not particularly cooperative wi,h
Plans to enlist 'the help of the Wattle
sector A scarcity of referrals to mi.
rate ernoloyment services dear loped
when the Pilot ,projects Isere finally
activated States were Slow in process-
Int POssible Job candldates. Wlis n
Public assistance recipients sere final
ly referred to private employmenl of
flees, the candidates Were not nen mo-
tivated, nor yell Informed about the
Project, even thoUgh many of than
proved %Ming to hate the private ern
Ployment of ha. look for Jobs for
them

In 1980. the Department of Welfare
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylv a-
nla studied the results of the Michigan
and California Pilot programs and
started the Pennsylvania employable,
Program to use private employment
services to find Jobs for",able tow ork
welfare redpients The Pennsylvania
Program ha.s been so Successful that it
was rengweu for the year 1901 A hill
In the Pennsylvania legislature nqw
proposes to make the Program porma-
nent

The Private employment agencies In
Pennsylvania Placed. as of Ju e 31.
1981. 20percent of the candula es re-
ferred to thern Versus II percent f Or
the State emPlonnent agencies, and
were paid on a contingency basis a
total sum of under 2300,000. The State
saved over SI 5 million In cash assist-
ance Paymenta

Although the State of Pennsylvania
had originally authorized oyer
$645 000 to say the private sector em
Ployment service,' charges in 1000
less than IO percent of that sum aas
used that year due to dolor. In dip at-
mtnial processing, and the resulting
low numbers of IP applicants referred
by the Department of Welfare How-
ever In survey at the end of 19$0.
over 90 percent of the private employ
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ment services partielPatIng In the
Pennsylvania employables program
desired to continue

In these prograMtUre
not t In State and Government
funds ut also in human valuesIn
regular sages and restored dignity for
the worker in rune +al of hope for In
clividuais and families and alleviation
of suffering

Mr Speaker, the Wagner Parser Act
Was our Nation s response 50 years ago
to a major alms in our htstory We
face a rusts again today as we scck to
reduce, Oovernment )n many areaS.
and to cut Sperning yo that our Nation
msy nut only sun iscbtt grow We
bruit should not and cannot contmue
"to provide and pay for Government
Services a here the private sector Call
do the Feb more effectively and at less
cost The challenge we face today is
dd ferent different In scope, different
to quwaity, and different In ter= of
the solution needed. The bill I hale In
troductd today can meet today's cm
[Moment Problems in a realistic and
cost effective manner I urge my Col-
leagues to study it and I selcome their
tupPert

Text of the bill follows' t/
II R atilt

A bill to amend the Wagner Tegser Act to
req. e State employment offices to use
private employment services to locate /ORS
for unemployed indulduals. and for other
ImPPOsest

tootled by the Senate and Howe of
Itegresen(graves 0/ the United States of
A ntros tn.-Common asrentblert.

rorapecs
Storms I The Congress finds and de-

elates trat
11, the Nation has auffered aubstantial

and onacreptable unentnoyrnent and un
derrrnplot mrnt Imposing ntunerous vaned
and evalateng economic and social coats In-
eluding

IA, increased expenditures be Federal
State and local gotcrnments far uncmploy-
oust compensation, public assistance and
otheo transfer cameras as well as reduced
tan re, irioeS.

deretAeid bustresa and indus.c21.0-
durtskity and ire...eased las burdens and

1Cr exposure of many-families to cconOrn-
Sc. social Palchological and physiological
costs, meludIng disruption of family We and
lam of indit dignity

121 t he private employment service profes-
sion has mer 10 000 of lees many in loca
lions not served be State employment Of
fie, and Cuer 50 000 professional employ
ment counselors available on contingence
hasu tO awn the unemployed in quickly
Brutus permscent employment

131 got, rntoent t all Inas has failed to
Use arickuatcly the resyurc at PM ate era
Ploy merit ten ce-in accordance yeah goy
ernmeni policies to Increase reliance on the

ortnr including Off, of Manage
ment WAS Budget tircullr A TI desInte the
proten root effectiveness of such unto-ea
and the groat nerd to find employment Mr
the hatoon s uustoploy rd.

111 tia State pitretarra which hate wed
the re .ogrces of tin ate employnnl rit si ry
ices to fend lobs for Irie unelnylnyed hate
been pro. n and

Si rim ryimnt t 511 levets should make
Use of private employment services lhorder
to aid uneMployed persons and to reduce
licrenploy merit In the stets

IMAMS. Or Die ACT
C. 2 The -purpose of this Act is to re

Quire !stairs to use yi,iiecmploynrest
seri...1 las id the unterlPillted iii finding
lobs us tie moil cost elfin tit e manner pCal-
tile

asorimiwit
Eace 3 Section 101 the Acr , ^^ ' '733

13

123 U.S.0 4311.. MIMI.is known as the
Wagner Peyver Acl essarcendeid

Ill by Iriserting iai after SSC II" arid
121 by adding at the end thereof the 101

Wiring nee sueseetiors
'ibItti Any State desiring on receive funds

under this Art for any (meal year beginning
on or alter October I. 1112. shalt by the
agency ile--)Crsatell to cooperate sars the
tinned States Employment &nun submit
to the Director each amendments to the
Plan submitted under subsection Iii as may
be neerestcY Id:More that not less than 25
percent of the unds made available under
this Aet forms any such year will b used
for the purpose of securing the usistariee of
Senate employment services to obtain Yobs
far untkeaokared individuals In acxrdanee
ith the resuiremenu of this subsection.
The airendmeas submitted be the State
agencl atoll leisure tha IndividnaU referred
by that a:end to Mute employment sere
lete peoPartlecutely represeM on the basis
of Job skins and exPent nee the individual,
served be such agency If such amendments
an reasonable appropriate and adequate to
carry out such purposes they shill be as.
proved by the D,rector and due notice of
auth approval shall be given to the State
agenee The Director shall, to the extent
feasible use final action on all amend-
ments within 60 lays of the date of their
weals-non

ell The amendments suirnIteed by the
State ag1nce shall deseribo the nature of
ttieContragallaRto hich It Intends to enter
for the purposu of tas subsection. such
contracts shall provide for cancellation to
Private empiament serviceo on the baus of
the watts of such service in obtaining ern.
eloyment for unemployed Individuals. Such
competes-Mon shall not exceed sn amount
casual toot the lesser of

1/11 that ernoloyment seri/lees normal
placement charge,or

' BD rate of one percent per thousand
dollars 01 the first year s earnings of th

so placed In emplormarn not to
rased 25 percent

"131 An rusyloysnent serViee shall be entl
tied to full Paiment of the eorsocruation
computed under Paragraph r2/ only lf the
Individual for hom such genic* has se-
cured S lob remains in the employ of the
employer to Whom the Individual sas re-
ferred for at least 100 calendar days If n
eligible Ind sidual leaves such employ after
less than 100 calendar days the innate ern
ployment service shall be entitled to an
amount equal tO one Percent of sah coin
censation fo; each thy the crate:oat tie,
mauled on the lob

141 no payment raadeActicepganee-aith
contract MTh Mc. e require

menu of this section Shall Redeemed to s lo-
late section 211 of title IC United States
Code

151 Such Placentiaa las shall be made by
Prliate einploenunt anise undcr this sub-
section may be statistically credited for ern
Ployment purposes tabu-SLUR agency

igi A State may use funds reopen, stall
able to It for obtaining loin for individuals
Who receite government tem tits or must
sore to secure thr assistance of Private em-
Dimmest Sen lets for such purpose

(7/ For the purpose of this subsection-
- f Al the term private employmem serv

Ice Means any person Or entity regularly
undertaking Mr Compensation to procure
employees for An employer or to procure for
employees ooncriumul 5 lo ork for an ern
ploy el' and incl.), n accrit ot such pereon
or en/ ity but shall not Im !site ny seem y
or Service of the United States any State or
political subdivision thereof and

irk) the term Stale includes thetDutrut
of coniciola. the Conimonuralth of Puerto
Biro Guam II r Vuen Islands Arnerein
St.103 the Northern Mariana Wind, and
the Trust Territory of the Prolix Islands

rerscrIve 111,1rf
sa 4 The prosoons of this Act than

take effect 30 days Mir the date o, its en
ailment
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THE GREAT MANPOWER GRAB

ALMOST UNNOTICED, THE U S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE IS UNDERMINING ONE OF (AIR
BASIC FREEDOMSTHE MGHT TO CHOOSE ONE'S LIFE WORK

(By Frank T Bow, U S. Representative froni Ohio)

While ' the Johnson Administration wages an alleged "unconditional war on
paerty" the federal agency chosen to fight in the front line of that war is brazenly
using It to advance one of tie most ambitious Power grabs in U S history If it
succeeds, every working man and woman in America will one day be forced to seek
work through government employment offices.

The akency is the U.S. EmploymentService, a didon of the Labor Department's
ubiquitous Bureau Of Employment Security (BES). In the war on poverty,_USES
machinery will,be charged with "mobilizing the troops"the hard-coge uneffroyed,
the young people of Sargent Shriver's Youth Job Corps, the Hot& Town Work
Training force, and other make-work battalions. Already USES experts iron-fist
financial control over some 1900 state employment offices Now it is extending its
hand into high-school counseling, college placement, company personnel offices,
union hiring' hdlls, and even into private Industry's executive suites.

USES is ()mg all thisand moreunder the guise of "helping the unemployed "
But it...makes no bones about its ultimate goal That goal, according to USES
Director Louis Levine, is to build thg..Employment Service into "the manpower
agency" for the nation, through which all job hiring, would be funneled.

Neither needed nor wanted. Originally established as a World War I labor-
mobilization, agency, USES remained a feeble, altnost forgotten arm of government
with a lowly $1 million annual budget until the Wagner-Peyser Act gave it power to
flex its muscles That was in 1933, in the depth of the Depression, and Congress
clearly intended that the nation's unemployed, which then numbered nearly 13

million, be USES' prime concern.
Today, USES budget is around 200 million dollarsdotible what it was in fiscal

1959. In addition, It received the lion's share of the 47 million dollars the Labor
Department got for the Manpower Development and Training Act retraining pro-
gram in fiscal 1964 and says..it will have to have another 75 million dollars, via
MDTA funds in fiscal 1965 to complete the job. On top of that, untold millions more
will be earmakked for USES' role in the war on poverty.

Despite these skyrocketing expenditures, there is mounting evidence to support
the charge that the USES has 'turned its back on the unemployed " Instead of
concentrating on helping our jobless, the agency is expanding more and more into
fields where It is neither needed nor wanted If this is permitted to continue it can
only result in absolute control of American Inanpower and its allocation The
surrender of our free-enterprise sykem will be complete.

The Way for this total control has alreody been prepared in enabling legislation
r now before the Congress. The measure would empower the Secretary of Labor to

hand.pick a special committee to draft new laws that would njake aH job-plagement
activities "exclusively a public service." In short, a federal closed shop would be
clamped tightly on the whole nation.

Here is just what this will mean to citizens. If you are a high-school or college
student, youwill have to accept the guidance of a governnrnt employee or risk
being numbered among the forgotten unemployed If you wiSh to change jobs and
thereby bettqr yourself,. you will have to win the approval of a government clerk
before you can,be referred to a new position. If you are an employer, you will have
to accept witoever is sent to you to fill a job or you will risk getting on the
governmene black list

If you know what is going on in the federargovernment today, you can add one
more dimension. Federal employment is based too largely on political reliability If
USES becomes the community manpower center, as it has stated, you may very well
need the okay of the political party in power before you can get a chance at the
better jobs

/ Growing ever'strongar. USES, however, is not waiting for n ew legislation Grow-
ing ever -stronger with liberal transfusions of tax money, it is picking up telling
yardage..in its sweeping end run around the battered line of our free enterprise.

' Rep Frank I Bow IR ..Ohioi 1,, a ranking membek of the flouse'Appropriations Committee
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system. Almost unnoticed, it has scored an impressive series of first downs Onlive
important fronts:

(1) Seniors in over 10,000 high schoolsabout, half of all high schools in the
countryare being tested and counseled by the federal-state Employment Service

USES promises to extend this activity to all high schools. Aptitude tests and
counseling services are given to thousands of students despite the fact that some
psychologists seriously question the qualifications of Employment Service personnel
to operate in this delicate area. Many of these testers and counselors do not have a
college degree, let alone specialized training in psychology that would fit tEem to
guide young people into life careers.

The ineptitude of USES testers is pointed up by the experience of Marcellus S
Merrill, president of the Merrill Engineering Laboratories in Denver An electrical
engineer, he numbers among his many inventions an electronic wheel-balancing
device for,automobiles, and precision gyroscopes for space satellites.

Out of scientific curiosity, Merrill dropped by an employment office in Denver and
took a 2V2-hour tiptitude test. .

"They told me I might make a teacher, but only in the junior grades of a rural
school, Merrill reported. "They also thought I might do"as a file clerk or a male
nurse or possibly even a testing clerk. But they said I could never hope to make the
grade as an electrician or an engineer."

It is impossible to calculate how many young peopldpotential doctors, lawyers,
scientistshave been steered into wrong careers by such tests.

(2) USES is out to handle the job placement Of every college student in the
country. .

Thus far, USES boasts that neatly 300 institutions of higher learning have accept-
ed Employment Service conunselors and guidance. The bait is the money the insti-
tutions can save on their own placement operations by letting government employ-
ees do the job. .

However, the USES campus campaign has run into foimidable opposition Some
200 college and university presidents wrote the College Placement Council denounc-
ing the USES blitz. Mt:my of the Council's 1800 affiliates in industry joined them In
September 1963 Congressman Robert Taft, Jr., of Ohio introduced a bill to bar

SES from the nation's compuses. ',Alarmed, the Labor Department suddenly beat a

f"'"""ctical
retreat, agreed to halt its promotional activities among colleges and piously

swore it intended 'only to supplement college placement facilities, not to supplant
them." i

Nonetheless, Dr. Eric A. Walker, President of Penn State, feels that in the end the
$50,000 to $100,000 a year that man& colleges spend on their own placement offices
I,ill tip the scales in favor df USE& "I suspect, he says, "that it is on this basis
that the government 'scheme will wirt;out."

(3) USES is signing more and mote companies to "exclusive agreements" under
which they pledge to do all their hiring through the Employment Service

Under these pacts, firms agree,to ailopt a technique known as "closing'the gate "
In Georgia, California, Ohio and a scqre of other states, job seekers are confronted ,
with signs at plant and store entrances telling them they must file applications
through the state offices. In effect, t 's gives the government closed-shop control
ovei -company hiring policies.

(4) Labor%unions have turned ove'r their own hiring halls to the USES' state
subsidiaries. They are concentrating their efforts on a campaign to force companies
to get, on the USES

Walter ReutffeY,-president of the United Auto Workers, speaking for the AFL-
CIO, has gone so far as to suggest a form of fiscal pressure to whip recalcitrant
employer; into line. He has called for a law "to require,employers, as a condition for
obtaining reduced unemployment compensation rates, to list with the public Em-
ployment Service all job vacancies." Meanwhile, Reuther is calling for a Presiden-
tial executive order requiring all government contractors to hire through USES

(5) Instead of devoting all its effort to placing America's four million unemployed,
USES is now finding new joba for more than a quarter million professional and
managerial personnel each year.

More and more, USES is concentrating on placing peoPle whose talents and skills
ste in high demandengineers, scientists, schoolteachers, nurses and even high
laried executives. USES placements in this field have nearly tripled in the last

deeade and zoomed an impressive 50 percent since 1960. .

Newspaper advertisements are widely used to hook professional applicants Typi-
cal is an ad placed by the Ohio State Employment Service in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer. It was topped by announcement of an opening for an open-hearth superin-
tendent to work in Argentina at $23,754 per year. Beneath this Was another for a

,..
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mechanical engineer at $15,000. And under that, was a third for a job analyst in
1 Tanganyika at $14,000. -`

To further entice easily placed executives and scientists, USES has outfilfed 160
new offices in its "professional. Office Network." In 52 of the largest .cities employ- '
ment offices are located separately from the Unemployment Compen4ation Service
facilities. Many of these-offices are outfitted with 'expensiv.e draperies, tasteful

-\ furnishings and attractive receptionists. .

ri mine stopped by the professional office in Pittsburgh and inquired about openings
Curious as to how efficient this network actually is, a young journalist friend of

for writers in California. He later gave me a complete account of what happened,

"The receptionist promptly ushered me into a large room with a dozen desks, all
except one of them emptied by the lunch-hour exodus," he reported. "The lone ,
'counselor' was a breezy, brush-cut young man with an athletic build When I told
him what I was interested in he searched a three-week-old catalogue of openings
from the Californialtate Employment Service The only thing listed for a writer .
was in the teChnical fieldand it specified female. I was out on both counts

"There followed one of the weirdest 'interviews' I ever had. FOr 40 minutes -I was
treated-to a lecture on the horrible job situation in Pittsburgh, the "brutalfacts" of
econ4mic life generally, and the outstanding abilityof my counselor to place techni-
cal peOple despite the fact he had "never had a day of college" or any k formal
training in personnel work. He never asked whether I was employed or unem-
ployed, nor did he pose one single question abq my,qualifications or background
He never troubled to ask my name or where he Thight get in touch with-me if a job
turned Up!" .. .

Conform or else..In many state offices, USES and the Unemployment Compensa-
tion Service, both of which come under the Bureau of Enuaiwyment Security, share
the same offices and personnel. And BES' total staff rose from 46,000 to nearly
60,000 in the last ten years, with more than,half of the increased staff added since
196Q.

. .

Except for special funds for MDTA, Area Redevelopment Administration, and the
war-on-poverty programs, BES funds come from the unemployment taxes paid en-
tirely by employers. But in order to stay in business, employers areforced to pass
this tax along to consumers in the form of higher pi-keg. Thus everyone pays. And'
the NI is astronomical. In fiscal 1965 BES will gobble up moreithan $455 million
over and dbove the estimated $3 billion the stet& will haul jn for inlemploytnent-
compensation payments.

USES, officials in Washington claim that 'the Employment Service is really a
decentralized federal-state system. "The heart of that system" the agency contended
in a fact sheet issued in 1963, "is found in the 1900 local offices operated and
administered by the states." ,

This is a deliberate distortion,. First of all, every dollar the states c011ect for their
iEmployment Service operation is channeled through the' federal government

nd each state must have its Employment Service budget approved by the U S
r Department. And finally, to get this approval, the states must conform

pletely with the policies concocted by the federal bureaucracy.
Any lingering thoughts that USES control over the state agencies is something'

less than absolute were buried forever in July 1963 Wielding a financial nightstick,
the Labor Department clubbed down a bill in the Pennsylvania legislature that
would have limited state employment offices to helping only the unemployed and
under-employed. .

The bill had already sailed through the state senate when the Labor Departinent
moved in. It informed Pennsylvania officials that the legislation raised "serious
conforniity quekions" that could jeopardize federal funds. There was also the im-
phcit threat that Washington might call its long-standing $192-million loan to the
Pennsylvania unemployment-compensation fund. Faced with the state's possible

1 bankruptcb Gov. William W. Scrantoa discreetly let the bill die in the lo er house .
Padded Figures. One state administrator, however haecourageously s up to

USES ambitious bureaucrats. Willard P. Dudley, director of the Ohio ureau of,
Unemployment Compensation, discovered last October thatslacement figures at the
Cleveland employment office were padded. Because of pregure from Washin on to
increase placements, as many, as half of all placements claimed by the offkO were
fraudulent. , ir '''.

Dudley said -USES ,officials deplored releasing the results of his investigation
because theagency's appropriation was pending before the Congress.

Padding the figures is, however, apparently nothing new with USES In Akron,

... sor assign to his three sortv, one 'of whom was simultaneously
Ohio, 140 placements claimed turned out to be jobs an Employme40Syervice supervi-

ing unemploy-
, '`
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ment compensation. Ward A. Riley, former Employment Service chief in Cleveland,
shrugs off the hiking of placement figures as old stuff.

"You'll find that in every employment ofTice in the country:. says Riley. "They do
it in Chicago, Pittsburgh, and Podunk. I don't care where it is It applies not just to
Cleveland, but from Maine to Cahfornia It's been the pattern everrhhere since the
1930's."

There is more involved in the practice than the na(ural deSire of clerks to justify
their jobs. The bogus statistics make it appear as though USES is doing such a fine
job that it deserves public. support for its expansion. Furthermore, the employment
offices work under a quota system imposed on them by the USES hierarchy, and the
phony figures help to fill the quota. Under this quota systemwhich USES officials
deny exists but which the manager in Cleveland affirms-.-locaf offices are required
to register, counsel, test and place a specified number of applicants each month

Fast action. To all criticism of USES, the bureaucrats have a stock answer it is
inspired- by fee-charging employment agencies through their National Employ-

ment Association. Undoubtedly, private agencies have a deep stake in preventing
further USES expansion. NEA has supplied Congress with a good deal of informa-
tion on the Employment Service's empire building. But the mdst damaging informa-
tion about the agency's goal is gratuitously provided by USES officials themselves
and their supporters.

This summer FUSES trotted out a platoon of academic "experts" to pave the way
fur an even bigger expansionist push with hearings before a House labor subcommit-
tee. In monotonous chorus many contended that the onry thing wrong with USES is
that it still does not have enough power andthat dmployers should be made to
register all job openings with the government. Several have held up Sweden's

'Mist manpower monopoly as the shining example America should. emulate.
The director of the Colorado State Employment Service, Bernard Teets, hae

openly boasted. In five years, if we are not hampered by new restrictions, and lf,we
can get adequate funds from Congress, well be handling 90 percent of the business.
We are not living in a free-enterprise system, but rather operating under a con-
trolled economy."

If the ArdericanPeeple hope to halt the USES drive toward this kind of regimen-
tation, they will have to act fast and forcefully. Under pressures of the "war on
poverty,' Congress is being cowed into approving ever-increasing appropriations for
USES eiiiskon. But there are four steps an aroused citizenry can take to block the
governeeit's mammoth manpower grab:

(1) Insist that your Congressmen dnd Senatorstvoto down funds that fuel usgs
expahsion,

(2) Demand that Congress force the Bureau of Employment Security to live within
its budget. No fewer than five times since 1954, BES has gone back to Congress for
supplemental appropriations totaling $133,305,000.

(3) Request your state legislators to pass laws limiting state emWoyment offices to
finding jobs for unemployed or partly emploYed people.

4) Ask the the federal government find new ways to make USES more efficient
and effective in carrying out its legitimate task of getting our unemployed back to
work.

Unless you take these steps now, you may well find thatjour most basic free-
dom+the nght to decide your own life career for yourselfwill soon be the real
battlefield victim of the war on poverty
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MICHIGAN PRIVATE PLACEMENT PROJECT
PEA 1115A

Opemated by:, The Department of Social Services

Authorized under: 42 OSCA 1315 and
HCLA 400,10

This demonstration projeot was to test the c t effectiveness of utilizing

private employment agencies in placing aid to families with dependent

children (AFDC) clients on a $204,000 grant from HEW.

Period: January, 1977 to April, 1977

As in each such case, public employees were not overjoyed with the prospect

of being compared by the private Sector. A part of the contract of eon

private employment service signed was a "gag rule" to stop them from making

any information public about the plan.

The welfare people at first did not think the private agencies could,place

their AFDC recipients. When they sow it could work, the supply,of applicants

had dried up. Those applicants who were sent were advised not to taie a job

unless it paid a certain ar;ount, since.their benefits amounted to more than

that. .0thers had no tramortaeion and were referred to private agencies a

--great distance from their homes.

tylwal 41th, one private Employment Service had only been sent 47 people.
. -

Eight of these never showed up and seven had,no transportation. Of the thirty

that came to the office, eleven were refused based on unwillingness to accept

job assignments, dress, etcOf the nineteen remaining, slix had been placed,

A"
Two of these refused to go tO work on the jobs they were placed on. Two

applicants already,had jobs but were still collecting AFDC. Others told'

,employerS they didn't know Why they had beeq,sent since they didn't walt to go 0

to work. To date we have not received any figures from the state as to the ,

effectiveness of the program. But we are sure these figures exist sciewhere

, showing in detail, that in the opinion of the delmrtment personnel free enter-

prise. could not do-the job. We got an.inkling of this when the head of the

program said'for statistical purposes they would count everyone referred to *

a private employmeut agency whether or not they showed up, or whether or

not they were willing to go on en intervieW. Addilionally, we were refuied

permission ,to sit in .on the orientation given to the W.I.N. project people

who Were to refer the ADFC clainants to us:

316,
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There is no doubt in our minds, even from the limited statistics we have,

that this prograe was highly successful and saved the state of Michigan a

great deal of money. However, as had been the case with each ,one of this

type of project or test, an attempt has been made to use these figures to

show that such activities on the patt of free enterprise were not cost

effective.

PENNSYLVANIA EMPLOYABLES PROGRAM

Act 202 - Section 405.1

July 1976
1

This Act called for Public Assistance applitants, as an eligibility

requiriment, to register with private employment agencies who would be

reimbursed on a contingency basis for placing them and who would be required

to report to the State any such applicants who refused to take work so that

those individuals could be removed from the rolls.

A demonstration project was implemented in a few selected areas by the

Penhsylvania Department of Public Welfare in October, 2979.

P

It is no secret that the welfare department was not over-receptive at the

prospect called for by thii raw.

You will note the law was passed in July, 1976 and was not implemented until

October, 1979. ,This coming after the welfare department had been told they

would be violating the law if they didinot proceed. A letter inviting the

private.Employment Services was dated October 12, and not receivedby some

Employment Services until the 15th or 16th and it called for a response

from them within 10 days from the date of.the letter. Additionally, in an

attempt to sandbag the test, the state's contract offered to the private

employment services called for a $75 registration fee and a 10% placement

-

fee,,neiSher of whIch was desired or requested by the private sector.

This sadltany could be extended but these examples serve 1he purpose.

Although the law clearly calls for a one year teA, the progam was suspendad

in May, V80.

gespite a more than three year lag on legislation to implementation and a short

six months'initial shakedown test period, this program has been an outstanding
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. success, saving the state millions of dollars in cash assistance payments

(unemployment compensation, welfare, etc).

In addition, these working individuals are now taxpayers and job creators.Ihrougli

their increased purchasing power. Additionally, they are no longer causing the

state and federal governments to expend'manpower ail money on them o'ver and above

the actual cash assistance they were formerly receiving.

A small,segment of the private sector of the Employment' Service Profession

has dOne an outstandlng Job of putting theSe unemployed individuals back tu wort.

They could have done an evg better ,iliad,more,of4hem been given the opportunity

to help and had they been given mote indiV1dUal00014 ce. They only saw 900

Yndividuals out of a total of l4,7'84:WhiCt Were,PrOCes ed by the welfare people

for this progra6 but not sent on td,sthe private sector. This was a miseicy

6% of these people, however, they placid-8it4eopie'out of the 900 or approximately

10% of them. For this they were paid approximately $62,000 which, in turn,

ihey used V3 pay salaries, rent, telephone, tax s, etc..The stait saved in excess

Of $176,000'in cash assistance payments which s a return.on investment40)

184%. '1 ,

i

Howelger, this ROI could eVeneidoubled or tripled depending on the number'

of people taken from the rolls'because they refused to go on interviews or

accept Jobs. The state claims that for everY two persons placed at least one

was sanctioned (removed). That,would be a minimumjor: thiprivate sector

of 29 persoils (annualized savings 558,000). However, the state counted all

such removals to its own credit (752 out of 2271 total placements) even though

the private sector,was responsible for a high percentage of those removals.

The legislature had authorized over $600,000 to pay the prtvate sector. To date

approximately $60,000 or 10% has been'used due to the late start, the lack of

applicants being referred and the small number of Employment Services being

utilized.

The state, in an attempt to ditcredit the test, claims to have placed 1,251

individuals out,of 12,587 tINIE they saw or approximately, 10% and sUggests

that their cost of plicemeni mly be 'lower. Whether or not we accept their

numbers (placements or cost) is not the question. The plain fact "is that
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all of the millicins of unemploytd.and able to work welfare recipients that

any placement source that can give the state and/or the federal government

a2004-Z,return on its investment cannot be overlooked. The private sector of

the Employment Service Profession Must be utilized in the battle against

demeaning and demoralizing,unemployment.

CALIFORNIA PROJECT

"Private Employment Agency Project II"

Conducted by: State of California

Employment Developaent Department

Health and Welfare Agency

Under grant from: U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity Grant 1CG9831 A/1

To test the feasibility of using private agencies as a supplemental resource
to place the disadvantaged which were welfare mothers and unemployment insurance

claimants.

The results ;fere dramatic. 104 Employment Services saw 1,138 applicants,
sent them on 1,620 interviews for actual jobs, placed 29Z of them in two

months.

Of the 311 placed, 184 lasted 90 days or more and 127 lasted 18G days.or more.

The savings far outweighed the contingency charges made by the private sector
whfch,averaged $313 for U.I. claimants and $214 for welfare,mothers.

At that time the average A.F.D.C. - F.G. payments were $241 per month and
the average U.I. benefits were $285 per month.

The gross savings in these payments were In excess of $328,000 while the
cost was only $78,000 paid out to the private sector. This gave a net
savings of $250,000 or a return of $3 for every $1 invested.

Th
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IIIEHIWYMEIT SERVICES DOA SURVEY: Bmployer Attitudes Toward Employment

7)
Development Department (EDD)

Stu* of California, 19

,

7

Health aneWelfare Agency
Department of Human Resources

a

Questionnaires mailed to 21,000 employers randomly selected from Unemplbyment
Insurance tax records. lespoete rate: approx. 501

Qdestionnaire designed by Employment Services Board, and pretested on 150 employers.
(See Executive Summary, attached)

Comments on state placement system by employers. page 12 (Excerpt):

Large employers who evidenced an,unfavorable stand taward EDD
placement services tended to divide their basis of criticism
between the screening skilli of EDD staff, and the characteristics
of the applicants who report to them. Employers,who were critical
of screening skills recommended that interviewers consider more than
applicant skills in their selection. They suggest that personal
characteristics be taken into account. They sometimes attributed
their lack of screening to a goal of moving people off Unenloyment 0
Insurance or Welfare Benefit rolls. The Mat typical response
(641 of the unfailorable employers who wrote comments) stated, In
effect, that the service itself was somewhat unsatisfactory, but
limited in its effectiveness to provide qualified and motivated
applicants who were willing or able to comply with employers'
expectations.

Some employers criticized the B,DD placements system as a factor
which hindered its effectiveness.

Some of the comments of major market employers who rated EDD's
effectiveness as unsatisfactory were as follows:

"It seens to be a people'mill, with little or-no counselinvon
the Department's part, so that applicants end up just looking
for a job; not a position or a career. rompanies don't want to
merely fill a vacancy, but want long term contributors. More
appreciation for the employers' needs-rather than the Department's
needs to move people out of employment lines is needed."

"I do not wish to-sound as though I am making a blanket condemnation
,

of the Deparcient's services. There have been isolated individuals
Who have been helful and appeared to be seriously interested in
being of assistance. The majority appear 0: be,normal Civil Servants
who are putting in their time on the Roman Dole and prefer not to be
bothered. Therefore thezmajority of my recruiting of personnel has
co be newspaper ads, private agencies and other media."

"If the Department was more effective we could eliminate agencies..
Somehow She Department has to deach grospective applicants and
take advantage of the fact that they have the same opportunity
to place an individual as an agency, but yet the Department
cannot fulfill our requirements and agencies can."

"EDD'is concerned wits 'processing' applicants and not in filling
job orders. The size of the local office has increased to the
point where bureaucratic confusion renders them ineffective. It's
too bad because they could end should be a primary source of referrals."

"The present system liminates the personal contract we Once idjoyed
when placement personnel had a good unterstanding ef job requirements
and the qualifications we required of an applicant. The new system
provides us with lots of people to talk to but wha become disappointed
or discouraged because they ate nbt qualified or qualifiable, and
very costly to sn employer, considering time involved in interviewing
and screening."

-
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of the survey was to deterxdne the attitudes of employer;

-about the employment services of the Employment Development Department.

Questionnaires were mailed to 21,000 employers randomly selected from

Unemployment Insurance tax records. The response rate was close to

50 percent. The questionnaire was designed by the Employment Services

board and pretested on 150 employers.

The responses to the survey indicate that the Employment Development

Department (EDD) does not have a favorable image with the employer

community.

For many employers, EDD has an image that is 'dominated by negative feelings

toward,the Unemplorent Insurance program, toward the quality of EDD

applicants, and toward the burdens of government bureaucraci; in geneial.

Ttiese negative feelings are more intense with the small employers who

often feel that they are paying for a service which they do not need or

mannoS,A6u,..lhe large employers responded More favorable, but Wien the

favorable comments were often qualified. Among thi emPloyers wh do use

EDDservices, the major concerns seem to be the quality of applicants and

the adequacy of screening. EDD seems to have an image that its applicants

are less qualified and less motidkted to work than applicants from other

The remainder of this reportis divided into two sections and an Appendix.

Section It is,the Analysis of Questions; it summarizes and highlights the

quantitative analysis of the fourteen mUltipla choice questions in the

ESE surveil. The complete quantitative information is presented in a

series of tables in the Appendix. Section III is the Preliminary

Analysts of Employer Comments; it presents a qualitative analysis of

ghe comments section of,the ESE questionnaire.

3 `I 9
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, U. ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONS

This section highlignts the significant quantitative redblts from the ES3

questions. The responses from employers were key punched And tables were

prepared by the computer. The narrative de'scription corresponds to the

tables in the Appendix. The reported numbers do not always add to the

totals because some employers gAve more than one answer to some questions

and no answer to other questions.

En/.0,er SAnole

A sample of 21,000 employers was randomly selected from a univeese of
,

347,023 UI covered employer ieporting units. Approximately 94: of the

employers in the sample had ess than 50 employees and 6; had 50 or more

employees. The large ealloyers, althouel they only represent 6: of the

survey, represent over 69: of the employment. The sample was Aelected

not to represent employment o employment potential, but rather to re

present individual employers. Therefore, the large firm with many .

/

thousands of employees and hunditds of hiring authorities was given the'

same weiint as.the small "Mom and Pop" establishment that does very

little hiring. This sampling method,provided the best cross-section of

all employers In California obtainable through EDD recordW.

Emnlover Resnonses hv Industry and hvISMSA

An a.nalysis of.tne employers who responded to the'sdrvey questionnailike

saowd that the najority were in service industries or wno/esald and reamil

trade. There are wide variations amonz the Standard Metropolitan StaLm-

tidal Areas. The larzest SMSA is Los Angeles County. Second in size 13

3`)



the San Francisco-Oakland a a. The employment comositiOn of these

.areas i3 prinarily Indus rial, with the principal industry being manu-
.

facturing. Yet'these w re not the employers who responded to tne survey

4-

questionnaire. In Anseles, for ekample, the majority of employers

who responded w re in service industries with those in trade a_fairly

close second; o 75 of those engaged in,manufacturing answered the

questionnaire.

Representative of the middle size SMSAs in the ;tate are San Bernardino-

Riverside ntario, Ozna-rd-Similalley-Ventura, San Diego) and Sal Jose.

fine majo industries in these areas are eonoentrated in aerospace with .

governme t, trade, and service employment playing a major role. It ih

interesting to note, however, that the employers who responded to thl

questionnaire were engaged primarily in trade and in service industries.'

The remainder of the SMSAs combine industries which are akin to agrieul-

ture suen as ikStockton, Modesto, Salinas, Barbara, Santa Rosa,

and Fresno with the more usual components of an industrial area, In

Sacramento the most important induitry is government. Yet as in other

1MSAs, the majority of employers who resPonded to the questionnaire were

engaged in service industries and in trade,

C6^-v Advitorv Co.Tlitteqs _
In the responnes concerned with employer knowledge of their local Community

Advisory Ammittees, 8,414 employers answered the question. Of those

ilnswerinz. 5,400 nad no knowledge of the committee; 1,542 had heard o: it

but Were ignorant 'of its activities; and 1,472 knew Of its activities.

The Iggest number o( those wno were aware of the Community Advisory

3 r) 144/ .".
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4.
Committee's activities occurred in the Los Angeles-Long Beach, the

San Francisco-Oakland, the Stockton, and the San Diego areas. Among

thosS who had no knowledge of"the Community Advisory Comittees, the

greatelt number were in the Oxnard-Simi Valley-Ventura tria folowed by

tha San Franciico-Oalapd, Sacramento, and San Jose areas. There Was

little correlation between the size df the area and employer knowledge

of the activities of Community Advisory 6ommittees.

Contacts bv the Deoartment's Yield OfPices

____Thecitofemp/oersw/esonde'theuestionnaire were never

field office either by mail, telephone, or persona:

visit. /f they were contacted by a field office, telephone and mail were

tha most frequent ways. The areas in which occasional contact was noted

were primarily Santa Barbara, Stockton, San Diego, Modesto, Santa Roza,

0

and 4an Jose. The highest number of frequent contacts was in Santa

Barbara with Modesto and the San Francisco4akland area not far behind.

Fzroose of Contacts

A
The purposes or tne field office contacts with employers' were interesting.

Statewide, 1,285 contacts were to solicit job openings and 1.210 contacts

were to provide information cOncerning the UI or DI programs. Forty per-

c_ept (40) of the employers reported no
contacts with any EDD field office

in tho last 12 months; an additionals2n did not answer the question.

The greatest number of those centacted to solicit job openings occurred

in the Los Angeles-Long Beacn area and in Modesto. The largest, number of

those having nti contact with EDO staff occurred in the Sacramdhto,

San Francisco-Oakland, Oxnard-Siti
Valley-Ventura, and Los Angeles-Long

Beach areas.

. 2
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Results of Contacts

Host employers felt that the results of :ield office contacts with thea

were positive. On a statewide basis, 766 of tne employers felt the con-

tact promoted understanding. lcadajob and 843 felt that

services of the Department were of no value to their firas. late

Baroara ranked the highest in acquiring job orders followed by Mo4sto

and San Jose. The employers who felt that the services'effered by the

Department were of no value to their firms were heavieat in the

Los Angeles-Long Beach area followed by the Vallejo-Fairfield-Napa,

Modesto, Fresno, and San Francisco-Oakland areas.

Reasons for Ineressinx or Decreasing Use of EDD

Tadles VI nd VII in the Appendix compare the reasons for increasing

11the use,o EDD services with the reasons for stopping th use.of EDD

services. QC the employers who ironclad, 1,458 had recent-1y increased

their use of,EDD services. Eighty-five percent (85h of the.employers

did not answer this qaestion. Of those who did, 218 attributed the in:
J

'm
, Crease'to visits 4 f1:0 employer representatives; 165 to receiving
__...!4_ ..

broenures; 91,to promotional telephone calls; and 92 to recommendations

by butiness associates.

400-
;

A large number (2,039)...9r.9=Dloyers_had sbopped..using the servicês of plc

Department. By far the most prevalent reason was the poor quality of

referred applicants (793)._ Other reasons were that the Department did

,not fill orders (260) or that the service wa3 .very_310y.(.115):. Eighty

percent ($O) of employers did not.respond to this question.

3 2 6



Sorvices Ur in Lant T'telv., Months

More than 5,=-.3 employers used none.of our services in the last.12 months..

. .Appreately.loye:_ls_used_the-placement-samvices.31:41L0.0Paf7,-

raanz; 455 received assistance on UI or DI claims; and 260 received laPot

market informatio9.
dqr

Cstevories Of Job Osenincs

The large;t number of employers in the survey who listed any job openings

with EDD listecgaga Or jea nd cler al staff (E). 'Job open

ings for those in service occupatione (412) and for production workers

(348).ware the seconeand tN.rd most frequent categories listed with EDD. ,

Fewer openings in sale k or in professional, technical, and maagerda

occupations were li Led with EDD. Only 16% of the employers listed any

job openings_at all, with EDD,it tho:last 12 months. Responses concernine,
-----

tna percent of job dfenings,11sted with EDD appeared to Pe urireliable,

therefore they were not tAbulated.

Duality of Aollicants

'An important question in the survey concerns cmplOyer reaction to the

uality of applicants refarred by the field offices during the last 12

months.' About 1,300 of the employers han applicants referred. Cf those

onl' 88 em loyers felt that the quality of the appligants sims

with the largebt number of those in Santa Barbara and Modesto. A total

of 736 ezaloyers_felt.the applicsnt.s'were satisfactory. The employers

responding in twin fae,lion aure pretty evenly scattered throughput the

metropolitan areas of the , except for Bersfield where only five
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employers checkea the spplicants,as s.

ployers .(87) felt ,that the quality o.

Hirino SoureeA

321

z.ffctory. Aj..E.Igo nu -mber of om,

.ae applicwts Was unacceptable.

(

According to the responses, only 4,496 Of the employers (50) indicated

that they hired emplo;ees during the last twelve'months. Of those who

did hire, 1,503 used the news media as a source;_960 used the servire

eprivrooy.lr.em.ILe_gencies, and 847 used EDD field offices.- An esti-

mated 1,06 checked "Other" as a source,of hires duping the year. The

"others" were usually friends or relatives of those already working fo..

the employer or walk-in applicants.

iRatine.of EDD's Effectiv .ess

Only forty percent (40) of the responding employers ratedIDD's Wee-

'

tiveness in aiding their recruiting efforts. %The largest number_of am-
.

ployers rated EDD effectiveness as o no value to them (1,385). More
-

than three times the number of employers rated EDD,effectiveness as good

or satisfactory (1,110) as did those who rated EDD effectiveness as

unsatisfactory (327). .

rf
,
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'III. PRELIMIMAY MUSTS 07 unona COZ.2.i7S

7

Approximately one fifth of the empliverofwbo responded to_the Employment

Sirvicds !card questionnaire =de comments. These comments proved to be

an important part of tbe iyormation contained in the responses, therefore

a special analysis of the comments was undertaken. This section describes

and analyses the comments from 1252 employers. Approximately 75 of the

comments are directly quotod in order to provide a representative picture

of tne responses. Experience indicates thatlt Is usually those employers

who have stronger than average feelings who go to the trouble to write An

their comments.

The sample of employers who wrote comments in reply to the MB survey were

into the following six (6) categories (see ChArt A)r,

' 1. Major market employers (more than 50 employees) who evidencedA fa.or-ht:,

ira,e,of EDD placement services. ( 35)

2. Major .market_employern who videnced an unfavorable lnnne of EDO plaa:e-

, cent sirviceS. ( 3%)

3. Minor market employers (50 or less employees) who evidenced a 1=2212-
,

inm. of EDD'placement services. (105)

4. Minor market employers woo evidenced an urfnvorable ImIzes of 200 place-

, sent services. (215)

5.
Minor market employero who were tr-lv. n:, or did not feel they could

,rate ZOO placement services. (11)

6. Minormarket employers wno had 1,;, ..-n-,rt4,1 for utilizing ZDD services.

(47%).
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Favs-010e Ya4iet.44'r4nt 7...;:emrnr
4Proximately one half (17) o: the largo employers evidenced an unqualifiec

favorable,stance'towerd ED,p,pl-coment serviems. They indicated that the

service was good hecause It had improved over the past few yearz or be-

cause there were particaarly pleased with their relation*ships with ES3-'s

and field office staff.

However, tne repaining half o: the major market emploiers suggested that

they had a basically favo:zole image of EDD's placement service, but

quali:ied their stanate. They suggesteet a sense of understanding or

sympathy with EDD'S circumstances and that the effectiveness of the ser-

vice varied depending upon the inter.viezen, the office, and the level_of

applicant skills requastec. Other employers indicated that EDD was effec-

tive in responding quickly but that the employer could get better appli-

cants (more motivated and less critical of salaries offered) through news-

papers and other resources. It should elso be noted that a fercfavorable

employers expressed a positive image of EDD, but preferred to maintain

their independence and self-reliance in recruiting personnel.

Sone consents fro.= major market employers who rated the Department's

effecti'venesa as good or satisfactory were as follows:

I woald like to comment on extremely cooperative attitude

or all department personnel with whoa I've been it con-'

tact. In many phone converse:Lona over: the past nine

montha, not once have I entountercd rudeness or lack of

r.sponse. :n these times of hign unciployaent, tnat is

particularly laudable, aad I compliment all of youi

In r,',"on to questions 12 and 14, service was very sat-

isfactory :or general labor positions. However, for

ckericn: skilled labor, professional, and managerial

positions tne sir/Ice-was poor. Scree:II:1j was haphazard
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at best, referrals were few for mo ,Iesitions, and, despite
specific reAmes_t_s_.:_tal contrary, .plicants were_prien
referred without an a2np174-Pnt.

?rior to 1974 691ieants,referred did nOt deet'requirements
of job order. SitiJatica improved since.

On Westion :12, anawar would depand on EDO interviemer--
SO= are less skilled tnan others in referring gooducandi-
data:4 ganeral Quality Would be someuhat_les4_12P
satisfactory.

I have been in contact with State employment services
across the United States4th little or no respect for
them. UPon being tranaferrad to Gilroy, I was hesitant
to use the local office. Haueverr I was acazed at the
efficiency, high quality of applicants in relationship
to the job at hand, the thorough amount of training thdt
the office administered in sone eases--atc. I was totally
pleased with the local orfiee and I will continue to uti-
lize their services.

I rdalize that staffing is a problem but many times the
rougga_q_Eiot met oar appearance standards/or have a
nepr work his:67.7757,-IVZItUrii-eaVeir.,-it appears that thd
applicant Is only *looking" to maintain his UI eligibility.
Overall the referrain7a EatisfactoryoKith regard to"
Aualificationi.

The department is becoming more courteous. The applicants
are getting batter. Thera appears to be little in the way

2r.nfea2ag and teoillimmirmsv- lcants. I have
d no contact about OJT training from EDD. ,Vocational

Rehabilitation has made many contacts. Service has generally
improved during the last five years.

Unfr.vcrah/e Ma1or Market Zmolovern (1/=37)''

Large employers who evidended an unfavorable stand tozardEDD placement

services"tended to divide thcie baais of criticism bAween the screening

eAlrl,:n_of_EDU-ataff, and the characteristics of the.applicants who'report

to them. Eeployers who were critical of screening skills recommended

that interviewern conaider more than applicant skills in thair selection.._

They suggeat tnat personal characteristics ne taAen into aaeount. Tney-

semetl-es attribLted their lack of nereening to a goal.cf.Moving peop,1e

off Unehployment Insrance or Uelfare Benefit rolls. The most typical
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response (64% of the unfavorable emplo .*s who wrote comments) stated, in

effect, that the service itself was soms-nat satisfector7, but limited in

itS effectiYeness to providi qualified and-motivated-applicants who ware

willing or able to comply with employers expectations.

0
Soma employers criticized the EDD placement system as a factor which

.bindered its effectiveness.

.
Sone of the comments of major market employers who rated EDD's effective- 'I

*
ness as unsatisfactory were as follows:

It seems to be a .sooDle mill, with. little or no counseling

on the Departr.entothat applicants end up just

looking for a jgh, ne1.91.191112,0n-mr_career. Companies

really don't want to merely fill a vacancy, but.want-zeal

lsag_term contributors. Ebro appreciation for the employers

needs rather than the Dopartment'a needs to move people out
of unemployment lines is needed.

I do not *wish to sound as though I am making a blanket con

demnation of the Department's services. There have been

isolated indixiduals who have been helpful and appeared to

be seriously interested in being of assistance. The major-

4.-tY-ap7ear to be normal Civil Sentantsjiho_are_p_ut4ing_in

their time on the Roman Dole and prefer not to'be bothered.

Therefore the majority of my ,reeruiting of personnel has

to be newspaper ads, private agencies and other media.

If the Department was sore effective we could eliminate

agencies. Somehow the Department has to reaRliF6Wiaive
applicants and take advantage of the fact that they have

the sane opportunity to place an individual as an agency
buy_ypt_the Department_eaq Lot.fulfill our requirements

and the agencies ten.

EDD Is concerned with wprodessing" applicants and not in

ftllIne job order:. The aima of the local office has in-,

creased to the point where bureaucratic confbsion renders

thee ineffective. It's too bad becauthey Waild'and

should be a primary source of referrals.

The present system eliminates the Personal contract we once

enjoyed wnen placement personnel had a good understanding

of tne job reqeirements and the qualifications wa requirod

of an applicant. The new systemsfrovides us witn lots of
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pstosle to talk to hut who become c .ppoiated or dts-

echifiPE75-allite csey ars not qua: '..ed or qualifiable

and very costly_Io employer 0on time involved in

EaTtieying and screening. .

7. 7

Apparently the,department does nOt get:a large supply of
qualified applicants who are realla_serlousterested
la a coaditment-to full employment with all of the burdeas

and responsibilities that thl.s.55lies.

Tee employees of the Employment Development Department were
courteous and cOncernad. The fact that the appliaants sent
ware =acceptable vas a situation beyond their control.,

(1) Referral service'for permanent openings is slew.
.3eferral service for temporary labor is emcellent.

(2) It is sonewhat frustrating to list openings with " ob .

3ank". I prefer the former procedure, listing with the

referrer.
(3) 'in listing *statewide", I.found I was still.being sent

resumes for two months after I closed the -draw.--

Feyortble Minor Mrlotet Employers (11=128)

Small emPleYers who expresped a favorable stance toward EDD placement

services,fell into three groups.

The first group (comprisia 375 of the small favorable 'employers) made

unqualified favorable comments. They indicated'that,fhey had tried EDD

and were pleased with themervioe and the results.

The second group (30% of the favorable small employers), made positive,.

statements about EDD, but had not used the placement..service, They were

pleased with 114:omation receit,ed or with tha way UI anZ SDI claims were

dealt with. They typically =de peferences to the cooperativeness or

:he staff.

74e third groqp (33% of tse Small employers ;rho rated E:D!s effectiveness

in meeting their reervitaent needs) qualified their satisfaction. These

_
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e=plojers stated, in effect, that the trvice was good, but the applicants

either dion't stay on the job, were u -otiVated tr unqualified. These

'41,1,:leyers seeneeisympathie to Elk, eu.a etfox to cy-

over.. ' ally_fati=fied with its restats.

So=e of the co==ents fro= svall employers who were basically,favorable

toward EDD were AS follows:

When we did have a need to call we received very good
response.

In-imst years we tried several tines but the applicants
were not qualified for our t/po of work. The Department's
er:orts" were good.

The response of the service is very good, in our particular
ease our business is-pretty well established and therefore
our employ=ent is also stabilized, so therefore we didn't

' have to make any contacts with the service for hiring core
employees.

Poor calibre of apalicznts referred by the California
Enploynent Service. Through the Departnent. I received
courteous attention but the people sent to ne would not
work. They had rathe: draw unenployeent.

Departnent representatives have made a sincere effort to
obtain qualified people for-theJ-65.7'

Have always used California street office when we have had
openings. Service has been geed. Dopartment does better
job of screening applicants than private agencies.

Your personnel show much more professionalism than when I
tried to une your Department 3 to 5 years ago - We inter-
viewed sone well qualifie t! people referred by you on tne
opening placed wian your departnent, this year.

Very good.

We have called local field nitice at various times for
varied questions and have founs then to be most cooperative.

Prior to the past three months potential employees have
generally oeen un,-"-factory In .4)p:en:ince, work nabit.:,
utc. Since being contacted by...ot the Omnard Office, Job
Training Department, the quality of applicants has improved
inr.enseiy. :nis is pr000bly dLe to the ti=. 'ook thru

3'r)-
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an extensive intarvieu to discov. our needs. This was

never suggested or done In the p.
,

.Zeep.uphe good.work a4d mut dows-onpunemployment.

Have used services of employment office in past year and

service)was gcod. Stirtoz_ tkIA_ZAP: t:e_0:11ance6ed one

_girl and. triad private agency.

The 40artment Is helpful aAd efficientIt Is the caliber
ot_.=;=aaatS.thais_he problem and ttis ionO.t.thq _

fault-or-the_depeptzentz-they send_out what_they ave reg-
istereo._ Hope this helps--this questionnaire is very good.

1

Unfrvorahle'Minor Market Enniovera (W81)-

The numb'er of small employers w?a,...2Epressed dissatisfaction with E22Lp_ki:ce-

cent services outaumhered those who favored EDD serv:ces two to One (com-

pared to a one to one ratio among large employers). This eight be an

expression.of frastration by employers who have a more difficult time re-

cruiting applicants because they are less known, ofeer less benefits,

offer less desirable duties and/or offer less identity status in the

community.

Tbe maityoferozsin cai..grir7 (43%) tended tabe critical of

the quality of'applicants who were sent out to them. They too described

the applicants as lazy or unmotivated, unqualified, or inappropriate In

terms-of dress and general demeanor.

Some employers (33) who,P12Zessed Atsagis49,1*.ion sressedlthe.idea_that

the system (either the legal-social system or the EDD system) was

re32ons/b1e4

They ware critical of the availability of q: and welfare benefits; goverz-

meat-and-it's bureaucracies; of theperseived focus on minorities rather

than c6alifications; of antidiscriminaion laws which preveat them from

Airing who they wazt to, and of insufficient services (typing tests, etc.).
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0.zer employers (IL4.of this group) were more critical 9f EDDIs selection
-

skills than they were of theApplicants themselves. Their comments re-,

, -

fleeted an imaga of carelessnese and apathy on tho part SEDD staff in

referring applicants to sham. Otters just complained that they received

-little qr AO response to their job lista.

Finally, some amploYarm (13) expressed dissatisfaction with EDD, but

were vague in describing the factors which fostered it. Some made refer-

incSa tO UI separatioa issues, sore referred to the cost of the servi,ce

(inc14ding this study),,and some metely stated that they preferred to do

their own recruitment.

Some of-the comments Made by employers in this category-ircI.-de tho

following:

,.IthinkjalsaaidA9.9.oftery/horea-ta.
want to_workiaore than a minimum par year to keep on the
!YA"'fian-Crav7 Tmle of usomplonant oalg by their em-
plows. The stAtexent too often'is heard "Go on the roCk-
ing chair money=-I've got it coming". The prograg is
totally abused with tho employer footing the full bill
including the costs of this questionnaire.

Man should-lave,an incentive to work. ThAJILSLADAPPlaY.-,
meng_blseLits take this away from the unsyilled_md_un,

ttmiood. As far iii7L-TEOloyzent and welfare for the able
bodied we should start a movement toward you no work--you

You want the truth. I am sorry to tell you--people comin
direct from any government agenti--have never worked out.
Only u-se--ay various farminc partnerecone one_or.we.dayeL.
then rush.back to file Uelfaro Claims. Uhen we hustle our
oWn omployed-do-bur-ous ttlkins--it works maw: better.

The type 6:1na1p ma-n
availaole through L.

4

7:e are a small hotel requiring only one maid. Ue have used

your office over the ymars and the gLality o: help referree
was extremely poor. Tha blaha doe: not balong to your office
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and employees. Every one of.the ladies referred said they
were the greatest maid in towv. All we can do is try then
azdanalyze wnieh your office cannot.

Our preference is to seek and hire our own people from the

immediate locality. He try 'to enlist perbans we know per-

sonally to assure quality.

We find that if a person is noW on unemployment cheeks or
_LInttlt_y_welfarethedozrutobehired. They want all

aid to expire before they seek-work. We do noirTVer
ten people and some 400: are Bird= pay--they will not
hire in for this even though we give hospitalizationwork
daylight hours on2y and ara open only five days weekly.
We try to keep ourlimployees happy because new help is
extremely difficult to find.

Previous experience with departmental placement wan a
disaster. Attempts to shove an unqualified, untested, un-
scila.b.11.2Arson down our throats, hiVi7Pesult-ed-ln-i-W=-
minent antipathy toward the departtent. Posting of a .

technical position tWo years ago which_ran tor a full

yezr proved fruitless. It turned out that sinceour par-
ticular requirement w'as a new category that did not have a
Separate listing, it was included in a wrong category.

Some service! Inflexibility of the system makes it un-

workable for us. Such bureaucracy we don't intend to

workwith.
0

Have not contacted in recent years because-prior experience
showed applicants were not screened And has) to weed out
people who did not want to work, that came out on interview

_.;c:;e2..c.ii...r.1:_-for-Chreefflbyment., A simple ad _In

paper brings only peope idio want to work.

We get the impression that the 4plk of the department
staff (in local dace) is primarily concerned with
processing benefits for the unemployed and considerably
lessIlterested (and/or capable) firalEing people in jobs.

'We-failWilote-th-it-WOH-thi-YSSt-Tirdimentary interviewing
has bean accomplished before an applicant is sent to us,

-

In the past 15 years I may have called for yOur help four

'to eignt times? I have only hired ono min through.your

department. As I,recall the peopleyere somewhat_iodif-
ferent to my requirementi:--ririess thatnay ba why :

"Trrdiar7BUF-ai artmo fC iC

hire capable enthusiastic and loyal personnel is through
our suppliers, tneir salespeople and word'of mouth. Hope

tnis is of help to you. ,4N

:n the peat whenever I enlisted the help of placement ser-
vioe, either no applicants ever ahoued up or the quality

87444 0 - 82 -.22
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'or applicant was so poor It turned it to be a waste of
Ave:yenta time, 4 think this service colld be of great
value,to employers,and potential employes, but when I,
hire 1.-.14-menbe" My, pa^t, experiesce. aadl,domide-not-evezkao

:bother *coking for employees at-the plleement service.
gope sotatoing.is done to-improve matters.

7h* impression I receive from your staff is that they do
.not cares This means they don't care about employers or
emOloyee3 to be.

Question $8 I have found private agencies wormed at get-
ting me togathee with the right pe(son--wherzas the dapart-
ment seamed to send over anyone with the basic skills
out a look into aptitude, or other qualities I am looking
for-as it discriminating to want certain types?

On company .per3oane1, _____Amer_hme-a__glhaverooe.-applicant-

from your department. The applicant 13 not screened and
I've been sent bookkeepers when I've asked for general

'office, for filing# extension work, ete. My experience
-in lhe-past-has-been,-if you-need someone Ualified for *-
certain position, don't call the department. So I've gotten
in the habit of not calling the department.

We have tried on several occasions.to get employees througla
you but to no avail. I can only pay the minimum wage 30
Smost welfare people are not interested not that I blame
'them. With wages, taxes, insurances, goods and rent on
the increase I can see no change for the better in 1975.

When contacted the applicants sent for interylay_ls_re-

..a.,, AIMS *MTN-4MM
not from_ille_efaHalified personnel seeking employment.
Seems to be some peeanal-fieling3 involverT3b-.--No-bharp
people uert sent te_ms. Only unqualified ignorant-and
their excuse was these are all that are available. ,In-
dependent employment offices sent people but they usually
become disillusioned by the high cost of getting the job
and quit after they realized how milch they were paying for
the privileg* of working.

Mvo,et Zrflolovers Uhe "e,,e Urnw-re EDD Services (N.166)

4ntleet*,-4teee-4iho-ilkoa-

cated that they ware not familiar with the,TS3; not familiar witk. SD)

b6t who wanted more information; or emp1oye:3 who felt they co.lo no:

rate us because they did not see any way va could be of value to them.

.
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Co-ments fro= some of these employers w,:a as follows:

I would like to know =ore apout your:se'ivicas.

We would like to know more about tha sgrvices offered by,0
your offites, including the CoimUnity Advisory Committeet

I am not very familiar with the departments services, butt
would be interested in learning about t44m.

We would like to use.this service bat, as an employer I
don't like to get countless referrals for-a small opening
therefore, I do not know if I am of service to them.

nave no employee problems.

I had only one job opening. I Preferred news media, tebe
able to eliminate and narrow doun choice of applicants at
firsa telepnone'interview. I'm going io try the Employment
Development Department next time.

1. I'm prejudiced against workers to

actively look for their own job.
2. fbelieve all looking for work should also,register with
your department.
3. I dislike.th.ct wax_private
agencies iiiffat openings but think your department would
improve if they spent 30V0 ame this way.
4. X6..:ZITF.Years.J.hive haT3nly-end:WESiTinquire (perm.
many) for_a_jph.
5. I have openings but no time to train eendidates.
6. OJT has great poteatial--if tied to manufaaiuring
treIhIag program and not-tb mit:tared equipt-e (like

trade schools have).

We are a Very =all business. Our hiring ustiallv would be

.limited to fully experienced personnel. Experienced people
Ipg..sinqicr_jobs usually circulate the agencies themselves
either directly or through one of the airline iiiis

representatives.

I own a small beauty salon--hnva only two employees. One

full time - one part time.

We uere never contacted.

We are a Service Club and utilize food service people
working for local school district when needed.

I will try to use your department now, for I have a gw
opening.
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Our firm:rill utilize scrvieed of your department, but.we
would like to meat with a repreoentative. Ityour depart-,

\men:, has to do with ma-on Alan moit otmy anowera should
been in the affirmative4

Ult Wad not ba interested in using this service.

Wave to need of help is securing employees.

ks a very small architectural office there has been little

or no need for such a service as your board offer3. At

sometime in the future, when the general economy improves
and construction money is mgmin available at a reasozable
interest rate, it is possible your services could be of

benefit tip me. with this in mind, it would be nice if your
field representative would contact MS and advise me on your

available services. Tnank you for your efforts to improve

the State's image. It would also help if the employer tic
contributi; rate was,eliminated, or at least reduced ,

substantia y.

t
Minor Msrket Emolovers with Lom Potsltie/ 7or Utilisation Of EDD S.rvIc's

(U:551)

This category of employers is comprised of very,small businesses which hire

, one op less full-time employee, which engage in'union hiring only, and/or

which have virtually no turnover.

Some comments trod employe:1.s in this category were as follows:

We aro a family operation with most of our employees being

family members. We have very little employee turnover.

Only have two employees, one a son and the other,a son-in-
law, which pems to work out tno test for this very small

business.

As manager, I have been with the credit union since organ-

ization. The second employee was referred by a mutual

friond--has been in tha position for two years. No replace-

a

47ent-or additions are-contemplate .

tic hire part-time people and they are all attending school.

4=211 musical group. Must hire through'union.

3 4 1

V.

4
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% Aero'TV ia'a one_maeltlere,

I.) :

I have one employee. He is a prdfe...;ional photogrApher

and a good fried. .We have a two man operation.. We

/ -- fhAen wAth me-fer sey*al years. --At this-,time there is no, -1

Ip(lace for other employees in my Small

I havehad no empleyeeiTirlist-r-172Wei ------''

We are soelittle that our hiring is done &licitly thrhUgh

union. ) 1 4"t'

Mabile hose park managers and assist& Managers haverto
, be owners And dwell in park etc., so do not believe the

older retired couples could pe recruited other than through

. ' 4 moiliie papers:

The amount of paperwork for one part!4ime,emplayee (an
,

apartment maiagerX La riaculous.
;

.

t ,

Honey is being.wasted. Faust hire th;Ough Union.

"

,I am a smal: business and do dot net a large'profit to hire

e stea4y. The Job requires a special,type person to sell
used erandise. So I do my own egipting for a worker.

It's a business where you do good one`day ea notheng the

next. As of now I am working it alone as I dinnot afford

an employee. I do not wish your service for any employee.

So do not refer any to mel Ai they will not hp hired.

335
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_Just hiqd one parttime employee.

Wave only one emploxee'and probably don . need help.

%10 3 V$
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it.7.1-eynor41. Woo

t'pl. tvo1ot

Sr..alt= 20.1.1D SUP.1ai

TaXo I

assponscs by Industry en! S. . of Pi=

Iniust-y

46,

Total

.

gi..ir.:

.50
TV

Cvcr

50=
Zo
»asps=

Ststo Totals ----- 8,553 7,793 563 5S2

Avi.mitnn-a, Porostry,
4 Picharico 230 195 11 24

V.inoral Utroction 27 21 5 1 r'
.

CZntroot Construction 349 756 25 SS

Zeneacturin: 642 495 115 32.

Transsortai'or, c====i.-
cction, Eloctric, Csa,.
a Sarltery Sw,vicos 345 2L'4 619 32

Uholosalo illtetail Trndo 2,61 2,536 154 171

Fiscrs.o, Insurance, &
Seal ...lute 777 650 54

,

.73

Sci....vicoa 3,077 2,739 142 -
146.

Sbato & Local Govt 53 22 35 1

Norclasti:tabla 72 55 3 14

:

, 3 1 3
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Enployuct: Yolopucnt Department

,Tabls

Quality of Applicants Referred To You By EDD Purina Loot 12 Months

Ikta rdsi,tcreov.

Area Excellent Satisfactory
,Unaccept -

able

No

li tAppcans
Referred

Did Not
Request
Referrals

No

Response

_

Total

Anabein-Sunta Ana -

Gordo, Orave 5 29 31 88 198 209 5 o

BtAersf1c1d 2 5 4 8 26 16 61

-Treano 6 , 25 30 90 213 205 569

idsrAncolus-Lons Beaeb 1 38 39 Go 215 196 549

Oxnard=Slui Vulley-
Venturu 4 146 29 96 219 175 589

Sacramento h 46 19 83 23h 176 562

Salines -Seaside-

MUnterey 55, 33 72 195 162 521

San Bernardino-
A

Riversidc-Ontsrio 1 41 29 94 195 19g 558

San Dieco 6 43 20 83 229 179 560

Sn Ersncisco -Oakland 6 hh 34 84 227 209 6o4

San Jote 7. 56 32 814 221 159 559

Santa Barbara 10 59 36 TT ' 201 184 5,97

Stockton 8 49 30 58 223 162 530

Velleja-Fairfield -Cepa 4 43 23 83 315 rib-- -544

Modesto 10 so . IA, 96 . 213 167 590

Santa Roca 6 la 29 82 196 200 .5514

Cunt. Cruz 4 56 25 70 182 144 481
4

Stutz 1o1.2.15 ' 03 736 1.67 ;VC 3/.02 29i7 E947

Li 0
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rcspn.lonts' ot 16 rriC.otivroncsil

0-t .

Good SatisfcctOry .UnnAtlaactory

L

Of 10 Otlik
Value Cca.a.n4a

Uo
Rczyran3o1 T02:11

Amholu.S:nitr. 4n2.-

CarUn Oravu 15 26 33 100 32 355 551

Morsficld 1 7 0 11 40 30. 61

Fresno 16 26 27 95 40 365 569

lop Luza1c2,1,..z3 Dr4.:04 20 45 16 81 32 359 549

Oan:r1-S1ud VLItcy-Ventura 17 37
.

214 100 50' 341 559

Scit.Lanto 26 44 15 86 143 348 552

S.91mc-S:a0da-Elutotoy 33 53 23 73 41 299

Srn 1:-yrewav-nivartid0-
001A:10 20 46 14 89 41 346 556

Sal; Okto 21 . 37 9 r,.0 46 352 551

San YLInckco-Oa41:11,1 30 33 ,
25 CS ..)"'"- IS 394

- o

Son Joso 23 53 19 91 .55 319 5;0

Sant» f.a.4ra 29 64 20 93 e' :IS 328 567

Stoetton 28 49 2X 63 21 349 531

VOI*Jo-Y4Arficld.p.p. 21$ 142 19 76 52 330 543

32 68 30 89 142 329 593

Cul 32 37 20 71 39 356 555

C.:4111. 33 143 12 e8 21

.. .

TO:OM): 403 77,0 32/ 134 634 5!* .
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('-'20Y117.7.3T SERVICES 50.4.RD
..AtaCt...+4.2.,,AAVLWINTO C1.11,020X 11:14

111.2rdikat 1224114

Clara
aanua. 10,1975

Dear Xr. Employer:
.....-0--

California employers paid $934 million inItaxes last yatr
to support.Anemploymena insurance, employmeneservic5s and
Banelits provided by the 2mploytent Development Department,

Zle Employment Services Board is 'interested in/Improving
1

the services provided in return for thosi taxes. For this
reason, we ask you td'assist us by completing the Attached
cuectionnaire ahd returning it to us in t!yenelosedn
envelope.

4

We asssure you that your response will be considered,cdilfi-
dential information and will be protected. Data supplied

k will. be tabtlated so the soUrces cannot be identified.

2he information you provide-ns will enable the Board to make
recommendations for improVament of the Department'p service.
You: cooperation is essential'to achieve the ultiAhte goal -

,ZBTTZR SERVICE TO TEE PECPiE OF CALZPORNIA.
:

... Sincerely yours,

14LWMENT SERV:CBS BOI,RD At

(<1- ef''. . . . 4: ".,. ; '1 . 'j!ci fr r
...

C:*.airrah '

E.7.C1

4,
.?...A..tht% 1. 2S2 Nn.4 7,1`+1
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1. Ap3ccorimate1y toWroany p6op1e dm you smesently empiCy?'

- (2) SO - 59

(3) 100 - 249,

(4) 260 - 499

(S) SOO - 999

(6) 1,000 and over

2. IUring last 22 months, the nt...mo_of people you employed:

4(1) was relatively constant

(2) increaSld'scceWhat.

(3) increased substandally

(4) decreased sciewhat

(S) decreased substantially

(6) fluctuated up and down

3. Zo yo-1 know atout the Ie7artment's local Corr.loity Advisory Committee in'
your area? _

(1) Yes, I know of its activities and responsibilities.

(2) Yea, 'nope N-..ard'o: it, I= do rot k ow of its Stivities and
reS74.nsibilitie5.

(3) No.

."1
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gavir 2 4kttur-- 'y 21.-cquerr.::_y

Ca) 7 visit (1) (2) (3) (4)

ez)
4

(5) (6) (7) (3)

(c ) Tale2.:10:Z4 ( 9 ) (10) CZ) (12)

Se was -.fr.: pcea of the con-tactZs) «etc by t:-.e Depertsent's field office ci:-.3
th..2 leet. :2 r--r.ths? (CM( ALL 7.-fAT APPLY)

(:) To ociain the. SZ...."V`..CeS tr.ey offcr e.tployars

(2) To solicit ,loS 022-aims.
4..

(3) To solicit y0::: f.eS

. (4) To zath= 22hor =ket infcar..adon. 0

. (5) inictr..ation on ur.-21oyx..Trz ilsurance or ebility

(3)

(7) N'o cantos.= =de.

6. Tor yr..t.t. firm, stuet were restits of the ocr=cz(s)-? (CZa AIL MAZ

(1) egther.d ycc.' mia'aionship with, the Z.eparr.:..ent's fieid office.

(2) Gave you a better unders=re.inz, the De2a.r=ra end the savicas
offered,

(3) Aste. ed to pe.--ticipate in a job

(4) Ycu placed a job ccers with thee.

.(5) 7213 service -offered ty the .L'epe=4-rt was of no value to you,

(6) Othw

(7) go ccatacts rade.

7. II you recently started, or ir.mleased yoLt. use of the sOrrir. es of the De2artz-nres
fieZd office, which of the Polls/aim action(s) led to this?

(I) kvisit cy a Depart:m.1z neprz--.tative to mplain services offered.

(2). Received a 2r:cozier:al tele..cne call.

-(3). Radio or Jteiavsion astzuncetents.
1

(4) ?ci,ec a bto.thlze destrizir.; Zhe serviczs offered.

(B)

(e) e -ecat.le

(7) Recct-:::::ed by eciate(s).

(S) Other

3531

. .
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.als?

(1) Poor qualitpe recrrod

(2) Very slow 5crs4:ce.

(3) a-ce...ssive calls.

(4) Did no: 21.12 job creel's.

(5) Lost pat--acnal =rtz..cz with Ith2 fiald Offics.

(5) Ct'aor

S. %hic :. of theoervicas offered by the Capenrcunt's field office have yot. sed
du.-d.r4g :he past 12 conths?

(1) Plecat= services.

(2) Wage and labor nar:<et in-format:tan.

(3) Devalcrxent and folloF-up on 05Tcontmat.

(4) Assistance on in:proving personnel policies and practices.

(5) Assistance on the=ploy=t/Disability inst=nce.elPi-

(5) Other

(7) None.

10. During the last 12 mem. apyrokicately what percentage of you:job
oid you list with the Deparlrent's field offLce?

(1) Had no job opaiings to fill.

(2) Up to 10 percent.

Up to 25 percent.

(4) Up to SO percent.

(5) Up to 75 percent.

(6) More than 75 percent.

(7) None.

11. Durinj the last 12 ronths what were the ca-zegories of job openings you 11..5tcd
:ne l'epartnent's field office?

(1) X'fic.1 Ind cleric:1. (5) Professiord:, techn.4_1
il.:140eLiel.

(2) E:eles.

(6) Service.
(:) Xlintcn:nce.

. ?nous:x:14n.

3 5 9

(7) Agri=217nl1.

(8) Mcne.



.1C2 14:5 :

(1) .r.e..1.1er.z.

(2)

(2i 1.:x.ccopt=.1.,..

353

, raft:rod.

CS) 4 .-zr. =cue= reEcraas.

13. scr.=es tsz dos-inz the. last 12 zr...:-.11-s uti./ you I-I-zed crp2oy.-..ca7

a) 7.47..----attss field offica.

(2) o:.nr21 office.

(3) Erivare aser-ry!"-

(4) as.iness se-no1a.

(5) c1iis. 1

(7) C=....r.ity agmey.

(8) Or.h.m.---

(S) Made ?Sas.

19. EC:d O yzu raza the ....*1.-"th.?.Ve S

(1) Good. (4) Of no val .

(2) SaV...sfaaarj, (Si Otler co=sts

(3) Unsatizfactay.

cis - ?lease elaborate on yarc resp=ses to_any of the qst1s or c=..-xrt
ury experience na.: cove--cd.

3 G

awe
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Irrom the Wall Street Journal. Sspt. 17. 19811

BusinessSlow to Hire
Frustrating 'Reemplo

By Jaya S. Lao
31.11 steam es sv.s.c Avocet !was..

A Newspaper advertisement mealy ex
hotted New Jersey bannesses t. hare ICAO
workers losing putikarna robs became
of Reagan lealget cuts. If yea Lave yobs
available. stand tp and Ce mote{ the
ad's hold type blared

Result A total of IS entoloyersafered a
mere 21 Sob Nada S. It Is rang a the strew
was effort of the Labor Department to hod
robs foe workers Wog cut boa. the work
ers whose wages have heel subsidized
through the Canprehrtarre Employrr.ent
and Traintag Act The private sector has
tees notably slow to aerie to the rescue
Delimit), kir inlerliaMMent. the Parties
peas lath of marketable skills and LETA s
lour as a -make-work mu:lament
arency" Mr the Cleossevny unemployed all
seem to be factors in that reluctance.

hods foe nibudlitng CETA jots are
being ehmthated by Sept )3, By that time.
no more Ilan 7ff. or the X4.000 CETA work.
ers will lave found private employment La-
tor Department officials predict
Other Usehd Work

A mayority of CETA yobbokters affected
by elimination of the 14 anion jobs program
(the tralmor portico of the act °Atlanta
In !oral umply are switchthg to other pub
lic payrolls or forma of nubile support. Some
OT them - early 2003 by recent =ad-
here moved Into Me CETA traloing pro-
gyam. studying in suck fields as typtag. dog
grooming and automobile repair. boang CO
land private Jobs. Some furioughed workert
are drawlsg imemployment assurance Aad
some pow bold unsubsidised jobs in Me city

J pr. state agencies they worked for under
CETA. typvcally le such Jots as street
sweecers or file clerks.

Last same. when the CETA cutbacklbe-
tan Libor SecretarY Raymond DanoVan en-
listed community and Cosiness grans lo the
effort to move CETA workers Into other lobs
quickly -a move seen as an early test of the
Reagan administration s reliance op bun,
ness cooperation to help combat long term
unemployment

The results tri the private sector so `far
haven t been pot Thts darn revarpluy
meet effort an t bIte perfect example of our
efforts to get lioblesm peoote into the prt
rate sector says Albert )ngrtsui. Asas
tant Secretary of Libor for employment and
training 11S gag a Rodgerdge and a
roes& and I II a glad when it s over

(wog lhe moth crowned CETA pro-
gram rnay not ease the federal budget
squeeze as much as was booed Income tax
revenues will fall as some CETA partici
pants stop working and many w111 draw )ohe
less or welfare benefits Says Robert Cook a
Prtocetos University economist He notes
that tae Lator Department itself has-set
aside tart million foe unimploymeol corn.
Sensation foe CETA worker%

The CETA worker *to mere& OM a led
erai training program ongy takes the Place
of soMe other hard core any person. says
&rotten Cain emoluvreen( services director

om CETA,
ent' :Plans 4,

lay the U.S. Conference el &layoff. Me dia.
placed Individual Is mune the ctty or
state money. Is welfare or unemployment
Insurance: lee saya

Itsay tom governmests are resume
Meir COTA linarkerS, al their Com eaPrase
Mr Meting Math that proves sornethbe
-If the public sector ... chooses to keep
them at" he says, "they are areaway per
formmg a seeded !maks; evea a "rev
enue-proaxIag me-meter reading: New
York Qty will spend ta malice to retain
&bat 4.3C0 of Its 1.537 CETA eropioyea

Tbe Lea Department' drive to help
CETA workers has likkaded special Job
Wahl training and JO referral bY
Ernplortient Service clfkes. acrag with the

camPaiTIS and the pees Co bustness. But

Where Laid-Off
CETA Workers Went

were Mooting to get a third to 401. placed Is
Me private sector." says Chicago personnel
commissioner Chafes Ponakaa. 'II VIII be

1 more hke 10% to 15% The :nun astute.

cessing and secretarial gills

; SETbejexPlaA:eFloyisestiatdcot:r mVatch:ubfd:nto.imiemiapreosi

Isavinrand-lou presadent warts Mein 1C0
CETA workers as tellers and clerks, true
onsccassfully to persuade HO other bust-
N EM to do tbe same Ur Floetsch. Mo
heads the State Sienna & Lou Association.
says he met manna because the CETA
program 'Vidal Imre a rod reputation.
Many executiver attitude about fny hirtag
them Peosile was. 1)1i my goat who would
be so dumb as to do a *lag hke that" - be
recounts. Yet only two of the first 50 CETA
participants the S&L lured didn't work cut
Ur Ratio says. "which ts a much better ,

rain than we've exserienced la the past for
ratrancolerti ;took."

complain that the reemployment h
Scene people lopped Ban

done them tittle rod. John Telletsat ,

ka his Job last spring as a writer of rant
applications for a Salina. Kan., seems
gram Since then. be says. kcal CT t A aft
dais have sent &Ws tO Jun ooe job Inter
view. ,

On Ids own, the colleeetrained chemist
has applied to be everythiag Iran a teacher
to a motel maid In Salina. Mr. Tellefson

..exisbed the federal government would give
Total flab te emend him 'sane relocation assistance" so he

rewnlatoyment Mal as of June 30 could look for work "In a more prosperous
oily, like Wichita." 10 miles away However, .

0.0e

the extra effort hasn't made mock differ-
ence In San Franebo), for instance, alsout

of the MS people cat from CETA pay-
rolls have gotten. private-sector foba-atout
the same ratio as was registered by CETA
Jobholders who left to previous years

Many publk-service workers "didn t fit
the needs of their private economy. says
Eunice Elton. San FYancism s CETA admIn
Wrath,, who adds that the reemployment

haSii t caught co as the Ming to
do among private employers

In lieu Jersey. the troubled economy has
hurt placement efforts by Me National AM
axe at Business and a group of local CETA
administrators, which raa the newspaper
ads The business group sponsored a Job f4r
In April at which 40 concerns streeved 1.0:0

Indtitils Only 20 landed robs.

re are many companies that !save
people who are IMO oft and those Arms
sr0v1 t hire anyone mut they put tbae peo-
ple back to work, says William Short. the
alliance s regional eneCtillve

Chicago Mayor Jane Byrne Mel roar
times wah SO large employers to solicit job
referrals. and 40 city persormel department
suffers ran a reeispiornent teller this
Sonln^.er for 9001 CETA ParticlOalas "We

lie concedes that the Labor Department
-actually a helpless" to place him tenure
"I have a spotty work record and my exoe-
rience simply loot very impressive

Ritual %Its
Preston Goings, a former CETA paid job

trainer in Baltimore. says the placement as
sistance simply means "they make us come
into the fstatel employment office once a
week. It's a joke because they deo I have
many Jobs anyway Or the patinas Pay
less than the 1220 a week he earned under
CETA 'When It comes time for rne to e0
work. I'm gang to fad a job. Mr Goings
says 'They area t going to find me a Job
For now. he Ls making out okay bring ori
yodels insurance while taking a COWS, In
real estate selling

Mr Antrim/II suspects theçg are many
Deo* who view the programs elimination
as "a treat chance to collect eoemploytttent
Insurance ' But while their reluctance to
Seek work probably has crimped the men
ployrnent effort the Labor Department Mk
elal believes the special push will Pay off a
other ways. The Reagasi administration Ls
devising a new strategy again: %mg lertn
loblessass. and Mr Adria.= saYs be has
learned a won t rott" without better In
etntlyes foe private employers to lure the
chronkally imempkyrd.



BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

rt To The Congress
OF THE UNITED STATES

Federally Assisted Employment And
jraining: A Myriad Of Programs
ShoWd Be Simplified

This report "takes a picture" of federally
assiited employment and training programs ip
the Tidewater. Virginia, area during fiscal year
1977.

GAO found 44 programs with similar goals
attempting to assht virtually the same people.
These were authorized through 16 separate
legislative authorities, creating a maze of
funding lid administrative channels.

The report recommends that tl. Congress and
the Director. Office of Management and
Budget, simplify the Federal effort through
consolidation of programs, where feasible,
and take steps to achieve more effective
coordination.

/

191D.79.11

MAY s, 1979
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, DC

To the President of the Senate and the
Speaker of tRe Rouse of Representatives

Tgis report describes 44 federally assisted employment
and training programs administered by five Federal depart-
ments, three independent Federal agencies, and a Federal
Regional Council. Questions concerning why so many'programs
are available to the same general universe of people, how
such multiple efforts are coordinated to prevent overlap and
duplication among progra4s, and whether these programs are
mepring tile needs of the/r clients and of employers prompted
our review. The report dOntains,recommendations that call
for a more streamlined and coordinated employment and traffi-
ing delivery system.

1

We are sending copies'of thic report to the Director,
- Office of Managtment_and Budget and.to_Federal departments
and agencies responsible for programs described in this
report.

3 C 3

AW4 l"
W

Comptroller General
of the United States

,*
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FEDERALLY ASSISTED EMPLOYMENT
AND TRAINING: A MYRIAD OF
PROGRAMS SHOULD BE SIMPLIFIED

The Federal Government funds a complex and
increasing network oeemployment and train-
ing programs. In fiscal year 1977, Federal
spending for such programs amounted to 'over.
$9 billion. Most of these programs are
aimed at the same people--the disadvantaged
or unemployed.

Because so many programs are attempting to
aid the same people, GAO wanted to find out
how such multiple efforts are coordinated
and whether they are meeting the needs of
those people and of employers.

This repoft examines Federal employment and
training programs in the Tidewater, Virginia,
area--a well-defined and appropriately sized
area. Located in the southeastern part of
the State, it includes Isle of Wight and
Southampton counties and six cities:
Chesapeake, Franklin, Norfolk,- Portsmouth,
Suffolk, and Virginia Beach.

Tidewater is essentially one integrated
economic and social unit in that virtually
all of its population is included in a
desigdated standard metropolitan statistical
area. Its unemployment rates generally have
been below national rates. It is also
similar to the Nation as a wholein business
activities, such as construction, trade, and

.services.

4Federal employment and training programs use
many different approaches--public service
employment, institutiontl training, on-the-job
training, vocational Irehabilitation, work
experience, and job 'placement assistance.

The effectiveness of Federal efforts to make
people employable and place them in permanent
unsubsidized jobs is impeded by a number of

, TAIte Steel. 1.,lpors removal, the report
Cover date s mild be noted hereon i URD-79-11

a 3
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koblems. These problems, which involve
program proliferation and coordination, have
been reported as,national concerns by the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, the National Commission for Man-
power Policy, and the Commission on Federal
PaperOork.

Since local areas receive Federal assistance
tat operate most employment and training pro-
grams identified in this report, the condi-
tions described may be repiesentative or
what is happening in other metropolitan
areas in the Nation.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
REFORMS IN 1973

Ovei 5 years ago, the Congress took action
to address the complex Federal system of
employment and training programs funded
under separate legislative authorities and
aimed at specific client groupi. Serious
problems were noted then in thejaultiplickty_
of programs and excesSive duplication in
employment and training services.

To reform the Nation's emplOyment and train-
ing system, the Congress passed the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act of 1973.
The act was a significant step in that it
consolidated 17 separate Federal employment
and training programs and remains the major
Federal effort for providing employment and
training services. Also, it gave State and
local authorities a greater role in planning
and managing programs and channels most of
its program funds through local administering
agencies. Insteed of the Department of Labor
operating employment and training programs
through almost 10000 grants to and contracts
with public-ind private organizations, grants
are awarded to some 450 prime sponglors--
generally State qr local government's.
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INCREASING NUMBER OF
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
PROGRAMS 4
In fiscal year 1977, a total of 44 federally
assisted employment and trainiing programs
were operating in the Tidewatevarea. The
major Federal effort was funded under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.
Most of the Federal assistance funds to the
area were channeled through one local
administering agency. That agency had
direct responsibility for administering
only five programs but received almost two-
thirds of the $24.2 million in Federal
assistance funds for the area.

Collectively, federally assisted programs
served at least 70,604 participants in the
area. One program served only 2 partici-
pants while another served about 55,500.
/he programs involved 5 Federal departments,
3 independent Federal agencies, 1 Federal
Regional Council, 26 mational organizations
or State agencies, and more than 50 local

administering agencies. (See pp.:13 to 15.)

The 44 Tidewater programs represent 16

separate legislative authorities. Thirteen
prograMS are based on specific legislative
provisions, whereas the remaining 31 stem
from the authority vested in Federal and
State agencies to establish discretionary
local programa. The result is a vast network
of special emppasis program categories
characterized by

--programs With similar goals and target
groups of unemployed and disadyantaged
people,

--Federal moneys that follow a variety of
administrative channelp before reaching
the people to be served, and

--a complex and confusing approach to
helping individuals obtain training or
become gainfully employed.

Itai-Shma
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The Federal Government has been very respon- f
sive to employment and training problems
but ten

61

s to respond to such problems by
creati separate programs. The maze of
progra s calls attention to the need to
streamline the federally assisted employment
and training system. (See chart on p. 17.)
While the large number 'and variety of
programs tend to insure that a program is
available to meet a defined need, problems
occur when State and local governments have
to administer many programs to meet those
needs. (See pp. 15, 17, and 20.)

DIFFICULTIES IN COORDINATION,
PLANNING, AND EVALUATION,

The increase in employment and training pro-
grams intensifies the need for coordinated
planning at all levels--Federal, State, and
local. Although some coordination was
taking place, no Federal, State, or local
organization was responsible for coordinating
all the programs. (See pp. 22 and 25.)

Legislation related to employment and train-
ing programs in the Titziewater area reveals
a wide range of coordination requirementS.
The laws vary froM making no mention of
coordination to giving broad, blanket state-
ments that coordination to the extent possible
or feasible is required. This lack of speci-
ficity malJe it difficult to' determine whether
Tidewater area program agents were fulfilling
cooraination requirements.

The Comprehensive Employment and Training

lb

Act of 1973 gave States an important le
in adminiAtering employment and train ng
programs. It provided a strong poten ial t

at the State level for minimizing the effect4
of proliferation of such programs. Amendments
to,the act in 1978 created an even stronger
potential to minimize proliferation effects,
but authority still does not exist to modify
program operations to effectively coordinate
all efforts. (See pp. 24 and 27.)

4
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Furthermore, effective coordination would
require that information be available on the

. existence of programs. No central source of
information was available on federally aisisted
employment and training programs in the
Tidewater area. It appears that program
agents administer programs without full knowl-

edge of what others are doing. (See pp. 28

and 29.)

Evaluations of the overall effectiveness,of
programs and their economic impact wouldibe
difficult, if not impossible, due to the
lack of good data on the local labor market.
Reliable data on specific skill needs or
changes in needt of area and
unemployed were not available. Also, required
repOrts on probgram results generally did
not permit evaluation of individual program
effectiveness. (See pp. 29 and 32.)

GAO believ,e,34e key to improved administra-
tion is consd/idation of similar programs
and a more streamlined emploYMenf,and training

delivery system. This would help centralize
management control and provide a balanced
approach, thus facilitating managers'
evaluation of program results.

EMPLOYERS' EXPERIENCE WITH
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

One of the most important tests of the
programs' effectiveness is whether partici-
pants actually obtain and keep jobs. To
obtain information on this, GAO sent a
questiodnaire to a sample of Tidewater
employers. The results showed that

--few employe-rs had hired employees in
the past 3 years from federally assisted
mployment and training programs and

--the job retention rata was 22.3 pergent
for ehose hired frail the programs ahd
still with the employer of original
placement.

31'S
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Employers rated abilities and work of parti-
cipants as adequate or better much more
frequedtly.than Ap inadequate. (See pp.34
to"

Responses to GAO questionnaires also indicated
that

---walk-in applicants and classified ads
were the two most frequently used ways
employers Obtained employees,

--almost half of the employers had never
/been contacted by job developers or
placement specialists, and

--job developers and placement specialists
tended to concentrate their efforts on
Tidewater's larger employers. .

Employers who had hired participants from
. the employment and training programs had a

greater tendency to use job developers, or
placement specialists when hiring employees.
Employers who had not hired program parti-

.' cipants cited nd referrals by program agents
and no applications from participants as the
major.reasons., (See pp. 33, 35, add 37.)

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Director, Office of Management and
Budget, with the assistance of the Secretary'
bf Labor should

--explore ways to streamline-the employment
and.training system, lnciuding consolidation
ofi&ograms where feasihle and

--submit prioposed legislation to the Congress
for program consolidation_where necessary.

In the interim, the Director, should emphasize
to Federal, State, And local agencies adminis-
tering employment and training programs, the
need to coordinate the plannidg and operation
of all such programs.

7,7,0

_
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The Congress should

--on tha- basis of the executive branchq
proposals regarding program consolidation,
amend employment and training degis1ation
to reduce the nUmber of separate programs
and

--in amending employment and training
.legislation, ensure that appropriate
organizational arrangements'are mandated
to improve coordination and integration
of federally assisted employment and
training programs. (See p. 40.)

AGENCY COMMENTS

The Office of Management and Budget expressed
concern that GAO's findinis and recommenda
tions are too gerteral.

The Department of Labor's comtpents reinforce
GAO's findings, and Labor agreed to cooperate
witWthe Office of Management and Budget in
any efforts to explore ways to streamline
the employment and training system.

Labor ang-the Virginia ,Governor's Manpower
Sorvices Council said that before GAO
recommends legislative changes, it would
seem apprppriate to wait and see what
effect the recently enacted coordination
requirements in the Comprehensive lbployment
and Training Amendments of 1978 will have.
GAO disagrees. Given the sheer number and
variety of pro4rams, effective coordination
is still Officult at best. The key to
significantly improved program administration
is fewer programs end a more streamlined .

employment and raining system. (See p. 40.)

87414 0 $2 24
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Government has devised many varied programs
to help alleviate the problems of uneMployment "and under-
employment. In fiscal year 1977, over $9 billion in Federal
funds were expended for employment and training prograMs.
These programs involve many different approaches--such as
.pUblic service employment, institutional,training,_ on7the-job
ItainThg, vocational rehabilitation, work experience, And
job placement assistance. Some programs provide employment,
some training, some placement in jobs, and some both training

'and placeMent. Many of these programs are aimed at specific
categorical groups of people, but most are aimed at the same
general universe--the unemployed and disadvantaged.

Federal employment and training programs are distin-
guish< from regular educational programs by their operating
characteristics. Generally, they (1) operate outside the
regular pUblic edu8A-rion system, (2) provide skill training ,

for nonprofessional jobs, (3) provide services for less than
,1 year, and,(4) target on the disadvantaged or unemployed,

Our review waS prompted by questions concerning why so
many programs are availabtpAto the same general universe of
people, how such multiple erforts are coordinated to prevent
overlap and duplication among programs, and whether these
programs are meeting the needs of their clients and of em-
ployers. The area selected was Virginia's Planning District
XX, referred to as the Tidewater, Virginia, area.

TIDEWATER, VIRGINIA
1

Tidewater is located in the southeastern part of the
State on the,south side of the Port of Hampton Roads and
the James River. The area encompasses 2,018 square miles
of land, arsid contains six cities: Chesapeake, Franklin',
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Virginia Beach; and two
counties: Isle of Wight3and Southampton. (See app. I
for a,map of the Tidewater area.),A The area had an estimated .

coMbined,population of 801,400 according to data projected
from the 1970 census to 'July 1, 1974. The per capita income

7? fOr 1974 was $4,984 and total personal income was $3,994.2
million. In fiscal year 1977, the civilian labor force ,
averaged 308,000.

-

I A number of factors contributed to selecting Tidewater
for evaluation.

7:\
,
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- -Tidewater's unemployment rates have generally been
below the national'rates. (See app. II for a graph
comparing unemployment in Tidewater to the Nation.)

--The area is essentially one integrated economic and
social unit in that virtually all of its population
is included in a designated standard metropolitan
statistical area.

- -The area has experienced generally good economic
conditions.

- -Civilian employment has not declined in recent yeais.

- -A number of employment and training programs were
known to exist in the area.

- -A good mix of public and private employers is in the
area, as%well as in urban and rural areas.

- -The industrIal breakdown of. nonfarm activities is
somewhat STimilar tO the Nation as a whole except
for three categoriesmanufacturing, mining, and
Government. Tidewat r has a lower percent of
manufacturing and mi ing employment and a higher
percent of Government employment; (See app. III or

comparisons.)

ISSUES AND APPROACH

We examined the employment and training programs erat-
ing ih the Tidewater area in fiscal year 1977. We beli ve
that since local areas receive Federal.assistance to op ate
most employment and training programs identified in this re-
port, the iSsues we addressed and the results we obtained
may'be representative of what is happening in other metro-
politan areas in the Nation. The issues we examined we're':

--How many federally assisted empl yment and training-,'
programs are available in the,Tidewa er

- -Is there a central source of informa ion on (1) the
total number of programs availabre, (2) the variety
of servkces offered, and (3) the number of people
actually being served by the programs?

- -Is,there a reliable source of.information Which
Provides data an the supply and demand for job .

skills in the area?
_

ft
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--Is there an evaluation of the actual needs.of the area

prior to implementing new programs?

--Is there good coordination between delivery'agents to -.9

prevent overlap and duplication oreffort?

--Is it possible to determine the overall effectiveness

of these programs?

These issues relate closely to national employment and

training program issues on proliferation and coordination

raised by the isory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-

tions, t.re.4La.ional Commission for Manpower Policy, 1/ and

the Commission on Federal Paperwork. Our past studies in-

dicate that these issues are not new to employment and

training programs.

In our report summarizing our conclusions and observa-

tions on Federal manpower training programs, we pointed out

that there had been a proliferation of Federal manpower pro-

grams and duplicate administrative systems for delivering man-

power services. 2/ Also, in our report on the combined im-

pact of all federally assisted manpower programs in the At-f

lanta, Georgia, area, we pointed out that there were signifi-

cant differences in the methods used to assess enrollees'

needs and that opportunities existed for improving the de-

livert of manpower services. 2/ Then, in our report on the

manpo er services for the disadvantaged in phe District of

Columbia, we found a maze of local systems gor the delivery

of similar job training and employment services'to the same

group of District residents. This maze resulted in a complex,

confusing, and uncoordinated effort to assist clients in be-

coming gainfully employed. 1/

1/The Comprehens mployment and Ttaining Act Amendments of

1978 changed the C mission's name to National Commission

for Employme%t Pol cy.

2/"Federal Manpower Training Programs--GA0 Conclusions

and Observations" (8-116270, Feb. 17, 1972).

,2/"Opportuntties for Improving Federally Assisted'Manpower
. .

J

4

Programs in tile Atlanta-, Georgia, Area" (8-146879,

Jan, 7, 1972).

4/"Study of Federal Programs 'for kanpower Services for

the Disadvantaged,in the District f Columbia" 0-146879,

Jan. 30, 1973).

*ob. AP,

" \'3
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SCOPE OF REVIEW

We performed our fieldwork at the follOwing locations
.-during calendar year 1977:

' --Employment and Training Administration, Department of
Labor, Washington, D.C., and Department of Labor's
regional office in Philadelphia.

--Department of Health, Education, and Welfare's re-
gional office in Philadelphia.

7-Veterans Administration's regional office in Roanoke,
Virginia.

--Virginia Employment Commission's Headquarters in
Richmond and local offices in Tidewater, Virginia.

--Southeastern Tidewater Area Manpower Authority,
Norfolk, Virginia.

--Southeastern Tidewater Opportunity Project, Norfolk,
Virginia.

--Southeastern Viginia Planning District Commission,
'Norfolk, Virginia.

--Local institutions of postsecondary edUcation, Tide-
water, Virginia. .....

.

-,-Governor's Manpower Council, RichMond,
Virginia.

--Employment and training delivery,agents in the Tide-
water, Virginia, area.

We discussed program activitids with employment and -
training officials at the various locations. Through a ques-
tionnaire sent to a random sample of Tidewater employers, .

we obtained their views on federally assisted employment mid
training programs, their preferred means of recruiting eV/
hiring employees,'and other pertinent information.

we reviewed applicable legislation, regulationW, State
plans and other pertinent documents. We also reviewed
several stUdies relating to federally ailaisted employment and
training programs* These include studies by the AdVisocr
Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, the Natibnal Com-

o misaion for ManpowensPolicy, and the commission on Federal
Paperwork.

.
..,

r a
We limitedlrur review to programs that are delfgned to

create employment, alleviate unemployment, or make people
more employable. -We identified programs*through (1) contacts

. with various officials, (2) the Catalog.of Federal Domestic
Assistance, (3) newspaper articles, (0) television broadcasts,
and ( ) knowledge of staff membe0s.

1

V '
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CHAPTER 2

OPPORTUNITIES EXIST TO STREAMLINE THE

ADMINISTRATION OF FEDERALLY ASSISTED

EMPLOYMENT MID TRAINING PROGRAMS

Various legislative and administrative actions have been
taken over the years to develop a comprehensive apprOach to
provide federally assisted employment and training to anew.?
ployed and economically disadvantaged persons. The most com-
prehensive of these efforts was the enactment of the Compre-
hensive Employment.,and Training Act (CETA) in December 1173.
Through CETA an assortment of employment and training pre-
grams were consolidated. The results we found in the Tide-
water, Virg area show ttat opportunities ex,ist to further
streamline. ministratio of federal4y assisted employ-
ment and tr g programs.

In Tidewater during fiscal year 1977, we identified 44
federally assisted employment and training programs, 21 of

. which were authorild by CETA legislation. Many of the pro-
grams have similar oals and virtually the same target
populations and a maze of funding and adRinistrative channels
exists. A graphic illustration of federelly assisted employ-
ment and training programs in Tidewater is presented on
page 17 with additional details-in apps. IV and V.

Neither the original CETA legislation nor subsequent
amendment; brought all major employment and training programs
under the CETA umbrella. Within CETA, the programs that have
been designed by many Federal, State, and local agencies have
contributed to further proliferation of the overall Federal
effort. Further, the Congress has enacted idditional legis-
lation to Teet various employment and training needs,, and
these efforts have furthered the ptoliferation of programs.

HISTOU'OF ?EDERAL EFFORTS

Since the 4nactment of the Cirst Federal program aimed
at providing employment, there has been a continued growth
and change in the services offered to the uneMployed and
economically disadvantaged. In 1917 the Fedaral-State voca-
tional education program was authorized by the Smith-Hughes
Act. The program offered job training for youth and adults
and was the Feder;i21 Government's initial plunge into manpower
programs.
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Federal involvement gradually expanded through congres-
sional action. The Congress attempted to help solve the
country's employment and training problems by establishing
the Vocational Rehabilitation Administration in 1920 and the
United States Employment Service in 1933, and enacting the
Employment Act in 1946 and the National Defense Education

4

Act in 1958.

In the 1960s through the "New Frontier" and "Great Soc-
iety" philosophies, the Congress made a concerted national
effOrt to alleviate employment-related problems, particularly
among the disadvantaged. Between fiscal years 1961 and 1970,

'Federar manpower outlays increased from $520 million to about
$3.5 billion per year. This increase in outlays was pri-
marily due to programs authorized by three major pieces of
legislation--the Area Redevelopment Act4 the Manpower Devel-
opment and Training Act of 1962, and the Ecopomic Opportunity
Act of 1964.

The Area Redevelopment Act, passed in 1961, included
provisions which authorized programs for occupational train-
ing and retraining to alleviate substantial and persistent
unemployment and underemployMent in certain economically dis-.
tressed areas. The programs authorized by the Manpower De-
velopment and Training Act were aimed at increasing the em-
ployment of skilled and unskilled workers through training, '

job creatidn, and work experience. The Economic Opportunity
Act targeted resources to the poor, racial minorities, youth,
and, other segments of the population most adversely affected
by unemployment. It authorized skill training, job placement,
and support services. The Area RedeveloPmerit Act expired in
1965 and ifs training provisions were incorporated into the
Manpower Development and Training Act.

In 1965 the Congress passed the Public Works and Eco-
nomic Development Act of 1965 which was an outgrowth of prior
legislation, including the Area Redevelopment Act. The Public
Works and Economic Development Act included provisions which
authorized grants and loans for public works and development
facilities to assist in creating additional long-term employ-
ment opportuniries and to benefit primarily the long-term
unemployed and members of low-income families.

The Congress continued to enact new programs to deal
with still emerging employment-related problems. For ex-
ample, the Social Security Amendments of 1967 authorized the
Work Incentive (WIN) program to provide skills and job train-
ing for public assistance recipienES. WIN was the successor
Ntgram to the Community Work and Training program which was

3 76
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started in 1962 and was discontinued on June 30, 1968, and
the work experience and training program which was started
in 1964 and was discontinued on June 30, 196B. Experience
under these two earlier,programs indicated that, to provide
effective assistance to welfare recipients, a much greater
effort would be required than was possible under these pro-
grams, and therefore WIN was authorized as a new work train-
ing program.

The Emergency Employment Assistance Act followed in
1971, and it authorized transitional employment in jobs -

providing needed public services and, when feasible, related
training and manpower services to enable such persons to
move into employment or training not supported under the act.

By the late sixties, there were numeroUs employment and
training programs involving many Federal departments and
agencies. Program historians have said that the number of
programs proliferated into a "complicated administrative
maze." Coordination was a problem even within the various
Federal departments. For example, by 1967 the Department of
Labor's Manpower Administration had almost 10,000 grants and
contracts for the various categoriika programs under its,
jurisdictiOn.

Beginning in 1967, efforts were underway to solve the
problems created by massive FederAl efforts, lack of coordi-
nation, and overlap and duplication among programs. These
efforts resulted in the Concontrated Employment Program, the
Cooperative Area Manpower Planning System, and the Comprehen-
sive Manpower Program. They were intended to reduce frag-
mentation and decentralize responsibility for planning and
operating these programs from a central authority to the
local )urisdictional bodies--usually community action
agencies--where the programs actually operated. While all
three efforts provided insights for charting the direction
of change in manpower planning and programing, Ehere was
still a myriad of program authorizations, guidelines, target
groups, and delivery mechanisms,

Tbe Congress, reco4nizinglthe need for a program which
would provide the related services needed by clients through
a single comprehensive effort, in 1973 passed CETA. According
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to a dune 1977 report issued by the Advisory Commission4on
Intergovernmental RelatiOns: 1/

"Instead of the nationally orie4ed, narrowly
,

focused approach taken in most existing federal
categorical grants in this area, the framers of
CETA sought to decategorize, decentralize, and
unify the intergovernmental manpower system
through-the block grant instrument."

CETA, however, authorized essentially a hybrid -block
grant program, i.e., a mixture of block and catelorical
grants. Funds for block grants are awarded for specific pur-
poses on the basis of an application or plan setting forth
the intended use of funds. Categorical grants provide re:-
sources for specific purposes as long as certain minimum na-
tional standards contained in agency guidelines and regulh-
tions are followed. While they are similar, they differ in
that categorical grants are for narrowly defined purposes and
block grants are for more broadly or,functionally defined pur-
poges. BlOck grants also place greater reliance on State anit
loclal initiative and administrative, machinery.

The original CETA legislation Consisted of four basic '

program titles. Title I authorized com pi ehensive services
in a single block grant, whereas the rem ining basic titles
authorized funds for4tategorical program thrOugh either
grants or contractual agreements. Title II sqcifically
authorized a public service employment program for areas
of bigh unemployment; title III authorized separate national
progtams for.special target groups, such as migrant and a-
sonal farmworkers, American Indians, and youth; and titleJIV
authorized a continuation of the Job Corps program for di
advantaged youth. . '

CETA CONSOLIDATED MANY PROGRAMS

CETA consolidated 17 former categorical grant programs.
The legislation encompassed the services available under the

1/"The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act: Early
Readings from a Hybrid Block Grant," Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations, Washington, D.C., 1977.
The Commission was created by the Congress to monitor the
operation of the Federal system and recommend imprOve-
ments. It consists of representatives fromithe executive
and legislative branches of Federal, State,Iind local
Overnment and the public.

373
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Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (42 U.S.C.
2571).-and parts of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964
(42 U.S.C. 2701), and the Emergency Employment Act of 1971
(42 U,S.C. 4811). Previously; appropriations under theSe
acts supported a variety of national categorical employment
and training prog ams, including institutional trainlng,
Neighborhood Youth Corps, New Careers, Operation Mainstream,
and Job Opportunities in the Business Sector programs. CETA
did not include major programs authorized under other legis-
lation, such as the employment service program (Wagner-Peyser
Act--29 U.S.C. 49) and the WIN program (Social Security
Act--42 U.S.C. 630). But CETA was ihsftumental in consoli-
dating many Federal employment and training programs and,
since 1973, has been the major Federal effort for providing
employment and training services.

With the enactment of CETA, the Congress adopted the
policy that certan employment and training programs would
be operated through a decentralized and flexible system of
Federal, State, and local programs to provide j6b training
and employment opportunities for economically disadvantaged,
unemployed, and underemployed persons to make sure that such
training and support services lead to maximum opportunities
and the improved self-sufficiency of program participants.
Under CETA all States, and all cities, counties, and combi-
nations of local units of government having 100,000 oemore
population can receive Federal grants for.employment and
training activities. Some smaller units and rural areas may
also qualify. Currently, the total number ofl*qualifying
units--referred to as prime sponsors--is about 450.

CETA gave-State and lOcal authorities a greater role
than in previous programs in planning and managing employment
and training programs. Instead of operating manpower programs
through almost 10,000 grants to and contracts wiA public and
private organizations, the Department of Labor now makes
grants to 450 prime sponsors. ,

Prize. sponsors may opetatprograms themsell4t.s or con-
-Iract fOr services. CETA services include programs and ac-
tivities such os:

--Outreach to make, needy persons aware of available
emploYment and training services.

--Assessment if individual's needs, interests, and
potential;,. referral to appropriate jobs or training;
and followup to help new workers stay on the job.

f)-fr,
,
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--Orientation, counseling, education, and-classroom
skill training to help people prepare for jobp or
qualify for better lobs.

--Subsidized on-the-job training.

--Allowances to support trainees and their families and
needed services such as child care and medical aid.

--Development of information concerninethe labor market
and activities, such as job restructuring, to make it
more responsive to objectives of the manpower service
program.

-,-Transitional public service employment programs to
enable participants to move into unsubsidized jobs.

--Special programs for groups, such as Indians, migrants,
ex-offenders, and youth.

PROGRAMS PROLIFERATE AGA/N

Although CETA was a'significant step in consolidating
.many federally assisted employment and training programs,
the effects of this consolidation effort have been lessened
as attional programs have been authcirized for special pur-
poses r for particupr target groups. In December 1974, a
new title (title VI) was added to CETA authorizing a public
service employment program as a countercyclical tool to get
unemployed persons back to work. In August 1977, to deal
with the severe youth unemployment problems, four additional
youth programs were authorized under CETA even though youth
programs were already in existence through other legislation
and CETA titles Also, with the enactment of the CETA Amend-
ment? of 1978 (Public Law'S5-524, Oct. 27, 1978), 1/ two addi-
tional employment and training programs were authorized under

'4/Til1e,1 Of-the. original CETA Act has been redesignated as"
title II of the CETA Amendment? of 1978. Authorization for
public service employment activities is contained in the
reauthorized title II part.D ai well as title VI. The
designation for special national target group programs,
except fOr youth, remains title III in the new act. All
programs specifically targeted to youths are now in title
IV of the new'act. Re4erences to CETA in this report are
to the then-current 1973 CETA legislation rather than to
the 1978 CETA amendments.-

A
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---=CETA--a title tor tde handicapped and a title VII
private sector op ortunities prog4am for the economically

disadvantaged.

Through the funding of categorical graft programs, the
opportunity for prime sponsors tO determine program mix and
develop comprehensive employment services to meetlocal needs

has diminished. To illustrate the point, in fiscal year
1975,'about 42 percent of CETA's funds were earmarked for

block grants to provide comprehensive services. In fiscal

year 1977, onlyabout 15 percent were earmarked for such
services--in other words, 85 percent of the funds were ear-

marked foe categorical grant programs. 'much of this shift

in funding is attributable to the enactment of public service
employment under title Vf of CETA1

Additional legislation has also beeh enacted authorizing
categorical employment and training programs that are beyond

the CETA.'UMbrella. Although each of these programs is
directed toward fulfilling_a valid need, they contribute to
the large number qrprograms which must be dealt with at the

local level. For example, in December 1974 the Congress
passed title X of the ublic Works and Economic Development

Act of 1965 (42 U.S.C. 246) to provide emergency financial
assistance to stimylat , maintain, or eXpand job-creating ac-

-`, tivities in areaS suffering from unusually high levels of
unemployment, and the Public Works EmployMent Act of 1976

tiesfor unemployed
and underemployed persns in areas of

(42 U.S,C. .6707) was enacted to provi5e ethOoymeO nt opportuni-

. high unemployment,through construction or renovation of
Useful public facilities.

.

In the ,,lune 1977 report issued by the Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations, one of the major find-

ings'was that

"pathough 17 categoricar grants were folded into
title I, the cu4 block grant did little to curb
the historic fragmentation of federal manpower
,programs. Forty-seven separate authorizations
for this purpose (Federal manpower programs]

still exist and'these are administered'by ten
federal departments or agencies."

The report recommended that the President and the Con-

gress take immediate action to alleviate the rapid prolifera-

tion of manpower programs.

,

:-
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°In light of the rapid proliferaion of manpower
preigrams, their frequently competing or duplicat-
ing purposes-and clientele groups, andspiraling

% federal outlaysfor these numerous activities,
the Commission recommends that the President and
the Congress gibe high priority to sorting Out, '

redefining, and,articulating clearly national man-
power goals; m relating a rahge of coordinative
management devices for their accomplishment at
the community level; and to developing the neces-
sary mechanisms for periodic evaluations Of pro-
gram progress and.accomplishments."

The report further stSted:

"As a long-term objective, the Commission is con-
VIZ that reorganization of the federal agencies-
res sible for administe'ring manpower programs
and consolidation and redirection of grants-irv.aid
to state and local governments in this area are
essential means of bringing the highly fragmented
existing employment and training, vocational edu-
cation, institutional training, Vocational reha-
bilitation, economic opporiunity,-and other pro-
grams into a more consisttnt, integrated, and co-
oFdinated strategy for meeting the manpower goels
and needs of the nation's local communities in an &-

efficient, effective, and equitable manner."

PROLIFERATION IN TIDEWATER
'

We considered'an employment ahd traininTeffort as a
progi-am if it had'a separate contract or grant award made
at the Federal or State level and had its own'specific
goal(s) and target population(s). in this context, grants
for'special purposes, such as vocatiOnal education under
title I of CETA and special target groups under title III,

-_of CETA, Nere pounted as separate programs. Stith grants
wertiawarded do meet separate needs of separate groups of
individuals and-therefore, have their own client groups and
project design and require separate eligibility criteria and

. delivery mechanisms.

The federally assfsted employment and training programs
we identifidd are generally categorical grant programs.
Thgte were 44 sunil progrnms operatlng in the Tidewater area
in.ftscal year 1917. Combined annual funding for these peo-

4; grams waS,at leasç $74.2 million._ They provided services

t

3
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to at leait 10,604 clients in, fiscal year 1977 with one pro-,
gram serving'only 2 participants while another one served as
many as 55,468. The cost per program duringofiscal year i977
ranged from $4,867 to $5,832,800. (See apps. IV and V.)

We were able to obtain fiscal year 1977 fuiitling informa-
tion for 42 of the 44 programs identified. As indicated below,

1 4 Federal agencies,have administratiye responsibility for 35
programs and acccent for virtualLy all of the program funds.

Federal Number of' Fiscal year Percent
,

agency programs 1977 funding of total

(000-omitted) ,
Depardient-of ?

Labor . 27 , $18,861 78
Department of Health,
Education, and
Welfare , 3 2,055 .. 8

Department of
Commerce. 3 1,544 6

,

Veterans Adminis-
tration 2 1,408 6

ACTION 1 1"-.. 152 1

Department of
Transportation 3 142 1

Department of the
Interior 2 38 (a)'

Federal, Regional
CoUncil 1 18

Total b/42 $24,2111 100
1 ---=-

1
40a/Less than 1 percent. 1

, 12/FundingAnformation not readily available for two programs.

size of uródl of the programs, however, and the way t4ey
are scattered across Federal, State, add+local agencies ra4se
questions aboUt the overall efficiency of the federally as,.,
sisted,employment and training effort.

4

The Department of Labor has administrative responsibility
for CETA,programS, and CETA accounts for 21 of the 44 programs
identified. Of the $24.2 million in federallyassisted em-
ployment and training programs, CETA amounts to $16.7 million.
Thy local prime sponsor in Tidewater accounts for $15.8 mil-
lion, OP 65 percent, of the $24.2 million total, but had
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direct responsibiliey for administering onllx.5 CETA programs
and therefore, only 5 of the144 total prograMs iderhified.
The remaining 16 CETA programi amount to lesS than.$1 mil-

. lion with individual program costs ranging from $77042 to
$149,174.

The 23 non-CETA programs involVe five Federal depart-,

ments, three indegendent Federal agencies, end S Federal-
Regional.Council. The combindd funding for these prograMs
was at least $7.5 million, or about 31 percent, of the fiscal
year-1977 fendAng for federally assisted empIdyment and
4raining programs in the Tidewater area. Individual program
costs ranged from $4,867 to $1;531,-395 with eight progtemt'
funded at less than $50,000. The pattern of increasing Fed-
eral empfoyment and training efforts through separate cate-
gories of assistance has created an administrative struc-.
,ture involvng different funding schemes and encompassing
various combinations of Federal, State, and local agencies.

MAZE OF FUNDING AND
. ADMINISTRATIVE CHANNELS .

The categorical approach to,employmelit, and training
programs has created amaze of funding and administrative, ar a h,
channels. The chart Om page lyiagrams the flow of funds
nd-administration fo ech of e 44 -prograMs identified
as operating fn the Tidewater area during fiscal year 1977.
As can be seen, programg-Are priginatipg in five Fe4eral de-
partmentsthree independent Federal ageppies, and .a Federal
Regional Coundil. They'are then funqled through a variety
of channels, including more than 50- local administering
agencies before Sctually reaching the people to be served.
While we did not attempt to develop the administrative costs
for the overall federally assisted effort, certainly the
costs are considerable.

. _ .
,,, -

,,, The chart.also illustrates that few programs follow the
same administrative pattern. Some programs flow from.the
Federal level theiough variovs State levels before reaching
he Tidewater area. Others go directly from th Federal

t

evel to the local administering agency and.sti 1 Others go
hrough a public or nonprofit national off.ice b fore're.ich-
ng the Tidewater-program agent.

', : "--
Our 1973 report on 17 Federad employment and_training

ograms in ,the Washington,:D.C., area stated:

8

4
e
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"GAO's study of the 17 Federal manpower programs_

revealed a maze of local systems'for the delivery,

of similar job training and employment services

to the same group of bistrict residents. The

'

providing of suchservices on an individua1 pro-

Aram approach resulted in a complex, confusing,

and uncoordinated effort to assist those persons

in becoming gainfully-employed."

Some of these programs were brought under the CETA

umbrella, while others no longer exist. However, for fiscal

year 1977 in the Tidewater area, we found 44 programs similar

or identical to the 17 identified in Washington, D.C., in

1973. Of the 44 identified, 21'were authorized by CETA leg-

iskatioW. The remaining 23 programs yere authorized by

15 other separake legislative authorities. The fragmented

federally assisted employment and training effort originates,

in the programs' authorizing
legislation and extends through

the delivery of services at the local level.

OPPORTUNITIES TO STREAMLINE
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

In examining tile extent of proliferation of programs

with similar goals, we categorized the programs into the

three groups shown below based on the primary goal or pur-

pose of the program.

Programs designed to Number,of programs

Create employment 14

Train and/or upgrade skills 21

- Place or refer-to jobs 9 s

44

Of the 14 programs designed to create employment, 4 .

provide part=time employment, 5 full-time employment, and

5 summer employment. Programs designed to train and/or up-

grade skills provide training through such methods as class--

room instruction, apprentioeships, and on-the-job training.

Programs designed-to place or xefer individuals serve as a

connecting link between clients and employers to refer

eligible individuals to appropriate employment.

We then examined the 44 programs and categorized the,

on the basis of categorical target groups to be served. The

results were 'as follows: / ,

/ L
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Target group Number of programs

/

Youth ' . a/9
Physically or mentally handicapped ,6
Obaer.Americans 4

Veterans 4
Minorities and women V' 4

Unemployed, upderemployed,'and
ec§nomically disa6anta9ed 17

Other ,' . ' 8
1

.

b/52

2/Does not include several CETA youth programs authorized in
August 1977 (the Youth Employment'and Demonstration Proj-
ects Act of 1977--Public Law 95-93) whichlie did ncit find
operating in Tidewater during fiscal year 1977.

b/The total shown is greater than the number of progranl
identified (44) because some programs had more than one
target group.

In comparing the purpose of certain programs with target
groups to be served, opportunities exist to streamline the
administration of the federally assisted employment and train-
ing network and consolidate certain programb where feasible.

or example, the Summer Program for Economically Dis-
advantaged youth and the Federal Employment for Disadvantaged.)
Youth-Summer program both serve youth and are designed to
create employment. To be eligible for the Summer Program for
Economically Disadvanta d Youth,fperson must be economi-
cally disadvantaged an between- th ages of 14 and 21. Under
the Federal Employmentj for Disadvantaged Youth-Summer pro-
gram, priority for el gibility is given to economically dis-
advantaged youth bet en the ages df 16 and 21. Persons
eligible for these two programs may also be eligible for the
Vocational Exploration programanother youth program designed
to create emp,loyment. Two of these programs are authorized
by CETA, and the third one is authorized by the Cimril Service
Act. Two different Federal agencies have administrative re-
sponsibility for the programs and at least three different
program agents are involved'at the local level.

Similarly, the On-The-Job Training for the Mentally Re-
tarded program and the Vocational,Rehabilitation for the

1117-614 0 - 62 - 25
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Handicapped program serve mentally handicapped ,individuals

and both arevdesigned to brain and place program participants

in jobs. Two different Federal
ddpartments have administra-

tive responsibility for these two programs. One local pro-

gram is authorized by CETA ahd is funded at $7,728. The

other local program is authorized by the Rehabilitation Act

of 19730 and its funding level is $1,531,395.

The two Senior. Community Service Employment programs

(one in Norfolk and one in Isle of Wight County) and the .

Senior Companion program also provide opportunities for

streamlining the employment and trainin network. To be

eligible for either of the two Senior çmunity Service £5-

ployment programs, one has to be low i cOme and 55 years or

older. To be eligible for the Senior Companion program, one

must be low income and 60 years or older. The Senior Com-

munity Service Employment program is authorized by iitle IX

of the Older Americans Act, and the Senior Companion program

is authorized by th'e Domestic. Volunteer Service Act of 1973.

Two different Federal agencies have administrative responsi-

bility for the programs and three different progeam agents

have responsibility at the local level. -

Federal and State governments have been responsive to

employment and training
problems.but tend to respond to such

problems by creating separate programs. The need for 44 pro-

.- grams, however, funded under 16 different legislative authori-

ties should be reexamined.

........,
Funds for thermajor federalay

assisted employment and

training programs operating in the"Tidewater^area in,fiscal

year 1977 were distributed on the basis of specific provi-

sions mandated by Federal law. There were, 13 $uch programs

totaling about f21.3 million, or 88 percent, of the total

fiscal year 1977 funds for federally assisted employment and

training programs in Tidewater. (See app. IV.) Funds for

the remaining 31 programs yiere distributed under discretion-

ary grants, that is, on the basis of discretionary actions

by Federal or State agencies under general provisions of

Federal law. Discretionary grants are awarded to help solve

specifkic problems and are not distributed to recipients .

according to any legally mandated proportions. (See app. V.)

The 31 discretionary grant programs total about $2.9 millIon.

Thus, the manner in which most of the 41 programs evolved

stems from the discretionary actions of Federal and State

governments. For example, under title III of-CETA, funds are

1
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-available to t*.e Secretary of Labor for providing additional
manpower services to special target groups, and 4 percent of

,CETA title I funds are available to Governors for statewide
-services, including special model employment and training
programs.. The Sheer number of programs, combined with
various Federal, State, and local agencies having adminis-
trative responsibilities for the programs, lessen the ability
to deliver employment and training services in the most ef-
ficient manner.

1

Recognizing that the variety of emplc4ment-related prob-
lems that exist may well demand some separate prqQrams, how
the employment and training delivery system can best be orga-
niZed to effectively deal with these problems should be re-
examined. Streamlining program administration by consolidat-

,
,ing programs having similar objectives into broader purpose
programs should increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
the delivery of federally assisted employment and training
progrAmsr. As the National Commission for Manpower Policy
hoted in its May'1978 report to the President and the Con-
gress,

"The proliferation of specialized programs leads
toONdminisirative ineffi.ciency, undue constraints
on local flexibility, *.* * dilution of available
resources and the ultimate risk that very little
will be accomplished beyond the initial satisfac-
tion of the best organized constituencies."

Some of the problems magnified by proliferation in the
Tidewater area axe discussed in the following chapter.

3 S
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CHAPTER 3

PROLIFERATION MAGNIFIES PROBLEMS

IN FEDERALLy ASSISTED ,EMPLOYMENT

AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

In the iidewater area we found problems in planning,
coordinating, and evaluating the effectiveness of programs.
These problems become even more siOrficant when viewed
from the standpoint of involving 44-programs.

None of the Federal, State, or local officials we con-
tacted maintained a list or eve.m-leriew of all employment and
training programs in the Tidewater area. Some laws and reg-
ulations which govern the programs contained coordination
requirements, but these requirements were frequently either
vague or all-encompassing. In many cases no coordination
was mandated. Good local labor market data did not exist
for use in planning the programs, and making an overall
evaluation of such a fragmented, federally aAisted effort
would be very difficult, if not impossible.

COORDINATIQN'AMONG PROGRAMS
IS A PROBLEM

In examining coordination of programs in the Tidewater
area, weltiind that laws and regulations lagked specificity
regarding coordination and that no central source of informa-
tion existed on all programs in the area. Subsequent to our
fieldwork, the CETA Amendments of 1978 were enacted authoriz-
ing additional coordination requirements. Our review.of the
new legislation indicates that it has the potential to help
correct some of the problems noted.

a
Lack .04. specificity in
cooidination requirements

Our review of legislgation related to employment,and
training programs in the'Tidewater area revealed a wide range
of goordination requirements. Some of the laws did not men-
tion coordination, others contained broad, blanket statements
requiring that coordination be done to the &xtellt feasible.
For example, lawp contained such eequirements as

--coprdination should be done to the extent practicable,

--programs should be linked to the maximum extent
feasible,

10
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--program age.nts are to consuli with other program
agents, and

--program agents should maintain, where appropriate,
linkages to other manpower programs.

Some of the laws implied a form of cooperation by
requiring program agents of one program to use facilities
that were already available through other programs. Some
laws required program agents to coordinate with State agen-
cies, but did not specify the type of coordination or the
State agencies to be involved.

CoordinAion of specific programs has been mandated by
law between some Federal departments--such as the Departments
of Labor and Health, education, and Welfare. However, dur-
ing the time, of our fieldwork no agency or department at the
Federal, State, or local level had been clearly mandated by
law or Federal regulation to coordinate all federally as-
sisted employment and training programs.

Two statutes--the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966 (42 U.S.C. 3334) and the Intergovern-
mental Cooperation Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. 4231)--were designed
to increase intergovernmental cooperation and cookdination by
establishing formal communication channels among parties that
might be affected hy a federally assisted project. The Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) implemented the two statutes
through OMB, Circular A-95. Its purpose was to facilitate
intergovernmental cooperation by offering State and local
governments the chance to comment on the consistency of fed-
erally assisted projects with local policies, plans, and
programs.

The circular is based on OMB's preMise that communica-
tion is fundamental to coordination. If people talk to each
other, they can identify common interests and conflicts.
Cooperation and negotiation can then take place. The review
and comment process is designed to create a climate for in-
terpvernmental cooperation in which coordination is likely
to occur.

According to offiSals of the Southeastern Virginia
Planning District Commission, the review procedure provided
by OMB Circular A-95 is the primary vehicle for Federal grant

The Planning District Commission reviews Federal
grant pplications from local governments or groups to insure
similar activities are not being conducted in the same area.
However, the Federal agencies involved do not notify the Plan-
ning District Commission whether or not the,grant was awarded.

3 D
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During the time'of our fieldwork, CETA provided a strong
potential for miniiizing the effects of program proliferation
at the State level. CETA charged the Governor with the re-
sponsibility for developing and carrying out an annual com-
prehensive manpower plan. The key elements of the plan
provided for:

1. Cooperation and participation of all State agencies
providing manpower and related services.

2. The sharing of resources and facilities needed to
conduct manpower p4anning.

3. Coordination of employment service programs financU
under the Wagner-Peyser Act.

4. Coordination of State activities with local -prime
sponsor activities.

The State of Virginia provided for consideration of those
elements through State agency participation on ats Governor's
Manpower Services Council.

CETA required that every State which desired to be des-
ignated, as a prime sponsor establish a State Manpower Serv:
ices Council. The Governor was responsible for appointing
a council chairman and the council members, at least one-
third of whom were to be representatives of other prime
sponsors in the State. In addition, one representative was
to be appointed from each of the following: the State board
of vocational education, the State employment service, and
any State agency deemed appropriate by the Governor. Rep-
resentatives were also to be appointed from organized labor,
business and industry, the general public, community-based
organizations, and-the population to be served.

The specific responsibilities of the Council'were:

1. To review individual'prime sponsor plans and
the plans of State agencies, and to make
recommendations for more effective cdlordination.

-a
2. To monitor ,the operation of programs condgcted

by each prime sponsbr, as well as the
availability, responsiveness, and adequacy of
other State agency services.

'
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3. To prepare an annual report to the Governor
and issue other studies, reports, or documents
nlieded to assist prime sponsors and help carry
out the purposes of CETA legislation.

An official of the GoVernor's Manpower Services Council
in Virginia told us that the Coun6i1 was the principal agent
within the State to foster coordination among all employment
and training delivery agents in the State. Although the
Council was authorized to review the plans of each prime
sponsor and the plans of State agencies providing services
to those prime sponsors, it lacked the authority to modify
the operations of prime sponsors or the State agencies. .
Thus, the,Council was left with only the uncertain powers
of persuasion. State Manpower Services Councils 1/ were not
given specific authority under CETA legislation to intervene
in local prime sponsor systems or to enforce coordination
with non-CETA program sponsors.

In reviewing the laws and related Federal regulations
for the 44 Tidewater programs, we found:

--Coordination with at least one other employment and
training program was actually mandated for only
10 programs.

- -Coordination was maridated "to the extent feasible"
for 11 programs.

-

-4Coordination was implied; but not specified for
3 programs.

- -Coordination was neither mandated nor implied for
20 programs.

This lack of specificity made it, difficult to evaluate
whether the Tidewater programs Were fulfilling their coordi-
nation requirements. We had to establish the following
criteria to evaluate compliance.

Complete compliance--Those programs that were coordinat-
ing to some degree with all other agencies or progrms
specifically designated in the law or impaementing
regulation. (This does not imply ideal or needed coor-
dination Was taking place.)

1/The CETA Amendments of 1978 changed the Councils' name
to State Employment and Training Councils.

3D 2
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Substantial compliance--Those programs that were

coordinating with other agencies or programs even

though.these agencies or'programs may not have been
specifically designated by name in the implementing

law or regulation. For example, the law or regulation

may have stated 4'other manpower programs."

Partial compliance--Those programs that were coordinat-

ing with some of the programs or agencies designated

in the law or regulations.

Based on these Criteria, the .following results were,

obtained for the 44 Tidewater programs.

Complarce with Number of

law/regulation programs

Complete 5

Substantial 2

Partial 6

Extent of compliance could not
me determined because of lack
of specificity in law or
regulation ' 11

No coordination mandated 20

Total 44
=-_.,

While the extent ot compliance could not be deteulineal.be- -

cause the law or regulation lacked specificity for 11 pro-

grams, some coordination with other employment and training

programs or related activities took place, as was the case .

for the 20 programs where no coordination was mandated.
4

None of the laws or regulations specifically mandated

coordination with ald other employment and training programs

in a .geographic area. None of the program 'agents we con-

tacted maintained a list of or even knew of all the employ-

ment *and training programs in.the Tidewater aua. for ex-

ample:

--The Governor's Manpower Services Council cannot iden-

tify the number or scope of programs actually operat-

ing in Tidewater), even though the Council serves as a

point of coordination for manpower programs within the

State according to the Council's Chief of Planning.

c)(1/,
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--The CETA prime sponsor for the Tidewater area was not
aware o.f all the programs operating within its jpris-
diction because not dll programs are regbired to co-
ordinate with the prime sponsor.

These problems are similar to those recognized by the
National Commission for Manpower Policy in its report "Man-
power Program Coordination",issued in October 1975. The Com-
mission found

"The CETA legislation places heavy respon-
sibility for koordination on the prime sponsors
and the govetin rs without concurrently requiring
the non-CETA p o rams to cooperate."

Recent legislative changes
. affecting coordination /

The CETA Amendmgnts of 1978 (Public Law 95-524, Oct. 27,
1978) provide an even stronger potential for minimizing the
effects of program proliferation. The stalement of purpose

.in the new legislation calls for CETA to.

r* * * p&vide for thg maximum feasible coordina-
tiPn of plans, programs, and activities under
this ACt with economic,development, community
'development, and related activities, such as
vocational education, vocational rehabaltation,,
publip assistance, self-employment training,'
andcsocial service programs."

The amendments authorizing coordinAion activities
broaden program coordination and reemphasize the importance
of_coordinating.federally assisted employment and training
programs. These significant activities include

--a more descriptive comprehensive employment and
training plan in terms of coordination, plus the
active participaeion'of the prime sponsors' planning
bouncily in formulating such plans;

--the review and comment procedures required for prime
sponsors'' comprehensive employment and training plans;

--the requireMent that the Secretary of Labor notify
primesponsors of special natiopal employment and
training progams funded under title III of CETA and,
to the extent appropriate, coordinate such programs
With prime sponsor programs;

^
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--the requirement that lorrnor's coordination and
special services activities include coordinating all
eMployment and training, education,nd related serii- ^-\
ices provided by the State, by prim sponsors, by
State education agencies and other appropriate in-
stitutions of vocational and higher education, State,
and local public assistance agencies, and by other
provideu of such services within the State;

--an increase kyfunds available to Governors for en-
couraging coordination and establishing linkages and
cooperative efforts; and

--the requirement that the State Employment and Training
Council assess,the extent to which employment and
training, vocational education, vocational rehabili-
tation, public assistance, and other programs assisted
under this and related acts represent a consistent,
Integrated; and coordinated approach to meet the
ployment and training and vocational education need
of the-State.

The new legislative ch.anges should encourage State Em-'
ployment and Training Councils, prime sponsors, and others to .
improve coordination. Nevertheless, State Employment and ,

Training Councils, although responsible for coordinating all
employment and training, education, and related services, are
still left with only the uncertain powers of persuasion.

Lack of a central source
of information on programs
in the.area

Even if laws and regulations are amended to require more
effective coordination, program administrators in,Tidewater
would still face difficulties inlidentifying programs with
which to coordinate. None of the Federal, State, or local
officials we contacted maintained a list or knew of anyone
else who maintained a list of all.programs operating in the
area. For example:

--A Department of Labor regional reOesentative respon-
sible for monitoring employment and training programs
in che Tidewater area was not even aware of all employ-
ment and training programs available in Tidewater that
were kunded

`?(1.-
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--The Commissioner of the Virginia Employment Commission
said he knew of no singLe source that could identify
all of the programs operating in the Tidewater area,
and that many times he-earns of new programs in the
area through conversations with different people.

If program officialg are to coordinate to the maximum
extent, they will have to have access to a relrable source
of Information on the programs their are to coordinate with.

IVADEQUATE DUA TO PLAN
AND EVALUATE FEDERALLY
ASSISTED EFFORTS

-

Good planning and evaluation data on employmerit and
training programs are essential if Federal, State, and local
officials are to be able tb dete,rmine the proper direction of
the programs, whey they have this discretion, and to_assess
the results of their effort S. and identify areas needing Im-
provement. Burbecause of the proliferation of programs in
Titewater, sound planning and effective evarlation of the

lederally assisted effort is not practical.

/nadequate data for
planning pro,grams

CE/A accounts fo;.k 21 of tAe V4 programs operating in the
Tidewater area. *CETA mandated the Seqretary of Labor to re-
search, collect, evaluate, and'disseminate labor market 0-
fOrmation. Labor is fulfilling thp requirement of providing
labor market ata through activities of State employment
service,agencies which, in the case of Tidewater, is the
Virginia "Employment Commission, .

The Employment Commission provides the Tidewater prime
sponsor with an annual planning report on the projected occu-

pational needs in the_area. The Employment Commission also
provides, upon request, data on manpower, employment, Ind eco-
nbmic developments through various publications to other
interested parties.

According to Employment Commission and prime sponsor
officials, there are major shortcomings in these reports be-

causee

--The teports are bassd primarily 10 old data--the 1970

census---that, have been proJectedIkta the current year.

t
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--The data for specific geographic areas are developed
from overall State data projected to the geographic
area. There is no guarantee these data reflect the

attual conditions in the local area.

tolf

--None of the data is in the degree of detail necessary
to determine the actual skills needed by employers or

the skill .caPablities of the unemployed population.

These shortcomings result in data that are inadequate
for planning programs designed to-meet the specific needs of

employets or the unemployed. The data are4sefu1 only as a
very general guide on-the extent of unemployment in an area
based on major industrial classifications. Therefore, pro-
gram operators do not have reliable data for making'planning
decisions for specific programs unless.a special labor market

analysis is made. The Tidewater sponsor plans training pro-
grams based on where skill shortages are thought to exist-and
pest experience--including the consideration of programs for
which all slots have been filled in the past and programs
which provide skills for jobs which have traditionally had
a high turnover rate.

Employment Commission officials recognize the shortcom-
ings in the dAta currently ,pr...pared. However, with the
constraints pf amenable data and statistical methods they

believe they are doing the best they can.

In a July 1976 report to the Congress, 1/ we eeported"
that althoegh the Department of Labor had taTen steps to im
prove the-availability of labor marRet i'nformation for CETA

'sponsors' use, the Department still needed to provide quid-
. ance to sponsors on effective measures for collecting such

data. We recommended that the Secretary of Labor ètablish
,guidelines which could be used by f)rime sponsors in evelop-
ing,more complete, current, and accurate labor market data -

through systems that would be worth what they cost.

In responding to our recommendation, the Department said
that in lieu of having prime sponsors develop such informa-
tion independently, it.'would appear to be more cost effective'
to expand and improve 1he State employment security agencies'

labor, market, informatidA capability. The Department noted

1/"Formulatkng Plans for Comprehensive Employment
Services--A Highly Involved Process," HRD-76-149, July 23,
1976.
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that as part of its-continuing evaluation and review of its
programs, a systematip appraisal of the labor market informa-
tion effort is being conducted, including its use by groups
responsible for local manpower planning.

The problems of a lack Of data were also recognized by
the National Commission for Manpower Policy in an October
1975 report. The Commission found:

"* * * The lack of timely, detailed, and lobalized"
labor market and economic information has seri- ,

ously handicapped CETA prime sponsors who must
identify,target populations and occupations and
industries where job opening's exist. Many of the
local planning data Are based on the decennial cen-
sus oi other population surveys which become less
accurate and therefore, less relevant as they be-
come more dated * * * The Department's.[Labor)
'work to date has yet to bear fruit frcm ihe point

' of view of state and,local planners."

Aside from the fact that good local laborstarket data
do not exist, the proliferation of employment affd training
programs compounds the efforts of Federal, State, and local
planners,

Difficulties in evaluating rdaults
of federally assisted efforts

The proliferation of programs in the Tidewater area
makes evalating the overall results of federally assisted
efforts veny difficult, if not impossible. Ong reason for
this is that with such a range of programs, there .are also
substantial differences'in program goals/purposes, services
provided, and funding methods. Other differences resulted
from the wide range in'the sizes of the 44 pragrams. For
example, in fiscal year 1977 the number of participants
ranged from 2 to as many as 55,468 and funding ranged from
$4,867 to $5.8 million, But the vast majority og these pro-
grams are designed to provide'employment and training services
to the unemployed and/or'economically disadvantaged.

AlthoUgh the 44 program agents submit periodic reports
on program results, representatives of only 22 of the agents
told us that these reports could actually be used to determine
program effectiveness.

31
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Following are salt of the reasons program agents cited
for being unable to use these reports to evaluate effective-
ness :

- -Numbers are aggregated to the point no one can
assess whether results are good or bad.

,--Reports are basically number orienteS andsdo not
really show what is happening.

--A narrative report would be necessary to show what is,

happening and what progress has been made by parti-
cipants.

- -The reports are general in nature and further break-
outs are required by program 'personne2, to evaluate
training results:

=-Current formats do not show the full spectrum of
the program.

4g
With the large number of programs and the lack of good

labor market data, an adequate evaluatiOn of the federally
ass,isted efforts for employment and training in Tidewater
would be a costly proposition.

.

In a July 1977 report on-employment and training pro-
grams, 1/ the Commission on Federal Paperwork stated that
"* * * the Federal Government consistently has address,e4 man-
power problems through uncoordinated programs without a-de-

quate measures of program performance * * *" The Commission
called for an administrative system for employment and train-
ing which would emphasize the development of common defini-
tions, procedures, and techniques to replace the current un-
coordinated array. In its report, the Commission stressed
the need for developing standard measurements of program
performance to replace the current inability to adequately
compare program results.

1/"Employment and Training Programs," Commission on Federal,
Paperwork, Washington, D.C., 1977.
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CHAPTER 4

EMPLOYERS', OPINIONS OF FEDERALLY,ASSISTED

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS
'

One of the most important tests of the effectiveness
of employment and training programs is whether participants
actually obtain an0 keep jobs. In order to do this, employ-
ers must be satis'fied with the job performance of parti-
cipant* they hire from the programs- Therefore, we sent a
questionnaire to a randomly selected sample of employers in
the Tidewater area to obtain comments op

- -the sources used to obtain employees,

- -whether or not a financial incentive is neceSsary to
hire and train those who lack skills and/ox experi-
ence,

- -whether a central source of information on eniployment
needs by occupation would be helpful,

- -hiring practices overall versus experience with.fed-
erally assisted programs,

- -whether program participants 'were retained in jobs,
and

- -the skills and-jOb performance of participants of
federally assisted employment and training programs.

We selected 496 public and private employers from a uni-
verse of 10,095 in the Tidewater area. Of the,496 employers
surveyed, 289 responded to our questionnaire. We categorized
their responses into three profilesl-all employers, employers
,who had hired, and employers who had not hired from the pro-
grams (24 employers either did not know'if they Had .hired
from the programs or did not respond to the question).

OVERALL RESULTS

In responding as to the extent that certain sources ate
used for obtaining employees, employers cited walk-in appli-
cants and classified ads as the two most frequently used
sources. They also indicated that when hiring employees at
the entry level, they usually hire trained and experienced
personnel over those without training or experience. If

33
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they do hire individuals without training or experience,

these individuals acquire the necessary skills through

on-the-job training.

Concerning whtether _employers were contacted by job de-

velopers or placement specialists oefederally assisted

programs, we found that

--46.0 percent had never been contacted,

--23.9 percent were contacted one to three times per

year,

- -6.9 percent were contacted four to six times per,

year,

- -10.7 percent were contacted over six times per year,

and

--12.5 percent did not anser the question.

We found the largest percentage of thosg contacted--22.5--had
been contacted by the Virginia Employment Commission.

Employers were almost evenly divided on the-necessity to

have a financial incentive to hire and train those who lack
skills and/or experience--44.6 percent said yes, while 41.2

percent said no. (The remaining 14.2 percent did not answer
the question.) In ratipg a list of possible incentives; em-
ployers rated a salary subsidy for the training period as

the best incentive.

We asked employers whether it would be helpful to have

a central source Of information on employment needs by oc-

cupation in the Tidewater arda. Forty-three percent said
yes, 26.0 percent said no, and 23.2 peroent said they did

not kno4r. (The remaining 7.8 percent did not answer the
question.) However, 54 percent indicated a vellingness to
provide input to such a data baS.e. '

COMPARISON OF EMPLOYERS WHO HAD
HIRED FROM FEDERALLY ASSISTED
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

, ..TO THOSE WHO OT

Of the 289 responses received, 25, or 8.7 percent of the,

employers, indicateid that they had hired employees in the

past 3 years from federally assisted employment And training

programs.

34
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We noted several characteristics of employers who had
hired from the programs. When compared to employers who had
not hired from the'programs, these employers:

--Had hired nearly four times the number of full-time
employees in the past 3 years. --

--Wereklarger in size as they employed more employees
in all categories from managerial and professional
positions to unskilled positions. For exampre, they
employed 3 times the number of managerial and pro-
fessional employees and 24 times the number of skilled
employees.

--Had a greater tendency to use job developers or place-
ment specialists when hiring employees.

1.
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Twenty-four employers provided data on employees hired
from these programs in the past 3 years (1975 through 1977)..

Hired Still on board

Total 618 138

1 to 400 0 to 93_Range
Average (total + 24) 25.8 5.8

_
Thus, the retentiOn rate for these employees (i.e., those
with their employer of original placement) was 22.3 percent.
The table below shows employers comments on the individuals+
who had particillated in the programs.

;
N

4
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Percent of employers [note a)
Adequate
or better Borderline Inadequate

Work skifls when first
reporting to work

Millingness tcP-Ab a full
io 28

day's work' 48 a 20
Match of acquired skills
to area skill shortagei 40 28 4

Match of acquired skills
to employers' needs 44 . 20 12

Ab-ility to accomplish
assigned tasks 44 12 16

Ability to work well with
others 64 8

Ready for the world of
work -40 16 20

Attendance 36 12. 24
MotiVetion to do a good

job 36 16 16
Interest in holding a
permanent job 36 12 - 20

2/The percentage% do not add to 100 because we deleted4
nonresponsive and no opinion answers.

Data in the two previous tables provide some insight on
employers' impressions of federally assisted ebployment and
training programs. While the job retention rate for partic-
ipants who were hired from these programs was 22.3 percent,
employers who commented rated participants' abilities and
work as,adequate or better much more frequently than inade-
quate. As the Aata indicate, however, employers were most
critical of employee motivation, Lttendance, and interest
in the job:

When compared to 4ployers who had hired from the pro-
grams, we found'that employets who had not hired from the
programs'

--were smaller in size and in number of employees
every category.,-

,

--tended to hire mere walic-in applicants than from
any other source of employees,

--hired an average of 17 persons during a previous
3-year period as compared to an average of 66
persons for those who had hired from,the programs,

--had generally not beep,COnt ed by job developers
-

or placement specialists volved ip federally
assisted employmentand' aining programs, and

-cited as the major reasehs for notuhiring from _Fed-
v-TaL

eral programs--no referrals by program agents and -N
no applications from participants.

It would appear that eve6 with the proliferation of
programs in Tidewater, job,development efforts by these
programs are being concentrated on the large employers.

el')3
"43/6
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

Congressional and executive branch action is needed to
reform the federally assisted employment and training net-
work. Categorical grant programa dominate the network. ,

Much of the proliferption of categorical pregrams is attrib,
utable to the Continuing growth in the number of small,
narrowly defined programs. Each has its '9wn target groups
and project design and requires separate eligibility criteria
and delivery mechanisms.

In the Tidewater, Virginia, area alone there were 44
federally assisted employment and training programs. Colleè-
tively, the 44 programs represent a network of special em- .

phasis program categories characterized by programs with
similar goals and target groups and a maze of funding and
administrative channels. While our review was limited to
federally assisted employment and training programs operat-
ing in the Tidewater, Virginia, area, it is likely that the 4

problems noted exist in other metropolitan areas in the Na--."

tion because virtually all State and local governments re-
ceive Federal funds to administer most of the employment and
training programs that were identified in the Tidewater area.

The Congress acted in 1973 to address the.then complex
network of federally assisted employment and training pro-
grams funded under different legislative authorities and
aimed at different client groups. Its action culminated in
the passage of CETA which streamlined the Federal employment
and training network by consolidating many different national
categorical employment and training programs.

015A

'Over the years, however, additional categorical employ-
ment and training programs have been established. Through
legislation the Congress has enacted more categorical pro-

4grams-in an attempt to solve critical employment a-nd train-
ing problems, and through discretiopary actions FederAl and
State agencies have funded humerous categorical programs to
help solve specific employment and training problems.

Most programs identified in the Tidewater area are a -

result Of the funding discretion vested in Federal and State
agencies. On bakance, the variety of employment-related
pfoblems that exist may well demand some separate programs.

38
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3ut, the number of narrowly defined programs and the manner.
.n which they are scattered across many Federal, State, and
-ocal agencies raise questions about the oVerall efficiency
of the federally assisted employment and training effort.
3uch a piecemeal approach can saturate and blanket an areg
and still not produce optimum results.

The frequently proposed solution to the problems result-
-ng from a multiplicity of somewhat similar Federal assist-
ance programs is improved coordination of program planning . .

and administration. The proliferation of programs under-
..cores the need for coordinatibn, but program agents in the
Tidewater area apparently administered programs without full

.
sknowledge of what others were doing, i.e., where they were
putting their resources and what extent specific needs were

5111being met-. Although some o1ination wgs taking place, no
Federal, State, or local organization was responsib e for

i
coordinating the efforts of all 44 programs. The s eer number'
and variety of programs can be a major barrier to a h ieving
the degree of coordination necessary.

The proliferation of programs also makes it very diffi-
cult, ifp not impossible, to evaluate the overall Federal
effort. Evaluations can be made but for practical reasons
mast generally be done on a program-by-program basis. 1;1

fact no one knows whether the over4l resUlts of Federal
efforts are effective in solving employment and training
problems.

c"

CETA remains the major .Zederal effort for providing emr
ployment and training services and channels most federally
assisted employment and training fUndsthrough one local
administering agency. Nevertheless, there is A peed jto con-
sider,how the employmedt ad training dellvery syste6 can
be better organized to effectively deal with the problems
noted: Program administrgOrs need to first know what pro-
grams are already in an area. This would'allow more in-
formed decisiqns to be made cOncerningAemployment andtrain-
:ng,needs, including the extent to which discretionary,local m.

programs should be estab/ished for the overall cederalidy,
assisted e4fort.

ts'.
.

, , .

ImProved coordinA40m of program planning and adminis-
tration would help. HOweVer, because7of the highlvikee of
coordination needed, this must be viewed as a shor nge
objective. In our opinion, the key,to significarftlY im-

.

proved program administration ido-lewer programs and a more
streamlined Elploymerit and .trainispg delivery system. .

, -
39
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AN UDGET

We recommend tha he Director, Office of Management

and Budget, with the ssistance.of the Secreta'ry of Labor
(1) explore alternatives to streamline the emAoyment and
training system, including consolidation of prTgrams wh4re
feasible and (2) submit proposed legislation to the Congress
for program consolidation where necessary.

Pending results on our first recommendation, we re,com-
mend that the Director, Office of Management and Budget,
emphasize to the Federal,,State, and local agencies that
administer employment and training programs, the need to-

a

coordinate the planning and operation of all such programs.
The potential for more efficient services to the economicaAly'
disadvantaged thro.ugh coordinate& efforts is obvious.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

We recommend that the Congress, on the basis of the ex-
ecutive branch's proposals regarding program consolidation,
amend employment and training legislation .to reduce the-

number of eeparate programs.

We also recommend that the Congress, in amending employ-
ment-and training legislation, ensure that appropriate organi-
zationa4 arrangements are mandated to improve coordination
and integration of federally assisted employment and training

prOgrams.

AGENC-Y COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION

We solicited comments from OMB, Cabor,.the Governor's
' Manpower Ser es Council in Virginia, and the CETA prime

sponsor in Tidewater area. Their responses are/included
in appendixes Vi through IX.

OMB's January 15, 1979, comments said our report serves
usefully to reaffirm that a substantial number of special
purpose employment and trainting programs have been enacted
which now constitute a complex set of programs for State and

local governmental entities to administer. OMB'also said
that the number of programs and the apparent lack of coor-
dination alone ate not sufficient to conclude t1 o. ineffigi-
envies or waste exist. OMB indicated ihat they certainly mali'

exist, yet the report faila.tO subatantiate this concldsion.

40
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We do not conclude that inefficiencies or waste exist.

Rathe, we conclude that the number of narrowly defined
programs and the way they are scattered'across many Federal,
State, and local agencies 'raise'questions about the overall ,

efficiency of the federally assisted employment,and training
effort-. Also, we point out thalt no one knows whether the
overall results of the Federal efforts are effective in solv-
ing employment and training problems. Our conclusion isp
therefore, consistent with the thrust of what OMB noted, that
is, inefficiencies or waste certainly may exii.t.

OMB said that, if this report clearly documented fit,ua-
tions resulting in money not being spent wisely, planners and
legislators could then focus on that problem. OMB also said
that overall, our findings and redommendations are too general

-
in natUre. '

We disagree. OMB's response fails to recognize that
the problems associated with program4roliferation are well
documented. In addition to our own work, we cAlte studies to
demonstrate additional and collaborating support. Also, we
would like-to point out that our review was not designed to
prove sktuations in which money was not being spent wisely.
The primary objectives Were to identify the federally as-

IN sisted employment and training effort in one geographic area
and to determine whether there was a need for executive aid
congressional action to streamline the employment and train-
ing system. ,

Our report notes that 44 federally assisted employtent
and training programs existedmany with similar goals and '

virtually the same target populations. As we point out, this
fragmentation originatfs in the,

dprograms'
authorizing legis-

lation and extends through the elivery of servias at the
local level. 'Thus, opportunities exist to streamline the
administratipp of the federally assisted employment and
training network. One way to streamline this network would
be to consolidate programs that have similar objectives into
broader purpose prqgrams, end we suggest several pobsible
programs that could be consolidated. Rowever? OMB did not .

indicate a willingness to study the issue further.
. 4

OMB stated th'at we could use the youth area as an op-
portunity for-an indepeh study of possible overlap and dup-
lication which could provide timely hard evidence and the
basis for concrete recommendations. OMB pointed out that
the Congress has already stipulated that recommendations
are required from theaexecutive branch on the integration

,

1
A 1,i I
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and consolidatioa of three new categorical youth programs
and otriei youth and broader training authorities.

It is true that the recently enacted CETA Amendments oi
1978 require the Secretary of Labor to report to the Con-
gress proposals for integrating and consolidating three new
categorical youth programs and the new private sector ini-
tiatives program with the progIm established undeT title II
of CETA, namely comprehensive ,!tployment and training serv-,

i ices. We would like t4(make it clear that in recommending
" that OMB together with Labor expl6re alternatives to stream-

line the employment and training system and submit proposed
legislation to the Congress for program consolidation where
necessary, we are calling for all employment and training
programs to be considered--not simply certain CETA programs.
Otherwise, we would merely be recommending a band-aid
approach to the problem of program proliferation.

Accordingly, we continue to believe that the complex
system of federally assisted employment and training programs
funded under different legislative authorities needs to be
reexamined. We believe further that the scattering of employ-
ment and training programs across many Federal agencies calls
attention to the need for OMB to provide overall guidance
and leadership. OMB's oversight responsibility of Federal,
management efforts and Labor's experience in adminittering
.employment and training programs place both in a unique posi-
tion to explore, in addition to possible consolidation of pro-
grams, other alternatives to streamline the employmept.and
training system. Until such time that ways are studied to
dtreamline the system, we sacrifice the potent41 for sig-
nificant improvements. Implementing our recommendation
would help centralize management control and provide a bal-
anced approach to employment and training problems, thus
facilitating managers' evaluation of program results.

In commenting on ouereport, OMB also said thaethe lack
of coordination results largely because no single authority
has the statutory mandate to influence the activities of other
separately mandated 44horities. OMB did not believe that we
substaAtiated that program effectiveness and,efficiency would
be imProved by designating a lead authority.

We did 35T attempt tO substantiate such nOr are we
advoCatinq that a single authority be designated through a
statutory mandate to influence the activities of other

42



separately mandated authorities. Weisimply point out that
while State Employment and Training Councils are responsible
for coordinating all employment and training programs in a
State, coordination is still left to the uncertain powers of
persuasi9n because Councils do not have authority to inter-
vgne in local prime sponsor systems or to enforce coordina-
tion with non-CETA program sponsors. Coordination alone is
not the solution. It must be viewed as a short-range
objective. As an interim action wesdo recommend that OM&
emphasize to Federal, State, and local agencies that admin-
ister employment and training programs, the need-to coordi--
nate the planning and operation of all such programs. We
make this recommendation because it,will take time to study
alternatilles to streamline program administration and 'draft
proposed legislation on program consolidation for congres-
sional consideration.

OMB did not agree with our selection of the Tidewater,
, Virginia, area because it believes thirt the area is not

homegeneous or socially integrated as the report implieS.
OMB said that the diversity of the standard metropolitan
statistical area calls into question the interdependence/
intetrelatedness of the'array of programs identified, upon
which the need for coordination is premised.

First, by definition the general concept of a metro-
politan area is one of an integrated economic and social unit
with a recognized urban population nucleus of substantial
size. Virtually all of the popplation of the Tidewater,

7-Virginia, area is included in a designated standard metro-
politan statistical area. Second, the main point of this
report is nat the need for coordination but the need to
simplify a myriad of federally assisted employment and
training programs. Finally, all local areas receive Federal
assistance to operate most of-the same types of employment
and training programs that were identified in the Tidewater,
Virginia, area.

In its January 16, 1979,, comments, Labor agreed eo
cooperate,with any efforts that may result from.our recom-
mendation regatding exploring alternatives to streamline
the employment and training system. Labor noted tha-t those

oefforts will, of course, have to be coordinated with Other
departNnts concerned with manpower programs.

Labopol7so said that the report was well researched and
documented. Labor commented further that

43
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"With the major reorganization of 1973 which put
into effect the Comprehensive Employment and

.
Training Act, it was anticipated that each juris-

?
. diction would focus on those programs that served

its special requirements and that many side-by-
side efforts would be eliminated.

"In practice, many prime sponsors (generally
State or local gOvernments)' have made only
limited use of their discretion to weed out
programs, consolidate, or effect greater con-
trol over cqprdination of efforts in existence."

We fully agree. Labor's comment tends to reinforce our
findi gs on this sUbject. .

egarding our recommendation to sugit proposed legisla-
. tion to the Congress for program consolidation where neces-
sary, Labor felt that, before acting oil this recommendatiqp,
it would seem appropriate to wait to observe the,effect oE
the new CETA amendments which reemphasize, expand, and - --

strengthea coordination requirements.

We disagree. It is true that the hew CETA amendments'
broaden program coordination requirements and reemphasize the
importance of coordinating federally assisted employment and
training programs. The changes -in the new legislation should
encourage State Employment and Training Councils, prime spon-

sors, and others to improve coordination. The fact rdmains,
however, that while,responsibility to coordinate all employ-
ment and training, education, and related services rests with
State Employment and Training Councils, they wetie not tiven
specific authd-rity to intervene in local prime sponsor systems
or to etiforce cogrdination with non-CETA prcgrap/Sponsors.
Given the sheer numbet and variety of programs,'effective
coordination is still difficult at best. We believe that
ithe key to significantly improved program administrat.ion is
tewer programs and a more streamlined employment and training
st m.

.
. ,

In its.comme., nts, Labor also noted agency actions ini-
tiated and planned regarding a new training program on labor
market information and CETA planning. These actions; if ef-'
fectively implemented and carrted out, should help to improve
planning for federally assisted employment and tralning ef-
fprts. Labor noted further that a redesign of CETA's informS
tion system, to become effective in fiscal year 1980, is also
planned. This action, however, is confined to CETA pro-
grams. Therefore, the need for adequate data to evaluate

' 44
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the federally assisted employment and training effort will
continue to be a problem. Until all employment and training
program data are viewed in the aggregate, the performance
improiements that all employment and training progiams yield
will not be determinable..

Virginia's January 4, 1979, comments concurred with the
basic findings of our study but shared Labor's view regarding
allowing time for,the new CETA amendments on coordination to
demonstrate their effectiveness before making recommendations
to the Congress for changes in Federal statutes. Our response
to Labor also applies to the State's comment.

. Virginia also commented that coordination at the State
and local level has been a major area of efftWaers an*b will
continue to be so in the future. It said, however, that the .

success or failure of the local coordination.system must rest
with the prime sponsor. We do not fully agree. Planning at
the local level also has vertical aspects because certain em-
ployment and training programs are funded and/or delivered
by Federal and $tate agencies. Therefore,-the vertical as-
pects of planning and hence coordination require b9th Federal
and State agency involvement in concert with locaragencieg.

--We,believe that local agencies cannot be expected to achieve
coordination when it is lacking or limited at the Federal or
State level.

;IP

Thg Southeastern Tidewater Area Manpower Authority,
the lcidal CETA prime sponsor, also provided comments by
letter dated December 18, 1978. These comments have been
recognized in the rep6ort, where appropriate.

-rvw)
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'lb provide necessary services to help v 440 42migrant and seasonal famdcsker, finings
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ficeal tear 1/77

Aesinistaring agency , Nrt icipant:
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Nighnoir federal-Aid Highway Deportment Virginia Urban 10 recruit, screen', ard refer for place- . 47,601 -'s 44
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nareower ccrtation Act of ahem- Regional program involving the recruiting

portation Council skill development and upgredirn of

(41t1.1.S.C. 1605) Area Personnel in various yens needed in
Office the transit induetry, particularly in

. gull bus ceepanles. be
served include veterans irocit ,

and the unesployed,
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....

federal Onploy- Civil Service Pet Civil Local TO give dianlvaotaged young NA Not

vont for Oise& (5 V.S.C. 2302) Service federal MN% li that.* 21, an t avsilabul sisileAr

trantaned'Yoathw Carmine= neancies for part-tine eepl ith federal

Part-Tine .

agencies so they say tin.* their

education without financial interrupticn. .

Poftial WW1- Civil Servloe Act Civil lace To gibe dia.:frontage, yoswp people, less Not Nst
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Pronram title beghtlative authority

Senior Community
Service Employ.
moot Program
Norfolk

Senior Ossenity
Service bPIRA,-
Melt frowns -
Isle of Wight
Ccunty_.

Norfolk Public?
Mocks
Employnent
Project

Portsmouth Public
Mocks
Omployment

Title IX of the Older
/merlons Act of
1345
(42 U.S.C. 41E4)

Title IX of the
OldeeMmerIcans
Act ol 134%
442 U.S.C. 30541

lltle 1, Public Narks
employment Act of 197i
(42 U.S.C. 4707)

Title I. Public Works
Dtployment of 137 i

(42 U.S.C. 07)

reacmum misrenpinormarr mo Ismtric ProNAms rx ThE
mum*, vOCINIA, APLA Ors= DUPING tISCAL 'DAS MI it
DISChttiOaANY Acaoms CV yawed. at STATE MIMICS usccit

CMCPAL PrOVISICES ft (IttattL LAN

Arednistering agency
itclaral Scats Era Purpose of the progra ani anwp sennd

Deparumot
of labor

Department
of Wm.

Department Of flee of
of Canner. CCOrrale

Deoll-
went

Oerartment
of OlefterCa

National
Nstlred
limbers
Assoc. -
American
Assoc. of
retired
renlere,
Norfolk

Neashose

:rand
/ale of

Night
County

City of
eafrfolk

Office of City of
Mamie Poets-
Develop- mouth
sent ,1,

4 2 4

Ta provide, foster, and remote useful
and part-tisa mark opportunities in
conounity service sctivities for unemployed
lonincom persons ages SS and over Nal
have pale employment prospects.

ir

Placalyea: 1977_
Pafticipant,

CnhIo$ lervni

14,500

Nam
Or4

TO peovIdo, foster, sod peote usefujiL

-'

-22,000

211.911

23

143

,17s

It&
1,11

sod part-tise mark apvrtlaities IN
commallty service activities footman:11.mo
fonincome persons ages SS and over ten
'havepanr employment prompeots

To provhfe emplopsent opportunities /of
unemployed and IndereePIOY00 Persons in
areal of 11111 unemployment through

construction or renovation of useful
N

(Sao& as Norfolk confect.)
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EAECUTIVEOeFiOE :OF:THE PRESIDENT ,3,

C 1-1 OFFICE Or MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
--.N.'1
-41. 1C',

.... iktiic: ,LWASilpico.re. 3.C. Zuso3

15 1978 ,. ,

APPENDIX VI

Mr. Allen R. Voss
Director
Generil.Government Division
General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Voss:

This is in reply to your letter,of November 6, 1978 to
James Mc/ntyre-wherein you request the OMB tO comment

.the draft reiacirt entitled "Federally Assisted Employment

and Training: Need to Simplify a Myriad of Programs."
We apprectgted the opportunity to review this report.
FollowingWre comments offered for your consideration.

First, the report serves usefully to reaffirm a generally
held understanding that there has been a substantial number

of special purpose employment and training programs enacted,

'
which now constitute a.complex Bet of prOgrams for State

and local governmvtal entities.to administer. We believe,
however, that the number of progrms and the apparent lack

of coordination by itself is not sufficient to draw the

conclusion that inefficiencies or waste exist. They cer-

tainly may, yet the report fails to substantiate this'

conclusion. Perhaps,'for example, if this report clearly
documented situations rest4ting in money not being spent

wisely, planners and legislators could then focus on that

problem. Overall, the findings and recommendations ate
too general in nature.

Second, lack of coordination in this area results largely
begauseno single authority had the statutory mandate to
influence-the...activities of other separately mandated

authorities. If it were substantiated that program '
effectiveness and efficiency would be improved by desig-

nating a lead authority, corrective legislation could be

proposed. The report does mot make the case, nor does'it
offer cl,par guidance on how to judge which program authori-

ty should have superseding authority if that were appropriate.
In the near term there are circumstances where specific needs

of overriding importance may dictate categorical measures.

For example, four new categorical youth programs were begun

in 1977 in Oesponse to immediate concerns about youth
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unemployment. Authorization for three of them expire in
1980. Congress has Already stipulated that recommendations
are required from the Executive Branch on integration and
Consblidation'Ofthese.and other ynuth and broader training
authorities pribr to consideration of reauthoritation. GAO
could use the youth area as an opportunity for an in-depth
study of possible overlap And. duplication. This cnuld oro-
Virle uimely hard eviderumancX the *AMIE': for concrera
reconabencatIons;that is lacxing in tne current report.

With respect to study methodology, we recognize the resource
and time benefit of targeting an inquiry in one representa-
tive metropolitan area of the U.S. However, the area
selected for the study (Tidewater Planning Region) is not
homogeneous or socially integrated as the report implies.
It reflects_an array of settlement patterns, diverse econo-
mio activiiy, large geographic area and dispersed population
concentrations. These factors call,into question the '

interdependence/interrelatedness of the array of programs
identified in the report, upon which the need for coordina-
tion is premised. In this connection it may be benef,it16-
to examine more than one metropolitan area and focus on a
uniyerse of progrants already identified as competing. We
believe this will strengthen any case for revision of
programs in this area in contrast to A study which selects
a SMSA which is assdiverse as the Tidewater area.

-

(See GAO note.)

If you or your representative would like to discuss oqr
views further, please feel free to contact Thomas L. Hadd,
Intergovernmental Relations Division (395-5156). .

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the
draft report.

Sincerely,

Jo n Whi
Deputy D rector

4Ao_note: _Deleted-comment-refers_to materialcontained in
the proposed report which has been deleted in
the final report.

61
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APPENDIX VII

''.°U.V."Citalth914ENT ir L..4,0k
_ -orriccoi-ime SECRETARY

-
-

WASHINGTON

JAN le 1919

Mr. Gtegory J. Ahart
. Director, Human Resources Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

APPENDIX VII

Dear Mr. Ahart:

The draft GAO report, Federally Assisted Employ-
ment And Training's Need to Simplify a Myriad of
Programs is well researched and documented. lts
conclusions with respect to the substantial num-
ber of Employment and Training-Administration

.programs currently in existence'are valid, as is
the observation that they involved, a considerable
number of Federal Government DepiirtMents and
Agenciss. The Department of Labor notes the rec-
ommsndation to the OMB to "explore alternatives
to streamline the employment and training system,
incltding consolidation of programs where feasi-
ble With-the-assistance of the Secretary,.of
Labor." The Secretary will cooperate with any
efforts that may result from this recommendation.
They Will, of course, have to be coordinated with
other Departments concerned with manpower pro-
grams. As indj.cated in the report, implementation
of,the second .s.commendation--to "submit proposed
legislation to the Congress for program consoli-
dation where necessary" --would have to depSnd
on the outcome of the first effdrt. lb would al-
so seem appropriate to allow time to observe the
effect of the new Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) amendments before acting on
this recommendation.

The Department would like to raise-the folloWirig
additional points with respect to the above. The
GAO Report accurately traces the history of man-
power programs, a hiatory which is-closely linked
to the social and economic changes that have oc-
t, xled in this country-since-196-2-. Comprehensive,
tightly structured and controlled Fdderal programs
of,the early days gradually gave way,to those that

6.2
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were able to respond more quickly to particular
needs resulting from changing conditions or from an

'increasing awe-ten-egg-of existing-needs-, Butt as a
result, the number of programs proliferated. With
the major reorganization of 1973 which put into ef-
fect the ComprehensIve Employment and Training Act,
it was anticipated that each jurisdiction would
focus on those-programa that.servedAt5 -special re-
quirements and that many side-by-side efforts would
be eliminated.

In practice, many prime sponsors.have made, only lim-
ited use of their discretion to, weed out programs,
consolidate, or effect greater control over coordi-
nation of efforts in existence. As a result, the
provisions for coordination originally incorporated
in CETA Sections 103, 104 and 105 were reemphasized,
expanded and strengthened under the 1978 amendments.

In addition, other actions have been initiated since
the time of the GAO investigation which should ame-
liorate some of the ronditions referenced to in the
report. Thus, in ltne with ETA's desire to estab-
lish guidelines which may be used by prime sponsors
in developing and utilizing labor market informa-
tion, the Department has developed and field tested
a new training program on Labor Market Information
and CETA planning. Over the next year, close to
1,000 planners on staffs of the 460 prime sponsors
will attend a 4-day course coordinated by ETA's
Regional Offices.

A redesign of the CETA information system, to become
effective FX 1980, is alsoeplanned. It will take
into account reportin4 changes mandated by the CETA
amendments, including items dealing with program
effectiveness as well as other changes necessary for
program management purposes. .

We appreciate the opportunity to have reviewed this
report.

Sincerely,

4.e,

R. C. DeMarco -
Inspector General-Acting

Enclosure

lir) 9
A 4.
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APPENDIX yin

COMMONWEALTH Of VIROINIA
Office of the Gerternor

Riantodi 23219

January 4, 1979

Mr. Gregory J. Mart, Director
U. S. Gsneral Accounting Office
Human lieeources Division
441 G Street, N.W.
Faishingtca, IC 20548

Dear Mr. Marts

I have-reviewed your draft study of Feeerally assisted emploriezt and
training program in the Southesstezn Tidewater Manr Authority
area. Ale I ompm with the basic findings of study, it would
be premature to drag final conclusions on program coordination fran
the present study. The reamtly emacted CCM Trenchents of 1971
appear to stimtantially increase the oxrdinative responsibilities
at the local level and tend to meliorate the problem with Nationally
fuldsol-CrOrprogramrizrlocal-areair;Likewisei-thaestablistrent
of a Private Industry 03=11 under Tita VII of the CEIX Ammements
should insure a better integration of eeployrent and Mai:ling programs
in the private sector. therefore, it would be more appropriate to
give the mg system en,cccorbsiity to demonstrate its effectiveress
prior to raking reomarendationi to the Congress at changes in Federal
statutes.

Coor dination at the State and local level has been a major area of
emphasis. with our Council and will =time to be en in the future.
In aa effort to eliminate tbe proliferation of jcb developers visiting
privibe employers, we recently established a policy on this matter
(copy attached). It is hoped that this will lead to positive steps
in the ref= of axe of the problems you described in your study.
Homver, you must recognize that our overall ability to provide assis-
tance in the development of =ordination at the local level is limited
by constraints caCtise and staff availability. The ultirete suocess or
failure of the local coordinative system mat rest with the prime
sponsor.

,

If I 'can be of further assistance please =tact re.

6 4
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APPENDIX VIII

J.W.F. auscil

poi.I4 siATEgark 79-61

APPENDIX VIII

I. Reference:

Section 107(b)(2), Comprehensive Employment And. Training Act
of 1973.

II- ±9LES1tL

To provide policies and plocedures to be used in the coordi-
nation of job development activities.

Eack;round:

a. The cited reference requires the Council to make recom-
menaations to prime sponsors and State agencies* on ways
.to improve the effectiveness of employment and train-
ing programs or services:

. b. In many instances, employers have expressed concern over
the large number of job-developers from State agencies,
contractors of prime sponsors, and others that call
upon them about job openings. This unfortunate situation
frequently,results in a refusal-on-the-part of employers
to deal with any job developer and works to the detri-
ment of the client.

IV. Policy:

State agencies and pregrams with a job development component
and prime sponsors,will contact the Virginia Employment Com,- -

mission (VEC) for the purpose of developing a local plan of
action for the coordination of job development where one does
not exist. This agreement may include but is not limited to
the establishment of a central clearinghouse for job develop-
ment activities and the establishment of a joint employer-
job development working group to facilitate coordination with
the business community.

Tbe VEC will be designated as the lead agency to coordinate
job development activities in the local area.

fi-A1-71(
Date

4,31
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''''SOCTItethiTe:difit'llinAriaLit A FLEA ,

MANPONVER- AUTHORITY

IXICUTIVZIIIMOU40 SIMI 305 P.O. SOX 1211,2 CIORFOLIC. VIROINU6231102 111.1114011( MIMI 414041

December 18, 1978

Mr. Gregory C. Mart
Director
U. S. General Accounting Office
Human Resources Division
Washington, D. C. 2048

Dear Mr. ANixt:

1

Please find enclosed comments on the draft report of the Federally Assisted
Employment and Training: Heed to Simplify Myriad of Programs.

tCS:fie

T86-Closuri

Since

A/1 \
L. /1-."

Marcelius C. Heath, III ---
Executive Director

CIT,CSOIcmgc ttttt 0.MOCI0UK-P0NT110UTM-VJ'IMAIVIAOMIA.SIACMA.000VM7ItSdifil1.10ICIGoff
AND SOUTNANPTON

6g

4 3 4
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APPENDIX IX

Page iii

Pagel,

Need to clarify the reference to local adminisirition
. as having accounted for two-thirds of the twentydour
million but only having administrative responiibility
foefive programs. The statement as it now stands
severely misrepresents local CETA administration.

The resuljof the survey of employees should be I ,

specified as from those employers surveyed.

The'job detention rate is not representative of program
accomplishments when used without an indication of
former CETA participants still employed although not
witli-the employer of original placement. The result
as stated ignores the reapties of labor market behavior.

? ge 17 The chart is technically accurate, however, it does not
show coordination which does exist specifically between
the local prime sponsor and the GNSC on four 1percent (a%)
Sunded programs. That same deficiency siStS_in the
harrative body of the report.

?age 34, Paragraph 4

?age 39-40

c,

Employers will respond to a questionnaire basted logically
upon what they know. It must bear some credibility to
realize that ChTA clients do not_wear labels and would,
be difficult to identify who came from CETA and who did
not. I suspect the employer response is more indicabive
of employer participation in private sector OJT and hireS
'from that program:

A,

This section on program coordination is a bit too
problem stems-from-4egislatoN:1--de1lAmry

systems that may or may not intermingle at the level of
implementation. The need to coordinate is not in response
to program proliferation per se, but in response to
service delivery structures that should be most useable
to the targeted client. 'If legislation is fraught full
of compromise and inadequate planning then so will the
end product be. Specific linkages with specific purposes
and supported by the federal agencies involved with
-Implementation should be the path toward resolution.

GAO note: Page references to the draft report were clonged
to correspond to page numbers in the final report.

(20593)

COYMOMXT HU:RING 01117C1/ 11.I31-42I
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UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Report dated May 24, 1976

By Gregory J. Ahart, Director

an

THE OPERATION OF THE FEDERAL-STATE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE SYSTEM

IY1 Dr. Robert O. Snelling, Sr.

This report clearly and undeniably castigates the United States Employment Service

and tts 2400 State Employment Offices and its 28,400 employees for their unbelievably

poor showing.
-

a. They are placing virtually no one, and this is especially true of the un-

employed. Although they claim to have placed 3.1 million out'of 18.5 million appli-

cants, or lit in,permanent positions, the facts of the repoft show that it is more

like placing 385,000 out of 18.5 million, or 2% (page.4). Fifty-eight percent of

the applicants did not even get a job referral, counseling or service of any kind

(page 3. Sixty to eighty-five percent of theappl-kants-placedthemseivei. (page-8).

Only 8% of their placements were unemployment compensation claimants (Page 4). Yet for

25% of the Jobs they had on file, they also had three.or more qualified appliCants in

their files, and 43% of the jobs on file had at least one qualified applicant in their

files (page 10).
They admit their placements dropped from 6.6 million in 1966 to 3_1

million in 1975 (page 21), but,blame it on other jobs they were required to do. In

view of the fact that the bulk of these placements,were temporary in nature (see para-

graph b), their demise in placements was due tq the amazing growth of the temporary

help industry (private enterprise) in this country duping the same period. The

temporary help industry employed over 2,000,000 Aople most of whom were placed on

more than one assignment with a payroll totaling over 1..5 billion.

.1

S

13
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b. They are falsifying their figures by huge amounts in order to obtain

more federal funds. This amounted to welI over $2 million in one state alone

Tpage 7Y. Fifty-six percent of the peoplewho they claimed they, had

placed said the state had not placed them (page 5). Fifty-two to sixty-six

percent of thoSe claimed as permanent placements, over 150 days, were not

(page 6). The U.S.E.5. claims 5% of the nation's placements (page 22). Their
1

number of claimed placements, 3.1 million (page 4) would then interpolate into

an astounding 62 million placements. Additionally, the U.S.E.5. claims one-

third of the JOb-seekers use them (page 21). They claim that 18.5 million job-

seekers use then (page 3.) This would mean an astounding 55.5 milliOn job-

seekers. Therefore, the 3.1 million is patently false, since it is inconceivable

that 65 to 73% (depending on which of their figures you choose to use) of our
.

85 million work force would change permanent job; in one year. On the other

hand, using their own figures (see paragraph f) a placement record of 385,000

permanent jobs would be more fn keeping and result in a 7.7 million permAient

ob,changes per year, or apOroximately 12 to 14% of our work force.

c. They are unilaterally, without proper legislation, changing their objective

from placing the unemployed to placing the employed. While 86% of their applicants

are within 10 miles of their present offices, they are planning on and moving to

open new offices in suburban areas away from those unemployed applicants (page 9).

They openly admit they are more effective in placing persons who are not un-

employment Compensation claimants (page 16), asd they readily admit they are

changing their focus f;om the intent of the Wagner-Peyser Act from placing the

unemployed to the "job ready" employed (page 20 and 21).

4i
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d. Allowing the unemployed who desire to do so to rip off the nation by'

not applying the "work test" rules, they managelto file a complaint against only

3% of the 6.5 million unemployment compensation claimants on the work test. And

onl; Of the 6:5 mtlllon claiWants weie ienied benf sage 'The;aie

not even reguring unemployment compensation claimants.to register for jobs

(page 15 and 16), and G.A.O. considers the work rule as.ineffective (page 24).

e. 11n an effort to expand their alrAdy burgeoning bureaucracy, they

are expending a costly $100 million plus, which amounts to an over 20% increase

in their budget, on a computer system that does not work. The results of the

computerized search for referrals at their top office in the nation were no

different than results from offices doing a manual searEli (page 11): The actual

computer matches are no good, 80% were not usable (page 12). The computer is not

even being used in the offices where it is in seriTc'elt 12). The G.A.O. has

said that the computers have not proven feasible (page 23), however, the U.S.E.S.

intends to utilize them regardless (page 22).

f. Their ineffective service is costing the nation over $1,000 per place- m.o.
1

ment, which is way above what private enterprise would charge to do the same job.

U.S.E.S. claims they have placed 3.1 Million at cmestimated cOst of $491 million

(although the figure is pra6ably much higher) for a cost per placement of $158.00

(page 22). The G.A.Q. study-shows that 50% of 3.1 million placements is an out-

right falsification (page 5), thus the placements should actually have been 1.55

million. The study showed that,50% of those claimed as permanent placements (over

150 days) were in fact not. This reduces the number of placemen4,another 775,000

leaving 775,000 actual placements (page 6). They did admit that_50% of their

placements were expected to lasI under 150 days (some as short as 3 days)! This

reduces the 775,000 to about 385,000 (page 6). Dividing aiis into the $491 million

' estimated cost brings the cost per placement to $1,270.

0

43S
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Irreularities Claimed

U.S. Stud-01g Sfate Job
Service Charges

By CHUCK ERVIN
lyeard Cooled aoleiv
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111 Wrd L D

Tulsa, Okiohomd, Sunddy, Jinuary 30, 1977

The FBI snigy_is_a_d_a_m_e_e
vliv!vo img been violated

bources in the employment service,
vho asked not to be dentifid, have
diargeikstrat tup.level officials In the
agency base ad, red false job place.
I eat records WU made

They claim re ords were falsified
and tleat Marty Ina sh placements
c atned bY the ERIC gIlWr ve

Novmes and fah er Infermation were
oblained for the...b.d.th-plaCIC*111.-WArn.

tainXE 10-114Vie irierge-ifre ECanatn
Tr ta'n liMar,..1.Intlamosa.D2Ca.
honia

TCYA is a fed :tat lob traiaing and
placement pragr arn that attempts to
place persons a public and Private
lobs-

'Me sinfloYen sat service has a full.
time employe 'whim *014 with the

CETk.tiogram in Oklahoma City. -
II cdii leglijmately Claim as job pla.

cements peffons that Dave applied fir
jobs through the employment service.

Most of the allegations again( the
emplayment service involve a Cigl'A
Summer youth program

Walter Bangs Me chief administrator
for the Oklalaarlia Employment Se.
corny Commission, d4,Ittl that aay
commissmo employe had ever been in-
mrumed to falstfy agency records In
fact, he said employes are under spe.

mho orders to guard against errors us
reporting agency aCtivitiCs at all tunes

In addition, Rapp said, rahdaboo
audits are made regularly hi OESC
personnel and the Labor Derailment

"There es always the possibiltty of
bans= error ' he said, ' hot we feel we
bare an adrenals system of checks and
balances to beep erranecos infoemation
to aminanum,

Ile sad O. last Labor Department
41161 of OESC records showed the
agency had an error rate tar beloyr the
national average.

Both Rapp arid OESC chairman John
itay Green. Duncan sad an ;ayes
Ogatice maid be welcomed

A similar momplamt was made
4, spout the emnlornett sernee last

...az !thee. P1

trWit7Cir"tet t beaten., eThu-

reicher claimed that he was trans
flared alter the Norman office seas or
dered by "superiors" to file retsarts
PALK amid for jab placements It
hadn't made

Joe Logan head of the Einploymem.
Berme division that includes Tolsa and
Oklahoma Cits, sad that an in-tiouse
Inyestigatico by the state agency dal
not turn up any wrong doing

t lalus2"Adj".4ettlernent

been reached
-121.217:_gflasrbtr_lattglicairced

hi
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Hr. Chairman and Members of the SubCommittee we are pleased to be

. ,
here today to discuss the, results of our reyiew of the operation of the

F dtral -State Employment Service System. Our discussion todaY will focus .

rimarily on ttiose specific matters in which you.have expiesAgd particlar

.44-terest"Olpr some background and our.suggestions for improvinstht

0 .

program: e Ian to discuss
4

1. The general performance level of the Sfrvice in terms of
k

statistical indicators.
Z.-

,

2. Cur observations.with regard to the use beings made of the

. s-----Information Service.

Job...///
' A

3. The.results of the use of computers by focil Service (4fiCes to

match apptiireats with gtopenings.

The ef.fAttiveness.of the Service as a means ;?\applying the

work -testgZirement for unemployment insurance reApient .

5. The effort ins made by the Servi to obtain more job li tings

through betier Service to prospe ive .employers?

Our review was condAtea at 1;11tca Service offices in eight

metropolitan areas: Las Angeles, galiforzlia; Denver, Colorado; Chicago,

Illinois; New Orleans, isiana; Camden, New JerseY; Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania4 'Dallas, Texas; Lake City, Utah. 'these locations

were splected,to provide 'a broad geographic distribution.of metropOjitan

areas prith varying unemployment rates. Two local offices- -orieurban {nd

one umbnrban--weft sleIteted i latwa Vittt1, eXcpZua it ke City

whera'only. an urban office was selected. :haf office accounted

half of Utah's activity.

Th.0
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We also.sent questionnaires to a random sample of 800 employers, 600

applicants whom local offices had reported as being hired, and 600

applicants who were still seeking employment through the Service, asking

them to comient.on their relationship, with the Service, other placement

sources, and their evaluatioa of how effective the Service was in meeting.

their needs. We received and evaluated replies from 570 employers and

762 applicants.

RACKGROUND

's.

The SerVice was established under the Wagner-Peyser Act J.:. 1933 to

s'erve as a labor exchange for persons seeking work and employers with

.jobs to fill. Tbe Service is a cooperative Federal-State.system.of oskr

2,400"local employment offices in the 50 State's, Puerto Rico, Guam, the

Virgin Islands, and thetDistrict of Columbia. In addition to finding.

jobs'for people and people for jobs, the Service also makes available

counseling, testing and other manp4r,services to job seekers. Services

offered to employers include assistance in developing job skill require-

ments and providing labor marlAt information.

In addition -L) its labor exchange mission, the Service is involved

in the administration of 21 other laws, 11 Executive Oyders, and 14
,

agreements with yarious Federal.agencies, which require the performance

of specific duties relating to special target groups such as Vietnam era

4
veterans, the handicapped, recipients of fin5000/1172Tritance under the

Aid' to Families wifh Dependent.Children program, food stamp recipients

and workers engaged in training under the Comprehensiye Employment and

Training ACt. A major responsibility of tke. Service is to administer the

so4called Work-test for unemployment insurance claimants. The law
1

establishing the Insurance program has been interpreted to require avail-

ability for employment as a precondition foriigibility to collect

unemployment compensatioh.

a
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The Department of Labor allocates funds to the States for Service

operations primarily by means of a Balanced Placement Formula. The

(ormula is used to allocate funds based on performance. Since the form-

ula ties directly to performance, ittis intended to serve as an incentive

for the continuing improvement of both quantity and quality of service%

rendered. The formula also serves as an Instrument to assist State

agencies in evaluating their performance.

Although funding for the Service's activities has increased over the

last 10 years, the number of staff positions has temained fairly constant,

decreasing slightly in recent years. In fiscal year 1967, about $287.9

million was obligated, funding lbout 31,500 positions. In fiscal year Mb

1976, the Department estimates it will obligate about $517.4 million to

fund 28,400 staff positions.

PERFORMANCE OF THE SERV/CE

The EmplOyment SecurieY Automated Repotdthg System is,tbe Department

of Labor prescribed statistics gathering system for the Service. It in

designed io provide data on the characteristics of individals served and

on the services provided to them.

National data showed that during fiscal year 1975 about 18.5 million

persons applied to the ServiCe for assistance. Our analysis of the data

showed that about 10.8 million or 58 percent of the 18.5 million aPpli-

cants did not receive service of any kind, that is, did not receive job

referral, counseling, or testing.

Using the national data we compared the Service's performance in

fiscal year 1975 in placing applicants in jobs and filling job openings

listed by employers with the established by the Department of Labor.

440
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Our comparison showed that the Ser)ice had placed 3.1 million or 17

percent of its 18.5 million applicants in jobs. This performance was

below the established goal of 22 percent. On the other hand, the Service

had exceeded the Department's established gdal of filling 60 percent of

the job openings liated by employers. Data showed that 5.8 million or

73 percent of ihe 7.9 million job venings wire filled. The difference

between the data on placements, 3.1 million applicants, and jobs,filled,

5.8 million, results from the fact that many of the jobs listed are for

a short auration. For example, about 53 percent of the jobs listed with

the Service were expected to last less than 5 months. Consequently,

many applicants were placed in several jobs during the year.

Host of the placeraents were in relatively low paying jobs,. For

example, 55 pertent of the placements during fiscal year 1975 were in

jobs paying less than $2.50 an i':dur. Also, many of the jobs listed with

the Service were with ymployers who were not subject to the Federal

minimum wAe laws. ($2.10 an hour in 1975.) We noted that about one

third of the placements'made in fiscal year 3975 were in jobs which paid

$2.00 an hour or less.

Of the 18.5 million persons registered with the Service, 6.5

million were unerployMent insurance claimants. The Service found jobs

for only 550,000 or 8.5 percent of the total claimants registered with

the Service. The ttlatively low success rate in placing claimants is

evidenced by the fact they comprised 35 percent of the total number of

applicants, yet accounted for only about 18 percent of the persons placed

in jobs.

As-previously stated, the Employment Security Automated Reporting

System is the Department of L'abor prescribed statistical data.gathering

4.
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system fcri the Service and is the only source from which Information on

performance can be obtained. During our review, we noted that the data

did not always accurately reflect performance. A Department study of

1974 placement data in four States also showed errors had occurred in

the accumulation of the data.

Errors in placement data

At each of the eight metropolitan offices we visited, we sent

questionnaires to 75 randomly selected applicants who had been recoS

by the office as being placed in a job during February 1975. One of the

purposes of the questionnaire was to verify that the applicants had found

a job thnugh the Service office. Of the 600 questionnaires sent, de

received responses fromr337 persons. Only 189, or 56 percent, of those

responding stated chap they had actually been placed in a job by the

Service offices. The remiining respondents stated they'did not find jobs

or found jobs by other means.

Service offiCials said that reporting errors can occur in several

ways including:

--Applicant was hired but never reported for work. The local office

may have verified that the applicant was hired but did not follow

up to decermine,if the applicant actually entered on the job.

--Employer did not hire the applicant. The local office recorded

the placement without verifying that the applicant was hired.

--Clerical or ke9punch error. The local office erroneously input

the referral result as hired or recorded the wrong applicant as

being placed.

A Department study of fiscal year 1974 data in Illinois, New Mexico,North

Carolina, and Oregon also identified invalid placements. The study showed
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that about 5,000, or 15 percent, of 34,000 reported placements in the..four

States were invalid. The report identified major causes of erroneous .

placements which were similar to those I just described.

In addition to overstating the number of placements, we found that

the data did not always accurately reflect the duration of the jobs

filled. The Service categorizes placements by expected duralion--1 to

3 days, 4 to 150 days, and over 150 days. The job duration is determined

at the time a job order is received from'an employer and is based on the

employer's opinioa as to how long the job will last. The Department

considers placements expected to last aver 150 days as permanent jobs.

To test the actual duration of permanent placements, we randomly

selected 328 reported placements in jobs expected to last over 150 days,

and telephoned the employers 30 days after the reported hire date. After

one month, only 52 percent of the applicants ;Jere still working. The

Department's study showed similar results--about 15,600, or 66 percept,

of almost 24,000 persons reported placed in permanent jobs were no'.

longer employed at the end of 150 days.

Effect of inaccurate reports

State and local office managers use the Employment Security

Automated Reporting System data to compare their performance with

estzblished goals each quarter. The Department requires that any

unfavorable variances be explained and corrective actions taken. Errors

in performance reports affect these evaluations and could result in

inappropriate manaomentCdecisions.

- 6 -
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The.Department allocates about 60 percent of Service funds to the

States on the basis of their reported performancell A State's funding

depends on how its performance compares to the national average. Because

the formula consists essentially of measures of individuals served, job

orders filled and the duration of the jobs, errors in performance data

directly affect thelunds received by,States. To illustrate, we recom-

puted one of the larger State's funding allocation for fiscal year 1976,

assuming that it overstated individuals placed and jobs filled by 10

percent, and the duration,of placements by 25 percent. Under these

assumed overstatements of performance this State's funding would have

increased by abou't $2 million or 6.5 percent of its $30.7 million

allocation.

JOB INFORMATION SERVICE

The Job Information Service is a technique wherety an applicant can

review job openings and be referred to one he selects wihbout An extensive

interview and registration prmcess. The applicant does much of the job

screening usually done by interviewers in individualized service. Service

offices using the Information Service usually make availableto interested

applicants a display of available job listings on bulletin boards or

TV-like viewers.

The Department introduced the Information Service concept on a

national basis in 1971 after suMcessful experiments in 10 cities. These

experimentpshowed that 35 to 40 percent of an office's applicant work-

load could be adequately served by the Information Service with a

The remaining 40 percent is allocated on a specific eunding basis for
activities such as rent, postage, and other nonp1acement items .

4 fl If
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minimum of assistance from office personnel. In 1975, a Departgent

. official estituted that at offices using the Information Service, 60

percent of the placements could be attributed to the system.

The Department engaged a contractor in 1975 to examine the use of

the Information Service Ln* lal offices. A mail survey and follow-up

telephone survey by tbe contractor in August 1975 indicated that about

1,000 of the approximately 2,400 9ervice offices had same type of

Information Service, varying from a single viewer or hard copy of job

orders to many viewers and job search materials. Available information

also showed that tbe use of the Information Service varied among States.

For example, only 3 of 43 offices in Massachusetts reportedly used the

sista= compared with 20 of 22 Connecticut offices. The Information

Service was reportedly not used in large metropolitan areas such as New

York city, Indianapolis, and Oklahoma City.

. Thirteen of the 15 offices we reviewed used the Information Service

to varying degrees. The remaining two offices did not use the system.

At the peal of seven offices located in al s, Denver, Los Angeles, and

Salt Lake City, applicants were emcOuraged to e the self-service screen-
,

ing system and it accounted for many xferrals. For example, about 85

percent of the referrals at one of ce in Los Angeles resulted from the

Information Service. It was used less at each of the two offices in

Chicago and Philadelphia. These offices relied more-on interviewers

Y

matching applicants with the jobs and the Info tion Service was not as

large a factor in making referrals. For examp e, at a Chieiia office,

only 10 percent of the referrals to jobs were attributed to the self-

service system. Although the tuo New Jersey offices were equipped to
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-operate an Information Service, the Job data that was displayed was a

week old and mit useful to the applicants. As a result the system was

not used. The two offices we reviewed in New Orleans did not tmve an

Information Service and relied totally on interviewers matching appli-

cants with the jobs.

Because the information Service requires that an applicant visit the

Service office, we included in our questionnaire to applicants questions

concerning the accessibility of the offices to the applicants. Based on

the results of the questionnaire we found,that 86 percent of the appli-

cants Vcved:/ithin 10 miles of an office, and 73 percfnt resided within

20 minutes of the offices. Most of the applicants responding to our

questionnaire advised that the self-service system was easy to use and a

good way to present available jobs.

During our discussions with managers of offices using the

Information Service all but one stated that without it more staff would

be neig:I to maintain the,present level of service. For examPle, at ehe

Denver urban office, which relies heavily on the Inf6rmation Service, the

managerlitimated that his present stsgf of 24 would have to be increased

to about 50 persons if the system was not used. Most managers stated

that in addition to freeing 'personnel, the Information Service

--enables applicants to review and consider a wider range of jobs;

--lets applicants quickly determine if a suitable job opening is

available;

--incr ases the mumber of job referrals; and

creases the frequehcy of,applicants visiting the Service.

We found that over two-thirds of the job referrals occurred while

the applicant visitedm Service office and was served by the Information

87-814 0 - 82 - 29 4 6
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Service and/or individualized service. The remaining referrals resulted

from a process called file search.

File search occurs when, in the applicant's absence, an interviewer

uses a previously completed application to match the.applicant with a Joh

opening. File search can sometimes produce referrals to jobs not filled

by persons visiting an office. Howe'ver, the effectiveness of file search

is hampered by the volume and quality of applications, lack of time, and

difficulty in contacting applicants.

We randomly selected 375 unfilled job orders--25 at each of the 15

local offices--and searched applicant files to see how many applicante

were suitable for each job order. Our file search revealed that there

was at least one applicant qualified for 160, on 43 perceni of the 375

unfilled jobs. In addition, there were three or more qualified appli-

cants for 25 percent of the jobs.

Service office personnel generally agreed that the matches we made

were valid. They said they had not made the matches primarily because of

insufficient time available for file search.

There were other problems with regard to the effectiveness of file

search as a means of matching job openings with qualified applicants.

Applications at some offices were often not useful for file search-

ing either because the applicants were no longer seeking employment or

because the applications did not contain sufficient information on the

applicants' qualifications. For example, 69 of the 100 applications we

reviewed in New Jersey were not useful for file search for these reasons.

About 90 percent of the applications reviewed in the two Chicago offices

did not show the applicant's minimum acceptable salary.

I
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did qqt have telephones. Like che celephone.concacts, che response race

co the mail cards was abouc 25 percenc.

COMPUTERIZED JOB MATCHING

A computerized macching syscem is basically one of automaced file

search in which a computer macches a job's requiremencs wich applicants'

qualificacions. The Deparcmenc began compucer macching experimencs in

four Scaces--New York, Wisconsin, California,,and Ucah--in che 1960's.

The DeOarcment escablished a 5-year plan scarcing in fiscal year 1976 co

expand compucerized matching nacionvide ac an e;cimated cosc of $100

million.

We found chac che effeccivenesS of compucerized job macching, like

manual file search, is limiced by the volume of applicacions, cime faccors,

and dIfficulcy in concaccing appllcancs, We included Salt Lake Cicy in

our review because che Departmenc'considered ic co have an excellent

compucerized macching system. We found chac che computer accounced for

29 percenc of che job referrals ac che Salc Like Cicy office--a level noc

subscantially different froCk che levels achieved by offices performing

manual file search.

441

We also found chac file search is ofcen unproduccive because

applicancs when macched with job openings often cannoc be reached co

refer chem co che jobs. Ac each of che 15 offices, we randomly selecced

50 accive applicancs and attempced co reach chem by celephone. Abouc

two-thirds of che 750 applicancs could not be reached or were npc avail-

able for job referral. The primary reasons included no phone, che phone

"wow
was ouc of service, or che person was already employed. In Utah, che

Service nocified applicancs by mail about r2ssible job referrals if chey

J
AP'
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Utah officials stated that about 60 percent of the computer catches

wire not used bec_nuse interviewers

--determined the match was not suitable because of such factors as

the registrant's work history, or attitude, or transportation

problems, or

*Were too busy serving applicants in the office to review Computer

matches.

The officials estimated that half of the remaining matches were not used

because the Service was unable to contact theregistrants to refer them

to jobs.

The Salt lake City office had about 20,400 applications on file in

the computer. Although the computer's speed handled this volume, the

matches that resulted included persons not actively seeking or available

lor /prk. We also observed that interviewers did not have time to review

all job matches. /a.

We randomly selected 50 active applicants d attempted to reach them

by teleobone. Thirty-nine or 78 percent of the applicSnts we selected

either could not be contacted or were not available for a referral. Nine

of the 20 persons we were able to contact were no longer seeking employment.
111

The computer does not guarantee that all possible referrals will be
4.

made. We selected 24 jobs which the Salt Lake City offlce had not filled.

Each job had been open for at least 51 days. With the help of Service

personnel, we used tpe computer to match available appl:icants to the jobs.

Twenty-nine suitable applicantse available for 9 of the 24 job

openings. The Sal; Lake City office had referred only one person to one

of the nine jobs.

-12-
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EFFECLIMESS,CHUORK-TEST

Im order to collect unemployment insurance a claimant must meet the

requirements of the "work-test" rule. The rule requires a claimant to be

available for and actively_seeking suitable work. To comply with the work

test rule applicants are generally required co register with the Service.

The Department's operating instructions require the Service to

report to the Unemployment Insurance office_any information it obtains

regarding a claimant's availability for work. The Seryice is to report

instances when a claimant:

--refuses a referral or does not respond to a request to come in

for a referral;

--does not appear for a job interview;

--deClines a job offer;

-'-does not report for work after accepting a job; or

--by some action or statement leads the Service to question his

availability for work.

During fiscal year 1975, the Service reported to Unemployment Insurance

offices on about 206,000 claimants who may not have complied with the

work-test. Only about 60,000, or 29 percent, of these reports resulted

in claimants losing Venefits. These persons represented about 1 percent

of the 6.5 million claimants registered with the Service. Many eligi-

bility questions do not result in disqualification from benefits because.

Unemployment Insurance office staff (2) cannot obtain sufficient evidence

that a:claimant did not appear for a job interview-and (2) are uncertain

about what claimant actions indicated-unavailability for work.

- 13 -
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We examined 331,randot1y selected Service reports questioning

claimant's' eligibility of which only 30 resulted in disqualification, of

benefits. In many instances the claimant was not disqualified because,

the reportS could not be substantiated. For example, clap.anis often

stated that they appeared for job,interviews and thl Unemployment

Insurance office staff could not obtain subs6antive evidence from the

prospective employer that the claimant did not appear. Also, the staff

often excused claimants when they did not appear for a job interview

NP'because the claimants said the S613 location was inconvenient or the pay

inadequate. This ocdurred despite the'fact the claimants knew the

location and wages of the jobs before accepting referrals.

Other factors which influence the effectiveness of the Service as a

means of applying the worIttest rule are the relatively low paying jobs

/ that are listed and the faCt that ceriain groups of claimants generally

cannot benefit from Service assistance. As stated previously, the

Service has had relatively little success in finding jobs for claimants--

placing only 550,000 or 8.,5 percent of the approtimately 6.5 million

claimants dur'ing fiscal year 1975.

The low pay of many jobs listed at the Service makes.it difficult to

/
refer and place claimants. For example, in the eight States reviewed,thd

average weekly insurance benefit for a single person ranged from 59 to 94

percent of the average wage after taxes of jobs listed at the Service.

The Department specifically identified the following groups of

claimants who could be exempted from Service registration Eor purposes of

the work-test requirements: (1) claimants having a continuing job attach-
.

cent with reasonable assurance that employment will be resumed, (2)

- 14 -
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or

workers who perform jobs available exclusively ,through unions in which

1

they are in good standing, and (3) individuals in occupations where

placement cus tomarily is made by other nonfee_charging placement

facilities stich as profestional associations.

-
Studies'sponsored by the Department between 1969 and 19711rshowed

7

that about 40 percent of all claimants'Lould not appreciably benefit from

,employment assistance from the Service, and therefore their registration

would not constitute a valid work-test. Applying the results o'f these

studies to the workload of 16 States for fiscal year 1973, the Department

estimated thae these States completed 1.4 million work registrations for

claimants in this category.

In cases where registration with the Service does not provide a

work-test, other means can be used to provide assistance

to ctaimants and legitimately apply the work-test. For example, the

Department has suggested that Unemployment Insurance office staff conduce

periodic indepth eligibility interviews with claimants geared toward

determining their active work ,seiich eaorts. In addition,4hese inter-,

vievan be used to provtde information to the claimant about the job

market.

Efforts to reduce workload

Several States attempted tb reduce the registration workloadlin

various waysiduring fiscal years 19,74 and 1975. California ado/red a

temporacy policy to accommodate the increased workload generated by a
49

high unemployment situation. For example, the suburban-Los Angeles,

office completed detailed applications Only for:'

--claimants with occupations for which 10 or more job openings

were currently available;

j
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--:recently discharged yeterans who were also claimants; and

--food stamp recipients.

The time spent on applications decreased 30'0ercent With the policy

change. However, this regisiratiop policy was scheduled to end when

unemployment normalized.'
r
..*'\ In Dallas the offices registered most claimants, but allowed them

to review job listings or tequest interviewer assistance on a voluntary

basis. Hillbserved during a 3-day test period that about 40 percent of

the claimants chose not to consider the johs listed at the Service.

On October 1, 1974, New Jersey ended Mandatory Service registration

of claimants. Instead, the State invited clairants to register with the

Service if they wanted or needed help in finding a job. New Jersey com7

Pared the experience of the first 6 months under Ithe new polity with the

sane period during the previous year. Total registrations decreased by :

over 50 percent, but New Jersey was able to place nearly the-same number

of individuals during the test period as it did during the previous 4

period, This occurred despite a 32 pertent drop in the number of jobs

, listed which was largely attributable to an increased unemployment rate.

The director,of the New Jersey agency drewthefollowing conclusions

from the study. 0^

--The Set-I:rice is much more effective inylacing personiwho are not

claimants.

--Claimants who voluntarili register are more likely to be placed

than involuntary registrants.

--The Service calt provide ;more effective placement service to both

, applicants and employers under the voluntary registration system.

3 r?
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The Director also stated that the reduced registration workload

allowed 40'personnel to be diverted from registering applicants to

piacement activities. He believed that 2,400 fewer'placements"wo4ld /have

occ'Orred,if the 40 reassigned personnel had to complete registrations

instead of_being freed to perform placement duties.

EMPLOYER SERVICES

The primary, puriose of the employer services prog4n is_.to generate

an inflow of job openings in the volume and occupational variety necessary

to satisfy the job needs of applicants.

One of the principal elements in a good employer relations program

is personal contact with potential employers to,encourage their use of

the_Service for meeting their personnel requirements.

At the time of our review, the Department had not established

staffing standards for employer relations at local offices. Understand-

ably, the level of local employer relations activities varied consider-

_ .- -
ably At the locations we visited.

During 1975 the Department drafted employer relations guidelines

which it plans to distribute to the State agencies. The guidelines

recommend that local offices should contact, by phone and/or personal

visits, 25 to 46 Percent of the employers in tho area they serve.

d-tiefft of emplirs included in the contact Program is to be based

on placement potential indicated by factors such as (1) number of

workers employed, (2) turnover rates, (3) nature and quality of

openings and (4) need for placement service. Department official

advised us furthe7 that eabh employer included in the employer contact

progfam should e phoned!or visited a minimum of four times a year.
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Ln Philadelphia and New Jersey, employer service representatives

were assigned by local dffices. At the Philadelphia.suburban office,

.two representatives were responsible for about 500 small employers 2nd

150 larger employers in the area. They visited about 15 percent of the

small employers and a third of the larger employers each month. In

addition, they contacted about 200 =ore employers by telephone each

month.- In contrast, ihe Camden and Burlington, New Jersey offices

devoted few resources to employer services. At the Camden office one

representative was assigned to service all 4,700 employers in the area;

while at the Burlington office with 3,000 employers in the area, no

employer representative was assigned.

Los Angeles and Denver present a similar contrast in service levels.

Both localities operated regional employer service offices which were

responsible for areas served by several local offices.

The office serving the Los Angeles suburban art hadzpfoximately

18,000 employers in its jurisdiction--three representatives serviced the

area,- Each month they visited about 400 employers in person arid called

about 100 others. The office serving the urban Los,Angeles area' allotted

4.5 personnel positions for serving 27,000 employers and making 500

contacts each month. If the new Department employer relations guidelines

had been in effect during fiscal year 1975, the office serving the Los

Angeles suburban area would have to have contacted hetween 1,500 and

2,800 employers each month, and the urban office between 2,300 and 4,100.

Service officials stated that additional personnel were not available to

provide the needed employer relations services.

- 18 -
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Denver naintained a higher level of employer relations activities.

Both offices inypenver were served by staff assigned to the same regional
1

office which was responsible for about 20,000 employers. The office was

staffed with an employer relations supervisor, nine employment service

representatives, and four staff assistants: In a typical month the staff

contacted about 1,200 employers by telephone or in person.

A good employer relations proiram also involves providing the kind

of service to employers that,will create confidence in.the Ser;ice as a

reliable source for meeting all of their personnel needs.

We sent questionnaires to $00 employers to obtain their views on the

effectiveness of the Service. Analysis of the 570 returned q0e9tionnaires

showed that although employers are not charged for services, almost 60
,

percent of the employers did noc list all their job openings with the

Service. We compared the type of jobs employers listed co the occupationL

of persons they employed, and found that most respondents employing

clerical workers, laborers% and equipment operators listed those kinds of

jobs with che Service. However, only 10 percent of the employers having

managerial employees 4sted that kind of position. Similarly, less ihan

25 percent of the employers with professional po,Lions, for example

accountants and engineers, listed these openings.

We asked employers to rate che effectiveness of referral services in

terms of applicants' qualifications, the number of referrals sent, and

tms.1,41e3s for each of nine jcib classes. Etployers ranked skilled workers,

managers, and professionals as che three occupations least effectively

serviced, and service.workers, laborers, and equipment operators as the

Most effectively served groups.

- 19 -
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Most ecployers did not rank the Service as their first choice for

referrals. They ranked newspaper ads and referrals by existing ecployees

ahead of the Service.

We randdEly selected a total of 369 job orders which had not been

filled at the 15 offices reyiewed. Telephone contacts with the employers

disclosed that 279-(76 percent) of the jobs had been filled by ocher

means. Newspaper ads, personal referrals, walk-ins, and private' agencies

were the major sources of referral. A6out one-third of the ecployers

said they were disiatisfied with the Service primarily because of the

poor quality of applicants referred and an insufficient number of

referrals.

All the questionnaire respondents reportedly listed jobs wi.-thi4

Service, but only 55 percent of the employers stated they had been con-

tacted by Service staff in the past-.year. Host respondents also said,

they had not changed their use.of the Service in the past 3 years.

According to the employers, the most Important serviges employer rela-

tions personnel could provide were (1) to learn about employer personnel

needs, (2) expedite ieferral service, and (3) solicit job orders.

Before concluding, I would like to provide a brief description of

the changing role of the Service since its inception, a summary of the

information we have providee4nd our suggestions for improving the

performance of the Service.

Since its establishment in 1933, the Service's focu; and the labor

maTet in which it participates have changed. Unlike 1933, the Service

now cocpeces with a multitude of other placement activities. From that

- 20 -
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competition, it emerges a3 an agency serving a relatively small and

specialized segment of the labor market--jobs and person3 charactErized

by low pay.

Originally conceived as a labor-exchange for persons seeking work

and employers with job openings to fill, the Servicetook on a broader

range of manpower activities.as part of the World War II effort. In the

face of acute manpower shortages, it assisted in recruit:tent and manpower

utilization activities.

Another big change in focus occurred in the late 1960's and early

1970's. In line vith the legislative emphasis on the disadvantaged, the

Service provided intensified and individualized service to people who

experienced the most difficulty in getting and holding jobs. This

emphasis diverted attention from the job-ready andOrsulted in a sharp

decline in job orders and placements. The number of nonagricultural

placements dropped from 6.6 million in 1966 -to 3.3 million in 1971.

After 1471 emphasis tied to increased placement of all people,

the job-ready and the disadvantaged. Increased productivity (more

placements) as well as placement of individuals to certain target groups

was emphasized. The Department plans to expand the Service's penetra-

tion in the labor market from the fistai year 1975 level of 6.3 million

V
nonagricultural job openings to 8.5 million listings by fiscal year 1979.

In August 1974 the Bureau of Labor Statistics 1BLS) repvted on its'

study of how people found employment. The statistical study pertained

to 10 million persons who sought and found work during i072. BLS

reported that although a third of the job seekers used the Service, 95

percent of the job placements occurred through other means. The major

- 21 -
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sources yere: applications directly to employers (35 percent), friends

and relatives (26 percent),-and newspaper ads (14 percent). Private

employment agencies and the Service_each accounted fo; about 5 percent 4

of the placements.

The BLS study also showed the occupations and education levels of

the people placed by the various employment sources. The Service

accounted for only 1.8 percent of the professional and managerial job

placements. It was more successful with clerical workers (6.7 percent),

service workers (5.7 percent), and nonfarm laborers (5.9 percent).

Similarly, the Service accounted for 9.6 percent of the persons placed

who completed 8 or less years of school, but only 2.4 percent of the
-

placements of college graduates.

The BLS findings are consistent with our analysis of Service

performance reports. Our analysis showed that the Service is primarily_ - . _

a placement service for low-paying jobs. Almost 55 percent of the place-

ments during fiscal year 1975 were'in jobs paying less than $2.50 an

hour; ihd one-third paid $2.00 or less an hour. During the year, the 1

Service spent an estimated $491 million to place 3.1 million persons--an

average cost of $158 for each individual Placed.

The Department plans to achieve more and better job placements by

spending Substantial sums to establish computerized-job matching nation-

wide and improving employer relations. Because eiie Service does not'

create new jobs, it increases its performance by obtaining a greater

portion of Ehe placement transactions that occur in the labor market.

The Department has not related the Service's expansion to an identified

level of employer and applicant needs. Moreover, while the Department
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plans to expand the computerized job matching system, it has not been

conclusively demonstrated that this system will significantly improve

the Service's. ability to milce more timely or accuiate-job4matche?.

Since there are many competing sources for filling jobs, the Service

in order to improve its performance must match applicants(with available

jobs quickly. The Department plans to implement computerized job matching

on nationwide basis, however, this process is subject to many of the

same problems associated with manual file search. We suggest that before

incurring the cost of implementing the computerized job matching system

nationwide, the Department reevaluate the benefits that could be achieved

by the system.

We believe that the less costly Information Service enables the

Service to provide its applicants the opportunity to consider a wider

range of available jobs, facilitates a more timely e;atch of applicants

with job openings, and should enhance their chances in being placed in

a job. Therefore, we suggest that the Department identify those offices

which could improve their performance by implementing the Information

Service and encourage them to establish such systems.

SinCe the Service has many more applicants than available jobs, its

employer services program is particularly important if it is going to

obtain more job openings. The Department has established c4teria for

personal visits and telephone contacts that employer services staff

should make to employers and has established a broad goal to obtain a

'larger share of job openings. However, the program lacks direction in

terms of the kinds of job openings that should be sought. As stated

previously, the Service has, over the past years, acquired the image of

23
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a labor exchange functionfor lowipaying, short duration jobs. This has

not only twapered the Seice's ability to improve.its performance, but

has reduced its effectiveness in enforcement of the work-test rule for

uaemploymen't insurance recipients.

Wessuggest that the Department establish goals that would encourage

the Service to upgrade the types of jobs that it,can offer its applicants

and to seek a wider range of jobs to better meet the needs of a larger

aumber of its applicants.

We suggest that the aerRysment examine the application of the work-

test rule to determine why it has beea largely ineffective.

The accuracy of data produced by the Employment. Security Automated

Reporting Systdm is important to the management of the Service at the

local, State, and Federal levels. 17ithout accurate Performance data,

success in placing applicants and filling jobs cannot be reliably

me'alsured or evaluated and resources applied equitably. Therefore, we

suggest that the Department take the action necessary to insure that the

Service verify the validity of reported placements and that adequate

follov-up is made to verify the accuracy of the reported duration of the

placements.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared statement. We will be

pleased to respond to any questions that you or,other members of the

Subcommittee may have.

It


